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KARL MARX

THESES ON FEUERBACH 1

I

The chief defect of all hitherto existing materialism-that of
Feuerbach included-is that the thing [Gegenstand], reality, sensuousness, is conceived only in the form of the object [Objekt], or
of contemplation [Anschauung], but not as human sensuous activity,
practice, not subjectively. Hence it happened that the active side,
in contradistinction to materialism, was developed by idealismbut only abstractly, since, of course, idealism does not know real,
sensuous activity as such. Feuerbach wants sensuous objects,
really differentiated from the thought objects, but he does not
conceive human activity itself as objective [gegenstandliche] activity.
Hence, in the Essence of Christianity, he regards the theoretical
attitude as the only genuinely human attitude, while practice
is conceived and fixed only in its dirty-judaical form of appearance. Hence he does not grasp the significance of ''revolutionary'',
of ''practical-critical", activity.
II

T?e question whether objective [gegenstandliche] truth can be
.· · attr1bt1ted to human thinking is not a question of theory but is
.··· ~ practical question. In practice man must prove the truth, that
~.>is •. t~e reality and power, the this-sidedness [Diesseitigkeit] of his
·. th 1?k1n_g. !he dispute over the reality or non-reality of thinking
·. which is isolated from practice is a purely scholastic question.
'

;'-'

»'_ '

,.':.:''.'1'

·-~·
·_'
''•• ;_

III

-, ·'I'
,j~.,

',~!/.:i

·:

'

'

The
.;i:;f tance materiali_st doctrine that men are products of circum:;:ir cts ofs0~~d up_br1nging, and that, therefore, changed men are prod: ·~
er circumstances and changed upbringing, forgets that it
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is men that change circumstances and that the educator himself
needs educating. Hence, this doctrine necessarily arrives at dividing society into two parts, of which one is superior to society
(in Robert Owen, for example).
The coincidence of the changing of circumstances and of human
activity can be conceived and rationally understood only as
revolutionising practice.
IV

Feuerbach starts out from the fact of religious self-alienation,
the duplication of the world into a religious, imaginary world
and a real one. His work consists in the dissolution of the religious
world into its secular basis. He overlooks the fact that after completing this work, the chief thing still remains to be done. For
the fact that the secular foundation detaches itself from itself
and establishes itself in the clol1ds as an independent realm is
really only to be explained by the self-cleavage and self-contradictoriness of this secular basis. The latter must itself, therefore,
first be understood in its contradiction and then, by the removal
of the contradiction, revolutionised in practice. Thus, for instance, once the earthly family is discovered to be the secret of
the holy family, the former must then itself be criticised in theory
and revolutionised in practice.

VII

Feuerbach, consequently, does not see that the ''religious sentiment'' is itself a social product, and that the abstract individual
whom he analyses belongs in reality to a particular form of
society.
VIII

Social life is essentially practical. All mysteries which mislead
theory to mysticism find their rational solution in human practice
and in the comprehension of this practice.
IX

The highest point attained by contemplative materialism, that
is, mat~r~alisi:i which does not understand sensuousness as practical act1v1ty, is the contemplation of single individuals in ''civil
society''.

x
The s_tandpoint of the old materialism is ''civil'' society; the
standpoint of the new is human society, or socialised humanity.

v
Feuerbach, not satisfied with abstract thinking, appeals to
sensuous contemplation; but he does not conceive sensuousness
as practical, human-sensuous activity.
VI

Feubrilach resolves the religious essence into the human essence.
But the human essence is no abstraction inherent in each singleindividual. In its reality it is the ensemb.le of the social relations.
Feuerbach, who does not enter upon a criticism of this real
essence, is consequently compelled:
1. To abstract from the historical process and to fix the
religious sentiment [Gemiitl as something by itself and to
presuppose an abstract-isolated-human individual.
2. The human essence, therefore, can with him be comprehended
only as a ''g~nus", as an internal, dumb generality which merely
naturally unites the many individuals.
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XI.

The philosophers have only interpreted the \Vorld, in various
ways; the point, however, is to change it.
Written in the spring of 1845
~riginally published by Engels ·
in 1888 in the Appendix to the
separate edition of his Lu.dwig
Feuerbach and the End of Classical
German Philosophy

•

Translated from the German

THE GERMAN IDEOLOGY

KARL MA RX AND FREDERICK ENGELS

From THE GERMAN IDEOLOG Y2
CIIAPTER I

FEUERBACH. OPPOSITION OF THE MATERIALISTIC
AND IDEALISTIC OUTLOOK

fl)
[s. 1) As we:hear from German ideologists, Germany has in the
last few years gone through an unparalleled revolution. The
decomposition of the Hegelian philosophy, which began with
Strauss, 3 has developed into a universal ferment into which all
the ''powers of the past" are swept. In the general chaos mighty
empires have arisen only to meet with immediate doom, heroes
have emerged momentarily only to be hurled back into obscurity
by bolder and stronger rivals. It was a revolution beside which
the French Revolution was child's play, a world struggle beside
which the struggles of the Diadochi 4 appear insignificant. Principles ousted one another, heroes of the mind overthrew each other
with unheard-of rapidity, and in the three years 1842-45 more
of the past was swept away in Germany than at other times in
three centuries.
All this is supposed to have taken place in the realm of pure
thought.
Certainly it is an interesting event we are dealing with: the put1·escence of the absolute spirit. When the last spark of its life had
f,1iled, the various components of this caput mortuum* began to
d;~compose, entered into new combinations and formed new substances. The industrialists of philosophy, who till then had lived
on the exploitation of the absolute spirit, now seized upon the
new combinations. Each with all possible zeal set about retailing
his apportioned share. This naturally gave rise to competition,
which, to start with, was carried on in moderately staid bourgeois
fashion. Later when the German market was glutted, and the commodity in spite of all efforts found no respo11se in the world market,
the business was spoiled in the usual German manner by fabri-

*

Literally: dead head; a term used in chemistry for the residuum
left after distillation; here: remainder, residue. -Ed.
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cated and fictitious production, deterioration in quality, adulteration of the raw materials, falsification of labels, fictitious purchases, bill-jobbing and a credit system devoid of any real basis.
The competition turned into a bitter struggle, which is now being
extolled and interpreted to us as a revolution of world significance,
the begetter of the most prodigious results and achievements.
If we wish to rate at its true value this philosophic charlatanry,
which awakens even in the breast of the honest German citizen
a glow of national pride, if we wish to bring out clearly the pettiness, the parochial narrowness of this whole Young-Hegelian
movement and in particular the tragicomic contrast between the
illusions of these heroes about their achievements and the actual
achievements themselves, we must look at the whole spectacle
from a standpoint beyond the frontiers of Germany.*

[1.] Ideology in General, German Ideology in Particular
[s. 2] German criticism has, right up to its latest efforts, never
quitted the realm of philosophy. Far from examining its general
philosophic premises, the whole body of its inquiries has actually
sprung from the soil of a definite philosophical system, that of
Hegel. Not only in their answers but in their very questions there
was a mystification. This dependence on Hegel is the reason why
not one of these modern critics has even attempted a comprehensive criticism of the Hegelian systein, however much each professes to have advanced beyond Hegel. Their polemics against

*

[Here the following passage is crossed out in the first version of the
clean copy:]
[p._ 2] We preface therefore the specific criticism of individual represent~t1ves ?f this m?vement with a few general observations, elucidating
the. 1d~olog1cal premises common to· all of them. These remarks will suffice
to 1nd1cate. the standpoint of our criticism insofar as it is required for the
understanding and the motivation of the subsequent individual criticisms.
\V oppose these remarks [p. 3] to Feuerbach in particular because he is the
on Y _one who has at least made some progress and whose works can be
examined de bonne foi.
1. Ideology in General, German Ideology in Particular
.1 r\· \Ve know only a ;,ingle science, the science of history. One can look
i11~ history from two sides and divide it into the history of nature and the
story of men. The two sides are, however, inseparable; the history of
na~ure and the history of men are dependent on each other so long as men
exist. The history of nature, so-called natural science, does not concern
uh her~; but we \vill have to examine the history of men, since almost the
~~ ~le
ideology amounts either to a distorted interpretation of this history
0
of t h'.l cho~plete abstraction from it. Ideology is itself only one of the aspects
IS !Story
(I
.
.
has n the first version of the clean copy further comes a passage, which
of h !l~t been cross_ed out, about the premises of the materialistic conception
(sec~~d)ry. I'!! this book, this passage is included in the text of the main
version of the clean copy as Section 2 (see pp. 17-18).-Ed.)

l
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Hegel and against one another are confined to this-each extracts
,one side of the Hegelian system and turns this against the whole
system as well as against the sides extracted by the others. To
begin with they extracted pure unfalsified Hegelian categories
.such as ''substance'' and ''self-consciousness'',* later they desecrated
these categories with more secular names such as ''species'',
"the Unique'', ''Man'',** etc.
The entire body of German philosophical criticism from Strauss
to Stirner is confined to criticism of religious conceptions.*** The
·critics started from real religion and actual theology. What religious consciousness and a religious conception really meant was
determined variously as they went along. Their advance consisted in subsuming the allegedly dominant metaphysical, political, juridical, moral and other conceptions under the class of reli..,
.gious or theological conceptions; and similarly in pronouncing
political, juridical, moral consciousness as religious or theologi-cal, and the political, juridical, moral man-''man'' in the last
resort-as religious. The dominance of religion was taken for
.granted. Gradually every dominant relationship was pronounced
a religious relationship and transformed into a cult, a cult of law,
.a cult of the State, etc. On all sides it was only a question of dogmas and belief in dogmas. The world was sanctified to an everincreasing extent till at last our venerable Saint Max**** was
able to canonise it en bloc and thus dispose of it once for all.
The Old Hegelians had comprehended everything as soon as
it was reduced to an Hegelian logical category. The Young Hegelians criticised everything by attributing to it religious conceptions
or by pronouncing it a theological matter. The Young Hegelians
are in agreement with the Old Hegelians in their belief in the
rule of religion, of concepts, of a universal principle in the
-existing world. Only, the one party attacks this dominion as
usurpation, while the other extols it as legitimate.
Since the Young Hegelians consider conceptions, thoughts,
ideas, in fact all the products of consciousness, to which they
attribute an independent existence, as the real chains of men
(just as the Old Hegelians declared them the true bonds of human
society) it is evident that the Young Hegelians have to fight only
against these illusions of the consciousness. Since, according to
their fantasy, the relationships of men, all their doings, their

*
**

The basic categories of David Strauss and Bruno Bauer.-Ed.
The basic categories of Ludwig Fe11erbach and Max Stirner.-Ed.
*** [The following passage is crossed out in the manuscript:] ... claiming
to be the absolute redeemer of the world from all evil. Religion was continually regarded and treated as the arch-enemy, as the ultimate cause of
all relationships repugnant to these philosophers.
**** Max Stirner.-Ed.
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chains and their limitations are products of their consciousness,
the Young Hegelians logically put to men the moral postulate
of exchanging their present consciousness for human, critical
or egoistic consciousness,* and thus of removing their limitations. This demand to change consciousness amounts to a demand
to interpret reality in another way, i.e., to re~ogni~e it b~ mea~s
of another interpretation. The Young-Hegelian ideologists, in
spite of their allegedly ''world-shattering'' statements, are the
staunchest conservatives. The most recent of them have found
the correct expression for their activity when they declare they
are only fighting against ''phrases''. They forget, however, that
to these phrases they themselves are only opposing other phrases,
and that they are in no way combating the real existing world
when they are merely combating the phrases of this world. The
only results which this philosophic criticism could achieve were
a few (and at that thoroughly one-sided) elucidations of Christianity from the point of view of religious history; all the rest of
their assertions are only further embellishments of their claim
to have furnished, in these unimportant elucidations, discoveries of universal importance.
It has not occurred to any one of these philosophers to inquire
into the connection of German philosophy with German reality,
the relation of their criticism to their own material surroundings**.

[2. Premises of the Materialistic Conception of History]***
.
)

'j

[p. 31 The premises from which we begin are not arbitrary ones,
not dogmas, but real premises from which abs~ra~ti?n can onl.y
be made in the imagination. They are the real ind1v1duals, their
activity and the material conditions under which they live, both
those which they find already existing and those produced by their
activity. These premises can thus be [p. 41 verified in a purely
empirical way.
.
.
.
The first premise of all human history is, of course, the existence
of living human individuals.**** Thus the first fact to be established is the physical organisation of these individuals and their

*

The reference is to Ludwig Feuerbach, Bruno Bauer and Max Stirner.-Ed.
** Further, in the manuscript of the main version of ~he clean copy,
the remaining part of the page is left blank. The text following on the next
page is reproduced in this book as Section 3.-Ed.
** * The text of this section is taken from the first version of the clean
copy.-Ed.
**** [The following passage is crossed out in the manuscript:] Th~ first
historical act of these individuals distinguishing them from animals rs not
that they think, but that they begin to produce their means of subsistence.
2-1087
'
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consequent relation to the rest of nature. Of course, we cannot here
go either into the actual physical nature of man, or into the natural conditions in which man finds himself-geological, orohydrographical, climatic and so on.* The writing of history must always set out from these natural bases and their modification in
the course of history through the action of men.
lVIen can be distinguished from animals by conscious11ess, by
religion or anything else you like. They themselves begin to
distinguish themselves from animals as soon as they begin to
produce their means of subsistence, a step which is conditioned
by their physical organisation. By producing their means of
subsistence men are indirectly producing their actual material
life.
The way in which men produce their means of subsiste11ce depends first of all on the nature of the actual means of subsistence
they find in existence and have to reproduce.
[p. 51 This mode of production must not be considered simply
as being the reproduction of the physical existence of the individuals. Rather it is a definite form of activity of these individuals,
a definite form of expressing their life, a definite mode of life on
their part. As individuals express their life; so they are. What
they are, therefore, coincides with their production, both with
what they produce and with how they produce. The nature of
individuals thus depends on the material conditions determining
their production.
This production only makes its appearance with the increase
of population. In its turn this presupposes the intercourse [Verkehr]
of individuals with one another. 0 The form of this intercourse is
again determined by production.**

[3. Production and Intercou?'e.

Div~ion

of Labour and Forms of Property: Tribal, Ancient, Feudal]
[s. 3] 'I'he relations of different nations among themselves depend
upon the extent to which each has developed its productive forces,
the division of labour and internal intercourse. This statement
is generally recognised. But not only the relation of one nat~on
to others, but also the whole internal structure of the nation
itself depends on the stage of development reached by its production and its internal and external intercourse. How far the pro-

*

[The follo\ving passage is crossed 011t in the .manuscr~pt:J .Not only
the original, spontaneous organisation of men, ~specially racial differences,
depends on these conditions but also the entire further development, or
lack of development, of men up to the present time.
.
** The first version of.the cle:in copy ends here. Further this book contains the text of the main version of the clean· copy.-Ed.
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d t've forces of a nation are developed is shown most manifestly
b uc the degree to which the. division ~f !abour has been carr~ed.
Ey h new productive force, insofar as it is not merely a quant1tat. ac extension of productive forces already known (for instance
th:e bringing into cu~t~v.ation of fresh land), causes a further
development of the d1v1s1on of labour.
The division of labour inside a nation leads at first to the separation of industrial and commercial from ag1·icultural labour,
and hence to the separation of town and country and to the conflict
of their interests. Its further development leads to the separation
of commercial from industrial labour. At the same time through
the division of labour inside these various branches there develop
various divisions among the individuals co-operating in definite
kinds of labour. The relative position of these individual groups
is determined by the methods employed in agriculture, industry
and commerce (patriarchalism, slavery, estates, classes). These
same conditions are to be seen (given a more developed intercourse) in the relations of different nations to one another.
The various stages of development in the division of labour
are just so many different forms of ownership, i.e., the existing
stage in the division of labour determines also the relations of
individuals to one another with reference to the material, instrument and product of labour.
The first form of ownership is tribal [Stammeigentum] ownership. 6 It corresponds to the undeveloped stage of production, at
which a people lives by hunti11g and fishing, by the rearing of
cattle or, in the highest stage, agriculture. In the latter case it
presupposes a great mass of uncultivated stretches of land. The
division of labour is at this stage still very elen1entary and is
confined to a further extension of the natural division of labour
existing in the family. The social structure is, therefore, limited
to an extension of the family; patriarchal family chieftains, below
them the members of the tribe, finally slaves. The slavery latent
i~ the family only develops gradually with the increase of population, the growth of want~. and with the extension of external
relations, both of war and of barter.
~he second form is the ancient communal and State ownership
wh~ch proceeds especially from the union of several tribes into
~city by agree1nent or by conquest, and which is still accompanied
Y slavery. Beside communal ownership we already find movable,
and later also immovable, private property developing, but as
an abnormal form subordinate to communal ownership. The citiz~ns hold power over their labouring slaves only in their commufity, and on this account alone, therefore, they are bound to the
orm of. communal ownership. It is the communal private property which compels the active citizens to remain in this sponta••
'
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neously derived form of association over against their slaves. For
this reason the whole structure of society based on this communal
ownership, and with it the power of the people, decays in the same
measure as, in particular, immovable private property evolves.
The division of labour is already more developed. We already
find the antagonism of town and country; later the antagonism
between those states which represent town interests and those
which represent country interests, and inside the towns themselves the antagonism between industry and maritime commerce.
The class relations between citizens and slaves are now completely
developed.
With the development of private property, we find here for
the first time the same conditions which we shall find again, only
on a more extensive scale, with modern private property. On the
one hand, the concentration of private property, which began very
early in Rome (as the Licinian agrarian law 7 proves) and proceeded very rapidly from the time of the civil wars and especially
under the Emperors; on the other hand, coupled with this, the
transformation of the plebeian small peasantry into a proletariat, which, however, owing to its intermediate position between
propertied citizens and slaves, never achieved an independent
development.
.
The third form of ownership is feudal or estate property. If
antiquity started out from the town and its little territory, the
Middle Ages started out from the country. This different startingpoint was determined by the sparseness of the population at that
time, which was scattered over a large area and which received
no large increase from the conquerors. In contrast to Greece and
Rome, feudal development at the outset, therefore, extends over
a much wider territory, prepared by the Roman conquests and the
:spread of· agriculture at first associated with them. The last centuries of the declining Roman Empire and its conquest by the barbarians destroyed a number of productive forces; agriculture had
declined, industry had decayed for want of a market, trade had
died out or been violently suspended, the rural and urban population had decreased. From these conditions and the mode of
organisation of the conquest determined by them, feudal property
1developed under the influence of the Germanic military constittution. Like tribal and communal ownership, it is based again on
a community; but the directly producing class standing over
against it is not, as in the case of the ancient community, the slaves,
hut the enserfed small peasantry. As soon as feudalism is fully
developed, there also arises antagonism to the towns. The hierarchical structure of landownership, and the armed bodies of retainers associated with it, gave the nobility power over the serfs.
This feudal organisation was, just as much as the ancient commu-
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1 ownership, an association against a subjected producing class;

~~t the form of association and the relation to the direct producers
\Vere clifferent because of the different conditions of production.
.
.
.
This feudal system of landownership had its counterpart in the
towizs in the shape of corporative property, the feudal organisation of trades. Here property consisted [s. 41 chiefly in the labour
of e<ich individual pe1·son. The necessity for association against
the organised robber-nobility, the need for communal covered
111 arl-;cts in an age when the industrialist was at the same time
a rnerchant, the growing competition of the escaped serfs swarmirig ir1to the rising towns, the feudal structure of the whole country: these combined to bring about the guilds. The gradually
accun1ulated small capital of individual craftsmen an_d their
stable numbers, as against the growing population, evolved the
relation of journeyman a11d apprentice, which brought into being
in the towns a hierarchy similar to that in the country.
'fhus the chief form of property during the feudal epoch consisted on the one hand of landed property with serf labour chained
to it, and on the other of the labour of the individual with small
capital commanding the labour of journeymen. The organisation
of both. was determined by the restricted conditions of produc~
tio11-the small-scale and primitive cultivation of the land, and
the craft type of industry. There was little division of labour in
the heyday of feudalism. Each country bore in itself the antithesis
of town and country; the division into estates was certainly strongly n1arked; but apart from the differentiation of princes, nobility,
clergy and peasants in the country, and masters, journeymen,
apprentices and soon also the rabble of casual labourers in the
towns, no division of importance took place. In agriculture it was
:er1dered difficult by the strip-system, beside which the cottage
industry of the peasants themselves emerged. In industry there
was no division of labour at all in the individual trades themselves, and very little between them. The separation of industry
and commerce was found already in existence in older towns; in
the newer it only developed later, when the to\vns entered into
rnutual relations.
The grouping of larger territories into feudal kingdoms was
a n.ecessity for the landed nobility as for the towns. The organisation of the ruling class, the nobility, had, therefore, everywhere
a monarch at its head.*
On t* Further, in tl1e manuscript, the remainder of the page is left blank.
liisto he ;t;t page begins the summary of the materialistic conception of
of thry. h e fourth, bourgeois, form of property is dealt with in Part IV
e c apter, Sections 2-4.-Ed.
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(4. The Essence of the Materialistic Conception of History.
Social Being and Social Consciousness)
[s. 5] The fact is, therefore, that definite individuals who are
productively active in a definite way* enter into definite social
and political relations. Empirical observation must in each separate instance bring out empirically, and without any mystification
and spect1lation, the connectio11 of the social and political structure with 1)roduction. The social structure and the State are continually evolving out of the life-process of definite individuals,
but of individuals, not as they may appear in their own or other
people's imagination, but as they really are; i.e., as they operate,
produce materially, and hence as they work under definite material limits, presuppositions and conditions independent of their
will.**
The production of ideas, of conceptions, of consciousness, is
at first directly interwoven with the material activity and the
material intercourse of men, the language of real life. Conceiving,
thinking, the mental intercourse of men, appear at this stage as
the direct efflux of their material behaviour. The same applies to
mental production as expressed in the language of politics, laws,
morality, religion, metaphysics, etc., of a people. Men are the
producers of their conceptions, ideas, etc.-real, active men, as
tl1ey are conditioned by a definite development of their productive
forces and of the intercourse corresponding to these, up to its
furthest forms.*** Consciousness can never be anything else than
conscious existence, and the existence of men is their actual lifeprocess. If in all ideology men and their circumstances appear upside-do\vn as in a camera obscura, this phenomenon arises just as
much fron1 their historical life-process as the inversion of objects
on the retina does from their physical life-process.
of

* [The original version:] definite individuals under definite relations
production.
. ** [The following passage is crossed out in the manuscript:] The ideas

\Vh1ch these individuals form are ideas either about their relation to nature
or about their mt1tual relations or about their O\Vn nature. It is evident
~hat in all these cases their ideas are the conscious expression-real or
~llusory-of their real relationships and activities, of their production and
1ntercou:se _and of their social and political organisation. The opposite
assumpt~on _is.only possible if in addition to the spirit of the real, materially
e_volved 1nd1v1duals a separate spirit is presupposed. If the conscious express~on of the real relations of these individuals is illusory, if in their imagination they turn reality upside-do\vn, then this in its turn is the result of their
limited material mode of activity and their limited social relations arising
from it.
. * ** [The original version:] l\ien are the prodt1cers of their conceptions,
ideas, etc., and precisely men conditioned by the mode of production of
their material life, their material intercourse and its further development
in the social and political structure.
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Iii direct contrast to German philosophy which descends from
heaven to earth, here we ascend from earth to heaven. That is
to sav, we do not set out from what men say, imagine, conceive,
nor from men as narrated, thought of, imagined, conceived, in
order to arri\'e at men in the flesh. We set out from real, active
men, and on the basis. of the~r real life-process we demonstrate the
de,,elopment of the ideological reflexes and echoes of this lifeprocess. The phantoms formed in the human brain are also, necessarily', sublimates of their material life-process, which is empirically' verifiable and bound to material premises. Morality, religiori, n1etaphysics, all the rest of ideology and their corresponding
forms of consciousness, thus no longer retain the semblance of
independence. They have no history, no development; but men,
developing their material production and their material intercourse, alter, along with this their real existence, their thinking
and the products of their thinking. Life is not determined by consciousness, but consciousness by life. In the first method of approach the starting-point is consciousness taken as the living individual; in the second method, which conforms to real life, it is
the real living individuals the1nselves, and consciousness is considered solely as their consciousness.
This. method of approach is not devoid of premises. It starts
out from the real premises and does not abandon them for a mon1ent. I ts pre1nises are men, not in any fantastic isolation and
rigidity, bt1t in their actual, empirically perceptible process of
development under definite conditions. As soon as this active
life-process is described, history ceases to be a collection of dead
facts as it is with the empiricists (themselves still abstract)
or an imagined activity of imagined subjects as with th~
idealists.
'
'iyhere speculation ends-in real life-there real, positive science
begins: the representation of the practical activity, of the practical process of development of men. Empty talk about conscious~es~ ceases, and real l(nowledge has to take its place. When reality is ~epicte~, philosophy as an independent branch of knowledge
oses its medium of existence. At the best its place can only be
t~~en by_ a summing-up of the most general results, abstractions
~ ~ch aris_e from the observation _of the historical dev_elopment
. -~n. Viewed apart from real history, these abstractions have
~1.11 .t emselves no value whatsoever. They can only serve to fas~ i ate the arrangement of historical material, to indicate the
re q_uence of its separate strata. But they by no means afford a
ep~p; or sc~ema, as does philosophy, for neatly trimming the
whee s of history. On the contrary, our difficulties begin only
real~ w~ ~et about the observation and the arrangement-the
epiction-of our historical material, whether of a J)ast epoch

'
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or of the present. The removal of these difficulties is governed
by premises which it is quite impossible to state here, but which
only the study of the actual life-process and the activity of the
individuals of each epoch will make evident. We shall select here
some of these abstractions, which we use in contradistinction to
the ideologists, and shall illustrate them by historical examples.*

(II)

[1. Conditions of the Real Liberation of Man]
[1] \Ve shall, of course, not take the trouble to enlighte11 our

wise philosophers by explaining to them that the ''liberation"
of ''man" is not advanced a single step by reducing philosophy,
theology, substance and all the trash to ''self-consciousness" and
by liberating man from the domination of these phrases, which
have never held him in thrall.** Nor will we explain to them that
it is only possible to achieve real liberation in the real world and
by employing real means, that slavery cannot be abolished without
the steam-engine and the mule and spinning-jenny, serfdom cannot be abolished without improved agriculture, and that, in general, people cannot be liberated as long as they are unable to obtain
food and drink, housing and clothing in adequate quality and
quantity. ''Liberation" is a historical and not a mental act, and it
is brought about by historical conditions, the [development]
of industry, commerce, [agri]culture, the [conditions of intercourse] [... ]*** [2] then subsequently, in accordance witl1 the different stages of their development, the nonsense of substance, subject, self-consciousness and pure criticism, as well as religious
and theological nonsense, and later remove it again when they
have advanced far enough in their development.****
In Germany, a country where only a trivial historical development is taking place, these mental developments, these glorified
and ineffective trivialities, naturally serve as a substitute for the
lack of historical development, and they take root and have to
be combated. But this fight is of local importance.*****
this

* The main (second) version of the clean copy ends here. Further,
book continues \vith three parts of the original manuscript.-Ed.
* * [Marginal notes by Marx:] Philosophic liberation and real libera-

tion; Man. The Unique one. TJ1e individual; Geological, hydrographical,
etc., conditions; The human body. Needs and labour.
* ** The manuscript is damaged here: the lower part of the sheet is
torn off; one line of the text is missing.-Ed.
* *** [Marginal note by Marx:] Phrases and real movement. The importance of phrases in Germany.
***** [Marginal note by Marx:] Language is the language of reality.

TIIE

[2. Criticism of Feuerhach 's Contemplative
and Inconsistent Materialism)

·

]* [8] iii reality and for the practical materiali~ t, i.e., the
• • • 1iist it is a question of revolutionising the existing world,
commu
'
· an d ch ang1ng
· ex1s
· t•1ng th·1ngs. Wh en occaf actically
attacking
0. pr lly \Ve find such views with Feuerbach, they are never more
SIOD a
. fl uence on h.is
th n isolated surmises an d h ave muc h too 1.it tl e in
ge~eral ot1tlook to be considered here as anything else than embryos
·
capable of development.
Feuerb<1ch's ''conception'' of the sensuous world is confined on
the one hand to mere contemplation of it, and on the other to·
mere feeling; he says ''Man'' instead of ''real historical man''.
"l\Ian" is really ''the German''. In the first case, the contemplation
of the senst1ous world, he necessarily lights on things which con·tradict his consciousness and feeling, which disturb the harrr1ony
he presupposes, the harmony of all parts of the s.ens1:1ous world
and especially of man and nature.** To remove this disturbance,
he must take refuge in a double perception, a profane one which
only perceives the ''flatly obvious'' and a higher, philosophical, one
which perceives the ''true essence" of things. He does not see how
tl1e sensuous world around him is, not a thing given direct from
all eternity, remaining ever the same, but the product of industry and of the state of society; and, indeed, in the sense that it
is an historical product, the result of the activity of a whole
succession of generations, each sta11ding on the shoulders of the
preceding one, developing its industry and its intercourse, modifying its social system according to the changed needs. Even
the objects of the simplest ''sensuous certainty" are only given
hin1 through social development, industry and commercial intercourse. The cherry-tree, like almost all fruit-trees, was, as is
well known, only a few centuries ago transplanted by commerceinto our zone, and therefore only [9] by this action of a definite
society in a definite age it has become ''sensuous certainty" for
Feuerbach.
Incidentally, when we conceive things thus, as they really
are and happened, every profound philosophical problem is resolved, as will be seen even more clearly later, quite simply into an
empirical fact. For instance, the important question of the rela[

*:

Five pages of the manuscript are missing here.-Ed.
.
th
NB. Feuerbach's failing is not that he subordinates the flatly obvious,
in~ sei;suo.us appearance, to the sensuous reality established by more accurate·
w·thsthgat1on of the sensuous facts, but that he cannot in the last resort cope
th~ .. t e sensuous world except by looking at it \Vi th the "eyes'', i.e., through.
spectacles'', of the philosopher.
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tion of man to nature [Bruno goes so far as to speak of ''the antitheses in nature and l1istory'' (p. 110), 8 as though these were two
separate ''things" and man did not always have before him an
historical nature and a natural history], out of which all the
''unfathomably lofty works"* on ''substance" and ''self-consciousness" were born, crumbles of itself when we understand that the
celebrated ''t1nity of man with nature" has always existed in industry and has existed in varying forms in every epoch according
to the lesser or greater development of industry, just like the
''~truggle" ~f man with nature, right up to the development of
hrs J>roduct1ve powers on a corresponding basis. Industry and
co111merce, production and the exchange of the necessities of life,
tl1e1nselves determine distribution, the structure of the different
social classes and are, in turn, determined by it as to the mode
in w_hich they are carried on; and so it happens that in Manchester,
for instance, Feuerbach sees only factories and machines, where
a hundred years ago only spinning-wheels and weaving-looms were
to be seen, or in the Campagna of Rome he finds only pasture
lands and swamps, where in the time of Augustus he would have
found nothing but the vineyards and villas of Roman capitalists.
Feuerbach speaks in particular of the perception of natural sci-ence; he ~~ntions secret~ which are disclosed only to the eye of
tl1e phys1c1st and chemist; but where would natural science be
'vithout industry and commerce? Even this ''pure'' natural science
is pr?vided with an aim, as with its material, only through trade
and industry, through the sensuous activity of men. So much is
this activity, this unceasing sensuous labour and creation this
production, the basis of the whole sensuous world as it now e~ists
that, were it interrupted only for a year, Feuerbach would not
only find an enormous change in the natural world, but would
very soon find that the whole world of men and his own perceptive
fa~ulty, nay ~is own existence, were missing. Of course, in all
this the priority of external nature remains unassailed and all
this has no application to the original men produced by generatio
aequivoca**; but this differentiation has meaning only insofar as
man is considered to be distinct from nature. For that matter,
nature, the nature that preceded human history, is not by any
means the nature in which Feuerbach lives, it is nature which
t?day no l?nger exists anywhere (except perhaps on a few Australian coral-islands of recent origin) and which therefore does not
exist for Feuerbach.
'
'
Cer~ai~ly ~euerbach [10] has a great advantage over the ''pure"
mater1al1sts in that he realises how man too is an ''object of the
1

*

Goethe, Faust, "Prolog im Himmel" ("Prologue in Heaven"). -Ed.
** Spo11taneous generation.-Ed. _
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es " But apart from the fact that he only conceives him as an
·of the senses " , no t as ''sensuous ac t rv1
· · t y " , because h e st1·11
,,sens
b
·ect
0
Jains in the realm of theory and conceives of men not in their
rein
·
· exis
· t rng
·
·
·1 ·en social connection,
no t un d er th err
con d i· t ions
of
f. f~ ,vhich have made them what they are, he never arrives at
t~e 'really existing active men, but stops at the abstraction ''man'',
. ncl gets no further than recognising ''the true, individual, cor1
~oreal 1nan" e1notio11ally, i.e., he knows no other ''human relatioi1shi ps'' ''of r11an to man" than love and friendship, and even
then idealised. He gives no criticism of the }Jresent conditions
of life. Thus he never manages to conceive the sensuous world as
tl1e total living sensuous activity of the individuals composing
it; and therefore when, for example, he sees instead of healthy men
a cro\vd of scrofulous, overworked and consumptive starvelings,
he is compelled to take refuge in the ''higher perception" and in
the icleal ''coinpensation in the species'', and thus to relapse into
idealism at the very point where the communist materialist sees
the necessity, and at the same time the condition, of a transformation both of industry and of the social structure.
,i\s far as Feuerbach is a materialist he does not deal with history, and as far as he considers history he is not a materialist.
\Vith him materialism and history diverge completely, a fact
wl1ich i'ncidentally is already obvious from what has been said.*

(3. Primary Historical Relationships, or the Basic
Aspects of Social Activity: Production of the Means
of Subsistence, Production of New Needs, Reproduction
of People (the Family), Social Commt1nication, Consciousness]
[11]** Si11ce 've are dealing with the Germans, who are devoid
of premises, 've must begin by stating the first premise of all
human existence and, therefore, of all history, the premise, name~Y' that men must be in a position to live in order to be able to
make history''. But life involves before everything else eating
anrl clrinking, a habitation, clothing and many other things.***
':£'he first historical act is thus the production of the means to satisfy these needs, the production of material life itself. And
\Vh *. [The f<Jllo\ving passage is crossed out in tl1e manuscript:] The reason
"hirt~\e .~~ver~,h?less. discuss history here in gre?-ter det~il is that the words
ex
ry a!ld h1sto!·ical'' usually mea11 everything possible to the Germans
hi~e,pt r e~l1ty, a brilliant example of this is in particular Saint Bruno \Vith
f,!1 pit el.oquence".
*** [Marg~nal note by Marx:] History.
cond't· [Marginal note by Marx:] Hegel. 9 Geological, hydrographical, etc.,
i ions. I-Iuman bodies. Needs, labour.

1
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indeed this is an historical act, a fundamental condition of all
history, which today, as thousands of years ago, must daily and
hourly be fulfilled merely in order to sustain human life. Even
when the sensuous world is reduced to a minimum, to a stick as
with Saint Bruno, it presupposes the action of producing the stick.
Therefore in any interpretation of history one has first of all to
observe this fundamental fact in all its significance and all its
implications and to accord it its due importance. It is well
known that the Germans have never done this, and they have
never, therefore, had an earthly basis for history and consequently never a historian. The French and the English, even if
they have conceived the relation of this fact with so-called history
only in an extremely one-sided fashion, particularly as long as
they remained in the toils of political ideology, have nevertheless made the first attempts to give the writing of history a
materialistic basis by being the first to write histories of civil
society, of commerce and industry.
The second point is [12] that the satisfaction of the first need
(the action of satisfying, and the instrument of satisfaction which
has been acquired) leads to new needs; and this production of new
needs is the first historical act. Here we recognise immediately
the spiritual ancestry of the great historical wisdom of the Germans who, when they run out of positive material and when they
can serve up neither theological nor political nor literary rubbish,
assert that this is not history at all, but the ''prehistoric era''.
They do not, however, enlighten us as to how we proceed fron1 this
nonsensical ''prehistory'' to history proper; although, on the other
hand, in their historical speculation they seize upon this ''prehistory'' with especial eagerness because they imagine themselves
safe there from interference on the part of ''crude facts", and, at
the same time, because there they can give full rein to their speculative impulse and set up and knock down hypotheses by the
thousand.
The third circumstance, which, from the very outset, e11ters
into historical development, is that men, who daily remake their
own life, begin to make other men, to propagate their ki11d: the
relation between man and woman, parents and children, the
family. The family, which to begin with is the only social relationship, becomes later, when increased needs create new social
relations and the increased population new needs, a subordinate
one (except in Germany), and must then be treated and analysed
according to the existing empirical data, not according to ''the
concept of the family'', as is the custom in Germany.
These three aspects of social activity are not of course to be
taken as three different stages, but just as three aspects or, to
make it clear to the Germans, three ''moments", which have
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d ·niultaneously since the dawn of history and the first men,
ex~te ·h~~h still assert themselves in history today.
anTh: production of life, both of one's own in labour and .of fr~sh
. · procreation, now appears as a double [13] relat1onsh1p:
lifet~n one hand as a natural, on the other as a social relationship.
~ ·.; ecial we l1nderstand the co-operation of several individuals,
Y ~oatter under what conditions, in what manner and to what
no ni It follows from t h.is t h at a. certa1~
· mo d e of .pro d uc t"ion, or
end.
industrial stage, is always comb1~ed with a certain ~od~ o.f coeration, or social stage, and this mode of co-operation is itself
~p''producti,•e force''. Further, ~hat the multitude of. productive
forces accessible to men determines the nature of society, hence,
that the ''history of humanity'' must always be studied and treated in relation to the history of industry and exchange. But it
is also clear how in Germany it is impossible to write this sort
of history, because the Germans lack not only the ,?ec.essary
power of comprehension and the .material but also the ev1den~e
of their senses", for across the Rhine you cannot have any experience of these things since history has stopped happening. Thus it
is quite obvious from the start that there exists a materialistic
connection of men with one another, which is determined by their
needs and their mode of production, and which is as old as men ·
themselves. This connection is ever taking on new forms, and
thus presents a ''history'' independently of the existence of any
political or religious nonsense which would especially hold men
together.
Only now, after having considered four moments, four aspects
of the primary historical relationships, do we find that man also
possesses ''consciousness''*; but, even so, not inherent, not ''pure"
consciousness. From the start the ''spirit" is afflicted with [14]
the curse of being ''burdened" with matter, which here makes its
appearance in the form of agitated layers of air, sounds, in short,
of language. Language is as old as consciousness, language is
practical consciousness that exists also for other men, and for
that reason alone it really exists for me personally as well; langu~ge, like consciousness, only arises from the need, the necessity,
of 111tercourse with other men.** Where there exists a relationshiJJ, it exists for me: the animal does not enter into ''relations"
with anything, it does not enter into any relation at all. For
the animal, its relation to others does not exist as a relation.
th . "' !parginal not.e by Marx:] Men have history because they must produce
th~ir.1811 e, and. because they must produce it moreover in a certain way:
de~~r 1• dete!m~ned by their physical organisation; their consciousness is
* ,!11 ned in Just the same way.
ship t [The follo\\"ing \vords are crossed out in the manuscript:] My relation0 my surroundings is my consciousness.
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Consciousness is, therefore, from the very beginning a social product, and remains so as long as men exist at all. Consciousness
is at first, of course, merely consciousness concerning the immediate sensuous environment and consciousness of the limited connection with other persons and things outside the individual who
is growing self-conscious. At the same time it is consciousness of
nature, which first appears to men as a completely alien, allpowerful and unassailable force, \vith which men's relations are
purely animal and by which they are overawed like beasts; it is
thus a purely animal consciousness of nature (natural religion).
We see here immediately: this natural religion or this particular relation of men to nature is determined by the form of society
and vice versa. Here, as everywhere, the identity of nature and
man appears in such a way that the restricted relation of men to
nature determines their restricted relation to one another and
their restricted relation to one another determines men's restricted rel~tion_ to nature, just because nature is as yet hardly modified historically; and, on the other hand, man's consciousness of
the necessity of associating with the individuals around him is
the beginning of the consciousness that he is living in society
at all. This beginning is as animal as social life itself at this
s~ag~. I~ is rnere herd-consciousness, and at this point man is only
distinguished from sheep by the fact that with him consciousness
takes the place of instinct or that his instinct is a conscious one.
·This sheep-like or tribal consciousness receives its further development and extension through increased productivity, the increase of needs, and, what is fundamental to both of these, [15] the
increase of population. With these there develops the division
of labour, which was originally nothing but the division of labour
in the sexual act, then that division of labour whicl1 develops
spontaneously or ''naturally" by virtue of natural predisposition
(e.g., physical strength), needs, accidents, etc., etc. Division of
labour only becomes truly such from the moment when a division of material and mental labour appears.* From this moment
onwards consciousness can really flatter itself that it is something
other than consciousness of existing practice, that it really represents something without representing something real; from now
on consciousness is in a position to emancipate itself fron1 the
wo!ld and to proceed to the formation of ''pure" theory, theology,
philosophy, ethics, etc. But even if this theory, theology, philoso~hy, eth~cs, etc., comes into contradiction \vi th the existing
relations, this can only occur because existing social relations
have come into contradiction with existing forces of production;

*

[Marginal note by Marx:] The first form of ideologists,
concurrent.

priests, is

h. 5 moreover, can also occur in a particular national sphere of
t { tions through the appearance of the contradiction, not within
~~:national orbit, but _betw;e? this national cons~iousness and
the practice of other nations, i.e., between the national and the
eneral consciousness of a nation (as we see it now in Germany);
~ut since this contr?diction see.ms .to ex~st only as a c?ntra~ic
tion within the national consciousness, it seems to this nation
then that the struggle too is confined to this national muck.
[16] J\1oreover, it is quite immaterial what consciousness starts
to do on its own: out of all such muck we get only the one inference that these three moments, the forces of production, the
state of society, and consciousness, can and must come into
contradiction with one another, because the division of labour
implies the possibility, nay the fact that intellectual and material activity**-enjoyment and labour, production and consumption-devolve on different individuals, and that the only possibility of their not coming into contradiction lies in the negation
in its turn of the division of labour. It is self-evident, moreover,
that ''spectres'', ''bonds'', ''the higher being", ''concept", ''scruple'',
are merely the idealistic, spiritual expression, the conception apparently of the isolated individual, the image of very empirical
fetters _and limitations, within which the mode of production of
life and the form of intercourse coupled with it move.

[4. Social Division of Labour and Its Consequences:
Private Property, the State, ''Estrangement" of ·social
Activity)
With the division of labour, in \vhich all these contradictions
are implicit and which in its turn is based on the natural divi~io~ ?f labour in the family and the separation of society into
individual families opposed to one another, is given simultaneo11sly
t~e ~istribution, and indeed the unequal distribution, both quantitative and qualitative, of labour and its products, hence prope~ty: [1~] the nucleus, the first form of which lies in the family,
~here
wife and children are the slaves of the husband. This latent
8
avery in the family, though still very crude, is the first pi·op~r~,. ~ut even at this early stage it corresponds perfectly to the
. e nit1on of modern economists who call it the power of disposing of the labour-po,ver of others. Division of labour and private
property are, moreover, identical expressions: in the one the
~~me thhing ~s affirmed with reference to activity as is affirmed in
e ot er with reference to the product of the activity.

*: ~~arg~nal

note by Marx:] Religion. The Germans and ideology as such.
thinking a_rgina i:o~e by Marx that has been crossed out:] Activity and
• i.e., activity deprived of thought and inactive thinking.
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Further, the division of labour implies the contradiction be- ·
tween the interest of the separate individual or the individual ·
family and the communal interest of all individuals who have
intercourse with one another. And indeed, this communal interest does not exist merely in the imagination, as the ''general ·
interest'', but first of all in reality, as the mutual interdependence
.of the individuals among whom the labour is divided.
And out of this very contradiction between the interest of the :
individual and that of the community the latter takes an independ- ·
ent form as the State, divorced from the real interests of individ- ·
ual and community, and at the same time as an illusory commu- ·
nal life, always based, however, on the real ties existing in every •
family and tribal conglomeration-such as flesh and blood, Ian- .·
guage, division of labour on a larger scale, and other interests- •
and especially, as we shall enlarge upon later, on the classes, •·
.already determined by the division of labour, which in every such •
mass of men separate out, and of which one dominates all the •
others. It follows from this that all struggles within the State,
the struggle between democracy, aristocracy, and monarchy,
·the struggle for the franchise, etc., etc., are merely the illusory
forms in which the real struggles of the different classes are fought ·
. out among one another (of this the German theoreticians have·.
not the faintest inkling, although they have received a sufficient
introduction to the subject in the Deutsch-Franzi5sische Jahrbiicher10 and Die heilige Familie). Further, it follows that every.
class which is struggling for mastery, even when its domination, ·
as is the case with the proletariat, postulates the abolition of the •
.old form of society in its entirety and of domination itself, must •
first conquer for itself political power in order to represent its
interest in turn as the general interest, which in the first moment .
it is forced to do.
Just because individuals seek only their particular interest,.
which for them does not coincide with their communal interest
{in fact the general is the illusory form of communal life), the .
latter will be imposed on them as an interest ''alien'' to them, and .
(18] ''independent" of them, as in its turn a particular, peculiar .
"''general" interest; or they themselves must remain within this ·
discord, as in democracy. On the other hand, too, the practical.
struggle of these particular interests, which constantly really·
run counter to the communal and illusory communal interests, ·
makes practical intervention and control necessary through the •.
illusory ''general'' interest in the form of the State.*
[17] And finally, the division of labour offers us the first example .
of how, as long as man remains in natural society, that is, as :

*

These two paragraphs are inserted by Engels in the margin.-Ed.
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long as a cleavage exists between t~e .par~icular and the common
interest, as .lo_ng, theref~re, as activity is not voluntarily, but
naturally, .divide~, mans own ~ee~ becomes an alien power opposed to hin1, whicl1 ensla.ves. hi~ instead of being controlled by
him. For as soon as .the distributi.on of labour comes into being,
each man has a particular, exclusive sphere of activity, which is
forced l1po11 hin1 and from which he cannot escape. He is a hunter,
a fisherman, a shepherd, or a critical critic, and must remain so
if he does not want to lose his means of livelihood; while in commltnist society, where nobody ~as on.e exclusive sphere of activity
btit each can bec.ome accomplished in any branch he wishes, society regulates the general production and thus makes it possible
for 1ne to do one thing today and another tomorrow to hunt in
the .~orning, fis? in th.e afternoon, rear cattle in the evening,
criticise after dinner, JUSt as I have a mind, without ever becon1ing hunter, fisherman, shepherd or critic .
[18] This fixation of social activity, this consolidation of what
we 011rselves produce int~ an objective power above us, growing
Ollt of our c~ntrol'. thwarting our expectations, bringing to nought
our calcul.at1ons, is one
the chief. factors in historical development 11p ti.11 now: The social power, i.e., the multiplied productive
f~rce, :vh1~h. arises t~rough the co-operation of different individual~ a~ i~ is dete~m1ned ~y the division of labour, appears to
these individuals, since their co-operatton is not voluntary but
has c~me about naturally, not as their own united power but as
an .alien force existing outside them, of the origin and 'goal of
which they are ignorant, which they thus cannot control, which
on the. contrary passes through a peculiar series of phases and
st~ges independent of the will and the action of man, nay even
~eing the prime governor of these.* How otherwise could for
instarice property have had a history at all have taken on differel~ftf forins, and landed property, for exa~ple, according to the
c i ere11t premises
·
·
h ave proceeded in France from parcellat.
given,
t~~i1isto ~en~ralisation in the hands of a few, in England from cenation in the hands of a few to parcellation as is actually the
~ase today? Or how does it happen that trad~ which after all
is nothing more th an th e exc h ange of products' of various individ
1
of s~a s and co11ntries, rules th~ whol~ world through the relation
sa pply ai1d demand-a relation which, as an English economist
in~~, .1b1overs over the earth like the fate of the ancients and with
1e ha11cl all t f t
'Isi
· f ortune to men, sets
' up em, o s or une ~n d mis
IJires [19]
a11cl o•erthrows empires, causes nations to rise and to
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disappear--while witl1 the abolition of the basis of private :
property, with the communistic regulation of prod11ctio11 (and, im- ·.
plicit in this, the destruction of the alien relation between men and •·
what they themselves produce), the power of the relation of sup-··
ply and demand is dissolved i11to nothing, and men get exchange, .·
production, the mode of their mut11al relation, under their own
control again?

[5. Development of the Productive Forces
as a Material Premise of Communism)
[18] This ''estrangement" (to use a term which will be cornprehensible to the philosophers) can, of course, only be abolished
given two practical premises. For it to become an ''intolerable''
power, i.e., a power against which men make a revol11tion, it
must necessarily have rendered the great mass of humanity ''propertyless", and produced, at the same time, the contradiction
of an existing world of wealth and culture, both of which conditions presuppose a great increase in productive po\ver, a high (legree of its development. And, on the other hand, this develop-.
ment of productive forces (which itself implies the actual empirical existence of men in their world-historical, instead of local,
being) is an absolutely necessary practical premise because without
it want is merely made general, and with destitution the struggle
for necessities and all the old filthy business would necessarily
be reproduced; and furthermore, because only with this universal
development of productive forces is a universal intercourse bet\veen
men established, which produces in all nations simultaneously
the phenomenon of the ''propertyless" mass (11niversal competition),
rnakes each nation dependent on the revolutions of the others, and
finally has put world-historical, empirically universal individuals
in place of local ones. Without this, (1) commu11ism could only
exist as a local event; (2) the forces of intercourse themselves could
i1ot have developed as universal, hence intolerable powers: they
would have remai11ed home-bred conditions s111·rounded by s11perstition; and (3) each extension of interco11rse wo11ld abolish local
(~ommur1ism. Err1pirically, communism is only possible as the
<1ct of the dominant peoples ''all at once" and simultaneously, 11
which presupposes the universal developrr1ent of productive
forces and the world intercourse bound up with communism.*
[19] Moreover, the mass of propertyless workers-the utterly
precarious position of labour-power on a mass scale cut off from
capital or from even a limited satisfaction and, therefore, 110

*

[Marx's ren1ark on top of the next page of the man11script contir1uing
tl1e text:] Comrnunism.
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nr rnerelv• temporarily
deprived of work itself as a secure source
·

1OJ}gc

f l'fe-pres11pposes the U'orld market through competition. The
l~tariat can th11s only exist world-historically, j11st as commu~f~m, its act.ivity, :an oi1ly ~av~ ~ ''worl~-histor~cal" exist~11c~.
\Vorld-histor1ca_l e:x;1stence ?f 1nd1v1du~ls, i.e., ex~stence of 1nd1idu;1Is \vhich is directly linked up with world history.
v [181 Communism is for 1is not a state of affairs which is to be
established, a11 ideal to which reality [will] have to adjust itself.
\Ve call communism the real movement which abolishes the pres('Jlt state of things. The conditions of this movement result from
the premises now in existence.*
0

*

*

*

[19] The form of intercourse determined by the existing producti\'e forces at all previous historical stages, and in its turn deter111ir1ing these, is civil society. The latter, as is clear from what \Ve
J1ave said above, has as its premises and basis the simple family
anfl the multiple, the so-called tribe, and the more precise detern1inants of this society are enumerated in our remarks above.
Already here we see how this civil society is the true source and
theatr~ of all hist~ry, and how absurd is the conception of history
~ield l11the:to, whic~ neglects the real relationships and confines
itself to l1igh-sounding dramas of princes and states.
I.n :he main we have so far considered only one aspect of human
activity, the reshaping of nature by men. The other aspect the
reshaping of men by men ... **
'
Origin of the State and the relation of the State to civil
society.***
(6. Concl~ions from the Materialistic Conception of History:
Continuity of the Historical Process, Transformation
of History into World History, the Necessity
of a Communist Revolution]
2
t _[ 01 History is nothing but the succession of the separate gener~ions,
each
of
\Vhich
exploits
the
materials,
the
capital
funds
1
t. e 1 roductive forces handed down to it by all preceding genera~
lO!lS
'\Ild
th
th
h
d
.
h
.
tiv't' .'
· us, on e one an , continues t e traditional acmo~i~i in complet~ly changed circumstances and, 011 the other,
_ _::---e--..:.sth=-e old circumstances with a completely changed activity.
thh manu~cript .this paragraph is ins~rted by !Ylarx above the
* * [~rap. of this section. -Ed.
*** 1,harginal note hy Marx:] Intercourse and productive po\ver.
begi 118 \\'itle1 ~ld of the. p_age in the manusc~ipt is left blank. The next page
ce1ition of h . tie expos1 t1on of the conclusions from the materialistic con1s ory.-Ed.
first
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This can be speculatively distorted so that later history is made•
the goal of earlier history, e.g., the goal ascribed to the disco".ery
of America is to further the eruption of the French Revolution.·.
Thereby history receives its own special aims an~ becomes''~ ~e~son'
ranking with other persons" (to wit: ''Self-Consciousness, Criticism,
the Unique'', etc.), while what is desig.nate~ with .the wo.rds ''destiny", ''goal", ''germ", or ''idea" of earlier ~istory is nothing m?re
than an abstraction formed from later history, from the active
influence which earlier history exercises on later history.
The further the separate spheres, which act on one another,.
extend in the course of this development, the more the original
isolation of the separate nationalities is destroyed by the de •
veloped mode of production and intercourse and the division of•
labour between various nations naturally brought forth by these,
the more history becomes world history. 1'hus, f~r instance, if:
in England a machine is invented, which deprives countless
workers of bread in India and China, and overturns the whole.
form of existence of these empires, this invention becomes a worldhistorical fact. Or again, take the case of sugar and coffee which
have proved their world-historical importance in the nineteenth
century by the fact that the lack of these products, occasioned by
the Napoleonic Continental System, 12 caused the Germai:is [211 to.
rise against Napoleon, and thus became the real basis of t~ •·
glorious Wars of Liberation of 1813. From this it follows that th1 ,
transformation of history into world history is not indeed a mere:
abstract act on the· part of the ''self-consciousness", the worl ·.
spirit, or of any other metaphysical spectre, but a quite mate.ria~,
empirically verifiable act, an act the proof of which every individual furnishes as he comes and goes, eats, drinks and clothe
himself.
In history up to the present it is certainly an empirical fact
tl1at separate individuals have, with the broadening of their
activity into world-historical activity, become more and more
enslaved under a· power alien to them (a pressure which they
have conceived of as a dirty tricl( on the part of the so-called universal spirit, etc.), a power which has become more and more
enormous and, in the last instance, turns out to be the worl .
market. But it is just as empirically established that, by the over.·
throw of the existing state of society by the communist revolution (of which more below) and the abolition of private property.
which is identical with it, this power, which so baffles the Ger"'
man theoreticians, will be dissolved; and that then the liberation
of each single individual will be accomplished in the measure'
in which history becomes transformed into world history.* From.

*
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it is clear that the real intellectual wealth of the indit~e a °~: ends entirely on the wealth of his real connections.
vidliatl np\vill the separate individuals be liberated from the var~nly ~~onal
and local barriers, be brought into practical con1
iolIS. na ,,,itli the material and intellectual production of the
11ect1on ,,
.
. .
t
. th
.
·hole worlcl and be put in ~ position o acquire e capac1t~ to
" .0 tliis all-sided prodl1ction of the whole earth (the creatioi1s
e~J ~111 ). All-round dependence, this natural form of the world~. ;n;ical
co-operation of individuals, will be transformed by
0
t~~ [22] comrnt1nist revolution into the control and conscious
~~tery of these powers, which, born of the actio11 of men on
1
:e another, have till now overawed and governed men as
~owers completely alien to them. Now this view can be ex pres sed
gain in speculative-idealistic, i.e., fantastic, terms as ''self1
~eneration of the spe.cies" (''s~ciety as the .su~j~ct"), and thereby
the consecutive series of interrelated individuals connected
with each other can be conceived as a single individual, which
accomplishes the mystery of generating itself. It is clear
here that individuals certainly make one another, physically and
n1entally, but do not make themselves either in the nonsense of
Sai11t Bruno, or in the sense of the ''Uniqu'e'', .of the ''made''
111an. ·
Fir1ally, from the conception of history we have sketched we
obtain these further conclusions: (1) In the development of prodt1ctive forces there comes a stage when productive forces and
means of intercotirse are brought into being, which, under the
existing relationships, only cause mischief, and are no longer
productive but destructive forces (machinery and money); and
connected with this a class is called forth, which has to bear all
the burdens of society without enjoying its advantages, which,
ot1sted from society, [23] is forced into the most decided antagonism to all other classes; a class which forms the majority of all
members of society, and from which emanates the consciousness
of the necessity of a fundamental revolution, the communist
consciousness, which may, of course, arise among the other
classes too through the contemplation of the situation of this class.
(2) The conditions under which definite productive forces can
b~ applied, are the conditions of the rule of a definite class of society,_ w~ose social power, deriving from its prope'rty, has its
practical-idealistic expression in each case in the form of the State;
:n~, theref.ore, .every revolutionary struggle is directed aga~nst
c ~ss, which till then has been in power.* (3) In all revolutions
up till now the mode of activity always remained unscathed and

1
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it was only a question of a different distribution of this activity,
a new distribution of labour to other persons, whilst the communist revolution is directed against the preceding mode of activity,
does away with labour,* and abolishes the r11le of all classes with
the classes themselves, because it is carried through by the class
which no longer counts as a class in society, is not recognised as a
class, and is in itself the expression of the dissolutior1 of all··
classes, nationalities, etc., within present society; and (4) Both for ·.
the production 011 a mass scale of this communist consciousness, ·.
and for the success of the cause itself, the alteration of men on a
inass scale is necessary, an alteration which can only take place
in a practical movement, a revolution; this revolution is necessary,
therefore, n.ot only because the ruling class cannot be overthrown
in any other way, but also because the class overthrowing it can
only in a revolution succeed in ridding itself of all the muck of
ages and become fitted to found society anew.**

[7. Summary of the Materialistic Conception of History]
[24] This coqception of history depends on our ability to expound the real process of production, st[l_rting out from the material production of life itself, and to comprehend the form of intercourse connected with this and created by this inode of J)rodt1ction
(i.e., civil society in its various stages), as the basis of all history;
and to show it in its action as State, to explain all the differe11t
of

* [The follo\vi11g \vords are crossed out i11 the manuscript:] ... tl1e form
activity under \vhich the rule of ...
** [The follo\ving passage is crossed out in the manuscript:] "\Vhereas

all communists in France as well as in England and Germany have long
since agreed on the necessity of the revolution, Saint Bruno quietly contint1es to dream, and believes that "real humanism", i.e., con1munism, is
to tal{e "the place of spiritualism" (which has no place) only in order that
it 1nay gain respect. 'I'hen., he continues in his dream, no doubt "salvation
'''ill be attained, the earth becoming heaven, and heaven eartl1". (The theologian is still unable to forget heaven.) "Then joy and bliss will resound in
celestial harmonies to all eternity.'' (P. 140.)13 The holy father of the church
will be greatly surprised \Vhen judgement day overtakes him, the day when
all this is to come to pass-a day \vhen the reflection in tl1e sky of bt1rning
cities \Vil! mark the da\vn, when together with the "celestial harmonies''
tl1e tunes of the Marseillaise and Carmagnole will echo in his ears accompanied
by the requisite roar of cannon, \vith the guillotine beating time; \Vl1en the
infamous "mass" \vill sl1out ra ira, ra ira and suspend "self-consciousness''
by means of the lamp-post. 14 Saint Bruno has no reason at all to draw an
edifying picture "of joy and bliss to all eternity''. We forego the pleasure
of delineating a priori Saint Brt1no's conduct on judgement day. It is moreover difficult to decide \Vhetl1er tl1e proletaires en revolution have to be conceived as "substance", as "mass", desiring to overthrow criticism, or as an
"emanatic>11"' of tl1e spirit \\•hicl1 is, 110\vevcr, still laclcing in the consistence
IlPCP:iSary to digest Da11er' S icfeas.

. . 1 Jiroducts and fo1·ms of consciousness, religion, phitheor~1tic,~tliics, etc., etc., a11d trace their origins and g~owth fro,m
lo~o1ii1 ;~is; by \vhich n1eans, of course, the whole _tl11ng can . ne
tlla~ t, 1 iil its totality (and therefore, too, the rec11Jrocal action
{le1ii
c cc ,,. r · us sides on
It has not, like the idealf t 1ic:;e ,1 10
. orie another).
.
fstic ,,ic\V of liistory, 1n every period to_ loolc !?r a category, b1:1t
. · is· cor1star1tly ori the real grou1id of history, it does not explain
fC!llc\11
,
b
1 .
h f
.
f 'd
f
. L· ce from tlie idea 11t exp a1ns t e ormat1on o i eas rom
Jlf.''~e:ial pi·actice; arid accordingly it comes to the conclusion
~~i~t all fo 1•111s. ~n~l fJroducts of co.nsci?usne~s cannot ~e disso~ved
by 111.ental _c1·1t~c1s1~: by :~sol~,t1?.r1 into ,,, s~!f-co~1s~~~~sness or
traiisform<-1t1011 11ito appar1t1ons , spectres , fancies , etc., but
orily liJ' the practica_l ?vert~r?w of the act11al socia_l . r~lations
wliict1 ga\'C rise to _th_1s 1deal1st1c ~11mbug; that 110.t ~r1t1c1sm ~ut
revol 11tion is the dr1v1ng force of history, also of religion, of pl11losoiihy i1r1d all other types of theory. It sl10\vs tl1at history does
not e11 (1 l1y bei11g resolved in to ''self-consciousness" as ''spirit of
the s1iirit",* but that in it at each stage there is found a material res11lt: ;1 sum of productive forces, a l1istorically created relatio11 of iriclividuals to nature and to one another, \Vhich is handed
do\vn to each generation from its predecessor; a mass of productive forces, capital funds and conditions, \Vl1ich, on the one
hanc!, is indeed modified by the ne\v generation, but also on
the otl1er pr·escribes for it its conditions of life and gives it a
def1 ni le de\•clopment, a special character. It shows that circumstances mal\o rnen [25] just as much as men make circumstances.
'fl1is s11111 of productive forces, ca11ital funds and social forms
of i11terco11rse, \vhich every individual arid generation finds in
existence as sorr1ething given, is the real basis of what the philosophers l1a ve conceived as ''substance" and ''essence of man",
a11cl \vl1at they 11ave deified and attacked: cl real basis which is riot
in t!1e least dist11rbed, in its effect and influence on the develop?1en t of r11en, by the fact that tl1ese philosophers revolt against
1
~ as ''solf-cor1scio11sness" arid the ''Unique''. These conditions of
life, \Vhicl1 clifferent generations find in existence, decide also
~hethor or riot tl1e periodically recurring revolutionary co11vul81~11 .'vill be strong enough to overthrow the basis of the entire
rxi~ting system. And if these material elements of a complete revodutio.11 are not preser1t (namely, on the one hand the existing pro~~the
forces, on tl1e other the formation of a revolutionary mass,
1
~ c revolts not only against separate conditions of society up
,,~ 0 t t ben, _b~1t against the very ''production of life'' till then, tl1e
1
a act1v1ty" on \vhich it was based), then, as far as practical

11
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~evelopment is concerned, it is absolutely immaterial whether th

visions he can, of course, only save himself by ''unholiness''.
w~?se oiiception is trt1ly religious: it postulates religious man as
T is ~iinitive man, the starting-point of history; and in its imat~e ~ion piits the religious production of fancies in the place
~~n~lie real production of the means of subsistence and of life

[8. Unfoundedness of the Former, Idealistic Conception of History'
·.

In the whole conception of history up to the present this re.
b_asis of history has either been totally neglected or else con
s1~ered as a minor matter quite irreleva11t to the course of history•
History must, therefore, always be written according to an extra
n:ous standard; the real production of life seems to be primeva
history, while the truly historical appears to be separated fro ,
ordinary life, something extra-superterrestrial. With this th·.
relation of man to nature is excluded from history and hence th.
antithesis of nature and history is created. The exponents of thi
c?nception of history have consequently only been able to see i <
history the political actions of princes and States, religious and.'
all sorts of theoretical struggles, and in particular in each histori-':
~al epoch have had to share the illusion of that epoch. For instance·
if an epoch imagines itself to be actuated by purely ''political •
or ''religious'' motives, although ''religion'' and ''politics" ar'
only forms of its true motives, the historian accepts this opinion •.
The ''idea'', the ''conception'' of the people in question about their
rea~ practice, is transformed into the sole determining, active force.
which controls and determines their practice. When the crude'
form in which the division of labour appears with the Indians
a~d Egyptians calls forth the caste-system in their State and religion, the historian believes that the caste-system [26) is the power
which has produced this crude social form.
·
While the French and the English at least hold by the political illusion, which is moderately close to reality, the Germans
move in the realm of the ''pure spirit'', and make religious illusion ·.
~he driving force of history. The Hegelian philosophy of history
is _the last consequence, reduced to its ''finest 'expression", of all .
this German historiography, for which it is not a question of real. ,
nor even of political, interests, but of pure thoughts, which con- ·•
sequently must appear to Saint Bruno, as a series of ''thoughts•• '
that devour one another and are finally swallowed up in ''self- ·.
consciousness''*; and even more consistently the course of history
appea~s to the Blessed l\1ax Stirner, who knows not a thing about
real history, as a mere tale of ''knights", robbers and ghosts, from
. "'.fMargi!1al note by Marx:] So-called objective historiography just consists in treating the historical conditions independent of activity. Reactionary
character.

•

·
· d"isso l ut1on
·
itself.
This \vhole conception
of I·
iis t ory, .t oge th er ~1"th. its
cl the scruples and qual1ns resulting from it, is a purely na~·1~nal affair of the Germans and has only local interest for the
dermt1 ns, as for insta11ce tl1e important question treated several
tiines of late: l1ow really we ''pass from the realm of God to tl1e
realm of l\1an" -as if this ''realm of God" had ever existed any'vhere stl ve in the imagination, and the learned gentlemen, without
being a\vare of it, were not constantly living in the ''realm of Man"
to which they are now seeking the way; and as if the learned
pastime (for it is 11othin~ mo~e) of explaining the my~te_ry of this
theoretical bubble-blow111g did not on the contrary lie in demonstrating its origin in actual earthly conditions. Al\vays, for these
Germans, it is simply a matter of resolving the nonsense of earlier
writers [27) into some other freak, i.e., of presupposing that all
this nonsense has a special sense which can be discovered; while
really· it is only a question of explaining this theoretical talk
from t11e act11al existing conditions. The real, practical dissolt1tion of tl1ese phrases, the removal of these notions from the consciousness of men, will, as we have already said, be effected by
altered circumsta11ces, not by theoretical deductions. For the
mass of n1en, i.e., tl1e proletariat, these theoretical notions do not
exist and hence do not require to be dissolved, and if this mass.
ever had any theoretical notions, e.g., religion, etc., these have
now long been dissolved by circumstances.
. The purely national character of these questions and solutions
is shown again in the way these theorists believe in all seriousness
~ha~ ~him eras like ''the God-Man", ''Man'', etc., have presided over·
ind1v1dual epochs of history (Saint Bruno even goes so far as to
assert that ''only criticism and critics have made history" 16) and
when they themselves construct historical systems, they skip·
fver ~~l earlier periods in the greatest haste and pass immediately
. rom l\1ongolism" 17 to history ''with meaningful content'', that
Is to say, to the history of the H allische and Deutsche J ahrbiicher 18
T~d the dissolt1tion of the Hegelian school into a general squabble.
e~ ,f?rget all otl1er natio11s, all real events, and the theatrum
rnul n i Is confined to tl1e Leipzig Book Fair and the mutual quarr e s of ''C . t. .
r11c1s1n", ''Ma11", and ''the Unique".* If these theorists
treat r·eally historical subjects, as for instance the eighteenth

* i.e.,
.
•

•
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ready, as the history of communism proves. .
·
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century, they merely give a history of tl1e ideas of the times, torn
away from tl1e facts and the practical development fundamental
to them; and even that merely in order to represent that period
as an imperfect preliminary stage, the as yet limited predecessor
·of the real historical age, i.e., the period of the German philosophic struggle from 1840 to 1844. As might be expected when the
history of an earlier period is 'vritten witl1 the aim of accentuating
the brillia11ce of an unhistoric pe1·son and his fantasies, all the
really l1istoric events, even tl1e really historic invasions of politics into l1istoi·y, receive no mention. Instead we get a narrative
based not oi1 research but 011 arbitrary constructions and literary
gossip, such as Saint Bruno provided in his now forgotten history
of the eighteenth century . 19 These highfalutin and haughty hucksters of ideas, wl10 imagine then1selves ir1finitely exalted above
all national prejudices, are thus in practice far more national
than the beer-quaffing philistines 'vho dream of a u11ited Ger1nany.
1'hey do not recognise the deeds of otl1er nations as historical:
Ll1ey live in Germany, to Gern1any, (28] and for Germany; they
turn the Rhir1e-song into a religious 11ymn and conquer Alsace
and Lorraine by 1·obbing French philosophy instead of the French
State, by Germanising French ideas instead of French provinces.
Herr Venedey is a cosmopolitan compared with the Saints Bruno
ar1~ Max, who, in the universal dominance of theory, proclaim the
t1111versal dominance of Germany.

(9. Additional Criticism of Feuerhach,
of His Idealistic Conception of History]
It is also clear from these arguments how grossly Feuerbach
is deceiving himself 'vhen (Wigand's Vierteljahrsschrift, 1845, Band
2) by virtue of the qualification ''common inan'' he declares himself a communist, 20 transforms the latter into a predicate of ''man''
and thereby thinks it possible to change tl1e word ''communist"'
\Vhich in the real world means the follower of a definite 1·evolution~ ·
ary party, into a mere category. Feuerbach's whole deduction
with regard to the relation of men to one another goes only so far
as to prove that inen need and always have needed each other.
I!e wants to establish consciousness of this fact, that is to say,
like the other theorists, merely to produce a correct consciousness
a_bout an existing ~act; whereas for the real communist it is a question of. overthrowing the existing state of things. We thoroughly
appre.c1ate, more?ver, that Feuerbach, in endeavouring to produce
consci~usness of J~st this fact, is going as far as a theorist possibly
.car~, 'Y1thout ceasing to be a theorist and philosopher. It is character1st1c, however, that Saint Brt1no and Saint Max seize on Feuerbach's conception of the communist and put it in place of the
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mmttnist-wl1ich occurs, partly, in order that they can
i·eal t c~ communism too as ''spirit of the spirit", as a philosophical
com iary as an equal opponent and, in the case of Saint Bruno,
catego
'
t'
tl , also for pragma ic reason.
IJ<l~s }a; example of Feu~r~ach's a~ceptan~e and at .tl1e same ti~e
. ·1 derstanding of existing reality, which he still shares 'vi th
inist ~ 1110 nents, we recall the passage in the Philosophie der Zuzur f~ ,vhere he develops the view that the existence of a thing
21
-0~~ 111 an is at the same tim~ its or his ~s~ence, that. tl1e conditions
of existence, the mod~ of lif~ an? a~tiv1ty ~,f an an~mal or h.11man
·ndi,,iclu<1l are those in which its essence feels itself satisfied.
kere every exception is expressly conceived as an unhappy chance,
.;;1s ,1n abnormality which cannot be altere~. T~u~ if. n:tillions ~f
proletarians feel ~y no means contente~ with tne1r 11v1ng conditions. if their ''existence" [29] does not in the least correspond to
their "essence", then, according to the passage quoted, this is an
unavoidable misfortune, which must be borne quietly. The millio11s of prolet;1rians and communists, however, think differently
an cl \Vill prove this in time, when they bring their ''existence"
into harmony \Vith their ''essence'' in a practical way, by ineans
of a revolution. Fe11erbach, therefore, never ,<;peaks of the world
of n1an·in s11ch cases, but always takes refuge in external nature,
ancl moreover in nature which has not yet been subdued by men.
But e\'ery ilevv invention, every advance made by industry, dotacl1es another piece from this domain, so that the ground which
Jlrocl11ces examples illustrating such Feuerbachian propositions
is steadily sl1rinking. The ''essence" of the fish is its ''existence",
water-to go no f11rther than this one propositio11. The ''essence''
of tl1e fresl1water fish is the water of a river. But the latter ceases
to be the ''essence" of the fish and is no longer a s11itable medium
of existence as soon as the i·iver is made to serve industry, as soon
as it is polluted by dyes and other waste products arid navigated
Ly steamboats, or as soon as its water is diverted into canals where
sim11le drainage can deprive the fish of its medium of existence.
Tl1e e""JJlanation that all such contradictions are inevitable abr1or111,1lities does not essentially differ from the consolation 'vhich
the Blessed l\1ax Stirner offers to the discontented, saying that
this contradiction is their own contradiction and this predicament
th.eir o\vn predicament, whereupon they should either set their
~n1.nds at ease, keep their disg11st to themselves, oi· revolt against
it in some fantastic way. It differs just as little from Saint Bruno's
allegation that these unfortunate circumstances are due to the
fact tl1at those concerned are stuck in the muck of ''substance", have not 2dvanced to ''absolute self-consciousness", and do
not realise tl1at these adverse conditions are spirit of their
.~ Jl j I' i i .
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[III)

(1. The Ruli11g Cl~ and Ruling Consciousness.
Formation of Hegel's Conception of the
Domination of the Spirit in History]
[30] The ideas of the ruling class are in every epoch the ruling.

ideas: i.e., the class which is the ruling material force of society, ·
is at the same time its ruling intellectual force. The class which
l1as tl1e means of material production at its disposal, has control
at the same time over tl1e means of mental production, so that
thereby, generally speaking, the ideas of those 'vho lack the
ineans of mental production are subject to it. The ruling ideas
are nothing more than the ideal expression of the dominant mate.:
rial relationships, the dominant material relationships grasped as
ideas; hence of the relationships which make the one class the
ruling one, therefore, the ideas of its dominance. The individuals
composing the ruling class possess among other things consciousness, and therefore think. Insofar, therefore, as they rule as a
class and determine the extent and compass of an epoch, it is
self-evident that they do this in its whole range, hence among other
things rule also as thinkers, as producers of ideas, and regulate
the production and distribution of the ideas of their age: thus
tl1eir ideas are the ruling ideas of the epoch. For instance, in an
age and in a country where royal power, aristocracy and bourgeoisie are contending for mastery and where, therefore, mastery is
shared, the doctrine of the separation of powers proves to be the
dominant idea and is expressed . as an ''eternal law".
The division of labour, which we already saw above (pp. [ 1518])* as one of the chief forces of history up till now, manifests
itself also in the ruling class as the division of mental and [31 l
material labour, so that inside this class one part appears as the
thinkers of the class (its active, conceptive ideologists, who mal<e
the perfecting of the illusion of the class about itself their chief
source of livelihood), while the others' attitude to these ideas
and illusions is more passive and receptive, because they are in
reality the active members of this class and have less time to make
up illusions and ideas about themselves. Within this class this
cleavage can even develop into a certain opposition and hostility
between the two parts, which, however, in the case of a practical
collision, in which the class itself is endangered, automatically
comes to nothing, in which case there also vanishes the semblance
that the ruling ideas were not the ideas of the ruling class and had
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. t"nct
from the power of this class. The existence of
1
d
. d
0 \Ver
IS
th
.
t
a P
·
ry ideas in a particular per10 presupposes · e ex1s revol~~i~n:evolutionary class; about the premises for the latter
eric~ . t has already been said above (pp. [ 18-19, 22-23]). *
sufficien ·n ~onsidering the course of history we detach the ideas
~~~~:ii~g class from the ruling class itself and attribt1te _to them
of . 1 pendent existence, if we confine ourselves to saying that
·
·
t•ime, w1"th ou t b oth er'a11 Ill(
. e those ideas were dominant
at a given
these
or
·
.·
rselves about the con d"it1ons
of pro d uc t·ion an d th e pro.ding ott of the«e ideas if we thus ignore the individuals and world
trcers
~
'
·
f ·
conditioris which are the source of the id~as, we can say, _or inthat during the time that the aristocracy was dominant,
Ce
t
sthe
ar1 concepts
'
d
.
t
d
.
th
honour, loyalty, etc., were om1nan , uring .. e
dori1 inance of the bourgeoisie the concepts f.reedo~, equal1 ty,
etc. Tlie ruling class itself on the whole imagines this ~o b~ so.
This conception of history, which is commo.n to all h1_stor1ans,
articularly since the eighteenth century, will necessarily come
~p against [32] ~he phen?me_non th~t increasingly abstract ide~s
liolfl sway, i.e., ideas which 1ncreas1ngly take on the form of un1,•ersality. For each new class which puts itself in the place of one
r 11 ling before it, is compelled, merely in order _to carry through
its aim, to represent its interest as the. co.mmon inter.est of all ~he
members of society, that is, expressed 1n ideal form: it has to give
its ideas the form of universality, and represent them as the only
rational universally valid ones. The class making a revolution
aJlpears 'from the very start, if only because it is opposed to a
class not as a class but as the representative of the whole of society; it appears as the 'vhole mass of society conf~ontii_ig ~he one
r11li11g class.** It can do this because, to start with, its interest
really is more connected with the common interest of all other nonr11ling classes, because under the pressure of hitherto existing
cor1di tions its interest has not yet been able to develop as the
11artic11lar interest of a particular class. I ts victory, therefore,
Leneftts also many individuals of the other classes which are not
\Vin11ing a dominant position, but only insofar as it now puts these
incli\•idt1als in a position to raise themselves into the rt1ling
class. When the French bourgeoisie overthrew the power of the
aristocracy, it tliereby made it possible for many proletarians
to raise themsel,·es above the proletariat, but only insofar as they
liecame bo11rgeois. Every new class, therefore, achieves its hege-

*
**

See l'P· 34-35 a11d 37-38 of this book. -Ed.
[Marginal note by Marx:) Universality c<irresponds to (1) the class
versus tlie estate, (2) the competition, \Vorld-wide in.terc~urse, etc., (3) the
?reat numerical strength of the ruling class, (4) the illusion of t.he common
~nterests (in the beginning this ill11sion is true), (5) the delusion of the
ideologists and tlie division of labour.
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mony only on a broader basis than tl1at of the class ruling previously, _whereas the op11osition of the non-ruling class against the new
ruling class l~ter dev'elo~s all the more sharply and profou11dly.
Bot? these. things de~erm1ne the fact that the struggle to be waged
against ~his new r~1l1ng class, in its turn, aims at a n1ore decided
and radical negation of the previous conditions of society than
[33] could all previous classes which sought to rule.
This whole semblance, that the rule of a certain class is only
the rule of certain ideas, comes to a natural end of course as.
~oon as ?lass rule i_n general ceases to be the form in' which soci'ety
is organised, that is to say, as soon as it is no longer necessary t<>
represent a particular interest as general or the ''general interest"
as ruling.
. ~n?e the ruling ideas 11ave been separated from the ruling
indiv1du~ls and, above all, from the relationships which result
from a g1v~n stage of the mode of production, and in this way
the conc~us1on _ha_s been reached that history is always under the
sway of ideas, it is very easy to abstract from these various ideas
''the fdea'', the notion, etc., as the dominant force in history, and
thus to understand all these separate ideas and concepts as ''forms
o~ self-determination" on the part of the concept developing in
history. It follow~ then naturally, too, that all the relationshi})S
of men can be derived from th~ concept of man, man as conceived,
the essence of man, Man. This has been done by the speculative·
philosophers. Hegel himself confesses at the end of the Geschichtsphilosophie that he ''has considered the progress of the concept
only" and has represented in history the ''true theodicy". (P. 446.)
N O\V one _can ~o back. again to the producers of the ''concept", t<>
the theorists, ideologists and philosophers, and one comes then
to the concl11sion that the philosophers, the thinkers as such
have at all times been dominant in history: a conclusion, as we see~
already expressed by Hegel. 22
·
!he whole ~rick, of pro_vin~ the hegemony of the spirit in history
(hierarchy St1rneri calls it) is thus confined to the following three
efforts.
. [~4] No. 1. One must separate the ideas of tl1ose ruling for emp~r1cal reasons, under empirical conditions and as empirical indiv1d_uals, fro:£? t~ese _actual rulers, and thus recognise the r11le·
of ideas or illusions in history.
No.
One must. bring an order into this rule of ideas, prove
? mystical connection among the successive ruling ideas, \Vhich
is managed by understanding them as ''acts of self-determination
on ~he pa~t. of the c_oncept" (this is possible because by virtue of
their empirical basis these ideas are really connected with one
another and be_ca~se,_ conceived as mere ideas, they become selfdistinctions, dist1nct1ons made by thought).
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No. 3. To remove tl1e mystical appearance of this ''self-deter.1_1i11g co11cept" it is cl1anged in to a person - ''Self-Consciousness" 1111 [
. 1.is t.ic, into
.
. of persons,
to appear t h oroug hl y ma t er1a
a series
orho represent the ''concept" in history, into the ''thinkers", the
.~~liilosophers", the _ideologists, wl~~ agai~ are unde~stood as the
,11 a11 ufacturers of history, as the council of guardians'', as the
~ulers. * Thus the vvhole body of materialistic elements has been
reinoved from history and now full rein can be given to the spect1Ia ti ve steed.
.
This historical method which reigned in Germany, and especially tl1e reason vvhy, must be understood from its connection witl1
tlio i1l11sion of ideologists in general, e.g., the illusions of the
j tirists, poli ticia11s (of the practical statesmen among them, too),
frfJID the dogmatic dreamings and distortioi1s of these fellows;
this is explained perfectly easily from their practical position
in life, their job, and the division of labour.
[35] Wl1ilst in ordinary life every shopkeeper is very well able
Lo distinguish between what somebody professes to be and what
he really is, our historians have i1ot yet \Von even this trivial
insight. T11ey take every epoch at its vvord and believe that evorythir1g it says.and imagines about itself is true.

(IV)

(1. Instruments of Production and Forms of Property)
· [ ... ]** ['10] Fi'om the first, there follows the premise of a l1ighly
de\•elo11ed clivision of labour and an extensive cornmerce; from
the second, the locality. In the first case the individuals must be
l1ro11gl1t together, in the second they find themselves alongside
tl1e given i11strument of production as instruments of production
tl1e111sel ves.
1Iere, therefore, arises the difference between natural instr11nicnts of production and those c1'eated by civilisation. The fielcl
(\v;1ter, etc.) can be regarded as a natural instrument of productio11 .
11 _ll1? first case, that of the natural instrltment of J)roductiorr,
irid1viduals are subservient to nature; in the second, to a product
of labour. In the first case, therefore, property (landed p1·operty}
ay1Jears as clirect natural domination, in the second, as domination
0
labour, particularly of accumulated labour, capital. The first
f.ase. pres~pposes that t?e individuals are united by some ~oncl:
amily, tribe, the land itself, etc.; the second, that they are inde-

!

,,: [~iarginal note by Marx:] Mari=the "rational human spil'it''.
I• our pages of the mant1Ecript are missing here.-Ed.
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pendent of one anothe~ a~d are only held together by exchange.;
In the first case, _what ~s involved is chiefly an exchange betwee ·
men and nature in which the labour of the former is exchange
for the products of the latter; in the second, it is predominantly
an exchange of men a~ong themselves. In the first case, average,
human common sense Is adequate-physical activity is as yet not'
sepa~ated from mental activity; in the second, the division betwee .
physical and mental labou~ mu~t already be practically completed.i
In the first case, the domination of the proprietor over the propertyless ~ay ~e based on a personal relationship, on a kind,
of com_mun1tY_; in the second, it must have taken on a material .
sh~pe in a third p~rty-money. I~. the. first case, small industry
·exists, but det~rm1ned by the ut1l1sat1on of the natural instrument of production and therefore without the distribution of labour'.
~mong various individuals; in the second, industry exists only.•
1n and through the division of labour.
•
[41] C?ur invest!gation hitherto started from the instruments of·
product1?n, and it h~s a_lready .shown that private property was.·
a :iecess1ty for certain 1ndustr1al stages. In industrie extractive
private property still c~incides with labour; in small industry ·
and all agr1cult~re. up. till now property is the necessary conse·quence of th.e ~x1st1ng instrument~ of production; in big industry·
th~ contradiction between the instrument of production and ·
p:1v~te prop~rty appears f?r ~he first time and is the product of·.
big industry, moreover, big industry must be highly developed
to produce this contradiction. And thus only with big industry
· <loes the abolition of private prop~rty become possible.

[2. The Division of Material and Mental Labour
Separation of Town and Country. The Guild-Syst~m]
~he greatest division of material and mental labour is the sepa-

•

ration of town and country. The antagonism between town and
-countrY_ begins with the transition from barbarism to civilisation
from tr1~e to State, from locality to nation, and runs through th~
whole history of civilisation to the present day (the Anti-Corn
Law League 23 ).
. The exist~n?e of ~he town. implies, at the same time, the neces:s1.t~ of .adm1n1strat1on, police, taxes, etc., in short, of the mun1c1 pal1ty: ~n~ thus of politics in general. I-I ere first became mani~est. the d1v1s1on of the population into two great classes, which
is d1rectly_based on the division of labour and on the in!ltruments
of production. The town already is in actual fact the concentration
of the population, of the ~nstruments of production, of capital,
of ple.asures, o.f nee~s, while the country demonstrates just the
opposite fact, isolation and separation. The antagonism between
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, and co 11ntry can only exist within the framework of private
to" nerty. It is the most crass expression of the subjection of the
~Jrolpvi"diial l1nder the division of labour, under a definite activity
l
.
• t ion
•
.
f!Ill ced
upon him-a
su bJeC
wh.IC h ma k es one man into
a re~~·ctecl
town-animal, the other into a restricted country-animal,
1
~ 1 ; 1 daily creates ane\v the conflict between their interests. Labour
'.~ i1 ere again the chief thing, power over individuals, and as long
~1 ~ the latter exists, private property must exist. The abolition
~f the antagonism between town and country is one of the first
ClJtiditions [42] of communal life, a condition which again depends
lJtt a mass of material premises and which cannot be fulfilled by
tlie mere will, as anyone can see at the first glance. (These contli tions have still to be enumerated.) The separation of town and
coiintry can also be understood as the separation of capital and
landed property, as the beginning of the existence and developrnent of capital independent of landed property-the beginning
of property having its basis only in labour and exchange.
In the towns which, in the Middle Ages, did not derive ready1n<1de from an earlier period but were formed anew by the serfs
who had become free, each man's own particular labour was his
011ly property apart from the small capital he brought with him,
consisting almost solely of the most necessary tools of his craft.
The competition of serfs constantly escaping into the town, the
constant war of the country against the towns and thus the necessity of an organised municipal military force, the bond of common
ownership in a particular kind of labour, the necessity of common
liuildings for the sale of their wares at a time when craftsmen were
<'llso traders, and the consequent exclusion of the unauthorised
from these buildings, the conflict among the interests of the various crafts, the necessity of protecting their laboriously acquired
skill, and the feudal organisation of the whole of the country:
these were the causes of the union of the workers of each craft in
guilds, vVe have not at this point to go further into the manifold
inodifications of the guild-system, which arise through later historical developments. The flight of the serfs into the towns went
on without interruption right through the Middle Ages. These
~erfs, persecuted by their lords in the country, came separately
ii1t? the towns, where they found an organised community, against
\Vh1ch tl1ey were powerless and in which they had to subject themselves to the station assigned to them by the demand for their
la!Jour and the interest of their organised urban competitors.
These workers, entering separately, \Vere never able to attain to
any power, since, if their labour was of the guild type which had
~o be learned, the guild-masters bent them to their will and organised them according to their interest; or if their labour was not
such as had to be learned, and therefore not of the guild type,
11-1037
'
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they became day-labourers and never managed to organise, re-.·
maining an unorganised rabble. The need for day-labourers in the ·.
towns created the rabble.
These towns were true ''associations", 24 called forth by the direct·•
[43] need, the care of providing for the protection of property, ·.
and of multiplying the means of production and defence of the •
separate members. The rabble of these towns was devoid of any
power, composed as it was of individuals strange to one another·.
who had entered separately, and who stood unorganised over ·
against an organised power, armed for war, and jealously watching
over them. The journeymen and apprentices were organised in
each craft as it best suited the interest of the masters. The patriarchal relationship existing between them and their masters gave
the latter a double power-on the one hand because of their influence on the whole life of the journeymen, and on the other because,
for the journeymen who worked with the saine master, it was a
real bond which held them together against the journeymen of
other masters and separated them from these. And finally, the
journeymen were bound to the existing order by their simple interest in becoming masters themselves. While, therefore, the
rabble at least carried out revolts against the whole municipal
order, revolts which remained completely ineffective because
of their powerlessness, the journeymen never got further than
small acts of insubordination within separate guilds, such as belong to the very nature of the guild-system. The great risings
of the Middle Ages all radiated from the country, but equally
remained totally ineffective because of the isolation and consequent crudity of the peasants. Capital in these towns was a naturally derived capital, consisting of a house, the tools of the craft, and the natural, hereditary
customers; and not being realisable, on account of the backwardness of commerce and the lack of circulation, it descended from
father to son. Unlike modern capital, which can be assessed in
money and which may be indifferently invested in this thing or
that, this capital was directly connected with the particular work
of the owner, inseparable from it and to this extent estate capital. In the to\vns, the division of labour between [44] the individual
guilds was as yet [quite naturally derived]* and, in the guilds
themselves, not at all developed between the individual workers.
Every workman had to be versed in a whole round of tasks, had
to be able to make everything that \Vas to be made with his tools.
The limited commerce and the scanty communication between
the individual towns, the lack of population and the narrow needs
did not allow of a higher division of labour, and therefore every
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ished to become a master had to be proficient in the
rnan w0 ~ ;.s
1 craft. Thus there is found with medieval crafts1nen
wh?le
t in their special work and in proficiency in it, which was
311 10
~f;e~f rising to a narrow artistic sense. For this very reaso?,
capa
every medieval crafts111an was completely absorbed In
h?weve~ to which he had a contented, slavish relationship, and
his Wh?rh,he was subjected to a far greater extent than the modern
to
·
. d"ff
· W
kerlC whose work IS
a matter of In
i erence t o h"in1. wor
'

[3.

Further Division of Labour. Separation of Commerce
and Industry. Division of Labour Between the
Various Towns. ~Ianufacture)

The next extension of the division of labour was the separation
of production and commerce, the formation of a special class of
merchants· a separation which, in the towns bequeathed by a forrner period, had been handed down (a~ong other things \Vith the
J e\vs) and which very soon appear~d. I.n the newly fo.rmed ones.
vVith this there was given the poss1b1l1ty of commercial communications transcending the imn1ediate neighbourhood, a possibility, the realisation of which depended on the existing means
of communication, the state of public safety in the countryside,
which was determined by political conditions (during the \vhole
of the Middle Ages, as is well l.:nown, the merchants travelled in
armed caravans), and on the cruder or more advanced needs (determined by the stage of culture attained) of the region accessible
to intercourse.
With commerce the prerogative of a particular class, \vith the
extension of trade through the merchants beyond the immediate
surroundings of the town, there immediately appears a reciprocal
action between production and commerce. The towns e11ter into
relations with one another, new tools are brought from one town
into the other, and the separation between production and co1nme1·ce soon calls forth a new division of production bet\veen [45]
the individual towns, each of which is soon exploiting a predomir1ant branch of industry. The local restrictions of earlier times
begin gradually to be broke11 down. It depends purely on the extension of comn1erce wl1etl1er the
productive forces achieved in a locality, especially inventions,
are lost for later develop1nent or not. As long as there exists no
~ommerce transcending the i1nn1ediato neighbourl1ood, every
invention must be made separately in each locality, arid mere
char1ces such as irruptions of barbaric peoples, even or(linary
\V<1rs, are sufficient to cause a country with advanced productive
forces and needs to have to start right over again from the begin4*
'
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ning. In primitive history every invention had to be made dail .
anew and in each locality independently. How little highly developed productive forces are safe from complete destruction, given!
even a relatively very extensive commerce, is proved by the
Phoenicians,* whose inventions were for the most part lost for
a long time to come through tl1e ousting of this nation from com···
merce, its conquest by Alexander and its consequent decline~·
Likewise, for instance, glass-painting in the Middle Ages. Only
when commerce has become world commerce and has as its basis.
large-scale industry, when all nations are drawn into the compe-·
titive struggle, is the per1nanence of the acquired productive
forces assured. The immediate consequence of the division of labour between;
the various towns was the rise of manufactures, branches of production which had outgrow11 the guild-system. Manufactures
first flourished, in Italy and later in Flanders, under the historical·
premise of commerce with foreign nations: In other countries,·•
England and France for example, manufactures were at first con'-:
fined to the home market. Besides the premises already mentioned manufactures depend on an already advanced concentration·
of population, particularly in the countryside, and of capital, •
which began to accumulate i11 the ha11ds of individuals, partly in,
the guilds in spite of the gt1ild regulations, partly among the mer- •
chants.
[46] That labour which from the first presupposed a machine, .•
even of the crudest sort, soon showed itself the most capable of·
development. Weaving, earlier ca1·ried on in the country by the .
peasants as a secondary occt1pation to procure their clothing, ·
was the first labour to receive a11 impetus and a further develop- ·
ment through the extension of commerce. Weaving was the first .
and remained the principal manufacture. The rising demand for ·.
clothing materials, consequent on the growth of population, the ·.•
growing accumulation and mobilisation of natural capital through ·
accelerated circulation, the demand for luxuries called forth by ·
the latter and favoured generally by the gradual extension of commerce, gave weaving a q11antitative and qualitative stimulus,·
which wrenched it out of the form of production hitherto existing.
Alongside the peasants weaving for their own use, who continued,
and still continue, with this sort of work, there emerged a new
class of weavers in the to,vns, whose fabrics were destined for
the whole home market and usually for foreign markets too.
\Veaving, an occupation demanding in most cases little skill
and soon splitting up into countless branches, by its whole nature
'" [l\iarginal note by l\1arx:] anll glass-painting in the Middle Ages.
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. ted the trammels of the guild. Weaving was, therefore, carr~:Y on mostly in villages and market centres without guild organ~1 t" n wl1ich gradually became towns, and indeed the most
isa
io
'
.
h
1
d
fl 0 ri .;;hi rig towns in eac
an .
~Vitli g11ild-free manufacture, lJroperty relations also quickly
changecl. The first advanc_e beyo11d naturally derive~ estate capital was provided by the rise ~f m~rchants whose capital was from
the beginning movable, capital 1n the modern sense as far as
one can speak of it, given the circu1nstances of those times. The
"econd advance came with ma11ufacture, which again made mobile
. ~ mass of natural capital, a11d altogether increased the mass of
·
movable capital as against that of natural capital.
At tl1e same time, manufacture became a refuge of the peasa11ts
from the guilds which excluded tl1em or paid them badly, just as
earlier the guild-towns had [se1·ved] as a refuge [47] for the peas;1nts from [the oppressive la11ded nobility].*Simultaneously with the beginning of manufactures there was
;1 periocl of vagabondage caused by the abolition of the feudal bodies
of retainers, the disbanding of the swollen armies wl1ich had
flocl{ecl to serve the kings against their vassals, the impro\ ement
of agricultt1re, and the transforn1ation of great strips of tillage
into pasture land. From this alone it is clear how this vagabondage
is strictly connected with the disi11tegration of the feudal system.
As early as the thirteenth century \Ve find isolated epochs of this
kind, but only at the end of the fifteenth and beginning of the
sixteenth does this vagabondage 1nal{e a general and permanent
;1ppearance. These vagabonds, who were so numerous that, for
ir1stance, Henry VIII of England had 72,000 of them hanged,
were only prevailed upon to v.·orl{ \Vith the greatest difficulty ancl
tl1rough the most extreme necessity, and then only after long
resistance. The rapid rise of manufactures, particularly in Engl;1nd, absorbed them gradually. \Vith the advent of manufacture the various nations entered
iiito a competitive relationship, the struggle for trade, which:was
fou~ht 011t in wars, protecti,·e duties and prohibitions, whereas
earl~er the nations, insofar as they were connected at all, had
~~rr1ed on an inoffensive exchange with each other. Trade 11ad
10
~. now on a political significance.
\\itl1 the advent of manufactt1re the relationship between wo1·ker
~nd employer changed. In the gt1ilds the patriarchal relationship
iJtetween journeyman and master contint1ed to exist; in manufacture
s ~lace was taken by the monetary relation between worker ancl
~apitalist- a relationship \Vhicl1 in the countryside and in small
(JWns retained a patriarchal tinge, but in the larger, the real
1
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i11anufacturing towns, quite early lost almost all patriarchal com-.·
plexion.
l\fanufacture and the movement of production in general received,
an enormous impetus through the extension of commerce which,
can1e with the discovery of Ame1·ica and the sea-route to the East
Indies. The new products in1ported thence, particularly the.
masses of gold and silver whicl1 came into circulation and totally,
changed the position of the classes towards one another, dealing'
a l1ard blow to feudal landed property and to the workers; the
expeditions of ad venturers, colonisation; and above all the exten-.
sion of markets into a world 111arket, which had now become pos- ·.
sible and \Vas daily becoming 1nore and more a fact, called forth•
a 11e\v pl1ase [48] of historical development, into which in general.
we cannot here enter further. Through the colonisation of the newly
discovered countries the commercial struggle of the nations
amongst one another was given ne\v fuel and accordingly greater:
extension and animosity.
'
The expansion of trade a11d manufacture accelerated the accumulation of movable capital, while i11 the guilds, which were not ,
stin1ulated to extend their production, natural capital remained ·.
statio11ary or even declined. Trade and manufacture created the · .
big bourgeoisie; in the guilds was concentrated the petty bourgeoi- ·
sie, \Vhich no longer was do111inant in the towns as formerly, but .·
had to bow to the might of the great merchants and manufacturers.* Hence the decline of the guilds, as soon as they came ·.
into contact with manufacture.
·
The intercourse of nations took on, in the epoch of which we .
have been speaking, two different forms. At first the small quan- ·
tity of gold and silver in circulation involved the ban on the ·
export of these metals; and industry, for the most part imported
from abroad and made necessary by the need for employing the
growing urban population, cot1ld not do without those privileges
which could be granted not only, of course, against home competitio11, but chiefly against foreign. The local guild privilege was
in these original prohibitions extended over the whole nation.
C11stoms duties originated from the tributes which the feudal
lords exacted as protective levies against robbery from merchants
passing through their territo1·ies, tributes later imposed likewise
by tl1e towns, and which, with the rise of the modern states, were
the• Treasury's most obvious n1eans of raising money.
The appearance of American gold and silver on the European
marl<ets, the gradual development of industry, the rapid expansion of trade and the conseqt1ent rise of the non-guild bourgeoisie
.*. [l\farginal note by !Vlarx:] Petty bourgeoisie-. Middle class-Big bo11rgeo1s1e.
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d of money, gave these measures another significance. The
te which was daily less and less able to do without money, now
·~ed the ban on the export of gold and silver out of fiscal
1
re ~ iderations; the bourgeois, for whom these masses of money
co~~~h
were hurled on to the market became the chief object of
1
w eculative buying, were thoroughly content with this; privileges
sptablished earlier became a source of income for the government
e~d were sold for money; in the customs legislation there ap;eared the export duty, which, since it only [placed] a hindrance
in the way of industry, [49] had a purely fiscal aim.
The second period began in the middle of the seventeenth century
and lasted almost to the end of the eighteenth. Commerce and
navigation had expanded more rapidly than manufacture, which
pla'j·ed a secondary role; the colonies were becoming considerable
consumers; and after long struggles the separate nations shared
out the opening world market among themselves. This period
begins with the Navigation Laws and colonial monopolies. The
competition of the nations among themselves was excluded as
far as possible by tariffs, prohibitions and treaties; and in the
last resort the competitive struggle was carried on and decided
by wars. (especially naval wars). The mightiest maritime nation,
the English, retained preponderance in trade and manufacture.
Here, already, we find concentration in one country.
l\fanufacture was all the time sheltered by protective duties
in the home market, by monopolies in the colonial market, and
abroad as much as possible by differential duties. The workingUJ) of home-produced material was encouraged (wool and linen
in England, silk in France), the export of home-produced raw
material forbidden (wool in England), and the [working-up]
of imported material neglected or suppressed (cotton in England).
The nation dominant in sea trade and colonial power naturally secured for itself also the greatest quantitative and
qualitative expansion of manufacture. Manufacture could not
be carried on without protection, since, if the slightest change
tak:s place in other countries, it can lose its market and be ruined;
unuer reasonably favourable conditions it may easily be introdticed into a count1·y, but for this very reason can easily be des~royed. At the same time through the mode in which it is carr~ed on, particularly in the eighteenth century, in the countrysicle, it is to such an extent interwoven with the vital relationships
~f a ~reat mass of individuals, that no country dare jeopardise
~ts ex1sten~e by permitting free competition. Insofar as it manages
t? export, it therefore depends entirely on the extension or restricion of commerce, and exercises a relatively very small reaction
[~[the latter]. Hence its secondary [importance] and the influence
CJ
the merchants] in the eighteenth century. [50] It was the mer-
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chants and especially the shippers who more than anybody else;'
pressed for State protection and monopolies; the manufacturers:
also demanded and indeed received protection, but all the time ·.
were inferior in political importance to the merchants. The com-·
mercial towns, particularly the maritime towns, became to some·
extent civilised and acquired the outlook of the big bourgeoisie,··
but in the factory towns an extreme petty-bourgeois outlook persisted. Cf. Aikin, 25 etc. The eighteenth century was the century
of trade. Pinto says this expressly: ''Le commerce fait la marotte ;
du siecle"*; and: ''Depuis quelque temps il n'est plus question que .
de commerce, de navigation et de marine."* *26
The movement of capital, although considerably accelerated, ,
still remained, however, relatively slow. The splitting-up of the ·.
world market into separate parts, each of which was exploited by •.
a particular nation, the exclusion of competition among themselves
on the part of the nations, the clumsiness of production itself
and the fact that finance was only evolving from its early stages,
greatly impeded circulation. The consequence of this was a haggling, mean and niggardly spirit which still clung to all merchants
and to the whole mode of carrying on trade. Compared with the
manufacturers, and above all with the craftsmen, they were certainly big bourgeois; compared with the merchants and industrialists of the next period they remain petty bourgeois. Cf. Adan1
Smith. 27
.
This period is also characterised by the cessation of the bans
on the export of gold and silver and the beginning of the trade
in money; by banks, national debts, paper money; by speculation
in stocks and shares and stockjobbing in all articles; by the development of finance in general. Again capital lost a great part
of the natural character which had still clung to it.

(4. The Most Complex Division of Labour.
Big Industry]
The concentration of trade and manufacture in one country,
England, developing irresistibly in the seventeenth centl1ry,
gradually created for this country a relative world market, and
thus a demand for the manufactured products of this country,
which could no longer be met by the industrial productive forces
hitherto existing. This demand, outgrowing the productive
forces, was the motive power which, by producing big industrythe application of elemental forces to industrial ends, machinery

*
**

"Commerce is the rage of the century.''-Ed.
"For some time now people have been talking only about commerce
navigation and the navy. ''-Ed.
'
•

h roost corn plex di vision of labour -called into existence the
an.d [;1 l period of private ownership since the Middle Ages. There
thir d existed in England the other preconditions of this new
alrea .Yfreedorn of competition inside the nation, the development
~;~oretical mechanics, etc. (Indeed, the science of mechanics
0
fected by Newton was altogether the most popular science in
per ce and England in the eighteenth century.) (Free competition
F. ra11
.
.
b
b
·de the nation itself had everywhere to e conquered y a revo~~~~on -1640 and 1688 in England, 1789 in France.)
.
Competition soon compelled every country that wished to
retain its historical role to protect its manufactures by renewed
customs regulations (the old duties were no longer any good
against big industry) and soon after to introduce big industry under
protective duties. Big industry universalised competition in spite
of these protective measures (it is practical free trade; the protective duty is only a palliative, a measure of defence within free
trade), established means of communication and the modern world
111 arket, subordinated trade to itself, transformed all capital into
industrial capital, and thus produced the rapid circulation (development of the financial system) and the centralisation of capital.
By universal competition it forced all individuals to strain their
energy to the utmost. It destroyed as far as possible ideology,
religion, morality, etc., and where it could not do this, made
them into a palpable lie. It produced world history for the first
time, insofar as it made all civilised nations and every individual
rnember of them dependent for the satisfaction of their wants on
the whole world, thus destroying the former natural exclusiveness
of separate nations. It made natural science subservient to capital
and tool\: from the division of labour the last semblance of its
11atural character. It destroyed natural growth in general, as far·
as this is possible while labour exists, and resolved all natural
relationships into money relationships. In the place of naturally
grown towns it created the modern, large industrial cities which
have sprung up overnight. Wherever it penetrated, it destroyed
the crafts and all earlier stages of industry. It completed the victory of the commercial town over the countryside. [Its first premise] was the automatic system. [Its development] produced a
~ass of productive forces, for which private [property]* became
Just as much a fetter [52] as the guild had been for manufacture
and the small, rural workshop for the developing craft. These
productive forces received under the system of private property
a. one-sided development only, and became for the majority destructive forces; moreover, a great multitude of such forces could find noapplication at all within this system. Generally speaking, big
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industry created everywhere the same relations between the'
classes of society, and thus destroyed the peculiar individuality o .
the various nationalities. And finally, while the bourgeoisie o ·.
each nation still retained separate national interests, big industry,
created a class, which in all nations has the same interest and with,
which nationality is already dead; a class which is really rid1
of all the old world and at the same time stands pitted against it:'
Big industry makes for the worker not only the relation to the'
capitalist, but labour itself, unbearable.
·;
It is evident that big industry does not reach the same level
Df development in all districts of a country. This does not, how-•
ever,. retard the class movement of the proletariat, because the proletarians created by big industry assume leadership of this move-••,
ment and carry the whole mass along with them, and because the ·
workers excluded from big industry are placed by it in a still·•
worse situation than the workers in big industry itself. The coun- •
tries in which big industry is developed act in a similar manner•,
upon the more or less non-industrial countries, insofar as the lat- •,
ter are swept by universal commerce into the universal competi-;
tive struggle.
•

*

*

*

These di~ere~t forms [of production] are just so many forms •'
·Of th? org~n1sat1on of labour, and hence of property. In each period .• '
a un1ficat1on of the existing productive forces takes place insofar.·,
.as this has been rendered necessary to needs.
'
~
(5. The Contradiction Between the Productive
Forces and the Form of Intercourse as the Basis
of a Social Revolution)
The contradiction between the productive forces and the form
·.of intercourse, which, as we saw, has occurred several times iil .·
past history, without, however, endangering the basis, necessarily
on each occasion burst out in a revolution, taking on at the same
tim~ .various su~sidiary forms, such as all-embracing collisions,
coll1s1ons of various classes, contradiction of consciousness, battle
of ideas, ~tc., political conflict, etc. From a narrow point of view
one may isolate one of these subsidiary forms and consider it as
!he .b~sis of these revolutions; and this is all the more easy as the
ind1v1duals who started the revolutions had illusions about their ·
own activity according to their degree of culture and the stage
of historical development.
Thus all collisions in history have their origin, according to
-0ur view, in the contradiction between the· productive forces and

f m [53] of intercourse. Incidentally, to lead to collisions
~he oruntry this contradiction need not necessarily have reached
r1 a co
'
Th
..
~
extreme limit in this particular c?untry.
e compet1t1on
it~th industrially more. advai_iced countr1e~, broug?t about by the
w_ . nsion of international intercourse, is sufficient to produce
exp~ ilar contradiction in countries with a backward industry
(e.~.~ the latent prol~tar~at in Germany brought into view by the
coiiii'l0tition of English industry).

] 6. Competition of Individuals and the Formation of Classes.
Development of Contradiction Between Individuals and
the Conditions of Their Life.
The Illusory Community of Individuals in Bourgeois
Society and the Real Unity of Individuals
under Communism. The Subjugation of Society's Conditions
of Life to the Power of United Individuals)
Competition separates individ11als from one another, not only
t11e bourgeois but still more the workers, in spite of the fact that
it brings them together. Hence it is a long time before these indivitluals can unite, apart from the fact that for the purpose of this
union -if it is not to be merely local-the necessary means, the
great industrial cities and cheap and quick communications, have
first to be produced by big industry. Hence every organised povver
sta11ding over against these isolated individuals, who live in
relationships daily reproducing this isolation, can only be overcome after long struggles. To demand the opposite would be tantamount to demanding that competition should not exist in this
clefinite epoch of history, or that the individuals should ba11ish
from their minds relationships over which in their isolation they
l1ave no controi

1'11e building of houses. With savages each family has as a matter· of course its own cave or hut lil(e the separate family tent
of the nomads. This separate domestic economy is made only the
in~re necessary by the further development of private property.
~Vith the agricultural peoples a communal domestic economy is
Just as impossible as a communal cultivation of the soil. A great
aclvance was the building of towns. In all previous periods, how:ver, the abolition of individual economy, which is inseparable
0
.: m the abolition of private property, was impossible for the
81111
Ple reason that the material conditions governing it were not
'
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present. The setting-up of a communal domestic economy pre11
supposes the developme11t of machinery, the use of natural forces;
and of many other productive forces-e.g., of water-supplies, (54 ·
of gas-lighting, steam-heating, etc., the removal [of the antago...
nism] of town and country. Without these conditions a communa~ ..
economy would not in itself form a new productive force; lacking;
any material basis and resting on a purely theoretical foundation~l
it would be a mere freak and would end in nothing more than a
monastic economy. -What was possible can be seen in the towns.
brought about by condensation and the erection of communal build-·.
ings for various definite purposes (prisons, barracks, etc.). ·
That the abolition of individual economy is inseparable from the ·.
abolition of the family is self-evident.
{The statement which frequently occurs with Saint Max tl1at .·
each is all that he is through the State is fundamentally the same .
as the statement that the bourgeois is only a specimen of the .
bourgeois species; a statement which presupposes that the class of ,
bourgeois existed before the individuals constituting it.*)
'
In the Middle Ages the citizens in each town were compelled
to unite against the landed nobility to save their skins. TJ1e
extension of trade, the establishment of communications, led the
separate towns to get to know other towns, which had assertecl
the same interests in the struggle with the same antagonist. Out
of the many local corporations of burghers there arose only gradually the burgher class. The conditions of life of the individ11a)
burghers became, on account of their contradiction to the existing
relationships and of the mode of labour determined by these, conditions which were common to them all and independent of eacl1
individual. The burghers had created the conditions insofar as
they had torn themselves free from feudal ties, and were createcl
by them insofar as they were determined by their antagonism t<>
the feudal system which they found in existence. When the individual towns began to enter into associations, these common conditions developed into class conditions. The same conditions, the·
same contradiction, the same interests necessarily called forth
on the whole similar customs everywhere. The bourgeoisie itself,
with its conditions, develops only gradually, splits according
to the division of labour into various fractions and finally absorbs
all propertied classes it finds in existence** (while it develops the-

*
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. ·t of the earlier propertyless and a part of the hitherto
r1iaJorit ~d classes into a new class, the proletariat) in the measure
prophe~
~
all property found in existence is transformed into int (l \V l c
. l
. 1
· t ial or commercia capita .
111
f ,}~~ separate individuals form a class. only insofar as [55] they
carry on a common battle against another class; otherto
!1a
" eac h ot her as competitors.
.
0n
,· \ 8 they are on hostile terms with
~ise
ther hand, the class in its turn achieves an independent ex1 0
~ . te ce over against the individuals, so that the latter find their
1:-i Oil
d est1ne
. d , an d h ence h ave t h eir
. pos1"t"ion
ditions
of
existence
pre
01
~ iife and their personal development assigned to them by their
~ass, become subsumed under it. '.fhi.s .is the same ph~n?1!1enon
. the subjection of the separate individuals to the division of
j~~botir and can only be removed by the abol_iti~n of private pr~per
ty and of labour* itself. We have already indicated sev~ral t1i:ies
1{ow this subsuming of individuals under the class brings with
it their subjection to all kinds of ideas, etc. If from a philosophical point of view one considers this evolution of individuals in the common conditions of existence of
-0states and classes, which followed on one another, and in the
;1ccompanying general conceptions forced upon them, it is certainly very easy to imagine that in these individuals the species,
-0r "~1an", has evolved, or that they evolved ''Man'' -and in this
\Vay one can give history some hard clouts on the ear. One can conceive these various estates and classes to be specific terms of the
general expression, subordinate varieties of the species, or evolutio11ary phases of ''Man".
This subsuming of individuals under definit-e classes cannot
l)e ttbolished until a class has taken shape, which has no longer
~1ny particular class interest to assert against the ruling class.
7

'fhe transformation, through the division of labour, of personal
{Jowers (relationships) into material powers, cannot be dispelled
by dismissing the general idea of it from one's mind, but can
o_nly be abolished by the individuals again subjecting these material powers to themselves and abolishing the division of labour.**
1'~is is not possible without the community. Only in co~mu
n1ty [,vith others has each] individual (56] the means of cult1vat~r1g his gifts in all directions; only in the community, therefore,
rs personal freedom possible. In the previous substitutes for the
community, in the State, etc., personal freedom has existed only

[l\'1arginal note by Marx:] With the philosophers pre-existence of the-

d

**

[Marginal note by Marx:] To begin with it absorbs the branches of
labour directly belonging to the State and then all ± [more or less] ideoi<Jgical estates.

I

\

* As to the meaning of the expression: "Abolition of labour" (A ufhebung

er Arbeit), see pp 37-38 63 68-71, of this book.-Ed.
** [Marginal ~ote by E~gels:] (Feuerbach: being and essence). (Cf.
pp. 42-43 of this book.-Ed.)
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for the individuals who developed within the relationships of .
the ruling class, and only insofar as they were individuals of ·
this class. The illusory community, in which individuals have
up till now combined, always took on an independent existence
in relation to them ' and was at the same time, since it was the .
combination of one class over against another, not only a con1- ·
pletely illusory community, but a 11ew fetter as well. In the real
community the individuals obtain their freedom in and throt1gh
their association.
.
Individuals have always built on themselves, but naturally .
on themselves within their given historical conditions and relationships, not on the ''pure'' individual in the sense of the ideologists. But in the course of historical evolution, and precisely ·
through the inevitable fact that within the division of labour ·
social relationships take on an independent existence, there appears a division within the life of each individual, insofar as it is
personal and insofar as it is determined by some branch of labouF .
and the conditions pertaining to it. (We do not mean it to be 11nder- ·.
stood from this that, for example, the rentier, the capitalist, etc .•.·
cease to be persons; but their personality is conditioned ancl de- :
termined by quite definite class relationships, and the division •
appears only in their opposition to another class and, for them- •
selves, only when they go bankrupt.) In the estate (and even more
in the tribe) this is as yet concealed: for instance, a nobleman •
always remaii1s a nobleman, a commoner always a commoner,
apart from his other relationships, a quality inseparable from ·.
his individuality. The division between the personal and the · .
class individual, the accidental nature of the conditions of life
for the individual, appears only with the emergence of the class,
which is itself a product of the bourgeoisie. This accidental cl1ar- ·
acter is only engendered and developed [57] by competition
and the struggle of individuals among themselves. 'fhus, in imagination, individuals seem freer under the dominance of the
bourgeoisie than before, because their conditions of life seem
accidental; in reality, of course, they are less free, because they·
are more subjected to the violence of things. The difference from
the estate comes out particularly in the antagonism between the
bo11rgeoisie and the proletariat. When the estate of the urban burghers, the corporations, etc., emerged in opposition to the landed
nobility, their condition of existence -movable property and
craft labour, which had already existed latently before their
separation from the feudal ties -appeared as something positive,
which was asserted against feudal landed property, and, therefore, in its own way at first took on a feudal form. Certairily
the refugee serfs treated their previous servitude as something
accidental to their personality. But here ·they only were dciing
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,vhat every class that is freei11g itself front a fetter does; and they
did 110 t free themselves as a class but separately. Moreover, they
dicl not ris~ ~hove t~e syst_em of estates, but only formed a new
estate, retaining their prev.1ous mode of labour even in their new
sittiation, and developing it further by freeing it from its earlier·
fetters, which no longer corresponded to the development already
attained.
< For the proletarians, on the other hand, the condition of their
existence, labour, and with it all the conditions of existence governing moder~ society, have become soinething accidental, something over which they, as separate individuals, have no control,
and over which no social orga1iisation can give them control ..
The contradiction between the individuality of each separate proletarian and labour, the condition of life forced upon him, becomes evident to him himself, for he is sacrificed from youth upwards•
and, within his own class, has no chance of arriving at the condi-tions which would place him in the other class. [58] NB. It must not be forgotten that the serfs' very need'
of existing and the impossibility of a large-scale economy, which
involved the distribution of the allotments among the serfs, very
soon reduced ~he ~ervices of the serfs to their lord to an average
of payments in kind and statute-labour. This made it possible
f~r the serf to accumulate movable property and hence facilitated
his esc~pe o:it of possession of his lord and gave him the prospect
of making his way as an urban citizen; it also created gradations
among the serfs, so that the runaway serfs were already half
burghers. It is likewise obvious that the serfs who were
masters of a craft had the best chance of acquiring movable
property. Th11s, while the refugee serfs only wished to be free to develop
:nd assert t~ose conditions of e:x;istence which were already there,
nd ~ence, in the end, only arrived at free labour, the proletari:ns, if _they are to assert themselves as individuals, will have
h~ abolish the very condition of their existence hitherto (which
la~~ r~oreover, been that of all society up to the present), namely,
.
ur_. Thus they find themselves directly opposed to the form
~n whi~h, hitherto, the individuals, of which society consists,
I ave give11 themselves collective expression, that is, the State.
n
ordher,
therefore,
to
assert
themselves
as
individuals,
they
must
0
vert row the State.
It
foll
f
11
.
.
com
ows rom a we have been saying up till now that the
ente m~nal rela~ionship into which the individuals of a class
aga .re ' and which was determined by their common interests over
inst a third party, was always a community to which these·
•
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individuals belonged only as average individuals, only insofa.
as they lived within the conditions of existence of their class ·
a relationship in which they participated not as individuals but'
as members of a class. With the community of revolutionary pro..;
letarians, on the other hand, who take their conditions [59] o ·•
existence and those of all members of society under their control,
it is just the reverse; it is as individuals that the individuals par-'
ticipate in it. It is just this combination of individuals (assuming
the advanced stage of modern productive forces, of course) which
puts the conditions· of the free development and movement o •
individuals under their control conditions which were previously
.abandoned to chance and had won an independent existence ove ·
against the separate individuals just because of their separation
as individuals, and because of the necessity of their combinatio
which had been determined by the division of labour, and throug
their separation had become a bond alien to them. Combinatio ·
up till now (by no means an arbitrary one, st1ch as is expou:uded
for example in the Contrat social, 28 but a necessary one) was a ·
agreement upon these conditions, within which the individual ·.
were free to enjoy the freaks of fortune (compare, e.g., the forma.
tion of the North American State and the South American repub.
lies). This right to the undisturbed enjoyment, within certai '
conditions, of fortuity and chance has up till now been calle
personal freedom. These conditions of existence are, of course, onl .
the productive forces and forms of intercourse at any particula
time.

[601 The difference between the individual as a person and \vhat
is acciclental to him is not a conceptual difference but a historical
fact. This distinction has a different significance at different
tin1es-e.g., the estate as something accidental to the individual
in tl1e eighteenth century, the family more or less too. It is not
a disti11ction that we have to make for each age, but one which
each age makes itself from among the different elements which
it finds in existence, and indeed not according to any theory, but
compelled by material collisions in life.
What appears accidental to the later age as opposed to the
earlier -and this applies also to the elements handed down by
an earlier age -is a form of intercourse which corresponded to
a definite stage of development of the productive forces. The
relation of the productive forces to the form of intercourse, is
the relation of the form of intercourse to the occupation or activity of the individuals. (The fundamental form of this activity
is, of co11rse, material, on which depend all other forms -mental,
political, i·eligious, etc. The various shaping of material life is,
of course, in every case dependent on the needs which are already
developecl, and the production, as well as the satisfaction, of
tl1ese needs is an historical process, which is not found in the case
of a sheer) or a dog (Stirner's refractory principal argument adversus ~ominem), although sheep and dogs in their present form
certainly, but malgre eux, are products of an historical process.)
The conditions under which individuals have intercourse with
each other, so long as the above-mentioned contradiction is absent,
are co11ditions appertaining to their individuality, in no way
extern;1l to them; conditions under which these definite individ11als, livi11g under definite relationships, can alone produce their
~ater~al life and what is connected with it are thus the conditions
~ tl1~1r self-activity and are produced by this self-activity.* The
efin1te condition under which they produce, thus corresponds,
~ts long as l.61] the .c~ntradiction has no.t yet ap.peared,. to the realY of their conditioned natt1re, their one-sided existence, the
~.ne-sidedness of which only becomes evident when the contradicThn ent~rs on the scene and thus exists for the later individuals.
s . en this condition appears as an accidental fetter, and the conciousness that it is a fetter is imputed to the earlier age as well.

*

[IVIarginal note by Marx:] Production of the form of intercourse itself.
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(7. Contradiction Between Individuals and the Conditions
f Their Life as a Contradiction Between the Productive Forces
~nd the Form of Intercourse. The Development of the Productive
Forces and the Change of the Forms of Intercourse]

Communism differs from all previous movements in that i
overturns the basis of all earlier relations of production and inter
course, and for the first time consciously treats all natural pre
mises as the creatures of hitherto existing men, strips them of thei .·
nat-ural character and subjugates them to the power of th
united individuals. Its organisation is, therefore, essentially eco
nomic, the material production of the conditions of this unity; i
turns existing conditions into conditions of unity. The reality
which communism is creating, is precisely the true basis for ren
dering it impossible that anything should exist independent!
of individuals, insofar as reality is only a product of the pre
ceding intercot1rse of individuals themselves. Thus the com
munists in practice treat the conditions created up to now b
. production and intercourse as inorganic conditions, without·
however, imagining that it was the plan or the destiny o
previous generations to give them material, and without believin
that these conditions were inorganic for the individual.·
creating them.

I
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These various conditions, which appear first as conditions o
self-activity, later as fetters upon it, form in the whole evolutio .
of history a coherent series of forms of intercourse, the coherenc ·.
of which consists in this: in the place of an earlier form of inter.
course, which has become a fetter, a new one is put, correspondin '
to the more developed productive forces and, hence, to the ad ...
vanced mode of the self-activity of individuals -a form which in
its turn becomes a fetter and is then replaced by another. Sine ,
these conditions correspond at every stage to the simultaneous de·
velopment of the prod11ctive forces, their history is at the same tim ·.·
the history of the evolving productive forces taken over by each:
ne\v generation, and is, therefore, the history of the developmen •
of the forces of the individuals themselves.
;
Since this evolution takes place naturally, i.e., is not subordi~
nated to a general plan of freely combined individuals, it pro.:
ceeds from various localities, tribes, nations, branches of labour,.
etc., each of which to start with develops independe11tly of the
others and only gradually enters into relation with the others.·:
F11rthermore, it takes place only very slowly; the various stag~s
and interests are never completely overcome, b11t only sttbordinated to the prevailing interest and trail along beside the latter for
centuries afterwards. It follows from this that within a nation itself the individuals, even apart from their pecuniary circumstances, have quite diffe1'ent developments, and that an earlier·
interest, the peculiar form of intercourse of which has already been'
ousted by that belonging to a later interest, remains for a long
time afterwards in possession of a traditional power in the illusory community (State, law), which has won an existence inde- '
pendent of the individuals; a power \Vhich in the last resort can
only be broken by a revolution. This explains why, with reference'
to individual points [62] which allow of a more gener·al summingup, consciousness can sometimes appear further advanced than
the contemporary empirical relationships, so that in the struggles
of a later epoch one can refer to earlier theoreticians as authorities.
On the other hand, in countries which, like North America,
begin in an already advanced historical epoch, the develo1Jment
proceeds very rapidly. Such countries have no other natural premises than the individuals, \Vho settled there and were led to do
so because the forms of intercourse of the old co11ntries did not
correspond to their wants. Thus they begin with the most advanced individuals of the old countries, and, therefore, with the
correspo11dingly most advanced form of intercourse, before this
form of intercourse has been able to establish itself in the old
countries. This is the case with all colonies, insofar as they are not
mere military or trading stations. Carthage, the Greek colonies,
and Iceland in the eleventh and twelfth centuries, provide exam-
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les of this. A similar ~elationship issues from conq~es.t, when a
rrn of i11te1'course which has evolved on another soil is brought
0
,er
con1plete
to
the
conquered
country:
whereas
in
its
home
it
0
~s still encumbered with interests and relationships left over
~~oin e<1rlier periods, here it can and must be established completely' and without hindrance, if only to assure the conquerors'
lasting power. (England and Naples after the Norman conquest,29
\vhen they received the most perfect form of feudal organisation.)

f

(8. The Role of Violence (Conquest) in History]
Tl1is "rl1ole interpretation of history appears to be contradicted
by tl1e fact of conquest. Up till now violence, war, pillage, murder
nnd robbery, etc., have been accepted as the driving force of
history. Here \Ve must limit ourselves to the chief points and
take, tl1erefore, only the most striking example -the destruction
of an old civilisation by a barbarous peo1Jle and the resulting
formation of a11 entirely ne\v organisation of society. (Rome and
the barbarians; feudalism and Gaul; the Byzanti11e Empire and
the T11r l\s: 30)
[63] \\Tith tl1e co11quering barbarian people war itself is still,
as in(licated above, a regular form of intercourse, which is the
n1ore e<tger·ly exploited as the increase in population together with
the ~r;1clit~onal .and, for it, the only possible crude mode of prorl11ct1or1 gives rise to the need for new means of production.
111 Italy, on the other hand, the concentration of landed property
\c<111scd 11ot only by buying-up and indebtedness b11t also by inher1ta11.c~, si11ce loose living being rife and marriage rare, the old
f;1rn1l1es grad11ally died out and their possessions fell into the
har1cls of '' few) and its conversion into grazing-land (caused not
?nly' by the usual economic forces still operative today but by the
11_'.1J1ort;1tion of plundered and tribute-corn and the resultant lack
01
cll'1n1111cl for Italian corn) bro11ght about the almost total disap~e~:ar1c:c
the free population. The very slaves died out again and
g,ii~, anrl had constantly to be replaced by ne\v ones. Slavery
re~<11netl the basis of the whole productive system. The plebeians,
Dlir \Vay bet\veen freemen and slaves, never succeeded in becoming
~ore tha.n a proletarian rabble. Rome indeed never became more
si,~~ n city;. its connection with the provinces was almost exclu. Y political and could, therefore, easily be broken again by
po1rt1cal
events.

o!

tilrothin?' is more common than the notion that in history up
DO\\' it has only been a question of taking. The barbarians
•
•
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take the Roman Empire, and this fact of taking is made to explai,:
the. transition fro.m the old world to the feudal system. In thi
t~k1ng ~y b~rbar1ans, however, the question is, whether the na
t101.1 which is coi:quered l1as evolved industrial productive forces'
as is the case with modern peoples, or whether their productiv
forces are based for the most part merely on their association an.·
on the communi~y. Taking is f~rt.her determined by the objec
taken. A. banker s fortune, cons1st1ng of paper, cannot be take ·
at a~l, w1tho_ut the taker's submitting to the conditions of pro.
~uct1on. and i~tercourse of tl1e cot1ntry tal(en. Similarly the tota
industrial capital. of a modern industrial cot1ntry. And finally
ever~where there IS very soon an end to taking, and when there i ·
noth1~g more to ta~e, you ~ave to set about producing. From thi
necessity of producing, which very soon asserts itself, it follow
[64] that the form of community adopted by the settling con
quer?rs m11st correspond ~o th~ stage of development of the pro
duct1ve forces ~hey find in existence; or, if this is not the cas ·
from t.he start: it mus~ change according to the productive forces;
By .this, too, is exp~a1ned the fact, \vhich people profess to hav ·
noticed everywhere in the period following the migration of th·
peoples, namely, that the servant was master, and that the con
querors very soon took over language, culture and manners fro
the conq11ered. The feudal system was by no means brought com-'
plete from Germ~ny, but ha~ its origin, as far as the conquerors
were concerned, in the martial organisation of the army durin ·
~he actual conquest, and this only evolved after the conquest
into the feud~l system proper through the action of the productive
forces found In t~e conquered countries. To what an extent this
form .was determined by ~he productive forces is shown by the·
abortive atte~pts to realise other forms derived from reminiscences of ancient Rome (Cl1arlemagne, etc.).
To be continued.

[9. The Development of Contradiction
Bet~een the Productive Forces and the Form of Intercourse
in the Conditions of Big Industry and Free Competition
Antithesis Between Labour and Capital]
·
In _big indu~tr~ a~d competition the whole mass of conditions··
?f existence, 11?11tat1ons, biases ?f individuals, are fused together·.
into the two s1m1Jlest _forms: private property and labour. With
~oney every. form of intercourse, a11d intercourse itself, is con- •
s1dered .fortu_1tous for the individuals. Thus money implies that ·.
all previous intercourse was only intercourse of individuals under '

tici1lar conditions, not of individuals as individuals. These
~:~ditions are reduced to two: accumulated labour or private propty and actual labour. If both or one of these ceases, then intere~ur~e comes to a standstill. The modern economists themselves,
c g Sismondi, Cherbuliez, etc., oppose ''association of indi~·icii;als" to ''association of capital". On the other hand, the individiials themselves are entirely subordinated to the division
of labo11r and hence are brought into the most complete dependence
one another. Private property, insofar as within labour itself
011
it is op11osed to labour, evolves out of the necessity of accumulation, and has still, to begin with, rather the form of the communality; b11t in its further development it approaches more and
more the modern form of private property. The division of labour implies from the outset the division of the conditions of labour,
of tools and materials, and thus the splitting-up of accum11lated capital among different owners, and thus, also, the division between capital and labour, and the different forms of property itself. The more the division of labour develops [65] and
acc11m11lation grows, the sharper are the forms that this process
of differentiation assumes. Labour itself can only exist on the
premise of this fragmentation.
•

(Personal energy of the individuals of various nations-Germans
and Americans -energy even through cross-breeding-hence the
cretinism of the Germans; in France and England, etc., foreign
peoples transplanted to an already developed soil, in America
to an entirely new soil; in Germany the natural population quietly
stayed where it was.)
Thus two facts are here revealed.* First the productive forces
appear as a world for themselves, quite independent of and divorced from the individuals, alongside the individuals: the reason
for this is that the individuals, whose forces they are, exist split
up and in opposition to one another, whilst, on the other hand,
these forces are only real forces in the intercourse and association
of these individuals. Thus, on the one hand, we have a totality
~f productive forces, which have, as it were, taken on a material
orm and are for the individuals no longer the forces of the individ~als but of private property, and hence of the individuals only
~nsofar as they are owners of private property themselves. Never,
in any earlier period, have the productive forces taken on a form
~o indifferent to the intercourse of individuals as individuals,
ecause their intercourse itself was formerly a restricted one.

*

[lVIarginal note by Engels:] Sismondi.

•
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On the other hand, standing over against these producti
forces, we have the majority of the individuals from whom the·
f?rces have been wrested away, and who, robbed thus of all re
life-content, have become abstract individuals, but who are, ho
e~er, only by this fact put into a position to enter into relatio ·
with one another as individuals.
The only connection which still linl{s them with the productiv
forces and with their own existence -labour-has lost all semblan
of ~elf-.activity a~d onl~ sustains their [66] life by stunting i ·
While. in ~he earlier periods self-activity and the production o
material life wer~ separated, in that they devolved on differen
P?rsons, and while, on account of the narrowness of the indi
viduals thei;nselves, the production of material life was considere
as a subordinate mode of self-activity, they now diverge to sue
an extent that altogether inaterial life appears as the end an·
wha~ produces this material life, labour (which is now the' onl ·
possible hut, as we see, negative form of self-activity), as th
means.

[10. The Necessity, Co11ditions and Consequences
of the Abolition of Private Property]
Thus things. have 11ow come to such a pass, that the individuals:
must appropriate the existing totality of productive forces not
only to ~ch1eve self-activity, but, also, merely to safeguard 'their'.
very existence.
·
'.fhis appropriation_ is first determined by the object to be appropr1at~d, the pro~t1ct1ve force~, wh.ic~ have been developed to a
totality _and which only exist \Vithin a universal intercourse.,
Fro~ this aspect alone, therefore, this appropriation must have·
a u~1versal character correspor1ding to the productive forces and·
the intercourse. The appropriation of these forces is itself nothing
more. than the development of the individua.l capacities corres- ·•
P.ond1ng to the ?1ateri~l instruments of production. The appropria- .
t1on of a totality of i11struments of production is, for this very •
r?ason, the development of a totality of capacities in the individuals themselves.
!h~s appropriation is further determined by the persons appropriating. Only the proletarians of the present day, who are completely shut off from all self-activity, are in a position to achieve
~ complete ar1~ ~o longer restricted self-activity, which consists
in the appropriation of a totality of productive forces and in the
thus po~tulated developm.ent of a totality of capacities. All earlier
revolut~o~ary appropr~ations were restricted; individuals, whose
self-act~vi.ty "'.as restricted by a crude instrument of production
and a limited intercourse, appropriated this crude instrument [67]
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d ction and hence merely achieved a new state of limita0~ pro'f~~eir idstrt1ment of product~on became th?i~ property, but
t 101~· tliernselves remained subordinate. to the division of .la~our
thed tht~ir 0,v11 instrument of production. In all .expropria~ions
311
o\V
a
nass
of
individuals
remained
subservient
to
a
single
1
11 IJ to 11 eiit of production; in the appropriation by the prole1
iri~~~11~ .1 1nass of instruments of production n1ust be made subject
t·111,111.,'
. t er' .1cli iridiviciual, and property to a 11 . 1Mo d ern uni. versa 1 in
to e' ,, can be controlled by individuals, therefore, only when co11co11rsL
trollt•d lly all.
.
.
1'liis appro11riatio11 is ft1rther determined by the manner. in
\\']iicli il 1n11st !Je effected. It ca11 011ly ~e e~fected throug~ a union,
·i icli by trio cl1a1·acter of the proletariat itself can again only be
~ '.111 i\·ersal 011e, and through a revol1ition, in .'vhich, ?n the oi1e
li;irt(l, tl1e po\vcr of tl1e earlier mode of production and intercourse
<irirl srJci;1l or·g;:inisation is overthrown, and, on the other hand,
tlil're clc1\·clo1Js the universal character and the energy of the prolel;iri;1t, \ViLl1out \Vhich the revol11tion cannot be accomplished;
arirl in \vl1ici1, ft1rther, tl1e proletariat rids itself of everything
tl1;1t still clings to it from its previous position in society.
()11ly 2,t tl1is stage does self-activity coincid~ \~it? mate.rial
life \Vh~cl1 coi·respoi1ds to the development of individuals into
cclr1~11lete intlivicluals and the casting-off of all natural limitations.
'Ilic tra11sformation of labour ii1to self-activity correspo11ds to
tl1e tr<111sformation of the earlier limited intercourse into the
ii1terco11rse of inclividuals as such. With the appropriation of
the toti1l productive forces through united individuals, priv~te
property comes to ai1 end. Whilst previously in history a particular condition always appeared as accidental, now the isolation of i11dividuals and the particular private gain of each mai1
ha\'e tl1er11selves become accidental.
'fhe i11dividuals, who are no longer subject [68] to the division
o[ labo11r, have been conceived by the philosophers as an ideal,
u11der the name ''~Ian". They have conceived the whole process
\Vl1icl1 \Ve have outlined as the evolutionary process of ''Man",
so tl1:1t at every historical stage ''Man" was substituted for the
iriclividuals and sl1own as the motive force of history. The \vhole
process \Vas tl1t1s conceived as a process of the self-estrangeinent
of ''l\la.n", * and this was essentially due to the fact that the average
incli,,id11al of the l;1ter stage \Vas always foisted on to the earlier
stage, itncl the consciot1sness of a later age on to the individuals of
an earlier. 'fhrough this inversion, which from the first is an abstract image of tl1e actual conditions, it was possible to transform
the \vl1ole of 11istory into an evolutionary process of consciousness.

*

[l\Iarginal note by Marx:] Self-estrangement •
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*

*

*

Civil society embraces the whole material intercourse of ind
viduals within a definite stage of the development of productiv
forces. It embraces the whole commercial and industrial life o
a given stage and, insofar, transcends the State and the nation
though, on the other hand again, it must assert itself in its foreig ·
relations as nationality and in>vardly must organise itself as State
The term ''civil society" (biirgerliche Gesellschaft)* emerged in th
eighteenth century, when property relationships had alreadyi
extricated themselves from the ancient and medieval communal
society. Civil society as such only develops with the bourgeoisie·:
the social organisation evolving directly out of production and
commerce, which in all ages forms the basis of tl1e State and of:
the rest of the idealistic** superstructure, has, however, always
been designated by the same name.

(11.J The Relation of State and Law to Property
The first form of property, in the ancient world as in the l\1iddle .·
Ages, is t!ibal property, determined with the Romans chiefly
by war, with [69] the Germans by the rearing of cattle. In the·
case of the ancient peoples, since several tribes live together in •
one town, the tribal property appears as State property, and the
right of the individual to it as mere ''possession'' which however
like tribal prop~rty as a whole, is confined to landed' propert;
only. Real private property began with the ancients, as with
modern nations, with movable property.-(Slavery and community) (dominium ex jure Quiritum***). In the case of the nations
whi.ch grew out of the Middle Ages, tribal property evolved through
various stages-feudal landed property, corporative movable
propert.y, capita! i?vested in manufacture-to modern capital,
determined by big industry and universal competition, i.e., pure
private property, which has cast off all semblance of a communal
institution and has shut out the State from any influence on the
development of property. To this modern private property corresponds the modern State, which, purchased gradually by the
?wners .of property by means of taxation, has fallen entirely
into their hands through the national debt, and its existence has
become wholly dependent on the commercial credit which the

*
"Biirgerlicke Gesellschajt'' can mean
"civil society".-Ed.
** i.e., ideal, ideological.-Ed .
.
~**
O\vnership in accordance witl1 the
c1t1zens.-Ed.

either "bourgeois society'' or
·
la\v applying to full I{oman
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of roperty, the bourgeois, extend to it, as reflected in the
o.'vne:~d f:ll of State funds on the stock exchange. By the. i:ie~e
rise h t ·t is a class and no longer an estate, the bourgeo1s1e is
fact e~ t~ o:ganise itself no longer loca~ly, but nationally, and to gi v.e
fore
1 form to its mean average interest. Through the emanc1genera
·
h St t h
apation of private property from thde co~md un~t~ , t ~ t a~ t ~~
a separate entity beside an outs1 e civ1 soc1e y; u i
1
~e~~ ~~ing more than the form of organisation which the bourgeois
is
ri·ly adopt both for internal and external purposes, for
·
Th
·
d
necessa
d
h
utual guarantee of their property an interests.
e in et e J11nee of the State is only found nowadays in those countries
p~ r: the estates have not yet completely developed into clas~es,
~h:re the estates, done away with in more. advanc~d countries,
t'll have a part to play, and where there exists a mixture; co?-n~ ~es that is to say, in which no one section of the population
c~n ~chieve dominance over the others. This is the case particularly in Germany. The most perfect example of ~he modern S~ate
is North [70] America. The modern French, Engli~h and American
writers all express the opinion that the State exists 011ly. for the
sake of private property, so that this fact has penetrated into the
consciousness of the normal man.
.
Since the State is the form in which the individuals of a ruling
class as;ert their common interests, and in which the whole civil
society of an epoch is epitomised, it follows that the State media~es
in tl1e formation of all common institutions and that the institutions receive a political form. Hence the illusion that law
is based on the will, and indeed on the will divorced from its real
basis-on free will. Similarly, justice is in its turn reduced to the
actual laws.
Civil law develops simultaneously with private property out
of the disintegration of the natural community. With tl1e Romans
the development of private property and civil law had no furtl1er
industrial and commercial consequences, because their whole mode
of production did not alter.* With modern peoples, where the
feudal community was disintegrated by ind11stry and trade, there
began with the rise of private property and civil law a new pl1ase,
Which was capable of further development. The very first town
· \Vhich carried on an extensive maritime trade in the Middle Ages,
A111alf1, also developed maritime law. 31 As soon as industry and ,
~rade developed private property further, first in Italy and later
~n other countries, the highly developed Roman civil law. was
immediately adopted again and raised to authority. When later
the. bourgeoisie had acquired so much power that the princes took
up Its interests in order to overthrow the feudal nobility by means

1

*
•
'

[Marginal note by Engels:] (Usury!)
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of the bourgeoisie, there began in all countries-in France in th·
sixteenth century-the real development of law, 'vhich in al
countries except England proceeded [ 71] on the basis of the Roma
Codex. In England, too, Roman legal i)rinciples had to be intr •
duced to further the development of civil la'v (especially in th
case of movable property). (It must not be forgotten that la
has just as little an independent history as religion.)
In civil law the existing property relationships are declare
to be the result of the general \Vill. The jus utendi et abutendi
itself asserts on the one hand the fact that private property ha
become entirely independent of the community, and on the othe
the. illusion that private property itself is based solely on th
private will, the arbitrary disposal of the thing. In practice, th .
abuti** has very definite economic limitations for the owner o
private property, if he does not \Vish to see his property and henc"
his jus abutendi* ** pass into other hands, since actually the thing
considered merely with reference to his will, is not a thing at all
but only becomes a thing, true property in intercourse, and ind '
pendently of the law (a relationship, which the philosophers cal
an idea****). This juridical illusion, \Vhich reduces law to th
mere will, necessarily leads, in the further development of pro
erty relationships, to the position that a man may have a lega
title to a thing 'vithout really having the thing. If, for instance
the income from a piece of land is lost owing to competition, the
the proprietor has certainly his legal title to it along with th
jus utendi et abutendi. But he can do nothing with it: he ow
nothing as a landed proprietor if in addition he has not enoug
capital to Cl1ltivate his ground. This illusion of the jurists als ·
expla\ns the fact that for them, as for every code, it is altogethe.
fortuitous that individuals enter into relationships among them·
selves (e.g., contracts); it explains why they consider that tl1es ·
relationships [can] be entered into or not at will, [72] and tha
their content rests purely on the individual [free] will of the con
tracting parties.
Whenever, through the development of industry and commerce,
new forms of intercol1rse have been evolved (e.g., insurance com•
panies, etc.), the law has always been compelled to admit them
among the modes of acquiring property.*****

* The right of using and consuming (also: abusing), i.e., of dispot"ing of a thing at \vill.-Ed.
· ** Consuming or abusing.-Ed.
*** The right of abusing.-Ed.
**** [Marginal note by Marx:] For the philosophers relationship=idea.

They only l{now the relation of "Man'' to himself and hence for them all real,
relations become ideas.
·
***** Further, at the end of the manuscript, there are notes \Vritten
in Marx's hand which were intended for his further elaboration.-Ed.
'
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[ 12. Forms of Social Consciousness]
Tl1e influence of the di:'ision of labour on scier_ice.
.
The r·ole of repression with regard to the State, right, moral1 ty,
et[.1 11 the] law the bourgeois must give themselves a general ex~<;ion precisely because they rule as a class.
pre ,,
Nat11ral science and history.
'fhcre is no history of politics, law, science, etc., of art, religion,
etc.*
~Vlzy the ideologists titrn everything
I~eligior1ists, jurists, politicians.

upside-down.

Jlirists, politicians (statesmen in general), moralists, religionists.
Fo1· this ideological subdivision \Vi thin a class, 1. Tlte occupatio1i assi•mes an independent existence owing to division of labou.r;

e\•eryone believes his craft to be tl1e true one. The very natl1re
of their cr·aft causes them to succumb the more easily to illusions
rcaarding the connection between their craft and reality. In their
co~1~ciousness, in jl1risprudence, politics, etc., relationships become
cor1ccpts; since they do not go beyond these relationshi1Js, the
concepts of the relationships also become fixed concepts in their
1ni11(l. Tl1e jt1dge, for example, a pp lies the code, he therefore regards legislation as the real, active driving force. Respect for
their goorls, because their craft deals \Vith general matters.
I(lea of justice. Idea of State. The matter is turned upside-down
ir1 ordi1iary consciousness.
Religion is from the outset consciousness of the transcendental
arising from a real necessity.
1'11is more po11ular.
1'radition, with regard to law, religion, etc.

*

*

*

[73]** Individuals always started, and always start, from themselves. 'fheir relations are the relations of their real life. How
~ [IVIarginal note by IV1arx:] To the "community'' as it appears in the

ancient State, in feudalism and in the absolute monarchy, to this bond corr0s11ond especially the religious conceptions.
.., **.This last page is not numbered in ~he man_u~cript. It contain~ n.ot~s
1
~lat1ng to the beginning of the authors exposition of the mater1al1st1c
cfnception
of history. The ideas expressed here are developed in Part I
0
the cl1apter, in Section 3.-Ed.
•
'

•
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does it happen that their relations assume an independen
existence over against them? and that the forces of their ow '
life overpower them?
In short: the division of labour, the level of which depends on the
development of the productive powe1· at any particular time •.·.

KARL MARX

From THE POVERTY OF PHILOSOPHY

Landed property. Communal property. Feudal. Modern.
Estate property. Manufacture property. Industrial capital.;
•

Written between November 1845
and August 1846
First published in Russian in
the Marx-Engels Archives Book I
1924
'
'

Translated from the German·
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Economic categories are only the theoretical expressions, the
abstractions of tl1e social relations of production. M. Proudhon,
holding things upside down like a true philosopher, sees in actual
relatioris nothing but the incarnation of these principles, of these
categories, which \Vere slumbering-so M. Proudhon the philosopl1er. tells us-in the bosom of the ''impersonal reason of
hl1manity''.
~I. Prol1dhon the economist understands very well that men
make cloth, linen or silk materials in definite relations of production. B11t what he has not understood is that these definite social
relations are just as much produced by men as linen, flax, etc.
Social relations are closely bound up with productive forces.
In acql1iring new productive forces men change their mode of
procluction; and in changing their mode of production, in changing
tl1e \Vay of earning their living, they change all their social relations. The hand-mill gives you society witl1 the feudal lord; the
steam-mill, society \vith the industrial capitalist.
The same men who establish their social relations in confo1·mity
with their material prod ucti vi ty, produce also principles, ideas
and categories, in conformity with their social relations.
Thus these ideas, these categories, are as little eternal as the
relations tl1ey express. They are historical and transitory products.
There is a continual movement of growth in productive forces,
?f destr11ction in social relations, of formation in ideas; the only
immutable thing is the abstraction of movement-mars immortazIS....
·

.

Economists have a singular method of procedure. There
are only two kinds of institutions for them, artificial
and nat11ral. The institutions of feudalism are artificial institutions, those of the bourgeoisie are nat11ral institutions. In this
they resemble the theologians, who likewise establish two kinds
•
•
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of religion. Every religion which is not theirs is an invention of
men, while their own is an emanation from God. When the economists say that present-day relations-the relations of bourgeois
JJroduction-are natu1·al, they imply tl1at these are the relations
in whicl1 'vealth is created and productive fo1·ces developed in
conformity with the laws of nature. These relations therefore
are themselves natural laws independent of the influence of time.
They are eternal la\vs which must always govern society. Tlitts
there has been history, but there is no longer any. There 11as been
l1istory, si11ce there were the institutior1s of feudalism, and in these
institutions of feudalism we find quite different relations of production from those of bourgeois society, which the economists
try to pass off as natural and as such, eternal.
Feudalisn1 also had its proletariat-the estate of serfs, which
containecl all the germs of the bourgeoisie. Feudal prodt1ction also
had t'vo antagonistic elen1ents 'vhich are likewise designated by
tl1e name of tl1e good side and the bad side of feudalism, irrespective
of tl1e fact tl1at it is always the bad side that in tl1e end triumphs
over the good side. It is the bad side that p1·ocluces the move1nent
whicl1 ma1(es history, by providing a strliggle. If, during the
epoch of the domination of feudalism, tl1e economists, entl1t1siastic over the knightly virtues, the bea11tiful harmony bet\veen '
rights and duties, the patriarchal life of the towns, the prosIJerous condition of domestic indtrstry in the countryside, tl1e develop111e11t of industry orga.nised into corpoi·ations, guilds and
frater11ities, in short, everything that co11stitt1tes tl1e goocl side
of fe11dalism, had set themselves tl1e 1)roblen1 of eli rnina ting
e''erything tl1at cast a shadow on this picttrre-serfdom, i1rivileges, anarchy-what would ha,'e l1appened? All the elen1ents
\vl1ich called forth the struggle would have been destroyecl, and
tl1e development of the bourgeoisie nipped in tl1e bud. One 'vo11ld
h<1ve set oneself the absurd problem of eliminatir1g l1istory.
After the triumph of the bourgeoisie there was i10 longer any
qtrestion of the good or the bad side of feudalism. The botrrgeoisie
tool{ possession of the productive forces it had developed under
feudalisn1. All the old economic forms, the corresponding civil
r·elations, the political state \Vhich was the official expression of
the old civil society, were smasl1ed.
Tl1us feudal production, to be judged properly, mt1st be considerecl as a mode of production founded on antagonism. It must
be show11 11~\v \Vealth was produced within this antagonism, how
the productive forces \Vere developed at the same time as class
antagonisms, how one of the classes,- the bad side, the drawback
of society, went on growing until the material conditions for its
emancipation had attained f11ll maturity. Is not this as good as
saying that the mode of production, the relations in which pro-
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diictive forces are developed, are anything but eternal laws, but
that they correspond to a definite development of men and of their
roductive forces, and that a change in men's productive forces
11
necessarily brings about a change in their relations of production?
As tl1e main thing is not to be deprived of the fruits of civilisation,
of tl1e acquired productive forces, the traditional forms in which
tlicy were produced must be smashed. From this moment the revo]iitionary class becomes conservative.
The bourgeoisie begins with a proletariat which is itself a relic
of the proletariat of feudal times. In the course of its historical
c!e,elopment, the bourgeoisie necessarily develops its antagonistic
cliaracter, which at first is more or less disguised, existing only in
a 1<1 tent state. As the bourgeoisie develops, tl1ere develops in its
. bosom a new proletariat, a modern proletariat; there develops
a struggle bet\veen the proletarian class and tl1e bourgeois class,
a str11ggle which, before being felt, perceived, appreciated, understood, avowed and proclaimed aloud by both sides, expresses
itself, to start with, merely in partial and momentary conflicts,
ir1 st1bversive acts. On the other hand, if all the members of the
rnorler11 bourgeoisie have the same interests inasmuch as they
form a class as against another class, they have opposite, antagonistic i:qterests inasmuch as they stand face to face with one anotl1er. This opposition of interests results from the economic conc!itio11s of their bourgeois life. From day to day it thus becomes
clearer that the production relations in \vhich t}1e bourgeoisie
mO\'es have not a simple, uniform character, b11t a dual cl1aracter; tl1at in the selfsame relations in which wealth is produced,
po\•crty is produced also; that in the selfsame relations in wl1ich
tl1ere is a development of the productive forces, there is also a
force 1iroducing repression; that these relations procluce bourgeois
u:ealtli, i.e., the wealth of the bourgeois class, only by continually
anr1il1ilating the wealth of the individual members of this class
a11cl by producing an ever-growing proletariat.
'l'l1e more the antagonistic character comes to light, the more
tl1e economists, the scientific representatives of bot1rgeois prod~?tio11, find themselves in confliet with their own theory; and
diftere11t schools arise.
. 'Ye have the fatalist economists, wl10 in their theory are as
rncl1f_ferent to what they call the dra\vbacks of bourgeois pro~l11ct1on as the bourgeois themselv·es are in practice to the suffer~11?S of the proletarians who help them to acquire \Vealth. In
~is fatalist school there are Classics and Romantics. The Clas~c~, lil<~ Adam Smith and Ricardo, represent a bourgeoisie which,
t hile still struggling with the relics of feudal society, works only
do P~rge economic relations of feudal taints, to increase the prouctrve forces and to give a new upsurge to industry and commerce.
•
'
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The proletariat that takes part in this struggle and is absorbed ·
in this feverish labour experiences only passing, accidental suffer- ,
ings, and itself regards them as such. Economists like Adam Smith .
and Ricardo, who are the historians of this epoch, have no other ·•
mission than that of showing how wealth is acquired in bourgeois
production relations, of formulating these relations into cate- •·
gories, into laws, and of showing how superior these laws, these .
categories, are for the production of wealth to the laws and cate- .
gories of feudal society. Poverty is in their eyes merely the pang •·
which accompanies every childbirth, in nature as in industry. ·
The Romantics belong to our own age, in which the bourgeoisie .
is in direct opposition to the proletariat; in \Vhich poverty is .•
'
engenclered in as great abundance as wealth. The economists now ·
pose as blase fatalists, \vho, from their elevated position, cast a .•.
proudly disdainful glance at the human machines who manufacture •
\Vealth. They copy all the developments given by their predeces-'
sors, and the indifference which in the latter was merely naivete'
becomes in them coquetry.
Next comes the humanitarian school, which sympathises with ·
the bad side of present-day production relations. It seeks, by way .·
of easing its conscience, to palliate even if slightly the real con-.
trasts; it sincerely deplores the distress of the proletariat, the •
unbridled competition of the bourgeois among themselves; it ·.
counsels the workers to be sober, to work hard and to have few·•
children; it advises the bourgeois to put a reasoned ardour into •.
production. The whole theory of this school rests on interminable . ·
distinctions between theory and practice, between principles and.•
results, between idea and application, between form and content, •
between essence and reality, between right and fact, between the .
good side and the bad side.
rrhe philanthropic school is the humanitarian school carried·•.
to perfection. It denies the necessity of antagonism; it wants to·
turn all men into bourgeois; it wants to realise theory in so far.
as it is distinguished from practice and contains no antagonism. ·
It goes without saying that, in theory, it is easy to make an ab-•
stractio11 of the contradictions that are met with at every moment ,
is actl1al reality. This theory would therefore become idealised·.
reality. The philanthropists, then, want to retain the categories·,
which express bourgeois relations, \vithout the antagonism which·
constitl1tes them and is inseparable from them. They think they·.
are seriously fighting bourgeois practice, and they are more bour- .•
geois than the others.
Just as the economists are the scientific representatives of the :
bourgeois class, so the Socialists and the Communists are the ·,
theoreticians of the proletarian class. So long as the JJroletariat ·
is not yet sufficiently developed to constitute itself as a class,
'

•
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311 <1 consequently so long as the struggle itself of the proletariat
,,·itf1 the bourgeoisie has not yet assumed a political character
(lftcl tl1e productive forces are not yet sufficiently developed i~
tlie bosom of.the bou~g.eoisie itself to enable llS to catch a glimpse
of tlte material conditions necessary for the emancipation of the
,roletariat
and
for
th~ formation of a new society, these theoreti1
ci c111s are. merel~ utopians who, to meet the \Vants of the oppressed
c.lasses, imp~ovise systems and g? in search of a regenerating
scie11ce. But in the measure that history moves forward, and with
it tl1e struggle of the proletariat assumes clearer outlines, they
11 0 longer need to seek science in their minds; they have only
to take note of what is happening before their eyes and to become
its mo11thpiece. So long as they look for science and merely make
systems, so long as they are at the beginning of the struggle, they
see in poverty nothing but poverty, without seeing in it the revol11tionar~, subversive side, which will overthrow the old society.
Fron1 this moment, science, which is a product of the historical
rnovement, has associated itself consciously with it, has ceased to
be cloctrinaire and has become revolutionary.
Let us return to M. Proudhon.
Every economic relation has a good and a bad side; it is the
one point on \Vhicl1 M. Proudhon does not give himself the lie.
He sees the good side expounded by the economists; the bad
side he sees denounced by the Socialists. He borrows from the
eco11omists the necessity of eternal relations; lie borrows from
the Socialists the illusion of seeing in poverty nothing but poverty.
Ile is i11 agreement with both in wanting to fall back upon the
a11tl1ority of science. Science for him reduces itself to the slender
proportions of a scientific formula; he is the man i11 search of for~11l<1s. Th11s it is that M. Proudhon flatters himself on havi11g
~1\•en <l criticism of both political economy and communism: he
is berieath them both. Beneath the economists, since, as a pl1ilos01_Jl1er who has at his elbow a magic formula, he thought he could
<!1s~er1se with going into purely economic details; beneath the
Soc1;1lists, beca11se he has neither courage enough nor insight
e~io11gh to rise, be it even spec11latively, above the bourgeois hor1zor1.
Iie \Vants to be the synthesis-he is a composite error.
lfe wants to soar as the ma11 of science above the bo11rgeois
the proletarian; he is merely the "petty bourgeois, co11tinually
ossecl liack and forth between capital and labour, political economy ancl communism ....
. Large-scale ind11stry concentrates ii1 one place a crowd of peo1 tinkno\v1.1 to one another. Com:petition div~des their i?terests.
~1~
t tl1e ma1r1tenance of wages, this common interest which they
1iave against their boss, 11nites then1 in a common tl1ought ~f

:n:I
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resistance-combination. Thus combination always has a double'
aim, that of stopping competition among the workers, so that'
they can carry on general competition with the capitalist. If the'.
first aim of resistance was merely the maintenance of wages, com-:
binations, at first isolated, constitute themselves into groups as'
the capitalists in their turn unite for the purpose of rep1·ession, l
and in face of always united capital, the maintenance of the asso-:
ciation becomes more necessary to them than that of wages. This',
is so true that English economists are amazed to see the workers,'
sacrifice a good part of their wages in favour of associations, which,,
in the eyes of these economists, are established solely in favour,
of wages. In this struggle-a veritable civil war-all the ele- •,
ments necessary for a coming battle unite a11d develop. Once:
it has reached this point, association takes on a political char- ,
acter.
Economic conditions had first transformed the mass of tl1e .·
people of the country into workers. The domination of capital.·
has created for this mass a common situation, common interests. !
This mass is thus already a class as against capital, but not yet l
for itself. In the struggle, of which we have noted only a few ,
phases, this mass beco1nes united, and constitutes itself as a class ,
for itself. The interests it defends become class interests. But '
the struggle of class against class is a political struggle.
In the bourgeoisie we have two phases to distinguish: that in
which it constituted itself as a class under the regime of feu- ·
dalism and absolute monarchy, and that in whicl1, already consti- '.
tuted as a class, it overthrew feudalism and monarchy to make
society into a bourgeois society. The first of these phases was the .
longer and necessitated the greater efforts. This too began by partial combinations against the feudal lords.
Much research has been carried out to trace the different historical phases that the bourgeoisie has passed throl1gh, from the
commune up to its constitution as a class.
But when it is a question of making a precise study of strikes,
combinations and other forms in "\Vhich the proletarians carry
out before our eyes their organisation as a class, some are seized
with real fear and others display a transcendental disdain.
An oppressed class is the vital condition for every society
founded on the antagonism of classes. The emancipation of the
oppressed class thus implies necessarily the creation of a new society. For the oppressed class to be able to emancipate itself it
is necessary tl1at the productive powers already acquired and
the existing social relations should no longer be capable of existing side by side. Of all tl1e instruments of production, the greatest productive power is the revolutionary class itself. Tl1e organisation of revolutionary elements as a class supposes tl1e existence
'
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f ,1 11 the productive forces which could be enge11dered in the

fiosoni of the old society.
.
.
· Does this mean that after the fall of the old society there will
118 ,1 11ew class domination culminating in a new political power?
N (}.

· 1'J1e condition for the emancipation of the worl{ing class is the
n!Jc1Jition of every class, just as t~e condition for the li~e~ation
of tl1e third estate, of the bourgeois order, was the abol1t1on of
,111 estates* and all orders.
'l'he working class, in the course of its development, will sub~tit 11te for the old civil society an association which \Vill exclude
cJ,1sses and their antagonism, and there will be no more political
po\\'er properly. so-called, since. poli~ical. p.ower ~s precisely the
cJfticial expression of antagonism 1n c1v1l society .
.\Iea11"\vl1ile the antagonism between the proletariat and the
]Jo11rgeoisie is a struggle of class against class, a struggle which
carried to its highest expression is a total revolution. Indeed,
is it at all surprising that a society founded on the opposition
of classes should culminate in brutal contradiction, the shock of
bocly against body, as its final denouement?
Do not say that social movement excludes political movement.
1'!1ere is never a political movement which is not at the same
time social.
.
It is only in an order of things in which there are no more
classes and cla.ss antagonisms that social evolutions will cease to
be political revolutions.
\\'ritte11 in the first half of 1847
First publisl1ed as a separate
boo]< in Paris and Brussels in 1847

Translated from the French

•
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. * Estates here in the historical sense of the estates of feudalism, estates
~': th definite and limited privileges. The revolution of the bourgeoisie abolI~liecl the estates and their pr~vileges. B?u:geois .socie.ty kno\vs only .classe~.
1

p 1~as, .tl1erefore, absolutely 1n contrad1ct1on \VI th history to describe the
18r<8 etar1at as the "fourth estate''. [Note by F. Engels to the German edition,
5.]
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From MANIFESTO OF THE COMMUNIST PARTYa2

I
BOURGEOIS AND PROLETARIANS*

The history of all hitherto existing society** is the history
of class struggles.
,
Freeman and slave, patrician and plebeian, lord and serf, guildmaster*** and jol1rneyman, in a word, oppressor and oppressed .
stood in constant opposition to one another, carried on an uninter~
rupted, now hidden, now open fight, a fight that each time ended 1 '
~ither in a revolutionary re-constitution of society at large, or·
in the common ruin of the contending classes.
.
In th~ earlier epochs of history, we find almost everywhere·
a complicated arrangement of society into various .orders, a mani-;
fold gradation of social rank. In ancient Rome we have patricians, knights, plebeians, slaves; in the lVIiddle Ages, feudal;

*

By bot1rgeoisie is meant the class of modern Capitalists owners of
tthe_ means of social production and employers of wage-labour.' By prolet'.lr1at, the _class of modern \vage-lab~urers ":'ho, having no rr_i.eans of produc- .
t1on of their own, are reduced to selling their labour-po\ver in order to live ..
{Note by Engels to the English edition of 1888.]
,
.* * That is, all written history. In 1847, the pre-history of society the·
-S<?c1al organisation existing previous to recorded history, \Vas all but unkn~wn. ·
:Since then, Haxthausen discovered common O\vnership of land in Russia,·•
Maurer proved it to be the social foundation from \Vhich all Teutonic races
:started in history, and by and by village communities were found to be ·
•or to have been the primitive form of society every\vhere from India t~'
llreland. The i11ner organisation of this primitive Communistic society •.
was laid bare, i11 its typical form, by Morgan's cro\vning discovery of the
true nature of tl1e gens and its relation to the tribe. vVith the dissolution.·
of these primaeval communities society begins to be differentiated into ·
separate and finally antagonistic classes. I have attempted to retrace this
process of dissolution in: "Der Ursprung der Familie, des Privateigenthums .
und des Staat~''. [The Origin of the Family, Private Propert11 and the State.-,
Ed.], 2nd ed1t1on, Stuttgart 1886. [Note by Engels to the English edition.•
of 1888.)
*** Guild-master, that is, a full member of a guild, a master within not,
.a head of a guild. [1Vote by Engels to the English edition of 1888.)
'
·
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lorlls, vassals, guild-masters, jol1r11eymen, apprentices, serfs; in
RI 111 ost all of these classes, again, subordinate gradations.
'l'l1e modern bourgeois society that has sprouted from the
riii11s of feudal society has not done away with class antagonisms.
It J1as but established new classes, new conditions of oppression,
118 ,,· forms of str11ggle in place of the old ones.
()L1r epoch, the epoch of the bo11rgeoisie, possesses, however,
t \iis clistincti ve feat11re: it has simplified the class antagonisms.
ScJciety as a whole is more and more splitting up into two great
J1 ostile camps, into two great classes directly facing each other:
13011rgeoisie and Proletariat.
t~rom the serfs of the lVIiddle Ages sprang the chartered burgl1e1·s of the earliest towns. From these burgesses the first ele111 c r1ts of the bourgeoisie were developed.
'fhe discovery of America, the rou11ding of the Cape, opened
11p fresh ground for the rising bourgeoisie. The East-Indian and
Cl1inese markets, the colonisation of America, trade with tl1e
color1ies, the increase in the means of exchange and in commodities generally, gave to commerce, to navigation, to industry, an
in111ulse never before known, and thereby, to the revolutionary
elcrnent in the tottering feudal society, a rapid developme11t.
The feudal system of industry, under which industrial prod11ction was monopolised by closed guilds, now no longer sufficed
for the g-rowing wants of the new markets. The manufact11ring
system took its place. The guild-masters were pushed on one side
by the manufacturing middle class; division of labour betwee11
tl1e cliffere11t corporate guilds vanished in the face of division
of l;1bour in each singkl workshop .
. ~leantime the markets kept ever growing, the demand ever
r1s111g. Even manufacture no longer sufficecl. Thereupon, steam
a11rl rnacl1inery revol11tionised industrial Jlroduction. The place
of man11facture was taken by the giant, Modern Industry, the
Jll;1cc of the industrial middle class, by ind11strial millionaires,
the leaders of whole industrial armies, the modern bourgeois.
1\Iodern ind11stry has established the world market, for whici1
~he _discovery of America paved the \Vay. This market has given
'' 11 I~mense development to commerce, to· navigation, to corn11111111cation by land. This development has, in iLs ttirn, reactecl
011 the extension of industry; an cl in proportion as ind11stry,
~.0 rnmerce, navigation, railways extended, in the same pro1)or.1011 the bo11rgeoisie developed, increased its capital, and pushed
1,(1to the bacl{ground every class handed do\vn from the Midclle
" ges.
p 'vVe see, therefore, how the modern bourgeoisie is itself tl1e
~~.cll1ct .of a long course of dev~lopment, of a series of re,·o11 Ions in the modes of production and of exchange .
•

•
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Each step in the development of the bourgeoisie was accom-'
panied by a corresponding political advance of that class. An'
oppressed class under the sway of the feudal nobility, an armedl
and self-governing association in the mediaeval commune*; here
independent urban republic (as in Italy and Germany), ther&
taxable ''third estate" of the monarchy (as in France), afterwards~
in the period of manufacture proper, serving either the semifeudal or the absolute monarcl1y as a counterpoise against the'
nobility, and, in fact, corner-stone of the great monarchies in
general, the bourgeoisie has at last, since the establishment of
l\iodern I11dustry and of the \vorld-1narket, conquered for itself·
in the modern representative State, exclusive political sway'.
The executive of the modern State is but a com1nittee for managing the common affairs of the whole bourgeoisie.
,
The bot1rgeoisie, historically, has played a most revolutionary part.
The bourgeoisie, wherever it l1as got the upper hand, has put'
an end to all feudal, patriarchal, idyllic relations. It has piti- 1
lessly torn asunder the motley feudal ties that bound man to his
''natural superiors'', and has left remaining no other nexus be-'
tween man and man than naked self-interest, than callous ''cash'.
payment''. It has drowned the most heavenly ecstasies of religious:
fervour, of chivalrous enthusiasm, of philistine sentimentalism,,
in the icy water of egotistical calculation. It has resolved personal \Vorth into exchange value, and in place of tl1e numberless
indefeasible chartered freedoms, has set up that single, unconscionable fr·eedom-Free Trade. In one word, for exploitation, veiled
by religious and political illusions, it has substituted naked,.
shameless, direct, brutal exploitation. ...
'
The bourgeoisie has stripped of its halo every occupation
hitherto honoured a11d looked up to with reverent a\ve. It has,
converted the physicia11, the lawyer, the priest, the poet, the.
man of science, into its paid wage-labourers.
·,
The bourgeoisie has torn a\vay from the family its sentimentali
veil, and has reduced the family relation to a mere money relation .••.
The bourgeoisie has disclosed how it came to pass that the·
brutal display of vigour in the l\Iiddle Ages, which Reactionists
so much admire, found its fitting complement in the most slothful

iridolence. It has been the first to show what man's activity can
bring about. It has accomplished wonders far surpassing Egypti<111 pyramids, Roman aqueducts, and Gothic cathedrals; it has
coricl11cted expeditions that put in the shade all former Exoduses
of r1ations and crusades.
1'he bourgeoisie cannot exist without constantly revolutionisiiig the instruments of production, and thereby the relations
of 11roduction, and with them the whole relations of society.
c;o11servation of the old modes of production in unaltered form,
\V<lS. 011 the contrary, the first condition of existence for all earlier
iricl11strial classes. Constant revolutionising of production, uninterrt1pted disturbance of all social conditions, everlasting uncertaii1ty and agitation distinguish the bourgeois epoch from all
eilr1ier ones. All fixed, fast-frozen relations, with their train
of <1ncient and venerable prejudices and opinions, are swept
a\Vil)', all new-formed ones become antiquated before they can
ossify. All that is solid melts into air, all that is holy is profaned,
aiicl man is at last compelled to face with sober senses, his real
cor1rlitions of life, and his relations with his kind.
Tl1e need of a constantly expanding market for its products
cl1<1ses the bourgeoisie over the whole surf ace of the globe. It
m11st nestle everywhere, settle everywhere, establish connexions
everywhere.
'l'he bourgeoisie has through its exploitation of the world-market
give11 a cosmopolitan character to production and consumption
i11 every country. To the great chagrin of Reactionists, it has
drawn from under the feet of industry the national ground on
\Vl1ich it stood. All old-established national industries have been
destroyed or are daily being destroyed. They are dislodged by
ne\\' ind11stries, \Vhose introduction becomes a life and death
qt1estion for all civilised nations, by industries that no longer
\Vork up indigenous raw material, but raw material drawn from
tl1e remotest zones; industries whose products &re consumed, not
only at home, but in every quarter of the globe. In place of the
olcl \Vants, satisfied by the productions of the country, we find
rte\v \Vants, requiring for their satisfaction the products of distant
la11rls and climes. In place of the old local and national seclusion
and self-sufficiency, we have intercourse in every direction,
?r1i \'ersal inter-dependence of nations. And as in material, so also
in i11tellectual production. The intellectual creations of indivicl11al nations become common property. National one-sidedness
and narro\V-mindedness become more and more impossible, and
fron1 the numerous national and local literatures, there arises
a \\'orld literature.
The bourgeoisie, by the rapid improvement of all instruments
of }Jrod11ction, by the immensely facilitated means of communi-
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"Commune" \\'as the name taken, in France, by the nascent towns even;
before tl1ey 11ad conquered from their feudal lords and masters local self-·.
government an~ political rights as the "Third Estate''. Generally speaking, .
for the ec?nom1cal development of the bourgeoisie, England is here taken;
as the typical country; for its political development, France. [Note by Eril!els ·
to the English edition of 1888.J

,,

Tl1is was the name given their urban communities by the townsme11 of•
Italy a11d France, after the)'. had purc~ased or wrested their initial rights·•
of self-governme11t from their feudal lords. [Note by Engels to the German .
editiori of 1890.]
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cation, draws all, even the most barbarian, nations into civili- ·.
'
sation. Tl1e cl1eap prices of its commodities are the heavy artillery·•.
\vith which it batters down all Chinese walls, with which it forces .
the barbarians' intensely obstinate hatred of foreigners to ca- •.
pitulate. It compels all nations, 011 pain of extinction, to adopt the•
bourgeois mode of production; it compels them to introduce what
it calls civilisation into their midst, i.e., to become bourgeois
themselves. In one word, it creates a world after its o\Vn
•
image.
· The bo11rgeoisie has s11bjected the country to the rule of tl1e
tow11s. It has created enormous cities, has greatly increased the
urban pop11lation as compared with the rural, and has thus rescued
a considerable part of the population from the idiocy of rural
life. J11st as it has made tl1e country dependent on the towns, so
it has made barbarian and semi-barbarian countries depende11t
on the civilised ones, nations of peasants on nations of bourgeoi'l,
the East on the \Vest.
The bourgeoisie l,eeps niore and more doing away with tl1e
scattered state of the population, of the means of production,
and of property. It has agglomerated population, centralised
means of prod11ction, and has concentrated property in a fe\v
hands. The necessary consequence of this was political centralisation. Independent, or but loosely connected provinces, with
separate interests, laws, governments and systems of taxatio11,
became lumped together into one nation, with one government,
one code of laws, one national class-interest, one frontier and
one customs-tariff.
The bo11rgeoisie, during its rule of scarce one hundred years, has
created more massive and more colossal productive forces than
have all preceding generations together. Subjection of Nature's
forces to man, machinery, application of chemistry to industry
an(l agriculture, steam-navigation, railways, electric telegraphs,
clearing of \vl1ole continents for cultivation, canalisation of i·ivers,
whole pop11lations conjured out of the ground-\v!1at earlier
century had even a presentiment that such productive forces
sl11mbere(l in the lap of social labour?
\Ve see then: the means of production and of exchange, on \Vhose
foundation the bourgeoisie built itself t1p, were generated in
feudal society. At a certain stage in the de\relopment of tliese
means of production and of exchange, the conditions under \Vhich
feudal society IJroduced and exchanged, the feuclal organisation
of agriculture a11(l manufacturing industry, in one word, the
feudal relations of property became no longer compatible \Vith
the already developed productive forces; they became so
many fetters. They had to be burst asunder; they were l111rst
asunder.
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I 11 to their place stepped free competition, accompanied
]J\' a social a11d political constitution adapted to it,
and
)JV
the economical and political sway of the bourgeois
•
cl:1ss.
,.\, sin1ilar niovement is going on before our own eyes. lVIodern
'>otirgeois society with its relations of procluction, of exchange
\ 11 cl of Jlroperty, a society that has conjured up such gigantic
;11 ear1s of production and of exchange, is like the sorcere1·, \Vho
is llO 1011ger able to control the powers of tl1e nether world \Vhom
he lt<1S called up by his spells. For many a decade past the history
of industry and commerce is but tl1e l1istory of the revolt of
1110 1.lern productive forces against rnodern conditio11s of p1~odt1c
Lior1, against the property relations that are the conditions for
tlie existence of the bourgeoisie and of its rule. It is enough to
111 e11tion the commercial crises tl1at by their periodical return
1i11t on its trial, each time more threateningly, the existence of the
eiitire bourgeois society. In these crises a great part not only of
tlte existing products, but also of the previously created procl11ctive forces, are periodically destroyed. In these crises there
breal's out an epidemic that, in all earlier epochs, would have
see111ed an absurdity-the epidemic of over-production. Society
s11clclenly finds itself put back into a state of momentary barbarism; it appears as if a famine, a universal \Var of devastation had
c11t off the s11pply of every means of subsistence; industry and
co1nmerce seem to be destroyed; and why? Because there is too
n111ch civilisation, too much means of subsistence, too much industrJ', too much commerce. The productive forces at the disposal
of society no longer tend to f11rther the development of the conditio11s of bourgeois property; on the contrary, they have become
too 11owerful for these conditions, by which they are fettered,
<111cl so soon as they overcome these fetters, they bring disorder
i11 lo the whole of bo1£rgeois society, endanger the existence of
Lo11rgeois property. The conditions of bourg·eois society are too
Il<1rrow to comprise the \vealth created by them. And ho\V does
lhe bourgeoisie get over these crises? On the one hand by enforcecl
clestr11ction of a mass of productive forces; on the other, by the
ccinquest of new 1nar·kets, a11d by tl1e n1ore thorough exploitatio11
of ll1e old ones. That is to say, by paving the way for 1nore extensi\'e and more destructive crises, and by diminishing· the means
\\'hereby crises are prevented.
The \Veapons with which the bo11rgeoisie felled feudalism to tl1e
ground are now turned against the bo11rgeoisie itself.
B11t not only hal';l the bourgeoisie forged the weapons that brir1g
death to itself· it has also cal·led into existence the men who are
t o \Yield thos'e weapons-the modern working class-the pro1etar·ians.
·

'
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In proportion as the bourgeoisie, i.e., capital, is developed'
in the same proportion is the proletariat, the modern workin ·.,.
class, developed-a class of labourers, who live only so long a
they find work, and who find work only so long as their labou
increases capital. These labourers, wl10 must sell themselve
piecemeal, are a commodity, like every other article of commerce.
and are consequently exposed to all the vicissitudes of competitioni
to all the fluctuations of the market.
:
Owing to the extensive use of machinery and to division o
labol1r, the work of the proletarians has lost all individual char
acter, and, consequently, all charm for the workman. He become·
an appendage of the machine, and it is only the most simple,.
~ost mon~tonous, and most easily acquired knack, that is req'.
u1red of him. I-Ience, the cost of production of a workman is re.:..
stricted, almost entirely, to the means of subsistence that he req
uires for his maintenance, and for the propagation of his race. Bu.
the price of a commodity, and therefore also of labour, is equa
to its cost of production. In proportion, therefore, as the repul·1
siveness of the work increases, the wage decreases. Nay more, i ·.
proportion as the use of machinery and division of labour in.
creases, in the same proportion the burden of toil also increases'
whether by prolongation of the working hours, by increase of the,
work exacted in a given time or by increased speed of the·
machinery, etc.
l\1odern industry has converted the little workshop of the·
patriarchal master into the great factory of the industrial capi.;
talist. Masses of labourers, crowded into the factory, are organised like soldiers. As privates of the industrial army they are
placed under the command of a perfect hierarchy of officers and'
sergeants. Not only are they slaves of the bourgeois class, and
-of the bourgeois State; they are daily and hourly enslaved by the·
machine, by the overlooker, and, above all, by the individual'
bo11rgeois manufacturer himself. The more openly this despotism
proclaims gain to be its end and aim, the more petty, the more,
l1ateft1l and the more embittering it is.
·•
The less the skill and exertion of strength implied in man11al.
labour, in other \Vords, the more modern industry becomes devel-:
oped, the more is the labour of men superseded by that of women.
Differences of age and sex have no longer any distinctive social
validity for the working class. All are instrun1ents of labour,.
more or less expensive to use, according to their age and .
sex.
No sooner is the exploitation of tl1e labourer by the manufac- •
t11rer, so far, at an end, and he receives his wages in cash, than.·
he is set upon by the other portions of the bourgeoisie, the land-·
lord, the shopkee1Jer, the pa\vnbroker, etc.
·

Tlie lower strata of the middle class-the small tradespeople,
Jiopkeepers, and retired tradesmen generally, the handicraftss ieii and peasants-all these sinl{ gradually into the proletariat,
~,1 rtly because their diminutive capital does not suffice for the
~c;1 !e on which Modern Industry is carried on, and is swamped in
tlie competition with the large capitalists, partly because their
511 ecialised skill is rendere.d ~orthles~ by ne\v methods of proiltiction. Thus the proletariat is recrl11ted fro1n all classes of the
rioiiulation.
1'11e proletariat goes through various stages of development.
\\'ill1 its birth begins its struggle with the bourgeoisie. At first
tlie contest is carried on by individual labourers, then by the
,,. 1Jrl;:people of a factory, then by the operatives of one trade,
j 11 011e locality, against the individual bourgeois who directly
ex 11loits them. They direct their attacks not against the bourgecJis conditions of production, but against the instruments of
IJl'lJCll1ction themselves; they destroy imported \Vares that compete
,,·it !1 their labour, they smash to pieces i11acl1inery, they set factories ablaze, they seek to restore by force the ,·anished status of the
\vorkrnan of the Middle Ages.
1\t this stage the labourers still form an incoherent mass scattered over the \Vhole country, and broken tip by their mutual com11elition. If anywhere they unite to forn1 more compact bodies,
tl1is is not yet the consequ.ence of their O\Vn active union, but
of the union of the bourgeoisie, \Vhich class, in order to attain
its O\\'n political ends, is compelled to set the whole proletariat
i11 n1otion, and is moreover yet, for a time, able to do so. At this
stage, therefore, the proletarians do not fight their enemies, but
the enemies of their enemies, the re1nnants of absolute monarchy,
tlie landowners, the non-industrial bourgeois, the petty bourgeoisie. Thus the whole historical movement is concentrated in the
l1ands of the bourgeoisie; every victory so obtained is a victory
for tl1e bol1rgeoisie.
B11t \Vith the clevelopment of industry the proletariat not only
i11creases in nun1ber; it becornes concentrated in greater masses,
!ls strength gro\VS, and it feels that strength more. The various
iriterests and conditions of life within the ra11ks of the proletari '' t r1re more and more equalised, in proportio11 as machinery
oliliterates all distinctions of labour, and nearly everywhere
recl11ces \vages to the same low level. Tl1e gro\ving competition
a1r1cJ11g the bourgeois, and the rest1lting con11nercial crises, make
~lie \Vages of tl1e workers ever inore flucttrating. 1'he unceasing
r1111Jrovement of machinery, ever more raJJidly developir1g, makes
!11eir livelihood more and more precarious; the collisions between
rriclividual ,,·orkmen and individual bourgeois take more and
111 ore the· cl1aracter of collisions bet\veen two classes. Thereupon
•
,

•
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the workers begin to form combinations (Trades' Unions) agai11st'
the bourgeois; they club together in order to keep up the rate
of wages; they fol1nd permanent associations in order to make'
provision beforehand for these occasional revolts. Here and theret
the contest breaks out into riots.
.
Now and then the workers are victorious, but 011ly for a time.'
The real fruit of their battles lies, not in the immediate result,;
but in the ever-ex1)anding t1nion of the workers. This union is
l1el1Jed on by the improved means of cor11m1111ication that are'·
created by modern industry and that place the \Yorkers of differ-·•
ent localities in contact with one another. It was just this con- .
tact that was needed to centralise the numerous local str11ggles, ·.
all of the same character, into one national struggle between.·
classes. But every class struggle is a political struggle. Ancl that,
ltnion, to attain which the burghers of the Middle Ages, with .
their miserable highways, required centuries, the modern prole-'
tarians, thanks to railways, achieve in a few years.
•.
This organisation of the proletarians into a class, and conse- ,
quently into a political party, is continually being upset again i
by the competition between the workers themselves. But it ever'
rises up again, stronger, firmer, mightier. It compels legislative'
recognition of particular interests of the workers, by taking advan- ·
tage of the divisions among the bourgeoisie itself. Thus the ten-.·.
hours' bill in England 'vas carried.
'
Altogether collisions between the classes of the old society'.
further, in many ways, the course of development of the prole- '·.
tariat. The bo11rgeoisie finds itself involved i11 a constant battle. •
At first with the aristocracy; later on, with those portio11s of the .,
bourgeoisie itself, wl1ose interests have become antagonistic.•
to the progress of i11dustry; at all times, with tlie bourgeoisie ·•
of foreign countries. In all these battles it sees itself co111pelled :
~o _appeal to the proletariat, to ask for its help, and thus, to drag .•
rt into the political arena. The bourgeoisie itself, therefore, sup- ·
plies tl1e proletariat 'vith its own elements of political and gerieral ·
edrrcation, in other words, it furnishes the proletariat with weapons
for f1gl1ting the bo11rgeoisie.
Further, as we have already see11, entire sections of the r11ling .·
classes are, by tl1e advance of industry, precipitated into the
proletariat, or are at least threatened i11 their co11ditions of
existence. Tl1ese also supr)ly the proletariat with fresh ele1nents
of enlightenment and progress.
Finally, in times 'vhen the class struggle nears the decisive
hour, the process of dissolution going on within the ruling class,
in fact within the whole range of old society, assumes such a ,-iolent,
glaring character, that a small section of the ruling class cuts itself
aclrift, and joins the re\•olutionary class, the class tl1at holds the

fiittire i11 its hands. Just as, therefore, at an ~~rlier period, a sect~on
f
tlie
nobility
went
over
to
the
bourgeoisie,
so
now
a
portion
0
r tire bourgeoisie goes over to the proletariat, and in particular,
~1 rioi'tion of the bourgeois ideologists, \Vho have raised themselves
;
tire level of comprehending theoretically the historical move0
111e11 t as a whole.
.
. .
Of all the classes that stand face to face with the bourgeoisie
tollay, the proletariat alone is a really revolutionary class. The
otlier classes decay and finally disappear in the face of Modern
Ind 11stry; the proletariat is its special and essential product.
The lower middle class, the small manufacturer, the shopkeeper,
tJ1e artisan, the peasant, all these fight against the bourgeoisie,
to save from extinction their existence as fractions of the middle
class. They are therefore not revolutionary, but conservative.
Nay more, they are reactionary, for they try ~o roll back the
\vheel of history. If by chance they are revolutionary, they are
so only in view of their impending transfer into the proletariat,
they thus defend not their present, but their future interests,
they clesert their own.standpoint to place themselves at that of the
proletariat.
The ''dangerous class'', the social scum, that passively rotting
1 nass thrown off by the lowest layers of old society, may, here
and there, be swept into the movement by a proletarian revolution , its conditions .of life, however, prepare it far more for
tl1e part of a bribed tool of reactionary intrigue.
In the conditions of the proletariat, those of old society at
large are already virtually swamped. The proletarian is \Vithout
riroperty; his relation to his wife and children has no longer
a11ything in common with the bourgeois family-relations; modern
i11d11strial labour, modern s11bjection to capital, tho same in
f~r1gland as in France, in America as in Germany, has stripped
l1im of every trace of national character. Law, morality, religion,
are to him so many bourgeois prejudices, behind which lurk in
<11nb11sh j11st as many bourgeois interests.
All the preceding classes that got the upper hand, sought to
fcirtify their already acq11ired stat11s by subjecting society at
large to their conditions of appropriation. The proletarians can11c>t J)ecome n1asters of the productive forces of society, except
liy abolishing tl1eir own previous mode of appropriation, and
I liereby also every other Jlrevious 111ode of appropriation. They
~1a\·e nothing of their own to secure and to fortify; tl1eir n1ission
1s. to clestroy all previous securities for, and ins11rances of, indi\'irl11al property.
.
. r\ll 1irevio11s historical movements \Vere movements of minori~ res, or in the interests of minorities. The proletarian movement
ts the self-conscious, independent movement of the immense
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majority, in the interests of the immense majority. The prole-,
tariat, the lowest stratum of our present society, cannot stir,;
cannot raise itself up, without the whole superincumbent strata
of official society being sprung into tl1e air.
•.
Though not in substance, yet in form, the struggle of the proletariat with the bourgeoisie is at first a national struggle. The.
proletariat of each country must, of course, first of all settle
matters \Vith its own bourgeoisie.
In depicting the most general phases of the development of the.i
proletariat, we traced the more or less veiled civil war, raging(
within existing society, up to the point where that \var breaks out,
into open revolution, and where the violent overthrow of:
the bourgeoisie lays the foundation for the sway of the prole- ·
tariat.
Hitherto, every form of society has been based, as we 11ave.
already seen, on the antagonism of oppressing and oppressed.·
classes. But in order to oppress a class, certain conditions must ·
be assured to it under which it can, at least, continue its slavish
existence. The serf, in the period of serfdom, raised himself.
to membership in the commune, just as the petty bourgeois, under
the yoke of feudal absolutism, managed to develop into a hour-.·
geois. The modern labourer, on the contrary, instead of rising.·
with the progress of industry, sinks deeper and deeper belo\V the•
conditions of existence of his o\vn class. He becomes a pauper,•
and pauperism develops more rapidly than populatio11 and wealth. i
i\nd here it becomes evident, that the bot1rgeoisie is unfit any;
longer to be the rt1ling class in society, and to impose its condi- .:
tions of existence upon society as an over-riding law. It is unfit·
to rule because it is incompetent to assure an existence to its l
slave within his slavery, because it cannot help letting him sink ·
into such a state, that it has to feed him, instead of being fed
by him. Society can no longer li\•e under this bourgeoisie, •·
ir1 other words, its existence is no longer compatible with ·
society.
The essential condition for the existence, and for the sway of ·
the bourgeois class, is the formation and augmentation of capital; .
the condition for capital is wage-labot1r. Wage-labour rests exclt1- ·
sively on competition between tl1e labourers. The advance of
industry, \Vhose involuntary promoter is the bourgeoisie, replaces
the isolation of the labo11rers, due to competition, by their revolutionary combination, due to association. The development of
,\;Iodern Ind11stry, therefore, cuts from under its feet the very
foundation on which the bourgeoisie produces and appropriates
products. What the bot1rgeoisie, therefore, produces, above all,
is its own grave-diggers. Its fall and the victory of the proletariat are equally inevitable.

9.5

II
PROLETARIANS AND COMMUNISTS

Iri "'}1at relation do the Communists stand to the proletarians
as ,1 whole?
'l'lte Communists do not form a separate party opposed to other
,,·orl-:i 11g-class parties.
Tl1ev have no interests separate and apart from those of the
prolet~riat as a whole.
'fl1ey do not set up any sectarian principles of their own, by
,vliicl1 to shape and mould the proletarian movement.
'fl1e Communists are distinguished from tl1e otl1er working-class
parties by this only: 1. In the national struggles of the proletariar1s of the different countries, they point out and bring to the
fro11t the common interests of the entire proletariat, independently
of <111 nationality. 2. In the various stages of development whicl1
tl1e struggle of the working class against the bourgeoisie has to
pass through, they always and everywhere represent the interests
of tl1e 1novement as a whole.
'l'l1e Communists, therefore, are on the one hand, practically,
the n1ost advanced and resolute section of the worl{ing-class
IJarties of every country, that section \vhich pusl1es forward all
others; on the other hand, theoretically, they have O\'er the great
r11ass of the proletariat the advantage of clearly understanding
tl1e li11e of march, the conditions, and the ultimate general results
of tl1e proletarian movement.
1'11e immediate aim of the Communists is the same as that of all
the other proletarian parties: formatio11 of the proletariat into
fl class, overthrow of the bourgeois supremacy, conquest of
political power by the proletariat.
l'he theoretical conclusions of the Communists are in no \Vay
basecl on ideas or principles that have been invented, or discovered, by this or that would-be universal reformer.
. l'hey merely express, in general terms, actual relations springing from an existing class struggle, from a historical mo,·ement going on under ot1r very eyes. The abolition of existing
Pro1Jerty relations is not at all a distinctive feature of Comm11r1isn1.
. All property relations in the past have continually. been subJect to historical change consequent upon the change in historical
conditions.
The French Revolution, for example, abolished feudal
Property ir1 favour of bourgeois property.
f Tt1e distinguishing feature of Communism is not the abolition
0
Property generally, but the abolition of bourgeois property.
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But !modern bourgeois private property is the final and most;
complete expression of the system of producing and appropriatJ
ing products, that is based on class antagonisms, on the exploi-·
tation of the many by the few.
In this sense, the theory of the Communists may be sun1med:
up in the single sentence: Abolition of private pro-perty.
:,
We Communists have been reproached with the desire of abolishing the right of personally acquiring property as the fruit·
of a man's own labour, which property is alleged to be the groundwork of all personal freedom, activity and independence.
·
Hard-won, self-acquired, self-earned property! Do you mean
the property of the petty artisan and of the small peasant, a form.
of property that preceded the bourgeois form? There is no need'
to abolish that; the development of industry has to a great extent'
already destroyed it, and is still destroying it daily.
Or do you mean modern bourgeois private property?
r
But does wage-labour create any property for the labourer?
Not a bit. It creates capital, i.e., that kind of property which
exploits wage-labour, and which cannot increase except uponi
condition of begetting a new supply of wage-labour for fresh.
ex~loitation. ~roperty, in its present form, is based on the antagonism of capital and wage-labour. Let us examine both sides.
of this antagonism.
To be a capitalist, is to have not only a purely personal, but
a social status in production. Capital is a collective product, and
only by the united action of many members, nay, in the last,
resort, only by the united action of all members of society, can
it be set in motion.
·
Capital is, therefore, not a personal, it is a social power. ;
When, therefore, capital is converted into common property,;.
into tl1e property of all members of society, personal property',
is not thereby transformed into social property. It is only the'
social character cif the property that is changed. It loses its clasg
character.
Let t1s now take wage-labour.
The average price of wage-labour is the minimum wage, i.e.,'
that quant11m of the means of subsistence, which is absolt1tely,
requi:'lite to keep the labourer· in bare existence as a labourer.:.
What, therefore, the wage-labo11rer appropriates by means of
his labour, merely s11ffices to prolong and reproduce a bare ex-,
istence. \Ve by no means intend to abolish this personal appro-:.,
priation of the prodt1cts of labo11r, an appropriation that is made
for the maintenance and reproduction of human life, and that•
leaves no s11rplt1s wherewith to command the labour of otl1ers.
All tl1at we want to do a'vay \vith, is the miserable character
of this appropriation, under which the labo11rer lives merely

to increase capital, and is allowed to live only in so far as the
·nterest of the ruling class requires it.
1
In bourgeois society, living labour is but a means to increase
ccumulated labour. In Communist society, accumulated labour
~ btit a means to widen, to enrich, to promote the existence of the
lllbourer.
In bourgeois society, therefore, the past dominates the
iiresent; in Communist society, the present dominates the past.
111 bourgeois society capital is independent and has individuality,
,vhile the living person is dependent and has no individuality.
And the abolition of this state of things is called by the bourgeois, abolition of individuality and freedom! And rightly so.
Tl1e abolition of bourgeois individuality, bourgeois independence,
and bourgeois freedom is undoubtedly aimed at.
By freedom is meant, under the present bourgeois conditions
of production, free trade, free selling and buying.
B11t if selling and buying disappears, free selling and buying
disappears also. This talk about free selling and buying, and all
the other ''brave words'' of our bourgeoisie about freedom in
general, have a meaning, if any, only in contrast with restricted
selling and buying, with the fettered traders of the Middle Ages,
but have no meaning when opposed to the Communistic abolition
of buying and selling, of the bourgeois conditions of production,
and of the bourgeoisie itself.
You are horrified at our intending to do away with private
property. But in your existing society, private property is already
done away with for nine-tenths of the population; its existence
for the few is solely due to its non-existence in the hands of those
nine-tenths. You reproach us, therefore, with intending to do
away with a form of property, the necessary condition for whose
existence is the non-existence of any property for the immense
majority of society.
Ir1 one word, you reproach us with intending to do away with
your property. Precisely so; that is just what we intend.
From the moment when labour can no longer be converted into
capital, money, or rent, into a social pov1er capable of being
monopolised, i.e., from the moment when individual property
~an no longer be transformed into bourgeois property, into capital,
rom that moment, you say, individuality vanishes.
You must, therefore, coi1fess that by ''individual" you mean
n~ other person than the bourgeois, than the middle-class owner
0
property. This person must, indeed, be swept out of the way,
and made impossible.
Communism deprives no man of the power to appropriate the
rrodu~ts of society; all that it does is to deprive him of the power
0
subjugate the labour of others by means of such appropriation.
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It has~ been objected that upon the abolition of private prop
erty all "work will cease, and universal laziness will overtake us:;
According to this, bourgeois society ought long a~o to hav.
gone to the dogs through sheer idleness; for those
its mem~e ..
who work, acquire nothing, and those who acquire anything
do not work. The whole of this objection is but another expre
sion of the tautology: that there can no longer be any wage-labou •
when there is no longer any capital.
.
All objections urged against the Communistic mode of pr
ducing and appropriating material products, have, in the sam · ·
wa:y, been urged against the Communistic modes of producing a~d;
appropriating intellectual products .. Just a~, to the bourgeois~:
the disappearance of class property is the disappearan~e of p~o.
duction itself, so the disappearance of class culture is to h1
identical with the disappearance of all culture.
That culture, the loss of which he laments, is, for the enormo
majority, a mere training to act as a machine.
But don't wrangle with us so long as you apply, to our intende
abolition of bourgeois property, the standard of your bourgeoi.
notions of freedom, culture, law, &c. Your very ideas are but th·
outgrowth of the conditions of y~ur. bourgeois production ai:i .
bourgeois property, just as your JUrisprude~ce is but the w.1 .
of your class made into a law for all, a will, whose .essent1a .
character and direction are determined by the economical
ditions of existence of your class.
·The selfish misconception that induces you to transform int ·
eternal laws of nature and of reason, the social forms springin ·
from your present mode of production and form of property •·.
historical relations that rise and disappear in the progress of pro·
duction-this misconception you share with every ruling clas.
that has preceded you. What you see clearly in the case of ancien ·
property, what you admit in. t~e case of feudal property, yo. ·•
are of course forbidden to admit in the case of your own bourgeo1
•
form of property.
.
.
Abolition of the family! Even the most radical flare up at this[
infamous proposal of the Communists.
··•
On what foundation is the present family, the bourgeois family,
based? On capital, on private gain. In its complet.e~y develope.d
form this family exists only among the bourgeo1s1e. But this.
state of things finds its complement in the practical absence of the
family among the proletarians, and in public prostitution. ·
The bourgeois family will vanish as a matter of course when
its complement vanishes, and both will vanish with the
vanishing of capital.
Do you charge us with wanting to stop the exploitation
children by their parents? To this crime we plead guilty.

But, you will say, we destroy the most hallowed of relations,
~·hen we replace home education by social.
' c\nd your education! Is not that also social, and determined by
tlie social conditions under which you educate, by the intervention, direct or indirect, of society, by means of schools, &c.?
1'he Communists have not invented the intervention of society
in ed11cation; they do but seek to alter the character of that inter,·ention, and to rescue ed11cation from the influence of the ruling
class.
The bourgeois clap-trap about the family and education, about
tlic hallowed co-relation of parent and child, becomes all the
111 orc disgusting, the more, by the action of Modern Industry,
all family ties among the proletarians are torn asunder, and their
children transformed into simple articles of commerce and instruments of labour.
· But you Commur1ists would introduce community of women,
screams the whole bourgeoisie in chorus.
The bourgeois sees in his wife a mere instrument of production.
He hears that the instrumei1ts of production are to be exploited
ir1 common, and, naturally, can come to no other co11cl11st()Il
tl1an that the lot of being con1mon to all will likewise fall to the.
,,·omen.
Ile has not even a suspicion that the real point aimed at is
to do away with the status of women as mere instruments of
production.
For the rest, nothing is more ridiculous than the virtuous
indignation of our bourgeois at the community of women which,
they pretend,· .is to be openly and officially established by the
Communists. The Communists have no need to introduce comm11nity of women; it has existed almost from time immemorial.
Our bourgeois, not content with having the wives and daughters
of their proletarians at their disposal, not to speak of co111mon
prostitutes, take the greatest pleasure in seducing each other's
\r1 ves.
·
Bourgeois marriage is in reality a system of wives i11 co1nmon
and thus, at the most, what the Communists might possibly be
reproached with, is that they desire to introduce, in substitution
for a hypocritically concealed, an openly legalised com1nunity
of \Vomen. For the rest, it is self-evident that the abolition of the
riresent system of productio11 1nust bring with it the abolition
<Jf the community of won1en springing from that syste1n, i.e.,
of prostitution both public and private.
'l'he Communists are further reproached with desiring to abolish
co11ntries and 11ationality.
The working men have no country. We cannot take fro1n them
\vliat they have not got. Since tl1e proletariat must first of all
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acquire political supremacy, must rise to be the leading class of
the nation, must constitute itself the nation, it is, so far, itself.
national, though not in the bourgeois sense of the word.
i
National differences and antagonisms between peoples are ,.
daily more and more vanishing, owing to the development of.
the bourgeoisie, to freedom of commerce, to the world-market,·.~
to uniformity in the mode of production and in the conditions
of life corresponding thereto.
.
The supremacy of the proletariat will cause them to vanish •
still faster. United action, of the leading civilised countries at ;
least, is one of the first conditions for the emancipation of the :'
proletariat.
In proportion as the exploitation of one individual by another•.
is put an end to, the exploitation of one nation by another will ·
also be put an end to. In proportion as the antagonism between •
classes within the nation vanishes, the hostility of one nation·
to another will come to an end.
..
The charges against Communism made from a religious, a .
philosophical, and, generally, from an ideological stand point, ·.·
are not deserving of serious examination.
Does it require deep intuition to comprehend that man's ideas, ,
views and conceptions, in one word, man's consciousness, c.hanges •·
with every change in the conditions of his material existence,'.
in his social relations and in his social life?
What else does the history of ideas prove; than that intellectual•
production changes its character in proportion as material pro-·.
duction is changed? The ruling ideas of each age have ever been.
the ideas of its ruling class.
When people speak of ideas that revolutionise society, they
do but express the fact, that within the old society, the elements,
of a new one have been created, and that the dissolution of the :
old ideas keeps even pace with the dissolution of the old conditions.·•
of existence.
When the ancient world was in its last throes, the ancient :
religions were overcome by Christianity. When Christian ideas .·
succumbed in the 18th century to rationalist ideas, feudal society •
fought its death battle with the then revolutionary bourgeoisie. ·.
The ideas of religious liberty and freedom of conscience merely.·.
gave expression to the sway of free competition within the domain.·.
of knowledge.
.
''Undoubtedly," it will be said, ''religious, moral, philosophical
and juridical ideas have been modified in the course of historical .
development. But religion, morality, philosophy, political science, ·.
and law, constantly survived this change.''
''There are, besides, eternal truths, such as Freedom, Justice, ·
etc., that are common to all states of society. But Communism .·
•
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abolishes eternal truths, it abolishes all religion, and all morality,
instead of constituting them on a new basis; it therefore acts
in contradiction to all past historical experience.''
What does this accusation reduce itself to? The history of all
past society has consisted in the development of class antagonisms,
antagonisms that assumed different forms at different epochs.
But whatever form they may have taken, one fact is common
to all past ages, viz., the exploitation of one part of society by
the other. No wonder, then, that the social consciousness of past
ages, despite all the multiplicity and variety it displays, moves
witl1in certain common forms, or general ideas, which cannot
completely vanish except with the total disappearance of class
•
antagonisms.
The Communist revolution is the most radical rupture with
traditional property relations; no wonder that its development
involves the most radical rupture with traditional ideas.
But let us have done with the bourgeois objections to
Communism.
We have seen above, that the first step in the revolution by the
~rorking class, is to raise the proletariat to the position of ruling
class, to win the battle of democracy.
The proletariat will use its political supremacy to wrest, by
degrees, all capital from the bourgeoisie, to centralise all instruments of production in the hands of the State, i.e., of the proletariat organised as the ruling class; and to increase the total of
productive forces as rapidly as possible.
Of co11rse, in the beginning, this cannot be effected except by
means of despotic inroads on the rights of property, and on the
conditions of bourgeois production; by means of measures, therefore, which appear economically insufficient and untenable, but
\Vhich, in the course of the movement, outstrip themselves, necessitate further inroads upon the old social order, and are unavoidable as a means of entirely revolutionising the mode of production.
These measures will of course be different in different countries.
Nevertheless in the most advanced countries, the followi11g
\Vill be pretty generally applicable.
1. Abolition of property in land and application of all rents
of land to public purposes.
2. A heavy progressive or graduated income tax.
3. Abolition of all right of inheritance.
4. Confiscation of the property of all emigrants and rebels.
5. Centralisation of credit in the hands of the State, by means
of ~ national bank with State capital and an exclusive monopoly.
. 6. Centralisation of the means of communication ~nd transport
1n tl1e hands of the State.
i
••'
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7. Extension of factories and instruments of production owned '.
by the State; the bringing into cultivation of waste-lands, and··
tl1e improvement of the soil generally in accordance with a com-·.
mon plan.
·
8. Eqt1al liability of all to labour. Establishment of industrial . .
arn1ies, especially for agriculture.
9. Combination of agriculture with manufacturing industries; •
gradual abolition of the distinction between town and country,,
by a more equable distribution of the population over the country. ·.
10. Free education for all children in public schools. Abolition .
of children's factory labour in its present form. Combination of .·.
ed11cation with industrial prod11ction, &c., &c.
.
\Vhen, in the course of development, class distinctions have •·
disappeared, and all production has been concentrated in the :
hands of a vast association of the whole nation, the public power :
will lose its political character. Political power, properly so ,
called, is merely the organised power of one class for oppressing 1
anotl1e1·. If the proletariat during its contest with the bourgeoisie • ·
is compelled, by the force of circumstances, to organise itself I
as a class, if, by means of a revolution, it makes itself the ruling .
class, and, as such, sweeps away by force the old conditions of .
lJroduction, then it will, along with these conditions, have swept :
away the conditions for the existence of class antagonisms and of.·
classes generally, and will thereby have abolished its own ·
supremacy as a class.
In place of the old bourgeois society, with its classes and class
antagonisms, we shall have an association, in which the free .·.
development of each is the condition for the free development of··
all.
Written in December 1847-J anuary
1848
Originally published as a separate
edition in German in London in
February 1848

Pri11ted according to the 1888
English edition

KARL MARX

From WAGE LABOUR AND CAPITAL

I11 production, men not only act on nature but also on one
a11other. They produce only by co-operating in a certain way and
111t1t11ally exchanging their activities. In order to produce, they
e11ter into definite connections and relations with one another
and only within these social connections and relations does their·
actio11 on nature, does production, take place.
Tl1ese social relations into which the producers enter with one
a11other, the conditions under which they exchange their activities and participate in the whole act of production, will naturally
vary according to the character of the means of production. With
the i11vention of a new instrument of warfare, firearms, the whole
internal organisation of the army necessarily changed; the relatio11ships within which individuals can constitute an army and
act as an army were transformed and the relations of different
ar1nies to one another also changed.
Thus the social relations within which individuals produce,
the social relations of production, change, are transformed, with the
change and development of the material means of production, the
prodztctive forces. The relations of production in their totality constitute what are called the social relations, society, and, specifically,
a society at a definite stage of historical development, a society with
a 1)eculiar, distinctive character. Ancient society, feudal society,
bourgeois society are such totalities of production relations, each
of '''hich at the same time denotes a special stage of development
in tl1e history of mankind.
Capital, also, is a social relation of production. It is a bourgeois production relation, a production relation of bourgeois
society. Are not the means of subsistence, the instruments of
labour, the raw materials of which capital consists, produced and
accumulated under given social conditions, in definite social
rel,1tions? Are they not utilised for new production under given
•
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social conditions, in definite social relations? And is it not jus
this definite social character which turns the products servin .·
for new production into capital?
Written by Marx on the basis of
lectures delivered by him in the
latter half of December 1847
Published in the N eue Rheinische
Zeitung Nos. 264-67 and 269 of
April 5-8 and 11, 1849
'

Translated from the Germa ·

KARL MARX

From THE CLASS STRUGGLES IN FRANCE
1848 TO 185033

In common with the bourgeoisie the workers had made the
February Revolution, and alongside the bourgeoisie they sought
to secure the advancement of their interests, just as they had
installed a worker in the Provisional Government itself alongside
the bourgeois majority. Organise labour! But wage labour, that
is the existing, the bourgeois organisation of labour. Without
it there is no capital, no bourgeoisie, no bourgeois society. A special Ministry of Labour/ But the ministries of Finance, of Trade,
of Public Works-are not these the bourgeois ministries of labour?
And alongside these a proletarian Ministry of Labour had to be
a ministry of impotence, a ministry of pious wishes, a Luxembourg Commission. Just as the workers thought they would be
able to emancipate themselves side by side with the bourgeoisie,
so they thought they would be able to consummate a proletarian
revolution within the national walls of France, side by side with.
the remaining bourgeois nations. But French relations of production are conditioned by the foreign trade of France, by her position on the world market and the laws thereof; how was France
to break them without a European revolutionary war, which would
strike back at the despot of the world market, England?
As soon as it has risen up, a class in which the revolutionary
interests of society are concentrated finds the content and the
material for its revolutionary activity directly in its own situation: foes to be laid low, measures dictated by the needs of the
~truggle to be taken; the consequences of its own deeds drive
it on. It makes no theoretical inquiries into its own task. The
~rench working class had not attained this level; it. was still
incapable of accomplishing its own revolution.
The development of the industrial proletariat is, in general,
conditioned by the development of the industrial bourgeoisie.
Only under its rule does the proletariat gain that extensive
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national existei;i.ce. which can raise its revolt1tion to ·a nationa
·on~, and does _it itself create the modern means of production
~h1ch becoI?e Just so many means of its revolutionary emancipa~
t1on. Only its rule tears up the material roots of feudal societ •·
~nd le~els the ground on which alone a proletarian revolutio '
is possible. French industry is more developed and the Frenc ·
~ourgeoisie more revolutionary than that of the rest of the Con
t1n~nt. But was not the February Revolution levelled direct! ·
a~a1nst the fi_n~nce. aristocracy? This fact proved that the ind us.:
trial bourgeo1s1e did not rule _France. The industrial bourgeoisie
c~n rule 01;11~ where mo_dern industry shapes all property rela~ions to suit itself, and industry can win this power only where,1
it has con9uered the world market, for national bounds are inadequ~te f?r i~s development. But French industry, to a great extent,··
ma1nta1ns its comI?and even of the national market only through'
a more or less modified sy~tem of prohibitive duties. While, there-;
fore, t.he Fr~nch proletariat, at the moment of a revolution, pos:.'
.sesses I~ Paris actu.al power and influence which spur it on to a drive . ·
beyond its. means,_ in the rest of France it is crowded into separate, .
:scattered industrial centres, being almost lost in the superior;
nuii:ber~ o~ peasants and petty bourgeois. The struggle against ·
<:ap1tal in its dev~loped,. modern form, in its decisive aspect, the
.struggle_ of. t~e industrial wage-worker against the industrial :
bourgeois, is in France a partial phenomenon, which after the ,
February days. coul~ so much the less supply the national content :
-0f the revolut10~, s~nce the struggle against capital's secondary :
modes of explo1tat1on, that of the peasant against usury and '
mortgages or of the petty bourgeois against the wholesale dealer . '
b~nke7 and .manufacturer, in a word, against bankruptcy, wa~
still ~1dd~n in the general uprising against the finance aristocracy.
No~h1ng is more understandable then, than that the Paris prolet~r1at so~ght .to secure the advancement of its own interests .
side by side \VIth th?se of ~he bourgeoisie, instead of enforcing ·.
them as the revolutionary interests of society itself, that it let
the red flag be lowered to the tricolour. The French workers could
not take a. step forward, could not touch a hair of the bourgeois
-Order, ~nt1l the course of the revolution had aroused the mass of
the nat~on, peasants and petty bourgeois, standing between the
proletariat. and the bourgeoisie, against this order, against the
~ule of cap~tal, and had forced it to attach itself to the proletarians as their protagonists. The workers could buy this victory only
through the tremendous defeat in June .... si
"The. February _Revolution was the beautiful revolution, the
rev?lut1on of uni v_ersal sympathy, because the antagonisms
which had flare_d up in it again~t the monarchy slumbered undeveloped, harmoniously side by side, because the ·social struggle

l
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11 · ,h formed their background had won only an airy existence,
~11 ~xistence of phrases, of words. !he June Revolution is the. ugly
;c\·t1lution, the repulsive revolution, because deeds have taken
tlic 11 1ace of ~hrases, beca?-s.e the republic uncovered t~e head of
1 , 1nonster itself by str1k1ng off the crown that shielded and
.~c:'.icealed it. -Order! was the. battle cry of Guizot. Order! c7ied
Scl;<istiani, the follower of Guizot, when Warsaw became Rus~1an.
0 ·!lei·/ shouts Cavaignac, the brutal echo of the French National
A~~rmbly and of the republican bourgeoisie. Order! t_hundered
lii:-; grapeshot, as it ripped up the body of the pro_Ie.tar~at. None
.0 f t lie numerous revolutions of the French bourgeo1s1e since 1789
,,.. 15 an attack on order; for they allowed the rule of the class, they
. 11'1(1,ved the slavery of the workers, they allowed the bourgeois
~rcler to endure, no matter how often th~ political. form of this
riile and this slavery changed. June has violated this order. Woe
1c1 .lt1ne!'' (N. Rh. Z., June 29, 1848.)
\\'oe to June! re-echoes Europe .
'l'he Paris proletariat was forced into the June insu:rectioi;i. by
tl1e bol1rgeoisie. This sufficed to mark its doom. Its immed1~te,
a\·o,ved needs did not drive it to engage in a fight for the forcible
O\'('rthrow of the bourgeoisie, nor was it equal to this task. The
J\loniteur had to inform it officially that the time was past when
tl1r republic saw any occasion to bow and scrape to its ill~sions,
itJt(l only its defeat convinced it of the truth that the sl1ghte~t
i11111rovement in its position remains a utopia within the bourgeois
re ,;ublic, a utopia that becomes a crime as soon as. it wants to
1Jcc11me a reality. In place of its demands, exuberant ~n form, ~ut ·
!Jetty and even bourgeois still in content, the concession of which
it \vanted to wring from the February republic, there appeared
tl1c bold slogan of revolutionary struggle: Overthrow of the bourgeoisie! Dictatorship of the tQ!orking class!
. .
liy making its burial place the birthplace of the bourgeois
rep1lblic, the proletariat compelled the latter t~ come o_u·t f~rt~
\Vitl1 in its pure form as the state whose admitted obJect it_ is
to 11erpetuate the rule of capital, the slavery o~ labou7. I:Ia~1ng
co11stantly before its eyes the scarred, ir7econc1lable: ~nv1nc1~le
e11P1ny-invincible because his existence is the cond1t1on of its
0\\·11 life-bourgeois rule, freed from all fet~ers, was bound t? turn
1111111ediately into bourgeois terrorism. With the pro~etar1at r~111oved for the time being from the stage and bourgeo~s d1c~atorsh1p
l'!'cognised officially, the middle strata of bourgeois society, the
[Jetty bourgeoisie and the peasant class,. had t.o. adhere mure and
1r1ore closely to the proletariat as their pos1t1o_n_ became more
1111bearable and their antagonism to the bourgeo1s1e _more ~cu~e.
.l 11:-;t as earlier they had to find the cause of their distress in its
11 1
1"11rge, so now in its defeat.
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. If the June insurrection raised the self-assurance of the bourge 0 ·
sie all over the Continent, and caused it to league itself open . ·
with the feudal monarchy against the people, who was the fir·
victim of this alliance? The Continental bourgeoisie itself. Th
June defeat prevented it from consolidating its rule and fro •·
bringing the people, half satisfied and half out of humour t •
a standstill at the lowest stage of the bourgeois revolutio~. ·
Finally, the defeat of June divulged to the despotic powe .
of Europ~ th_e secret that France must maintain peace abroa
at any price in order to be able to wage civil war at home. Th ·
the peoples who had begun the ~ght for their national independenc
were abandoned to the superior power of Russia, Austria an.
~russia, but, at the same time, the fate of these national revolu'
t1ons was made subject to the fate of the proletarian revolution
and they were robbed of their apparent autonomy, their inde.
pendence of the great social revolution. The Hungarian shall no·
be free, nor the Pole, nor the Italian, as long as the worker remai '
a slave!
Finally, with the victories of the Holy Alliance,35 Europ ·.
?as taken o~ a form t?at_ make_s every fresh proletarian upheava ·.
in France directly co1nc1de with a world war. The new Frenc · .
revolution is force~ to leave ~ts national soil forthwith and conque
t~e European terrain, on which alone the social revolution of th
nineteenth century can be accomplished.
.
~hus only the June defeat has created all the conditions unde ~·
which France_ can _seize the initiative of the European revolution •.
O?ly after being d1 pped in the blood of the June insurgents did the
tricolour become. the flag of the European revolution-the red fiag!;
And
we exclaim: The revolution is dead!-Long live the revo.:i.:.
.
I
l u t ion....
·
•
The condition of the French peasants, when the republic had
added new burdens to their old ones, is comprehensible. It can
be ~een that th~ir expl_oitation differs only in form from the exploi-..•
tat1?n of th~ i~d~strial p~oletariat. The exploiter is the same:
capital. The individual capitalists exploit the individual peasants.;
through mortgages and usury; the capitalist class exploits the peas-i
~nt class _through the state taxes. The peasant's title to property
is the talisman by which capital held him hitherto under it&
spell, t~e pretext under which it set him against the industrial
prolet~r1at .. Or:ly the fall of capital can raise the peasant; only '
~n an~i-capita~1st, a :proletarian government can break his econom- :
~c mise~y, his . social degradation. The constitutional republic··
is the dictators?ip_ of his ~nited exploiters; the social-democratic,.
t?e Red republic, is _the dictatorship of his allies. And the scale .,
rises or falls, according to the votes that the peasant casts into ·.
the ballot box. He himself has to decide his fate. So spoke the ·

cialists in pamphlets, almanacs, calendars and lea~ets of all
5 nds. This language became more understandabl_e to him. through
l{he counter-writings of the party of Order, 36 w~ich, for. its part,
t
ed to him and which, by gross exaggeration, by its brutal
tur~eption antl representation of the intentions and ideas of the
~~~ialists, struck the true peasant note and overstimulated his
er forbidden fruit. But most understandable was the lanaft
t
l LtS .
l
h
d
.
d
ge of the actual experience that the peasant c ass a gaine
fu~1 the use of the suffrage, were the disillusionments overwhelmi~~ him, blow upon blow, with revolutionary speed. Revolutions
are the locomotives of history....
.
Little by little we have seen peasants, ~etty bourgeois, _the
iddle classes in general, stepping alongside the proletariat,
;~i ven into open antagonism to the official r~pu~lic and. treated
by it as antagonists. Revolt against bourge~is dictat?rshiP_, n_eed
0 j a change of society, adherence to democratic-republican insti~u
tions as organs of their movement, grouping round the proletariat
as the decisive revolutionary power-these are the common char;1cteristics of the so-called party of social-de:nocracy, the pa~ty
of the Red republic. This par~y. of Anar~hy, as it_s opponents christened it is no less a coalition of different interests than the
party of Order. From the smallest reform of the old so~ia~ disor_der
to the overthrow of the old social order, from bourgeois liberalism
to revolutionary terrorism-as far apart as this lie the extremes
tl1at form the starting point and the finishing point of the party
of "Anarchy.''
. .
.
.
Abolition of the protective tariff-Socialism! For it strikes at
the monopoly of the industrial fact~o~ of the party_ of Order.
Regulation of the state budget-Socialism! For it strikes at t?e
monopoly of the financial faction of the party of Order. ~ree admission of foreign meat and corn-Socialism! For it strikes at the
n1onopoly of the third faction of the party of Order, large landed
property. The demands of the free-trade party, _that is, of the
rr1ost advanced English bourgeois· party, appear in Fra~ce a~ so
rr1any socialist demands. Voltairianism-Socialism! For it strikes
at a fourth faction of the party of Order, the Catholic. Freedom
of the press, right of association, universal public educationSocialism, Socialism! They stike at the general monopoly of the
party of Order.
So swiftly had the march of the revolution ripened conditions
tl1at the friends of reform of all shades, the most moderate claims
of the middle classes, were compelled to group themselves round
the banner of the most extreme party of revolution, round the
~dfi~
.
.
Yet manifold as the Socialism of the different large sections
•0 f th~ party of Anarchy was, according to the economic con-
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ditions and the total revolutionary requirements of their cl
or fraction of a class arising out of these, in one point it is in ha
rnony: in proclaiming itself the means of emancipating the pro ·
tariat and the emancipation of the latter as its object. Delibera;
deception on the part of some; self-deception on the part of t
others, who give out the world transformed according to the.
own needs as the best world for all, as the realisation of all rev
lutionary
claims and the elimination of all revolutionary coll.
•

SlOnS.

Behind the general socialist phrases of the ''party of Anarchy
which sound rather alike, there is concealed the Socialism of t
''National", of the ''Presse" and the ''Siecle'', 37 which more or le.·
consistently wants to overthrow the rule of the finance aristocrac ·
and to free industry and trade from their hitherto existing fette ·
This is the Socialism of industry, of trade and of agricultu
whose bosses in the party of Order deny these interests, in so f
as they no longer coincide with their private monopolies. Socia'
ism proper, petty-bourgeois Socialism, Socialism par excellenc
is distinct from this bourgeois Socialism, to which, as to eve
variety of Socialism, a section of the workers and petty bourgeoi
naturally rallies. Capital hounds this class chiefly as its creditor
so it demands credit institutions; capital crushes it by competitio
so it demands associations supported by the state; capital over
whelms it by concentration, so it demands progressive taxes, limita.
tions on inheritance, taking over of large construction project
by the state, and other measures that forcibly stem the growt
of capital. Since it dreams of the peaceful achievement of i
Socialism-allowing, perhaps, for a second February Revolutio
lasting a brief day or so- the corning historical process natui·all .
appears to it as an application of systems, which the thinke
of society, whether in companies or as individual inventors'
devise or have devised. Thus they become the eclectics or adep .
of the existing socialist systems, of doctrinaire Socialism, \vl1ic}\.
was the theoretical expression of the proletariat only as lon~
as it had not yet developed further into a free historical n1ove..,
rnent of its own.
·
While this utopia, doctrinaire Socialism, which subordir1ate$
the total movement to one of its moments, which puts in place;
of common, social production the brainwork of individual ped;1nt&'
and, above all, in fantasy does away with the revolutio11ary
struggle of the classes and its requirements by small conjurers\.
tricks or great sentimentality; while this doctrinaire Socialism,
which at bottom only idealises present society, takes a picture
of it without shadows and wants to achieve its ideal athwart;•
the realities of present society; while the proletariat surrei1ders ·.
this Socialism to the petty bourgeoisie; while the struggle of tlte ·
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. t socialist leaders among themselves sets forth each of t~e
d1ffe1e~d s stems as a pretentious adherence to one of the tran~it
so-.call of the social revolution as against anot~er.-the proletariat
po11~ts re and more round revolutionary Socialism, round Comralli~s m~or which the bourgeoisie has itself invented the name
rnii1iism,
. This Socialism is the declaration of the permanence of
of B lanf ~i:on the class dictatorship of the proletariat as the necesthe rer:a~s~t ~oint to the abolition of class dis~inctions g~nerally,
saryh bolition of all the relations of production on which they
to t ~ 0 a the abolition of all the social relations that correspond to
rest. elations of production, to the revolutionising of all the
these r
· 1 l t·
1'd eas that result from these socia re a ions.
.
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rtial employment by the state and through charity measures;
short, they hope to bribe the workers by more or less c_onceale_d
1
irns and to break their revolutionary potency by maki11g their
a osition tolerable for the momen~. The demands of the pettybourgeois democracy here summarised are not put forward by all
of its factions at the same time and only .a very fe~ me_mbe!s
of them consider that these deman~s ?o~st1tute defin_ite aims in
their entirety. The further separate individuals or factions among
theni go, the more of these demands will they make their own,
and those few who see their own programme in what has been
outlined above might believe that thereby they have put forward
tlie t1tmost that can be demanded from the revolution. But these
clemands can in no wise suffice for the party of the proletariat.
\,Yhile the democratic petty bourgeois wish to bring the revolution to a conclusion as quickly as possible, and with the achieven1ent, at most, of the above demands, it is our interest and our
task to make the revolution permanent, until all more or less
possessing classes have been forced out of their position of dominance, until the proletariat has conquered state power, an_d the
association of proletarians, not only in one country but in all
tl1e dominant countries of the world, has advanced so far that
competition among the proletarians of these countries has ceased
arid tl1at at least the decisive productive forces are concentrated
in the hands of the proletarians. For us the issue cannot be the
alteratio11 of private property but only its annihilation, not
the srnoothing over of class antagonisms but the abolition of
classes, not the improvement of existing society but the foundation
of a 11ew one.
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From ADDRESS OF THE CENTRAL COMMITTEE
TO THE COMMUNIST LEAGUE3 8

The relation of the revolutionary workers' party to the 'petty.;.
bourgeois democrats is this: it marches together with them against,
the faction which it aims at overthrowing, it opposes them in.
everything whereby they seek to consolidate their position in.,
their own interests.
Far from desiring to revolutionise all society for the revolu- •·
tionary proletarians, the democratic petty bourgeois strive for
a _change in social conditions by means of which existing society·
will be made as tolerable and comfortable as possible for them. ,
Hence they demand above all diminution of state expenditure .
by a curtailment of the bureaucracy and shifting the chief taxes···
on to the big landowners and bourgeois. Further, they demand.
the ~boliti?n. of _the. pressure of big capital on small, through
public credit institutions and laws against usury, by which means
it will be possible for them and the peasants to obtain advances, ·.
on favourable conditions, from the state instead of from the ·.
capitalists; they also demand the establishment of bourgeois.•
property relations in the countryside by the complete abolition·•.·
of feudalism. To accomplish all this they need a democratic state .
structure, either constitutional or republican, that will give ·
them and their allies, the peasants, a majority; also a democratic •
communal structure that will give them direct control over .
communal property and a series of functions now performed ·
by the bureaucrats.
The domination and speedy increase of capital is further to be '
counteracted partly by restricting the right of inheritance and .·
partly by transferring as many jobs of work as possible to the .•
state. As far as the workers are concerned, it remains certain ·.
above al~· that they are to remain wage-workers as before; the
democratic petty bourgeois only desire better wages and a more
secure existence for the workers and hope to achieve this through
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The worst thing that can befall a leader of an extreme party>
is to be compelled to take over a government at a time when.
society is not yet ripe for the domination of the class he repre-.:
sents and for the measures which that domination implies. \Vhat;
he can do depends not upon his will but upon the degree of antag-·'
onism between the various classes, and upon the level of <level-"
opment of the material means of exis~ence, of the con~it~ons;
of production and commerce upon which class contradictions
always repose. What he ought to do, what his party demands of,
him, again depends not upon him or the stage of development of. the '.
class struggle and its conditions. He is bound to the doctrines
and demands hitherto propounded which, again, do not proceed.
from the class relations of the moment, or from the more or less
accidental level of production and commerce, but from his more
or less penetrating insight into the general. result of the social r
and political movement. Thus, he necessarily finds himself in an·.
unsolvable dilemma. What he can do contradicts all his previous
actions and principles, and the immediate interests of his party, •
and what he ought to do cannot be done. In a word, he is coi11pelled ·
to represent not his party or his class, but the class for \vhose ·.•
domination the movement is then ripe. In the interests of the •
movement he is compelled to advance the interests of an alien;.
class, and to feed his own class with talk and promises, a11d with •.
the asseveration that the interests of that alien class are their 1
own inte1·ests. He who is put into this awkward position is irrev- ''.
ocably lost. We have seen examples of this in recent times, and';:
need only to recall the position taken in the last French prO\'ision- ·
al government by the representatives of the proletariat, 39 though . .
they themselves represented only a very low stage of development '
of the proletariat. Whoever can still speculate with official posts ..
after the experiences of the I<'ebrt1ary governme11t- to say nothing '.
of our own noble German provisional governments and i111perial '
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gencies 40 -is either foolish beyond measure or is only paying
I~ service to the extreme revolutionary party.
ipl\f iinzer's position at the head of the ''eternal council" of Miihlhausen was indeed much more precarious than that .of .any modern
evolutionary regent. Not only the movement of his time, but the
r e was not ripe for the ideas of which he himself had only
:g fai11t notion. The class which he represented was still in its
birth throes. It was not yet capable of assuming leadership over,
and transforming, society. The social changes that his fancy
evol(ed had little ground in the then existing economic conditions.
vVl1at is more, these conditions were paving the way for a social
system that was diametrically opposite to what he aspired to.
Nevertl1eless, he was bound to his early sermon of Christian
eq11ality and evangelical community of ownership, and was compelled at least to attempt its realisation. Community of ownership,
universal and equal labour, and abolition of all rights to exercise
authority were proclaimed. But in reality Miihlhausen remained
a republican imperial city with a somewhat democratised constitution, a senate elected by universal suffrage and controlled
by a forum, and with a hastily improvised system of care for
the poor. The social upheaval that so horrified its Protestant
b11rgher contemporaries actually never transcended a feeble,
unconscious and premature attempt to establish the bourgeois
society of a later period.
l\Iiinzer himself seems to have sensed the abyss between his
theories and the surrounding realities, an abyss that he must
have felt the more keenly, the more his visionary aspirations
were distorted in the crude minds of his mass of followers. He
devoted himself to extending and organising the movement \Vith
a zeal rare even for him. He wrote letters and sent messengers'
anrl emissaries ir1 all directions. His writings and sermons breathed
a revolutionary fanaticism, astonishing even when compared
with his former works. The naive youthful humour of l\fiinzer's
pre-revolutionary pamphlets is gone. The placid scholastic
language of the thinker, typical of his earlier years, is gone too.
Munzer becomes a positive prophet of the revolution. He untiringly fans the hatred against the ruling classes, he spurs the \Vildest
Passions, and uses only the forceful language that religious and
nationalist delirium put into the mouths of the Old Testament
Prophets. The style he adopts reflects the educational level of the
Public he seeks to influence.
\Vritten in the summer of 1850
tublished in the journal
eue Rheinische Zeitu1ig. Politisch'0nornische Revue No. 5-6, 1850
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From REVOLUTION AND COUNTER-REVOLUTION IN
GERMANY41

The first act of the revolutionary drama on the Continent o
Europe has closed. The ''powers that were'' before the hurrican
of 1848, are again ''the powers that be", and the more or le
popular rulers of a day, provisional governors, triumvirs, dictat'.
ors, with their tail of representatives, civil commissioners, mili
tary commissioners, prefects, judges, generals, officers andlsol
diers, are thrown upon foreign shores, and ''transported beyon ·
the seas'' to England or America, there to form new government
''in partibus infidelium,'' 42 European committees, central commit'
tees, national committees, and to announce their advent wit
proclamations quite as solemn as those of any less imaginar '
potentates.
·
··
. A more signal defeat than that undergone by the continenta.
revolutionary party-or rather parties-upon all points of th·
line of battle, cannot be imagined. But what of that? Has no·
the struggle of the British middle classes for their social an.
political supremacy embraced forty-eight, that of the Frenc ·.
middle classes forty years of unexampled struggles? And wa
their triumph ever nearer than at the very moment when restore
monarchy thought itself more firmly settled than ever? The time··
of that superstition which attributed revolutions to the ill-wil
1
of a few agitators, have long passed away. Everyone knows nowa;1
days, that wherever there is a revolutionary convulsion, the
must be some social want in the background, which is prevente ·
by outworn institutions from satisfying itself. The want ma·.
not yet be felt as strongly, as generally, as might insure imme"
diate success, but every attempt at forcible repression will onl '
bring it forth stronger and stronger, until it bursts its fetters.:
If, then, we have been beaten, we have nothing else to do bu.
to begin again from the beginning. And, fortunately, the prob'
.ably very short interval of rest which is allowed us between th
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close of the first and the beginning of the second act of the movement, gives us time for a very necessary piece of work: the study
of the causes that necessitated both the late outbreak, and its
defeat; causes that are not to be sought for in the accidental
efforts, talents, faults, errors or treacheries of some of the leaders, but in the general social state and conditions of existence
of each of the convulsed nations. That the sudden movements
of February and March, 1848, were not the work of single individt1als, but spontaneous, irresistible manifestations of national
wants and necessities, more or less clearly understood, but very
distinctly felt by numerous classes in every country, is a fact
recognised everywhere but when you inquire into the causes
of the counter-revolutionary successes, there you are met on
every hand with the ready reply that it was Mr. This or Citizen
That, who ''betrayed'' the people. Which reply may be very
true, or not, according to circumstances, but under no circumstances does it explain anything-not even show how it came
to pass that the ''people'' allowed themselves to be thus betrayed.
And what a poor chance stands a political party whose entire
stock-in-trade consists in a knowledge of the solitary fact, that
Citizen So-and-so is not to be trusted.
The inquiry into, and the exposition of, the causes both of the
1·evolutionary convulsion and its suppression, are, besides, of
paramount importance in a historical point of view. All these
petty personal quarrels and recriminations-all these contradictory assertions, that it was Marrast, or Ledru-Rollin, or Louis
Blanc, or any other member of the Provisional Government, or
the whole of them, that steered the revolution amidst the rocks
upon which it foundered-of what interest can they be, what
light can they afford to the American or Englishman, who
observed all these various movements from a distance too great to
allow of his distinguishing any of the details of operations? No
man in his senses will ever believe that eleven men,* mostly
of very indifferent capacity, either for good or evil, were able
in three months to ruin a nation of thirty-six millions, unless
those thirty-six millions saw as little of their way before them
as the eleven did. But how it came to pass, that these thirty-six
millions were at once called upon to decide for themselves which
way to go, although partly groping in dim twilight, and how
then they got lost and their old leaders were for a moment allowed
to return to their leadership, that is just the question.
If, then, we try to lay before the readers of The Tribune the
causes which, while they necessitated the German Revolution
of 1848, led quite as inevitably to its momentary repression

*
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in 1849 and '50, we shall not be expected to give a complet \
history of the events as they passed in that country. Later events,
and the judgment of coming generations, will decide what portion of that confused mass of seemingly accidental, incoherent
and incongruous facts is to form a part of the world's history.,
The ti111e for such a task has not vet arrived; we must confine·
ourselves to the limits of the pos;ible, and be satisfied, if we·
can find rational causes, based upon t1ndeniable facts, to explain;
the chief events, the principal vicissitudes of that movement, and i
to give us a clue as to the directio11 which the next and per-i,
haps not very d·istant outbreak \Vill impart to the German,'
people....
.
But it is the fate of all revolt1tions that this union of different··
classes, which in some degree is always the necessary condition,
of any i·evolution, cannot subsist long. No sooner is the victory
gained against the co1nmon enemy, than the victors become'·
divided among themselves into different camps and turn their'
weapons against each other. It is this rapid and passionate deve_,'
lopme11t of class antagonism which, in old and complicated social\
organisms, makes a revolution such a powerful agent of social'
and political progress; it is this incessantly quick upshooting
of, new parties succeeding each other in power wl1ich, during,
tl1ose violent commotions, makes a nation pass in five years over,
more ground than it would have done in a century under ordinary'
circumstances ....
Now, insurrection is an art quite as much as war or any other, '
and subject to certain rules of proceeding, which, when neglected, '
will produce the ruin of the party neglecting them. Those rules,·.·
logical deductions from the nature of the parties and the circum- .
stances one has to deal with in such a case, are so plain and simple >
that the short experience of 1848 had made the Germans pretty .
well acquainted with them. Firstly, never play with insurrec-)
tion unless you are fully prepared to face the consequences of •.
yot1r play. Insurrection is a calculus with very indefinite magni- .·.•
tudes, the value of which may change every day; the forces ~
opposed to you have all the advantage of organization, discipline ·
and habitual autl1ority; unless you bring strong odds against them, ,·
you are defeated and ruined. Secondly, the insurrectionary career :,
once entered upon, act with the greatest determination, and .•
on the offensive. The defensive is the death of every armed rising;
it is lost before it measures itself with its enemies. Surprise your
antagonists while their forces are scattering, prepa1·e new successes, however small but daily; keep llp the moral ascendant
which the first successful rising has given to you; rally thus
those vacillating elements to your side which always follow the
strongest impulse, and which always lool{ out for the safer side;
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·
to a retreat before they can collect
yot1r enemies
t t therr
t r
·
·
. in the words of Danton, the grea es mas e
stre11gtl1
a~a1nst
youl.'
et
known·
de l' audace de l' audace, encore
f revolt1t1onary po icy Y
·
'

f 0 rce
0

de l' audace!
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From THE EIGHTEENTH BRUMAIRE OF LOUIS BONAPARTE•a·

'

Hegel remarks somewhere that all facts and personages of great·
importance in wo!ld history occur, as it were, twice. He forgot
to add: the first time as tragedy, the second as farce. Caussidiere
for Danton, Louis Blanc for Robespierre, the Montagne of 1848
to 1851 for the Montagne of 1793 to 1795, the Nephew for the
Uncle. And the same caricature occurs in the circumstances attend.'
ing the second edition of the eighteenth Brumaire. 44
·•·
Men make their own history, but they do not make it just,··
as they please; they do not make it under circumstances chosen :
by themselves, but under circumstances directly encountered .
given and transmitted from the past. The tradition of all th~,
dead generations weighs like a nightmare on the brain of the ·
living. And just when they seem engaged in revolutionising.•·
th~mselves a:r:id thi~1gs, in crea~ing something that has never yet :
ex1s~ed, prec1~ely in such :p~riods of revolutionary crisis they ~·
anxiously conJure up the spirits of the past to their service and ·
borrow from them names, battle cries and costun1es in order •
to present the new scene of world history in this time-honoured •.·
disguise and this borrowed language. Thus Luther donned the ,
~ask of the Apostle Paul, the Revolution of 1789 to 1814 draped '
itself alternately as the Roman republic and the Roman empire, ·.
and the Revolution of 1848 knew nothing better to do than to··.
parody, now 1789, now the revolutionary tradition of 1793 to 1795..·
In like ma?ner a ~eginn~r who has learnt a new language always
transla.t~s it back into his mother tongue, but he has assimilated
~he_ spirit of the new language and can freely express himself .
in it only when he finds his way in it without recalling the old
and forgets his native tongue in the use of the new.
Consideration of this conjuring up of the dead of world 11istory
reveals at once a salient difference. Camille Desmoulins Danton
Robespierre, Saint-Just, Napoleon, the heroes as well as th~
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·irties
and
the
masses
of
the
old
French
Revolution,
performed
1
{ 1~e task of their time in Roman costume and with Roman
,J 11·ases, the task of unchaining and setting up modern bourgeois
~ociety. The first ones knocked the feudal basis to pieces and
;
wed off the feudal heads ~?ich had grow°; on it. The other crea~
110
ctl inside France the cond1t1ons under which alone free competition could be developed, parcelled landed property exploited and
tlie unchained industrial productive power of the nation employed;
and beyond the French borders he everywhere swept the feudal
institutions away, so far as was necessary to furnish bourgeois
society in France with a suitable up-to-date environment on the
Et1ropean Continent. The new social formation once established,
the antediluvian Colossi disappeared and with them resurrected
Ilomanity-the Brutuses, Gracchi, Publicolas, the tribunes,
the senators, and Caesar himself. Bourgeois society in its sober
reality had begotten its true interpreters and mouthpieces i~ the
Says, Col1sins, Royer-Collards, Benjamin Constants and Gu1zots;
its real military leaders sat behind the office desks, and the
hoal1eaded Louis XVIII was its political chief. Wholly absorbed
in the production of wealth and in peaceful competitive struggle,
it no longer comprehended that ghosts from the days of Rome
had watched over its cradle. But unheroic as bourgeois society
is it nevertheless took heroism, sacrifice, terror, civil war and
b~ttles of peoples to bring it into being. And in the classically
austere traditions of the Roman republic its gladiators found the
ideals and the art forms, the self-deceptions that they needed
in order to conceal from themselves the bourgeois limitations
of the content of their struggles and to keep their enthusiasm
on the high plane of the great historical tragedy. Similarly, at
another stage of development, a century earli~r, Crom~ell .and
tl1e English people had borrowed speech, passions and illusions
from the Old Testament for their l)ourgeois revolution. When the
real aim had been achieved, when the bourgeois transformation of
English · society had been accomplished, Locke supplanted
Habakkuk.
'fhus the awakening of the dead in those revolutions served the
purpose· of glorifying the new struggles, not of parodying the
old; of magnifying the given task in imagination, not of fleeing
from its solution in reality; of finding once more the spirit of
revolution, not of making its ghost walk about again.
From 1848 to 1851 only the ghost of the old revolution walked
about, from Marrast, the republicain en gants jaunes, * who disguised himself as the old Bailly, down to the adventurer, who
hides 11is commonplace repulsive features under the iron death
lllask of Napoleon. An entire people, \vhich had imagined that
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by means of a revolution it had imparted to itself an accelerate
power of motion, suddenly finds itself set back into a defunc .
epoch and, in order that no doubt as to the relapse may be possible,'
the old dates arise again, the old chronology, the old names, th ·
old edicts, which had long become a subject of antiquarian eru
dition, and the old minions of the law, who had seemed Ion ·
decayed. The nation feels like that mad Englishman in Bedla
\vho fa11cies that he lives in the times of the ancient Pharaoh
and daily bemoans the hard labour that he must perforn1 in th
Ethiopian mines as a gold digger, immured in this subterranea ·
prison, a dimly burning lamp fastened to his head, the oversee
of the slaves behind him with a long whip, and at the exits a con'
fused welter of barbarian rnercenaries, who understand neithe
the forced labourers in the mines nor one another, since the·
speak no common language. ''And all this is expected of me,
sighs the mad Englishman, ''of rne, a freeborn Briton, in orde·
to make gold for the old Pharaohs." ''In order to pay the debt
of the Bonaparte family," sighs the French nation. The Englis .
man, so long as he was in his right mind, could not get rid of th
fixed idea of making gold. The French, so long as they were engage
in revolution, could not get rid of the memory of N apoleo ·
as the election of December 1045 proved. They hankered to retur
from the perils of revolution to the flesh-pots 46 of Egypt, an
December 2, 1851 was the answer. They have not only a carica
ture of the old Napoleon, they have the old Na pole on himsel •.
caricatured as he must appear in the middle of the nineteent
century
The social revolution of the nineteenth century cannot dra ·•
its poetry from the;past, but only from the future. It cannot begi ·
with itself before it has stripped off all superstition in regar
to the past. Earlier revolutions required recollections ·of pas
world history in order to drug themselves concerning their ow.
content. In order to arrive at its own content, the revol11tio.
of the nineteenth century must let the dead bury their dead.
There the phrase went beyond the content; here the conten'
goes beyond the phrase.
'
The February Revolution was a surprise attack, a taking of th:
old society unawares, and the people proclaimed this unexpecte.
strolce as a deed of world importance, ushering in a new epoch.
On December 2 the February Revolution is conjured away b .
a cardsharper's trick, arid what seems overthrown is no longe:
the monarchy but the liberal concessions that were wrung fro ·.
it by centuries of struggle. Instead of society having conquere ·.
a new content for itself, it seems that the state only returne .
to its oldest form, to the shamelessly simple domination o
the sabre and the cowl. This is the answer to the coup M
(
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niui1i* of February 1848, given by the coup de tete** of December

1851. Easy come, easy go. Meanwhile the interval of time has not
IJ;1ssed by unused. During the years 1848 to 1851 French society
h;1s r11ade up, and t~at by an ab~reviated because revolutionary
nietl1od, for the studies and experiences which, in a regular, so to
siie;1l{, te~tbook course of _deve_lopment, would have l1ad to prect:cle tl1e February ~evolution, if it was to be more than a ruffling
of tl10 surface. Society now seems to have fallen back behind its
11oi11t of departure; it has in truth first to create for itself the
re\·olutionary point of departure, the situation the relations
tl1c co11ditions under which alone modern rev~lution become~
ser1011s.
Bourge~is revolutions, like those of the eighteenth century,
sto1·111 swiftly from success to success; their dramatic effects
out(lo e~ch other; men and things seem set in sparkling brilliants;
ecstasy is .the eve~yday ~pirit; but they are short-lived; soon they
lra\'8 attain~d their zen.ith, and a long crapulent depression lays
holrl of society before it learns soberly to assimilate the results ·
of its ~tor1n-and-stress period. On the other hand, proletarian
revolutioi1s, like those of the nineteenth century, criticise themsel\'t's constantly, interrupt themselves continually in their own
course, come back to the apparer1tly accomplished in order to begin
it <1f1·esl1, cleride with unmerciful thoroughness the inadequacies,
\\'e<1k11esses and paltrinesses of their first attempts, seem to throw
clo\v11 their adversary only in order that he may draw new strength
fron1 tl1e earth and rise again, more gigantic, before them, recoil ever
ar1cl anon from the indefinite prodigiousness of their own aims
~t11til a. situation has been created which makes all t11rning bacl~
rm11oss1ble, and the conditions themselves cry out:
•

}fie Rhodus, hie salta!
Here is the rose, here

dance/ 47 •••

011 l\fa}' 28, 1849, the Legislative National Assembly met.
Oi1 Deceinber 2, 1851, it was dispersed. This period covers the
8 1
I <1t1 cif life of the constitutional, or parliamentary, republic.
i ~ 1 1 the first French Revolution the rule of the Constit1J,tionalists
ds. rollo\ved by the rule of the Girondins and the rule of the Gironiiis by the rule of the J acobins. Each of these parties relies on the
~~o,re p~ogressive party for support. As soon as it has brought the
to' ul L1.t1on far ~no~g~ to be una_ble to follow it further, still less
b g_o ah_ead of rt, it is thrust aside by the bolder ally that stands
11111 Ll It and sent to the guillotine. The revolution thus moves
ct OtJg· an ascendi11g line.
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de main: Unexpected stroke.-Ed.
Coup de tete: Rash act.-Ed.
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It is the reverse with the Revolution of 1848. The proletari
party appears as an appendage of the petty-bourgeois-democra
party. It is betrayed and dropped by the latter on April 1
May 15, and in the June days. The democratic party, in its t•••
leans on the shoulders of the bourgeois-republican party. T ·
bourgeois-republicans no sooner believe themselves well esta ·
lished than they shake off the troublesome comrade and supp ·
themselves on the shoulders of the party of Order. The pa .
of Order hunches its shoulders, 48 lets the bourgeois-republica
tumble and throws itself on the shoulders of armed force. ·
fancies it is still sitting on its shoulders when, one fine morni ·
it perceives that the shoulders have transformed themsel ·
into bayonets. Each party kicks back at the one behind, wh~
presses upon it, and leans against the one in front, which pus ·.
backwards. No wonder that in this ridiculous posture it lo .·
its balance and, having made the inevitable grimaces, collap .·
with curious capers. The revolution thus moves in a descendi'
· line. It finds itself in this state of retrogressive motion bef ·
the last February barricade has been cleared away and the fi
revolutionary authority constituted. 49
:
The period that we have before us comprises the most motl
mixture of crying contradictions: constitutionalists who conspi
openly against the Constitution; revolutionists who are confesse
ly constitutional; a National Assembly that wants to be om ·
potent and always remains parliamentary; a Montagne t '.
finds its vocation in patience and counters its present defelli
by prophesying future victories; royalists who form the pa ·.
conscripti* of the republic and are forced by the situation to k ·
the hostile royal houses, to which they adhere, abroad, and ,
republic, which they hate, in France; an executive power th.
finds its strength in its very weakness and its respectability.·
the contempt that it calls forth; a republic that is nothing but
combined infamy of two monarchies, the Restoration and t
July Monarchy, with an imperial label-alliances whose fi .
proviso is separation; struggle whose first law is indecisi .
wild, inane agitation in the name of tranquillity, most sole '
preaching of tranquillity in the name of revolution; passi ·
without truth, truths without passion; heroes without he
deeds, history without events; development, whose sole drivi
force seems to be the calendar, wearying with coNstant repetiti
of the same tensions and relaxations; antagonisms that periodic .
ly seem to work themselves up to a climax only to lose the.
sharpness and fall away without being able to resolve themselve.
pretentiously paraded exertions and philistine terror at t •.
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er of the world coming to an end, and at the same time the
da~~est intrigues an~ c~urt comedies . played by the world
pedeerners, who in their laisser aller* remind us less of t?e Day
r~ Judgement than of the times of the Fronde-the official col0 t've genius of France brought to naught by the artful stupidity
1
lefc single individual; the collective will of the nation, as often
0 ~t speaks through universal suffrage, seeking its appropriate
1
as ression through the inveterate enemies of the interests of the
::sses, until at length it finds it in. the self-will of a ~li?ust~r.
If any section of history has been painted grey on grey, it is this.
Men and events appear as inverted s.chle~ihls, as shado~s that
have lost their bodies. 00 The revolution itself paralyses its own
bearers and endows only its adversaries with passionate forcefulness. \Vhen the ''red spectre'', continually conjured up and exorcised by the counter-revolutionaries, fin~lly appears, .it appea~s
not with the Phrygian cap of anarchy on its head, but in the un1forn1 of order, in red breeches....
Legitimists and Orleanists, as we have said, fo!med the two
great factions of the party of Order. Was that which held these
factions fast to their pretenders and kept them apart from one
another nothiing but lily and tricolour, House of Bourbon and
House of Orleans, different shades of royalism, was it at all the
confession of faith of royalism? Under the Bourbons, big landed
property had governed, with its priests and lackeys; under the
Orleans, high finance, large-scale industry, large-scale trade, that
is, capital, with its retinue of lawyers, professors and smoot.htongued orators. The Legitimate Monarchy was merely the pol~t
ical expression of the hereditary rule of the lords of the soil,
as the July Monarchy was only the political expression of. the
usurped rule of the bourgeois parvenus. What kept the two factions
apart, therefore, was not any so-called principles, it was their
material conditions of existence, two different kinds of property,
it was the old contrast between town and country, the rivalry
bet,veen capital and landed property. That at the sa~e ~ime old
~emories, personal enmities, !ears. and hop~s'. preJud1~es arid
illusions, sympathies and ant1path1es, conv1ct1ons, articles of
faith and principles bound them to one or.the other royal house,
who is there that denies this? Upon the different forms of property, upon the social conditions of existence, rises an entire
superstructure of distinct and peculiarly formed sentiments,
illusions, modes of thought and views of life. The entire class
creates and forms them out of its material foundations and out
of the corresponding social relations. The single individual, who
derives them through tradition and upbringing, may imagine
* Laisser aller: Letting things take their course.-Ed .
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that they form the real motives and the starting-point of h'
activity. While Orleanists and Legitimists, while each facti •·
sought to make itself and the other believe that it was loyalt .·
to their two royal houses which separated them, facts later prove
that it was rather their divided interests which forbade the uni tin '
of the two royal houses. And as in private life one differentiat ·
between what a man thinks and says of himself and what h
really is and does, so in historical struggles one must distinguis ·
still more the phrases and fancies of parties from their real organ
ism and their real interests, their conception of themselves
from their reality. Orleanists and Legitimists found themselv •
side by side in the republic, with equal claims. If each side wishe .·
to effect the restoration of its own royal house against the other
that merely signified that each of the two great interests into whic ·.
the bourgeoisie is split-landed property and capital-sought t ·.
restore its own supremacy and the subordination of the other
We speak of two interests of the bourgeoisie, for large lande
property, despite its feudal coquetry and pride of race, has been
rendered thoroughly bourgeois by the development of moder ·
society. Thus the Tories in England long imagined that the
were enthusiastic about monarchy, the church and the beal1tie ·
of the old English Constitution, until the day of danger wrun .,
from them the confession that they are enthusiastic only about.
ground rent....
·.
As against the coalesced bourgeoisie, a coalition between petty:
bourgeois and workers had been formed, the so-called social-demo-.
cratic party. The petty bourgeois saw that they were badly re\vard-:
ed after the June days of 1848, that their material interests!·
were imperilled and that the democratic guarantees which were;
to ensure the effectuation of these interests were called in question'<
by the counter-revolution. Accordingly, they came closer to the:'.
workers. On the other hand, their parliamentary representation,.
the Montagne, thrust aside during the dictatorship of the hour-·'.
geois republicans, had in the last half of the life of the Constit-;·
uent Assembly reconquered its lost popularity through the·:
struggle with Bonaparte and the royalist ministers. It had con- >
eluded an alliance with the socialist leaders. In February 1849, .·•.
banquets celebrated the reconciliation. A joint programme was·•;
drafted, joint election committees were set up and joint candi- .:
dates put forward. From the social demands of the proletariat ;.
the revolutionary point was broken off and a democratic tt1rn ·•·
given to them; from the democratic claims of the petty bourgeoisie· ,
the purely political form was stripped off and their socialist · •
point thrust forward. Thus arose the Social-Democracy. The new •.,
Montagne, the result of this combination, contained, apart from
some supernumeraries f1·om the working class and some socialist

·ans the same elements as the old Montagne, only numericsectar~tro~ger. However, in the course of developi:ient, it had
ally ed with the class that it represented. The peculiar charac~er
ch~~~ Social-Democracy is epitomised in the fact that democra~1c
of blican institutions are demanded as a means, not of doing
repu, with two extremes, capital and wage labour, but of weaken~,v~iheir
antagonism
and
transforming
it
into
harmony.
However
1
~fferent the means proposed for the a~tainment of this end I?ay
d~ liowever much it may be trimmed with more o~ less revol1:1t1onb ' otions the content remains the same. This content is the
arY snformation of society in a democratic way, but a transformatrar1
b
. . 0 1
st
tion within the bounds of the petty ourgeo1s1e. n y one 1:11:
t form the narrow-minded notion that the petty bourgeo1s1e,
no rinciple wishes to enforce an egoistic class interest. Rather,
te1ieves that the special conditions of its emancipation are.the
eneral conditions within the frame of which alone mode:n society
g be saved and the class struggle avoided. Just as little must
can
·
· d ee d .a11
one imagine that the democratic representatives
are in
shopkeepers or enthusiastic cha~p~ons of sh?J?keepers. According
to their education and their ind1v1dual pos1t1on they may b~ as
f
part as heaven from earth. What makes them representatives
0~rt~e petty bourgeoisie is the fact that in their minds they .do ~ot
get beyond the limits which the latter do no~ get beyond in life,
tliat they are consequently driven, theo.ret1~ally, to the sai:ne
problems and solutions to which mat~r1.al .interest and social
position drive the latter practically: This is, in gene:al, the relatio11slii p between the political and literary representatives of a class
a11d the class they represent ....
By a coup de main during the ni~ht of .December 1 to 2, J?onaparte had robbed the Paris proletariat of its leaders, the .barricade
commanders. An army without officers, averse to fig~t1ng under
the banner of the M ontagnards because of the memories of June
1848 and 1849 and May 1850, it left to its vanguard, the sec~et
societies the task of saving the insurrectionary honour of Paris,
\Vhich the bourgeoisie had so unresistingly s~rrender~d to t~e
soldiery that, later on, Bonaparte could sn~er1ngly g1v~ as his
motive for disarming the National Guard-his fear ~hat its arms
Wot1ld be turned against it itself by the anarch~sts!
''C 'est zi triomphe comp let et definitif du S ocialisme!"* Th us
Guizot characterised December 2. But if the overthrow of the
Parliamentary republic contains w~thin. its~lf the. germ of the
triumph of the proletarian revolution, its immed~ate and palpable result was the victory of Bonaparte over parli~ment, of the
executive power over the legislative power, of force without phrases
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* "This is the complete a11d final triun1ph of socialism!"-Ed.
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over the force of phrases. In parliament the nation made its gener
will the law, that is, it made the law of the ruling class its gene·
al1 will. Before the executive power it renounces all will of i ·
'
own
and submits to the superior command of an alien will,
authority. The executive power, in contrast to the legislati .·
power, expresses the heteronomy of a nation, in contrast to i
autonomy. France, therefore, seems to have escaped the despotis:
of a class only to fall back beneath the despotism of an individua
and, what is more, beneath the authority of an individual witho ·
authority. The struggle seems to be settled in such a way th
all classes, equally impotent and equally mute, fall on the
knees before the rifle butt.
1'\But the revolution is thoroughgoing. It is still journeyi '
through purgatory. It does its work methodically. By Decemb
2, 1851, it had completed one half of its preparatory work; it ·
now completing the other half. First it perfected the parliamen
ary power, in order to be able to overthrow it. Now that it h
attained this, it perf_ects the executive power, reduces it to its pure.
expression, isolates it, sets it up against itself as the sole target, i.
order to concentrate all its forces of destruction against it. An.
when it has done this second half of its preliminary work, Euro •.
will leap from its seat and exultantly exclaim: Well grubbed, ol
molel 51
This executive power with its enormous bureaucratic a
military organisation, with its ingenious state machinery, embra .'
ing wide strata, with a host of officials numbering half a millio · .
besides an army of another half million, this appalling parasiti
body, which enmeshes the body of French society like a net an
chokes all its pores, sprang up in the days of the absolute monarch . '.
with the decay of the feudal system, which it helped to haste.··
'(.he seignorial privileges of the landowners and towns becam
transformed into so many attributes of the state power, the feud .
dignitaries into paid officials and the motley pattern of confl.icti
mediaeval plenary powers into the regulated plan of a state autho ·.·
ity whose work is divided and centralised as in a factory. Th'
first French Revolution, with its task of breaking all separa ~
local, territorial, urban and provincial powers in order to crea .·
the civil unity of the nation, was bound to develop what the abs ,
lute monarchy had begun: centralisation, but at the same tim ·
the extent, the attributes and the agents of governmental powe .
Napoleon perfected this state machinery. The Legitimist monarch
and the July monarchy added nothing but a greater divisio
of labour, growing in the same measure as the division of labo .·.
within bourgeois society created new groups of interests, and'
therefore, new material for state administration. Every commo
interest was straightway severed from society, counterposed t.
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·t as a 11igher, general interest, snatched from the activity of

1

·e"tv's members themselves and made an object of government
soc1 .
h
1
lictivity, from a bridge, ~ schoolhous: and t e com~una propt • of a village community to the railways, the national wealth
er cl the i1ational university of France. Finally, in its struggle
:~ainst the revolution, the parliamentary republic found itself
c~rnpelled to strengthen, along with the repressive measures, the
re~ources and centralisation of governmental pow~r. All revo~u
tioris perfected this machine inst:ad _of smashing rt. The par~1es
tliat contended in turn for dominat.10~ regard~d the poss~ssion
of this huge state edifice as the pr1nc1pal spoils of the v1c:or.
But under the absolute monarchy, during the first Revolution,
1111 der Napoleon, bureaucracy was only the means of preparing
tlic class rule of the bourgeoisie. Under the Restoration, under
Louis Philippe, under the parliamentary re~ublic,, it was the
iristr11ment of the ruling class, however much it strove for power
of its own.
Only under the second Bonaparte does the ~tate s~e~ to ?ave
111 ade itself completely independent. As against civil society,
tl1e state machine has consolidated its position so thoroughly that
tl1e chief of the Society of December 10 suffices for its head, an
adventurer blown in from abroad, raised on the shield by a drunken soldiery, which he has bought with liquor and sausages, and
which he must continually ply with sausage anew. Hence the
downcast despair, the feeling of most dreadful humiliation and
degradation that oppresses the breast of France and makes her
catch her breath. She feels dishonoured.
And yet the state.power is not suspended in mid air. Bonaparte
represents a class, and the most numerous class of French society
at tl1at, the small-holding [Parzellen] peasants.
J 11st as the Bourbons were the dynasty of big landed property
and just as the Orleans were the dynasty of money, so the Bonapartes are the dynasty of the peasants, that is, the mass of t~e
French people. Not the Bonaparte who sub_mitted to the bourgeo~s
11arliament, but the Bonaparte who dispersed the bo11rgeo1s
parliament is the chosen of the peasantry. For three years the
towns had succeeded in falsifying the meaning of the election
of December 10 and in cheating the peasants out of the i·estoration
of the empire. The election of December 10, 1848, has been, consummated only by the coup d'etat of December 2, 1851.
The small-holding peasants form a vast mass, the members of
which live in similar conditions but without entering into manifold relations with one another. Their mode of production isolates
them from one another instead of bringi11g them into mutual
intercourse. The isolation is increased by France's bad means of
communication and by the poverty of the peasants. Their field
9-1087
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of production, the small holding, admits of no division of labou'
in its cultivation, no application of science and, therefore, n. 1
diversity of development, no variety of talent, no •vealth 0
social relationships. Each individual peasant family is almos'
self-sufficier1t; it itself directly prod11ces the major part of i ·
consumption and thus acquires its means of life more throug '
exchange with nature than in interco11rse with society. A smal
holding, a peasant and his family; alongside them another smal
holding, another peasant and another family. A fe•v score of thes
make up a village, and a few score of villages 1nalze llp a Depart
ment. In this way, the great mass of tl1e French nation is forme .
by simple addition of homologous magnitudes, much as potato :
in a sack form a sack of po ta toes. In so far as millions of familie .
live under economic co11ditions of existence that separate thei ·
mode of lifi:, their interests and tl1eir Clllture from those of th',
other classes, and put them in hostile opposition to tl1e latter .
they form a class. In so far as tl1ere is mer·ely a local interconnec1
tio11 among these small-holding peasants, and the identity o •.
their interests begets no comn1unity, no national bond and n '
political or·ganisation among them, they do not form a class~
They are consequently incapable of enforcing their class interest~;
in their o•vn name, whether through a parliament or through•
a convention. 'l'hey cannot re1)resent themselves, they must be;
represented. Their rep1·esentative must at the same time appear':.
as their master, as an authority over them, as an 11nli1nited go•'ern-+:.
mental po•ver that protects them against the otl1er clas:-es and<.
sends them rain and sunshine from above. The political influence-!
of the small-holding peasants, therefore, finds its final expression'
in the executive power subordina tir1g society to i tE:elf.
·
Historical tradition gave rise to tl1e belief of the Frerich peas"':·
ants i11 the miracle that a man named Napoleon wo11lcl bring:
all the glory back to them. And an individl1al tur·ned tip whoi
gives himself out as the man because he bears the 11ame of N apo-11
leor1, in consequence of the Code Napoleon, whicl1 la vs do•vn that"
la recherche de la paternite est interdite. * After a "vagabondage
of twenty years and after a series of grotesque adventur·es, th&';
legend finds fulfilment and the man becomes Emperor of the
1
French. The fixed idea of the Nephe':v was realised, because it ,
coincided with the fixed idea of the most numerous class of the\
French people.
But, it may be objected, what about the peasant risings in :.
half of France, the raids on the peasants by the army, the mass [
incarceration and transportation of peasants?
·"
Since Louis XIV, France has experienced no similar persecution ,4
of the peasants "on acc.ount of demagogic practices''.
·

But let there be no misunderstanding. The Bonap~rte dynasty
presents not the revolutionary, but the conservative peasant;
:re t the peasant that strikes out beyond the condition of his
nocial existence, the small holding, but rather the peasant who
~ants to consolidate this holding; not the cou11try folk who,
i·nked up with the towns, want to overthrow the old order through
their own energies, but on the contrary those who, in stupefie.d
seclusion within this old order, want to see themselves and t~e1r
,
, 11 holdings saved and favoured by the ghost of the empire.
111 1
It represents not. the enlightenme_nt, b?t !he super~tition of the
peasant; not his Judgement, but his preJud1ce; not his future, but
his past; not his modern Cevennes, but his mode1·n Vendee. 52
r1·11e three years' rigorous rule of the parliamentary republic
haci freed a part of the French peasants from the Napoleonic illusion and had revolutionised then1, even if only superficially;
but the bourgeoisie violently repressed them, as often as they
set themselves in motion. Under the parliamentary republic the
modern and the traditional consciousness of the French peasant
contended for mastery. This progress took the form of an incessant
struggle between the schoolmasters and the priests. The bourgooisie
strucl{ down the schoolmasters. For the first time the peasants
made efforts to behave independently in the face of the activity
of tl1e government. This was shown in the continual conflict
bet\veen the maires and the p1·efects. The bourgeoisie deposed the
maires. Finally, during the period of the parliamentary republic,
the peasants of different localities rose against their own offspring,
the army. 'l'l1e bourgeoisie punished them with states of siege
and punitive expeditions. A11d this same bourgeoisie now cries
out about the st11pidity ·of the masses, the vile multitude, that
has betrayed it to Bonaparte. It has itself forcibly strengthened
the empire sentiments [Jmperialismus] of the peasant class, it
conse1·,·r:d the conditions that form the birthplace of this peasant
religion. The bourgeoisie, to be sure, is bound to fear the stupidity
of the masses as long as they remain conservative, and the insight
of the masses as soon as they become revolutionary.
In the risings after the coup d'etat, a part of the French peasants
Protested, a·rms in hand, against their own vote of December 10,
1848. The school they had gone through since 1848 had sharpened
their wits. But they had made themselves over to the underworld
of history; history held them to their word, and the majority was
still so prejudiced that in precisely the reddest Departments the
Peasant population voted openly for Bonaparte. In its view, the
National Assembly had hindered his progress. He had now merely
broken the fetters that the towns had imposed on the will of the
Countryside. In some parts the peasants even entertained the
grotesque notion of a convention side by side with Napoleon.
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After the first revolution had transformed the peasants fro
semi-villeins into freeholders, Napoleon co11firmed and regulate
the conditions on which they could exploit undisturbed the soi
of France which had only just fallen to their lot and slake thei
yot1thful passion for property. But \vhat is now causing the rui ·
of the French peasant is his small holding itself, the divisio.
of the land, the form of property which Napoleon consolidate
in France. It is precisely the material conditions which mad·
the feudal peasant a small-holding peasant and Na pol eon a ·
emperor. Two generations have sufficed to produce the inevita.bl
result: progressive deterioration of agriculture, progressive indeb ··
edness of the agriculturist. The "Napoleonic" form of property
which at the beginning of the nineteenth century was the condi
tion for the liberation and enrichment of the French count
folk, has developed in the course of this century into the la ·
of their enslavement and pauperisation. And precisely this la ·
is the first of the "idees napoleoniennes'' which the second Bona;
parte has to uphold. If he still shares with the peasants the ill .·
sion tl1at the cause of their rt1in is to be sought, not in this small
holding property itself, but outside it, in the influence of second
ary circumstances, his experiments will burst like soap bubbl '
when they come in contact with the relations of production~~
1:he economic developme11t of small-holding property ha '
radically changed the relation of the peasants to the other classe
of society. Under Napoleon, the fragmentation of the land in th ·
countryside supplemented free con1petition and the beginning!)·
of big industry in the towns. The peasant class was the ubiquitou '.
protest against the landed aristocra,cy \vhich had just been over.,ii,
thrown. The roots that small-holding property struck in Frenc ·.
soil deprived feudalism of all nutriment. Its landmarks formed th··
natural fortifications of the bourgeoisie against any surprise\
attack on the part of its old overlords. But in the course of the'''
nineteenth century the feudal lords were replaced by urban usurersi:
the feudal obligation that went with the land was replaced by'!
the mortgage; aristocratic landed property was replaced by boul""'\
geois capital. The small holding of the peasant is now only the
pretext that allows the capitalist to draw profits, interest and'
rent from the soil, while leaving it to the tiller of the soil himself.
to see how he can extract his wages. The mortgage debt burdening:
the soil of France imposes 011 the French peasantry payment of;;
an amount of interest equal to the annual interest on the entirei:
British national debt. Small-holding property, in this enslave-.·
ment by capital to which its development inevitably pushes·
forward, has transformed the mass of the French nation into!
troglodytes. Sixteen million peasants (including won1en and;
children) dwell in hovels, a large number of which have but one
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ening others only two and the most favoured only three. And
0 ~ndow~ are to a house what the five senses are to the head. The
1
; 11 rgeois order, which at the beginning of the century set the
s;'lte to stand guard over the newly arisen ~mall holding and
rnan 11 red it with laurels, has becom~ a vampire t~at. sucks out
its blood and brains and throws them into th.e alchem1stic cauldr?n
of capital. The Code Napoleon is now nothing but a codex of distraints, forced sales and compulsory auct~ons. To the four million
(including children, etc.) officially recognised paupers, vagab?n~s,
criminals and prostitutes in France must be added five mill1?n
who hover on the margin of existence and either have thei~
ha 11 nts in the countryside itself or, with their rags and their
children, continually desert the countryside for the towns and
the towns for the countryside. The interests of the peasants,
therefore, are no longer, as under Napoleon, in accord with,
b11 t in opposition to the interests of the bourgeoisie; to capital.
Hence the peasants find their natural ally and leader in t~e urban
proletariat, whose task is the overthrow of the. bo~rgeo1s order
But strong and unlimited government-and this is the second
"idee napoleonienne'', which the second Napoleon has to carry
out-is called upon to defend this "material'' order by force.
This "ordre materiel'' also serves as the catchword in all of Bonaparte's proclamations against the rebellio11s peasants.
\Vritten in December 1851-March
1852
Published in the first issue of
the journal Die Revolution, New
York, 1852
•

•
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, aterial force. This antagonism b~tween mod~rn in~ustry and
a ~nee on the one hand, modern misery and d1s~olut1on on the
sc~ hand. this antagonism between the product1\'e powers, ~nd
olt lesrocial r~lations of our epoch is a fact, palpable, overw_helm~ng,
t 11~ not to be controverted. Some parties may wail o~er it; ot ers
111
wish to get rid of modern arts, in order to get rid_ of_ modern
n1~icts. Or they may imagine that so signal a ~rogre~s _in ii1dustry
nts to be completed by as signal a regress in pol_it_1cs. On t)ur
~:rt. we do not mistake the shap~ ~f the shrewd spirit that conlinlies to mark all these contrad~ctions. We kno"'." that to wor~
,vell the new-fangled forces of society, they only w~11t to be ~~as
tered by new-fangled men-and such ar~ the working_ men ... 1ey
he invention of modern time as macl1inery itself.
h
t
are as muc
h
. t
a11d
Iil the signs that bewilder the n1iddle class,. t e ar1s ocracy_
tlie poor prophets of regression, we do recognise 01:1r b~ave fr~~nd,
Robin Goodfellow, the old mole that can work in t. e ear . so
f t that worthy pioneer-the Revolution. The English _working
a:d are the first born sons of modern indust~y. They w~ll then,
m t · 1
n t be the last in aiding the social revolution procer a1n y, o
.
h" h
the emanduced by that industry, a revolution, w ic means h" l .
!01
ci ation of their own class all over the world, \V ic l is ~~
u~iversal as capital-rule and wages-slavery. I know the he!o1c
stru les the English worki1ig class have gone t~rough since
the ~iddle of the last century-struggles less gloriou~, because
the are shrouded in obscurity, and burked by ~he middle class
h.
'I'o revenge the misdeeds of the ruling class' there
l~ otr1dai_i. the m1"ddle ages in Germany, a secret tribunal, called
ex1s e 111
'
k d
h se
the "Vehmgericht". If a red cross was seen mar "e on,, a Al~uth~
ie 1 knew that its owner was doomed by the ~ehm ·
ho~~e~ of Europe are now marked with the mysterious. red c.ross.
History is the judge-its executioner, the proleta1·1an.

c?

'

' i

The so-called Revolutions of 1848 were but poor inciden '
-small fractures and fissures in the dry crust of European society.
However, they denounced the abyss. Beneath the apparent! ,
· solid surface, they be'trayed oceans of liquid matter, only needin ",,
expansion to rend into fragments continents of hard rock. Noisili
and confusedly they proclaimed the emancipation of the Proia-)'
tarian, i.e., the secret of the nineteenth century, and of the revo-lution of that century. That social revolution, it is true, was no
novelty invented in 1848. Steam, electricity, and the self-acting1'
mule were revolutionists of a rather more dangerous character,'.
than even citizens Barbes, Raspail and Blanqui. But, although.·
the atmosphere in which we live, weighs upon every one with'.•
a 20,000 lb. force, do you feel it? No more than European society:,
before 1848 felt the revolutionary atmosphere enveloping and/
pressing it from all sides. The1·e is one great fact, characteristic.·~
of this our nineteenth century, a fact which no party dares deny.''
On the one hand, there have started into life industrial and scien-,;1
tific forces, which no epocl1 of the former human history had\
ever suspected. On the other hand, there exist symptoms of "'
decay, far surpassing the horrors recorded of the latter times.
of the Roman empire. In our days everything seems pregnant with'.
its contrary. Machinery, gifted with the wonderful power of,'
shortening and fructifying hl1man labour, we behold starving·.
and overworking it. The ne\v-fangled sources of wealth, by some .,1
strange weird spell, are turned into sources of want. The victories·•··
of art seem bought by the loss of character. At the same pace that ,
mankind masters nature, man seems to become enslaved to other 1
men or to his own infamy. Even the pure light of science seems \
unable to shine but on the darl( background of ignorance. All •
our invention and progress seem to result in endowing material
forces with intellectual life, and in stultifying human life into
1
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-first occasions for occupyin_g myself with
KARL MARX

PREFACE TO A CONTRIBUTION TO THE
(JRITIQUE Of!' POLITICAL ECONOMY

'

I exami1_1e ,the system of bourgeois economics in the following . ';
order: capital, landed property, wage labour; state, foreign trade, i
world 117:arket . .U?der the_ first three headings, I investigate the 1:
economic conditions of life of the three great classes into which ;
modern bourgeois society is divided; the interconnection of the '
three other headings is obvious at a glance. The first section of the ;
first book, which d~a~s with capital, ~onsists of the following :I
?hap~ers: 1. Commodities; 2. Money, or simple circulation; 3. Cap- \
ital In general. The first two chapters form the contents of the ;
present part. Tl1e total material lies ~efore me in the form of mono- )
graphs, which were written at widely separated periods, for .'•.
self-clarification, not for publication, and whose coherent elabo- l
ration according to the plan indicated will be dependent on
external circumstances.
I am omitting a general introduction which I had jotted down
because on closer reflection any anticipation of results still to be
proved appears to ine to be disturbing, and the reader wl1o on the •,
whole desires to follow me must be resolved to ascend from the
particular to the general. A few indications concerning the course
of my own politico-economic studies may, on the other hand
appear in place here.
'
1 I was taking up law, which discipline, however, I only pursued
as a subordinate subject along with philosophy and history.
I~ the years 1842-43, as editor of the Rheinische Zeitung 53 I experienced for tl1e first time the embarrassment of having to take
part in disc~ssions on so-called material interests. The proceedings
of the Rhenish Landtag on thefts of wood and parcelling of landed property, tl1e official polemic which Herr von Schaper, then
Oberprdside1it of tl1e Rhine Provi11ce, opened against the Rheinische Zeitung on the conditions of the Moselle peasantry, and
finally debates on free trade and protective tariffs provided the
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questions. 5~
On the other hand, at that time when the g?od will t? go fu~ther
reatly outweighed knowledge of ~he_ subject, a ph1lo~ophically
!'enkly tinged echo of French socialism and communism m_ad{l"
itself audible in the Rheinische Zeitung. I declared m~ysel~ against
tliis amateurism, but frankly confessed at the same time in a controversy with the Allgemeine Augsburger Zeitung 55 tl1a.t my
·evious studies did not permit me even to venture any 1udge111erit on the content of the French tendencies. Instead, I eager-f~ seized on the illusion of the managers of the Rheinische
Zeititng, who thought that by a weaker attitude on the part of
;he paper they could secure a remission of ~he death_ sentei1ce
riassed upon it, to withdraw from the public stage into the
st11dy.
.
h d b
The first work which I undertook for a solution of t e ou ts
\vhich assailed ine \Vas a critical review of the. Hegelian phi~osophy
of right,* a work the introduction** to which appeare~ in 18~4
in the Deutsch-Franzosische Jahrbiicher, 56 publ1she~ in Paris.
J\Iy investigation led to the result that legal relations as \vell
as forms of state are to be grasped neither from themse~ves nor
from the so-called general development of the human mind, but
r~tther have their roots in the material conditions of life, the sun1
total of which Hegel, following the exarnple of t?e Englishmen
a11d Frenchmen of the eighteenth century, combines under _th_e
rtame of "civil society", that, however, the anat~my o_f c1.v1l
society is to be sought in political economy. The 1nvest1gat1ori
of the latter, which I began in Paris, I continued in _Brussels,
whither I had emigrated in consequence of an _expulsion o~der
of M. Guizot. The general result at which I arrived and w~1ch,
once won, served as a guiding thread for my studies, can be_br1~fly
formulated as follows: In the social production of their life,
men enter into definite relations that are indispensable and independent of their will relations of production which correspond
to a definite stage of' development of their mater_ial prod~ctive
f(Jrces. The sum total of these relations of production const1tt1_tes
the economic structt1re of society, the real foundation, on which
rises a legal and political superstructure and to which corresp~nd
definite forms of social consciousness. The mode of production
of material life conditions the social, political and intellectual
life process in general. It is not the consciousne~s of n:ien th~t determines their be_ing, but, on the contrary, _their social be!ng that
determines their consciousness. At a certain stage of their devel-opment, the material productive forces of society come in conE

*
d.
**

econ?m~,c

K. Marx, Contribution to the Critique of Ilegel's Philosophy of Right.-

Ibid., Introduction.--Ed.
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:llict with the existing relations of production, or-what is bu
a legal expression for the same thing-with the property rela
tions within which they have been at work hitherto. From form·.
of development of the productive forces these relations turn int·.
their fetters. Then begins an epoch of social revolution. Wit · .
the change of the economic foundation the entire immense supe · .·
structure is more or less rapidly transformed. In considerin ·•
such transformations a distinction should always be made betwee ·
the material trans£ or ma ti on of the economic conditions of pr :
d11ction, which can be determined with the precision of natura.l
science, and the legal, political, religious, aesthetic or philo'
sophic-in short, ideological forms in which men become con.'
scious of this conflict and fight it out. Just as our opinion of a ·
individual is not based on what lie thinks of himself, so can w
not judge of such a period of transformation by its own conscioug_;
ness; on the contrary, this consciousness must be explained rathe ·
from the contradictions of material life, from the existing con,·
flict between the social productive forces and the relations of pr .·.·
duction. No social order ever perishes before all the productiv
forces for which there is room in it have developed; and i1ew
higher relations of production never a.ppear before the materi '
eonditions of tl1eir existence have matured in the womb of th
old society itself. Therefore mankind always sets itself only sue ·
1
tasks as it can solve; since, looking at tlie niatter more closely
it will always be found that the task itself arises only when th ;
material conditions for its solution already exist or are at leas .
. in the process of formation. In broad outlines Asiatic, ancient··
feudal, and modern bourgeois modes of prodt1ction ca11 be desig~
nated as progressive epochs in the economic formation of society··
The bourgeois relations of prod11ction are the last antagonisti '
form of the social process of production-antagonistic not in th~
sense of individual antago11ism, but of one arising from the socia.
eonditions of life of the individuals; at the same time the pro':')
ductive forces developing in the womb of bourgeois society creat!Ji
the material conditions for the solution of that antagonism. Thi$
social formation brings, therefore, tlie prehistory of human society;
to a close.
1\
Frederick Engels, with whom, since the appearance of hirt;
brilliant sketch on the criticism of the economic categories5 ~\
(in the Deutsch-Franzosische J ahrbiicher), I maintained a constant''
exchange of ideas by correspondence, had by another road (com-j
pare his 1'he Condition of the Working Class in England) arrived
at the same result as I, and whe11 in the spring of 1845 lie also .
s~t.tled in Brus~els, \Ve resolved to worl( out in common the oppo-'
s1t1on of our view to the ideological view of German philosophy, ;
in fact, to settle accounts with our erstwhile philosophical eon-··.
•

•

,cience. The resolve was carried out in the form of a criticism
~f post-Hegelian philosophy. The manuscript, two large octavo
~·oluines, 58 had long reached its place of publication in Westphalia
.,vl1 en we received the news that altered circumsta11ces did not
allow of its being printed. We aba11doned the manuscript to the
O'Ua,ving criticism of the mice all the more willingly as we had
~chie,,ed our main purpose-self-clarification. Of the scattered
wrirks in which we put our views before the public at that
tirue, now from one aspect, now from another, I will mention
orily the Manifesto of the Communist Party, jointly written by
Engels a1id myself, and Discours sur le libre echange published by
me. The decisive points of our view were first scientifically,
altliough only polemically, indicated in my work published in
t847 and directed against Proudhon: 111isere de la Philosophie,
etc. A dissertation written in German on Wage Labour, in
\Vhich I put together my lectures on this subject delivered in
tl1e Brussels German Workers' Society, 59 \Vas i11terrupted, while
being printed, by the February Revolution and my consequent
forcible removal from Belgiurn.
The editing of the Neue Rheinische Zeitung 60 in 1848 and 1849,
a11d the subsequent events, interrupted rny eco11omic studies
wl1ich could only be resumed in the year 1850 in London. 'l'he
enormous material for the history of political economy which is
accumulated in the British Museun1, the favourable vantage
point afforded by London for the observation of bourgeois society,
and finally the new stage of development upon wl1ich the latter
appeared to have entered with the discovery of gold in Califo1·nia
and Australia, determined me to begin afresh from the ve1·y beginr1i11g and to work through the ne\V material critically. These studies
led partly of themselves into apparently quite remote subjects
011 \\'hich I had to dwell for a'sl1orter or longer period. Especially,
!1owever, \Vas the time at my disposal curtailed by tl1e imperative
11ecessity of earning my living. My contributions, during eight
years r1ow, to the first English-American newspaper, the Neu'
1ror!.: 1'ribune, s1 compelled an extraordinary scattering of
my studies, since I occupy myself with newspaper correspontience proper only in exceptional cases. However, articles on
str·iking economic events in England a11d on the Continent
cor1stituted so considerable a part of my contributions tl1at I
was compelled to make myself familiar with practical details
which lie outside the sphere of the actual science of political
economy.
·
·
This sketch of the course of my studies in the sphere of political
economy is intended only to show that my views, however they
may be judged and however little they coincide with the interested prejudices of the ruling classes, are the result of conscien-

.'
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tious investigation lasting many years. But at the entranc .i
to science, as at the entrance to hell, the demand must b · ·
posted:
KARL MARX

Qui si convien lasciare ogni sos1>etto;
Ogni vilta convien eke qui sia morta. *

London, January 1859
First published in tl1e book
Zur Kritik der politischen Oekonomie
von Karl Marx, Erstes Heft Berlin
1859
'
.

Karl

,from AFTERWORD TO THE SECOND GERMAN EDITION
OF THE FIRST VOLUME OF C~4.P IT AL

Translated from the

German reviews, of course, shriek out at "Hegelian sophistics''.
The European Messenger of St. Petersburg in an article dealing
exclusively with the method of "Das Kapital" (May n11mber,
1872, pp. 427-436 62 ), finds rny method of inquiry severely realistic, but my method of presentation, unfortunately, Germandialectical. It says:
"At first sight, if the judgme,1t is basell on the external form of the presentation of the subject, Marx is the most ideal of ideal philosophers, always
in the German, i.e., the bad sense of the word. But in point of fact he is infinitely more realistic than all his forerunners in the work of economic criticism. He can in no sense be called an idealist.''

•

*

Here all mistrust must be abandoned
And here must perish every craven thought.
(Dante, The Divine Comedy.)-Ed.

I cannot answer the writer better than by aid of a few extracts
from his own criticism, which may interest some of my readers
to whom the R11ssian original is inaccessible.
After a quotation from the preface to my "Criticism of Political
Economy", Berlin, 1859, pp. IV-VII, 63 where I discuss the
materialistic basis of my method, the writer goes on:
"The one thing ,vhich is of moment to Marx, is 1lo find the law of the phenomena with whose investigation he is concerned; and not only is that law
of moment to him, which governs these phenomena, in so far as they have a
definite form and mutual connexion within a given historical period. Of
still greater moment to l1im is the law of their variation, of their development,
i.e., of tl1eir transition from one form into another, from one series
?f connexions into a different one. This law once discovered, he investigates
in detail the effects in which it manifests itself in social life. Consequently,
'.darx only troubles himself about one thing: to show, by rigid scientific
l~v.estigation, the necessity of successive determinate orders of social conit1ons, and to establish, as impartially, as possible, the facts that serve him
or f11ndamental starting-points. For this it is quite enough, if he proves, at
the same time, both the necessity of the present order of things, and the ne-

f
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cessity of another order into which the first must inevitably pass over· a
this all the same, whether men believe or do not believe it, whether theY :rd
conscious or unconscious of it. Marx treats the social movement as a proce &
of natural history, governed by laws not only independent of human wiij8
c~nsciousn~ss and intelli?ence , but rather, ?n the c~ntrary, de~e~rr_iining thai
will, consciousness and intelligence .... If in the history of c1vil1sation th
conscious .element plays a part so subordinate, then it is self-evident that!
critical inquiry whose subject-matter is civilisation, can, less than anything
else, have for its basis any form of, or any result of, consciousness. That i$
to say, that not the idea, but the material phenomenon alone can serve as
its starting-point. Such an inquiry will confine itself to the confrontation.
and the comparison of a fact, not with ideas, but with another fact . For this
inquiry, the one thing of moment is, that both facts be investigated as accu.
ratcly as possjble, and that they actually form, each with respect to theothcr, different momenta of an evolution; but most important of all is therigid analysis of the series of successions, of the sequences and concatenations
in which the different stages of such an evolution present themsrlves. But it
will be said, the general laws of economic life are one and the same, no matter whether they are applied to the present or the past. This Marx directly
denies. According to him, such abstract laws do not exist. On the contrary,
in his opinion every historical period has laws of its own .... As soon as society
has outlived a given period of development, and is passing over from onegiven stage to another, it begins to be subject also to other laws. In a word.
economic life offers us a phenomenon analogous to the history of evolution
in other branches of biology. The old economists misunderstood the natu~
of economic laws when they likened them to the laws of physics and chemistry. A more thorough analysis of phenomena shows that social organisms
differ among themselves as fundamentally as plants or animal s. Nay, one
and the same phenomenon falls under quite different laws in consequence
of the different structure of those organisms as a whole, of the variations of
their individual organs, of the different conditions in which those orgam
function, &c. Marx, e.g., denies that the law of population is the same at
all times and in all places. He asserts, on the contrary, that every stage of
development has its own law of population .... With the varying degree of
development of productive power, social conditions and the laws governing
them vary too. Whilst Marx sets himself the task of following and explaining
from this point of view the economic system established by the sway of capi•
t al, he is only formulating, in a strictly scientific manner, the aim that every
accurate investigation into economic lifr must have. The scienti fie value of
such an inquiry lies in the disclosing of the special laws that regulate the
origin, existence, development, death of a given social organism and its
another
replacement
has."and higher one. And it is this value •that, in point of
fact,
Marx's by
book

Whilst the writer pictures what he takes to be actually my
method, in this striking and (as far as concerns my own application of it) generous way, what else is he picturing hut the dialectic
method?
Of course the method of presentation must differ in form from
that of inquiry. The latter has to appropriate the material in
detail, to analyse its different forms of development, to trace out
their inner connexion. Only after this work is done, can the
actual movement be adequately described. If this is done successfully, if the life of the subject-matter is ideally reflected as in
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•
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~ts pre!iminary stage; and by t he universali ty of its theat

intensity of its action it will drt1m di alectics even into ~t:nd th,
of the mushroom-upstarts of th e new, I1oly Prusso-Gernian e;pe~da
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London, J anuary 24, 1873
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THE SO-CALLED PRIMITIVE ACCUMULATION
CHAPTER XXVI

The Secret of Primitive Accumulation
We have seen how money is changed into capital; how through
capital surplus-value is made, and from surplus-value more capital. But the accumulation of capital pre-supposes surplus-value;
surplus-value pre-supposes capitalistic production; capitalistic
production pre-supposes the pre-existence of considerable masses
of capital an d of labour-power in the hands of producers of commodities. The whole movement, therefore, seems to turn in
a vicious circle, out of which we can only get by supposing a primitive accumulation (previous accumulation of Adam Smith)
preceding capitalistic accumulation; an accumulation not
the result of the capitalist mode of production bt1t its startingpoint.
This primitive accumulation plays in Political Economy about
the same part as original sin in theology. Adam bit the apple ,
and thereupon sin fell on the human race. Its origin is supposed
to be explained when it is told as an anecdote of the past. In times
~ong gone by there were two sorts of people; one , the diligent,
intelligent, and, above all, frugal elite; the other, lazy rascals,
spending their substance, and more, in riotous living. The legend
of theological original sin tells us certainly how man came to be
c~ndemned to eat his bread in the sweat of his brow; but the
~istory
of economic original sin reveals to us that there are people
0
t whom this is by no means essential. Never mind! Thus it came
0
Pass that the former sort accumulated wealth, and the latter
~h~t ha~ at last "nothing to sell except their own skins. And from
is 01·1ginal sin dates the poverty of the great majority that,

•

"' In th.e German edi tion it corresponds to Chapter XXIV.-·Ed,
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despite all its labour, has up to now nothing to sell but it
and the wealth of the few that increases constantly although
have long ceased to work. Such insipid childishness is every de)
preached to us in the defence of property. M. Thiers, e.g. ha)
the assurance to repeat it with all the solemnity of a states'i:n ad
to the French people, once so spirituel. But as soon as tbe quest~ll,
?f property crops up, i~ becomes a sacred duty to proclaim ~on
intellectual food of the infant as the one thing fit for all ages a
for all stages of development. In actual history it is notorio~
that conquf;lst, enslavement, robbery, murder, briefly fore
play the great part. In the tender annals of Political Econ e,
my, the idyllic rei~ns from time immemorial. Right and "labou~
were from all time the sole means of enrichment, the pre..
sent year of .co-i:r~e always exc~pted. As a matter of fact, the
~ethods
of
primitive
accumulation
are
anything
but
idyl.
lie.

:hlf,

7

In themselves money and commodities are no more capita)
than are the means of production and of subsistence. They want
transforming into capital. But this transformation itself can
only take place under certain circumstances that centre in this
viz., that two very different kinds of co1nmodity-possesso~
must come face to face and into contact; on the one hand, the
owners of money, means of production, means of subsistence who
are eager to, increase the sum of values they possess , by b~ying
other people s labour-power; on the other hand, free labourers,
the sellers of their own labour-po\ver, and therefore the sellers
of labour. Free labourers, in the double sense that neither they
themselves form part and parcel of the means of production, as in
the case of slaves, bondsmen, &c., nor do the means of production
belong to them, as in the case of peasant-proprietors ; they are,
therefore, free from, unencumbered by, any means of production
of their own. With this polarisation of the market for commodities,
the fundamental conditions of capitalist production are given.
The capitalist system pre-supposes the complete separation of
the .labour.ers from all property in the means by which they can
realise their l abour. As soon as capitalist production is once on its
?wn legs, it not only maintains this separation, hut reprod uces
it on a continually extending scale. The process, therefore, that
clears the way for the capitalist system, can be none other tJian
the process which takes away from the labourer the possession
of his means of production; a process that transforms, on the one
han.d, the social means of subsistence and of production into
capital, on the other, the immediate producers into wage-labourers. The so-called primitive accumulation, therefore, is nothing
else than the historical process of divorcing the producer froJ11
the means of production. It appears as primitive, because it forms
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re-historic ~tage. of capital and of the mode of production
the P onding with it.
. .
.
corresp economic structure of capitalistic society ha~ grov.:n out
Tt~ economic structure of feudal society. The dissolution of
of t ter set free the elements of the former.
.
the l~t immediate producer, the labourer, could only disp~se of
Th
erson after he had ceased to be attached to the soil and
his ~~~!be the slave, serf, or bondsman .of another: To become
cease seller of labour-power, who carries his commodity where_ver
a fr~nds a market, he must further have escaped from the regime
he the guilds, their rules for apprentices and Journeymen, .and .the
?f ediments of their labour regulations: Hence, the historical
nnp ent which changes the producers in to wage-workers, aprnove~n the one hand as their emancipation from serfdom and
fr~~s,the fetters of the' guilds, and this side alone exists for our
bourgeois historians. But, on the other hand, these new freedmen
became sellers of themselves only after they had been ro·bbed of
all their own means of production, and of all the guarantees ~f ex. tence afforded by the old feudal arrangements. And the h1st?ry
~~ this, t heir expropriation, is written in the annals of manlnnd
in letters of blood and fire.
.
The industrial capitalists, these new pote11t ate~, had on their
part not only to displace the guild masters of handicrafts, but al~o
the feudal lords, the possessors of the sources of we alt.h. In t~is
respect t heir conquest of social power appear~ as the f~uit of a ~ic
torious struggle both against feudal lordship and its revoltu~g
prerogatives, and against the guilds .and the fetters they I.aid
on the free development of production and the free exploitation of man by man. The chevaliers d'industrie, however, o~ly
succeeded in supplanting the chevaliers of the sword b~ malnng
use of events of which they themselves were wholly innocent.
They have risen by means as vile as those by which the_ Roman
freedman once on a time made himself the master of his patronus.
The st arting-point of the develop1nent that gave rise to the
\Vage-labourer as well as to the capitalist, was the servitude of
the labourer. The advance consisted in a change of form of this
servitude, in the transformation of feudal exploitation into capitalist exploitation. To understand its march, we need not go
back very far. Although we come across the first beginnings of
?apitalist .production as early as the 1~th or 15th century, ~po~a~
Ically, in certain towns of the Mediterranean, the capitahst~c
era dates from the 16th century. Wherever it appears, the abolition of serfdom has been long effected, and the highest development
of the middle ages, the existence of sovereign towns, has been long
on the wane.
10*
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In the history of primitive accumulation, all revolutions
epoch-making that act as levers for the capitalist cl ass in collrat
of formation; but, above all, those moments when great .mass
of men are suddenly and forcibly torn from their means of suhsis~
ence, and hurled as free and "unattached" proletarians on th
labour-market. The expropriation of the agricultural producet'
of the peasant, from the soil, is the basis of the whole process'
The history of this expropriation, in different countries, aS:
sumes different aspects, and runs through its various phases in
different orders of succession, and at different periods. In Eng.
land
alone,
which
we
take
as
our
example,
has
it
the
classic
66
form.*

CHAPTER XXXII

Historical Tendency of Capitalist Accu mulation
What does the primitive accumulation of capital, i.e., its historical genesis, resolve itself into? In so far as it is not immediate
transformation of slaves and serfs into wage-labourers, and therefore a mere change of form, it only means the expropriation of
the immediate producers, i.e., the dissolution of private property
based on the labour of its owner. Private property, as t he antithesis to social, collective property, exists only where the means of
labour and the external conditions of labour belong to private
individuals. But according as these private individuals are labourers or not labourers, private property has a different character.
The numberless shades, that it at first sight presents, correspond
to the intermediate stages lying between these two extremes. The
private property of the labourer in his means of production is the
foundation of petty industry, whether agricultural, manufacturing, or both; petty industry, again, is an essential condition for
the development of social production and of the free individuality
of the labourer hiµiself. Of course, this petty mode of production
exists also under slavery, serfdom, and other states of dependence.
But it :flourishes, it lets loose its whole energy, it attains its ade-

*

In Italy, where capitalistic production developed earliest, the dissolution of serfdom also took place earlier than elsewhere. The serf ~was
emancipated in that country before he h ad acquired any prescriptive right
to the soil. His emancipation at once transformed him into a free proletarian,
who, moreover, found his master ready waiting for him in the towns, for
the most part handed down as legacies from the Roman time. When .t~e
revolution of the world-market, about the end of the 15th century, 65 ann1h1lated Northern Italy's commercial supremacy, a movement in the reverse
direction set in. The labourers of the towns were driven en masse into the
country, and gave an impulse, never before seen, to the petite culture, carried
on in the form of gardening.
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and, therefore, common means of production, as well as t he fur. .
ther expropriation of private proprietors, takes a new form. That
which is now to be expropriated is no longer the labourer workin
for himself, but the capitalist exploiting many l abourers. Thi~
expropriation is accomplished by the action of the immanent laws
of capitalistic production itself, by the centralisation of capital
One capitalist always kills many. Hand in hand with this central:
isation, or this expropriation of many capitalists by few, develop
on an ever-extending scale, the co-operative form of the labour:
process, the conscious technical application of science, t he methodical cultivation of the soil, the transformation of the instruments of labour into instruments of labour only usable in common,
the economising of all means of production by their use as the
means of production of combined, socialised labour, the entanglement of all peoples in the net of the world-market, and with
this, the international character of the capitalistic regime. Along
with the constantly diminishing number of the magnates of capital, who usurp and monopolise all advantages of this process of
transformation, grows the mass of misery, oppression, slavery,
deg1-iadation, exploitation; but with this too grows the revolt of
the worl{ing-class, a class al,vays increasing in numbers, and disciplined, united, organised by the very mechanism of the process
of capitalist production itself. The monopoly of capital becomes
a fetter upon the mode of production, which has sprung up
and flourished along with, and under it. Centralisation of the
means of production and socialisation of labour at last reach
a point where they become incompatible with their capitalist
integument. This integument is bur.st asunder. The knell of capitalist private property sounds. The expropriators are expropriated.
.
The capitalist mode of appropriation, the result of the capitalist mode of production, produces capitalist private property.
This is the first negation of individual private property, as found~
ed on the labour of the proprietor. But capitalist production
begets, with the inexorability of a law of Nature, its own negation. It is the negation of negation. This does not re-establish private property for the producer, but gives him individual property
based on the acquisitions of the capitalist era: i.e., on co-operation
and the possession in common of the land and of the means of
production.
~
The transformation of scattered private property, arising from
individual labour, into capitalist private property is, naturally,
a process, incomparably more protracted, violent, and difficult,
than the transformation of capitalistic private property, already
practically resting on socialised production, into socialised
property. In the former case, we had the expropriation of
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d velopment (including its material and intellectual advantages)
be one portion of society at the expense of the other are eliminaton the other hand, it creates the material means and embrye11 conditions, making it possible in a higher form of society to
0
rnbine this surplus-labour with a greater reduction of time devot0
~d to material labour in general. For, depending on the devel0 m.ent of labour productivity, surplus-labou1-- may be large in
apsrnall total working-day, and relatively small in a large total
working-day. If the necessary labour-time=3 and the surplusIabour= 3, then the total working-day = 6 and the rate of surplusIabour = 100%. If the necessary labour = 9 and the surplusIabour=3, then the total working-day = 12 and the rate of st1rplusIabour only=331/ 3 %. In that case, it depends upon the labour
productivity how much use-value shall be produced in a definite
time, hence also in a definite s11rplus labour-time. The actual
wealth of society, and the possibility of constantly expanding
its reproduction process, therefore, do not depend upon the duration of surplus-labour, but upon its productivity and the more
or less copious conditions of production under which it is performed. In fact, the realm of freedom actually begins only where
labour which is determined by necessity and mundane considerations ceases; thus in the very nature of things it lies beyond the·
sphere of actual material production. Just as the savage must
wrestle with Nature to satisfy his wants, to maintain and reproduce life, so must civilised man, and he must do so in all social
formations and under all possible modes of production. With his
development this realm of physical necessity expands as a result
of his wants; but, at the same time, the forces of production which
satisfy these wants also increase. Freedom in this field ca11 only
consist in socialised man, the associated producers, ration.ally
regulating their interchange with Nature, bringing it under their
common control, instead of being ruled by it as by the blind forces
of Nature ; and achieving this with the least expenditure of energy
and under conditions most favourable to, and worthy of, their
human nature. But it nonetheless still remains a realm of necessity. Beyond it begins that development of human energy which is
an end in itself, the true realm of freedom, which, however, can
blossom forth only with this realm of necessity as its basis. The
shortening of the ·w orking-day is its basic prerequisite ....
Scientific analysis of the capitalist mode of production demo11strates the contrary, that it is a mode of production of a special
kind, with specific historical features; that, like any other specific
mode of production, it presupposes a given level of the social productive forces and their forms of development as its historical
precondition: a precondition which is itself the historical result
and product of a preceding process, and from which the new mode
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of production proceeds as its given basis; that the production rela-tions corresponding to this specific, historically determined mode
-0f production:--relations which human beings enter into durin
the process of social life, in the creation of their social life-p 08~
.sess a specific, historical and transitory character; and, finally
that the distribution relations essentially coincident with thes~
production relations are their opposite side, so that both share
the same historically transitory character....
The so-called distribution relations, then, correspond to and
arise from historically determined specific social forms of the
process of production and mutual relations entered into by men
in the reproduction process of human life. The historical character
-0f these distribution relations is the historical character of production relations, of which they express merely one aspect. Capitalist distribution differs from those forms of distribution which
arise from other modes of production, and every form of distribution disappears with the specific form of production from which
it is descended and to which it corresponds.
The view which regards only distribution relations as histori-cal, but not production relations, is, on the one hand, solely the
view of the initial, but still handicapped, criticism of bourgeois
economy. On the other hand, it rests on the confusion and identification of the process of social production with the simple labot1r-process, such as might even be performed by an abnormally
isolated human being without any social assistance. To the extent
that the labour-process is solely a process between man and Nature,
its simple elements remain common to all social forms of devel·-0pment. But each specific historical form of this process further
develops its material foundations and social forms. Whenever
a certain stage of maturity has been reached, the specific histori.cal form is discarded and makes way for a higher one. The moment
of arrival of such a crisis is disclosed by the depth and breadth
attained by the contradictions and antagonisms between the distribution relations, and thus the specific historical form of their
corresponding production relations, on the one hand, and the
productive forces, the production powers and the development of
their agencies, on the other hand. A conflict then ensues between
the material development of production and its social form. *
1

First published in the book:
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See the \vorl<: on Competition and Co-operation (1832?)68
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of nature in its place, and whose finished product, immediately
exchangeable or consumable, is the joint work of the many indi.
viduals through whose hands it has had to pass. And it is precise}
this industrial revolution which has raised the productive powe~
of huma11 labour to such a high level that-for the first time in the
history of mankind-the possibility exists, given a rational division of labour among all, of prodt1cing not only enough for the
plentiful consumption of all members of society and for an abundant reserve fund, but also of leaving each individual sufficient
~eisu~e so that what. is really worth pres~rving in historically
inherited culture-science, art, forms of intercourse -may not
only be preserved but converted from a monopoly of the rt1ling
class into the common property of the whole of society, and may
be further developed. And here is the decisive point: as soon as
the productive power of human labour has risen to this height,
every excuse disappears for the existence of a ruling class. · After
all, the ultimate basis on which class differences were defended
was always: there must be a class which need not plague itself
with the production of its daily subsistence, in order that it may
have time to look after the intellectual worl\: of society. This talk,
which up to now had its great historical jt1stification, has been cut
off at the root once and for all by the industrial revolution of the
last hundred years. The existence of a ruling class is becoming
daily more and more a hindrance to the development of industrial
productive power, and equally so to that of science, art and especially of forms of cultural intercourse. There never were greater
boors than our modern bourgeois ....
At a certain, very primitive stage of the development of society.
the need arises to bring under a common rule the daily recuI·ring
acts of production, distribution and exchange of products, to see
to it that the individual subordinates himself to the common conditions of production and exchange. This rule, which at first is
custom, soon becomes law. With law, organs necessarily arise
which are entrusted with its maintenance-public authority, the
state. With further social development, law develops into a more
or less comprehensive legal system. The more intricate this legal
system becomes, the more is its mode of expression removed from
that in which the usual economic conditions of the life of society
are expressed. It appears as an independent element which derives
the justification for its existence and the substantjation of its
further development not from the economic relations but from
its own inner foundations or, if you like, from ''the concept of the
will''. People forget that their right derived from their economic
conditions of life, just as they have forgotten that they themselves
derive from the animal world. With the development of the
legal system into an intricate, comprehensive whole a new social
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es necessary; an .order of professi~nal
J·vision of labour bee~~ th e legal science comes into being.
·~rists develops and wit hi~sscience compares the legal sys~ems
l ·ts further development t
.
t as a reflection of the given
[~ ~arious peop~es a~d various tim~:;:~ which find their substantia.o onomic relationships, but as s'?'s n presupposes points in common ,
.e?ons in themselves. The compar.isto com iling what is more or less
ti d these ai·e found by the Juri: s
n~ calling it natural right.
anrnrnon to all these legal sys e~s t a.s natural right and what is
rnd t he stick used to measure '!1 aofi right itself namely, justice.
uot is the most abstract expr~~~r: ment of right for the. jurists,
Henceforth, therefore, t~e. d rd 1or everything, is nothing more
.and for those who t~ke t eir wo
ditions so far as they are exthan a striving to bring humanl conto the 'ideal of justice, eternal
.
1
1
terms
ever
c
oser
.
d
1
'fied
pressed in ega
' . . ice is but the ideologise ' g ori .
justice. And always t.hi~ JUS:conomic relations, now from. th~ir
expression of the existing the ·r revolutionary angle. The Justice
.conservative, and now from ; ld slavery to be just; the justice
-Of the Greeks and Romans X d the abolition of feudalism on
-Of the bourgeois of 1789 de.man Fe the . Prt1ssian Junker even the
•t
s
UilJUSt
or
.
.
70
t
the ground t h a i wa .
..
. olation of eternal 3ustice.
miserable District Ordinf~ce t.ise a t~~refore varies not only with
The conception of eteina J.~~ ~~~ persons c~ncerned, and belongs
time and place,, but a so ~~h Mulberger correctly says, ''e~ery~ne
among those things of w.
t" While in everyday life, in view
understands something di~er~n . d'scussed expressions like right,
-Of the simplicity of the re ~ti?n~t ;re acce;ted without misunder. 1 matters they create, as
wrong justice, and sense o rig
,
. fi .
,
. th reference to socia
standing even wi
eless confusion in any scienti. c inveswe have seen, the ~ame ho.p
s would be created, for instance,
tigation of econo~ic r~lation~r~inology of the phlogiston the~ry
in mo dern chemistry if the ~ . becomes still worse if one, like
1
were to be reta~ned. ~he c~n ~~ i~~ hlogiston, ''justice", or if one,
Proudhon, believes in this sh h[ iston theory is as correct as
like Mulberger, avers that t e P og
the oxygen theory.···*
- - -.- hemists explained the ~urJ!-ing of

Before the discove!Y .of oxygen i~ the existence of a special ign~ous
s ubstances in atmospl1er1c ~1r by assud dg ring the process of combustion.
substance, phlogiston, :vh1lh ebs~~~ces ~n combustion weighed m;lre .aftter
Since they found that s1mp e su .d b f re they declared that P og.is on
having been burned than they d1 b : o 'without its phlogiston \ve1ghed
had a negative \veigl_it so th~t a su :11a~h: main properties of oxyg.en were
more than one \Vitl1 it. In ~his way t all in an inverted form. Tl1e discov~ry
gradually ascribed to phlo~is~on, bb. tion of the burning subst!lnce dit~
that combustion consists in a com idlscovery of this oxygen dispose o
another substance , o:cygenb, tand lyth:fter long resistance on the part of the
the original assumption, u on
•
older chemists. [Note by Engels.)
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~
The abolition of the antithesis between town and country
i
no more and no less utopian than the abolition of the antithesi 8
between capitalists and wage-w~rkers. From day to .day it
becoming more and
a practical demand of
industria)
1
and agricultural production. No one has demanded this more ener,
getically than Liebig in his writings on the chemistry of agricu},
ture, in which his first demand has always been that man sha}}
give hack to the land what he receives from it, and in which he
proves that only the existence of the towns, and in particular the
big towns, prevents this. When one observes how here in London
alone a greater quantity of manure than is produced by the whole
kingdom of Saxony is poured away every day into the sea with
an expenditure of enormous sums, and what colossal structures are
necessary in order to prevent this manure from poisoning the
whole of London, then the utopia of abolishing the distinction
between town and country is given a remarkably practical basis.
And even comparatively unimportant Berlin has been suffocating
in the malodours of its own filth for at least thirty years. On the
other hand, it is completely utopian to want, like Proudhon, to
upheave present-day bourgeois society while maintaining the peasant as such. Only as uniform a distribution as possible of the
population over the whole country, only an intimate connection
between industrial and agricultural production together with the
extension of the means of communication made necessary thereby-granted the abolition of the capitalist mode of productionwill be able to deliver the rural population from the isolation and
stupor in which it has vegetated almost unchanged for thousands
of years. To be utopian does not mean to maintain that the emancipation of humanity from the chains which its historic past has
forged will be complete only when the antithesis between town
and country has been abolished; the utopia begins only when one
ventures, "from existing conditions", to prescribe the form in
which this or any other antithesis of present-day society is to be
resolved.
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F ·rst part of the p aragraph·. ''Labour is the source of a

~~~~~:ts!)
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.
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d in conclusion?
What would one have expecte 11 ealth, no one in society ca_n
''Since labour is the source ohf a wduct of labour. Therefore, if
Ith except as t e pro
appropriate wea
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Second Part of the Paragraph: ''Useful labour is possible
)
in society and through society.''
0111
According to the first propositio11, labour was the source of alt
wealth and all culture; therefore no society is possible without
labour. Now we learn, conversely, that no ''useful" labour is P<>s,
sible without society.

.
conditions
have
at
last
been
1·talist society the matder1al, etlc.the workers to lift this social
caP d which enable an compe
eate
d
er
h
bungled
in
style
an
curlse.fact however' the whole
the Lassallean catch1 th
n
'
in order to inscr1
th
nt is on y
ere
d f 1 b ur'' as a slogan at e
of' the
to the
of
wp
of
the
party
banner.
s.
the
same
thin()'
recurs
in
a
someto
" ''eqt1al right"' etc.' since
"'
labourl;fferent
form further on.
what c I

par~gra~be'

co;~

One could just as well have said that only in society can useless
and even socially harmful labour become a branch of gainful
occupation, that only in society can one live by being idle, etc.
etc.-in
short,
one
could
just
as
well
have
copied
the
whole
of
Rousseau.
.
And what is ''useful" labour? Surely only labour which produces
the intended useful result. A savage-and man was a savage after
he had ceased to be an ape-who kills an animal with a stone , who
collects fruits, etc., performs ''useful" labour.
Thirdly. 'T he Conclusion: ''And since useful labot1r is possible
only in society and through society, the proceeds of labour belong
undiminished with equal right to all members of society.''
A fine conclusion! If useful labour is possible only in society
and th1·ough society, the proceeds of labour belong to societyand only so much therefrom accrues to the individual worker
as is not required to maintain the ''condition" of labour,
society.

''undiminishe~ p~~~~er:t~rn ~a~er

''p~oceeds

· t y, the instruf th
2 "In present-day socie
. f l hour are the monopoly o
e
ciass;
rhesulting df
the \vorking class. is t e cau,~e o
servitude in all 1ts forms.

:~~!li~t

t~e

P!~~ee~c~n°J

Rules of the International,
This se11tence, borrowe d f ro;;i the
dition
is incorrect in this ''improv~d t eument~ of labour are the monoIn present-day society the ins r 1 of ro erty i11 land is even
poly of t he landowners (the onopto Y anJ t?e capitalists. In the
1
the basis of the monopoi{' lo c~~1: f nternational do not mention
passage in question, the u es o f
nopolists. They speal( of the
either the one or the other cl~ss o ;t;~t is the sources of life". The
"monopoly
of
the
mean~
of,
la
oukr,
it
sufftciently
clear
that
land
dd .t ·
''sources of life ' ma es
a i 1011,
.
t of labour.
is inclt1ded in tl1e inst;umef s d because Lassalle, for reasons
The correction was intro} u~e l the capitalist class and not
IlO'.V generally known, aitacd(e th:n ;apitalist is usually not even
the landowners. In Edng an 'hich his factory stands.
the owner of the Ian · on w

f

In fact, this propositio11 has at all times been advanced by the
champions of the state of society prevailing at any given time. First
come the claims of the government and everything that sticks to
it, since it is the social organ for the maintenance of the social
order; then come the claims of the various kinds of private prop,
erty, for the various kinds of private property are the foundations of society, etc. One sees that such hollow phrases can be twisted and turned as desired.
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The first and second parts of the paragraph have some intelligible connection only in the following wording:
''Labour becomes the source of wealth and culture only as
social labour'', or, what is the same thing, ''in and through society''.
This proposition is incontestably correct, for although isolated
labour (its material conditions presupposed) can create use values,
it can create neither wealth nor culture.
Bt1t equally incontestable is this other proposition:
''In proportion as labour develops socially, and becomes thereby
a source of wealth and culture, poverty and destitution develop
workers, and wealth and culture among the nonamong the
workers.
''

•

3 "The emancipatio11 of labour dfelmabnds
·
· t ru~ociet·
en ts o and
a our
the promotion
of t h e ins
tl1e
to tl1e common P)of.ertyoffthe toful labour
co.-olperaftiye
\v1t1 a air dr1.es1~ibu~Y~n of the
. proceeds of
labour.''

•

.
f labour to the common prop''Promotion
of
.the
instrume:~~
o.r
''conversion
into
the
common
erty'' ought obviously to r~a
ei.
property"; but this only ~ pa.~: ~\e pi·oduct of labour or its
What are ''proceeds of a o~r. the total value of the product
Value? And in the latter case, is it h' h 1 hour has newly added
1
h t
a
?
t of the value w ic
or
t a par
to on
the y value
of the means 0 f Production consumed.

1

This is the law of all history hitherto. What, therefore, had
to be done here, instead of setting down general phrases about
''labour'' and ''society", was to prove concretely how in present
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''Proceeds of labour". is a loose _notion wh~ch Lassalle has Put
in the place of definite economic conceptions.
·
What is ''a fair distribution''?
Do not the bourgeois assert that the present-day distributioll
is ''fair"? And is it not, in fact, t11e only ''fair'' distribution on the
basis of the present-day mode of production? Are economic relations regulated by legal conceptions or do not, on the contrary
legal relations arise from economic ones? Have not also the social~
ist sectarians the most varied notions about ''fair" distribu.
tion?
To understand what is implied in this connection by the phrase
, ''fair distribution'', we must tal{e the first paragraph an d this
one together. The latter presupposes a society wl1erein ''the instruments of labour are common property and the total labour is
co-operatively regulated", and from the first paragraph we learn
that ''the proceeds of labour belong undiminished 'vith equal
right to all members of society''.
''To all members of society"? To those who do not work as
well? What remains then of the ''undiminished proceeds of labour"?
Only to those mem.bers of society who 'vork? What remains then
of the ''equal i·ight" of all members of society?
But ''all members of society'' a11d ''equal 1·ight" are obviously
mere phrases. The l{ernel co11sists in this, that in this communist
society every worker must receive the ''undiminished" Lassallean
''proceeds of labour''.
Let lIS tal{e first of all the woi·ds ''proceeds of labour" in the
sense of the product of labo11r; then the co-operative proceeds
of labour are the total social product.
From this must now be deducted:
Fi1·st, cover for replacement of the means of production used up .
Secondly, additional portion for expansion of production.
Thirdly, reserve or insurance funds to provide against accidents, dislocations caused by natural calamities, etc.
These deductions from the ''undiminished proceeds of labour"
are an economic necessity and their magnitude is to be determined
according to available means and forces, and partly by comp11tation of probabilities, but they are in no way calculable by equity.
There remains the other part of the total product, intended
to serve as mea11s of consumption.
Before this is divided among the individuals, there has to . be
deducted again, from it:
First, the general costs of administration not belonging to pr·oditction.

This part will, from the outset, be very considerably restricted
in comparison with present-day society and it diminishes in
proportion as the new society develops.
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cietY as it is when it h as just emerged after prolonged birth
so vgs from capitalist society . Right can never be higher than
economic structure of society and its cultural development
t vdi tioned thereby.
.
co In a higher phase of communist society, after the enslaving
suborclination of the .indi ~id ual to the di vision of l.abour, and
there>vith also the ant1thes1s between mental and physical labo~r,
has vanished; after labour has become not o.nly a means of life
but life's prime >Vant; after the productive forces have also increased with the all-round development of the individual, and all
the springs of co-operative wealth flow more abundantly-only
then can the narrow horizon of bourgeois right be crossed in its
entirety and society inscribe on its banners: From each according
to his ability, to each according to his needs!
I have dealt more at length with the ''undiminished proceeds
of labour'' , on the one hand, and with ''equal right'' and "fair
distri bution'', on the other, in order to show what a crime it ·is
to attempt, on the one hand, to force on our Party again, as
dogm as, ideas which in a certain period had some meaning but
have now become obsolete verbal rubbish, while again perverting,
on the other, the realistic outlook, which it cost so n1uch effort
to instil into the Party but which has now taken root in it, by
means of ideological nonsense about right and other trash so com mon among the democrats and French Socialists.
Quite apart from the analysis so far given, it was in general
a mistal{e to mal{e a fuss about so-called dist1·ibution and put
the principal stress on it.
.
Any distribution whatever of the means of consumption is
only a consequence of the distribution of the conditions of production themselves. The latter distribution, however, is a feature
of t he mode of production itself. The capitalist mode of production, for example, rests on the fact that the material conditions
of production are in the hands of non-workers in the form of property in capital and land, while the masses are only owners
of the personal condition of production, of labour· power. If the
elements of production are so distributed, then the present-day
distribution of the means of consumption results automatically.
If t he material conditions of production are the co-operative
property of the workers themselves, then t here likewise results
a distribution of the means of consumption different from ~ the
present one. Vulgar socialism (and from it in turn a section
of t he democracy) has taken over from the bourgeois economists
the consideration and treatment of distribution as independent
of t he mode of production and hence the presentation of socialism
as turning principally on distribution. After the real relation
has long been made clear, why retrogress again?
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4. "The emancipation of labour inust
the work of the working class, relati'7el>6
to which all other classes are only )

reactiona ry mass.''

0 1&e

The first strophe is taken from the introductory words of the
Rules of the International, but "improved". There it is said·
"The emancipation of the working class must be the act of
workers themselves"; here, on the contrary, the "working class"
has to emancipate-what? "Labour." Let him understand Who
can.

th~

In compensation, the antistrophe, on the other hand, is a Las.
sallean quotation of the first water: "relatively to which (the
working class) all other classes are only one reactionary mass".
In the Communist Manifesto it is said: "Of all the classes that
stand face to face with the bourgeoisie today, the prole tariat
alone is a really revolutionary class. The other classes decay and
finally disappear in the face of Modern Industry; the proletariat
is its special and essential product. " 72
The bourgeoisie is here conceived as a revolutionary classas the hearer of large-scale industry-relatively to the feudal
lords and the lower. middle class, who desire to maintain au
social positions that are the creation of obsolete modes of production.
Thus
they
do
not
form
together
with
the
bourgeoisie
only one reactionary mass.
On the other hand , the proletariat is revolutionary relatively
to the bourgeoisie because, having itself grown up on the basis
of large-scale industry, it strives to strip off from production
the capitalist character that the bourgeoisie seeks to perpetuate.
But the Manifesto adds that the "lower middle class" is becoming
revolutionary "in view of CitsJ impending transfer into the proletariat''.
From this point of view, therefore, it is again nonsense to say
that it, together with the bourgeoisie, and with the feudal lords
into
bargain,
"forms only one reactionary mass" relatively
to
thethe
working
class.
Has one proclaimed to the artisans, small manufacturers, etc.,
and peasants during the last elections: Relatively to us you, together with
the bourgeoisie and feudal lords, form only one reactionary
mass?
Lassalle knew the Communist Manifesto by heart, as his faithful followers know the gospels written by him. If, therefore,
he has falsified it so grossly, this has occurred only to put a good
colour
on
his
alliance
with
absolutist
and
feudal
opponents
against the bourgeoisie.
In the above paragraph, moreover, his oracular saying is
dragged in by main force without any connection with the botched
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. The international activit of h
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aw t en governs not only the u~ re times over, because the
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cial system. Basing themselves directly on this, the economists
so ,,e been proving for fifty years and more that socialism cannot
b~olish pove1·ty, which has its basis in nature, hut can only n1al{e
~t general, distribute it simultaneously over the whole surface
~f society!
But all this is not the main thing. Quite apart from the false
Lassallean fo~mul~tion of the I.aw, the truly outrageous retroressi on consists in the following:
.
g Since Lassalle 's death there has asserted itself in our Party
the scientific understanding that wages are not what they appear
to be, namely, the value, or price, of labour, but only a masl{ed
form for the value, or price, of labour power. Thereby the whole·
bourgeois conception of wages hithe1·to, as well as all the criticism hitherto directed against this conception, was thrown overboard once for all and it was made .clear that the wage-wo1·l(er
has permission to work for his own subsistence, that is, to live,
only in so far as he works for a certain time gratis for the capitalist (and hence also for the latter's co-consumers of su1·plus
value) ; that the whole capitalist system of production turns
on the increase of this gratis labour by extending the worl{ing
day or by developing the productivity, that is, increasing the
intensity of labour power, etc .; that, consequently, the system
of wage labour is a system of slavery, and indeed of a slavery
;vhich becomes more severe in proportion as the social productive
forces of labour develop, whether the worl{er receives better ·
or worse payment. And after this understanding has gained more
and more ground in our Party, one returns to Lassalle's dogmas
although one must have I{nown that Lassalle did not 1£now what
\Vages were, but fol lowing in the wake of the bourgeois economists took the appearance for the essence of the matter.
It is as if, among slaves who have at last got behind the secret
of slavery and broken out in rebellion , a slave still in thrall
to obsolete notions were to inscribe on the programme of the
rebellion : Slavery must be abolished because the feeding of slaves
in the system of slavery cannot exceed a certain low maximum!
Does not the mere fact that the representatives of our · Party
\Vere capable Df perpetrating such a monstrous attacl{ on the
Understanding that has spread among the mass of our Party
prove by itself with what criminal levity and with what lacl{
of conscience they set to work in drawing up this compromise
Programme!
, Instead of the indefinite concluding phrase of the paragraph,
'the elimination of all social and political inequality'', it ought
to have been said that \vith the abolition of class distinctions
all social and political inequality arising from them would disappear of itself.

II
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Goethe's Das Gottliche.-Ed.
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B
t
[
?f the people of the toili~ u e w ~~ does ''control by the rule
in th~ case of a toiling peogpl~ ~l.e h mehan? And particularly
that it puts to the state
ic. ' t rough these demands
it neither rules nor is rip~ ;~:rre~fie~ ,1ts full consciousness that
I.t '\VOuld be superfluous to d
g.
.
recipe prescribed by Buche . ea~hhere .with the criticism of the
opposition to the Fi·ench Soc~ t~ t e reign of Louis Philippe in
ary. wor.l{ers of the Atelier~'~ i~: ani. accepted by the reaction~av1ng. inscribed this specific no=t c ief. offence . does not lie in
in taking, in general a retro r ;um in the programme, bl1t
of a class movement 'to that ~fa e step .from the standpoint
That the workers de . t
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t
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·
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·
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1
e cond1t1ons for co-opersea e, and first of all on a national
scale, in their own count
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First of all, according to II, the German workers ' party strives
for ''the free state''.
Free state-what is this?
It is by no means the aim of the workers, who have got rid
of the narrow mentality of humble subjects, to set the state free.
In the German Empire the ''state" is almost as ''free'' as in Russia.
Freedom consists in converting the state from an organ superimposed upon society into one completely subordinate to it, and
today, too, the forms of state are more free or less free to the
extent that they restrict the ''freedom of the state''.
The German 'vorkers' party-at least if it adopts the programme
-shows that its socialist ideas are not even sl{in-deep; in that,
instead of treating existing society (and this holds good for any
future one) as the basis of the existing state (or of the future state
in the case of future society), it treats the state rather as an
. independent entity that possesses its own intellectual, ethical and

libertarian
And whatbases.
of the riotous misuse which the programme makes
of the words ''present-day state'', ''present-day society'', and of the
still more riotous misconception it creates in regard to the state
to which it addresses its demands?
''Present-day society" is capitalist society, which exists in all
civilised countries, more or less free from medieval admixture,
more or less modified by the particular historical development
of each country, more or less developed. On the other· hand,
the ''present-day state" changes with a country's frontier. It is
different in the Prusso-German Empire from what it is in Switzerland, and different in England from what it is in the United
States . ''The prese11t-day state'' is, therefore, a fiction.
Nevertheless, the different states of the different civilised
~ountries, in spite of their motley diversity of form , all have this
in common, that they are based on modern bourgeois society,
only one more or less capitalistically developed. They have,
therefore, also certain essential characteristics in common .
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In this sense it is possible to speak of the ''present-day state"
in contrast with the future, in which its present root, bourgeoi~
society, will have died off.
The question then arises: what transformation will the state
undergo in communist society? In othe1~ words, what social
functions will remain in existence there that are analogous to
present state functions? This question can only be ans\vered
scientifically, and one does not get a flea-hop nearer to the problem by a thousandfold combination of the word people with
the word state.
Between capitalist and communist society lies the period
of the revolutionary transformation of the one into the other.
Corresponding to this is also a political transition period in which
the state can be nothing but the revolutionary dictatorship of the

proletariat.
Now the programme does not deal with this nor with the future
state of communist society.
Its political demands contain nothing beyond the old democra..
tic litany familiar to all: universal suffr age, direct legislation;
popular rights, a people's militia, etc.- They are a mere echo
of the bourgeois People's Party, of the League of Peace and
Freedom. They are all demands which, in so far as they are not
exaggerated in fantastic presentation, have already bee11 realised.
Only the state to which they belong does not lie within the borders
of the German Empire, but in Switzerland, tl1e United States,
etc. This sort of ''state of the future" is a present-day state, al though
existing outside the ''frameworl('' of the German Empire.
But one thing has been forgotten. Since the German workers'
party expressly decl ares that it acts within ''the present-day
national state", hence within its own state, the Prusso-German
Empire-its demands would indeed otherwise be largely meaningless, since one only demands what one has not got-it should
not have forgotten the chief thing, namely, th at all those pretty
little gewgaws rest on the recognition of the so-called sovereignty
,of the people and hence are appropriate only in a democratic
republic.
Since one has not the courage-and wisely so, for the circumstances demand caution-to demand the democratic republic,
as the French workers' programmes under Louis Philippe and
under Louis Napoleon did, one should not have resorted, either,
to the subterfuge, neither ''honest"* nor decent, of demanding
things which have meaning only in a democratic republic from
a state vvhich is nothing but a police-g11arded military despotism,

Written in April-early May 1875

Translated from the German

Published in the journal
Die Neue Zeit, Bd. 1, No. 18 '

1891
•

•

*

"Honest'' was the epithet applied to the Eisen achers. Here a play
upon words. -Ed.
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n bourgeoisie developed, and already during the Middle
iir ba achieved, in struggle with the nobility, its inclusion in the
A~~al order as likewise a privileged estate. ~ut with the discovery
fe the extra-European world, from the middle of the fifteenth
of tury on\vards, this bourgeoisie acquired a far more extensive
ce~ere of trade and therewith a new spur for its industry; in the
spost important branches handicrafts were supplanted by manucture nOw on a factory scale, and this again was supplanted
larie-sca~e industry, become yossible owing to the discove;ies
of the previous century, especially that of the steam engine.
Large-scale industry, in its turn, reacted on trade by driving
out the old manual labour in backward countries, and creating
the present-day new means of communication: steam engines,
railways, electric telegraphy, in the more developed ones. Thus
the bourgeoisie came more and more to combine ·social wealth and
social power in its hands, while it still for a long period remained
excluded from political po,ver, which was in the hands of the
i1obility and the monarchy supported by the nobility. But at
a certain stage-in France since the Great Revolution-it also
conquered political power, and now in turn became the ruling
class over the proletariat and small peasants. From this point
of view all the historical phenomena are explicable in the simplest possible way-with sufficient knowledge of the particular
economic condition of society, which it is true is totally lacking
in our professional historians, and in the same way the concep- .
tions and ideas of each historical period are most simply to be
explained from the economic conditions of life and from the
social and political relations of the period, which are in turn
determined by these economic conditions. History was for the
first time placed on its real basis; the palpable but previously
totally overlooked fact tlrat men must first of all eat, drink,
have shelter and clothing, therefore must work, before they can
fight for domination, pursue politics, religion, philosophy, etc.this palpable fact at last came into its historical rights.
This new conception of history, however, was of supreme
significance for the socialist outlook. It showed that all previous
history moved in class antagonisms and class struggles, that
there have al,vays existed ruling and ruled, exploiting and exploited classes, and that the great majority of mankind has always
been condemned to arduous labour and little enjoyment. Why
is this? Simply. because in all earlier stages of development of
rna11kind production was so little developed that the historical
d~velopment could proceed ·only in this antagonistic form, that
historical p1~ogress as a whole was assigned to the activity of
a small privileged minority, while the great mass remained
condemned to producing by their labour their own meagre means
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.of subsistence and also the increasingly i·ich means of the privil
-eged. But the same investigation of history, which in this wa;
provides a natur~l and reaso:iable explanatio~ of the previous
.class rule, otherwise only explicable from the \vickedness of man
.also leads to the realisation that, in consequence of the so tre:
mendously increased productive forces of the present time, even
the last pretext has vanished for a division of mankind into
rt1lers and ruled, exploiters and exploited, at least in the most
.advanced countries; that the ruling big bourgeoisie has fulfilled
its historic mission, that, it is no longer capable of the leadership
.of society and has even become a hindrance to the development
.of production, as the trade crises, and especially the last great
.collapse, 77 and the depressed conditio'n of industry in all countries
have proved; that historical leadership has passed to the proletariat, a class which, owing to its whole position in society,
.can only free itself by abolishing altogether all class rule, all
.servitude and all exploitation; and that the social productive
forces, which have outgrown the control of the bourgeoisie, are
.only waiting for the associated proletariat to take possession
.of thein in order to bring about a state of things in which every
member· of society will be enabled to pai'ticipate not only in
pi·oduction but also in the distribution and administration of
.social wealth, and which so increases the social productive forces
.and their yield b)' planned operation of the whole of production
that the satisfaction of all reasonable needs will be assured to
•
•
•
•
.everyone in an ever-1ncreas1ng measure.
The second important discovery of J\1arx is the final elucidation
.of the relation between capital and labour, in other words, the
demonstration how, within present society and under the existing capitalist mode of production, the exploitation of the worker
by the capitalist takes place. Ever since political economy had
put forward the proposition that labot1r is the source of all wealth
and of all value, the question became inevitable: How is this
thei1 to be reconciled with the fact that the wage-worlcer does
not receive the whole sum of value created by his labour but
has to surrender a part of it to the capitalist? Both the bourgeois
-economists and the Socialists exerted themselves to give a scientifically valid answer to this' question, but in vain, until at last
:Niarx came forward with the solution . .This solution is as follows :
The present-day capitalist mode of production presupposes the
.existence of two social classes-on the one hand, that of the
.capitalists, who are in possession of the means of production and
subsistence, and, on the other hand, that of the proletarians,
who, being excluded from this possession , have only a single
.commodity for sale, their labour power, and v1ho therefore have
to sell this labour power of theirs in order 'co obtain possession

1 e of a commodity is, however,
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be nothing in it .for ~~e ca~~ta ~e' s~ys: 1 have bought the l abour
at the matter quite d1 ere~ Y·. h rs but for a whole day, and
ower of this worker not or sixl ou k 8 10 12 14 or more
P
.
h
kes
the
wor
cer
wor
'
'
,
f h
accordingly e ma
.
that the product o t e
hours, according to c1rcu1:11stances, .soa roduct of unpaid labour
seventh , eighth and f~llow~~: hi:~~ ~~e ~ocket of the capitalist .
and wanders, to ~egin wi : of the capitalist not only reproThus the worker in ~hel s~rv1ce wer for which he receives pay,
duces the value of his a our po
ces a surplus value which,
but over and .above that ~e als~ p~~e ~apitalist, is in its further
appropriatecl in the fir~t p aced K ·t economic l aws among the
co11rse di".ide~ accordin~ io : t~e ebasic stoclc from which arise
f capital in short , all the
whole capitalist cl ass and orf1t·
grot1nd rent, profit, accumu la
;y the no1~-labouring classes .
2
of riches by the present-day
wealth consumed or accumu ~ ~t.
But this proved that the acquis: ion
ro riation of the unpaid
capitalists consists just as m~c~~n s~~:-~~n~r or the feud~l l?rd
labour of others as that o h t 11 these forms of exploitation
exploiting serf. la.bou~, ;-~db t t~e ~ifference in manner and method
are only to be d1stingu1s e y .
riated This however,
by which the unpai~ la~ou~i~~ f~~P;fiPthe hy.pocriti~al phra~es
.
also removed the l ast ]Ust1ficah
ff t that in the present social
of the possessing classes to t.te e f e~.1 hts and duties and a genorder right and .justice, equal~ Y ~d ~esent-day bourgeois so~ietJ'.",
eral harmony of interests prevai , a p
d as a grandiose instino less than its pre~ece~sors,fwahs e~po:e majority of the people
tution for the exploitation
·t .e ;i.g
by a small, ever-diminishing m1nor1ty.
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Modern, scientific socialism is based on h
.
facts. In the second volume of C .
t ese two irnporta
less important scientific discoverfpztal these. and other hardf t
system of society will be further
1onc~n1ng the capitalis~
aspects also of political economy no;et opeh, dand thereby those
volume will undergo revolutionisation.o~ e _upon in the first
to Marx to be able soon to h
.t
d ay it be vouchsafed
ave I rea y for the press.

J:

Written in mid-June 1877
Published in the Volks-Kale d
an alm~nac. \vhich appeared 'iner,
Brunswick in 1878

FRE DE RICK ENGELS

From SOCIALISM: UTOPIAN AND SCIENTIFIC 78

Translated from t he Gernian

In 1831, the first working-class rising took place in Lyons;
between 1838 and 1842, the first national working-class movement, that of the English Chartists, 79 reached its height. The
class struggle between proletariat and bourgeoisie came to t he
front in the history of the most advanced countries in El1rope,
in proportion to the development, upon the one hand, of modern
industry, upon the other, of the newly-acquired political supremacy of t he bourgeoisie. Facts more and more strenuously gave
the lie to the teachings of bourgeois economy as to the identity
of the interests of capital and labour, as to the universal harn1ony
and universal prosperity that would be the consequence of unbridled competition. All these things could no longer be ignored ,
any more than the French and English socialism, which was
their t heoretical, though very imperfect, expression. But the
old idealist conception of history, which \Vas not yet dislodged,
knew nothing of class struggles based upon economic interests,
knew nothing of economic interests; production and all economic
~elations appeared in it only as incidental, subordinate elements
in the ''history of civilisation".
The new facts made imperative a ne\v examination of all past
history. Then it was seen that all past history, with the exception
of its primitive stages, was the history of class struggles; that
these warring classes of society are always the products of the
modes of production and of exchange - in a word, of the economic
conditions of their time; that the economic structure of society
always furnishes the real basis, starting from which we can alone
Work out the ultimate explanation of the whole superstructure
of _juridical and political institutions as well as of the religio11s,
ph1losophical, and other ideas of a given historical period. Hegel
had freed history from metaphysics- he had made it dialectic ;
hut his conception of history was essentially idealistic. But now
•
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idealism was driven from its last refu e th
.
""
tory; now a materialistic treatment ofg hi t e philosophy of his
~nd a method found of explaining man• s ''k~o~In ';,as pr?P,?Undect ~
instead of, as heretofore, his ''being" b hi '~ by ~1s being"'
. From that time forward socialism w y
s {now1ng".
,
discovery of this or that ingen1·ous b ~s nbo longer an acci dental
rain,
ut
the
n
.
come of t h e struggle between two h. t . 11
. ecessary outt he proletariat and the bourgeoisi~s ~~~cat YI developecl classes_
ma11ufacture a system of societ
.
as { was no longer t
exa1nine the historico-economic ru:es~;rfectf as possible, hut t~
thes~ classes and their antagonism had ~~ o eve_nts from Which
to d1s~over in the economic conditions th necessity sprung, and
?f ending the conflict. But the soci r·
us cre~ted the means
!~compatible with this materialisti~ ~s: of t~arl1er days Was as
t1on of Nature of the French m t . l~ctep ion as the concepd· 1 .
a er1a is s was w'th
1
d
d
.
an mo ern natural science The s · 1.
ia ect1cs
criticised the existing capitalistfcc1~~J° offearlier da_ys certainly
consequences. But it could not
1 . e o production and its
could not get the mastery of the~xplta1~uthem, an~, therefore,
. Id o~l:V: simply reject
t hem as bad. The more stron 1 thl
the exploitation of the wor1{fn~ cl s ea~11er_ soc1al1sm denounced
i~m, the less able was it clearl t ass, 1ne~1table un~er capitalt1on consisted and how it arose ~u~ fshow_ I~ what this exploitat o present the capitalistic method of or t~1s I~ wa~ necessary- (1)
connection and its inevitablenes d Rro uct1on _in its historical
period, and therefore also t o ;re ur~ng_t a particular historical
an~ (2) to lay bare its'essential char!~~r I sh~n~vitable_ downfall;
This \Vas done by the discovery of
w IC was still a secret.
t~~t the appropriation of unpaid lab~~f ius ~alue. _It was shown
tal1st mode of production and of the
s ~ e _basis of the capithat occurs under it; that even if the ec:p~o1t~t1on of the worl{er
power of his labourer at its full value p1tal1st buys _the labo11r
market, ~e yet extr acts more value fr as ~. commodity ?n the
and that in tl1e ultim ate analysis t l1i om lit than he paid for;
sums of value from which are hea d s surp us value f~rms those
~asses of capital in the hands of f:e up the _constantly 1ncreasi11g
sis of capitalist production and th poss~ss1n.g classes. The geneboth expl ained.
e pro uction of capital were
T~ese two great discoveries th
. . .
o_f history and the revelation of t h e mater1al1~t1c. conceptio11
t1on through surplus val
e secret of cap1tal1sti c produc.
. .
ue, we owe to Marx W' th th
.
er1es soc1al1sm became a sc .
Th
·
~
ese d1scovout all its details and rela~~nce.
e next thing was to wor]{
Th
t . l'
ions ... .
.
e ina er1a ist conception of histor
t1on that the production of th
y starts from the proposinext to production the excha e me~n:ht.o support human life and,
.
'
nge o
ings produced, is the basis
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11 social structure; that in every society that has appeared
? :istory, the manner in which wealth is distributed and society
11~vided into classes or orders is dependent upon what is produced,
di w it is produced, and .ho.w the products are exchanged. From
11;. s point of view the final causes of all soci al changes and poli1
t_ al revolutions are to be sought, not in men's brains , not in
tr~n 's better insight into eternal truth and j11stice, but in changes
~ the modes of production and exchange. They are to be sought
1
~t in the philosophy, but in the economics of each particular
~poch. The growing perception that existing social institutions
are unreasonable and unjust, that reason has become unreason
and right wrong, * is 011ly proof that in the modes of production
and exchange changes h a,,e silently tal{en place with which the
social order, adapted to earlier economic conditions, is no longer
in keeping. From this it also follows that the means of getting
rid of the incongruities that have been brought to light must
also be present, in a more or less developed condition, within
the changed inodes of production themselves. These means are
11ot to be invented by deduction from fundamental principles,
but are to be discovered in t he stubborn facts of the existing
system of production.
What is, then , the position of modern socialism in this connection?
The present st1·ucture of society-this is now pretty generally
conceded-is the creation of the ruling class of today, of the
bourgeoisie. The mode of production peculiar to the bourgeoisie ,
known, since Marx , as the capitalist mode of production , was
incompatible with the feudal system, with the privileges it
conferred 11pon individuals, entire social ranks and local corporations, as well as with the hereditary ties of subordination which
constituted the frameworl{ ·Of its social organisation. The bourgeoisie broke up the feudal system and built upon its ruins the
capitalist order· of society, the kingdom of free competition.
?f personal liberty, of the equality, before the law, of all com1nod1ty owners , of all the rest of the capitalist blessings. Thenceforward the capitalist mode of production could develop i11 free dom. Since steam, machinery, and the mal{ing of machines b)'
_machinery transformed the older manufacture into mode1·11
Industry, the productive forces evolved under the g11idance of tl1e
bourgeoisie developed with a rapidity and in degree unhear·cf
of before . But just as the older manufacture, in its time, ancl
handicraft, becoming more developed under its influence, had
come into collision with the feudal trammels of the guilds, so now
modern industry, in its more complete development , comes into

l
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collision with the bounds within wh. h
. .
of production holds it confined Th IC the cap1tal1stic lllo
already outgrown the capital.
e few productive forces h de
conflict between productive ~~r1c mo e of using them. And th~e
n~t .a conflict engendered in thec:inaf d f modes .of production ~
oi·1ginal sin and divine justice It
? ma?, like that hetweel8
outside us, independently of the. will ex1~ts, ~n fact, ohjective}yn
that have brought it on M
a~ .actions even of the
•
:eflex, in thought, of thls c~~i~~t sfc1al1s1? .is n_othing hut
In tl~e minds, first, of t11e class dire~tlfyact,ff1ts. ideal reflection
wor {ing. class.
su er1ng tinder it, the
Now, in w~at does this conflict consist?
Before capitalistic production .
. .
.
sy~tem of petty industry obtai~e1de.' in the Middle Ages, the
private property of' the labourers in ~~n~rally, based up on the
In th~ country, the agr·iculture of th
e1rllmeans of prod uction·
ser·f; Ill the towns, the handicrafts or ~;im~ . pea~ant, free man o;
ments of labour-land , agricultura1 i se 1 In guilds. The instru.the tool-were the instruments of l b mp e1fe~ts, th~ workshop,
adapted for the use of one worker : our o single individuals,
small, dwarfish, circumscribed. B~t nfd, t~~efore, of necessity,
belonged, as a rule, to the rod
'. or t I~ very reason tb.ey
scattered, limited means ofp pro~ce~.h1mself. 1o concentrate these
them into the po\verful levers of uc ion, ~o enlarge them, to turn
thi~ >vas precisely the historic ro)~odf ct10~ o~ the present dayof Its upholder, the hour eoisie I o cap1tal1st production and
l\1arx has explained in !et ·1 . h n the fourth section of Capital•
this. has been . historically ;~rkedo:u~i~~e the fifteenth century
of simple co-01Jeration manufact
d rough the three phases
the bourgeoisie, as is also shown thre an modern industry. But
puny means of production into mi ere, could n?t transform these
transforming them at th
.ghty productive forces without
.
.
.
'
e
same
time
from
f
f
o tlie ind1v1dual into social
f
means o production
by a collectivity of men T~ean~ 0 . production only workable
the blacksmith's hammer ~vere s)1nning-wheel, the hand-loom
the po,ve1·-loom , the ste'am-ha:p a~ed by !he .s~inning-machine:
by the factory implying the co-omer, ~he ind1v1dual workshop,
sands of workmen In 11"ke
perat1on of hundreds and thou.
·
manner prod t · · ·
a series of individual into a
. ' f
1:c ion itself changed from
from individual to social ;~~1;s ~ so~~al acts, and the products
metal articles that now came ou~c s.
e yarn, the cloth, the
P.roduct of many worke1·s , throu h
thehfactory, were the joint
s1 vely to pass before they w
g d ose ands they had succesof them: ''/ made that· th ~re. rea y. No one person could sa y
'
is 18 my product.''

i·

i.h!

;r

*
'

I(. Marx, Capital, Vol.

I , Moscow, 1965, pp. 312-507.-Ed.
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But where, in a given society, the fundamental form of produc.
is
that
spontaneous
division
of
labour
which
creeps
in
grad0
ti~lly and n·ot upon any preconceived plan, there the products
~ ke on the form of commodities, whose mutual exchange, buying
~d selling, enables the individual producers to satisfy their
~anifold wants. And this was the case in the Middle Ages. The
peasant, e.g., sold to the artisan agricultural products and bought
from him the products of handicraft. Into this society of individual producers, of commodity producers, the new mode of
production thrust itself. I11 the midst of the old division of labour,
grown up spontaneously and upon no definite plan, which had
governed tl1e whole of society, now arose division of labour upon
a defin ite plan, as organised in the factory; side by side with
individual productioi1 appeared social production. The products
of both were sold in the same market, and, therefore, at prices
at least approximately equal. But organisation upon a definite
plan was stronger than spontaneous di vision of labour. The factories working \Vith the combined social forces of a collectivity
of individuals produced their commodities far more cheaply than
the individual small producers. Individual production succumbed
in one department after another. Socialised production revolutionised all the old methods of production. But its revolutionary
character was, at the same time , so little recognised that it was,
on the contrary, introduced as a means of increasing and developing the production of commodities. When it arose, it found
ready-made, and made liberal use of, certain machinery for the
production and exchange of commodities: merchants' capital,
handicraft, wage-labour. Socialised production thus introducing
itself as a new form of the production of commodities, it was a matter of course that under it the old forms of appropriation remained
in full swing, and were applied to its products as well.
In the mediaeval stage of evolution of the production of commodities, the question as to the owner of the product of labour·
could not arise. The inclividual producer, as a rule, had, from
ra\v material belonging to himself, and generally his own b,andiwork, produced it with his own tools, by the labour of his own
hands or of his family. '1,here was no need for him to appropriate
the new product. It belonged >vholly to him, as a matter of course.
His property in the product was, therefore, based upon his own
labour. Even where external help was used, this was, as a rule,
of little importance, and very generally >vas compensated by
something other than wages. The apprentices and journeymen
of the guilds worked less for board and wages than for education,
in order that they might become master craftsmen themselves.
Then came the concentration of the means of production and
of the producers in large workshops and manufactories, their
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tra~sf?rmation

into actual sociali~ed. mea11s of production alld
soc1al1sed producers. But the soc1al1sed producers and lllea
of production and their products were still treated, after thi11
change, just as they had been .be~or.e, i.e., as. t11e means of Pro..
duction and the prodl1cts of individ11als. Hitherto, the ow er
of the instruments of labour had himself appro1Jriated the Prod.
11
uct, because, as a rule , it Was his own product an.d the assistance
of others was the exception. Now the owner of the instrulllents
of labour always appropria ted to himself the prod uct, although
it was no longer his product hut exclusively the product of the
labour of others. Thus, the products now produced sociall y Were
n·ot appropriated by those who had actually set in motion the
means of production and actually procluced the commodities,
but by the capitalists. The 1neans of production , and production
itself, had become in essence socialised. But they were subjected
to a form of appropriation which pi·esupposes the private production of individuals, under which , therefore, everyone owns
his own product and brings it to marl{et. The mode of production
is subjected to this form of appropriation, although it abolishes
the conditions upon which the latter rests.*
This contradiction, which gives to the new mode of production
its capitalistic character, contains the germ of the whole of the
social antagonisms of today. The greater the mastery obtained
by the new mode of production over all important fields of production and in all manufacturing countries, the more it red uced
individual production to an insignificant residuum, the more
clearly was brought out the incompatibility of socialised production
with capitalistic appropriation.

'
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. n as well as the product:
. ts . The means of productio ~01·e and more worthless,
producer
to turn wage-worker under
of the
nothing left for him . .1: e the exception and
tbere "'.talist . Wage-labou1·, afore~1m f all production; afo:etime
tbe cap1 became the rule and
osole remaining function of
rY ' now entary, it now became
e . ime became a wage-worker
cowplem r The \vage-worker for a t
e-,vorkers was further
tl1e
number of these
wagof the feudal system
for
increased by the
of the
enorm
ed at the same time, y
nts from t heir hometl1at
lords the eviction of the
between the means
of the
The separation "'.as made
ethe capitalists, on the
steadsd ction concentrated in the
nothing but their labourof
and the producers,
between socialised producone s1
t he other. The
ic ionifested itself as the antagopower,
d
·talistic
appropriation
-man
. an capi
. .
h
ti?n f roletariat and
.
d of production t I'USt
nism o pve seen that the capitalistic· . mo
.
of individ11al
_ roed ucers,

capital1~ndividual
~s

:vorl{eh~

hf~u1y

o~cu~al

:~c.
pr~ d~
~n

th~~
~~

?ec~m~

acce~so

ba~~

perman~nt

b~ea:~~gd~\'.anding
pe1s~e

~etainers

com~f
h~nds
pos~e.s~~ng

co.nt~a
bourge?isi~.

h~emt~y
';iq~;'s

ha pen to have, an
n social interre a ions.
s::h means of production as
satfsfy h is remaining
such exchange as he mayh
particular article is
wants . No one kno\vs how m~c of it will be wanted. No on; no~s
on the market, nor how m11c
will meet an actual ema~ ,
ood his costs of prod.uc~ion
whether his individual product
\vhether he \vill_ be able di~ ~:~~l .g Anarchy reigns in socialised
or even to sell his commo y
.
.

The first capitalists found, as we have said, alongside of other
forms of labour·, wage-labour ready-made for them on the market.
But it was exceptional, complementary, accessory, transitory
wage-labo11r. The agricultural labourer, though, upon occasion,
he hired himself out by the day, had a few acres of his own land
on which he could at all events live at a pinch. The guilds were
so organised that the journeyman of today became the niaster
of tomorrow. But all this changed, as soon as the means of production became socialised aJ1d concentrated in the hands of

c~m<ng

production.
.
. .
odities, like
every other
. to1·In
f.
.
.
But the producti.011 of cl~mm ·nherent laws inseparable I~m
of production, has its pecu ~ar, ~arch in and through anarc .Y·
it · and these laws worl{, d~spi:~ea only ypersistent form ~ J?c~~l
They reveal themselves in
d here they affect the in ivi · ' in exchange,
an of competi·t·iond. hTheytoare,
interrelations, i.e.
lsory laws
be
ual producers as compu
themselves, an
ave .
at first unknown to these produceJs
the result of experience.
by them
independently of thf
They work themselves ?u '
th m as inexorable natura ah
ducers and in antagonism to d et·o' n The product governs t e
' particular f orm 0f pro uc i ·
of their
.

0

*

It is hardly necessary in this connection to point out that, even if
the form of appropriation remains the same, the character of the appropriation is just as much revolutionised as production is by the cl1anges described
above. It is, of course , a very different matte1· whether I appropriate to
myself my O\Vn product or that o.f another. Note in passing that wage-labour,
the \Vhole capitalistic mode of production in embr yo, is
which
very ancient; in a sporadic, scattered form it existed for centuries al o11gside of slave-labo.ur. But the embryo could duly develop into the capitalistic
\vhen tl1e necessary 11istorical preconditions 11ad
mode furnished.
of production
been
[Noteonly
by Engels.)

discov~<ed

c~ntains

grod~alihe;'.,1or:.s

P';,
1

producers.
.
· the earlier centuries, proIn mediaeval society, e;pec~a~y t~:ards satisfying the ~a~s
duction was essentially. i~ec. e t he main, only the wants o
e
of the individual. It satisfie ' in
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producer and his family. Where relations of personal dependen
·existed, as in the country, it also helped to satisfy the wa ce
of the feudal lord. In all this there was, therefore, no exchannta
the products, consequently, did not assume the character ge;
commodities. The family of the peasant produced alm ost ever Of
thing they wanted: clothes and furniture, as well as means Yi
subsistence . Only when it began to produce more than was s~.
ftcient to supply its own wants and t he payments in kind to th
feudal lord , only then did it also produce commodities. Thie
· surplus, thrown into socialised exchange and offered for sales
became commodities.
'
The artisans of the towns , it is true, had from the first to pr~
duce for exchange. But they, also, themselves supplied t he great.est part of their own individual wants. They had gardens and
plots of land. They turned their cattle out into the communal
forest , which, also, yielded them timber and firing. The women
spun flax, wool, and so forth. Production for the purpose of
.exchange, production of commodities, was only in its infancy.
Hence, exchange was restricted, the market narrow, the methods
-0f production stable; there was local exclusiveness without, local
unity within; the Mark* in the country; in the town, the guild.
But with the extension of the production of commodities,
and especially with the introduction of the capitalist mode of
production, the laws of commodity production, hitherto latent,
came into action more openly and with greater force. The old
bonds were loosened, the old exclusive limits b1~oken through,
the producers were more and more turned into independent , isolated
producers of commodities. It became apparent that the production
·Of society at large was ruled by absence of plan, by accident,
by anarchy; and this anarchy grew to greater and greater height.
But the chief means by aid of which the capitalist mode of production intensified this anarchy of socialised production was the
.exact opposite of anarchy. It was the increasing orga11isation
-0f production, upon a social basis, in every individual productive
.establishment. By this, the old, peaceful, stable condition of
things was ended. Wherever this organisation of production was
introduced into a branch of industry, it brooked no other method
of production by its side. The field of labour became a battleground . The great geographical discoveries, and the colonisation
following upon them, multiplied marlrets and quickened the
transformation of handicraft into manufacture. The war did
not simpl~ ~reak out between the individual producers of particular local1t1es. The local struggles begot in their turn national

. l wars of the seventeenth and the eight. t s the commerc1a
11fl ic '
· so
·
ld
ket
0
c th centuries.
.
d the opening of the wor m~r
£en inally, modern ind~stry an
at the same time gave it a?
Fde the struggle universal, and ·n natural or artificial cond1in.aheard-of virule.nce. Adv~nt~J:s t~e existence or non-existence
u_ll s of production now ec1
f whole industries and count10?- dividual capitalists, as well las o t side It is the Darwinian
.of
He thi;tt falls is r~mols~less Y. c::nc~ tra~sferred from Nature
tri ggle of the indiv1~ua
~r l ex1s The conditions of existence
. s~~ociety with i1_ltens1fied v10 e~~~· final term of human develop~atural to the an1ma~ appea~ a:ween socialised production ~nd
The
contrad1ct1on
e
t
·tself
as
an
antagonism
rn.en t ·
. t·
now presen s i
h
~apitalistic appropn~ ~~f roduction in the individual works op
between the organisatio
p ·n society generally .
and the anarchy of production ; t. on moves in these two forms
i·ts very origin. It is never
The capitalistic mode of pro .utcf i
·
· manent to 1 rom
h d 1 dy
.of the antagonism im ,, . .
circle'' which Fourier a a .rea
able to get out of that. v1c10~ not indeed, see in his time is that
discovered . What Fourier cou
. '. that the movement becomes
e to an end like the movethis circle is gradually narrow1ntg,
·ral
and
mus
com
'
·
h
pel
. . with the centre. It is t e com more and more a sp1 '
ment of the planets, by. col~s1o~oduction of society at large ~hat
ling force of anarchy in t e p
the great majority of men into
more and more co~p~etely turns of the proletariat again who
proletarians; and it is the masse~n roduction. It is the compelwill finally put an en~ to all:alch;o~u~tion that turns the limitless
1.ing force of anarchy ~n soc1a / modern industry into a .compulperfectibili ty of 1!1ach1nery ';1-nd:~idual industrial capitalist m~st
sory law by which every in d
under penalty of ruin.
perfect his machi~ery more a~. r;ior~~ making human labour
But the perfecting of . m.ac inedyincrease of machinery means
s uperfluous . If the int~o~uct1ori:~nual by a few machine-workers,
the displacement of m1:hons o
th displacement of more and
'improvement in m.ach1nery mea~s se~ves. It means, in the last
more of the machine-workers t emb
f available wage-workers
t•10 n of a num er o
.
f
md
·t 1 the formation o a co
instance the pro uc
in exces~ of the average needs of c~p1 ~l~d it in 1845, * available
'Plete industrial reserve army'. as
ck~
at high pressure, to be
·
dustry
is
wor
ing
con
at t he times wh en in
th . evitable crash comes, a
cast out upon the street wh~n b e ~~he working class in its st ru g'ltant dead weight ~pon th~ lima sr~ ulator for the keep in~ of wages
gle for existence with capita ' ·t g the interests of capital. Thus
down to the low level that su1 s

·:S

.
sin England, P· 109. (Note by Engels.]
* The Condition of the Worki:ig_ClasMoscow 1962, P· 119.-Ed.
~
'
ee M arx and Engels ' On Britain,

*

See Appendix. [Note by Engels.] - Here Engels refers to his work TM
Mark. -Ed.
.
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it comes about , to quote Marx, that machinery becomes t he lllo
powerful weapon in the war of capital against the working clas:~
that the instruments of labour constantly tear the means •
subsistence out of the hands of the labourer; that the very produc[
0
of the worker is turned into an instrument for his subjugation.s
Thus it comes about that the economising of the instrulllents1
of labour becomes at the same time, from the outset, the lllost
reckless waste of labour power, and robbery based upon the
normal conditions under which labour functions 82 ; that machinery, the most powerful instrument for shortening labour time
becomes the most unfailing means for placing every moment
0
the labourer's time and that of his family at the disposal of the
capitalist for the purpose of expanding the value of his capital.
Thus it comes about that the overwork of some becomes the
preliminary condition for the idleness of others, and that modern
industry, which hunts after new consumers over the whole world,
forces the consumption of the masses at home down to a starvation
minimum, and in doing thus destroys its own home market.
"The law that always equilibrates the relative surplus pop ulation, or industrial reserve army, to the extent and energy of
accumulation, this law rivets the labourer to capital more firmly
than the wedges of Vulcan did Prometheus to the rock. It establishes an accumulation of misery, corresponding with accumulation of capital. Accumulation of wealth at one pole is, therefore.
at the same time, accumul ation of misery, agony of toil, sl avery,
ignorance, brutality, mental degradation, at the opposite pole.
i.e., on the si de of t he class that prodilces its own product in the
form of capital." (Marx's Capital, p. 671.) 83 And to expect any
other division of the products from the capitalistic mode of
production is the same as expecting the electrodes of a battery
not to decompose aci dul ated water, not to liberate oxygen at t he
positive, hydrogen at the negative pole, so long as they are connected with the battery.
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of the markets cannot keep
nergetically. The extension ion The colllsion becomes
iess ewith the
of
real solution so l.ong
p1·talist mode of production,
pace.table and as this c~nnot tph
. nevi
'
b k in pieces e ca
h b
tten
L ·t does not
rea periodic.
. . Cap1·talist production as ego
as
I
i1· . ons become
he CO ISl
. 1 "
. .
t. ther "vicious circ e . .
1825 when the first general crisis
anAs a matter of fact'.
1
commercial world, producke out, the whole in us ria . "lised eoples and their more
bro and exchange among all
.
of joint about once
barbaric hangers-on,
the markets are
multitudinous as they are
o er ten years. Commerce is
!rutied, products
as credit vanishes, factories are
" aleable, hard cash disappears, .
ant of the means of subt he mass of the workers
wtoo much of the
sistence, because they havefoflows upon bankruptcy, ~xecution
f subsist ence; bankruptcy
1 t for years· productive forces
execution. The
wh'olesale, until the
and products are wasted afities finally filters off , more or less
accumul ated. mass of comt~o roduction and exchange gradually
depreciat ed in va~uei:;unl I b p little the pace quickens. It b~comes
begin to move aga11:1. I tt e y
into a canter' the canter 11:1 turn
a trot. _The industrial trot b1l~ak~f a perfect steeplechase of indusgrows into the headlong ga dp
1 tion which finally, after
try commercial credit, an . .sbpecu a in the ditch of a crisis.
ends
where
it
egan·
h
1825
'
I
. We have now, since t e year
'
breakneck eaps,
And so over and over a~a1n.
.
at the resent moment (1877)
gone through this five times, ahnd . th ti!.e And the character
·
th rou
- gh it for d t fi e six
·
· a11 of them
we are going
d that Fourier
hit
of these crises is so clearly e n~, . e plethorique"' a crisis from
()ff when he described the first as eris

exten~ion

t~oress

f

We have seen that the ever-increasing perfectibility of modern
machinery is, by the anarchy of social production, turned i nto
a compulsory law that forces the individual industrial capitalis t
always to improve his machinery, always to increase its productive force. The bare possibility of extending the .field of production
is transformed for him into a similar compulsory law. The enormous expansive force of modern industry, compared with which
that of gases is mere child's play, appears to us now as a necessity
for expansion, both qualitative and quantitative, that laughs
at all resistance. Such resistance is offered by consumption, by
sales, by the markets for the products of modern industry. But the
capacity for extension, extensive and intensive , of the markets
is primarily governed by quite different l aws that work much
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• .
ion between socialised production
In these crises, the contradict d . a violent explosion. The
. 1.
opriation en s in
d M
and capita ist appr . . . for the time being, stoppe ·. oney,
circulation of commodities is,
h · ndrance to circulation. All
the means of circul~tion, bec_omels t~o; of commodities are turned
the laws of production and ~1rcc:l~ision has reached its apogee.
upside down. The econo~ic
.
ainst the mode of exchange.
The mode of production is in rebellion .agt·on of. production within
The fact that the socialised or\a~1s.~ ~as become incompatible
1
the factory has developed so f~r t fn society, which exis~s s_ide
with t he anarchy of. produ?tl~n b ught home to the cap1tal1sts
by side with and dominates it, is rot·
of capital that occurs
h
h
.
lent
CQncentra
ion
·11
t
.
f
large and a sh grea .e r
t emselves by t e v10
during crises, through_ th~ ruin ~e ~~~le mechanism of the capinumber of small, cap1~alists. Tk d n under the pressure of the
tRlist mode of production brea 8 ow
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productive forces, its own creations. It is no longer able to tu
all this mass of means of production into capital. They lie fallo l'I)
and for that very reason the industrial reserve army must al"ll,
lie fallow. Means of production, means of subsistence, availabf
labourers, all the elements of production and of general wealth&
are present in abundance. But ''abundance becomes the sourc ,.
of distress and want" (Fourier), because it is the very t hing tha:
prevents the transformation of the means of production and subsistence into capital. For in capitalistic society the means of
production can only function when they have undergone a preliminary transformation into capital, into the means of exploiting
human labour power. The necessity . of this transformation into.
capital of the means of production and subsistence stands like
a ghost between these and the workers. It alone prevents th~
coming together of the material and personal levers of production ~
it alone forbids the means of production to function, the workers
to worl{ and live. On the one hand, therefore, the capit alistic
mode of production stands convicted of its own incapacity t()
further direct these prodt1ctive forces. On the other, these productive forces themselves, with increasing energy, press forward
to the removal of the existing contradiction, to the abolition
of their quality as capital, to the practical recognition of their
character as social productive forces.
This rebellion of the productive forces, as t hey grow more and
more powerful, against their qual~ty as capital, this stronger
and stronger command that their social character shall be recognised, forces the capitalist class itself to treat them more and
more as social productive forces, so far as this is possi ble under
capitalist conditions. The period of industrial high pressure ~
with its unbounded inflation of credit, not less than the crash
itself, by the collapse of great capitalist establishments, tends
to bring about that form of the socialisation of great masses
of means of production which we meet with in the different kinds
of joint-stock companies. Many of these means of production and
of distribution are, from the outset, so colossal that, like t he
railways, they exclude all other forms of capitalistic exploitation. At a further stage of evolution this form also becomes
insufficient. The producers on a large scale in a particular branch
of industry in a particular country unite in a trust, a union for
the purpose of regulating production. They determine the total
amount to be produced, parcel it out among themselves, and
thus enforce the selling price fixed beforehand. But trusts of t his·
kind, as soon as business becomes bad, are generally liable tobreak up, and on this very account compel a yet greater concentration of association. The whole of the particular industry is
turned into one gigantic joint-stock company; internal competi-
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e internal monopoly of this one comp~ny.
. gives place to ~h 1890 with the English alkali production,
tJO? bas happened inh f ion of 48 large works, in the han~s
'f~~~b is now, aftern~u~te~s upon a single plan, and with a cap1w e company, co
of o~f £6,000,000.
etition changes into its very
ta\n the ~rusts, freed~1? a~i t~:1"/roduction without an~ definite
·t lates to the production upon
osite -into monopo y '.
fn of capitalistic s?c1et[. ca;~c~alistic society. Certai~ly _this
p definite plan of tte i~va ~~gand advantage of the cap1tahsts.
fs so far ~till ~o t e en~oitation is so palpable that it must
ut
in
this
case
th~
exp
·11
t
up
with
production
conducted
B
nation
wi
pu
h
·t
No
b f ed an exploitation of t e commun1 y
break dtown.
with so are ac
by trus s,
f divident-mongers.
·
by a small band. o
or without, the official representat1veIn any case, with trusts t
·11 ulti·mately have to under. 1.
· t
the sta e -wi
·
of capita i~t so~ie y- d tion. * This necessity for conv~rsion
take the d1rect1on ~f fr~ ~c t ·n the great institutions for interinto state property l~ et.t rsth~ post office the telegraphs, the·
course and commun1ca ion '
·
. ca aci ty of the bourgeoisie for
railways.
If the crises demonstrate the ind Pt.ve forces the transformamanaging any longer :t·o~ern r:ofo~cp~oduction' and distribution
tion of the great esta i.s men
nd state roperty shows how
into joint-stock compani~s.' tr~=t~o: that pu!iiose. All the social
unnecessary the bo~rge?isie a
performed by salaried employfunctions of the cap1tal1st are now

of

h
ns of production and distri* I say "have to''. For only wh~~
t if :~~agement by joint-stock combution have actually outgrown th~ \0~m them over by the state has become
panies and when, therefore, the a {Ing
1·f ·t is the state of today that
econo~ically inevitable, only t~endeven e the attainment of another step
effects this-is tl1ere an~ econom1~ fa llan~o'ductive forces by socie~y itself.
preliminary to the taking over 0 . af P8 tate ownership of industrial est abBut of late, since Bismarc~ 'vent ~n. or has arisen degenerating , now and
lishments, a kind ~f spur1ous soc~al1s~h t withou't more ado declare~ all
again into something of flun~eyismk. a sort to be socialistic. Certainly'
state 'ownership, even of the Bisfa~h i~~bacco' industry is socialisti~, ~hen
if the taking over by. the state o mebered among the founders of socia!1sm.
Napoleon and. Metternich m?st be ~u
oli ti cal and financial reasons, i tse~f
I i the Belgian state, for _quite o~d1n.ar.1 ~. arck not under any economic
constructed its chief ra1lwayh li~e~, ~h ~hlef Pr~ssian lines, simply ~o be
compulsion' took over for t .e s a e . ecase of war' to bring up the railway
the better able to have them in hahd in
ment and especially to createemployees as voting cattle f_or t e ~oder~ndent of yarliamentary votesfor himself a new source of 1?c?m.e in ep re direct y or indirectly, _conth~s was, in no sell:se, a soc1alist~c ~~~suRo' al Maritime Company, so the
sc1ously or u~consciously. Othedis~en the r!gimental tailor s~ops of t11e
Royal porcelain manufa~tu:e,. ai; ~ . 8 or even, as was seriously proft_rmy would also b~ soc1alis~1ck ;~r~ii~ut1of1i's reign the taking over by theposed by a sly dog ln Frederic v' I iam
'
state of the brothels. [Note by Engels. 1
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ees. T?-e capi~alist has no further social function than tha
pocketing dividends , tearing off . coupons, and gambling
t of
tock _Exch~nge, where the different capitalists despoil one aon the
of their capital. At first the capitalistic mode of productio ~othel'
out the workers. Now it forces out the capitalists and n lrces
them, j':1-st as it reduced ~he wo~kers, to the ranks ~f the :~ru~es
118
population, although not immediately into those of the ind p .
reserve army.
ustria)
But the. transformation, either into joint-stock companies a
Lru~ts_, or into state ownership, does not do away with t he can~
L~hs tic nature of the productive forces. In the joint-stock
Pl·
~ues and trusts this i obvious. And the modern state com~a1s only the organisation that bourgeois society takes on in a~~n,
to sup~ort the. external conditions of the capitalist mod: :r
. against the encroachments as well of the worker!
~s of 1nd~v1dual ~apitalists. The modern state, no matter what
its .form, is e~sent1ally a ~apitalist machine, the state of t he ca i ..
tah sts, th~ ideal personification of the total national capit~l
The more I~ proceeds to the taking over of productive forces, th~
~o.re does it actually become the national capitalist, t he more
c1t1zens . does it expl~it .. The w?.rkers remain wage-workerspr~letar1ans. The cap1tal1st relation is not done away with
It is rather brought _to a head. But, brought to a head , it topple~
over. State ?wnersh1p of the productive forces is not the solution
o! the conflict, but concealed within it are the technical conditions. that f~rm the elements of that solution.
This s~lut1on can only consist in the practical reco-g nition
of th.e social nature of the modern forces of prodt1ction and therefore in t he harm?nising of t?e _modes of production, ap~ropriation,
and ~xchange with the soc1al1sed ch aracter of the means of pro..
d~ct1on. An~ this can .only come about by society openly and
directly taking possession of the productive forces which have
outgrown all control except that of society as a whole. The social
character ?f the me ans of production and of the products t oday
rea:ts against the producers, periodically disrupts all production
~n . exchange, ac~s only like a l aw of Nature working blindly,
orcibly, destr:ictively. But with the taking over by society
of the :productive forces, the social ch aracter of the means of
p~oduct1on and of the products will be utilised by the producers
with a perfec~ understanding of its nature, and instead of being
a source of disturbance and periodical collapse, will become the
most .powerf:il lever of production itself.
f A~~~ve ~oc1al f~rces work exactly like natural forces : blindly,
orci y, . estruct1vely, so long as we do not understand, and
reckon with the~. B~t when once we understand them when
once we grasp their action, their direction, their effects, it depends
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pon ourselves to subject them more and more to our own
o~lY u d by means of them to reach our own ends. And this
,vil~ a;uite especially of the mighty productive forces of today.
ti 0 l 1S g as we obstinately refuse to understand the nature and
f.S ::aracter of these soci~l means of ac~io~ -and this understai;idth0 oes against the grain of the capitalist mode of production
ingd fts defenders -so l ong these force s are at work in spite of us,
~n pposition to us, so long they master us, as we have sh own
lnbove
o in deta1·1 .
.
.
a }3ut when once their nature is understood, they can, in the
ds of t he producers working together, be transformed from
11 a~ter demons into willing servants. The difference is as that
~~ween the destructive force of electricity in the lightning
~ the storm, and electricity under command in the t~legraph
and t he voltaic arc; the difference b~twee~ a confl~g!ation, and
fire working in the service of man. With this recognition, at la~t,
of the real nature of the productive forces of today, . t he soci al
anarchy of production gives pl ace to a soci al regul ation of production upon a definite pl an, according to the needs of t he community and of each individual. T hen the capitalist mode of appropriation, in which the product enslaves first the producer_, ~nd
then t he appropriator, is repl aced by t he mode of appropriation
of the products that is based upon t he ~ature o~ the mode_rn
means of production; upon the one hand, d1re~t social appr~pria
tion, as means to the maintenance and extension of product1onon t he other, direct individual appropriation, as means of subsistence and of enjoyment.
Whilst the capitalist mode of p~od_uction more and m?re c?mpletely transforms the great maJority of the popul ation in.to
proletarians, it creates the power which, under pe~alty _of _its
own destruction, is forced . to accomplish this revolution. Whilst
it forces on more and more the transformation of the vast means
of production, already socialised, into state. property, it sho~s
itself t he way to accomplishing this revolution. T~e P'.oletariat
seizes political power and turns the means of production into state
property.
.
.
But, in doing this, it abolishes itself _as proleta~1at, abolishes
all cl ass distinctions and class antagonisms, abolishes also the
state as state. Society thus far, based up?n ?lass antagonis~s,
had need of the state. That is, of an organisation of the p articul ar . cl ass which was pro tempore. the ex~lo_iting class, an o!gani:
sat1on for the purpose of preventing any ~nterference from withou"
with the existing conditiOIJ.S of production, and, there.fore, especially, for the purpose of forcibly keepi_ng t~e explo1~ed classes
in t he condition of oppression corresponding with the given mode
of production (slavery, serfdom, wage-labour). The state was the

0
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official r~presentative of society as a whole. .
.
together into a visible embodiment B t •t , t11~. gathering of .
. a.s it wa.s the state of that cl ass whic~ itse~a: t ,Is onl y in so~f:t
t1n1e being, society as a whole . in a . t ~presented, for •th,..
~lave-owning citizens; in the Middlenclen times, the state of
in our own time, the bourgeoisie Whe ges, th~ feuda l lords·
real representative of the whole of.
. t n at last it becomes th •
essary. As soon as there is no 1 soc1e y, it r~nclers itself unne &
in sub~ection; as soon as class r~f!e::~~~~c~a~ .cl~dss to be he}~
f
existence based upon our pre~e t
~1 I~I ual struggle
w1 th. the collisions and excesses arisin~ f:nar~h y in production,
nothing more remains to be re
om ese, are removed
for~e, a state, is no longer nec!s~~~sed, and a special repressiv;
\Vh1ch the sta te really constitutes it~lfT~ ~rst act by. virtue of
.
e representative of the
whole of society-the taki'ng
·
.
possession of the
·f
t 1011
in the name of soc1·ety th" .
means o produc. d
IS IS at the s
t•
in ependent act as a state. State interf
~me i_me, its last
becomes, in one domain after
th erence in social relations
dies out of itself· the ove
ano er, superfluous, and then
administration of thin~s ;~~ebt ~i persons is replaced by the
production. The state is ~ot ''abo}· h ~,, co;du~t of processes of
the measure of the value of the phis e ,, . I t di es out. This gives
its justifiable use at times b
-~a~e a ree state''' ss both as to
scientific insufficiency· and al~o a11 t~ or~, and as to its ultimate
anarchists for the ab~lition of t~e : emands of the so-called
Since the historical appearance of s ate ou.t o~ hand.
duct~on, the appropriation by societ the f cap1tal1st mode of production has often been dreamed f y o all the means of pro~ndividuals, as well as by sects a~ ' m?re or less vaguely, by
it could become possible, could be;he ideal _of t~e future. But
oI_lly when the actual conditions f o~e a ~1sto_r1cal necessity,
Like every other social advance it o~ I s real1sat1~n were there.
me~ understanding that the ex· t
ecomes p~a~t1cable, not by
to Justice, equalit y, etc. ' not I~ e~~ee of classe_s ~sin contradictio1:
these classes, but by virtue of ~e t . mere w1ll1ngn~ss to abolish
The separation of society into r a1n ~ey.r_ economic conditions.
class, a ruling and an o re
an exp o1t1ng and an exploited
~uence of the deficient
::set~i~::~sd wa~ the necessary conse1n former times. So Ion as the
eve. opll!ent of production
a produce which but slfghtl
tot~l social labour only yields
the existence of all· so Ion y et~cee f s that barely necessary for
or almost all the ti~e of th:' re ere or~, ~s labour engages all
s?ciety-so long, of necessit
g. at ~aJor~ty .of. the members of
Side by side with the grea~' thi~ s?~Iety Is d1v1ded into classes.
to labour, arises a class freed ~aJor1
exclusively bond slaves
which looks after the general r~~ irefctly .Productive labour,
a airs o society: the direction
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busi11ess,
la\v,
science,
art,
etc.
It
is,
therefore,
bour,
state
1
of ~aw of division of labour that lies at the basis of the division
~h: classes. But this does not prevent this division into classes
in ~ being carried out by means of violence and robbery, trickery
fro1 fraud. It does not prevent the ruling class, once having
a~~ upper hand, from consolidating its power at the expense
t f the working class, from turning its social leadership into
~Il intensified exp~oitatio~ of t.h~ _mas~es.
.
But if, upon t his showing, d1v1s1on into classes has a certain
h istoric~ ! justi~cation, _i~ has this only for a gi,ren period, . only
under given social conditions. It was based upon the insufficiency
of production. It will be_ swept away by ~he complete dev~l?p
rnent of modern productive forces. And, 1n fact, the abol1tioi1
of classes in society presl1pposes a degree of historical evolut ion
at which the existence, not simply of this or that particular
ruling class, but of any ruling class at all , and, therefore, the
existence of class distinction · itself has become an obsolete anachronism. It presupposes, therefore, the develo1Jment of production carried out to a degree at which appropriation of the
means of production and of the products, and, witl1 t his, of political domination, of the monopoly of culture, and of intellectual
leadership by a particul ar class of society, has become not only
superfluous but economically, politically, intellectually, a hindrance to development.
·
This point is now reached. Their political and intellectua l
bankrl1ptcy is scarcely any ·longer a secret to t he bourgeoisie
themselves. Their economic bankruptcy recurs regularly every
ten ye ars. In every crisis, society is suffocated beneath the weight
of its own productive forces and products, which it cannot use,
and stands helpless, face to face with the absurd contradictio11
that t he producers have nothing to consume, because consumers
are .wanting. The expansive force of the means of productio11
bursts the bonds that the capitalist mode of p1·oduction had
impose d upon them. Their deliverance from these bonds is the one
precondition for an unbroken, constantly accelerated development of the productive forces, and therewith fo1· a pr:;i.ctically
~nlimited increase of production itself. Nor is this all. The socialised appropriation of the means of production does away, not
only with the present artificial restrictions upon production, but
also with the positive waste and devastation of productive forces
and products that are at the present time the inevitable concomitants of production, and that reach their height in the crises.
Further , it sets free for . thi:i community at large a mass of means
of production and of products, by doing away with the se nseless
extravagance of the ruling classes of . today a11d t heir political
representatives. The possibility of securing for every member
13*
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of society' by means of socialised
d .
only fully sufficient materially an/r.;: uct~on, an existence
full, but an existence uaran , .
ecom1ng day by day not
a.nd
of their pifysical
to all t he
develop:ore
hty is now for the first t .
h
mental faculties -this po .ent
With t he seiz.
f h1me ere, but it is here.*
ss1bi·
ing 0 t e means of pr d t·
uct1on
of
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is
d
o
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ion
by
society
d
the mas.tery ?f the product
with, and,
product1on is replaced b s
Anarchy in sociY,
The struggle for individu Yl
definite organisati al
first t.ime man, in a cert a.a existence
d1sappe
Th
on
.
ars.
en for th.
rest of the animal
sense, is finally marked off from the
emerges from mere
conditions of existence into
of the conditions of life h" h y u~an ones. The whole sphe '
hitherto ruled man , now
man, . a!1d which
of man, who for the first time be co the do~1n1on an~ control
of Nature, because he has now b mes the rval, conscious lord
organisation. The laws of his O\V eco~el ma~ter of his own social
~ace t~ face with man as laws ofnNsotc1a ;cti?n, hitherto standing
ing him, will then be used w·t~
~rell
ore1gn
to,
and
dominat1
mastered by him Man's
. u underst anding and so
fronting him as a. necessit o"'.'n social organisation, hith~rto con
becomes the result of h" y impfosed by Nature and history nowt.ive forces that have hitherto
is own ree action . .The extraneous objec'
control of man himself. Onl f~~~erned h_1story. pass under the
more ~nd more consciously, Ymake ~~at time ~v1ll man himself,
~hat time ~ill the social causes
.1s own history-only from
~n t he main and in a constant! set in ~ovement by him have,
intended by him. It is the
Y growing measure, the results
necessity to the kingdom ~scfentdof man from the kino-dom of
Let u b . fl
o ree om
o
s r1e Y· sum up our sketch f h"
.
I. Mediaeval Society-Individual ~ ist?ncal evolution.
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urs is such excess offered for sale, enters into exchange. Produco~cn of conunodities, therefore, only in its infancy. But already
~~o contains within itself, in embryo, anarchy in the production

f JI.
society
at large.
Capitalist
R evolution-Transformation of industry, at first
0

1

bY llleans of simple co-operation and manufacture. Concentration
f the llleans of production, hitherto scattered, into great work-

ohops. As a consequence, their transformation from individual
to social means of production- a transformation which does not,
on the whole, affect the form of exchange. The old forms of appropriation remain in force. The capitalist appears. In his capacity
as owner of t he means of production, he also appropriates the
products and turns them into commodities. Production has
become a social act. Exchange and appropriation continue to be
individual acts, the acts of individuals. The social product is appropriated by the individual capitalist. Fundamental contradiction ,
whence arise all the contradiction~ in which our present-day
society moves, and which modern industry brings to light.
A. Severance of the producer from the means of production.
Condemnation of the worker to wage-labour for life. Antagonism
between the prCJletariat and the bourgeoisie.
B. Growing predominance and increasing effectiveness of the
laws governing the production of commodities. Unbridled competition. Contradiction between socialised organisation in the
individual factory and social anarchy in production as a whole.
C. On the one hand, perfecting of machinery , made by competition compulsory for each individual manufacturer, and comple1nented by a constantly growing displacement of labourers.
I ndustrial reserve army. On the other hand, unlimited extension
of production, also compulsory under competition for every
inanufacturer. On both sides, unheard-of development of productive forces, excess of supply over demand, over-production,
glutting of the markets, crises every ten years, the vicious circle:
excess here, of means of production and products-excess there,
of labourers, without employment and without means of existence.
But these . two levers of production and of social well-being are
unable to work together, because the capitalist form of production
prevents the productive forces from working and the products
from circulating, unless they are first turned into capital-which
~heir very superabundance prevents. The contradiction has grown
into an absurdity. The mode of production rises in rebellion against
~he form of exchange. The bourgeoisie are convicted of incapacity
urther to manage their own social productive force s.
D. P artial recognition of the social character of the productive
forces forced upon the capitalists themselves. Taking over tif the
great institutions for production and communication, first by
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joint-stock companies later on b

bourgeoisie den1onst~ated to be Y trusts, then by the state 'l'
functions are now performed b a suf erpuous class. All its ~ .l!t
.
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FREDERICK ENGELS

SOCIAL CLASSES-NECESSARY AND SUPERFLUOUS

1,he question has of ten been asked, in· what degree are the
<liff erent classes of society useful or even necessary? And the
answer was naturally a diffe1·ent one for every different epoch
of history considered. There was undoubtedly a time when a territorial a1--istocracy was an unavoidable and necessary element
of society. That, however, is very, very long ago. Then there
,\ras a t ime when a capitalist middle class, a bourgeoisie as the
French call it, arose V\rith equally unavoidable necessity, struggled
against t he territorial aristocracy, brol{e its political power, and
i 11 its t urn became economically and politically predominant.
But, since classes arose, there never was a time when society
could do without a working class. The name, the social statt1s
of that class has changed; the serf took the place of the slave,
to be in his turn relieved by the free working man-free from
servitude but also free from any earthly possessions save his
O\Vn labour force. But it is plain: whatever changes took place
in the upper, non-producing ranks of society, society could not
live wit hout a class of producers. This class, then, is necessary
tinder all circumstances-though ·t he time must come, when it
\vill no longer be a class, when it will comprise all society.
Now, what necessity ·is there at present for the existence
of each of these three classes?
. The landed aristocracy is, to say the least, economically useless
in E ngland, while in Ireland and Scotland it has become a positive nuisance by its depopulating tendencies. To send the people
across the ocean or into starvation, and to replace them by sheep
or deer -that is all the merit that the Irish and Scotch landlords
can lay claim to. Let the competition of American vegetable
an.d animal food develop a little further, and the English landed
aristocracy will do the same, at least those that can afford it,
l1aving large town estates to fall back upon. Of the rest, American
food competition will soon free us. And good riddance -for
tl1eir political action, both· in the Lords and Commons is a perfect
i 1ational nuisance .
. But how about the capitalist middle class, that enlightened and
liberal class which founded the British colonial empire and which
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established British liberty? The class that reformed Parliarne
in 1831,B7 repealed the Corn Laws, and reduced tax after ta~t
The class that created and still directs the gian~ manll:factures, an~
the immense merchant navy, the ever spreading railway system
of England? Surely that class must be at least as 11ecessary as the
working class which it directs and leads on from progress t o progress
Now the economical function of the capitalist middle clas~
has been, indeed, to create the modern system of steam manufactures and steam communications, and to crush every economical and political obstacle which delayed or hindered t he development of· that system. No doubt, as long as the capitalist middle
class performed this function it was, under the circumstances,
a necessary class. But is it still so? Does it continue t o fulfil
its essential function as the manager and expander of social
production for the benefit of society at large? Let us see.
To begin with the means of communication, \Ve find t he telegraphs in the hands of the Government. The railways and a large
part of the sea-going steamships are owned, not by individual
capitalists who manage their own business, but by joint -stock
companies whose business is managed for them by paid employees,
by servants whose position is to all intents and purposes that
of superior, better paid workpeople. As to the directors and
shareholders, they both know that the less the former int erfere
with the management, and the latter with t he supervision , the
better for the concern. A lax and mostly perft1nctory supervision
is, indeed, the only function left to t he owners of the business.
Thus we see that in reality the capitalist owners of these immense
establishments have no other action left with rega1~d to them, but
to cash the half-yearly dividend warrants. The social function
of the capitalist here has bee11 transferred to servants paid by
wages; but he continues to pocket, in his dividends, the pay for
those functions though he has ceased to perform them.
But another function is still left to the capitalist, whom t l1e
extent of the large undertakings in question has compelled to
''retire" from their management. And this function is to speculat e
with his shares on the Stock Exchange. For want of something
better to do, our ''retired" or in reality superseded capitalists,
gamble to their hearts' content in this tentple of mammon. They go
there with the deliberate i11tention to pocket money which t hey
were pretending to earn; though they say, the origin of all property is labour and saving-the origin perhaps, but certainly not
the end. What hypocrisy to forcibly close petty gambling houses ,
-vvhen our capitalist society cannot do without an immense gambling
house, where millions after millions are lost and won, for its very
centre! I-Iere , indeed, the existence of the ''retired'' shareholding ·
capitalist becomes not only superfluous, but a perfect nuisance.
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From ANTI-DVHRING

If, then, we ha1re not made
've c~n mal>:e even less with omuch prog:es~ with truth and error
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But when \Ve see that the three classes of modern society, the
f dal aristocracy, the bourgeoisie and the proletariat, each have
8
, ~ 0 rality of their own, we can only draw the one conclusion:
~~ at men , consciously or unconsciously, derive their ethical ideas
·. the last resort from the practical relations on which their class
1 11
Josition is based-from the economic relations in which they carry
~ 11 production and exchange.
But nevertheless there is quite a lot which the three moral
theories mentioned above have in common-is this not at least
a portion of a morality 1vhich is fixed once and fo1· all? These
1110 ral t heories represent three different stages of the same historical development, 11ave therefore a common historical background, a11d for that reason alone they necessarily have much in
common . Even more. At similar or approximately similar stages
of economic development moral theories must of necessity be more
or less in agreement . From the moment wl1en private ownership
of mova ble property developed, all societies in which this pri·vate ownership existed had to have this moral injunctio11 in com1non : Thou shalt not steal. 88 Does this injunction thereby become
a11 eternal moral injunction? By no means. In a society in which
all motives for stealing ' have been done away with, in which
tl1erefore at the very most only lunatics would ever steal, how
the preacher of morals would be laughed at who tried solemnly
to proclaim the eternal truth: Thou shalt not steal!
We therefore reject every attempt to impose on us any moral
dogma whatsoever as an eternal, ultimate and for ever immutable
ethical law on the pretext that the moral world, too, has its
JJermanent principles which stand above history and the differences between nations. We maintain on the contrary that all moral
theories have been hitherto the product, in the last analysis,
of t he economic co11ditioris of society obtai11ing at tl1e time. And
as society has hitherto moved in class antago11isms, morality
has always been class morality; it has either justified the domi11ation and the interests of the ruling class, or, ever since the
01Jpressed class became powerful enough, it has represented its
indignation against this don1ination and the future inte1·ests of
tl1e oppressed . That in this process there has on the whole been
Progress in morality, as in all other branches of human 1<11owledge,
~o one will doubt. But we have not yet passed beyond class n1oral1ty . A really human morality whicl1 stands above class antagonisms and above any recollection of them becomes possible only
at a stage of society which has not only overcome class antagonisms
but has even forgotten them in practical life ....
We have already had more than one occasion to mal<e ourselves
acquainted with I-Ierr Diihring's method. It consists in dissecting
eacl1 group of objects of l>:nowledge to \Vhat is claimed to be their
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he idea that all men, as men, have something in common, and
~ to that extent they are equal, is of course primeval. But the
tl1adern demand for equality is something entirely different from
1 0 t· this consists rather in deducing from that common quality
t f ab~ing human, from that equality of men as men, a claim to
0
al political and social status for all human b~ings, or at least
11
eq. all citizens of a state or all members of a society. Before that
f~ginal conception of relative equality could lead to the conclu0. 0n that men should have equal rights in the state and i11 society,
;efore t hat conclusion could even appear to he something natural
ai1 d self-evident, thousands of years had to pass and did pass. In
-~he most ancient, primitive communities equality of rights could
apply at most to members of the community; women, slaves and
foreigners were excluded from this equality as a matter of course .
Among the Greeks and Romans the inequalities of men vvere of
much greater importance than their equality in any respect. It
wot1ld necessarily have seemed insanity to the ancients that Greeks
and barbarians, freemen and slaves, citizens and peregrines, Roman
citizens and Roman subjects (to use a comprehensive term) should
ha,le a claim to equal political status. Under the Roman Empire
all these distinctions gradually disappeared, except the distinction between freemen and slaves, and in this 'vay there arose, for
the fre emen at least , that equality as between private individuals
'On the basis of which Roman law developed-he completest elaboration of law based on private property which we know. But
.so long as the antithesis between ·freemen and slaves existed, there
cot1ld be no talk of drawing legal conclusions from a general equality of mankind; we saw this even recently, in. the slave-owning
·s tates of the North American Union.
Christianity l{ne-vv only one point in which all men vvere equal:
that all were equally born in original si11-which corresponded
perfectly to its character as the religion of the slaves and the oppressed . Apart from this it recognised, at most, the equality of
the elect, which however was only stressed at the very beginning.
The traces of common ownership which are also found in the early
stages of the new religion can be ascribed to solidarity among
the proscribed rather than to real equalitarian ideas. Within
a \1 ery short time the establishment of the distinction between
priests and laymen put an end even to this incipient Christian
€quality .
The overrunni.n g of Western Europe by the Germans abolished
for centuries all ideas.. of equality, through the grad11al building
up of such a complicated social and political hierarchy as had
never existed before. But at the same time the invasion drew
Western and Central Europe into the course of historical development, created for the first time a compact cultt1ral area, and
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w4ereby they could then1se{vesanut~~s~ et~t~er from the means
workers who can contract with th
f eir labour-powertheir labour-power and hen
e mai_iu acturer for the hire of
rights equal to his. 'And finallceihas par\~es to the contract, have
human labour because and Y. e eqfua ity ~n~ equal status of all
f
d .
'
in so ar as 1 t is huma 1 b
s9
oun its unconscious but clearest
.
.
n a our,
of modern bourgeois political ec expression in_ the law of value
onomy, according to which t he
value of a commod"t ·
embodied in it.* i y is measured by the socially necessary labour
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flowever, where economic relations required freedom and equal. of rights , the political system opposed them at every step
ityth guild restrictions and special privileges. Local privileges,
~:fferential duties, exceptional laws of all kinds affected in trade
1 t onlY foreigners and people living in the colonies, but often
JlO ugh also whole categories of the nationals of the country con0
~~rned;
everywhere and ever anew the privileges of the guilds
barred the development of manufacture. Nowhere was the road
c}ear and the chances equal for the bourgeois competitors- and
et that this be so was the prime and ever more pressing demand.
y The demand for liberation from feudal fetters and the establishment of equality of rights by the abolition of feudal inequalities
was bound soon to assume wider dimensions, once the economic
advance of society had placed it on the order of the day. If it
was raised in the interests of industry and trade, it was also necessary to demand the same equality of rights for the great mass of
the peasantry who, in every degree of bondage, from total serfdom
onwards, were compelled to give the greater part of their labourtime t o their gracious feudal lord without compensation and in
addition to render innumerable other dues to him and to the state.
On the other hand, it was inevitable that a demand should also
be made for the abolition of the feudal privileges, of the freedom
from taxation of the nobility, of the political privileges of the
separate estates. And as people were no longer living in a world
empire such as the Roman Empire had been, but in a system of
independent states dealing with each other on an equal footing
and at approximately the same level of bourgeois development,
it was a matter of course that the demand for equality should
assume a general character reaching out beyond the individual
state, that freedom and equality should be proclaimed human
rights. And it is significant of the specifically bourgeois character
of these human rights that the American constitution; the first
to recognise the rights of man, in the same breath confirms the
slavery of the coloured races existing in America: class privileges
are proscribed, race privileges sanctioned.
As is well known, however, from the moment when the bourgeoisie emerged from feudal burgherdom, when this estate of the
Middle Ages developed into a modern class, it was always and
inevitably accompanied by its shadow, the proletariat. And
in the same way bourgeois demands for equality were accompanied by proletarian demands for equality. From the moment when
the bourgeois demand for the abolition of class privileges was put
forward, alongside it app«iJared the proletarian demand for the
~bolition of the classes themselves-at first in religious form, leaning towards primitive Christianity, and later drawing support
from the bourgeois equalitarian theories themselves. The prole-
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·tarians took the bourgeoisie at its word: equality must n
merely apparent, must not apply merely to the sphere 0 f the ot he
b~t must also be real, must also be extended to the social e~tate,
m1c sphere. And_ especially since the French bourgeoisi~ ono..
the great revolution on, brought civil equality to the f 'f froni
-the French p_roletariat has answered blow for blow witho~~ ront,
mand for social.' economic equality, and equality has becom: de.
battle-cry particularly of the French proletariat.
the
The demand for equ~lity in_ the mouth of the proletariat
therefore a double meaning. It is either-as was the case es e . has
at the very start, for example in the Peasant War-the spon~ c1ally
reaction agains~ the crying social inequalities, against th~neoUs
trast. between rich and poor, the feudal lords and their serfs c~hsurfe1ters and the starving; as such it is simply an ex re' . e
of t~e revolutionary instinct, and finds its justification n ~~~tn
.and in th~t only .. Or, on the other hand, this demand has arise~
as a reaction against the bourgeois demand for equality draw·
·more o~ less correct and more far-reaching demands from t~~g
bour~eo1s demand , and serving as an agitational means in ord~:
to ~t1r _up ,the workers. against the capitalists with the aid of the
·Cap1tah~ts own. assertions; and in this case it stands or falls with
bourgeo~s equality itself. In both cases the real content of the
proletarian
demand
for
equality
is
the
demand
for
the
abolition
0
· 1 clas_ses. Any d_emand for equality which goes beyond that, of
necessity passes into absurdity. We have given examples of this
a_nd ,shall fin~ enough additional ones when we come to Herr Diih~
·rings fantasies of the future.
. . The idea _of equality, ?oth in its bourgeois and in its proletarian ~orm, is. therefore itself a historical product the creation
of which required definite historical conditions that' in turn them~elves presuppose a long previous history. It is therefore anything
ut an eterna! tr~th. And if today it is taken for granted by the
·~e2eral pubhc-1n one sense or another-if as Marx says
it already po~sesse~ the fixity of a popular prejudice", 9o this is noi
t~e e~ect of its ax1om~tic truth , but the effect of the general
d_1ffus1on and the continued appropriateness of the ideas of the
eighteenth century ....
I~ is hard to deal with morality and law without coming up
agau;i.s~ ~he question of so-called free will, of man's mental resfhns1b1!1 ty, of the relation between necessity and freedom. And
_philosophy
of
reality
also
has
not
only
one
but
even
two
e
sol ut1ons of this problem.
.

·cs rous t be dra\vn from observation, and for the calculation in advance
dynarni ts ,vhich l1ave not yet occurred must also be estimated as closely
of eve~le
in general both as to their nature and magnitude. In this manner
0
as P 51~llv delusions of inner freedom, wl1ich people have che,ved on and fed
tl1e f thousands of years, are not only cleared away in thoroughgoing fash011 °~ 11 t are replaced by something positive, which can be made use of for
011
i ' ractical regulation of life.''
tl1e P

Vie\ved thus freedom consists in rational judgment pulling
a n1an to the right while irrational impulses pull him to the left,
and in this p~rallel ogram. of forces the actu~l movement proceeds
· 1 the direction of the diagonal. Freedom is therefore the mean
~etween judgment and impulse, reason and unreason, and its
degree in each individual case can be determined on the basis of
experience by a ''personal equation", to use an astronomical
expression. 91 But a few pages later on we find:

f

"We base moral responsibility on freedom, \vhich however means nothing
more to us than susceptibility to conscious motives in accordance 'vith our
natural and acquired intelligence. All such motives operate with the inevitability of natural law, notwithstanding an awareness of possible contrary
actions; but it is precisely on this unavoidable compulsion that we rely 'vhen
\Ve apply the moral levers.''
f

This second definition of freedom, which quite unceremoniously
gives a knock-out blow to the first one, is again nothing but an
extreme vulgarisation of the Hegelian conception. Hegel was
the first to state correctly the relation between freedom and necessity. To him, freedom is the appreciation of necessity. ''Necessity
is blind only in so far as it is not understood. '' 92 Freedom does not
consist in the dream of independence from natural laws, but in
the kno\vledge of these l aws, and in the possibility this gives of
systematically making them work towards definite ends. This
holds good in relation both · to the laws of external nature and to
those which govern the bodily and mental existence of men themselves-two classes of laws which we can separate from each other
at most only in thought but not in reality. Freedom of the will
therefore means nothing but the capacity to make decisions with
~nowledge of the subject . Therefore the freer a man's judgment is
in relation to a definite question, the greater is the necessity with
Which the content of this judgment will be determi11ed; while the
uncertainty, founded on ignorance, which seems to make an arbitrary choice among many different and conflicting possible decisions, shows precisely by this that it is not free, that it is con trolled
by the very object it should itself control. Freedom therefore
consists in the control over .ourselves and over external nature,
a control founded on knowledge of natural necessity; it is therefore necessarily a product of historical development. The first
men who separated themselves from the animal kingdom were in

"~ll fal~o theories of freedom must he replaced by what we know from
~~~eh~~dc~~d ~he t!lat~re ~f the relation between rational judgement on the
unites them i~~ ~n~e~~jt1mfflses onT~hefother, a relation which so to speak
an

orce.
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all essentials as unfree as the animals themselves, but each st
forward in the field of culture was a step towards freedom . On
thre~hold of human ~istory s_tands the discovery that mechanic ~
· m.oti_on can be transformed into heat: the production of fire
fncti~n; at the close of the development so far. gone through stand!
the discovery that heat can be transformed into mechanical :rn0
tion: the steam-engine .
And, in spite of the gigantic liberating revolution in the social
world wl1ich the steam-engine is carrying through-and \Vhich
is not yet half completed-it is beyond all doubt that the generation of fire by friction has had an even greater effect on the liberation of mankind. For the generation of fire by friction ga\re man
for the first time contro lover one of the forces of nature, and thereby separated him for ever from the animal l{ingdon1. The steamengine will never bring about such a mighty leap forward in
human development, however important it may seem in our eyes
as representing all those immense productive forces dependent
on it -forces which alone make possible a state of society ii1 \vhich
there are no longer class distinctions or anxiety over the means
of st1bsistence for the individual, and in which for the first time
there can be tall{ of real human freedom, of an existence in harmony with the laws of nat11re that have become }{nown. But how
young the whole of human history still is, and ho\v ridiculous it
\vould be to attempt to ascribe any absolute validity to our present views, is evident from the simple fact that all past history
can be characterised as the history of the epoch from the practical
discovery of the transformation of mechanical motion into heat
up to tl1at of the transformation of heat into mechanical motion.
True, Herr Diihring's treatment of history is different. In
general, being a record of error, ignorance a11d barbarity, of violence and subj11gation, history is a repulsive object to. the philosophy of reality; but considered in detail it is divided into t \VO
great pe1. iods, namely (1) from the self-equal state of matter up
to the French Revolution; (2) from the French Revolution up to
H err Diihring;

thp
b

t~e

nineteenth centur~ remains "still in essence reactionary, indeed from
the inte.llectual st.an~poi.nt. even more so (!) th~n the eighteenth.'' Nevertheless, it bears socialism in its womb, and there\vith "the germ of a mightier
regeneration than \Vas fancied (!) by the forerunners and the heroes of the
French Revolution".

The philosophy of reality's contempt for all past history is
justified as follows:
."~he few th~u~and years, the historical retrospection of which has be8n

facilitated by original documents, are, together \Vi th the constitution of man
so far, of little significance \vhen one thinks of the succession of thousands of
years whic~ are .still to come .... !he ~uman race as a whole is still very young,
and when in time to come scientific retrospection has tens of thousands
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of thousands of years to reckon \vith, .the intelle?tually .immatu~e
j 11~tead od of our institutions ~ecomes a self-evident premise u.nd1.spu~ed in
c}11ld.l10 to our epoch, \Vhich will then be revered as hoary ant1qu1 ty.
relation
~r ·thoiJt dwelling on the really ''natural language structure"

\ / last sentence, we shall note only two points. Firstly, that
of .t ~~hoary antiquity" will in any case remain a historical epoch
1
t~ :he greatest interest for all ~uture generations, because it _forms
0h basis of all subsequent higher development, beca-use it has
~ e 1·ts starting-point the mol1lding of man from the animal kingr and for its content the overcoming of obstacles such as will
01
c :~~ again confront associated mankind of the future. And second11e\ that the close of t h is
· h oary ant1qu1ty
· · - 1n
· con t·ras t t o w h ic
· h
1
th~ future periods of history, which will no lon~er be k~pt back
by these difficulties and obsta~les, hol_d the prom1~e ~f quite other
scientific, technical and social ach1evements- 1s in any case
very strange moment to choose to lay down the law for these
~housands of years that are to come, in the form of final ~nd ul~i
mate truths, immutable truths and deep-rooted conceptions discovered on the basis of the intellectually immature childhood of
our so extremely "backward" and ''retrogressive'' century. Only
a Richard Wagner in philosophy-but without Wagner's talentscould fail to see that all the depreciatory epithets slung at previous
historical development ren1ain sticl{ing also on \Vhat is claimed
to be its final outcome-the so-called philosophy of reality ....
Political economy, in the widest sense, is the science of the
la\vs governing the production and exchange of the material means
of sl1bsistence in human society. Production and exchange are
two different functions. Production may occur without exchange,
bt1t exchange-being necessarily an exchange of pr?ducts - ?ann~t
occur without production. Each of these two social funct1011s is
subject to the action of special external influences which to a
great extent are peculiar to it and for this reason each has, also
to a great extent, its own special laws. But on the other hand,
they constantly determine and influence each other to s11ch an extent that they might be termed the abscissa and ordinate of the
economic curve.
The ·conditions under which men produce and exchange vary
from country to country, and within each country again from generation to generation. Political economy, therefore, cannot be the
same for all countries and for all historical epochs. A tremendous
distance separates the bow and arro.w, the stone knife and .the
acts of exchange among savages occurring only by way of except1.on,
from the steam-engine of .a thousand horse power, the inechan1cal
loom, the railways and the Bank of England. The i_nhabitants of
Tierra del Fuego have not got so far as mass production and world
trade, any more than they have experience of bill-jobbing or a
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recluded the existence of big capitalists ~nd life~ong wageAges P ·ust as these are inevitably brought i:ito ex1sten~e by
workers l~r e-scale industry, the credit syst em of the present day,
rri ode::e f 0 ;m of exchange ~o~responding to the development of
find of them-free competition.
.
both
·th the differences in distribution, class differen_ces emerge.
B.ut w~ivides into classes : the privileged and the dispossessed ,
Society 1 ·t rs and the exploited the rulers and the ruled; and
the ex~eo\.:hich the primitive gr~ups of communitie.s of the sa~e
th.e stahad at first arrived at only in order to sateguard t~eir
tnb~on interests (e .g., irrigation in the East) and for yrot_ection
co~ st external enemies, from this stage onwards a. ~q:i1res JUSt .as
aga~~ t he function of m aintaining by force t~e cond1tio~s of ex1srou e and domination of the ruling class aga1r:st the subJect class.
l e~. t 'bution however is not a merely passive result of produc1s rd1
h '
. 1·t in' its turn reacts upon both of these . Each
ti on an exc ange'
·
t fi t t rded
mode of roduction or form of exchange is a . r~ re a .
new 1 b Jie old forms and the political inst1~uti?ns _wh1c?
not on yd yt them but also by the old mode of d1str1but1on; it
correspon o
'
.
•t bl t •t only in the
can secure the distribution which is sui a ~ o i .
d f
course of a long struggle. But the more mobile a given ~o e o
roduction and exchange the more capable it is of perfection and
~evelo ment, the more r'a pidly. does distr~bution reac~ ~he,. stage
at whi~h it outgrows its progenitor, the hit~erto pre~_ai;in~:-ofte
of production and exch ange, and comes into con ic wi
·
The old primitive communities which have already been m~~
tioned could remain in existence for thousands of ye~rs-~st in
India and among the Slavs up to the present da~-b~~ ore in. ercourse with the outside world gave ri~e in their midst to the ~nequalities of property as a result of which the~ bega~. t~ ~re~k ~f
On the contrary, modern 'capitalist production, "!" ic is Ta~ Y
three hundred years old and has become pre~ominant. on1hesil~~~
the introduction of modern industry, that is, only in.
hundre d years h as in this short time brought about antit ~ses in
clistribution-~oncentration of capital in a few h~nds on. t e one
side and concentration of the propertyless masses in t?e rg tofwn s
on the other -which must of necessity bring about its. own a :
The connection between distribution and the mater~al conditions of existence of society at any period lies so m uc~ i~. th~
ture of thin s that it is always reflected in pop111ar in~ inc · 0
long as a m~de of production still describes an ascending c~rve
of development, it is enthusiastically _welcomed eve?- ~Yb t. ose
\Vl10 come off worst from its corresponding mo~e of distri. ut~on.
This was the case with the English workers in the beginni~gs
of mo dern industry. And even while this mode of producti_o~
ren1ains normal for society, there is, in general, contentment wit

Stock Exchange crash. Anyone who attempted to bring the Pol·
tical economy of Tierra del Fuego under the same lavvs as a 1""
opera tive in present-day England would obviously produce nothi:e
but t he most banal commonplaces . Political economy is thereforg
essentially a historical science. It deals with material which ie
historical, that is, constantly changing; it must first investigat!
the special laws of each individual stage in the evolution of production and exchange, and only .when it has completed this investigation will it be able to establish the few quite general laws
which hold good for production and exchange in general. At the
same time it goes without saying that the la\vs which are valid
for definite modes of production and forms of exchange hold good
for all historical periods in 'vhich these modes of production and
forms of exchange prevail. Thus, for example, the introduction
of metallic money brought into operation a series of laws which
remain valid for all countries and historical epochs in which metallic inoney is a medium of exchange.
The mode of production and exchange in a definite historical
society, and the historical conditions which have gi \Ten birth
to t his society, determine the mode of distribution of its products.
In the tribal or village community with common ownership of
land-with which, or with the easily recognisable survivals of
which, all civilised peoples enter history-a fairly equal distribution of products is a matter of course; where considerable inequality of distribution among the members of the community
sets in, this is an indication that the community is already beginning to breal<: up.
Rf,Both large- and small-scale agriculture admit of very diverse
forms of distribution, depending upon the historical conditions
from :. which they developed. But it is obviot1s that large-scale
farming .always gives rise to a distribution which is quite different
from that of small-scale farming; that large-scale agriculture
presupposes or creates a class antagonism-slave owners and
slaves, feudal lords and serfs, capitalists and wage-workers-,vhile
small-scale agriculture does not necessarily involve class differences
between the individuals engaged in agricultural production,
and that on the contrary the mere existence of such differences
indicates the incipient dissolution of s1nall-holding economy.
The introduction and extensive use of metallic money in a
country in which hitherto natural economy was universal or predominant is always associated with a _more or less rapid revolutionisation of the former mode of distribution, and this takes
place in such a way that the inequality of distribution among the
individuals and therefore the opposition between rich and poor
becomes - more and more pronounced.
The local guild-controlled handicraft production of t he Middle
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the distribution, and if objections to it begin to be raised, thes
come from \vithin the ruling class itself (Saint-Simon, Fouriere
Owen) and find no response whatever among the exploited masses'
Only when the mode of prod11ction in question has already described
a good part of its descending ct1rve, when it has half outlived
its day, when the conditions of its existence have to a l arge extent
disappeared, and its successor is already l{nocl{ing at the door-it
is only at this stage that the constantly increasing inequality of
dist1~ibution appears as unjust, it is only then that appeal is made
from the facts which have had their day to so-called eternal jt1stice.
From a scientific standpoint, this appeal to morality and justice
does not help us an inch further; moral indig·nation, ho\vever
justifiable, cannot serve economic science as an argument, but only
as a symptom. The task of economic science is rather to show that
the social abuses which have recently been developing are necessary consequences of the existing mode of production, but at the
same time also indications of its approaching dissolution; and to
reveal, within the already dissolving economic form of motion, the
elements of the future new organisation of production and exchange
which will put an end to those abuses. The wrath which creates
the poet 93 is absolutely in place in describing these abuses, and also
in attacking those apostles of harmony in the service of the ruling
class who either deny or palliate them; but how little it proves
i11 any particular case is evident from the fact that in every epoch
of past history there h as been no lack of material for such wrath.
Political economy, however, as the science of the conditions
and forms under which the various human societies have produced and exchanged and on this basis have distributed their products-political economy in this wider sense has still to be brought
into being. Such economic science as we possess up to the present
is limited almost exclusively to the genesis and development of
the capitalist mode of production: it begins with a critique of the
survivals of the feudal forms of production and exchange, shows
the necessity of their replacement by capitalist forms, then develops the laws of the capitalist mode of prod11ction and its corresponding forms of exchange in their positive aspects, that is, t he
aspects in vvhich they further the general aims of society, and ends
with a socialist critique of the capitalist mode of production, that
is, with an exposition of its laws in their negative aspects, with
a demonstration that this mode of production, by virtue of its
own development, drives towards the point at \Vhich it makes
itself impossible. This critique proves that the capitalist forms
of production and exchange become more and more an intolerable
fetter on production itself, that the mode of distribution necessarily determined by those forms has produced a situation among the
classes which is daily becoming more intolerable-the antagonism,
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between capitalists, constantly decsharpeni_ng f~~e~ahu~ocon~i;ntly growing ric_her, a~d propdert~es:
easing in n
ber is constantly increasing an w os
r a e-workers, whose num
steadil deteriorating; and fi.nal: o;ditions, taken as a w~o~~,i:~eforces c!eated within the capitally that the colossal _pro ~. h the latter can no longer master, are
:mode of production w ic
. n of by a society organised for
~nlY wait_ing to be takenl;i~~~e~s~~sis to ensure to all members ~f
o-operat1ve worl\. on a. p
d f the free development of their
c .
th
eans of ex1sten.ce an o
.
society . e m
·ndeed in constantly increasing measure.
capac1t1es, and 1
t this critique of bourgeois economy c?mJ11 order to ca~ry ou
ith the capitalist form of production,
pletely, an acqu_a1n~anc_e wdid not suffice. The forms which h ad
exchange .and ~strib~_io~ still exist alongside it in less devel~ped
prece ded it or t ose w {c t . their main features, to be examined
countries, had a~o, :t ea:n::Stigation and comparison has up to
and compared. uc an
in eneral outline, only by Marx,
gl . ely to his researches . all
the present been undertaken,
"
e almost exc usiv
h
and we t ererore ow t bl" hed concerning pre-bourgeois ~heore
that has so far been es a is
tical. economy....
eans makes its appearance in history
Private property by no m f
On the contrary. It already
as the result of ~o~bery o~er~:~~· objects, in the ancient prim~
existed, though 11m1tleld ~o ·1· ed peoples It developed into the
.
nes of a c1 v1 is
.
h
h
t1ve commu
. .
itl1in these communes, at first t roug
form of _commo~ities w he more the products of the commune asbarter with foreigners£ T th t is the less they were produced for
sumed the commodity orm,d t~e m~re for the purpose of exchange,
their producers' own.u~e aln tural division of labour was extrudand the more the rigi:~\~i:~he commune, the more did inequality
ed by exchange a so wi
d by the individual members of
develop in the propertydownle as the ancient common ownereep
Y
w
·
h
th e con1mune , the more
.
. d
d the more rapidly did t e comship of the land undeJm~~= di:~olution and transformation into
mune develop towar ~ 1
ts For thousands of years Oriena village of small-holding pe~san ie of con uering nomad peoples
tal despotism a:id. the t~::eg~f! ~~mmunitie~; the gradual destruc":ere unabl.e to _inJ_u~e home industry by the competition of prodtion of their primitiv~ d t
brought . these communities nearer
ucts of large-s~~le l i~. :: r~orce was " as little involved in this
and nearer. to iss? :1 ~ . . ·
still takin lace now, of the land
phroce~s as in. the ~iv~~:;i~f~ge commun1tfes (GehOferschaften) o_n
eld in common . Y
.
e easants simply find it

·st

f

ownership Even the formation o a pr1m1
the place of comn10~ h
· f the Celts the Germans and the
0
tive aristocracy, as in t e case
'
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Indian Punjab , took place on the basis of common ownership f
the land, and at first was not based in any way on force, b11t 0
voluntariness and custom. Wherever private property evolved i~
was the result of altered relations of production and exchange
in the interest of increased production and in furtherance of inter:
course-hence as a result of economic causes. Force plays no Part
in this at all. Indeed, it is clear that the institution of private
property must already be in existence for a robber to be able
to appropriate another person's property, and that therefore
force may be able to change the possession of, but cannot create
private property as such.
'
Nor can we use either force or property fo·unded on force in
explanation of the ''subjugation of man to make him do servile
work" in its most modern form-wage-labour. We have already
mentioned the role played in the dissolution of the ancient communities, that is, in the direct or indirect general spread of private property, by the transformation of the products of labour
into commodities, their production not for consumption by t hose
who produced them, but for exchange. Now in Capital, Marx
proved with absolute clarity-and Herr Diihring carefully avoids
even the slightest reference to this-that at a certain stage of development, the production of commodities becomes transformed
into capitalist production, and that at this stage ''the laws of appropriation or of private property, laws that are based on the
production and circulation of commodities, become by their own
inne:r and inexorable dialectic changed into thei1· very opposite.
The exchange of equivalents, the original operation with 'vhich
we started, has now become turned round in such a way that
there is only an apparent exchange. This is owing to the fact, first,
that the capital which is exchanged for labour-power is itself ·
but a portion of the product of others' labour appropriated without
an equivalent; and, seco-ndly, that this capital ml1st not only be
replaced by its producer, but replaced together 'vith an addecl
surplus .... At first the rights of property seemed to us to be based
on a man's own labour .... Now, however (at the end of the Marxian analysis), property turns out to be the right, on the part of
the capitalist, to appropriate the unpaid labour of others or its
product, and to be the impossibility, on the part of the labourer,
of appropriating his own product. The separation of property from
labour has become the necessary consequence of a law that apparently originated in their identity. " 94 In other words, even if we
exclude all pos~ibility of robbery, force a11d fraud, even if we
assume that all private property was originally based on the
owner's own labour, and that throughout the \vhole subsequen t
process there was only exchange of equal values for equal values,
the progressive evolution of prodt1ction and exchange nevertheless
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italist mode. of production,
. s us of necessity to the presen cap roduction and the means
bfl~:e monopolisation of the meanso~~ pnumerically small, class,
to ubsistence ~n t~e hands of the ro'letarians of the other class,
of :he degradatio~ into propertyle~: p to the periodic alternation
to nstituting the imme?se ma3ori Y~d commercial crises and to
c~ speculative production bo~ms production. The whole process
~he whole of ~he present anarcec~;omic causes; at no point whatcan be explained ~y purt~~ state or political interference of any
ever are robbery,,, orce,
founded on force'' proves here also
kind neces~ary. P~per~~ase of a braggart intended to cover up
to be nothing but t e .P
f h eal course of things.
his lack of understa~ding o t e r d historically, is the history
This course of things, expres~~ If "political conditions are
of the bourgeo1s:e .. , at1·on" t hen the modern
Of the· evolution
. .
f the economic s1 tu
'
.
b
d 1 d in struggle with feudalism, ut
the dec1s1ve cal1se o
bourgeoisie canno,t have ev~ ope otten et child. Everyone knows
must be the latter s voluntarily beg 'te p Originally an oppressed
that what took pl ace was the ~lposili~g feudal nobility, recruitestate liable to pay dues f to d ~firains, the burghers conquered
ed from all manner of ser s. a~heir continuous struggle with the
one position after anot~er ~
t h' ghly developed countries,
nobility, and finally, in. t ; mos b; directly overthrowing the
took power in its stead: in :anc.~, more and more bourgeois, and
nobility; in England, by making l
t 1 head And how did they
.
·
the ·r own ornamen a
·
. .
h a change in the ''economic s1t11aincorporating ~t as. 1 -h
accomplish this? Simply t rou1 t 'ly or as the outcome of comtion" ' which sooner or late~ vo u?n a~~e political conditions. The
bat, was followed by ~. c an~e 1 the feudal nobili·t y is the strugstruggle of the b~urgeoisie agai?s~ustry against landed property,
in
. d the decisive weapon
gle of town against· count~y'
t atural economy, an
money economy aga1ns. n
s its means of economic power,.
of the bourgeoisie ~n this stru~g~~:~evelopment of industry, first
constantly increasing thro~g
t e progressing to manufacture,
handicraft, and then, at ~ ater s ag ~erce During the whole of
and through th~ .expansion of ;~~he sid~ of the nobility, except
this struggle political force was la ed the burghers against the
for a period when the Crown P t Yt . check by means of the
nobility, in order to keep on~e~ t~ee b:rgeoisie, still politically
other; but from the moment w
in to its increasing econopowerless, began to grow danger~u~t~':.ll~nce with the nobility,
mic power, the Crown resume 1 hour eois revolution, fi.rst in
and by so doing ~alled for~hT~~~' oliti~al conditions" in France
England and then in F~anc~._l the ~'economic situation" had outhad remained unaltere ' w I e i·t· 1 status the nobleman was
0
grown them. Judged by hi..8i-. .P .i t~~ judged by his social posieverything, the burgher no~ing,
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with his domination of man by man as a prior condition
If he do:rnination of nature by man, Herr Diihring only wanted
for ~ te in a general way that the whole of our present economic
to; ~ the level of development now attained by agriculture and
?r leis'trY, is the result of a social history which evolved in class
in cl tlO'onisms, in relationships of domination and subjection, he
~n · ~;ving something which long ago, ever since the Communist
is 5; iJesto , became a commonplace. But the question at issue is
~~v1 we are to explain the origin of classes and relations based
~\1omination, and if Herr Diihring's only answer is the one word
"force'', we are left exactly where we were at the start. The mere
facl that the ruled and exploited have at all times been far more
t
erous than the rulers and the exploiters, and that therefore
\1 1111
is in t he hands of the former that the real force has reposed, is
~nough to demonstrate the absurdity of the whole force theory.
The relationships based on domination and subjection have there-

tion the burgher now formed th
.
>vhile the nobleman had beens~ most impo~tant class in the st
t ~rn of all his social function ate,
was now only drawing a
ior these functions
the revenues that came to
Bourgeois production in its a . isappeared. Nor was that trn.,
feudal political forms of the
in by
not only manufacture but
h oe~, which this productio e
it had
industry-had In-.
guild privileges and local
by all the
had become mere irritants an/ r°~~ncial customs barriers Which
The bourgeois revolution
t e ers on production.
~djusting .t he . economic si tu~t~ona~ end_ to this. ~ ~t, however, b
in accordance with Herr n··h . o, suit the political condition y
what the nobles and the
was
yea:s-but by <loin the o
. a
een :vainly trying t o do f
denng political rubtish
by
aside the old
th~ new "economic situation~ea i~~ po ~tical conditions in which
~his political and legal atmos cou e~ist and develop. And in
it developed brilliantly, so fu7~1~~nwfich was suited to its needs
~lready come close to occupying th t Y .t?at the bourgeoisie has
in 1789: it i~ becoming more and e position held by the nobility
more not only socially superfluous, but a social hindrance· it .
morei ·k
and hmore b.e~om1ng
· se parated fro 1!1 pro d uctive activity,
' isand
becom1ng more and more
1 ' I e t e nob1l1ty in the past
it h a~ accomplished this revolutio
a c ass merely
dr
·
'
. .
awing revenues; and
creation of a new class the
1 t n _in its own position and the
of f~rce whatever, in a' puref roe~o an at_, without any hocus-pocus
not in any way will this resuft of omic way: Even more : it did
on the contrary, this result e t ts. own ~ctions and activities f orce, against the will
d s abhshed its elf with irresistible
bourgeoisie; its own pro~:cti~:tf~;:e to the intentions of the
ls have grown beyond its
control, and, as if necessitated b
~he whole of bourgeois societ t y a aw _of nature, are driving
if the bourgeois now make thY. owards ruin, or revolution. And
the . collapsing "economic sit~ir _app,eal to force in order to save
only shows that they are lab ati_on from the final crash t his
Herr Diihring: the del .
ouhr1ng under the same delus1·'on as
. .
us1on .t at. '' po i·t·
1 conditions are t he
ecisive
cause
of
the
e
i
ica
d
the
·
·
conomic situation"· th·
·"· Y i:n:agine, just as Herr Diih .
d
'
is only shows t hat
·"the . primary'', "the direct oliti~~fg oe~, that by making use of
facts of the second order"p the e force. ' t~ey can remodel those
table development· and th' t th cfonom1c situation and its ineviof the st earn-engine
' and the
a mod
ere ore the ec
· consequences
. onomic
ern machinery driven by it of
world trade and the b k.
present day, can be blo~~ ~~1 afnd _credit developments of 'the
o existence by them with Krupp
.guns and Mauser rifles....
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~~~~~!~:as sti~l he~med

rem~ined ~ven ~n~icraft

andem~e. i~

Cro~n r~:o.~ sbprecep~-this
an~p~sit~; cf~t.ing

sh~nd

~~·

thousandf~~~

0

precisel~
mou~~

fore still to be expl ained.
They arose in two ways.
As men originally made their exit from the animal world-in
the narrower sense of the term-so they made their entry into
history: still half animal, brutal, still hel pless in face of the forces
of nature, still ignorant of their own strength; and consequently
as poor as the animals and hardly more productive than they.
There prevailed a certain equality in the conditions of existence,
and for the heads of families also a kind of equality of social
position-at least an absence of social classes-which continued
among the primitive agricultural communities of the civilised
peoples of a later period. In each such community there were from
t he beginning certain common interests the safeguarding of which
had t o be handed over to individuals, true, under the control
of the community as a whole: adjudication of disputes; repression
of abuse of authority by individuals; control of water supplies,
especially in hot countries; and finally, when conditions were
still absolutely primitive, religious functions. Such offices are
found in aboriginal communities of every period-in the oldest
Ger1nan marks and even today in India. They are naturally endowe d with a certain measure of authority and are the beginnings
~f state power. The productive forces gradually i~crease; the
~ncreasing density of the population creates at one point common
interests, at another conflicting interests, between the separa~e
eommunities, whose grouping into larger units bring::; about in
turn a new division of l abour, the setting up of organs to safeguard common interests and combat conflicting interests. These
organs which, if only becauSe they represent the common interests
?f the whole group, hold a special position in relation to each
individual community-in certain circumstances even one of oppo-
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t~ained

B t at the stage of the ''ec~no
..------ earlier period, eaten tbhem.
the prisoners acqu1re.d
I1 e,ren t . on·' \vhich had now een a i·
nd made use of their
tl
itua 1
f
let them ive a
. t• n
uic s . one there ore
ll'
the economic situa io ,
valueThus force, instead ?f
ce of the economic
1abonr. the contrary press.ed into t ~: soon became the dominant
\,,as onSlavery had been inv11nted. les who were developing beyo~~
tioU· f roduction among ~ peop end was also one of the c~ie
forn1 pcornmunity, but in the 1 very that first made possible
the o of their decay. It was s. a
re and industry on a l arger
caus;.s 'ision of labour between a~ricu\~e flowering of the ancient
the 1\ d thereby also Hellenism,
Greek art and science;
scal~d ~ithout slavery, no G~eek .stat~u~o without the basis laid
W?[ho~t slavery, no Roman rw~:~n Empire, also n~ mod~r!1
Grecian culture, and fthe t that our whole economic, po~1tiy
We should never orge
oses a state of things
intellectual
universally
~a
h·ch sl avery was as necessary . W'thout the slavery of anti1n w :
e
are
entitled
to
say.
1
In this sense w
. .
.
'ty no modern socialism.
. t slavery and similar things
qu~t is very easy to invei~h agaitnst high moral indignation at
venthat this conveys is ?nly. what
in general terms, a nd to give
1 all
;<;uch infamies. Unfortunat~ ~ these institutions of antiqu.ity are
everyone knows, namely, t a
t conditions and our sentiments,
no longer in accor~ 'Yith our pres.e~ But it does not t~ll us one
which these conditions de~er~in .
se why they existed, and
word as to how these i~stlt?tions ~~d 'when we examine these
what role they played i~l ~is;or;';y-however contradictory and
questions, we are comJe t~ t ~he introduction of slavery und~r
heretical it may sou.n. a that time was a great step forwar ·
the conditions prevailing at
from the beasts, and had c?nseFor it is a fact t h at m~n spri.t~1most bestial means to extric~te
quently to use bar~aric and he ancient communes have conti1.1himself from barbarism. Whereht
ds of years formed the basis
ued t o exist, they have for t o~!~~al despotism, from India to
<lf the cruelest form of stateh, Oricommunities dissolved that t~e
Russia It was only where t ese 1
and their next economic
people~ made progress of themse ve~, development of production
advance consisted in the inc~eas~ anthat so long as human l abour
by means of slave labour. _It is c e ~~ rovided but a small surplus
was still so l ittle productive that I pof subsistence, any increase
over and above the necessary m.eans f trade development of the
of the productive forces, ext~ns10~ ~rt and ~cience, was possible
state and of law, or founda~~~1.1 .o of l abour And the necessary
·only by means of a greater ~v~s~on of labour.between the masses
basis for this was the great di~is1on d the few privileged persons
·discharging simple manual l a our an

sition -soon :i;nake thems~lves sti~l more independent, Patt.J
through heredity of functions, which comes about almost as
. matter of course in a world where everJthing occurs spontane Usl
0
and partly ~ecause they become .incre~singly indispensable owi!~
to the growing number of conflicts with other groups. It is n.,
necessary for us to examine here how this independence of soci:
functions in relation to society increased with time until it de\re}.
oped into domination over society; how he who was originalJ
the servant, where conditions were favourable, changed graduan:
into the lord; how this lord, depending on the conditions, emerged
as an Oriental despot or satrap, the dynast of a Greek tribe, chief.
t ain of a Celtic clan, and so on; to what extent he subsequently
had recourse to force in the course of this transformation; and how
finally the individual rulers united into a ruling class. Here we
are only concerned with establishing the fact that the exercise ot
a social function was everywhere the basis of political supremacy;
and further that political supremacy has existed for any length
of time only when it discharged its social functions. However
great the number of despotisms which rose and fell in Persia and
India, each was flilly aware that above all it was the entrepreneur
responsible for the collective maintenance of irrigation throughout
the river valleys, without which no agriculture was possible there.
It was reserved for the enlightened English to lose sight of this
in India ; they let the irrigation canals and sluices fall intO decay,
and are now at last discovering, through the regularly recurring
famines, that they have neglected the; one activity which might
have made their rule in India at least as legitimate as that of their
predecessors.

But alongside this process of form ation of classes another was
also taking place. The natural division of labour within the fam ily
cultivating the soil made possible, at a certain level Of well-being,
the introduction of one or more strangers as additional labour
forces. This was especially the case in countries where the old
common ownership of the land had already disintegrated or at ·
least the former joint cultivation h ad given place to the separate
cultivation of parcels of land by the respective families. Production had developed so far that the labour-power of a man could
now produce more than was necessary for its mere maintenance;
the means of maintaining additional labour forces existed; likewise the means of employing them; labour-power acquired a value.
But the community itself and the association to which it belonged
yielded no available, superfluous labour forces. On the other
hand , such forces were provided by war, and war was as old as
the simultaneous existence alongside each other of several groups
of communities. Up to that time one had not known what to do
with prisoners of war, and had therefore simply killed them; at
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directing labour, conducting trade and
.
.
public aff a1rs, and
later st age, occupying themselves .
plest and most natural form of th. w~t.h .a~t and science. Th~ a.t &
slavery. In the historical cond. ~s I v1s1on of l abour was in sill}. .
particularly of Greece the d it1ons of t he ancient world fact
an~agonisms could be ~ccom~l~~~cle tol a .society base d on, cilld
This was an advance even f
th c on Y in the form of slav ass
from whom the mass of th orl e slaves; the prisoners of ery.
saved their lives, instead of ebesi av~s. was recruited, now at i:ar,
or even roasted, as at a still e nl~ nlle~ as they h a d been befo ast
vVe may add at th.
.
h ar ier period.
ret
is point t at all histo · I
1
exp oiting and exploited, rulin
r1ca antagonisms bet,\·ee
very day find their explanation g. a~. oppressed classes t o th·n
oped pr~ductivity of human labou~n S
same relatively undevei~
population were so much occu ie. o . ong as. the really worJ{in
that t.hey ha d no time left for 1ooti:1th _their necessar y lahou;
of soc1e ty-the direction of 1 b
g. after the common aff a.
art, science, etc. -so Jon wa~ i~ur, affairs of s tate, legal matte;~
stantly exist a special cl!ss f dn~cessary that there sh ould con~
the~e affairs; and this cla~s' n~~~r [~f dac;ual. l abour, to manage
to impose a greater and re
a1 e ' or its own advanta e
masses. Only the immensegin~:=~s~urden of labo~r on the worki~g
b y modern industry h as mada 'tof the productive forces attained
a.m~ng all members of societ
.1 possible t? distribute labour
hnut the labour-time of ea~hw1.t~_u~ dexcept1on , and there by to
extent that all have enou h free I~ iv1 ~al member to such an
eral-both theoretical andg ract' time ler~ to take part in t he gennow, therefore, t hat every fulin ic!!daffa1r~ ~f society. It is only
s11per:fluous and indeed
h. d g
explo1t1ng class has become
it is only now, too that ~t
ir:11rhanc~ to social development and
1
h ·
'
WI
e rnexor bl
b 1·
'
muc it may be in possession of "direct ; Y} o ished, howe ver
When, therefore H err D ..h .
orce .
because it was fo~nded onu Iring turns up his nose at Hellenism
re proac h t h e Greel{s with h av·
s avery
he
might
.th
h 'd
vVI
equal justice
telegraphs. And when he ass;~~ t~ t no steam-engines or electric
can. only be explained as a some hat our modern \Vage bondage
heritage of sl avery and not b ~ a transformed ancl mitigated
economic l aws of ~odern soci?t ILS o~n ~ature (that is, by the
both wage-labour and I
y), t his either means only that
do . t ·
s avery are forms 0 f b d
mi~a ion, which every child k
on ag·e and class
For with equal justice we mi ht nows to be so, or that it is false.
be explained as a mitigatedg f say tfhat w~ge-~ahour could only
11ow established was the
. orml o cann1bal1sm, which i·t i·s
·
·
·
'
'
un1versa
f
d
o efeated enemies.
pr1m1t1ve form of utilisat ion
The role played in histor b f
development is therefore ) y ~rce as contrasted with economic
c ear. n the first place, all political
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is originally based on an economic, social function, and
po'~er ses in proportion as the members of society, through the
ii;cr~fution of the primitive community, become transformed into
d 1:,~ate producers, and thus become more and more divorced from
IJ11 adrninistrators of the common functions of society. Secondly,
t~: r the political force h as made itself independent in relation
8 ~ociety, and h as transformed itself from its servant into its
to ster it can worl{ in two different directions. E ither it works
:nathe ~ense and in the direction of the natural economic develop1~e11t, in which case no conflict arises between them, the econo~ic developme nt b~ing a.ccelerated. Or it wo~ks against economic clevelopment, in which case, as a rule, with but few exceptions, force succumbs to it. These fe\v exceptions are isolated cases
of conquest, in which t he more barbarian conquerors exterminated or drove out the popul ation of a country and laid waste or·
allowed to go to ruin productive forces which they did not l{now
ho\V to use . This was wh at t he Christians in Moorish Spain did
,viLh the major part of the irrigation works on which the highlydeveloped agriculture and horticulture of t he Moors depended.
Every conquest by a more barbarian people disturbs of course the
economic development and destroys numerous productive forces.
But in the immense majority of cases where the conquest is permanent, the more barbarian conqueror has to adapt himself to
the higher ''economic situation" as it emerges from the conquest;
he is assimilated by the vanquished and in most cases he has
even to adopt their language. But where-apart from cases of
conquest-the i11t ernal state power of a country becomes antagonistic to its economic development, as at a certain stage occurred
with almost every political power in the p ast, the contest
always ended with the downfall of the political power. Inexorably
and without exception the economic development has forced its
\Vay through-we h ave aiready mentioned the latest and most
striking example of this: the great French Revolution. If, in accordance with H err Diihring's theory, the economic situation and
with it the economic structure of a given country were depe11dent
simply on political force, it is absolutely impossible to understand
why Frederick William IV after 1848 could not succeed, in spite
of his ''magnificent army", 95 in grafting the mediaeval guilds and
other romantic oddities on to the railways, the steam-engines
and the l arge-scale industry which was just then developing in
his country; or why the tsar of Russia ,* who is possessed of even
rnuch more forcible means, is not only unable to pay his debts, but
cannot even maintain his ''force'' without continually borrowing
from the ''economic situation" of Western Europe.

*

Alexander II. -Ed.
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. To ~err Diihri.n~ fore~ is t~e absolute evi!;. the. first act of f
is to him the original sin; his whole exposition is a jeremiad!'
the contamination of all subsequent history consummated by
original sin; a jeremiad on the shameful perversion of all nat
and social laws by this diabolical power, force. That force h1ll'al
ever, plays yet another role in history, a revolutionary role:
in the words of Marx, it is the midwife of every old societ; p at,
nant with a new one, 96 that it is the instrument with the ai:ig..
which soc~a! move~e:it forces its way_ through and shatters
dead, foss1l1sed political forms-of this there is not a word ·
Herr Diihring. It is only with sighs and groans that he adm·;n
the possibility that force will perhaps be necessary for the ov!r~
throw of an econon1ic .system of exploitat~on-unfortunately,
be~a~se al.I use of fo~ce demoralises the person who uses it. And
this in spite of the immense moral and spiritual impetus which
has been given by every victorious revolution! And this in Germany, where a violent collision-which may, after all, be
forced on the .P~ople--:would at least have the advantage of wiping
out t~e serv1l1ty 'Y~1c~ has penetrated the nation's mentality
following the humil1at1on of the Thirty Years' War. And this
par~ons' mo.de of thought-dull, insipid and impotent-presumes
to impose itself on the most revolutionary party t hat history
has known! ...
All religion, however, is nothing but the fant astic reflection
in men's minds of those external forces which control their daily
life, a reflection in which the terrestrial forces assume the form
of supernatural forces. In the beginnings of history it was t he forces
of nature which were first so reflected, and which in the course
of further evolution underwent the most manifold and varied
personifications among the various peoples. This earl y process has
been traced back by comparative mythology, at least in the case
of the Indo-European peoples, to its origin in the Indian Vedas,
and in its further evolution it has been demonstrated in detail
among the Indians, Persians, Greeks, Romans, Germans and,
so far as material is available, also among the Celts, Lithuanians
and Slavs. But it is not long before, side by side with the forces
of nature, social forces begin to be active-forces which confront
~an ~s eq~ally alien and at first equally inexplicable, dominating him with the same apparent natural necessity as the forces
of nature themselves. The fantastic figures, which at first only
refl~cted t~e mysterious forces of nature, at this point acquire
social attributes, become representatives of the forces of history.*

th·

t

th,,._

th!

*

This twofold character assumed later on by the divinities \Vas one
of the cau~es of the su.bsequently \videspread confusion of mytl1ologiesa caus~ which com.parat1ve mythology has overlooked, as it pays attention
exclusively to their character as reflections of the forces of nature. Thus

t.
all the natural and social
1
till further stage of evod u io:'transferred to one almighty
p..t ~ s tes of the numero~s go s ar abstract man. Such was the
attribuh is but a reflecti?n of th:. t . ally the last product of
god,_-w of roonotheism, which ~a~ tis ~~~eks and found its incarorig1n lgarised philosophy of t. e
er d f the Jews Jehovah. In
the _vu in the exclusively natio~a g~l oadaptable form, religion
na~1on nvenient, handy and ~niver~~ ty that is, the sentimental
this continue to exist as the iJ?-me ia e, nd social, forces which
can cof men's relation to the alien, na!ural ~er the control of these
f ortn o
1 ng as men remain un
. . b
.s
inate them, so o
t dl that in ex1st1ng ourgeo1
dolll However, we have seen repea e y
. conditions created
for~:~y men are dominated by th~ ec~n~~~ich they themselves
~~~hemselves, by ~he means ~!:~~r~: ~he actual basis of t~e reha ve produced, as if by ~n a .
t religion therefore continues
flective activit~ th.at :ivesr r~se s ~eflection itself. And although
to exist, and :W~th it t e re igio; iven a certain insight into the
l1rgeois pol1 t1cal economy. ha d g . t.1 on this makes no essenbo
'
this
alien
om1na
·
·n
.
f
t
causal connec ion o
.
an neither preve11t crises l
ti al difference. Bourgeois ~co:io.i:;ic~ ccapitalists from losses, bad
O'eneral, nor protect the indivi u~he individual workers against
~lebts and bankruptcy ' ~or ~e~ur;t is still true that man proposes
unemployment and desti~utid . . tion of the capitalist mode of
and God (that is, the alien omif~ e even if it went much fur. production) disposes. M:re kf ~::rg~o'is economic science, is_ not
ther and deeper tha:r: t at o
nder the domination of society.
eno11gh t o bring social forces u
. is a social act. And when
\\Tl1at is above all necessary for htl11s, . ty by tal{ing possession
lished
w
en
soc1e
'
d
b
.
this act h as b een accom P .
'd
.
them on a planne
as1s ,
of all means of produ?tion anb ustn1:n the bondage in which they
has freed itself and all its mem er~ ro duction which they themare now held by these wean_s; pr~ t them as an irresistible
elYes have produced but wh1c con {o:ger merely proposes, b~t
alien force; when therefore -~anh n~ ~ alien force which is sti~l
alf:o disposes-.o~ly theI_l ':il t ~it~ it will also vanish the re~i
rel1ected in religion vanish, and_
that then there will
gious reflection itself' for the simp1e reason

I

1

be nothing left to reflect.
ri tten bet\\·een September
1876 and June 1878
Translated from the German
Published in Vorwiirts in JanuaryJ uly 1878
.
.
d ·s called Tyr (Old Nordic) or ~io (Old
in some Germanic tribes the wardgo t l the Greek Zeus, Latin Jupiter for
High German) and so corr~spon.b 0E Eor corresponds therefore to the
'
Diu-piter· in other Germanic tri es, ri
Greek Ar~s, Latin Mars. [Note by Enge s.1
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which the economists celebrate as the h~ghle for existen~e,
. the normal state of the animal
strug;istorical ach1ev~men~~g~nisation of social production, in
est
Only conscious
· d
·
lanned way
kingdoTYL· d t' on and distribution are carr1e o?- 1n a p ld
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From INTRODUCTION TO DIALECTICS OF NATUJt}j)

With man we enter history. Animals also have a history, that
of their derivation and gradual evolution to their present state.
This history, however, is made for them, and in so far as they themselves take part in it, this occurs without their knowledge or desire. On the other hand, the further human beings become removed
from animals in the narrower sense of t he word, the more they
make their history themselves, consciously, the less becomes the
influence of unforeseen effects and uncontrolled forces on this
history and the more accurately does the historical result correspond to the aim laid down in advance. If, however, we apply
this measure to human history, to that of even the most developed
peoples of the present day, we find that there still exists 11ere a
colossal discrepancy between the proposed aims and the results
arrived at, that unforeseen effects predominate, and that the uncontrolled forces are far more powerful than those set into motion according to plan. And this cannot be otherwise a.s long as
the most essential historical activity of men, the one which has
raised them from bestiality to humanity and which forms the
material foundation of all their other activities, namely, the production of their means of subsistence, that is, today, social production, is particularly subject to the interplay of unintended
effects of uncontrolled forces and achieves its desired end only
by way of exception and, much more frequently, the exact opposite. In the most advanced industrial countries we have subdued
the forces of nature and pressed them into the service of mankind;
we have thereby infinitely multiplied production, so that a child
now produces more than a hundred adults previously. And what
is the consequence? Increasing overwork and increasing misery
of the masses, and every ten years a great crash. Darwin did not
know what a bitter satire he wrote on mankind , and especially
on his countrymen , when he showed that free competition, the
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. ously desired aim. In the history of society, on the contrary,
conscictors are all endowed with consciousness, are men acting
tb;~ha deliberation or passion, working towards definite goals;
"'\hing happens without a conscious purpose, without an intendn~ ai!ll· But this distinction, important as it is for historical
~ vestigation, particularly of single epochs and events, cannot
1~ter the fact that the course of history is governed by inner gena al laws. For here, also, on the whole, in spite of the consciously
~esired aims of all individuals, accident apparently reigns on the
surface. That which is willed happens but rarely; in the majority
of instances the numerous desired ends cross and conflict with
one another, or these ends themselves are from the outset incapable of realisation or the means of attaining them are insufficient. Thus the conflicts of innumerable individual wills and
individual actions in the domain of history produce a state of
affairs entirely analogous to that prevailing in the realm of unconscious nature. The ends of the actions are intended, but the results
which actually follow from these actions are not intended; or
when they do seem to correspond to the end intended, they ultimately have consequences quite other than those intended . Historical events thus appear on the whole to be likewise governed by
chance. But where on the surface accident holds sway, there
actually it is always governed by inner, hidden laws and it is
only a matter of discovering these laws.
Men make their own history, whatever its outcome may be ,
in that each person follows his own consciously desired end, and
it is precisely the resultant of these many wills operating in different directions and of their manifold effects upon the outer world
that constitutes history. Thus it is also a question of what the
many individuals desire. The will is determined by passion or
deliberation . But the levers which immediately determine passion
or deliberation are of very different kinds. Partly they may be
external objects, partly ideal motives, ambition , "enthusiasm
"
:i:or
truth and justice", personal hatred or even purely individual
whims of all kinds. But, on the one hand, we ·have seen that the
many individual wills active in history for the most part produce
results quite other than those intended -often quite the opposite;
that their motives, therefore, in relation to the total result are
likewise of only secondary importance. On the other hand, the
further question arises: What driving forces in turn stand behind
these motives? What are the historical causes which transform
themselves into these motives in the brains of the actors?
The old materialism n~ver put this question to itself. Its conception of history, in so far as it has one at all, is therefore essentially pragmatic; it judges everything according to the motives
of the action; it divides men who act in history into noble and
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is true of nature, which is hereby recognised also as
a hist?r1cal. proce~s of development, is likewise true of the histor
ofhsociety
in allh its branches
·
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· h
. and of the totality of all sciences
w ic occupy t emselve~ with things human (and divine) . Here
t?o, th~ ph1losophY: of ~1story, of right, of religion, etc., has con~
si~ted in the s:ibstitution of an interconnection fabricated in the
mind of. the philosopher for the real interconnection to be demonstrated in the events; has consisted in the comprehension of history .as a wh?le as well as in its separate parts, as the gradual realisat.1on of ide~s-and naturally always only the pet ideas of the
p~ilosopher himself. According to this, history vvorked unconsciously but of necessity. towards a certain ideal goal set in advance-a~, for example, in Hegel, towards the realisation of his
~fsolute idea-a~d the. unalterable trend towards this absolute
1 ea formed t~e inner ~nterconnection in the events of history.
~ new my~terious providence-unconscious or gradually coming
into consc:ousness-was thus put in the place of the real still
unknown i.nterconnection. Here, therefore, just as in the ~ealm
~f .nat~re, it was n.ecessary to do away ·w ith these fabricated, arti~~lh1nte:connections by the discovery of the real ones-a task
w ic .ult1m~tely amounts to the discovery of the general laws
off mhotion wh1~h assert themselves as the ruling ones in the history
o u1nan society.
In one point, however, the history of the development of society
prove~ to be es~entially different from that of nature. In nature1n. so ar as we.ignore man's reaction upon nature-there are only
?hnd, unco:sc1ous agencies acting upon one another out of whos~
i~terph1ay t e general law comes into operation. Nothing of all
t at
appens-whether in the innumerable apparent accidents
~bserv~ble upon ~he ~urface, or in the ultimate results which conrm t e regularity inherent in these accidents-happens as a
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ignoble and then finds that as a rule the noble are defrauded a
the ignoble are victorious. Hence, it follows for the old materiali:d
that nothing very edifying is to be got from the study of histo Ill
and for us that in the realm of history the old materialism beco~'
untrue to itself because it takes the ideal driving forces Which
operate there as ultimate caus.es., instead of investiga~i~g what is
behind them, what are the dr1v1ng forces of these dr1v1ng forces
The inconsistency does not lie in the fact that ideal driving force~
are recognised, but in the investigation not being carried further
back behind these into their motive causes. On the other hand
t he philosophy of history, particularly as represented by Hegel'
recognises that the ostensible and also the really operating motive~
of men who act in history are by no means the ultimate causes
of historical events; that behind these motives are other motive
powers, which have to be discovered. But it does not seek these
powers in history itself, it imports them rather from outside , from
philosophical ideology, into history. Hegel, for example, instead
of explaining the history of ancient Greece out of its own inner
interconnections, simply maintains that it is nothing more than
the working out of ''forms of beautiful individuality", the realisation of a ''work of art" as such. 98 He says much in this connection
about the old Greeks that is fine and profound, but that does not
prevent us today from refusing to be put off with such an explanation, which is a mere manner of speech.
When, therefore, it is a question of investigating the driving
powers which-consciously or unconsciously, and indeed very often
unconsciously-lie behind the motives of men who act in history
and \vhich constitute t he real ultimate driving forces of history,
then it is not a question so much of the motives of single individuals , however eminent, as of those motives which set in motion
great masses , whole peoples , and again whole classes of the people
in each people; and this, too, not momentarily, for the transient
fl aring up of a straw-fire which quickly dies down, but for a lasting
action resulting in a great historical transformat ion. To ascertain t he driving causes which here in the minds of acting masses
and their leaders-the so-called great men-are reflected as conscious motives, clearly or unclearly, directly or in ideological,
even glorified, form-that is the only path which can put us on
the track of the laws holding sway both in history as a whole,
and at particular periods and in particular lands. Everything
which sets men in motion must go through their minds; but what
form it will take in the mind will depend very much upon t he
circumstances. The workers have by no means become reconciled
to capitalist machine industry, even though they no longer simply
break the machines t o pieces as they still did in 1848 on the
Rhine.
·
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~fede;e~f fi°cdiety. '!he prhoductive forces represented by the b
e e against t e order of prod t ·
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feudal landlords and the guild-masters.u~~~~:s?re~ented by tbi'
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e true of all earlier times when the production of the material
0: 0 r of roan was not yet carried on with these abundant auxiliary
11feans and when, therefore, the necessity of such production must
~eve e':x:ercised a still greater mastery over men. If the state even
adaY in the era of big industry and of railways, is on the whole
t~ly ~ reflection, in concentrated form, of the economic needs of
~he class controlling production, then this must have been much
more so in an epoch when each generation of men was forced t(}
spend a far greater part of its aggregate lifetime in satisfying
material needs, and was therefore much more dependent on them
than we are today. An examination of the history of earlier periods, as soon as it is seriously undertaken from this angle, most
abundantly confirms this. But, of course, this cannot be gone·
into here.
If the state and public law are determined by economic relations, so, too, of course is private law, which indeed in essence
only sanctions the existing economic relations between individuals
which are normal in the given circumstances. The form in which
this happens can, however, vary considerably. It is possible, as.
happened in England, in harmony with the whole national development, to retain in the main the forms of the old feudal laws while
giving them a bourgeois content; in fact, directly reading a bourgeois meaning into the feudal name. But, also, as happened in
·western continental Europe, Roman Law, the first \vorld law
of a commodity-producing society, with its unsurpassably fine·
elaboration of all the essential legal relations of simple commodity owners (of buyers and sellers, debtors and creditors, contracts, obligations, etc.), can be taken as the foundation. In which
case, for the benefit of a still petty-bourgeois and semi-feudal
society, it can either be reduced to the level of such society simply through judicial practice (common law) or, with the
help of allegedly enlightened, moralising jurists, it can be worked
into a special code of law to correspond with such social levela code which in these circumstances will be a bad one also from
the legal standpoint (for instance, Prussian Landrecht). In which
case, however, after a great bourgeois revolution, it is also possible
for such· a classic law code of bourgeois society as the French Code
Civil to be worked out upon the basis of this same Roman Law.
If, therefore, bourgeois legal rules merely express the economic
life conditions of society in legal form, then they can do so well
or ill according to circumstances.
The state presents itself to us as the first ideological power
over man. Society creates ·for itself an organ for the safeguarding
of its common interests against internal and external attacks. This
organ is the state power. Hardly come into being, this organ makes.
itself independent vis-a-vis society; and, indeed, the more so~
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t~e more it becomes the organ of a particular class, the more it 1,
directly enforces t~e suprema~y of that class. The fight of the ii'
o_p:pressed class against the ruling ~lass becom~s. necessarily a po. ~:;
l1t_1cal fight, a fight ~rst of all against the political dominance of ..:.~
th1~ ~lass. The consc1_ousness of the interconnection between this .·;1
political struggle an~ its ec?n~mic basis becomes dulled and can he ;,:.
l?s! altoge_ther. While this is not wh~lly the case with the par• .t
t1c1:pants, it almost always happens with the historians. Of the 'r
anc1~nt sources on the strug~le~ within the Roman Republic only :t,
Appian tells us clearly and d1st1nctly what was at issue in the last (i
resort-namely, landed property.
:
~ut on_ce the state has b~come an independent power vis-a-vii.":
society, it pr?duces f~r!h.w1th a further ideology. It is indeed;.
amon~ professional pol1t1c1ans, ~heori~ts of public law and jurists 1,1.
of pri;ate _law ~hat the con~ection with economic facts gets lost i
for fair. Since in each particular case the economic facts must "
assun;ie ~he for~ of _juristic _motives _in order to receive legal \·
sanc~ion, and since, in so doing, consideration of course has to "
b_e given t? t~e whole legal system already in operation, the juris- /·
tic form is,_ in consequence, made everything and the economic ,ii
content notl11ng. Public law and private law are treated as inde- ("
pendent spheres, ea~h having its own independent historical .: 1
<levelo_pment, each be~ng capa_bl~ of and needing a systematic pre- ,i
sent~t10~ by t~e consistent el1m1nation of all inner contradictions.. l
Still higher i~eologies, that is, such as are still further removed :i.
from t~e. material, econ_omic basis, take the form of philosophy .~
an~ rel1gio~. Here ~h~ interconi:ection between conceptions and · ·~
their ~ater1al conditions of existence becomes more and more ·~·.
complicated, mo.re and more obscured by intermediate links. But '.i
the intercoi:inect1on exists. Just as the whole Renaissance period, ).I
from the middle of the fifteenth century, was an essential product .\
of the towns and, therefore, of the burghers, so also was the sub-· ·
sequently n~wly-a~akened philosophy. I ts content was in essence ·,,
only the philosophical expression of the thoughts corresponding .·•. ·.
to the ~e;elopment of the smal,l and middle burghers into a big •
?ourgeo1s1e. Among last century s Englishmen and Frenchmen who ··"1
in many ~as.es were just _as much political economists as philosophers, this is clearly evident; and we have proved it above in
regard to the Hegelian school.
We will now in addition deal only briefly with religion, since
the latter ~tands furthest away from material life and seems to ·
be most alien. t~ ~t. Religion arose in very primitive tin1es from
erroneous, pr1m1t1ve conceptions of men about their own nature
and e_xternal ~ature surrounding them. Every ideology, however,
once i! has arisen, develop~ in con~ection with the given conceptmaterial, and develops this material further; otherwise it would

be an ideology, that is, occupation with thoughts as with
iiidependent entities, developing independently and subject only
to their own laws. That the material life conditions of the persons
iiiside whose heads this thought process goes on in the last resort
determined the course of this process remains of necessity unknown
to tl1ese persons, for otherwise there would be an end to all ideology. These original religious noti?ns, therefore, which in the
wain are common to each group of kindred peoples, develop, after
the g1·oup separates, in a manner peculiar to each people, accordiiig to the conditions of life fl'l.lling to their lot. For a number
of gro11ps of peoples, and particularly for the Aryans (so-called
I11do-Europeans), this process has been shown in detail by comparative mythology. The gods th_us fashioned within each people
1v·ere i1ational gods, whose domain extended no farther than the
national territory which they were to protect; on the other side
of its boundaries other gods held undisputed sway. They could
continue to exist, in imagination, only as long as the nation existed; they fell with its fall. The Roman world empire, the economic conditions of whose origin we do not need to examine here,
brought about this downfall of the old nationalities. The old natio11al gods decayed, even those of the· Romans, which also were
patterned to suit only the narrow confines of the city of Rome. The
r1eed to complement the world empire by means of a world religion was clearly revealed in the attempts made to provide in
Rome recognition and altars for all the foreign gods to the slightest degree respectable alongside of the indigenous ones. But
a new \.vorld religion is not to be made in this fashion, by imperial decree. The new world religion, Christianity, had already
quietly come into being, out of a mixture of generalised Oriental,
particularly Jewish, theology, and vulgarised Greek, particularly
Stoic, philosophy. What ~t originally looked like has to be first
laboriously discovered, since its official form, as it has been handed
do\vn to us, is merely that in whicl1 it became the state religion
to \vhich purpose it was adapted by the Council of Nicaea. 99 The
fact that already after 250 years it became the state religion suffices to show that it was the religion in correspondence with the
conditions of the time. In the Middle Ages, in the same measure
as feudaiism developed, Christianity grew into the religious
counterpart to it, with a corresponding feudal hierarchy. And
\vl1en the burghers began to thrive, there developed, in opposition
to feudal Catholicism, the Protestant heresy, which first appeared
in Southern France, among the Albigenses, at the time the
cities there reached the highest point of their florescence. 100 The
l\Iiddle Ages had attached to· theology all the other forms of ideol0~Y-philosophy, politics, jurisprudence-and made them subdivisions of theology. It thereby constrained every social and
110 t
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political movement to ta~e on a_ t~eological form. '!'he sentiment/l)
?f the masses \Vere fed with religion to the exclusion of all else•i
~t was .t~erefore_ ne~essary to put forward their own interest~'
in a ~eligious guise in order to produce_ an_ impetuous movement\)i
And Just as the burghers from the beginning brought into bein ,
an appendage o~ propertyle~s urban plebeia~s, day_ labourers anf\
servants of all kinds, belongi~g to no ~ecognised social estate, pre:.,.
c1:1r~ors ?f the later proletariat, so likewise heresy soon becam$;i
divided into a burgher-moderate heresy and a plebeian-revolution•:(<
ary one, the latter an abomination to the burgher heretics them..;1
selves.
'
"
T~e i_ner_a~i?ability of the Protestant heresy corresponded t~;
the invincibility _of the rising burghers. When these burghers:{
had becom~ _sufficie~tly ~trengthened, their struggle against theiii
feudal nobility, wl1ich till then had been predominantly local l·
began ~o assume national dimensions. The first great action oc~.}
cu7red in Germany-the so-called Reformation. The burghers were-:;
ne~ther powerful. enot1gh nor sufficiently developed to be able te>i'
unite. under their banner the remaining rebellious estates-th&;
plebeians of the towns, the lower nobility and the peasants on th&'.
land. A~ first the nobles were defeated; the peasants rose in a re'"'!
volt ~~ich formed t~e peak of the whole revolutionary struggle;;,
the cities left therr1 in the lurch, and thus the revolution sue-il
cumbed to the armies of the secular princes who reaped the who1e:i1
profit. Thei1ceforward Germany disappears for three centuries:'~
~rom_ the ,ranks of ~ountries playing an independent active partli:
in historJ: But_ beside the German Luther appeared the French.-~
man Calvin. With true_ Fre~ch acuity he put the bourgeois chari..;;
acter of ~he Reformation in the forefront, republicanised and:.;
democratised the Church. While the Lutheran Reformation in''.'
GermanJ'. ~egenerated and reduced the country to rack and ruin~i1
~he Calv1ni~t Reformation ~erved as a banner for the republicanE;: 1:
in Geneva, in Holland and in Scotland, freed Holland from Spain ,
and from the German Empire and provided the ideological cos-. 1f
tu~e for the second act of the bourgeois revolution which was!\
taking ~l~ce in England. Here Calvinism justified itself as the- .
t7ue religious di~guise of the_ interests of the bourgeoisie of that 1
time, and ?11 this account did not attain full recognition when·.~ .
the revolu~i?n ended in 1689 in a compromise between one part.·~··
of the nobil1t_y and the bourgeoisie. 101 The English state Church l
wa~ re-established; but not in its earlier form of a Catholicism 1
~hich had the king for its pope, being, instead, strongly Calvinised. The old state Cl1u~ch had celebrated the merry Catholic Sunday_ ~nd had foug~t against the dull Calvinist one. The new, bourge?1sified Church introduced the latter, which adorns England to
this day.
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In France, the Calvinist minority was suppressed in 1685 and
either Catholicised or driven out of the country. But \Vhat was
the good? Already at that time the freethinker Pierre Bayle was
at the height of his activity, and in 1694 Voltaire was born. The
forcible measures of Louis XIV only made it easier for the French
bo11rgeoisie to carry through its revolution in the irreligious,
exclusively political form which alone was suited to a developed
bot1rgeoisie. Instead of Protestants, freethinkers took their seats
in the national assemblies. Thereby Christianity entered into
its final stage. It had become incapable for the future of serving
.any progressive class as the ideological garb of its aspirations. It
became more and more the exclusive possession of the ruling
classes and these apply it as a mere means of government, to keep
the lower classes within bounds. Moreover, each of the different
classes uses its own appropriate religion: the landed nobilityCatholic J esuitism or Protestant orthodoxy; the liberal and radical bourgeoisie-rationalism; and it makes little difference
whether these gentlemen themselves believe in their respective
religions or not.
We see, therefore: religion, once formed, always contains traditional material, just as in all ideological domains tradition forms
a great conservative force. But the transformations which this
material undergoes spring from class relations, that is to say, out
of the economic relations of the people who execute these transformations. And here that is sufficient.
In the above it could only be a question of giving a general
sketch of the Marxist conception of history, at most with a few .
illustr·ations, as well. The proof must be derived from history/
itself; and in this regard I may be permitted to say that it has
been s1tfficiently furnished in other writings. This conception, .
!1o•vever, puts an end to philosophy in the realm of history, just./
;is the dialectical conception of nature mal<:es all natural philosrJphy both unnecessary and impossible. It_i_s__ no_!()~_ger._9:_ q11estion \
<1.nywhere of inventing int(lrconnections from out of our brains, ./
lrut of disco:v.1?ring .them in the facts. For pnilosophy, · which has(\
lJeen expelled from nature and history, there remains only the · ...-realm of pure thought,. so far as-it is left: the theory of the laws
of the thought.process itself, logic and.dialectics.
' \~
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political movement to ta~e on a. t~eological form. The sentimeni.\
?f the masses were fed with rel1g1on to the exclusion of all else i
~t was .t~erefore. ne~essary to put forward_ their own interest~;
in a ~el1g1ous guise in order to produce an impetuous movement : ,
And Just as tl1e burghers from the beginning brought into be· i,
an appendage o~ propertyles_s urban plebeians, day labourers ::d~
servants of all kinds, belong1?g to no ~eco~nised social estate, pre'~·
c1:1r~ors ?f the later proletariat, so 11kew1se heresy soon became#
d1v1ded into a burgher-moder.ate ?eresy and a plebeian-revolution.~:(i
ary one, the latter an abom1nat1on to the burgher heretics them.;,::.
selves.
11
T~e i?er_a~i?ability of t~~ Protestant heresy corresponded t~1
the inv1nc1b1l1ty _of the r1s1ng burghers. When these burghe · <'!
had becom~ _suffic1e?tly ~trengthened, their struggl_e against th~i.1
feudal nob1l1ty, wh1c_h till then had been predominantly local~l
began ~o assume national dimensions. The first great action oc~:
cu7red in Germany-the so-called ~eformation. The burghers wer ···~
ne~ther powerful_ enol1gh nor sufficiently developed to be able to..!'.
unite. under their banner the remaining rebellious estates-the
plebeians of the towns, the lower nobility and the peasants on the'.ir
land. A~ first the nobles were defeated; the peasants rose in a r~!,
volt ~~1ch formed th_e peak of the whole revolutionary struggle;:!
the c1t1es left the:r_n in the lurch, and thus the revolution sue~:'1
cumbed to the armies of the secular princes who reaped the who1~)1
profit. Thenceforward Germany disappears for three centuriesf
~rom_ the ranks of ~ountries playing an independent active part/\1
in history_. But. beside the German Luther appeared the French... \·
man Calvin. With true_ Fre~ch acuity he put the bourgeois char+-'•i
acter of ~he Reformation in the forefront, republicanised and}:.
democratised the Church. While the Lutheran Reformation in''
Germ~n~ ~egenerated ~nd reduced the country to rack and ruin,.: 1
~he Calv1n1~t Reformation ~erved as a banner for the republicans::
in Geneva, in Holland and ~n Scotland, ~reed Holland from Spain;
and from the German Empire and provided the ideological cos-i'
tu~e for the . second act of the bourgeois revolution, which wa& !\
taking :pl~ce in England. Here Calvinism justified its elf as the /
t~ue rel1g1ous di~guise of the_ interests of the bourgeoisie of that.,.
time, and ?II this account did not attain full recognition when Y1
the revolu~1?n ended in 1689 in a compromise between one part \
of the nob1l1~y and the bourgeoisie. IOI The English state Church J
wa~ re-establ1sh~d; but not in its earlier form of a Catholicism
~h1ch l1ad the king for its pope, being, instead, strongly Calvin1sed. The old state Cl1ur_ch had celebrated the merry Catholic Sunday_ ~nd had fought against the dull Calvinist one. The new, bourge?1s1fied Church introduced the latter, which adorns England to
this day.
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In France, the Calvinist minority was suppressed in 1685 and
either Catholicised or driven out of the country. But what was
the good? Already at that time the freethinker Pierre Bayle was
at the height of his activity, and in 1694 Voltaire was born. The
forcible measures of Louis XIV only made it easier for the French
bourgeoisie to carry through its revolution in the irreligious,
exclusively political form which alone was suited to a developed
bo11rgeoisie. Instead of Protestants, freethinkers took their seats
in the national assemblies. Thereby Christianity entered into
its final stage. It had become incapable for the future of serving
any progressive class as the ideological garb of its aspirations. It
became more and more the exclusive possession of the ruling
classes and these apply it as a mere means of gover·nment, to keep
the lower classes within bounds. Moreover, each of the different
classes uses its own appropriate religion: the landed nobilityCatholic J esuitism or Protestant orthodoxy; the liberal and radical bourgeoisie-rationalism; and it makes little difference
whether these gentlemen themselves believe in their respective
religions or not.
vVe see, therefore: religion, once formed, always contains traditional material, just as in all ideological domains tradition forms
a great conservative force. But the transformations which this
material undergoes spring from class relations, that is to say, out
of the economic relations of the people who execute these transformations. And here that is sufficient.
In the above it could only be a question of giving a general
sketch of the l\tfarxist conception of history, at most with a few .
~llustr·ation~, as. well. The proof must b_e derived from h~story ,j
itself; and in this regard I may be permitted to say that it has
l)een sufficiently furnished in other writings. This conception, ,·
!10\vever, puts an end to philosophy in the realm of history, just./
its the dialectical conception of nature mal<es all natural philoSf) phy both unnecessary and impossible. l1_i_s_no J()~ger..<':l. ql1e.stion \
any\vhere of inventiug interconnectio_ns. from out of our brains, .1'
liut of discoyering them .in the facts. For pliilosophy, which has'-·.,
l)een expelled from nature an.d history, there remains only the · ._.-·
realm of pure thought,. so. far. as it is left:. the theory of the laws
of the thought_ process itself, logic and dialectics.
' \?
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According to the materialistic conception, the determining';''
factor in history is, in the last resort, the production and repro.-;,
ductio1J of immediate life. But this itself is of a twofold character.>.,;.
On the one hand, the production of the means of subsistence, of:;(
food, clothing and shelter and the tools requisite therefore; on the.~
other, the production of human beings themselves, the propaga- ~
tion of the species. The social institutions under which men of a ·'
definite historical epoch and of a definite country live are condi~ . . . .
tioned by both kinds of production: by the stage of development ·~
of labour, on the one hand, and of the family, on the other. The .i
less the development of labour, and the more limited its volume :'
of production and, therefore, the wealth of society, the more pre-,;,
ponderatingly does the social order appear to be dominated by ties >
of sex. However, within this structure of society based on ties,;:
of sex, the productivity of labour develops more and more; with c.
it, private property and exchange, differences in wealth, the ,;
possibility of utilising the labour power of others, and thereby 't
the basis of class antagonisms: new social elements, which strive X
in the course of generations to adapt the old structure of society
to the new conditions, until, finally, the incompatibility of the
two leads to a complete revolution. The old society, built on .
groups based on ties of sex, bursts asunder in the collision of the
newly-developed social classes; in its place a new society appears,
constituted in a state, the lo,ver units of which are no longer groups .
based on ties of sex but territorial groups, a society in which
the family system is entirely dominated by the property system,
and in which the class antagonisms and class struggles, which make
up the content of all hitherto written history, now freely develop.

of the Family, Private Property and
the State in 1884 in Zurich

Published i11 the book: Karl
lliarx and Frederick Engels,

\Vri tten in E11glisl1

Manifesto of the Corrimunist Party,

Londor1, 1888

Written from the end of
March to May 26, 1884
Published in the book The Origin

'fhe "Manifesto'' being our joint production, I consider myself
bound to state that the fundamental proposition, which forms its
riucleus belongs to Marx. That proposition is: that in every historical epoch, the prevailing mode of economic production and
exchange, and the social organisation necessarily following from
it form the basis upon which is built up, and from which alone
c;n be explained, the political and intellectual history of that
epoch· that consequently the whole history of mankind (since the
dissol~tion of primitive tribal society, holding land in comrnon
ownership) has been a history of class struggles, contests bet,veen
exploiting and exploited, ruling and o~pressed cla~ses;. that .the
history of these class struggles forms a series of evolutions in which,
11owadays, a stage has been reached where the exploited and
01)pressed class-the proletariat-cannot attain its emancipatio_n
fron1 the sway of the exploiting and ruling class-the bourgeo1sie-\vithout, at the same time, and once and for all, emancipating
society at large from all exploitation, oppression, class distinctions and class struggles.
'l'his proposition ·which, in my opinion, is destined to do for
11istory what Darwin's theory has done for biology, we, both of
tis, had been gradually approaching for some years before 1845.
I-low far I had independently progressed towards it, is best sho\vn
by my "Condition of the Working Class in England"*. But when
I again met Marx at Brussels, in spring, 1845, he had it ready
'vorl\:ed 011t, ancl put it before me, in terms almost as clea1· as those
i11 'vhich I l1ave stated it here.

•

Translated from the German

* "The Condition of the Working Class in England ir1 1844." Bj·
Frederick E11gels. Translated by Florence K. \Viscl1ne,,·etzky, New Yori,,
Lovell- Lor1do11, \V. Reeves, 1888. [Note by Engels.]
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From the very outset the Commune was compelled to recognis~·
that the working class, once come to power, could not go on man~.
aging with the old state machine; that in order not to lose agai~;:
its only just conquered supremacy, this working class must, on th~>j
011e hand, do away with all the old repressive machinery previ-:c,
ously used against it itself, and, on the other, safeguard itself:
against its own deputies and officials, by declaring them all, without .
exception, subj0ct to recall at any morr1ent. What had been th~\
charactei·istic attribute of the former state? Society had created it~;1;
own organs to look after its common interests, originally through~:
simple division of labour. But these organs, at whose head was;
the sta.te power, had in the course of time, in pursuance of their~·
own special interests, transformed themselves from the serv·ant~~
of society into the masters of society. This can be seen, for exam-1·:
1
JJle, not only in the hereditary monarchy, but equally so in the ,1
democratic republic. Nowhere do "politicians'' form a more sepa- ,'.
rate and powerful section of the nation than precisely in North :
.i\merica. There, each of the two major parties which alternately ,
st1cceed each other in power is itself in turn controlled by people ~!
vvho make a business of politics, who speculate on seats in the ~
legislative assemblies of the Union as well as of the separate states, 1
or who mal(e a living by carrying on agitation for their party :
and on its victory are rewarded with positions. It is well known ·:
how the Americans have been trying for thirty years to shake off ,:·
this yoke, which has become intolerable, and how in spite of it
all they continue to sink ever deeper in this swamp of corruption.
It is precisely in America that we see best how there takes place
this process of the state power making itself independent in relation to society, whose mere instrument it was originally intended to be. Here there exists no dynasty, no nobility, no standing '•
army, beyoi1d the few men keeping watch on the Indians, no·<,
'

btireaucracy with permanent posts or the right to pensions. And
evertheless we find here two great gangs of political speculators,
Il
.
vvlio alternately take possession of the state power an d exp1oi"t it
bv the most corrupt means and for the most corrupt ends-~n?
the nation is powerless against these two great _cartels ?f politi.1· ·ins who are ostensibly its servants, but in reality dominate and
l
"t .
JL1naer
i
11
\aainst this transformation of the state and the organs of the
st~t: from servants of society into masters of society-an inevitiible transformation in all previous states-the Commune made
1ise of two infallible means. In the first place, it filled all postsadn1inistrative, judicial and educational-by election on the
basis of universal suffrage of all concerned, subject to the right of
recall at any time by the same electors. And, in the second pl.ace,
all officials, high or low, were paid only the wages received
by other workers. The highest salary paid by the Commune to
anyone \Vas 6,000 francs. In this way an effective barrier to _pla.ceht1nting and careerisrr1 was set up, even apart from the binding
ni<1ndates to delegates to representative bodies which were added
besides.
This shattering (Sprengung) of the former state power and its
re1Jlacement by a new and truly democratic one. is described in
detail in the third section of The Civil War. But it was necessary
to dwell briefly here once more on some of its features, because in
Germany particularly the superstitious belief in the sta~e has been
carried over from philosophy into the general consciousness of
tl1e bourgeoisie and even of many worl(ers. According to tl1e pl1ilosophical conception, the state is the ''realisa_tion of. the id~a",
Ol' tl1e Kingdom of God on earth, translated into ph1losoph1cal
tern1s, the sphere in which eternal truth and justice is or shot1ld
be realised. And from this follows a superstitious reverence for
tl10 state and everything connected with it, which takes root the
I11ore readily since people are accustomed from childhood to iU:agine that tl1e affairs and interests common to the whole of society
could not be looked after otherwise than as they have been looked
<1fter in the past, that is, through the state and its lucratively
positioned officials. And people think they have taken quite an
extraordinarily bold step forward when they have rid themselv~s
of belief in hereditary monarchy and s\vear by the democratic
i·epublic. In reality, however, the state is nothing but a machine
for the oppression of one class by another, and ii1deed in the democratic republic no less than in the monarchy; and at best an
evil inherited by the proletariat after its victorious struggle for
class supremacy, whose worst sides the victorious proletariat, just
lil<e the Commune, cannot avoid having to lop off at once as much
as possible until such time as a generation reared in new, free
(,
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social conditions is able to throw the entire lumber of the sta
on the scrap heap.
.
Of late, the Social-Democratic philisti11e l1as once more b '·•
filled with wholesome terror at the words: Dictatorship of t ·
Proletariat. Well and good, gentlemen, do you want to kno:'
what this dictatorship looks like? Look at the Paris Commun'
That was the Dictatorship of the Proletariat.
London, on the t\ventieth anniversary
of the Paris Commune, March 18, 1891

Publisl1ed in Die Neue Zeit,
Bd. 2, No. 28, 1890-91, and in
the book: Marx, Der Biirgerkrieg
in Frankreich, Berlin, 1891

Translatecl from tl1e Germ ·
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From SPECIAL INTRODUCTION TO THE 1892
ENGLISH EDITION OF SOCIALISM:
UTOPIAN AND SCIENTIFIC

And thus I hope even British respectability will not be overshocked if I use, in English as well as in so many other languages,
the term ''historical materialism", to designate that view of the
co11rse of history which seeks the ultimate cause and the great
moving power of all important historic events in the economic
development of society, in the changes in the modes of production
and exchange, in the consequent division of society into distinct
classes, and in the struggles of these classes against one another.
This indulgence will perhaps be accorded to me all the sooner
if I show that historical materialism may be of advantage even
to British respectability. I have mentioned the fact that, about
forty or fifty years ago, any cultivated foreigner settling in England was strt1ck by what he was then bound to consider the religious bigotry and stupidity of the English respectable middle
class. I am now going to prove that the respectable English
nlidclle class of that time 'was not quite as stupid as it looked to
the intelligent foreigner. I ts religious leanings can be explained.
When Europe emerged from the I\fiddle Ages, the rising middle
class of the towns constituted its revolutionary element. It had
conqt1ered a recognised position within mediaeval feudal organisation, but this position, also, had become too narrow for its expansive power. The development of the middle class, the bourgeoisie, became incompatible with the maintenance of the feudal
system; tl1e feudal system, therefore, had to fall.
But the great international centre of feudalis1n was the Roman
~atholic Church. It united the \vhole of feudalised Western Europe,
in spite of all internal wars, i11to one grand political system,
opposed as much to the schi'smatic Greeks as to the Mohammedan
count1·ies. It surrounded feudal institutions with the halo of
divine co11secration. It had organised its own hierarchy on the
feudal model, and, lastly, it was itself by far the most powerful
16•
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feudal .lord, hol~ing, as it did, fully o~e-third of the soil of th,.'
Catholic ;vorld. Before profane feudalism could be successfulf
attac~ed .in each country and in detail, this, its sacred centr
-0rganisation, had to b~ destroJ'.ed.
'il
. Moreover, p~rallel wit~ the rise of the middle class went 0 );
the great revi.val of science;. astro?omy, mechanics, physics·;'
anatomy, physiology, ~er~ again. cultivated: And the bourg«;ioisie
for.the develop.ment of its industrial production, required a scienc •
which ascertained t?e physical properties of natural object~
a~d the modes of action of the forces of Nature. Now up to the ·
science had but been the humble handmaid of the Church h ·
not been allowed to ov~rstep the limits set by faith, and fo; th~
reason ~ad been no. s~ience at all. Science rebelled against th''
Church, the ~o1.1rg~oisie could ?ot do without science, and, there·
fore, had to Join in the rebellion.
"
. '!he a~ove, though touching but two of the points where th~
rising. middle ?l~ss \Va~ bound to come into collision with the'
established ~eligion: will be ~ufficient to show, first, that th•:
c~ass most directly interested in the struggle against the preteu,...~·
s1ons of the Roma~ Church was the bourgeoisie; and second, that'"
-ev~r~ stru~gle .against feudalism, at that time, had to take on a(
'relig~ous disguise, had to be directed against the Church in the~
first instance. But if the universities and the traders of the cities{
started the cry, it was sure to find, and did find, a strong echo in!.
the masses of the coun~ry people: the peasants, \vho everywheri)f
ha?. to struggle for their very existence with their feudal lords;·
spiritual and temporal.
· .:
The long fight of the bourgeoisie against feudalism culminated in!:
three great, decisive battles.
.\
The first was what is called the protestant Reformation in Ger-;:
many. The war er~ raised against the Church by Luther was re-::;
sponded to by two insurrections of a political nature: first that ;
of the lower n?bility under Franz von Sickingen, 1523, th~n the,.
great Peasants War, 1525. Both were defeated, chiefly in conse-.:
quence of the indecision of the parties most interested, the burgh-'.
ers of the towns-an indecision into the causes of which we ;
?annot here enter. From that moment the struggle dege11erated ;\.,
into a fight be~ween the local princes and the central power, and ·
end.e~ by blott.ing 011t Germany, for two hundred years, from the c:
politically active nations of Europe. The Lutheran Reformation ··
produced a new creed indeed, a religion adapted to absolute ·,
monarchy. No sooner were the peasants of North-East Germany ·;
converted to Lutheranism than they were from freemen reduced ·
to serfs.
.
'
But where Luther failed, Calvin won the day. Calvin's creed
was one fit for the boldest of the bourgeoisie of his time. His pre-

destination doctrine was the religious expression of the fact that
·n the commercial world of competition success or failure does not
~epend upon a man's activity or cleverness, but upon circumstances
ui controllable by him. It is not of him that willeth or of him
1
th<1 t runneth, but of the mercy of unknown superior economic
powers; and this was especially true at a period of economic revoliition, when all old commercial routes and centres were replaced
by ne\V ones, when India and America were opened to the
world, and when even the most sacred economic articles of faithtl1c value of gold and silver-began to totter and to break down.
Calvin's church constitution was thoroughly democratic and republica11; and where the kingdom of God was republicanised, could
the l(ingdoms of this world remain subject to monarchs, bishops
and lords? While German Lutheranism became a willing tool in
the hands of princes, Calvinism founded a republic in Holland, and
active republican parties in England, and, above all, Scotland.
I11 Calvinism, the second great bourgeois upheaval found its
doctrine ready cut and dried. This upheaval took place in England.
The middle class of the towns brought it on, and the yeomanry
of the cou11try districts fought it out. Curiously enough, in all
the three great bourgeois risings, the peasantry furnishes the
army that has to do the fighting; and the peasantry is just the
class that, the victory once gained, is most surely ruined by the
eco11omic conseq11ences of that victory. A hundred years after
Cromwell, the yeomanry of England had almost disappeared.
Anyhow, had it not been for that yeomanry and for the plebeian
element in the towns, the bourgeoisie alone would never have
fought the matter out to the bitter end, and would never have
brought Charles I to the scaffold. In order to secure even those
conquests of the bourgeoisie that were ripe for gathering at the
tin1e, the revolutio11 had to be carried considerably further-exactly as in 1793 in France and 1848 in Germany. This seems, in
fact, to be one of the laws of evolution of bourgeois society.
Well, upon this excess of revolutionary activity there necessarily followed the inevitable reaction which in its turn went beyond
the point where it might have maintained itself. After a series
of oscillations, the new centre of gravity was at last attained and
became a new starting-point. The grand period of English history,
known to respectability under the name of ''the Great Rebellion",
and the struggles succeeding it, were b1·ought to a close by the
con1paratively puny event entitled by Liberal historians ''the
Glorious Revolution''.
The new starting-point. was a compromise between the rising
middle class and the ex-feudal landowners. The latter, though
called, as now, the aristocracy, had been 1011gsince on the way
Which led them to become what Louis Philippe in France. became

,
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at a much later period, ''the first bourgeois of the kingdom''. Fo
tun~tely for England, the old feuclal barons had killed one anoth ·•
during the Wars of the Roses. 102 Their successors, though mostf'
scions of the old families,_ had been so much out of the direct Ii ···
of descent that they constituted quite a new body, with habits an·
tendencies far more bourgeois than feudal. They fully understo
the ~alue of money, and at once began to increase their rents b'
turning hundreds of small farn1ers out and replacing them b ·
sheep. Henry. VIII, while squandering the Church lands, create
f~esh bourgeois landlords by wholesale; the innume:cable confisc '
tion~ of estat~s, regranted to absolute or relative upstarts, an
continued during the whole of the seventeenth century, had th
same result. Consequently, ever since Henry VII the Englis ·
''a:istocracy'' '. far from counteracting the developm'ent of in du ,
trial production, had, on the contrary, sought to indirectly profi
there~y: and there had always been a section of the great landown:
er~ w1ll1ng, f:om economical 01· political reasons, to co-operat'
with the lead~ng men of the financial and industrial bourgeoisie~
Th~ ~ompro~1se 0 ~ 1689 was, th~;efore, easily accomplished. Th.'.
pol1t1cal. ~po1ls of pelf and place were left to the great landown ;
Ing families, provided the economic interests of the financial l
manufacturing and commercial rniddle class "'ere sufficiently attend•,,
ed to. And thes~ economic interests were at that time powerful~~·
enough to determine the general policy of the nation. There might.f
be squabbles about matters of detail, but, on the whole the;
ari~tocratic ~ligar~hy knew too well that its own economic pros-·
per1ty was 1rretr1evably bound up with that of the industrial;1
and commercial middle class.
-~.·
From that time, the bo11rgeoisie was a humble but still ai'
recognised component of the r11ling classes of Engla~d. With the·
rest of the~, it had a common interest in l{eeping in subjection the .1,
great working mass of tl1e nation. The merchant or manufacturer I
himself stood in the position of master, or, as it was until lately":;·
called, of ''natural superior" to his clerks, his workpeople, his '
domestic servants. His interest was to get as much and as good ,
work out of them as he could; for this end they had to be trained '.
to pr?per submission. He was himself religious; his religion had ·,
supplied the standard under wl1ich he had fought the king and :
the lord~; .he was not long in discovering the opportunities this ;
same ~el1g1.on offered him for \vorking upon the minds of his na- ·
tural 1nfer1ors, and making them submissive to the behests of· ;
the ~asters it had pleased God to place over them. In short, the
English bourgeoisie now had to take a part in keeping do\vn the
''lower orders", the great prod11cing mass of the nation, and one
of• the means employed for that purpose was the influence of relig1on.

1

'

There was another fact that c?~tributed to streng.thening the
·aious leanings of the bourgeo1s1e. That was the rise of m~ter~li'? ·n England. This new doctrine not only shocked the pious
1·1al1srn i
d
·
If
h.l
h
. eling of the middle class; it announce
itse as a p 1 osop Y
fe
fit for scholars and cultivated men of the world, in contrast
011 1
Y 1. · n which was good enough for the uneducated masses,
·
· d
th t e
to re igio '
. ·l di·ng the bo11rgeoisie. With Hobbes it steppe on e s ag
1 nc i1
·
•
·t
11
d
n
·i" a defender of royal prerogative and omnipotence; 1 ca ~ . upo *
' '!150111te monarchy to keep down that puer robustus sed malitiosus,
<l
.t the people.1oa Similarly, with the successors of Hobbes,
l (J \VI '
h
d . t• f
f
,,·itli Bolingbrol{e, Shaftesbury, etc., t e i:ew e1s. ic orm o materialisn1 remained an aristocratic, esoter~c doc~ri.ne, and, therefore hateful to the middle class both for its rel1g1?us he~esy and
for
anti-bourgeois political conn.ections. Accor~1ngly, in oppo·1· n to the materialism and deism of the aristocracy, th?se ·
~~r~~estant sects which had furnished the flag an~ the fight1~g
contingent against the Stuarts continued to furnish the main
strength of the progressive mi.ddle class, ~nd form even today
the backbo11e of ''the Great Liberal Party .
In the meantime materialism passed from En~l~n~ to France,
,,·liere it met and coalesced with anot~er mater1al1st1c school ?f
1ihilosophers, a branch of Cartesian1s~. In ~ranee, too, _it
remained at first an exclusively aristocratic doctrine. But so?n _its
revolutionary character asserted itself. The F~ei;tch mat~r1.al1sts
rlid not limit their criticism to matters of rel1g1o~s. bel1~f, t~ey
e\:tended it to whatever scientific tradition or pol~t1cal i~st1tu
tion they met witl1; and to prove the claim of their doctrine to
11niversal application, they took the s~ortest c~1t, and boldly
a 1iplied it to all s11bjects of knowledge in the g1a?t work after
1\·hich thev were named-the Encyclopedie. Thus: in o~e or the
(lther of it~ two forms_:__avowed materialism or de1sm-1t became
lite creed of the whole cultured youth of France; S? much so that,
\i·}1en the Great Revolution broke out, the doctrine hatche~ by
J~11glish Royalists gave a theoretical flag to French Re_publ1cans
;1 11 ct Terrorists, and furnished the text for the Declaration of the
104
l{ights of Man.
•
· ·
h b
'fhe Great French Revolution was the third upris1n~ o.f t e ourg·eoisie. i)tlt the first that had entirely ~~st o~ the ~el1g1ous cloak,
cine! was fought out on undisguised political lines;. it was the first,
too, that \Vas really fought out up to the destruct10~ of one of the
co1nbatants, the aristocracy, and the comp_let~ triumph of the
<)tl1er, the bourgeoisie. In England .the. continuity of pre-revo~u
tio11ary and post-revolutionary inst1tut1ons, and the compromise

its

* Robust but n1 alicious boy. From Hobbes's Preface to his book, On the
Citizen.-Ed.
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between landlords and capitalists, four1d its expression in the con-.
tinuity of judicial precedents and in the religious preservation'
of the feudal forms of the law. In France the Revolution consti-'
tuted a complete breac~ with the traditions of the past; it cleared'•'.
out the very last vestiges of feudalism, and created in the Code:'
105
Civil
a masterly adaptation of the old Roman law-that almost
perfect expression of the juridical relatio11s corresponding to the ';
economic stage called by Marx the production of commodities-to ;
modern capitalistic conditions; so masterly that this French revo- 1
lutionary code still serves as a model for reforms of the law of.;
property in all other cot1ntries, not excepting England. Let us,:
however, not forget that if English law continues to express the·
economic relations of capitalistic society in that barbarous feudal:
l~nguage :Which corresponds to th~ thing expressed, just as Eng-;·
lisl1 spelling corresponds to English pronunciation-vous ecrivez :
Lo1idres et vous prononcez Constantinople,* said a Frenchman- ·
that same English law is the only one which l1as preserved through ]
ages, and transmitted to America and the Colonies, the best::
part of that old Germanic personal freedom, local self-govern- J
nient and independence from all interference but that of the law 'courts, which on tl1e Continent has been lost during the period of -~
absolute monarchy, and has nowhere been as yet fully recovered . .
To return to our British bourgeois. The French Revolution i
gave him a splendid opportunity, with the help of the Continental 1
monarchies, to destroy French maritime commerce to annex
l<'rench colonies, and to crush the last French pretensio~s to maritime rivalry. That was one reason why he fougl1t it. Another was
that the ways of this revolution went very much against his
grain. Not only its ''execrable" terrorism, but the very attempt to
carry bourgeois rule to extremes. What should the British hour- .,
geois do without his aristocracy, that taught him manners, such '.ff
as they were, and invented fashions for him-that furnished ·.
officers of the army, which kept order at l1ome, and the navy, •,
which conquered colonial possessions and new markets abroad? ;
T~ere .was indeed a progressive minority of the bourgeoisie, that • -~
minority whose interests were not so well attended to under the
compromise; this section, composed chiefly of the less wealthy middle class, did sympathise with the Revolution, but it \Vas powerless in Parliame11t.
Thus, if materialism became the creed of the French Revolution,
the God-fearing Englisl1 bourgeois held all the faster to his religion. Had not the reign of terror in Paris proved what was the
upshot, if the religio11s instincts of the masses were lost? The
more materialism spread from France to neighbouring countries,

*

You write London,

but pronounce Constantinople,-Ed.

and was reinforced by similar doctrinal currents, notably by
German philosophy, the more, in fact, materialism and free
thought generally became on the Continent the necessary qualifications of a cultivated man, the more stubbornly the English
rriirldle class stuck to its manifold religious creeds. These creeds
might differ from one another, but they were, all of them, distinctly
religious, Christian creeds.
\Vhile the Revolution ensured tl1e political triumph of the
bourgeoisie in France, in England Watt, Arkwright, Cart\\·right,
and others initiated an industrial revolution, which completely
shifted the centre of gravity of economic power. The wealth of
the bourgeoisie increased considerably faster than that of the
landed aristocracy. Within the bourgeoisie itself, the financial
aristocracy, the bankers, etc., were more and more pushed into
the background by the manufacturers. The compromise of 1689,
even after the gradual changes it had undergone in favour
of the bourgeoisie, no longer corresponded to the relative position
of the parties to it. The character of these parties, too, had
cl1anged; the bourgeoisie of 1830 was very different from that of
the preceding century. The political po\ver still left to the aristocracy, and used by them to resist the pretensions of the new indu~
trial bourgeoisie, became incompatible with the new economic
i11terests. A fresh struggle with the aristocracy was necessary;
it could end only in a victory of the new economic power. First,
the Reform Act 106 was pushed through, in spite of all resistance,
under the impulse of the French Revolution of 1830. It gave to
tl1e bourgeoisie a recognised and powerful place in Parliament.
Then the repeal of the Corn Laws, 107 wl1ich settled, once for ~11,
the supremacy of the bourgeoisie, and especially of its most acti':e
portion, the manufac~urers, over the landed aristocracy. _This
was the greatest victory of the bourgeoisie; it was, however, also
the last it gained in its own exclusive interest. Whateve~ triumphs
it obtained later on, it had to share with a new social power,
first its ally, but soon its rival.
The industrial revolution had created a class of large manufacturing capitalists, but also a class-:-and a far more i:umerous
one-of manufacturing workpeople. This class gradually increased
in numbers in proportion as the industrial revolution seized
upon one b~anch of manufactur·e after another, and in the same
Proportion it increased in power. This power it proved as early
as 1824, by forcing a relt1ctant Parliame?t to repeal the ~cts
forbidding combinations of workmen. During the Reform agitation, the working men co'nstituted the Radical \ving of the Reforrn
Party; the Act of 1832 having excluded them from the suffrage,
they formulated their demands in the People's Charter, and constituted themselves, in opposition to the great bourgeois Anti-
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Corn Law party,
into an independent party, the Cha1·tists, the i
first working men's party of modern times.
.1;1
Then came the Continental revolutions of February and March i
1848, in which the working people played such a prominent part ·
~nd, a~ l~ast in Paris, put forward demands which were certain!;·'
1nadm1ss1ble from the point of view of capitalist society. And ·
then came the general reactio1i. First the defeat of the Chartists \
<>ll t~e .10th Ap7il, ~848, then the crushing of the Paris working ,
men s insurrection in June of the same year, then the disasters '
<lf 1849 in Italy, Hungary, South Germany, and at last the victory.··
·of Louis Bonaparte over Paris, 2nd December, 1851. For a time,-~
.at least, the bugbear of working-class pretensions was put down, ;
but at what cost! If the British bourgeois had been convinced'·'
before of the necessity of maintaining the common people in·· .
.a religious mood, how much more must he feel that necessity .;
after all these experiences? Regardless of the sneers of his Conti-•'
nental compeers, he continued to spend thousands and tens of :I
thousands, year after year, upon the evangelisation of the lower:•'
-0rders; not content with his own native religious machinery, he•;
appealed to Brother Jonathan, 109 the greatest organiser in ex- 'i
istence of religion as a trade, and imported from America reviv- '·
.alism, Moody and Sankey, and the like 110 ; and, finally, he accepted ;
the dangerous aid of the Salvation Army, which revives the prop- )
.aganda of early Christianity, appeals to the poor as the elect, '.r
fights capitalism in a religious way, and thus fosters an element Mi
-0f early Christian class antagonism, which one day may become :'.
troublesome to the well-to-do people who now find the ready
money for it.
·'f
It .seems a law of historical development that the bourgeoisie '.
<;an in no European country get hold of political power-at least.•·
for any length of time-in the same exclusive way in which the ·;
~eudal aristocracy kept hold of it during the Middle Ages. Even';.
1r1 France, where feudalism was completely extinguished, the •·. ~.
bourgeoisie, as a whole, has held full possession of the Govern- ·
ment for very short periods only. During Lot1is Philippe's reign, 1;
1830-48, a very small portion of the bourgeoisie rt1led the king- ·.
dom; by far the larger part \Vere excluded froin the suffrage by .J,
the high qualification. Under the Second Republic, 1848-51, ;;
the whole bourgeoisie rt1lecl, but for thi·ee years only; their inca- .•
pa~ity brought on the Second Empire. It is 01ily 11ow, in the ,;
Third Republic, that the bourgeoisie as a whole have kept pos- •'
session of the helm for more than twenty years; and they are .:
already showing lively signs of decadence. A durable i·eign of
the bourgeoisie has been possible only in cot1ntries lil<:e America,
\vl1ere .feudalism was unknown, arid society at the very beginning •
started from a bourgeois basis. Ancl even i11 Fra11ce and America,
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tlie successors of the bourgeoisie, the \Vorking people, are already
J.::11ocking at the door.
J11 E11gland, the bourgeoisie never held undivided sway. Even
t J1e victory of 1832 left the landed aristocracy in almost exclusive
11cJssession of all the leadi11g Government offices. The meekness
,,·itl1 \vhich the wealthy middle class submitted to this remained
i 11ronceivable to me until the great Liberal manufacturer, Mr.
\\·. E. Forster, in a public speech implored the young men of
L~rilclford to learn French, as a means to get on in the world,
;111cl qt1oted from his own experience how sheepish he looked
,1·l1en, as a Cabinet Minister, he had to move in society where
1''rench was, at least, as necessary as English! The fact was, the
1·:11glish middle class of that time were, as a rule, quite uneducated
1111starts, and could not help leaving to the aristocracy those
s1111erior Government places where other qualifications were
required than mere insular narrowness and insular conceit, seaso11ed by business sharpness.* Even now the endless newspaper
cle Ji ates about middle-class education show that the English
n1irlclle class does not yet consider itself good enough for the
l11'st education, and looks to something more modest. Thus, even ·
11fter the repeal of the Corn Laws, it appeared a matter of course
1!1,1t the men who had carried the day, the Cobdens, Brights,
Forsters, etc., should remain excluded from a share in the official
g·overnment of the country, until twenty years afterwards a new
Reform Act 111 opened to them the door of the Cabir1et. The English
}Jrl111·geoisie are, up to the present day, so deeply penetrated by
a sense of their social inferiority that they keep up, at their own
expense and that of the nation, an ornamental caste of drones
to represent the nation worthily at all state functions; and they

. *

A11d even i11 business matters, the conceit of national cl1auvinism
i.' bl1t a sorry adviser. Up to quite recently, the average English manufact~rer considered it derogatory for an Englishman to speak any language but
111s O\Vn, and felt rather proud than other\vise of the fact that "poor rlevils''
of ~oreigners settled in England and took off his hands the trouble of dispos1 ng of 11is products abroad. He never noticed that these foreigners, mostly
~ermans, thus got command .of a very large part of British foreign trade,
~'.fip_orts and exports, and that the direct foreign trade of Englishmen became
1
., 1n1ted, almost entirely, to the colonies, China, the United States and
:-,,o11th America. Nor did he notice that these Germans traded \vith other
(,1rm~ns abroad, who gradually organised a complete net\vork of commercia 1
co ?n1es all over the worlrl. But \Vhen Germarty, about forty years ago,
~eriously began manufacturing for export, this net\vork served her ad1nirably
1
_n lier transformation, in so short a time, from a corn-exporting into a first;..ate manufacturing country. Then, abo11t ten years ago, the British manutlct11rer got frightened, and· asked his ambassadors and consuls ho\V it \Vas
, .1at. lie could no longer keep his customers together. The unanin1ous anS\\'er
~las: (t) r·o1i don't learn your customer's language but expect him to speak
t~,~r O\vn; (2) Yo11 d?n't even try to s11it your cu~tomer's \Vants, habits, and
, es, but expect him to conform to your E11gl1sh ones. [Note by Engels.]
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consider then1selves highly honoured whenever one of themselveg~,'
is found worthy of admission into this select and privileged body,,'.
manufactured, after all, by themselves.
·,
The industrial and commercial middle class had, therefore,~.
not yet succeeded in driving the landed aristocracy completely ;
from political power when another competitor, the working '
class, appeared on the stage. The reaction after the Chartist ,
movement and the Continental revolutions, as well as the unparal- :
leled extension of English trade from 1848-66 (ascribed vulgarly '
to Free Trade alone, but due far more to the colossal development ·,
of railways, ocean steamers and means of intercourse generally), I:
had again driven the working class into the dependency of th~ ·
Liberal Party, of which they formed, as in pre-Chartist times, ,
the Radical wing. Their claims to the franchise, however, gradual~';
ly became irresistible; while the Whig leaders of the Liberals ,i·
''funked'', Disraeli showed his superiority by making the Tories p
seize the favourable moment and introduce household suffrage {
in the boroughs, along with a redistribution of seats. Then followed i
the ballot; then in 1884 the extension of household suffrage ;
to the counties and a fresh redistribution of seats, by which :
electoral districts were to some extent equalised. 112 All these ~·
measures considerably increased the electoral power of the work- i
ing class, so much so that in at least 150 to 200 constituencies ;
that class now furnishes the majority of voters. But parliamentary ;
government is a capital school for teaching respect for tradition; :;
if the middle class looked with awe and veneration upon what ~
Lord John Manners playfully called ''our old nobility'', the mass '%
of the working people then looked up with respect and defe:cence ,:
to what used to be designated as ''their betters", the middle class. 1.
Indeed, the British workman, some fifteen yea1·s ago, was the i'
model workman, whose respectful regard for the position of his '1
master, and whose self-restraining modesty in claiming rights '.·
for himself, consoled our German economists of the Katheder-. .;
Socialist school 1 13 for the incurable communistic and revolution- ,
ary tendencies of their own working-men at home.
But the English middle class-good men of business as they ,
are-saw farther than the German professors. They had shared 2
their power but reluctantly with the working class. They had learnt, l
during the Chartist years, what that puer robustus sed malitiosus, ~'.
the people, is capable of. And since tl1at time, they had been .-~
compelled to incorporate the better part of the People's Charter ·
in the Statutes of the United Kingdom. Now, if ever, the people
must be kept in order by moral means, and the first and foremost ·
of all moral means of action upon the masses is and remainsreligion. Hence the parsons' majorities on the school boards,
hence the increasing self-taxation of the bourgeoisie for the sup-,;-

port of all sorts of revivalism, from ritualism

114

to the Salvation

ArfJ<l now came the triumph of British respectability over t~e
free thought and religious laxity of the Continental bourgeois.
The workmen of France and Germany had become rebellious.
They were thoroughly infected with socialism, and, for very
aood reasons, were not at all particular as to the legality of the
~1 eans by which to secure their own ascendency. The puer robustils, here, turned from day to day more malitiosus. Nothing
rernained to the French and German bourgeoisie as a last resource
bt1t to silently drop their free thought, as a youngster, when sea.sickness creeps upon him, quietly drops the b11rning cigar he
brought swaggeringly on board; one by one, the scoffers turned
pious in outward behaviour, spoke with respect of the Church,
its dogmas and rites, and even conformed with the latter as far
as could not be helped. French bourgeois dined maigre on Fridays,
and German ones sat out long Protestant sermons in their pews
on Sundays. They had come to grief with materialism. ''Die Reli!{ion muss dem Volk erhalten werden'' ,-religion must be kept alive
for the people-that was the only and the last means to sa~e
society from utter ruin. Unfortunately for themselves, they did
not find this out until they had done their level best to break
tip religion for ever. And now it was the turn of the British bour,.,O'Cois to sneer and to say: ''Why, you fools, I could have told you
that two hundred years ago!"
However, I am afraid neither the religious stolidity of the
British, nor the post festum conversion of the Continental bourgeois will stem the rising proletarian tide. Tradition is a great
retarding force, is the vis inertiae of history, but, being merely
passive, is sure to be broken down; and thus religion will be no
lasting safeguard to capitalist society. If our juridical, philosophical, and religious ideas are the more or less remote offshoots
of the economical relations prevailing in a given society, such
ideas cannot, in the long r1in, withstand the effects of a complete
change in these relations. And, unless we believe in supernatural
revelation, we must admit that no religious tenets will ever
suffice to prop up a tottering society.
In fact, in England too, the working people have begun to move
again. They are, no doubt, shackled by traditions of various kinds.
Bourgeois traditions, such as the widespread belief that there
can be but two parties, Conservatives and Liberals, and that
the working class must work out its salvation by and through
the great Liberal Party. Working-men's traditions, inherited
from their first tentative efforts at independent action, s11ch as
the exclusion, from ever so many old Trade Unions, of all applicants \vho have not gone through a regular apprenticeship; which
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means the breeding, by ev_ery such_ union, of. its' o"'.n blacklegs.·'
But for all that the English working class is moving, as eve!l:
Professor Brentano has sorrowft1lly had to report to his brothel"'·
Katheder-Socialists. It moves, like all things in England, wit~
a slow ai:d measured step, with hesitation here, with more 0 ~
le~s unfruitful, te~tative. attempts there; it moves now and then!
:with an overcautious mistrust of the name of socialism, whil&;
it gradually absorbs the substance; and the 1r1ovement spreads:;
and seizes one layer of the workers after another. It has now shaken'out of their torpor the unskilled labourers of the East End oti
London, and we all know what a splendid impulse these fresh!
forces have given it in return. And if the pace of the movement'
is no~ ~p to the i~patience of_ some people, let them not forget!
that it is the working class which keeps alive the finest qualities:
of the English character, and that, if a step in advance is one&{
gained in England, it is, as a rule, i1ever lost afterwards. If the;
so~s of the old Chartists, for reasons explained above, were not. 1.
qu1~e up to the mark, the grandsons bid fair to be worthy ofl
their forefathers.
~-·
But the triumph of the European working class does not depend;
upon England alone. It can only be secured by the co-operation:
of, at least, England, France, and Germany. In both the latter~.
countries the :wo:king-class. m?vement is well _ahead of England. ;
In Germany it is even w1th1n measurable distance of success.·;
!he progress it has there made during the last twenty-five years;
is unparalleled._ It advances with ever-increasing velocity. If:,;
the German middle class have shown themselves lamentably''.
deficient in political capacity, discipline, courage, energy, and:.
perseverance, th~ ~erman working class have given ample proof:
of al! these. qual1t1es. Four hundred years ago, Germany was the I
start1_ng-po1nt of the first upheaval of the European middle class; ,
as thing~ are now, is it outside the limits of possibility that Ger- J
inany will be the scene, too, of the first great victory of the Euro- · .·
pea11 proletariat?
''
'
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INTRODUCTION OF 1895 TO KARL MARX'S WORK
'l'HE CL.1tSS STRUG(JLES IN FRA~TCE
1848 TO 1850 11a

The work here republished \Vas Marx's first atte111pt to explain
a section of contemporary history by means of his materialist
conception, on the basis of the given economic situation. In the
Co1nmunist Manifesto, the theory was applied in broad outline
to the whole of modern history; in the articles by Marx and myself'
in the Neue Rheinische Zeitung, 116 it was constantly used to interpret political e\'ents of the day. Here, on the other hand, the
ql1estion was to demonstrate the inner causal connection in the
course of a development \Vhich extended over some years, a development as critical, for the whole of Europe, as it was typical;
hence, in accordance with the conception of the author, to trace
IJolitical events back to effects of what were, in the final analysis, eco11omic causes.
If events and series of events are judged by current history,
it \Viii never be possible to go back to the ultimate economic
ca11ses. Even today; when the specialised press concerned provides
SL1ch i·ich material, it still remains impossible even in England
to follow day by day the movement of industry and trade in the
\Vorld market and the changes which take place i11 the methods of
]Jroductio11 in such a way as to be able to dra\v a general conclusion, for any point of time, fro1n these manifold, co1nplicated
<lnd ever-char1ging factors, the most important of which, into the
L<1rgai11, gene1'ally operate a long time in secret before they
s11ddenly inake themselves violently felt 011 the surface. A clear
s11rvey of the eco11omic history of a given period can never be
obtained contemporaneously, but only subseque11tly, after a
collecting and sifting of the material has taken place. Statistics
~re a ~ecessary auxiliary means here, and they al\vays lag behind.
or this reason, it is only too often necessary, i11 current history,
to. treat this, the most decisive, factor as constant, and the econoinic situation existing at the beginning of the period concerned
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as given and unalterable for the whole period, or else to take ,
notice of only s11ch changes in this situation as arise out of the ·
patently manifest events themselves, and are, therefore, likewise patently manifest. Hence, the materialist method has here
quite often to limit itself to tracing political conflicts back to
the struggles between the interests of the existing social classes
arid fractions of classes created by the economic development, and :
to prove the particular political parties to be the more or less .· ·
adequate political expression of these same classes a11d fractions i
of classes.
..
It is self-evident that this unavoidable neglect of contempora~ ·:·
neous changes in the economic situation, the very basis of all;
the processes to be examined, must be a source of error. But all ).
the conditions of a comprehensive presentation of current history 1
u11avoidably include sources of error-which, however, keeps :
nobody from \Vriting current history.
,
When Marx undertook this \Vorl(, the source of error mentioned ;
was even more unavoidable. It was simply impossible during}
the period of the Revolution of 1848-49 to follow up the economic '.
transformations taking place at the same time or even to keep ·
tl1em in view. It was the same during the first months of exile
in Londor1, in the autumn and winter of 1849-50. But that was
just the time when l\1arx began this work. And in spite of these
unfavo11rable circt1mstances, his exact l{nowledge both of the
economic situation in France before, and of the political history
of that country after the February Revolution made it possible
for him to give a picture of events which laid bare their inner
connections in a way never attained ever since, and which later
brilliantly stood the dot1ble test applied by Marx himself.
..
The first test resulted from the fact that after the spring of ._;
1850 l\1arx once again found leist1re for economic studies, and ;
first of all took up the eco11omic history of the last ten years ..i
Thereby what he had hitherto deduced, half a priori, from gappy .
material, became absolutely clear to him fro1n the facts themselves,'.•
nan1ely, that the world trade crisis of 1847 had been the::
trt1e mother of the February and l\1arch Revolutions, and that ;
the ind11strial prosperity, which had been returning gradually);.
since the middle of 1848 and attained full bloom in 1849 and 1850, ?'
was the revitalising force of the newly strengthened E11ropean t
·reaction. Tl1at was tlecisive. Whereas in the first three articles ·:;
(which appeared in the January, February and March issues of &
the N eue Rheinische Zeitung. Politisch-okonomische Revue, 117 Ham- :
burg, 1850) there was still the expectation of an early new upsurge .;
of revolutionary energy, the historical review written by Marx !
and myself for· the last issue, a double issue (May to October),
which \Vas published in the autumn of 1850, breaks once and for
'
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,vitl1 these illusions: ''A new revolutio11 is possible 011ly in
~lie wake of a 11e\v crisis. It is, however, just as certain as this
crisis.'' But that was the only essential change which had to be
111 ,1cle. There was absolutely nothing to alter in the interpretatiott of events given in the earlier chapters, or in the causal coniit•ctions established therein, as the contin11ation of the narrative
fro 111 J\;Jarch 10 t1p to the at1tumn of 1850 in the review in question
11 rcivt•s .. I have, therefore, i11c!~ded this continuatior1 as the fourth
;irticle 111 the present new ed1t1on.
'l'he second test was even more severe. Immediately after
J_.ri11is Bonaparte's coup d'etat of Decernber 2, 1851, l\1arx worked
<ittt a11ew the history of France from February 1848 up to this
concluded the revolution;1ry period for the time
8 ,·e11 t, 'vhich
[Jei11g. (The Eighteenth Brumaire of Loitis Bonaparte. Third editior1, Hamb11rg, J\;leissner, 1885.) In this pamphlet the period
rle11ictecl in our present publication is again dealt with, although
111 ore br·iefly. Compare this second presentation, written in the
iigl1t of the decisive event which happe11ed over a year later,
\Vilh ot1rs and it will be found that the author had very little
to c.hange.
1
\ \ hat,
besides, gives our work quite special significance is
tl1e circ11mstance that it was the first to express the formula in
\vhich, by common agreement, the workers' parties of all countries in the world briefly summarise their demand for economic
tr;111Eformation: the appropriation of the means of production
by society. In the second chapter, in connection with the ''right
to \\'01·k", which is characterised as ''the first clun1sy formula wherei11 tl1e revolutionary demar1ds of the proletariat are summarised",
it is said: ''But behind the right to work stands the power
O\'er capital; behind tl1e power over capital, the appropriation of
the mea1ls of production, their subjection to the associated working
cl;1ss ;1nd, therefore, the abolition of \Vage labour as well as of
c;11iit;1l and of their mutt1al relations''. Thus, here, for the first
ti1nl', the proposition is form11lated by which modern workers'
soci;1lis1n is equally sharply differentiated both from all tl1e
<liffere11t shades of feudal, bourgeois, petty-bot1rgeois, etc.,
S(1c.i;1lisn1 and also from the confused con1munity of goods of
11LotJia11 and of spontaneo11s workers' communism. If, later,
l\Ia.r.\. extended the formula to include appropriation of the means
of excha11ge, this extension, which in any case was self-evident
after the Communist Manifesto, only expressed a corollary to the
111ai 11 }Jroposition. A few wiseacres in England have of late added
tti:1t the ''mea11s of distribution" shot1ld also be handed over to
societ.)'. It would be difficult for these ge11tle1nen to say what
ttiese economic means of clistrib11tion are, as distinct from the
111
e<111s of procl11ctio11 and exchange; tinless political means of
li-10&7
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distribution are meant, taxes, poor relief, including the S
senwald11 B and other endowments. But, first, these are alread •
now means of distribution in possession of society in the ag
gate, either of the state or of the community, and secondly,
is precisely the abolition of these that we desire.

But history has shown us too to have been wrong, has ,revealed
011 r point of view of that time to have been an illusion., It has
Ior1e even more: it has not merely dispelled the erroneous notions
~ve then held; it has also completely transformed the conditions
11 ncle1· which the proletariat has to fight. The mode of struggle
of 1848 is today obsolete in every respect, and this is a point
,,!1ich deserves closer examination on the present occasion.
All revolutions up to the present day have resulted in the
llisplacement of one definite class rule by another; but all ruling
classes up to now have been only small minorities in relation to
Llie r11led mass of the people. One ruling minority was thus overthrown; another minority seized the helm of state in its stead and
ref11shioned the state institutions to suit its own interests. Thus
,vas on every occasion the minority group qualified and called
to r11le by the given degree of economic development; and just
for that reason, and only for that reason, it happened that the
r11led majority either participated in the revolution for the benefit
of the former or else calmly acquiesced in it. But if we disregard
the concrete content in each case, the common form of all these
revolutions was that they were minority revolutions. Even when
tl1e majority took part, it did so-whether wittingly or not-only
ir1 tl1e service of a minority; but because of this, or even sin1ply
bcca11se of the passive, unresisting attitude of the majority,
t}1is minority acquired the appearance of being the representative
of the whole people.
As a rule, after the first great success, the victorious minority
clivided; one half was satisfied with what had been gained, the
ot!1er \Vanted to go still further, and put forward new demands,
\vhich, partly at least, \Vere also in the real or apparent interest
of the great mass of the people. In individual cases these more
raclical demands were ·actually forced through, but often only
for the moment; the more moderate party would regain t,he upper
ha11d, and what had last been won would wholly or partly be
lost again; the vanquished would then shri,ek of· treachery or
<1sc1·ibe their defeat to accident. In reality, however, the truth
of tl1e matter was largely this: the achievements of the first
\•ictory were only safeguarded by the second victory of tl1e more
l'<1clical pa1·ty; tl1is having been attained, and, with it, what
'''as necessary for the moment, the radicals and their achieven1ent&
\'anisl1ed once more from the stage.
, :\11 revolutions of modern times, beginning \Vith the great
~~nglisl1 Revolution of the seventeenth century, showed· these
features, which appeared inseparable from every revolutionary
Rtr11ggle. They appeared applicable, also, to the struggle of the
}lroletariat for its emancipation; all the more applicable, since
• I1recisely i11 1848 there were but a very few people who had any
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When the February Revolution broke out, all of, us, as f ·
as our conceptions of the conditions and the course of revolutio
ary movements were concerned, were under the spell of previo '
historical experience, particularly that of France. It was, indee ',
the latter which had dominated the whole of European histo.
since 1789, and from which now once again the signal had go ,
forth for general revolutionary change. It was, therefore, natur ,
and unavoidable that our conceptions of the nature and t , ,.
course of the ''social" revolution proclaimed in Paris in Februan;•
1848, of the revolution of the proletariat, should be strong},
coloured by memories of the prototypes of 1789 and 1830. Mo , ·•
over, when the Paris uprising found its echo in the victorio •·
insurrections in Vienna, Milan and Berlin; when the whole ~·
Europe right up to the Russian frontier was swept into the mov ',
ment; when thereupon in Paris, in June, the first great battl,
for power between the proletariat and the bourgeoisie was fought
when the very victory of its class so shook the bourgeoisie of
countries that it fled back into the arms of the monarchist-feud
reaction which had just been overthrown - there could be n
dot1bt for us, under the circumstances then obtaining, that th
great decisive combat had commenced, that it would have t,
be fot1ght out in a single, long and vicissitudinous period
revolution, but that it could only end in the final victory .
the proletariat.
After the defeats of 1849 we in no \Vay shared the illusions
the vulgar democracy grouped around the future provision , ,
governments in partibus. 119 This vulgar democracy reckoned o ,,
a speedy and finally decisive victory of the ''people" over th.
''tyrants"; we looked to a long struggle, after the removal of th .
''tyrants", among the antagonistic elements concealed withi~
this ''people" itself. Vulgar democracy expected a renewed outbrea~
any day; we cleclared as early as autumn 1850 that at least the1i
first chapter of the revolutionary period was closed and that.'
nothing was to be expecte.d 11ntil the outbreak of a new world',;
economic crisis. For which reason we were excon1municated, as:.:
traitors to the revolution, by the very people who later, almost.}
witho11t exception, made their peace with Bismarck-so far as.'
Bismarcl{ fo11nd them worth the trouble.
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idea at all of the direction in which this emancipation was to he{
sought. The proletarian masses themselves, even in Paris, after:'
the victory, were still absolutely in the dark as to the path t() '.;
be taken. And yet the movement \vas there, instinctive, spon-'i
taneous, irrepressible. Was not this just the situation in which}
a revoll1tion had to succeed, led, true, by a minority, but thisl
time not in the interest of the minority, bt1t in the veriest inter.-·
est of the majority? If, in all the longer i·evolutionary periods,.:·
it was so easy to win the great masses of the people by the merely?
plausible false representations of the for\vard-thrusting minori.;;'
ties, why should they be less susceptible to ideas which were,
the truest reflection of their economic condition, which were '
nothing but the clear, rational expression of their needs, of needs;
not yet understood but merely vaguely felt by them?, To be sure;\
this revolutionary mood of the masses had almost always, and
usually very speedily, given way to lassitude or even to a revul-.·
sion of feeling as soon as illusion evaporated and disappoint~..;·
ment set in. But here it was not a question of false representa,..)'
tions, but of giving effect to the highest special interests of the'
great majority itself, interests which, true, were at that time~
by no ineans clear to this great majority, but which soon enough;;
hacl to become clear to it in the course of giving practical effect;
to them, by their convincing obviol1sness. And when, as Marx::
showed in his third article, in the spring of 1850, the development;
of the bourgeois republic that arose ot1t of the ''social" Revolu·<
tion of 1848 had even concentrated real power in the hands/
of the big bourgeoisie-monarchistically inclined as it was int(),'.;,
the bargain-and, on the other hand, 11ad grouped all the other,'
social classes, peasantry as well as petty lJou1·geoisie, round the,
proletariat, so that, during and after the common victory, not,'
they but the proletariat grown wise by experience had to become;;
the decisive factor-was there not eve1·y prospect then of turning
the revolution of the minority into a revolution of the n1ajority?l
History has proved us, and all who thought like us, wrong.;
It has made it clear that the state of economic development OD(.
the Continent at that time was not, by a long way, ripe for the),,
elimination of capitalist production; it has proved this by the'~
economic revolt1tion which, since 1848, has seized the whole of '.
the Continer1t, and has caused big industry to take real root in ·•••
France, Austria, Hungary, Poland and, recently, in Russia,·.~
while it has made Germany positively an industrial country of ,
the first ranl(-all on a capitalist basis, which in the year 1848, ;
therefore, still l1ad great capacity for expansion. But it is just 1
this industrial revolution which has everywhere produced clarity
in class relations, has removed a number of intermediate forrns .·;
handed -down from the period of manufacture and in Eastern '
":,

1~ 111·ope even from guild

has c_reated a ge~uine bouro·eoisie and a genuine large-scale industrial proletariat and has
"' 1-;hed them into the foregro11nd of social develop111ent. However,
pl.
l
o\ving t,o this, the struggle between these two great c ~sses, _a
qfrriggle which, apart fron1 England, existed in 1848 only in Paris
·. ncl. at the most, in a fe\v big industrial centres, has spread over
~\ 1 e whole of Europe and reached an intensity still inconceivable
iii 1848. At that time the many obscure evangels of the sects,
,,•ith their panaceas; today the one generally recognised, crystalclear theory of Marx, sharply formulating the ultimat~ ai_ms
c>f the struggle. At that time the masses, st1ndered and d1ffer~ng
;iccording to locality and nationality, linked only by the feeling
of common suffering, undeveloped, helplessly tossed to and fro
from enth11siasm to despair; today the one great international
,1rmy of Socialists, marching irresistibly on a11d growin~ daily
in number, organisation, discipline, insight and certainty of
victory. If even this mighty army of the proletariat has. still
not reached its goal, if, far from winning victory by one mighty
stroke, it has slowly to press forward from position to position
in a hard, tenacious struggle, this only proves, once an~ for all,
J1ow impossible it was in 1848 to win social transformation by a
sin1ple surprise attack.
A bourgeoisie split into two dynastic-mona1·chist sections, 120
a bourgeoisie, however, which demanded, above all, pe_ace and
security for its financial operations, faced by a proletariat vanquished, indeed, but still always a menace, a proletariat round
which petty bo11rgeois and peasants grouped themselves more
ancl more-the continual threat of a violent outbreak, which,
nevertheless, offered absolutely no prospect of a final solutio1~
s11ch was the situation, as if specially created for the coup d'etat
of the third, the pse11do.-democratic pretender, Louis Bonaparte.
On December 2, 1851, by means of the army, he put an end to
the tense situation and secured Europe domestic tranquillity in
121
order to confer upon it the blessing of a new era of w~rs.
!he
period of revolutions from below was concluded for the time being;
there followed a period of revolutions from above.
The reversion to the empire in 1851 gave new proof of the
t1nripeness of the proletarian aspirations of that time. But it was
itself to create the conditions under which they were bound to
ripen. Internal tranquillity ensured the f11ll development of the
new industrial boom; the necessity of keeping the army occupiecl
and of diverting the revolutionary currents Ol1twards produced
the wars in which Bonaparte, under the pretext of asserting. "the
principle of nationality", sought to hook annexations for France.
His imitator, Bismarck, adopted the same policy for Prus_sia;
· he made his coup d'etat, his revolution from above, in 1866, against
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the -German Confederation 122 and Aust1·ia, and no less
the Prussian Konfliktskammer. * But Europe was too small f :
two Bonapartes and the irony of history so willed it that Bi
marck overthrew Bonaparte, and King William of Prussia no
only established the little German empire, 123 hut also tl1e Frenc ·
r.epuhlic. The general result, however, was that in Europe t ·
independence and internal unity of the great nations, with th
exception of Poland, had become a fact. Within relatively mode
limits, it is true, hut, for all that, on a scale large enough t ·
allow the development of the working class to proceed withou
finding national complications any longer a serious ohstacl. ·
The grave-diggers of the Revolution of 1848 had become the e ,
ecutors of its will. And alongside of them already rose threate
ingly the heir of 1848, the proletariat, in the shape of the Inte ·

national.

I

.·

After the war of 1870-71, Bonaparte vanishes from the sta ·.·
and Bismarck's mission is fulfilled, so that he can now sin·
back again into the ordinary Junker. The period, however, ·'
brought to a close by the Paris Commune. An underhand attem ·,
by Thiers. to steal the cannon of the Paris National Guard call
forth a victorious rising. It was shown once more that in Par·
none hut a proletarian revolution is any longer possible. Afte ·
·the yictory power fell, quite of itself and quite undisputed, int ,
,the. ~ands ~f the working class. And once again it was prove ,
how impossible even then, twenty years after the time describ . ·.
in oµr work, this rule of the working class still was. On the o ·
.hand, .France left Paris in the lurch, looked on while it bled pr ·
fusely. from the bullets of MacMahon; on the other hand, th
Commune was consumed in unfruitful strife between the t ·
parties which split it, the Blanquists (the majority) and th
Proudhonists. (the minority), neither of which knew what w · ·
.to he done. The victory which came as a gift in 1871 remain ·
just as unfruitful as the surprise attack of 1848.
. It was believed that the militant proletariat had been finallJ;
~uried w_itl1 the Paris Commune. But, completely to the contrary~
1
it dates its most powerful resurgence from the Commune and thf!Fr~nco-Prussian War. The recruitment of the whole of the popU:4~;
lat1on able to ·hear arms into armies that henceforth could .~:~
-'
.co11nted only in millions, and the introduction of fire-armsi':
projectiles and explosives of hitherto undreamt-of efficacy, created:(·_
a complete revolution in all warfare. This revolution, on the one··:
hand, put a sudden end to the Bonapartist war period and ensured;:;
peac_eful industrial development by making any war other thaB;
1

'

..
•
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: • Konfiiktskammer, that is, the Prussian Chamber then in conflict witll,:
the gove~ntnent. -Ed.
· .
· ',.
'

\vorld war of unheard-of cruelty and ahsol11tely incalculable
~ 11 tcome an impossibility. On the other hand, it caused military
ex])enditure to rise in geometrical-progression and thereby forced
11 p taxes to exorbitant levels and so drove the poorer classes of
11 eor)le into t~e arm_s of socialism. The annexati_o-?- of_ AlsaceLorraine, the 1mmed1ate cause of the mad compet1t1on 1n armanie11ts, was able to set the French and German bourgeoisie chauvir1istically at each other's throats; for the workers of the two
cotir1tries it became a new bond of unity. And the anniversary
of tl1e Paris Commune became the first universal day of celehratio11 of the whole proletariat.
Tl1e \var of 1870-71 and the defeat of the Commune transferred
tlie cer1tre of gravity of the European workers' movement for the
time being from France to Germany, as Marx had foretold. In
France it naturally took years to recover from the blood-letting
of J\fay 1871. In Germany, on the other hand, where industryfostered, in addition, in positively hothouse fashion by the blessing of the French milliards124 -developed more and m.ore rapidly,
Social-Democracy experienced a still more rapid and enduring
growth. Thanks to the intelligent use which the German workers
made of the universal suffrage introduced in 1866, the astonishing growth of the party is made plain to all the world by incont.esL11hle figures: 1871, 102,000; 1874, 352,000; 1877, 493,000
Social-Democratic votes. Then came recognition of this advance
by high authority in the shape of the Anti-Socialist Law; the
party was temporarily broken up, the number of votes dropped
to 312,000 in 1881. But that was quickly overcome, and then,
11nd er the pressure of the Exceptional Law, without a press,
witl1out a legal organisation and witp.out the right of combination
and assembly, rapid expansion really began: · 1884, 550,000;
1887, 763,000; 1890, 1,427 ,000 votes. Thereupon the hand of
tl1e state was paralysed. The Anti-Socialist Law disappeared;
soci<1list votes rose to 1, 787 ,000, over a quarter of all the votes
cast. Tl1e government and the ruling classes had exhausted all
their expedients-uselessly, purposelessly, unsuccessfully. The
tangi}Jle proofs of their impotence, which the authorities, from
11igl1 t watchman to the imperial chancellor, had had to accept?I1cl tl1t1t from the despised \vorkers!-these proofs were counted
in millions. The state was at the end of its tether, the workers
0 nIJ' at the beginning of theirs.
But, besides, the German workers rendered a second great
service to their cause in ad di ti on to the first, a service performed
by their mere existence as the strongest, best disciplined and
Ill\)St rapidly growing Socialist Party. They supplied their comracles in all countries with a new weapon, and one of the sharpest,
\Vhen they showed them how to make use of universal suffrage.
.
1
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· Thei·e had loiig been universal suffrage in Fra11ce, but it ha ·
fallen into disrepute ~hrough the misuse to whicl1 the Bonapartis
government l1ad put it. After the Commune there was no workersf
party to 1nal{e use of it. It also existed in Spain since the republic>:
lJttt i~ ~pain bo.ycott of electi~ns was ever the rule of all seriou~·
opposition parties. The experience of the Swiss with universal;
st1ffrage was. also anything but encour.aging for. a workers' partyi',;
The revolutionary worl{ers of the Latin countries had been wont:·
to regard the suffrage as a snare, as an instrument of governmen .·.
trickery. It was otherwise in Germany. The Communist M anifesta·
l1ad already proclaimed the winning of universal suffrage, 0 '
clemocracy, as one of the first and most important tasks of the'
Inilitant proletariat, and Lassalle had again taken tip this pointk
Now, when Bismarck found himself compelled to introduce thi
125
~ran~hise
as the only means of interesting the mass of the peopl'
in his plans, our workers immediately took it in earnest an · •
sent August Behel to the first, constituent Reichstag. And fro ':
that day on, they have used the franchise in a way which has:~
paid them a thousandfold and has served as a model to the workerat
of all countries. The franchise has been, in the words of the French·•.
l\1arxist programme, transforme, de moyen de duperie qu' il a ell'
jusqu' ici, en instrument d' emancipation-transformed by them
from a means of deception, which it was befo1·e, into an instru.. .;
ment of emancipation. 126 And if universal suffrage had offered'.
no other advantage than that it allowed us to count our numberti,
eve~y t~ree ?'ears; that by the regularly established, unexpectedly'
rapid rise In the number of our votes it increased in equal r.
me~sure the workers' certainty of victo1·y and the dismay of'
their ?pponents, and so became our best means of propaganda;'
that 1t accurately informed us concerning our own strength;·
and that of all ho.stile parties, and thereby provided us with a·
measure of proportion for our actions second to none, safeguarding:
us fro1!1 un~imely timidity as much as from untimely foolhardi ... ,;:
ness-1f t.h1s had been the only advantage we gained from the''..
~uffr.age, it would still have been much more than enough. But 1
it di~ more than this by far. In election agitation it provided ~,
us with a means, second to none, of getting in touch with the i,
mass of .the people where they still stand aloof from tis; of forcing '.
all parties to defend theii· views and actions against our attacks \i
~efore all ~he people; and, further, it provided our representatives ..1•
In the. Reichstag with a platform f1·om which they could speak :
to ~heir opponents ~n parliament, and to the masses without, with :
~uite other at1thority and freedom than in the press or at meet- .
1ngs. Of what avail was their Anti-Socialist Law to the govern- ;
ment and the bourgeoisie when election campaigning and social- ..
ist speeches in the Reichstag continually broke through it? .
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'\'itl1 this s11ccessful 11tilisation of universal suffrage, however,
.
enti1·ely new method of i1roletarian strt1ggle came into opeI·a111
~j011, a11d this method quickly developed fur·ther. It was fo~n.d
l lt<lt tl1e state institutions, in which the rule of the bourge?1~1e
i 5 organised, offer the \vorking class still further opportun1t1:s
i!J fight these very state institution~ .. The work~rs took part in
elections to particular Diets, to mun1c1pal. ~ounc1ls and to .trades
c<Jt1rts; they contested witl1 the bourgeo1s1e ever~ post in the
occrtpation of which a sufficient part of the proletariat had a say.
:-\nd so it happened that the bourgeoisie and the government ca_me
to be much more afraid of the legal than of the illegal action
of the worl{ers' p<1rty, of the results of elections than of those
of rebellion.
For here, too, the conditions of the struggle had essentially
cJ1 ,1nged. Rebellion in the old style, street fighting with barric.;1cles, whicl1 decided the issue everywhere up to 1848, was to·
a considerable extent obsolete.
Let us have no illusions about it: a real victory of insurrection
0 ,,e1· the military in street fighting, a victory as between two
ar 1nies is one of the rarest exceptions. And the insurgents counted
on it j~st as rarely. For them it was solely a question of making
the troops yield to moral influences which, in a fight between
the armies of t\vo warring cot1ntries, do not come into play at
all or do so to a much smaller extent. If they succeed in this,
the troops fail to respond, or the commanding officers lo~e th~ir
heads and the insurrection wins. If they do not succeed 1n this,
then ~ven where the military are in the minority, the superiority
of b~tter equipment and training, of single leadership; o_f ~he
planned employment of the military forces and of disc1pli~e,
n1akes itself felt. The most that an insurrection can achieve in
tl1e \Vay of actual tactical operations is the proper co~stru~t~on
ancl defence of a single barricade. Mutual support, the disp~s1tion
a11cl employment of reserves-in short, concerted and co-ordinated
<1ction of the individual detachments, indispensable even for the·
rlefence of one section of a town, not to speak of the whole of a
lcl1·ge town, will be attainable only to a very limite~ ~xtent, and
most of the time not at all. Concentration of the military forces.
<it a decisive point is, of course, out of quest~on here. Hence p~s
sive defence is the prevailing form of fighting; the attack will
rise here and there, but only by way of exception, to occasional
ll1rusts and flank assaults; as a rule, however, it will be limited
t<) occupation of positions abandoned by retreating troops. In
<1cldition, the inilitary have at their disposal artillery and fully
ec1uipped corps of trained engineers, resources of war which, in nearly every case, the i11su.rgents entirely lack. No wonder, then, that
P,\'en tl1e barricade fighting conducted with the greatest heroism-
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Paris, June 1848; Vienna, October 1848; Dresden, May 1849
ended in the defeat of the insurrection as soon as the leaders
the attack, unhampered by political considerations, acted fro
th~ purely military standpoint, and their soldiers remained:
•
reliable.
The numerous successes of the insurgents up to 1848 were"
tlue to a great ~ariety of causes. In Paris, in July 1830 and Feb... ~
ruary 1848, as in most of the Spanish street fighting, a citizens•
g~ard s~ood b~tween th~ insurg~nts and the military. This guard
·either ~ided. ~irectly_ with the insurrection, or else by its luke~
warm, indecisive attitude caused the troops likewise to vacillate '
.an_d s~pplied, the insurrection with arms into the bargain. Wher~i
·this citizens guard opposed the insurrection from the outset '·
;as iI_t J.une 1848 in Paris, the insurrection was vanquished. I~:
~erlin in 1848, _the people were victorious partly through a con-·
:siderable. accession of new fighting forces during the night and(
t?e morning of [March] the 19th, partly as a result of the exhaustion and bad victualling of the troops, and, finally, partly as,.
.a result of the paralysis that was seizing the command. But in:.
.all cases the fight was won because the troops failed to respond, '
because· th~ commanding officers lost the faculty to decide or .i
because their hands were tied
· .;J
Even in the classic time of st~eet fighting, therefore, the barricade .
produced more of a moral than a material effect. It was a means '.'
·of.shaking t~e steadfastness of the military. If it held out·until'
~his was attained, victory was won; if not, there was defeat: This \l
is the main point, which must be kept in view, likewise when 1
the chance~ of possible future street fighting are examin~d. · · j
Already in 1849, these chances were pretty poor. Everywhere '..
the bourgeoisie had thrown in its lot with the governments; '.
''cul~ure an~ p~operty'' . had hailed and feasted the military i\
moving against insurrection. The spell of the barricade was bro.;. .;r
ke~; the soldier no longer saw behind it ''the people'', but rebels, <'.
agita_tors, plunderers, levellers, the scum of society; the officer '"
had in the course of time become versed in the tactical forms ),
of street fi!?hting, he no longer marched straight ahead and withol1t <_,
cover against the improvised breastwork, but went round it ·
t~rough_ gardens, yards and houses. And this was now successful,
with a little skill, in nine cases out of ten.
·
B_ut since then the_r~ have been very many more changes, and
all in fa".our of the military. If the big towns have become considerab!y bigger,. the armies have become bigger still. Paris and
~erlin have, since 1848, grown less than fourfold, but their gar,
risons have grown more than that. By means of the railways-'
these. garrisons. can, in twenty-four hours, be more than doubled;
.and in forty-eight hours they can be increased to huge arn1ies.
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The arming of this enormously increased number of troops has
become incomparably more effective. In 1848 the smooth-bore,
muzzle-loading percussion gun, today the small-calibre, br~ech
londing magazine rifle, ~hich shoots four times as far, ten t1~es
ns accurately and ten times as fast as the former. At tha~ time
tlie relatively ineffective round shot and grap~hot of the artillery;
today the percussion shells, of which one is suftil,i~nt to demolish
the best barricade. At that time the pick-axe of the sapper for
}Jre~1king through firewalls; today the dynamite cartridge.
On the other hand, all the conditions of the insurgents' side
liave grown worse. An insurrection with which all sections of
the people sympathise will hardly recur; in the class struggle all
the middle strata will probably never group themselves round
the proletariat so exclusively that in comparison the party of
reaction gathered round the bourgeoisie will well-nigh disappear.
The ''people", therefore, will always appear divided, and thus
a most powerful lever, so extraordinarily effective in 1848, is
gor1e. If more soldiers who have seen service came over to the
ins11rrectionists, the arming of· them would become so much the
more difficult. The hunting and fancy guns of the munitions
sho1)s-even if not previously made unusable by removal of
IJart of the lock by order of the police-are far from being a match
fo1· the magazine rifle of the soldier, even in close fighting. Up to
1848 it was possible to make the necessary ammunition oneself
011t of powder and lead; today the cartridges differ for each gun,
a11d are everywhere alike only in one point, namely, that they
are a cornplicated product of big industry, and therefore not to
be manufactured ex tempore, with the result that most guns are
tiseless as long as one does not possess the amm11nition specially
s11ited to them. And, finally, since 1848 the newly built quarters
of tl1e big cities have· been laid out in long, straight, broad
streets, as though made to give full effect to the new cannon and
rifles. The revolutionist would have to be mad who himself chose
the new working-class districts in the North or East of Berlin
for a barricade fight.
Does that mean that in the future street fighting will no lorJger
play· any role? Certainly not. It only means that the conditions
since 1848 have become far more unfavourable for civilian fighters
and far more favourable for the military. In future, street fighting
can, therefore, be victorious only if this disadvantageous situation is compensated by other factors. Accordingly, it will occur
more seldon1 in the beginning of a great revolution than in its
f11rther progress, and \vill have to be undertaken with greater
forces. 1'hese, however·, may then well prefer, as in the whole
great Fr·ench Revolution or on September 4 and October 31,
1870, in Paris, 127 the open attack to the passive barricade tactics .
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. Does the reader now understand why the powers that be posit1vely want to get us to go where the guns shoot and the sabres .·:
slash? Why they accus~ us today of cow_ardice, because we d<> (
not betake _ourselves w1_thout more ado into the street, where \:•
we are certain of defeat in advance? Why they so earnestly im- :;
plore us to play for once the part of cannon fodder?
i;
:he g_entlemen pour out the~r prayers and their challenges·.·•~
fo~ not~1ng, for absolt1tely nothing. ~e are not so stupid. They ••·.
might Just as well demand from their enemy in the next war '
th~t he should accept battle in the line formation of old Fritz * •·,
or Ill t~e columns of whole divisions a la Wagram and Waterloo l28 .
and with_ the flint-lock in his hands at that. If conditions h~ve ;
~hanged in the case of war between nations, this is no less true ')
in the ~ase of th~ class struggle. The time of surprise attacks, of ,;
revolutions carried through by small conscious minorities at ;
the head of unconscious masses, is past. Where it is a question ;
of a complete transformation of the social organisation the ;
masses themselves ~ust also be in it, must themselves al;eady · ;'
have grasped wh_at is at stake, what they are going in for, body .·~
and ~oul. The history of the last fifty years has taught us that. ·
But in ord_er that the masses may understand what is to be done
long, persistent work is required, and it is just this work that
we are now pursuing, and with a success which drives the enemy
to despair.
In the Latin countries, also, it is being realised more and more
that the old t.a~t!cs must be revised. Everywhere the German
example of ut1l1s_1n~ the suffrage, of winning all posts accessible
to us, has been 1m1tated; everywhere the unprepared launching
of an attack has been relegated to the background. In France,
w~ere for more t~an a hundred years the ground has been under1n1ned by_ revolution after revolution, where there is not a single
party which has not done its share in conspiracies, insurrections
and all other revolutionary actions; in France, where, as a result, .
the government i~ ?Y no means sure of the army and where, in
general, the cond1t1ons for an insurrectionary coup de main are
~ar more fav?1:1rable than in Germany-even in France the Social1~ts are real1s1ng more and more that no lasting victory is possible ~or ~hem'. unless they first win the great mass of the people,
that_ Is, in this c~s~, the peasants. Slow propaganda work and ·
parliamentary act1v1ty are recognised here, too, as the immediate
tasks of the_ party. Successes were not lacking. Not only have
a whole ser:res of municipal cot1ncils been won; fifty Socialists
have sea.ts_ in. the Chambers, and they have already overthrown
three m1n1str1es and a president of the republic. In Belgium

*
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l<lSt year the \vorkers forced tl1e adoption of ~he fr?nchise, ai:d
have been victorious in a quarter of the const1tu~nc1es. In Sw1~
zerland, in Italy, in Denmark, ye_s, even in B?lgaria and Ruman~a
tlie Socialists are represented 1_n _the parl1amen~s. In Austria
.1 11 Jlarties agree that our admrss1on to the Re1chsrat can no
longer be withheld. We will get in, that is c~'~ain_; the o~ly qt1est ioii still in dispute is: by which door? And evbi. 1n Russia, when
tlie famous Zemsky Sobor meets-that N atio1\al Assembly to
,,-J1ich young Nicholas offers st1ch. vain resistanc~-.even there
,,·e can reckon with certainty on being represented 1n _it.
Of cot1rse, ot1r foreign comrades do not thereby in th~ le~st
rei1ou11ce their right to revolution. The right to revolu~1on is,
after· all, the only really ''historical right", the only right on
,vliich all modern states without exception rest, Mecklenburg
iricluded, whose aristocratic revolution was ended in_ 1755 by the
"liereditary settlement" [''Erbvergleich"], the glorious_ ch?rter
of feu(lalism still valid today .129 The right to re~olut1on is so
j 11 contestably recognised in the ger1eral consciousnes~ _that e~en
Gener·al von Boguslawski derives the right _to a coup d _etat, which
lie vindicates for his Kaiser, solely from this popular right.
But whatever may happen in other countries, the ~erman
Social-Democracy occt1pies a special position and therew1tl1, _at
least in the immediate f11ture, has a special task. The two million voters whom it sends to the ballot box, together with the
you11g me11 and women who stand behind them as _n?n-;.oters,
form the most numerous, most compact mass, the_ dec1s1ve shock
force" of the international proletarian army. This mass alre_ady
s11pplies over a fourth of the vote~ cas~; a~d _as_ the by-elections
to the Reichstag, the Diet elections 1n 1nd1v1dual states, t~e
municipal co11ncil and trades court elections demonstrate, it
increases incessantly. ·I ts growtl1 proceeds as spontaneou~ly, as
steaclily. as irresistibly, and at t~e same _time as tra,nqu1lly as
a natu1·al process. All government intervention has pro\ ed powerless against it. \Ve can count ~ven _today _on two and a quarter
million voters. If it co11tinues 1n this fashion, by the end of the
cent11rv we shall conqt1er the greater part of the middle st~ata
of society, petty bo11rgeois and small ~easants, and grow 1n~o
tl1e clecisive power in the land, before which all other po_wers will
lta\·c to bow whether they like it or not. To keep this growth
goi11g ,,·itho~t inter1·t1ption until it of itself gets beyond. the
co11trol of the prevailing governmental_ system, not t_o £:1tter
a\\•ay tliis daily increasing shock force 1n vang?ard sk1r~1shes,
l1t1 t to keep it intact until the deci~ive day, that 1~ our main t~sk.
Ancl tl1ere is onlv one means by which the steady rise of the socialist lighting forces in Germany coulcl be tempora_rily halte_d, and
('Vc~n tl1rown bacl~ for some time: a clash on a big scale with the
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g·entlemen; here half measures will not do; here you must go
tJ1e whole hog!
But do not forget that the German empire, like all small states
,111 d generally all modern states, is a product of contract; of the
co11tract, first, of the princes with one another and, second, of·
tire princes with the people. If one side breaks the contract, thewl1ole contract falls to the ground; the other ~~<le is then also
110 longer bound, as Bismarck demonstrated to us .• o beautifully
in 1866. If, therefore, you break the constitution of the Reich,
tl1e Social-Democracy is free, and can do as it pleases with regard
to you. But it will hardly blurt out to you today what it is going
to do then.
It is now, almost to the year, sixteen centu1·ies since a dangerous party of overthrow was likewise active in the Roman
crnpire. It undermined religion and all the foundations of the-state; it flatly denied that Caesar's will was the supreme law;
it was without a fatherland, was international; it spread overall countries of the empire, from Gaul to Asia, and beyond the
frontiers of the empire. It had long carried on seditious activities
in secret, underground; for a considerable time, however, it had
felt itself strong enough to come out into the open. This party
of overthrow, which was known by the name of Christians, \Vas.
also strongly represented in the arm.y; whole legions were Christiar1. When they were ordered to attend the sacrificial ceren1onies
of the pagan established church, in order to do the honours there,
the subversive soldiers had the audacity to stick peculiar emblems-crosses-on their helmets in protest. Even the wonted
}J;1rrack bullying of their superior officers was fruitless. T11e
Emperor Diocletian could no longer quietly look on while order,
olledience and discipline in his army were being undermined.
Ile inte-rfered energetically, while there was still time. He prorr111lgated an anti-Socialist-beg pardon, I meant to say a11tiCl1ristian-law. The meetings of the overthrowers were forbirlller1, their meeting halls were closed or even pulled down, the
Cl1ristian emblems, crosses, etc., were, like the red handl{ercl1iefs
ir1 Saxony, prohibited. Christians were declared incapable of
l1olding public office; they were not to be allowed to become even
cor1Jorals. Since there were not available at that time juclges
so well trained in ''respect of persons" as Herr von Koller' s
a11ti-overthrow bill assumes, Christians were forbidden out of ·
l1a11d to seek justice before a court. This exceptional law was also
\Vit hout effect. The Christians tore it down from the walls with
~corn; they are even supp0sed to have burnt the Emperor's palace
rr1 Nicomedia over his head. Then the latter revenged himself
liy tl1e great persecution of Christians in the year 303 of ou1· era.
It was the last of its kind. And it was so effective that seven.teen

military, a blood-letting like that of 1871 in Paris. In the Ion•.\
ru;'1 ~hat would als~ be ove~come. To shoot a party which number~ .7
n;i1ll1ons out of existence .is too much even for all the magazine '.
r1fl~s of Europe and America. But the normal development would';'
be 1m~e~ed, the shock force w~uld, perhaps, not be available at•ij
the critical moment, the decisive combat would be delayed 1 •
protracted and attended by heavier sacrifices.
~ .;
Th,~ irony ?f ~or~d histo~y turns everything upside down. We, }
the revolut1on1sts , the overthrowers''-we are thriving far '
better o~ legal methods than on illegal methods and. overthrow. ,·
The parties of .~rder, as they call themselves, are perishing under'
t~e legal. cond1t1ons.creat~d ~y_themselves. They cry despairingly l
w1:h Od1lon Barrot. la Zeg_alite n~us tue, legality is the death of :
us, whereas we, ~nde_r this legality, ?'et firm muscles and rosy)
cheeks and look 11~e life eternal. And if we are not so crazy as te ···
let o~rselves be driven to street fighting in order to please them· !
then in the en·d t~ere is nothin.g left for them to do but themselve~ :[
break through this fatal legality.
.t
Mean~hil_e they mak~ new laws against overthrows. Again .f:
everything is turned upside down. These anti-overthrow fanatics ;,
of today, are they not themselves the overthrowers of yesterday? 1•
Have ~e perchance evoked the civil war of 1866? Have we driven 'I
the King of Ha~over, the Elector of Hesse, and the Duke of '.
N assa.u from the~r hereditary lawful domains and annexed these :.
130
hereditary. doma1ns?
And these overthrowers of the German ':
Confederation an~ three .crowns by the grace of God complain ;
of overthrow! Quis tulerit Gracchos de seditione querentes?* Who !
could allow the Bismarck worshippers to rail at overthrow? ·
Let them, ~evertheless, put through their anti-overthrow bills, }
make them st1l! wor~e, transform the whole penal law into india- ;
rubber, they will gain no~hing but new proof of their impotence. '.
If they want to. deal .social-Democracy a serious blow they will i
have t~ resort to quite other measures, in addition. They can ·~
co~e with the Social-J?emocratic overthrow, which just now is f
doing so well by keeping the law, only by an overthrow on the '
p~rt of the parties of Order, an overthrow which cannot live
without breaking the law. Herr Rossler, the Prussian bureaucrat ·
and Herr von Boguslawski, the Prussian general, have show;
them the o.nly way perhaps still possible of getting at the workers, _who simply refuse to let themselves be lurecl into street
fighting: Breach of the constitution, dictatorship, return toabsolut1sm, regis voluntas suprema lex!** Therefore, take courage,
.* Who 'vould suffer the Graccl1i to complain of sedition? (Juvenal.
Satire 11.)-Ed.
** The King's will is the su1ireme law!-Ed.
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years later the army consisted over\vhelmir1gly of Cl1ristians , :
and the succeeding autocrat of the whole Roman empire, Constan::~
tine, called the Great by the priests, proclaimed Christianity the '.
state religion.
;c
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Tra11slated from the German
Brussels, December 28 [1846]

l\fy dear Monsieur Annenkov,
You would long ago have received my answer to your letter
of November 1 but for the fact that my bookseller only sent me
Monsieur Proudhon's book, The Philosophy of Poverty, last week.
I liave gone through it in two days in order to be able to give
yol1 my opinion about it at once. As I have read the book very
l1urriedly, I cannot go into details but can only tell you the
general impression it has made on me. If you wish I could go
into details in a second letter.
I must frankly confess that I find the book on the whole bad,
and very bad. You yourself laugh in your letter at the ''patch
of German philosophy" which M. Proudhon parades in this
formless and pretentious work, 131 but you suppose that the economic argument has not been infected by the philosophic poison.
I too am very far from imputing the faults in the economic argument to M. Proudhon's philosophy. M. Proudhon does not give
u~ a false criticism of political economy because he is the possessor· of an absurd philosophic theory, but he gives us an absurd
pl1ilosophic theory because he fails to understand the social system
of today in its engrenement, to use a word which, like much
else, M. Proudhon has borrowed from Fourier.
\Vl1y does 1\1. Proudhon talk about God, about universal reason,
<1bol1t the impersonal reason of humanity which never errs, which
has always been equal to itself throughout all the ages and of
\vl1ich one need only have the right consciousness in order to
J,no\v the truth? Why does he resort to feeble Hegelianism to
give himself the appearance of a bold thinker?
·
lle himself provides you with the clue to this enigma. M. Proucll1011 sees in history a series of social developments; he finds progr~ss realised in history; finally he finds that men, as individuals,
did not know what they were doing and were mistaken about
tl1eir own movement, that is to say, their social development
seems at the first glance to be distinct, separate and independent
18-1087
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of their individual development. He cannot explain these facts, .
and so the hypothesis of universal reason manifesting itself :
comes in very handy. Nothing is easier than to invent mystical j
causes, that is to say, phrases which lack common sense.
)
But when lVI. Proudhon admits that he understands nothing f
about the historical development of humanity-he admits this ·
by using such high-sounding words as: Universal Reason, God,
etc.-is he not implicitly and necessarily admitting that he •. ·
is incapable of understanding economic development?
·
What is society, whatever its form may be? The product of ·
men's reciprocal action. Are men free to choose this or that form ;
of society? By no means. Assume a particular state of development·'.,
in the p1·oductive faculties of man and yot1 will get a particular.···.
form of commerce and consumption. Assume particular stages
of development in production, commerce and consumption and
you will have a corresponding social constitution, a corresponding organisation of the family, of orders or of classes, in a word,
a corresponding civil society. Assume a particular civil society
and you will get particular political conditions which are only
the official expression of civil society. M. Proudhon will never
understand this because he thinks he is doing something great .
by appealing from the state to civil society-that is to say, from 1 ~
the official resume of society to official society.
. .f.
It is superfluous to add that men are not free to choose their '
productive forces-which are the basis of all their history-far .'.
every productive force is an acquired force, the product of former •1
activity. The productive forces are therefore the result of practi· ~·
cal human energy; but this energy is itself conditioned by the ;
circumstances in which men find themselves, by the productive.·'
forces already acquired, by the social form which exists before:'
tl1ey do, which they do not create, which is the product of the ·
preceding generation. Because of this simple fact that every .,
succeeding generation finds itself in possession of the productive ;\
forces acquired by the previous generation, which serve it as
tl1e raw material for new production, a coherence arises in human·.·~
history, a history of humanity takes shape which is all· the nlore ~
a history of humanity as the productive forces of man and there- .·?,
fore his social relations have been more developed. Hence it ·'
necessarily follows that the social history of men is never anything
but the history of their individual development, whether they are
conscious of it or not. Their material relations are the basis of all
their relations. These material relations are only the necessary
forms in which their material and individual activity is realised.
M. Proudhon mixes up ideas and things. l\fen never relinquish .•
what they have won, but this does not mean that they nev~r. '.
relinquish the social form in which they have acq11ired certa1B
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productive forces. On the contrary, in orde~',that they may not
lie deprived of the result attained and forfeit tthe fruits of civilisation, they are obliged, from the moment when their mode of
carrying on commerce no longer corresponds to the productive
forces acquired, to change all their traditional social forms.
I am using the word ''commerce'' here in its widest sense, as we
use Verkehr in German. For example: the privileges, the instittition of guilds and corporations, the regulatory regime of the
lV[iddle Ages, were social relations that alone corresponded to
the acquired productive forces and to the social condition which
had previously existed and from which these institutions had
arisen. Under the protection of the regime of corporations and
regulations, capital was accumulated, overseas trade was developed, colonies were founded. But the fruits of this men would have
forfeited if they had tried to retain the forms under whose shelter
those fruits had ripened. Hence burst two thunderclaps-the Revolutions of 1640 and 1688. All the old economic forms, the social
relations corresponding to them, the political conditions which
were the official expression of the old civil society, were destroyed
in England. Thus the economic forms in which men produce,
consume, and exchange, are transitory and historical. With the
acquisition of new productive faculties, men change their mode
of production and with the mode of production all the economic
relations which are merely the necessary relations of this. partic11lar mode of production.
This is what M. Proudhon has not understood and still less
demonstrated. M. Proudhon, incapable of following the real
movement of history, produces a phantasmagoria which presumpt11011sly claims to be dialectical. He does not feel it necessary
to speak of the seventeenth, the eighteenth or the nineteenth cent1.1ry, for his history proceeds in the misty realm of imagination
arid rises far above space and time. In short, it is not histo1·y
b11t old Hegelian junk, it is not profane history-a history of
n1an.-b11t sacred history-a history of ideas. From his point
of view rnan is only the instrument of which the idea or the eterrial reason makes use in order to unfold itself. The evolutions of
\Vhich M. Proudhon speaks are understood to be evolutions such
'.'s are accomplished within the mystic womb of the absolute
idea. If you tear the veil from this mystical language, what it
comes to is that M. Proudhon is offering you the or·der in which
~con?mic categories arrange themselves inside his own mind.
t W1!l .not require grea~ exertion on my part to prove to you
that It Is the order of a very disorderly mind.
~· Proudhon begins his book with a dissertation on 1Jalue
'h~1ch is his pet subject. I will not enter on an examination of
t is dissertation today.
18*
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The series of economic evolutions of the eternal reason begi
with division of labour. To M. Proudhon division of labour .
a. perfect~y. s~mple thing. But was not the ~aste regime also a p '
ticular d1v1s1on of labour? Was not the regime of the corporatio ·
another division of labour? And is not the division of labo
under the system of manufacture, which in England begins i
the middle of the seventeenth century· and comes to an end i ·
the last part of the eighteenth, also totally different from th >
division of labour in large-scale, modern industry?
-'.l!
M. Proudhon is so far from the truth that he neglects wha '
even the profane economists attend to. When he talks abo '>
division of labour he does not feel it necessary to mention th'
world market. Good. Yet must not. the division of labour
the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries, when there were still
no colonies, when America did not as yet exist for Europe, an
Eastern Asia only existed for her through the medium of Con.
stantinople, have been fundamentally different from what i •
was in the seventeenth century when colonies were already d ~·
veloped?
;:·•'
.
And that is not all. Is the whole inner organisation of natio~·
are all their international relations anything else than the expresJ.i
sion of a particular division of labour? And must not these changi·
when the division of labour changes?
•
M. Proudhon has so little understood the problem of the div .1
sion of labour that he never even mentions the separation · •·
town and country, which took place in Germany, for instance~
from the ninth to the twelfth century. Thus, to l\-1. Proudhon~:.
this ~eparation is an eternal law since lie knows neither its origi•.
nor its development. All through his book he speaks as if th·
creation of a particular mode of production would endure unt~
tl1e end of time. All that M. Proudhon says about the divisi ·· ·.
of labour is only a summary, and moreover a very superfici •· .
and incomplete summary, of what Adam Smith and a thousan ·
'·
others have said before him.
The second evolution is machinery. The connection betwee.
the division of labour and machinery is entirely mystical to M~l
Proudhon. Each kind of division of labour had its specific inst:ru-,
ments of production. Between the middle of the seventeenth and'j
the middle of the eighteenth century, for instance, people did:;
not m~ke everything by hand. They had instruments, and very·
complicated ones at that, such as looms, ships, levers, etc.
• :1
Thus there is nothing more absurd than to derive machinery·;
from division of labour in general.
·. •:
I may also remark, by the way, that M. Proudhon has under- ,;
stood very little the historical origin of machinery, but has still ;
less understood its development. One can say that up to the;.
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year 1825-the period of the first general crisis-the demands
of consumption in general increased more rapidly than production, and the development of machinery was a necessary consequence of the needs of the market. Since 1825, the invention and
application of machinery has been simply the result of the war
between workers and employers. But this is only true of England.
As for the European nations, they were driven to adopt machinery
owing to English competition both in their home markets and
on the world market. Finally, in North America the introduction
of machinery was due both to competition with other countries
and to lack of hands, that is, to the disproportion between the
population of North America and its industrial needs. From these
facts you can see what sagacity Monsieur Proudhon .develops
,vhen he conjures up the spectre of competition as the third evolution, the antithesis to machinery!
Lastly and in general, it is altogether absurd to make machinery
an economic category alongside with division of labour, competition, credit, etc.
Machinery is no more an economic category than the ox which
draws the plough. The application of machinery in the present
day is one of the relations of our present economic system, but
the \Vay in which machinery is utilised is totally distinct from
tl1e machinery itself. Powder is powder whether used to wound
a man or to dress his wounds.
J\1. Proudhon surpasses himself when he allows competition,
monopoly, taxes or police, balance of trade, credit and property
to develop inside his head in the order in which I have mentioned
them. Nearly all credit institutions had been developed in England by· the beginning of the eighteenth century, before the
invention of machinery. Public credit was only a fresh method
of increasing taxation and satisfying the new demands created
by the rise of the bourgeoisie to power.
Finally, the last category in M. Proudhon's system is constituted by property. In the real world, on the other hand, the division of labour and all M. Proudhon's other categories are social
relations forming in their entirety what is today known as property; outside these relations bourgeois property is nothing but
a metaphysical or juristic illusion. The property of a different
epoch, feudal property, develops in a series of entirely different
~ocial relations. M. Proudhon, by establishing property as an
independent relation, commits more than a mistake in 1nethod:
he clearly shows that he has not grasped the bond which holds
together all forms of bourg1!ois production, that he has not unders~ood the historical and transitory character of the forms of production in a particular epoch. M. Proudhon, who does not regard
our social institutions as historical products, who can understand
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neither their origin nor their development, can only produ
dogmatic criticism of tl1em.
,
. M. Proudhon i~ therefore obliged to take refuge in a ficti<nl'
in order to ~xpla1n ~evelopment. He ima~i11es that division of\
la~our.' credit, ~ach1nery, etc., were all invented to serve his\
f1x~d idea, the. idea of ~quality ..His e~planation is sublimely'.
r1a1 ve. These things were invented i11 the interests of equality but.
lI?fortunately they turned against equality. This constitutesc·
h.1s \Vhole argument. In other words, he makes a gratuitous assump- ,
tion and then, as the actual development contradicts his fiction;
<Jt every step, he concludes that there is a contradiction. He"
conceals f:om yo~ the fact that the contradiction exists solely:
between his fixed ideas and the real movement.
,,,
Thus, M. Proudl1on, mainly because he lacks the historical 2
~nowledge, has not perceived that as men develop their productive·;;
fa_c11lties, that is, as they live, they develop certain relations '
1
with one another and that the nature of these relations must
necess~rily change with tl1e change and growth of the productive
faculties. He has i1ot perceived that economic categories are only >
abstract expressions of these actual relations and only remain (,
true while these relations exist. He therefore falls into the error '
the bourgeois economists, who regard these economic catego- :
r1es as eternal ai1d not as historical laws which are only laws i
for a particular ?istorical development, for a definite development ;.,
of ~~e productive forces. Instead, therefore, of regarding the '
pol1t~cal-economic categories as abstract expressions of the real, .L
t1·ansi tory, historic social relations, Monsieur Proudhon, thanks }
to a mystic inversion, sees in the real rel.ations only embodiments 1
of these abstractions. These abstractions themselves are formulas .l
which have been slumbering in the heart of God the Father since '.
the beginning of the world.
But here our good M. Proudhon falls into severe intellectual '.
convulsions. If all these economic categories are emanations ;,,
from the heart of God, are the hidden and eternal life of man, 1
how does it come about, first, that there is such a thing as develop• 1\•
ment, and secondly, that M. Proudhon is not a conservative? He· i.
explains these evident contradictions by a whole system of an- .'1
tagonisms.
:'
'I'o throw light on this system of antagonisms let us take an ,
example.
Monopoly is a good thing, because it is an economic category
and ther~fo:e an emanation of God. Competition is a good thing
~ecause it. is also an economic category. But what is not good
~s th.e reality ?f monopoly and the reality of competition. What
is still worse is the fact that competition and monopoly devour
each other. What is to be done? As these two eternal ideas of
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G(Jtl contradict each other, it seems obviou~ to him that the~e
·~ Rlso \Vithin the bosom of God a synthesis of them both, in
i.·liich the evils of monopoly are balanced by competition and
~ice 1,•e1·sa. As a result of the struggle between the two id~as only
tl:cir good side will come into view. One must snatch this secret
· 1c;i from God and then apply it and everything will be for the
1
~}est; the sy11thetic formula which lies hidden in the darkness
cJf the impersonal reason of man must be revealed. M. Proudhon
diJcs not hesitate for a moment to come forward as the revealer.
J3 11t look for a moment at real life. In the economic life of the
,rcsent time you find not only competition and monopoly but also
1
tlici1' synthesis, which is not a formula but a movement. Monopoly
f'rorl11ces competition, coi:ipetition. produ.ces monopoly. But. this
B(l 11;1tion, far from removing the d1fficult1es of the present s1 tuatioi1. as the bourgeois economists imagine it does, results i11 a
sit11<1tion still more difficult and confused. If therefore you alter
tho Jjasis 011 which present-day economic relations rest, if yo11
destroy the present mode of production, then you will not only
tlcslroy co1npetition, monopoly and their antagonism, but also
tl1eir unity, their synthesis, the movement which is the real
-eq11ilibrium of competition and monopoly.
No\v I will give you an example of Monsieur Proudhon's dialectics.
F1·eedom and slavery constitute an antagonism. I need not
s rieak of the good and bad sides of freedom nor, speaking of
sla\·ery, need I dwell on its bad sides. The only thing that has
to lJe explained is its good side. We are not dealing with indi1'ect
slavery, the slavery of the proletariat, but \Vi th direct slavery,
tl1e slavery of the black races in Surinam, in Brazil, in the
So11thern States of North America.
Direct slavery is as much the pivot of our industrialism today
as machinery, credit, etc. Without slavery no cotton; without
cotton no modern industry. Slavery has given value to the colonies; the colonies have created world trade; world trade is the
necessary condition of large-scale machine industry. Thus, before
the traffic in Negroes began, the colonies supplied the Old World
with only very few products and made no visible change in the
face of the earth. Slavery is therefore an economic category of
tl1e highest importance. \Vithout slavery North America, the
most progressive country, would be transformed into a patriarcl1al la11d. Y 011 have only to \Vi pe North America off the map
of the nations and you get anarchy, the total decay of trade and
of modern civilisation. Bat to let slavery disappear is to wipe
~or·th America off the map of the nations. And therefore, because
It is an economic category, we find slavery in every nation since
the \vorld began. Modern nations have merely known how to
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dis~ui~e slavery of their own countries while they openly impor ·~
ed it into the New World. After these observations on slaver ·
how will our worthy M. Proudhon proceed? He will look for t .·.
synthesis between freedom and slavery, the golden mean · · ·
equilibrium between slavery and freedom.
· •· ·
Monsieur Pro~dhon has very well grasped the fact that me:··
produce cloth, 11ne!1, silks, and it is a great merit on his p ,
to have grasped this sm.all amount! What he has not grasped · ;,
tha.t these .men, a_ccord1_ng to their abilities, also produce t . ·
social relations amid which they prepare cloth and linen. Stil
l~ss h_as he understoo_d that. men, "'.ho produce their social rela.
~ions in accor~ance wit~ their material productivity, also produ '"
ideas, categories, t_hat is t? say, the abstract, id(:lal expressio ··
of these same social relations. Thus the categories are no mo ·.·
eternal than the relations they express. They are historical a ··
t:ansitory products. To M. Proudhon, on the contrary, abstra ·
tions, categories are the primordial ,cause. According to him the ·
and not ~en, make history. The abstraction, the category tak '
as such, i.e., apart from men and their material activities ··
of course. immortal, unchangeable, unmoved; it is only one f~r~~
of the being of P1;1re reason; "'.hich is only another way of sayin ·
that the abstraction as such is abstract. An admirable tautology ·
Thus, regarded as categories, economic relations for M. Prou'.
dhon are eter1.1al. formulas without origin or progress.
· (:
Let us put it i~ a~ot~er way: M. Proudhon does not directlJ;
~ta~e that bourgeois life is for him an eternal verity· he states i .
indir~ctly_ by deifying the categories which expr~ss bourgeo · ·
rel~t1ons _in the form of thought. He takes the products of bou ·
g~o1s ~ociety for . spontaneously arisen eternal beings, endow .•
w_1th ~1ve~ of their own, as soon as they present themselves Wl.
his mind i~ the form of categories, in the form of thought. So hi,
d~es not rise. a?ove the bourgeois horizon. As he is operati ·,
with bourgeois ideas, the eternal truth of which he presupposes''
he seeks a synthesis, an equilibrium of these ideas, and does no':
~ee that the pr~sent method by which they reach equilibriuDI: ·
is the only possible one.
. ;:•!
In~eed
?oes what. all goo~ bourgeois do. They all tell yolt:
t?at in pr1nc1ple, that is, considered as abstract ideas, competi~
t1on, monopoly, etc., are the only basis of life, but that in practie4f
they leave much to be desired. They all want competition without'·,
the lethal effects .o~ competition. They all want the impossible; '(
namely, the cond1t1ons of bourgeois existence without the neces.. '.'
sary consequences of those conditions. None of them understands ;
that the bourgeois form of production is historical and transitory. !
just as the feudal form was. This mistake arises from the fact ~
that the bourgeois man is to them . the only possible basis of every ;'
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society; they ~annot imagine a society in which men have ceased
to be bourgeois.
.
. .
.
M. Proudhon is therefore necessarily doctrinaire. To him the
historical movement, which is turning the pres~nt-daY: world
upside down, reduces itself to t?e problem of d1s~over1ng the
rrect equilibrium, the synthesis, of two bourgeois thoughts.
~nd so the clever fellow by virtue of h~s subtlety discove1·s ~he
hidden thought of God, the unity of two isolat~d thoughts-which
are only isolated because M. Proudhon. has is~late_d them fro1!1
practical life, from present-day production, which is the combination of the realities which they express. In place of the great
historical movement arising from the conflict b~twee~ the pro_ductive forces already acquired by men and th~1r social r~lat1ons,
,vhich no longer correspond to these productive forces; in ~lace
of the terrible wars which are being prepared bet.ween the d~ffer
ent classes within each nation and between different nat10!1s;
in place of the practical and violent act~on of the mas~es by which
alone these conflicts can be resolved-in place of this vast, prolonged and complicated movement, Monsieur Proudhon supp~ies
the whimsical motion of his own head. So it is the men of learning
that make history, the men who know how to purloin God's
secret thoughts. The common people have only to apply their
revelations.
Y ot1 will now understand why M. Proudhon is the declared
enemy of every political movement. The solutio? of pr_esent
problems does not lie for him in p~blic act~on but in the ~ialec
tical r·otations of his own head. Since to him the categories are
the motive force, it is not necessary to change practical life
in order to change the categories. Quite th~ contrary. One. must
change the categories and the consequence will be a change in the
existing society.
· .
. .
.
In his desire to reconcile the contradictions Monsieur Proudhon
does not even ask if the very basis of those contradictions must
not be overthrown. He is exactly like the political doctrinaire
who wants to have the king and the chamber of deputies and the
chamber of peers as integral parts of social life, as.eternal cate~o
ries. All he is looking for is a new formula by which to establish
an equilibrium between these pow.ers w?ose equilibriu!11 consists
precisely in the actual movement in which one power is now the
conqueror and now the slave of the other. Thus in the eighteenth
century a number of mediocre minds_ were busy findi!1~ the ~rue
formula which would bring the social estates, nob1l1 ty, k1?g,
Parliament, etc., into equiljbrium, and they wo~e up on~ morning
to find that there was in fact no longer any king, parliament or
nobility. The true equilibrium in this antagonism was the overthrow of all the social relations which served as a basis for these
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fe11dal existences and for the antagonisms of these feudal;.'
existences.
·
·
Because M. Proudhon. places eternal ideas, the categories. of;~
~ure rea~on, on the _one side .and _human beii:gs ~nd their practical¥;.
life, which, according to him, is the appl1cat1on of these cate..
gori~s, 011 the ot?er, on~ finds \Vith hi1n from the beginning a ;
du~lism betw~en life and ideas, between soul and body, a dualism
wl11ch recurs in many forms. You can see now that this antagonism •· .
is nothing _b~1t the incapacity of 1\1. Proudhon to understand the J
profa~e or1g1n and the profane history of the categories which .;
he deifies.
·
•
Y letter is already too long for me to speak of the absurd case i
which M. Proudhon puts up against communism. For the moment .i
you will grant ~e that a man who has not understood the pres- '.;
ent state of society may be expected to understand still less '!
the mo:rement whi_ch is tend~ng to overthrow it, and the literary ")
expressions of this revolutionary movement.
·
. rrhe sole point on which I am in complete agreement with Monsieur Proudhon is his dislike for sentimental socialistic daydreams. I h~~ al:eady,. before_ him, drawn much enmity upon
iny~el~ by r1d1c?l1ng this sentimental, utopian, mutton-headed .
soc1al1sm. But is not M. Proudhon strangely deluding himself )
whei; he sets up ?is petty-bourgeois sentimentality-I am referring ;
~o. his ~eclamat1ons about home, conjugal love and all such banal- ; .:
it1es-1n opposition to socialist sentimentality, which in Fourier; ·;
fo1· example, goes much deeper than the prete11tious platitudes '
of our worthy Proudhon? He himself is so thoroughly conscious
of the emptiness of _his arguments, of his utter ir1capacity to
speak about these things, that he bursts into violent explosions.
of rage, vociferation and righteous wrath, foams at the mouth,
curses, denounces, cries shame and murder, beats his breast and
~oasts_ .before God and man that he is not defiled by the socialist ...
infamies! He does not seriously criticise socialist sentimentali- 3
ties, or ':hat he regar~s as such. Like a holy man, a pope, he ex- · f
commui:1~ates poor s1nne:s and sings the glories of the petty
b_ourgeo1s1e and of the miserable patriarchal and amorous illusions of the domestic hearth. And this is no accident. From head
to foot M. Proudhon is the philosopher and economist of the
petty b?urgeoisie. In an advanced society the petty bourgeois
neces~ar1ly becomes from his very position a Socialist on the
one side and ~n economist on the other; that is to say, he is dazed
by the mag~1ficence of the big bourgeoisie and has sympathy
for the sufferings of the people. I-Ie is at once both bourgeois and
man of the people. Deep down in his heart he flatters 11imself that
he is impartial and has found the right equilibrium which claims
to be something different from the golden mean. A p'etty bourgeois
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of this type glorifies con~rad~ction beca~se cont1·ad_iction is t?e
.
·
f
his
existence
He
is
himself
nothing
but
social
contrad1cb ·1 'ilS 0
.
h h . .
t.
ti';n in action. He must justif_Y in th~ory h\V at_ et!fis ii; Pt rac i~e,
l\,r Prottdhon has the merit of being t e sc1en I c in erpre er
d
all
lVl.
•
•
b
th
f
the
French
petty
bourgeoisie-a
gen111ne
merit,
~cause . e
0
tty bourgeoisie will form an integral part of all the impending
11e
.
•
-.:ocial revolut1011s.
. .
. h
132
~ I \Vish I could send you my book on pol1t1cal econorny
wit_
tliis letter, but it has so far been impossi~le for me to get t_h1s
_. ]· and the criticism of the German philosophers and Social'' or ~' ,
.
d y
Id
ists * of \Vhich I spoke to you in_ Brussels, _pr1i:te . ou. wo~
rie\•er believe the difficulties wh1cl1 a p11bl~cat1on of this kind
coines up against in Germany, from the police on the _one ha11d
and from the booksellers, who are themsel~es the interestecl
reiJresentatives of all tendei:ci~s I an1 attacking,. oi: the other.
Aiicl as for our own Party, it is not merely that it. is poor, but
a large section of the G~rman ~ommunist PartY_ is also angry
\Vi th me for opposing their utopias and declamations ....
Translated from the French
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.\Iarx and r~ngels, The German Ideology.-Ed.
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London, March 5, 1852

London, July 11, 1868

... And now as to myself, no credit is due to me for discovering
the existence of classes in modern society or the struggle between
them. Long before me bourgeois historians had described the
historical development of this class struggle and bourgeois economists, the economic anatomy of the classes. ViThat I did that was
new was to prove: (1) that the existence of classes is only bound up .
with particular historical phases in the development of production
(historische Entwicklungsphasen der Production), (2) that the
class struggle necessarily leads to the dictatorship of the proletariat, (3) that this dictatorship itself only constitutes the transition to the abolition of all classes and to a classless society. Ignorant louts like Heinzen, who deny not merely the class struggle
but even the existence of classes, only prove that, despite all
their blood-curdling yelps and the humanitarian airs they give
themselves, they regard the social conditions under which the
bourgeoisie rules as the final product, the non plus ultra* of history, and that they are only the servitors of the bourgeoisie. And
the less these louts realise the greatness and transient necessity
of the bourgeoi~ regime itself the more disgusting is their servitude ....

.. . AB for the Centralblatt, the man is making the gre~test pos-

sible concession in admitting that, if one means anything at all
by value the conclusions I draw inust be accepted. The unfortunate fell~w does not see that, even if there were no chapter on
''value"l33 in my book, the analysis of the real :elations which
I give would contain the proof and demonstrat1~n of the r~al
value relation. All that palaver about the necessity of proving
the concept of value comes from complete ignorance both of
the subject dealt with and of scientific met~od. Every child knows
that a nation which ceased to work, I will not say for a year,
but even for a few weeks, would perish. Every child knows, too,
that the masses of products corresponding to the different needs
i'equire different and quantitati_vely de~ermined m~ss~s ~f the
total labour of society. That this necessity of the distribution of
social labour in definite proportions cannot possibly be done away
with by a particular form of 'social production but can only change
the mode of its appearance, is self-evide~t. N_o n3:tural la~s can
be done away \Vith. What can change in historically different
circ 11 mstances is only the form in which the~e laws. as~ert _themselves. And the form in which this proportional dis~ribution of
labour asserts itself, in a state of society where the interconnection of social labour is manifested in the private exchange of the
i11clividual products of labour, is precisely the exchange value
of tl1ese products.
.
Science consists precisely in demonstrating how the l_aw. of
val11e asserts itself. So that if one wanted at the very beginning
to ''explain'' all the phenomena which seemingly contradict that
law one would have to present the science before science. It is
pre~isely Ricardo's mistake that in his first chapter on value 134
he takes as given all possible and still to be developed categories
in order to prove their conformity with the law of value.

Translated from the German

*

I-Iighest point attainable.-Ed.
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On the othe~ hand, as you correctly assumed, the history of '
the theory certainly shows that the concept of the value relation ··
has always been the same-more or less clear, hedged more or less
with illusions or scientifically more or less definite. Since the i:
thought process itself grows out of conditions, is itself a natural ;.
process, thinking that really comprehends must always be the ,
same, and ca~ vary. only gradually, according to maturity o:f ;/
develo:pm~nt, .1nclud1ng the development of the organ by which :
the th1nk1ng is done. Everything else is drivel.
·
The vulgar economist has not the faintest idea that the actual
every~ay exchange relations can not be directly identical with themag~1tud~s of. value. The essence of bourgeois society consists
P.rec1sely in th1~, that a priori there is no conscious social regula~1on of production. The rational and i1aturally necessary asserts
itself o~ly a~ a blindly working average. And then the vulgar
economist t.h1nks he has made a great discovery when, as against
the r~velat1on of the inner interconnection, he proudly claims
that in appearance things look different. In fact, he boasts that
he holds fast to appearance, and takes it for the ultimate. Why,
then, have any science at all?
But the matter has also another background. Once the interconnection is grasped, all theoretical belief in the permanent
~ecessit~ of existing conditions collapses before their collapse
in pra~t1ce. Here,. therefore, it is absolutely in the interest o:f
the ruling classes to perpetuate this senseless confusion. And for
what other .purpose are the sycophantic babblers paid, who have
no other sc1ent1fic trump to play save that in political economy .
one should not think at all?
But satis superque. * In any case it shows what these priests
of the bourgeoisie have come down to, when workers and even
ma~ufacturers and merchants understand my book** and find
their way about i~ it, while these ''learned scribes" (!) complain
that I nlake excessive demands on their understanding ....
Translated from the German

*

**

Eno11gl1 and to spare.-Ed.
Karl l\farx, Capital.-Ed.

ENGELS TO P. L. LA VROV IN LONDON

London, November 12-17, 1875

1) Of the Darwinian doctrine I accept the theory of evolution,

but Darwin's method of proof (struggle for life, natural selection)
I consider only a first, provisional, imperfect expression of a newly
discovered fact. Until Darwin's time the very people who now
see everywhere only struggle for existence (Vogt, Buchner, Moleschott, etc.) emphasised precisely co-operation in organic nature,
the fact that the vegetable kingdom supplies oxygen and nutriment to the animal kingdom and conversely the animal kingdom
supplies plants with carbonic acid and m~nure, wh.ich .was p~rti~
ularly stressed by Liebig. Both conceptions are Justified w1th1n
certain limits, but the one is as one-sided and narrow-minded as
the other. The interaction of bodies in nature-inanimate as well
as animate-includes both harmony and collision, struggle and
co-operation. When therefore a self-styled natural scientist
takes the liberty of reducing the whole of historical development
\Vith all its wealth and variety to the one-sided and meagre
pl1rase "str11ggle for existence'', a phrase which even in the spl1ere
of nature can be accepted only cum grano salis, such a procedure
really contains its own condemnation ....
3) I do not deny the advantages of your method of attack,
\Vl1ich I would like to call psychological; but I would have chosen
another method. Every one of us is influenced more or less by
tl1e intellectual environment in which he mostly moves. For
Russia,. where yo11 know your public ~etter ~h.an I, an~ ;or a
propaganda journal that appeals to the restra1n1ng affect , the
moral sense, your method is probably the better .one. For Germany, where false sentimentality has done and still does so much
(lamage, it would not fit; it \vould be misunderstood, sentimentall.y
perverted. In our country it is hatred rather than love that is.

*

The words in quotation marks are from Lavrov 's article.-Ed.
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needed-at least in the immediate future-and more than any-1
thing else a shedding of the last remnants of German idealism, an;
establishment of the material facts in their historical rights.·,
I should therefore attack-and perhaps will when the time comes-.
these bourgeois Darwinists in about the following manner:
.
The whole Darwinist teaching of the struggle for existence is'··~
simply a transference 'from society to living nature of Hobbes's.
doctrine of bellum omnium contra omnes135 and of the bourgeois-'..
economic doctrine of competition together with Malthus's theory
of population. When this conjurer's trick has been performed'.'
{and I question its absolute permissibility, as I have indicated~~
in point 1, particularly as far as the Malthusian theory is con.J'
cerned),. the same theories are transferred back again from organic}
nature into history and it is now claimed that their validity as
eternal laws of human society has been proved. The puerility ;1
of this procedure is so obvious that not a word need be said about"
it. But if I wanted to go into the matter more thoroughly I should i
do so by depicting them in the first place as bad economists and.!
only in the second place as bad naturalists and philosophers •.;
4) The essential difference between human and animal society1
consists in the fact that animals at most collect while men produce.\
This sole but cardinal difference alone makes it impossible simply'i
to transfer laws of animal societies to human societies. It makes'~
it possible, as you properly remark,
"for man to struggle not only for existence but also for pleasures and'/o~.!
the increa.se of his pleasures,* ... to be ready to renounce his lower pleasure8 R
for the highest pleasure".**
' ,;

llig for it and therefore periodically, every ten years, reaches the
1)oint \Vhere it destroys not only a mass of prod11cts but even
IJroductive forces-what sense is there left in all this talk of
''struggle for existence"? The struggle for existence can then cons~t only in this: that the producing class takes over the manage111ent of production and distribution from the class that was hitherto entrusted with it but has no\v become incompetent to handle
it, and tl1ere you have the socialist revolution.
Apropos. Even the mere contemplation of previous history
as a series of class struggles suffices to make clear the utter shallowness of the conception of this 11istory as a feeble variety of the
''struggle for existence''. I would therefore never do this favour
to these false naturalists.
5) For the same reason I would have changed accordingly
the formulation of the following proposition of yours, which
is essentially quite correct~
"tl1at to facilitate tl1e struggle the idea of solidarity could finally ... grow
to a point \Vhere it \vill e1nbrace all 1nankind and oppose it, as a society of
brotl1ers living in solidarity, to the rest of the \Vorld-the \Vorld of minerals,
plants, and animals".*

6) 011 the other hand I cannot agree with you that the ''bellum
cJ1nriium contra omnes.'* was the first phase of human developme11t.
In my opinion, ·the social instinct was one of the most essential
levers of the evolution of man from the ape. The first men must
have lived in bands and as far as \Ve can peer into the past we
fi11d that this was the case ....
Translated from the German
and French

, s·'

With~ut disputing your further conclusions from this I would~'·

proceeding from my premises, make the following inferences,.
At a certain stage the production of man thus attains such a hig ·
level that not only necessaries but also luxuries, at first, t ·..
enough, only for a minority, are produced. The struggle f ·
existence-if we permit this category for the moment to be valid ,
is thus transformed into a struggle for pleasures, no longer f ..
mere means of subsistence but for means of development, sociall.
produced means of development, and to this stage the categori ·
?erived from the animal kingdom are no longer applicable. Bui
1f, as has now happened, production in its capitalist form produces11
a far greater· quantity of means of subsistence and development;
than capitalist society can consume because it keeps the great v·
mass of real producers artificially away from these means of:\
subsiste~ce and development; if this society is forced by its own·~.
law of life constantly to increase this output which is already too 1;
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* Engels's italics.-Ed.
* * The passage quoted is from Lavrov's article -Ed
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ENGELS TO C. SCHMIDT IN BERLIN

London, August 5, 1890
'

'

. I saw a review of Paul Barth's book 136 by that bird of ill, '.f
1 ~ 7 and this ·.
~~~'
l\Ioritz
Wirth,
in
the
Vienna
Deutsche
_Worte,
0
criticism left on my mind an unfavourable impression of th& :;
bool\: itself, as ,vell. I will have a lool<: at it, but I must ~ay that ;1
if ''little l\!Ioritz'' is right when he quotes Barth as stating that. il
the sole example of the dependence of philosophy,_ etc., on t~e '.
material conditions of existence which he can find in ~11 l\Iarx s '.
\Yorks is that Descartes declares animals to be _machines: the_n ·r
I am sorry for the man who can write. st1ch a thing .. And if this .....
mai1 has not yet discovered that while the materi~l ~ode ~f ··
existei1ce is the primum agens* this does not preclude the_ideolog1cal spheres from reacting upon it in their turn, though with a ~ec
ondary effect he cannot possibly have understood tl1e subJect
he is \Vriting ~bout. However, as I have si:~id, all this is se,~o~d- .
Iiand and little Moritz is a dangerous friend. The n1ate1ial1~t ,
conception of history has a lot ?f th~rn nowadays, to ~l~om it ,
serves as an excuse for not studying histo:y . . t1st as l\larx used .,
to say, comn1enting on the French ''Ma~xrs.~s of the late seven- .~
ties: ''All I k110\v is that I am not a Marxist.
. ..
;;j
There has also been a discussion in the Volks-Trzbune. abo~t ,,'
the distribution of products in future society, whetl1er this ~il] ··
take place according to the amount of wo:,k don~ o.~ ?ther~is~ .. ·
Tlie question has been approached very materrali_stic_ally in .
opposition to certain idealistic phraseology abo11t Justice. But ;}
strangely enough it has not ~truck anyone that, after all, the I;
· method of distribution essentially depends on hozv _mitcli there .!
is to distribute, and that this must surely change with the pro-· \•
gress of production and social organisation, so tl1at tl1e n1ethod
of distribution 111ay also change. But to everyone \vl10 took p_art
iii the discussion, ''socialist society" appeared not as somethi~g
undergoing continuous change and progress b11t as a stable ~ffa~~
fixed once for all, which must, therefore, have a method of distr1

!

*
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b11tion fixed once for all. All one can reasonably do, however, is
1) to try and discover the method of distribution to be used at the
beginning, and 2) to try and find the general tendency of the
f 11rthe:p,.development. But abo11t this I do not find a single word
ir1 the whole debate.
In general, the word ''materialistic" serves many of the younger
\\'riters in Germany as a mere phrase with which anything and
everything is labelled without further study, that is, they stick
c;r1 this label and then consider the question disposed of. But our
co11ception of history is above all a guide to study, not a lever
f<)I' construction after the manner of the Hegelian. All history
1111tst be studied afresh, the conditions of existence of the different
forrnations of society must be examined individually before the
attempt is made to deduce from them the political, civil-law,
aesthetic, philosophic, religious, etc., views corresponding to
tl1cm. Up to now b11t little has been done here because only a few
people have got down to it seriously. In this field \Ve can utilise
11eaps of help, it is immensely big, a11d anyone who will work
seriously can achieve much and distinguish himself. But instead
<JI this too many of the younger Germans simply make use of the
pl1rase historical materialism (and everything can be turned into
<t JJhrase) only in oi·der to get their own relatively scanty historic.~tl l(no\vledge-for eco11omic history is still i11 its swaddling
clcitl1es! -constructed into a neat system as quickly as possible,
;11trl tl1ey then deem themselves something very tremendous. And
after that a Barth can come along and attack the thing itself,
\1'hich in his circle has indeed been degraded to a mere phrase.
lio\vever, all tl1is will right itself. We are strong enough in
Ger111any now to stand a lot. One of the greatest services which
ll1c1 1\nti-Socialist Law did us \Vas to free us from the obtrusive11ess
of the German intellectual who had got tinged with socialism.
1
\ \ e ai·e now strong enougli to digest the German intellectual too,
\Vt10 is giving l1imself great airs again. You, who have really
clor1e something, must have noticed yourself how few of the young
1iterar·y men \vho fasten themselves on to the Party give themsel \'es the trouble to study economics, the history of economics,
tl1c 11istory of trade, of industry, of agriculture, of the formations
cif society. How many know anything of Maurer except his name!
1'i1e self-sufficiency of the journalist must serve for everything
11ere and the rest1lt looks like it. It often seems as if these gentlellten think anything is good enough for the workers. If these
ger1tlernen only knew that Marx thought his best things were still
riot g·ood enough for the workers, how he regarded it as a crime
to ofler the workers anything but the very best! ...
Translated from the German
19•
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ENGELS TO OTTO VON ROENIGK IN BRESLAU

Folkestone, near Dover .··~
August 21, 1890 . 1.•
·',·

... I can reply only briefly and in general terms to your en- :
quiries, 138 for as concer11s the first question I should otherwise /
have to write a treatise.
.· i:
Ad. I. To my mind, the so-called ''socialist society" is not •·
anything imrn11table. Lil(e all other social formations, it should ,
be co11ceived in a state of constant flt1x and change. Its crucial
clifference from the present order consists naturally in production ~:
organised on the basis of common ownership by the nation of,~·
all means of production. To begin this reorganisation tomorrow,.:)
but performing it gradually, seems to me quite feasible. That.•
our workers are capable of it is borne out by their many producer. . ;'
and consumer co-operatives which, whenever tl1ey are not delib- ,;
erately ruined by tl1e police, are equally well and far more hon-.~··
estly run than the bourgeois stock companies. I cannot see how/)~
you can speak of the ignorance of the masses i11 Germany after,/<
the brilliant evidence of political maturity shown by the w9rkers ·
in their victoriot1s struggle against the Anti-Socialist Law. Th& ..
patronising and errant lecturing of our so-called intellectuals,.
see1ns to me a far greater impedirr1ent. We are still in need or.:'
technicians, agronomists, engineers, chernists, architects, etc.,;f
it is true, but if the worst comes to the worst we can always buy.,·~
tl1em just as well as the capitalists buy them, a11d if a severe.;
example is made of a fe\v of the traitors among them-for traitors,,,
there are s11re to be-tl1ey will find it to their O\Vn advantage to.!>
deal fairly with us. But apart from these specialists, among whom,<
I also include scl1oolteacl1ers, we can get along perfectly well. . ,,.·.
without the other ''intellectuals". The present influx of literati :g
and students into the party, for example, may be quite damnging '
if these gentlemen are not proper·ly kept in checl{.
··
The Junker latifundia east of the Elbe could be easily leased
11nder the due technical management to the present day-labour- .
''

and the other retinue, who would work the estates jointly.
If any disturbances occt1r, the J unl{ers, who l1ave brutalised people
by flouting all the existing school legislation, will alone be to
blame.
Thj biggest. obstacle are the small peasa~ts and the importunate
super-clever intellectuals who always think they k11ow everytl1ing so much the better, the less they understand it.
Once we have a sufficient number of followers among the
111 asses, the big industries and the large-scale latifundia farming
can be quickly socialised, provided we hold the political power.
The rest will follow shortly, sooner or later. And we shall have
it all our owi1 way in large-scale prodt1ction.
You speak of an absence of uniform insight. This exists-but
on the part of the intellectuals who ster11 from the aristocracy and
the bourgeoisie a11d who do not suspect how much they still have
to learn from the \Yorkers ....
Translated from the German
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... According to the materialist conception of history, the.;
ultimately determining element in history is the production and ;'
reproduction of real life. More than this neither Marx nor I have ;
ever asserted. Hence if somebody twists tl1is into saying that :l
the economic element is the only deterinining one, he transforms ,
that proposition into a meaningless, abstract, senseless phrase, .''
The economic situation is the basis, but the various elements of ,;
the superstructure-political forms of the class struggle and its"
results, to wit: constitutions established by the victorious class ~·
after a successful battle, etc., juridical forms, and even the '
reflexes of all these actual struggles in the brains of the partici- ,
pants, political, juristic, philosophical theories, religious views )
and their further development into systems of dogmas-also ,
exercise their influence upon the course of the historical struggles l'
and in many cases preponderate in determining their form. There ;·
is an interaction of all these elements in which, amid all the !1.
endless host of accidents (that is, of things and events whose :
inner interconnection is so remote or so impossible of proof that·· .
we can regard it as non-existent, as negligible), the economic :.
movement finally asserts itself as necessary. Otherwise the appli- j
cation of the theory to any period of history would be easier than
the solution of a simple equation of the first degree.
We make our history ourselves, but, in tl1e first place, under
very definite assumptions and conditions. Among these the economic ones are ultimately decisive. But the political ones, etc.,
and indeed even the traditions which haunt human minds also
play a part, although not the decisive one. The Prussian state
also arose and developed from historical, ultimately economic,
causes. But it could scarcely be maintained without pedantry
that among the many small states of North Germany, Brandenburg was specifically determined by economic necessity to become
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tlie great power embodying the economic, linguistic and, after
the Reformation, also the religious difference betweei1 ~orth and
South, and not by other elements as well (ab?ve all by its. entan,,lement with Poland, owing to the possession ?f Prussi~, ai1d
herv;e with international political relations-:--which we.re in~eed
;llso decisive in the formati_on of t~1e Austria11 dyn~stic po\\ ~r}.
\\'ithout making oneself ridiculous it :vould be a difficult thi11g
to explain in terms of economics the exis!e::ice of every_ small state
iii Germany, past and present, or the or1g1n of tl1e If_igh Ge~1~an
corisonant permutations, which \Videned the geog~aph1c part1t1on
-.vall formed by the mountains from tlie Sudetic range to tl1e
Taunus to form a regt1lar fissure across all Germa~y.
In the second place, however, history is n~acle in such a wa\
tltat the final result always arises from conflicts between rnar1_)
iridividual wills, of which eac~. i11 turn_ l1as b~en. made wh_at ~t
is by a host of particular conditions ?f life .. Thus there are innt,
cnerable intersecting forces, an infinite series of _par~llelograms
t)f forces which give rise to one resultant-the historical eve?t.
1'liis may again itself be viewed as the _product o~ ~ po,ver 'vhich
\\'orks as a whole unconsciously and without volition. For what
each individual \Vills is obstructed by everyone ~lse, and \vhat
emerges is something that no one willed. Tht1s history ~as IJroceeded hitherto in the manner of a 11~tt1ral process and I~ essentially subject to the same laws of motion. But from th_e ~act that
tlie ,vills of individuals-each of whom desires w?at he is impelled
to by his physical constitution and external, in th~ last resort
economic, circumstances (either his own per~onal c1rcu1nstances
11 r those of society in general)-do not attain \Vhat tl1ey want,
iitit are merged into an aggregate mean, a cornmon res11ltant,
it 1nust not be concluded that they are equal _to zero .. On tl1e
contrary, each contributes to the resultant and is to tl1is extent
i11cluded in it.
.
.
I would furthermore ask you to study tl11s theory from. its
original sources and not at second-ha~d; ~t is. really m11ch eas~er.
l\farx hardly wrote anything in which it did ?ot play a p'."rt.
Biit especially The Eighteenth Brumaire of Louis Bonaparte is a
01 ost excellent example of its application. _There are also ma?Y
<tlliisions to it in Capital. The11 may I ~lso _direc~ you to my wr1~
ings: Herr Eugen Duhring's Revolution in Sc_ience and_ Ludu:ig
Feuerbach and the End of Classical German f!hilo_sopliy, in _wl~1cl1
I have given the most detailed account of l1istor1cal mater1al1srn
wl1ich as far as I kno\v, exists.
1iar~ and I are ourselves partly to blame for the fact t~at ~he
you11ger people sometimes lay more stress on the economic side
than is due to it. \Ve had to emphasise the main principle vis-~-vis
<lur adversaries, who denied it, and we had not alwa)'S the time,
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the place or the opportunity to give their due to the other elements
involved in the interaction. But when it came to presenting a
section _of history, that is, to making a practical application, it
was a different matter and there no error was permissible. Unfortunately, however, it happens only too often that people think
tl1ey ha.ve fully understood a new theory and can apply it \Vithout
nlore ado from the moment they have assimilated its main principles, and even those not al\vays correctly. And I cannot exempt
many of the more recent ''Marxists'' from this reproach, for the
most amazing rubbisl1 has been 1)roduced in this quarter, too ....

ENGELS TO C. SCHMIDT IN BERLIN

Translated from the German

,

•

London, October 27, 1890

Dear Schmidt,
I am taking advantage of the first free moments to reply to
you. I think you would do very well to accept the offer of the
Zuricher Post. You could always learn a good deal about economics
tl1ere, especially if you bear in mind that Zurich is after all only
a tl1ird-rate money and speculation market, so that the impressions \Vhich make themselves felt there are weakened by twofold
or threefold reflection or are deliberately distorted. But you
\vill get a practical knowledge of the mechanism and be obliged
to follow the stock exchange reports from London, New York,
Paris, Berlin, and Vienna at first-hand, and thus the world n1arket, in its reflex as money and stock market, will reveal itself
to you. Economic, political and other reflections are just like
tl1ose in the human eye: they pass through a condensing lens
arid therefore appear upside down, standing on their heads.
Only tl1e nervous apparatus which would put them on their feet
again for presentation to. us is lacking. The money market man
sees the movement of industry and of the world market only in
tl1e inverted reflection of the money and stock market and so
effect becomes cause to him. I noticed that already in the forties
in lVIanchester: the London stock exchange reports were utterly
l1seless for understanding the cour·se of industry and its periodical
i11axima and minima because these gentry tried to explain everything by crises on the money market, which of course were themselves generally only symptoms. At that time the point was to
clisprove temporary over-production as the origin of industrial
crises, so that the thing had in addition its tendentious side,
111·ovocative of distortion. This point now ceases to exist-for
lis, at any rate, for good and all-besides which it is indeed a fact
tl1at the money market can also have its own crises, in which
clirect disturbances of industry play only a subordinate part or
no part at all. Here there is still much to be established and examined, especially in the history of the last twenty years .
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Where there is division of labour on a social scale there th'
separate lab?ur processes become independent of each other'.
Ii1 the last ins~ance production is the decisive factor. But a•
soo11 as. trade in products becomes independent of p1·odlictiori;;
proper, it follows a movement of its o\v11, wl1ich, while governed
as. a whole by that of prodt1ction, still in particulars aI1cl within:
~his general depend~nce again follo\vs laws of its own inherent;
~n the nature. o~ this new factor; this n1ovement has pl1ases of
its ow? and in its tur~ reacts on the movement of production.
The d1sc~very of ~mer1ca was due to the thirst for gold which'
had pr~v1ously d~1ven the Portuguese to Africa (cf. Soetbeer' ,
Production. of Precious Metals), because the enormously extendedx
Et1ropean industry of the fourteenth and fifteei1th centuries an ··.
the trade corresponding to _it demanded more means of exchang~
tl1an. Germany, the great silver country from 1450 to 1550, could
prov~de. The conquest of India by the Portuguese, Dutch an '
En_glish between 1500 and 1800 had imports from India as it;
obJect-nobody dreamt of exporting anything there. And ye~
what a colossal reactio~ these discoveries and conquests, brough'
about solely by trade interests, h~d upon industry: it was onljt'
the need for exports ~o these countries that created and developed
·
modern large-scale industry.
So it is, too, \Vith the money market. As soon as trade in:
mone_y beco~e~ sep~rate from trade in commodities it has-under,
certai~ c?nd1t1ons .1~posed by production and commodity trad&..
and \Vi~h1n thes~ 11m1ts-a development of its own, special laws,,
?eterm1ned by its own nature and separate phases. If to this!
is add~d that .~oney trade, developing further, comes to include;·
trade in securities and ~hat th~se securities are not only govern~~
ment papers b1:1t al~o industrial and transport· stocks, so that\
money_ trade gains direct control over a portion of the prodt1ctiol){
b_y wl1ich, taken as a whole, it is itself controlled, tl1en the reac-'
t1on of mo~ey trading on production becomes still stro11ger and'.
m?re co~plicated. The traders in money are the owners of railways,71
mines, iron worl,s, etc. These means of production take on a"
?ouble aspect: their operation has to be directed sometimes in the"
interests. of direct production but someti1nes also according to :;
the requirements of t?e. shareholders, so far as they are money ;1
traders. The_ most ~tr1k1ng example of this is furnished by the"".
North A:r:rierican railways, whose operation is entirely dependent.;
O? the daily stock exchange operations of a Jay Gould or a Vander- ·~
bi~t, etc., wh~ch _have nothing whatevei· to do with the particular ji
railw~ys and its interests as a means of communication. And even '
h~re in En?land we have seen contests lasting decades between '
d1ff~ren~ railway companies over the boundaries of their respective
territories-contests on which an enormous amount of money

'
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\vas thrown away, not in the interests of production and communication but simply because of a rivalry whose sole object usually
• \Vas to facilitate the stock exchange transactions of the sharei1olding money traders.
\Vi th~ these few indications of my conception of the relation
of production to commodity trade and of both to money trade,
I have answerecl, in essence, your questions about ''historical
rnaterialism'' generally. The tl1ing is easiest to grasp from the
fJOint of view of the division of labour. Society gives rise to certair1 common functions which it cannot dispense with. The persons appointed for this purpose form a new branch of the divisioi1
of labour within society. This gives them particular interests,
tlislinct, too, from the interests of those who empo,vered them;
tl1ey make themselves independent of the latter and-the state
is i11 being. And now things proceed in a way similar to that in
co1nmodity trade and later in money trade: the ne\v independent
flO\\'er, while having in the main to follow the movement of pro([uclion, reacts in its turn, by virtue of its inherent relative
independence-that is, the relative independence once transferred
to it and gradually further developed-upon the conditions and
co11rse of production. It is the interaction of two unequal forces:
011 the one hand, the economic movement, on the other, the new
1iolitical power, which strives for as much independence as possible,
anrl which, having once been established, is endowed with a
r11ovement of its own. On the whole, the economic movement
g·ets its way, but it has also to suffer reactions from the political
movement wl1ich it itself established and endowed with relative
i11rlependence, from the movement of the state power, on the
one hand, and of the opposition simultaneously engendered, on
tl1e other. Just as the movement of the industrial market is,
in tl1e 1nain and with the reservations already indicated, reflected
ir1 tl1e money market and, of course, in inverted form, so the
str11ggle between the classes already existing and fighting with
011e another is reflected in the struggle betwee11 government a11d
OJlposition, but likewise in inverted form, no longer L1irectly but
ir1clirectly, not as a class struggle but as a fight for political pri11ci Illes, arid so distorted that it has taken us thousands of years to
get bel1ind it.
The reaction of the state power t1pon economic development
c;1n be of three ltinds: it can run in the same direction, a11d then
~evelopment is more rapid; it can oppose the line of development,
in which case nowadays it will go to pieces in the long run in
every great people; or it.can prevent the economic development
fro?I proceeding along certain lines, and prescribe other lines.
_case ultimately reduces itself to one of the two previous ones.
tit it is obvious that in cases two and three the political power
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can do great damage to the economic development and cause
great squandering of energy and material.
a ;,
Then there is also the case of the conquest and brutal destruc- '·
tion of econon1ic resources, by which, in certain circun1stances · ·.
a wh?le local or national economic development could formerly :
be ruined. Nowadays such a case usually has the opposite effect '
at least with great peoples: in the long run the va11ql1isl1ed ofte~ /
gai ~s :i1ore ec?nomically, politic ally and morally than the victor. )
Similarly with law. As soon as the new division of labour which;
cret1tes professional lawyers becomes necessary, another new and
i11dependent sph~re is opened up which, for all its general depend- :
ence .on production and t1·ade, has also a special capacity for;
reacting upon these spheres. In a modern state, law must not"
only correspond to the general economic condition and be its;,
ex~ression, but must also be an internally coherent ex1Jression i
which does not, owing to inner contradictions, reduce itself···
to nought. And in order to achieve this, the faithful reflection of,
economic c~ndi tions suffers increasingly. All the more so the.~
more rarely it happens that a code of law is the blt1nt, unmitigated, •.
unadulterated expression of the domination of a class-this in···
itself :vo~!~ offend the ''c~nception of right''. Even in the Code ,
N apole?n
the pure, ~~ns1stent conception of right held by the ;
revolutionary bourgeo1s1e of 1792-96 is already adulterated in 1
inany ways, and, in so far as it is embodied there, has daily i
to undergo all sorts of attenuations owing to the rising power ':.
of .the proletariat. This does not prevent the Code Napoleon from !
being the st~tute book which serves as the basis of every new ;
code of law in every part of the wo1·ld. Thus to a great extent;?
the course of the ''development of right'' consists only, first in the '.
attempt. to do away with the contradictions arising from th~ direct ·
transl~t1on of eco~omic relations into legal principles, and to '1
establish a hari:ion1o?s system of law, and then in the repeated·.·.
breaches made in . this system by tl1e influence and compulsion·
of further economic development, which involves it in further,
contradictions. (I am speaking here for the moment only of civil'.
law.)
,:·.
~he reflection of economic relations as legal principles is neces~ ;~
~arily. also ~ topsy-turvy one: it goes on without the person who'.;:
is. acting ~ei?g cons~i?us of it; the jurist imagines he is operating ';·
w1 th a p1·iori propositions, whereas they are really only economie ;.
reflexes; so everything is upside do\vn. And it seems to me obvious '
that this inversion,. which, so long as it remains unrecognised, 1\
. forms "'.hat we. call ideological outlook, reacts in its turn upon the.,..
economi~ basis a.nd may, within certain limits, modify it. ;.
The basi~ of the right of inheritance-assuming that the stages •
reached in the development of the fainily are the saine-is an :
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econoinic one. Nevertheless, it \vould be difficult to prove, for
insta11ce, that ti1e absolute liberty of the testator in Englancl
ilnd the severe restrictions in every detail imposed upon him
ii1 l;'i·ance are due to economic causes alone. Both react back,
lio\vever, on the economic sphere to a very considerable extent,
lii.'cat1se they i11fl1ience the distribution of property.
,i\s to the~ i·ealms of ideology which soar still higher in the
, ir-religion, philosophy, etc.-these have a prehistoric stock,
1
fc>i1i1d al1·eady in existence by and taken over in the historical
11 eriocl, what ~·e should today, call bun~. These v_a:iollS fal~e
co 11 ceptions of nature, of mans own being, of spirits, n1ag1c
forces, etc., have for the most part only a 11egative economic ele111ent as tl1eir basis; the low econornic development of the pret1istoric period is supplemer1ted and also partially conditionell
,1n(l even caused by the false conceptions of nature. And even
t l1ougl1 economic 11ecessi ty \Vas the main driving force of tl1e
progressive knowledge of nat11re and has become ever more so,
it \voulcl surely be pedantic to try and find economic causes for
;111 tl1is primitive nonsense. The history of science is the history
-0f tl1e gradual clearing away of this nonsense or ratl1er of its
repl;1cement by fresh but always less absurd nonsense. The people
who attend to this belong in their tt1rn to special spheres in the
clivisioi1 of labour and appear to themselves to be worl(ing in rtn
ir1depe11clent field. And to the extent that they form an independent group within the social division of labour, their productions,
ir1cl11dirig their errors, react upon the wl1ole development of
society, even 011 its economic development. But all the same they
tl1emsl~lves are i11 turn llnde1· tho dominating influence of economic
<levelo1Jn1ent. In philosophy, for insta11ce, this can be most readily prl)ved true for the bourgeois period. Hobbes was the first
modern materialist (in the. eighteenth-century sense) but he \Vas
ar1 <lbsolutist in a period when absol11te monarchy was at its
l1eight througho11t Europe and in England entered the lists against
the 1)eople. Locl(e, b?th in religion a11d ,poli~ics, ~as the chil.d
of the class co1nprom1se of 1688. 140 The English deists and their
more coi1sistent contin11ators, the French materialists, were the
Lrl1e 11l1ilosophers of the bourgeoisie, the French even of the bourgeois revolution. The German philistine runs through German
philosophy from Kant to Hegel, sometimes positively and someti1nes negatively. But as a definite SJJhere in the division of labo11r,
the pl1ilosophy of every epoch presupposes certain definite thought
rnatorial handed down to it by its prodecessor·s, from which
it takes its start. And that is why economically backward cot1ntries can still play first fiddle in philoso1Jhy: France in the eightee11th cent11ry as compared with EnglanLl, on \vhose philosophy
the Fre11ch based themselves, and later Germany as compared
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witl1 both. But in France as well as Germany philosophy and the
general blossoming of literature at that time were the result
of a rising economic development. I consider the ultimate
supremacy 0f econo1nic developn1ent established in these spheres
too, but it comes to pass \vithir1 the limitations imposed by the
particlilar sphere itself: in philosophy, for instai1ce, by the operation of economic influences (which again generally act only under
political, etc., disguises) upon the existi11g philosophic inaterial
handed down by predecessors. Here economy creates nothi11g
anew, b11t it determines tl1e \Vay in whicl1 the thought n1aterial
folind ir1 existence is altered and further developed, and that .
too for the most part indirectly, for it is the political, legal and ·
moi·al reflexes which exert the greatest direct influence on philo- ',
sophy.
•\
About religion I have said what was most necessary in the last
section on Feuer bach.141
If therefore Barth supposes that we deny any and every reaction of the political, etc., reflexes of the economic movement
upon tl1e movement itself, lie is simply tilting at \vindmills. '
He has only got to look at Marx's Eighteenth Brumaire, which ';
deals al111ost exclusively with the particiilar part played by ·
political struggles and eve11ts, of course within their general
dependence upon economic conditions. Or Capital, the section on
the worki11g day, for instance, \Vhere legislation, which is surely
a political act, has such a trenchant effect. 01· the section on the ,
history C•f the bourgeoisie. (Cl1apter XXIV. 142) Or wl1y do we .::
fight for tl1e political dictatorship of tho proletariat if political ,~
po\ver is economically impotent? Forco (that is, st;1te power) . ;
is also an economic power!
·
143 I must first get ·
Bl1t I have
no
time
to
criticise
the
bool(
no\v.
144
Volt11ne I I 1 out and besides I think that Bernstein, for instance,
could deal with ·it quite effectively.
What tl1f~se gentlerr1en all lack is dialectics. They always see .
only here ca11se, there effect. That this is a hollow abstraction, · ·'
that sLich 1netaphysical polar opposites exist ir1 the real \Vorld '·
only rl 11ri 11g crises, while the whole vast process goes on in the
form of ir1teraction -though of very unequal forces, the economic
moverne11t being by far the strongest, most primordial, most
decisive-that here everything is relative and nothing absoll1te-this they never begin to see. As far as they are concerned
Hegel 11ev·er existed ....
'I'ranslated from the German
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•

London, July 14, 1893
.

[lear Herr Mehring,
'foday is 1ny first opportunity to thank rou for the Lessing
[,e[{end y-ou were kind enough to send me. I d~d not want to reply
\\·iLli a bare formal acknowledgement of receipt of the ~ook bt1t
iiiterided at the same time to tell you something about rt, about
its contents. Hence the delay.
.
.
.
.
I slltlll begin at the end-the append1~ on .historical mater1al·"1 ·
hich you have lined up the main things excellently ~nd
i. . .i1, ir1 w
. . 1 If I fi d nything
fo 1• any unprejudiced person convincing Y_·
n a
t<) object to it is that you give me m~re credit .than I deserve, even
if I count in everything which I might :poss1~ly have fo~nd out
ffir 1nyself-ii1 time-but which lVfarx with his mor~ rapid coup
cl"oeil and wider vision discovered rnuch more q.uickly. W~e11
r111e liacl the good fortune to work for forty years with a man li~e
'\l<1rx. one usually does not during his lifetime get the reco~n1tic11t o' ne thinks one deserves. Then, when the greater man d~es,
·
·
t110 ll~sser
easily gets overratetl
and t h'is see~s t o. me to be 3ust
11 1,r· case at present; history will s?t all this right in t,he end and
b~· tliat time one will have quietly tu~ned up one s toes and
11ot l~r10\v anything any more about anyth1n.g.
.
()therwise only one more point is lack1n~, \vh1ch,. ~owever,
~l;;rx and .I always failed to str·ess enou.gh ii; our :vr~ti~gs a11d
i11 I'i)gard to which we are all equally guilty. Tha~ is .to say, we
all laifl, and were bound to lay, the i:iai.n .emphasis, i11 t~e first
])l<1c•!, on the derivation of political, Juridical an~ other .ideologit;:i.l notions, and of actions ari~ing through ~ne medi.um of
these notions, from basic economic facts. Bl1t in so ~01ng \Ve
neglected the formal side-the ways a11d means by which. these
r1cJLions, etc., come about-,- for the sake of. the cont~nt. This has
?iven our adversaries a welcome opportui;i1ty fo:: i;n1sunderstan~;
ings and distortions, of which Paul Barth rs a striking example .
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Ideology is a process a cc om plished by the so-called thinker ;
consciously, it is true, but with a false consciousness. The real;
motive forces impelling him remain unknown to him; otl1erwise;
it simply would not be an ideological process. Hence he irnaginest
false o~ see~ing motive forces. Because it is a process of thought;
h: der1~es its form as wel~ as its corrtent from pure thought, .•.
either his ow11 or tl1at of hrs predecessors. He \vorks with rnere.
tho11ght mater·ial, which he accepts without examination as the ;
procil1Ct of thought, arid does not investigate further for a rrrore ;;
remote so11rce independent of thought; indeed this is a matter of!
co11rse to him, because, as all action is mediated by thoual1t
it.;.
0
appears to him to be ultimately based upon thought.
'
.\
The historical ideologist (historical is here simply meant to c'
~om prise the political, juri~ical, philosophical, theological-."
1n short, all the ~pheres belonging to society and not only to 11ature} ,,
thus possesses 1n every sphere of science material which has ;.
fo~mecl itself independently out of the thought of previo11s ge11er- .?
at1ons a11d has gone through its o\vn independent course of devel- ·
-0pment in the brains of these successive generations. True ;
external facts belonging to one or another sphere may have exer~ i.
cised a codetern1ining influence on this development, but the <:
tacit p~es11pposition is that these facts themselves are also only ~
the fr11its of a process of thought, and so we still remair1 within ;,
t~at realm of mere thought, whicl1 appare11tly has successfully '1
digested even the hardest facts.
·:
It ~s a~ove all this semblance of an independent l1istory of state "'.
constit11tions, of sys.terns of law, of ideological conceptions in,,f
every separate do1na1n that dazzles most people. If Luther and {
Calvin ''overcome'' the official Catholic religion or Hegel ''over- ,
con1es" Fichte and Kant or Rousseau with his republican Conl :i.
trat social indirectly ''overcomes'' the constitutional Montesquieu,:·t11
thi~ ~s a p~ocess which remains within theology, philosophy or
political science, represents a stage in the history of these partic-,,
ltlar spheres of .thought and never passes beyond the sphere of:;
thought. And since the bourgeois illusion of the eternity and.~
finality of capitalist production has been added as well, even,':
the overcoming of the mercantilists by the physiocrats and Adam\)'
Smith. is ~ccounted as a sheer victory of thought; not as the'i
reflect1or1 rn thought of changed economic facts but as the finally ·
acl1ievecl correct understanding of actual conditions subsisting "
always a11d everywhere -in fact, if Richard Coeur-de-Lion and .:P~ilip A11.gust11s had introduced free trade instead of getting )
m1xecl 11p rn the crusades \Ve should have been spared five hundred .•·
years of misery and stunidity.
"{
This aspect of the matter, which I can only indicate here, ..
we have all, I think, neglected rnore than it deserves. It is the '
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,,1 11 :'itory; form is always neglected at first for content. As I say,
f liave done that too and the mistake has always struck me only
J,1ter. So I am not only far from reproaching you with this in any
\V<I \·-as the older of the guilty parties I certainly have no right
1,, ~lo so; on the contrary. But I would like all the S<ln1e to draw
\1i11r attention to this point for the future.
· f-Ianging together with this is the fat11ous notio11 of the ideolo!.!:i,.;ts that because we deny an independent historical development
t11 the various ideological spheres which play a part in history
1ve also deny them any effect upon history. The basis of this is
t lie common undialectical conception of cause and effect as rigidly
1>1>1iosite poles, the total disregarding of interactio11. These gentle111e11 often almost deliberately forget that once an historic element
!1as been brought into the world by other, ultimately economic
l'11uses, it reacts, can react on its environment and even on the causes
tl1at have given rise to it. For instance, Barth on the priesthood
,1r1d religion, your page 475. I was very glad to see how you settled
this fellow, whose banality exceeds all expectations; and him
they make professor of history in Leipzig! I must say that old
rnan 'Vachsr!uth-also rather a bonehead but greatly appreciative
of facts-was quite a different chap ....

1
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ENGELS TO W. BORGIUS IN BRESLAU

London, January 25, 1894

'

Dear Sir,
Here is the answer to your questions:
1. What we understand by the economic relations, which we·.
regard as the determining basis of the history of society, is the •.•.·
manner and method by which men in a given society produce
their means of subsistence and exchange the products among l
themselves (in so far as division of labour exists). Thus the entire ·
technique of pro?uctio~ and tr~nsport is here included. According ,
to our conception this technique also determines the manner ·
and method of exchange and, further, of the distribution of f
produ?t~ ~nd ~ith it, after the dissolution of gentile society, also ;
the d1v1~1on into c~asses, and hence the. ~elations of lordship:!
~nd servitude and with them the state, pol1t1cs, law, etc. Further:,
included in economic relations are the geographical basis on which :.
they operate and those remnants of earlier stages of economic ,
development which have actually been transmitted and have :
survived-often only through tradition or by force of inertia; (
also of course the external environment which surrounds this ;:
form of society.
.
·
If, as you say, technique largely depends on the state of science :
science depends far more still on the state and the requirement~ ::
of technique. If society has a technical need, that helps science :l
forwa.rd I?ore than ten universities. The whole of hydrostatics ).
(Torr1cell1, etc.) was called forth by the necessity for regulation 0 ,
the mountain streams of Italy in the sixteenth and seventeenth ;;
centuries. We have known anything reasonable about electricity
only since its technical applicability was discovered. But unfort~nately it has . become the custom in Germany to write the
history of the sciences as if they had fallen from the skies.
2. We regard economic conditions as that which ultimately
conditions historical development. But race is itself an economic
factor. Here, however, two points must not be overlooked:
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a) Political, juridical, philosophical, religious, literary, artistic, etc., development is based on economic development. But
;1 11 these react upon one another and also upon the economic basis. ~
rt is not that the economic situation is cause, solely active, while
everything else is only passive effect. There is, rather, interaction
on the basis of economic necessity, which ultimately always asserts
itself. The state, for instance, exercises an influence by protective
tariffs, free trade, good or bad fiscal system; and even the deadly
i11<tnition and impotence of the German philistine, arising from
tl1e miserable economic condition of Germany from 1648 to 1830
;ind expressing themselves at first in pietism, then in sentimenl<1lity and cringing servility to princes and nobles, were not
\Vithout economic effect. That was one of the greatest hindrances
to recovery and was not shaken until the revolutionary and Napoleonic wars made the chronic misery an acute one. So it is not,
;is people try here and there conveniently to imagine, that the
~~conomic situation produces an automatic effect. No. Men make
tl1eir history themselves, only they do so in a given environ1nent,
\Vhich conditions it, and on the basis of actual relations already
existing, among which the economic relations, however much they
rnay be influenced by the other-the political and ideological
relations, are still ultimately the decisive ones, forming the
keynote which runs through them and alone leads to understa11ding.
b) Men make their history themselves, but not as yet with
a collective will according to a collective plan or even in a definite, delimited given society. Their aspirations clash, and for
that very reason all such societies are governed by necessity, the
complement and form of appearance of which is accident. The
necessity which here asserts itself athwart all accident is again
t1ltimately economic necessity. This is where the so-called great
men come in for treatment. That such and such a man and precisely that man arises at a particular time in a particular cou11try
is, of course, pure chance. But cut him out and there will be a
demand for a substitute, and this substitute will be found, good
?r bad, but in the long run he will be found. That Napoleon,
J~st that particular Corsican, should have been the military
dictator whom the French Republic, exhausted by its own warfare, had rendered necessary, was chance; but that, if a Na poleo11 had been lacking, another would have filled the place, is
proved by the fact that the man was always found as soon as he
b~came necessary: Caesar, Augustus, Cromwell, etc. While Marx
(l1s~overed the materialist conception of history, Thierry, Mignet,
~uizot and all the English historians up to 1850 are evidence that
it was being striven for, and the discovery of the same conception
by l\forgan proves that the time was ripe for it and that it simply
had to be discovered.
20*
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So with all the other accidents, and apparent accidents, of
history. The further the particular sphere which we are investigating is removed from the economic sphere and approaches that
of pure abstract ideology, the more shall we find it exhibiting
accidents in its development, the more will its curve run zigzag.
Bt1t if you plot the average axis of the c11rve, you will find that
this axis will run more and more nearly parallel to the axis of
eco11omic development the longer the period considered and the
wider the field dealt with.
In Germany the greatest hindrance to correct understanding
is the irresponsible neglect by literature of economic history.
It is so hard not only to disaccustom oneself to the ideas of history
drilled into one at school but still n1ore to take up the necessary
1naterial for doing so. Who, for instance, has read at least old
G. von Gulich, whose dry collection of material 146 nevertheless
co11tains so much stuff for the clarification of innumerable political facts!
For the rest, the fi11e example which l\1arx has given in Tlie
Eighteenth Brumaire should, I think, provide you fairly well
with information on your question, just because it is a practical
example. I have also, I believe, already touched on most of the
JlOints in Anti-Diihring, I, chs. 9-11, and II, 2-4, as well as in III,
147
l, or Introduction, and also in the last section of Feuerbach.
Please do not weigh each word in the above too scrupulously,
but keep the general connection in mind; I regret that I have
trot the time to word what I am writing to you as exactly as I
should be obliged to do for publication ... ~

II
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Marxism, illuminated by the bright
light of the new, universally rich
experience of the revolutionary workers, has helped us to understand the
inevitability of the present development. It will help the workers of the
whole world, who are fighting to overthrow capitalist wage-slavery more
clearly to appreciate the aims of
their struggle, to march more firmly
along the path already outlined, more
confidently and firmly to achieve
victory and to consolidate it .
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From WHAT THE "FRIENDS OF THE PEOPLE'' ARE
AND HOW THEY FIGHT
THE SOCIAL-DEMOCRATS
(A Reply to Articles in Bussko11e Bogatstvo
Opposing the Marxistsl4S)

•

•

Mr. N. Mikhailovsky devotes his attention chiefly to the theoretical principles of Marxism and therefore makes a special investigation of the materialist conception of history. After outlining
in general the contents of the voluminous Marxist literature
enunciating this doctrine, Mr. Mikhailovsky opens his criticisn1
with the following tirade:
''First of all,'' he says, ''the question naturally arises: in whicl1
of his works did Marx expound his materialist conception of
history? In Capital he gave us an example of the combination of
logical force with erudition, with a scrupulous investigation of all
the economic literature and of the pertinent facts. He brought
to light theoreticians of economic science long forgotten or unknown to anybody today, and did not overlook the most minute
details in factory inspectors' reports or experts' evidence before
various special commissions; in a word, he examined this enormous
n1ass of factual material, partly in order to provide arguments for
his economic theories and partly to illustrate them. If he has
.created a 'completely new' conception of the historical process,
if he has explained the whole past of mankind from a new viewpoint
and has summarised all hitherto existing theories on the philosophy of history, then he has done so, of course, with equal zeal:
he has, indeed, reviewed and subjected to critical analysis all
the known theories of the historical process, and worked over
a mass of facts of world history. The comparison with Darwin,
so customary in Marxist literature, serves still more to co11firm
this idea. What does Darwin's whole work amount to? Certain
closely interconnected generalising ideas crowning a veritable
Mont Blanc of factual material. But where is the appropriate
work by Marx? It does 'not exist. And not only does no such
work by Marx exist, but there is none to be found in all Marxist
literature, despite its voluminous and extensive character."

I
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The whole. tirade is hig~ly characteristic and helps us to understand how little the public understand Capital, and Marx. Overwhelmed by the tremendously convincing way he states his
case, t~ey bo~ and scrape before Marx, laud him, and at the
same t1~e entirely lose sight of the basic content of his doctrine
~1n~ quit~ calml~ continue. to sing the old songs of ''subjective
soc1olo~y . In this connection one cannot help recalling the very
apt epigraph Kautsky selected for his book on the economic
·
teachings of Marx:

•
·
:
·•
'.

Wer wird nicht einen Klopstock loben?
Dock wird ihn jeder lesen? Nein.
Wir wollen 1veniger erhoben,
Und fleissiger gelesen sein!*

. Just so! ~~· Mikhailovsky should praise Marx less and read
him more d1l1gently, or, better still, give more serious thought
to what he is reading.
.
''!n Capital Marx gave us an example of the combination of
logical force .wit~ erudition," says Mr. Mikhailovsky. In this
phrase Mr. ~1kha1l?vsky has given us an example of a brilliant
phrase combined with lack of substance-a certain Marxist obse~ved. ~nd the observation is a very just one. How, indeed, did
this l?g1cal force of Marx's manifest itself? What were its effects?
Read1n?' the above tirade by Mr. Mikhailovsky, one might think .
~hat this force was concentrated entirely on ''economic theories''.,
in the narrowest. sens~ of the term -and nothing more. And in
?rder. to emphasise still further the narrow limits of the field
in which Marx manifested the force of his logic, Mr. l\1ikhailovsky
lay.s .stress on ''most minute details," on ''scrupulosity,'' on ''theoreticians unknow? to anybo~y'' and so forth. It would appea,r
that Marx contributed nothing essentially new or noteworthr
to the methods of constructing these theories . that he left the
bounds ?f economic .science wh~re the earli~r economists ha(l
them, without extending them, without contributing a ''complete.:.
ly new'' ~onception of the science itself. Yet anybody who hall
i:ead. Capital knows that this is absolutely untrue. In this con;- ,
11ect1on_ one cannot but recall what Mr. Mikhailovsky wrote about ,
Marx sixteen years f ~o when arguing. with that v:ulgar bourgeois, 1
Perhaps the times were different, perhaps
l\fr .. Y. Zhukovsky.
sentiments were fresher-at any rate, both the tone and the
content o~ Mr. l\fikhailovsky's article were then entirely different~
.· ''' ... It is the ul.timate ai.in_ of this work, to lay bare the law
<Jf development (in the or1g1nal: <las oekonomische Bewegungs-

4

.*

Who woul.d not praise a Klopstock? But will everybod.y read him?
;~: We would like to be exalted less, but read more diligently! (Lessing).--7-
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aesetz -the economic law of motion) of modern society,' Karl
\Iarx says in reference. t~ his Capital,. and. he adhe~es. strictly
to this programme. ''This is what Mr. M1kha1lovsky s~1d in 1877.
Let us examine this programme more closely, which-as the
critic admits-has been strictly adhered to. It is ''to lay bare
t Jie economic law of development of modern society.'' ·
The very formulation confronts us with several questions that
reqt1ire explanation. Why does Marx speak of ''modern'' society,
,vhen all the economists who preceded him spoke of society in
ger1eral? In what sense does he use the word ''modern," by what
features does he distinguish this modern society? And further,
what is meant by the economic law of motion of society? We are
,1cc11stomed to hear from economists-and this, by the way, is
0110 of the favourite ideas of the publicists and economists of
tl1e milieu to which the Russkoye Bogatstvo belongs -that only
the production of values is subject to solely economic laws, where,1s distribution, they declare, depends on politics, on the nature
of the influence exercised on society by the government, the
i11telligentsia and so forth. In what sense, then, does Marx speak
<)f the economic law of motion of society, even referring to this
[;1\v as a Naturgesetz-a law of nature? How are we to understand
tl1is, when so many of ou.r native sociologists have covered reams
of paper to show that social phenomena are particularly distinct
from the phenomena of natural history, and that therefore the
investigation of the former requires the employment of an absol11tely distinct ''subjective method in sociology''.
All· these perplexities arise naturally and necessarily, and,
(Jf course, only an absolute ignoramus would evade them when
speaking of Capital. To elucidate these questions, we shall first
(111ote one more passage from the same Preface to Capital -only
a few lines lower down: ·
·'[From) my standpoint", says Marx, ''the evolution of the
t~C<>r1omic formation of society is viewed as a process of natural
l1is tory'' .150
.
.
It \Vill be sufficient to compare, say, the two passages Just quoted
fror11 the Preface in order to see that it is here that we have the
basic idea· of Capital, pursued, as we have heard, with strict
co11sistency and with rare logical force. First let us note two circ111nstances regarding all this: Marx speaks of one ''economic
for1nation of society'' only, the capitalist formation, that is,
Ire says that he investigated the law of development of this
forrnation only and of no other. That is the first. And secondly,
let us note the methods Marx used in worl{ing out his deductions. These methods consisted, as we have just heard from Mr .
J\1ikhailovsky, in a ''scrupulous investigation of the pertinent
facts". .
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Now let us examine this basic idea of Capital, which our subjec.,.i
tive ~hilosopher so adroitly tried to eva.de. In what, proper!~
spea~ing, do~s the concept of the economic formation of societ!,
consist? ~nd in what sense can and must the development of suc)l"',
a formation be regarded as a process of natural history? -such.i:
are the questions that now confront us. I have already pointed.)
out that from the standpoint of the old (not old for Russia) econo.:
mists and sociologists, the coiicept of the economic formation of
society is en~irely superfluous: they talk of society in general,i
they argue with the Spencers about the nature of society in ge,,;
neral, about the aim and essence of society in general, and so forth ·
In their reasonings, these subjective sociologists rely on argui
inents such as -the aim of society is to benefit all its members·
that justice, therefore, demands such and such an organisation:
an~ tha~, a s~stem that is out of h.armony with this ideal organi-;
sat1on ( Sociology m11st start with some utopia'' -these word .
of Mr. l\Iikhailovsky's, one of the authors of the subjective method:
splendidly typify the essence of their methods) is abnormal and,
should be set aside. ''The essential task of sociology'', Mr.·
Mikhailovsky, for instance, argues, ''is to ascertain the social condi.,.'.
tions under which any particular requirement of human nature:
is satisfied.'' As yo11 see, what interests this sociologist is only?
a society that satisfies human nature, and not at all some strange'
formations of society, which, moreover, may be based on a pheno-.;
menon so out of harmony with ''human nature'' as the enslave.:,:
ment of the majority by the minority. You also see that from:
the sta11d point of this sociologist there ca11 be no question of.regarding the development of society as a process of natural·!.
history. (''Having accepted something as desirable or undesirable,{
the sociologist inust discover the conditioi1s under which the,.,,"
desirable can be realised, or the tindesirable eliminated'' -''undeti'
which such and such ideals ca11 be realised'' -this same Mr.
Mikhailovsky reasons.) What is more, there can be no talk even'
of development, but only of various deviations from the ''desir~';
able," of ''defects'' that have occurred in history as a result .. ~:.·
as a result of the fact that people were not clever enough, we~
unable properly to understand what human nature demands, were~
t1nable to discover the conditions for the realisation of such"~:
a rational system. It is obvious that Marx's basic idea that the~
developn1~nt of the social-economic formations is a process of<,,
natural history cuts at the very root of this childish morality ,
which lays claim to the title of sociology. By what mear1s did '; . :
l\farx a~rive at this basic idea? He did so by singling out the ~:~;;; ·
economic sphere from the various spheres of social life, by singling :::- .•
out production relations from all social relations as being basic, "
priinary, determining all other relations. l\farx himself has
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(Jescribed the course of his reasoning 011 this question as foll()vvs:
·
h d b
''The first worl( which I undertook for a solutior1. of t ~ ou ts
·liich assailed me was a critical review of the Hegelian philosophy
~~J' right .... 151 My investigation led to the result .that legal relal. 11s as well as forms of state are to be grasped neither from thems~~~es nor from the so-called general developme~t of th~ ~uman
·nd but rather have their roots in the material conditions of
1111 ,
·
h
I
f
1·fe the sum total of which Hegel, following t e examp e o
t~1 e' Englishmen and Frenchmen of the eighteenth century, com\Jiiies under the name of 'civil society', that, however, the anato111y of civil society is to be sought in political ~conomy .... The
aeneral result at which I arrived . . . can be briefly formulated
~s follows: in the social production of their life, men enter into
de [i 11 i te relations . . . relations of production which correspond to
a definite stage of development of their mater~al prod~ctive
forces. The sum total of these relations of producti?n const1tu~es
tlie economic structure of society, the real foundat.1on, on which
rises a legal and political superstr11cture and to which corresp~nd
definite forms of social consciousness. The mode of production
of material life conditions the social, political and intellectual
life process in general. It is not the consciousnes.s of i_nen t~at
determines their being, but, on the contrary, their social be1~g
that determines their consciousness. At a certain stage of their
clevelopment, the material productive forces of . society come
in conflict with the existing relations of production, or-what
is but a legal expression for the same thing-with. the property
relations within which they have been at work hitherto. F~om
for1ns of development of the productive forces t~ese relat~ons
t11r11 into their fetters. Then begins an epoch of social revolution.
vVith the change of the economic foundation the entire in_ime~se
su11erstructure is more or less rapidly transformed. In considering
sucl1 transformations, a distinction should always be made bet"'.een
the rnaterial transformation of the conditions of production,
which should be established in terms of natural science, and the
legal, political, religious, aesthetic or philo~ophic-in. short,
ideological -forms in which men beco~e. conscious . of .t~1s co~
flict and fight it out. Just as our opinion of ar1 1ndiv~dual is
r1ot based on what he thinks of himself, so can we not Judge of
s11ch a period of transformation by its own c.onsciousness; on
the contrary, this consciousness must be explaine~ :ather fr~m
the contradictions of material life, from the existing conflict
between the social productive forces and the relations of production .... In broad outline's Asiatic, ancient, feudal, and modern
bo11rgeois modes of production can be designated as progressive
152
epochs in the economic formation of society. "
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This idea of materialism in sociology was in itself a strok · ·
of genius. Naturally, for the time being it was only a hypothesis
but one which first created the possibility of a strictly scientifi.
approach to historical and social problems. Hitherto, not knowi · ''
how to get down to the simplest primary relations such as tho •.
of production, the sociologists undertook the direct investiga ~
tion and study of political and legal forms, stumbled on the faet.f
that these forms emerge from certain of mankind's ideas in th&
period in question-and there they stopped; it appeared as if,:,
social relations are consciously established by men. But th" ·
conclusion, fully expressed in the idea of the Contrat social16 ;
(traces of which are very noticeable in all systems of utopia~
socialism), was in complete contradiction to all historical obser '
vations. It never has been the case, nor is it so now, that th ' .
members of society conceive the sum total of the social relatio ·
in which they live as something definite, integral, pervaded b~
some principle; on the contrary, the mass of people· adapt them)
selves to these relations uncons.ciously, and have so little concepf;
tion of them as specific historical social relations that, for instance,~
an explanation of the exchange relations under which people hav~.·
lived for centuries was found only in very recent times. Material".".!
ism removed this contradiction by carrying the analysis deeper~·
to the origin of man's social ideas themselves; and its conclusion.
that the course of ideas depends on the course of things is th~\
only one compatible with scientific psychology. Further, and
from yet another aspect, this hypothesis was the first to elevate:;!
sociology to the level of a science. Hitherto, sociologists had·!
found it difficult to distinguish the important and the unim-t'
portant in the complex network of social phenomena (that is the:,t
root of subjectivism in sociology) and had been unable to discov.-·:··
er any objective criterion for such a demarcation. Materialism:
provided an absolt1tely objective criterion by singling out ''pro"'.;
duction relations'' as the structure of society, and by n1akin ;
it possible to apply to these relations that general scientifio.j
criterion of recurrence whose applicability to sociology the sub-;,;
jectivists denied. So long as they confined themselves to ideoli,
ogical social relations (i.e., such as, before taking shape, pasS!l
through man's consciousness*) they could not observe recurrence,:,
and regularity in the social phenomena of the various countries,:;::
and their science was at best only a description of these phenom~ './·
ena, a collection of raw material. The analysis of material social ;
relations (i.e., of those that take shape without passing through i•
man's consciousness: when exchanging products men enter into ,

*

We are, of course, referring all the time to the consciousness of social
relations and no others.
·

roduction relations without even realis~ng that t~ere is .a social
~elatior1 of production here)-the analysis of material social re~a
tions at once made it possible to observ~ recurrence. an~ regul~r1ty
and to generalise the systems of the various count~1es rn the_ srn~le
fiindamental concept: social formation. It was this gener_al1~at1on
. lone that made it possible to proceed from the descr1pt1on. of
~ocial phenomena (and their e.val~ation fro~ the. sta.ndpornt
of an ideal) to their strictly sc1ent1fi~ ana~ys_is, ~hrch isolate~,
lt~t us say by way of example, that whr~h d1st1ngu1sh~s oi:e capitalist country from another and investigates that ·which rs com1non to all of them.
Thirdly, and finally, ano.ther reason why this hypothesis for
tlie first time made a scientific sociology po~sible w~s that onl~r
the reduction of social relations to production relations and of
the latter to the level of the productive forces, provided. a firm
basis for the conception that the development of f_ormatrons. of
society is a process of natural history. And it go~s wit~out saying
tl1at without such a view there can be no ~ocral scien~e. (!he
s11bjectivists, for instance, although they admitted that ~1storic~l
ril1e11omena conform to law, were _incapable ?f regarding their
evolution as a process of natural history, precisely because they
c<1me to a halt before man's social ideas and aims and were
i1nable to reduce them to material social relations.)
Then however Marx who had expressed this hypothesis
i11 the forties, set' out to 'study the factual (nota bene) material.
He took one of the social-economic formations -the system of
commodity production-and on the basis of a vast mass of data
(which he studied for not less than twenty-five year~) g_ave a mo~t
detailed analysis. of the laws governing the functioning of this
formation and its development. This analysis is confined e~clu
sively to production relati.ons between members of society:
\vithout ever resorting to features outside the spher? of t~ese
production relations for an explanation, Marx make~ it possible
to discern how the commodity organisation of social economy
develops, how it becomes transformed in~o. cap~ta~ist organisation, creating antagonistic classes (anta~o?istic within the bou?ds
of productipn relations), the bourgeo1s1e and the proletariat,
ho,v it develops the productivity of social labour, and thereby
introduces an element that becomes irreconcilably contradictory
to the foundations of this capitalist organisation. itself ..
Such is the skeleton of Capital. The whole point, however, is
that Marx did not content himself with this skeleton, that he
did not confine himself to ''economic theory" in the ordinary sense
of tl1e term that while explaining the structure and development
of the give~ for~ation of society exclusiv~ly through prod~c~ion
relations, he nevertheless everywhere and incessantly scrutinised
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the superstructure corresponding to these production relati?ns l
and clothed the skeleton in flesh and blood. The reason Capital •
has enjoyed such tremendot1s success is. th~t this .book by a. ''Ger- )
man economist" showed the whole capitalist social formation to ;
the reader as a living thing-with its everyday a~pect.s, with t~e ;
actual social manifestation of the class antagonism inherent in ·
production relations, with the bourgeois politic.al superstructu~e· ·
that protects the rule of the capitalist c~ass, with the ~ourge?is ·
ideas of liberty, equality and so forth, with the bourge?is fam~ly ,
relationships. It will now be clear that the comparison with:.·
Darwin is perfectly accurate: Capital is nothing but ''certain ;
closely interconnected generalising ideas crowning a verita~le I
Mont Blanc of factual material". And if anybody has read Capital .
a11d contrived not to notice these generalising ideas, it is not •.
the fault of Marx, who, as we have seen, pointed to these ideas t
even in the preface. And that is not all; ~uch a comparison is ;
correct not only from the external aspect (which for some unknown \
reason particularly interests Mr: Mikhailovsky): but. also fror_n · ·
the internal aspect. Just as Darwin put an end to the view of animal and plant species being unconnected, fortuit~us, ''created
by God" and immutable, and was the first to put biology on an
absolutely scientific basis by establishing the muta~ility and. the
succession of species, so Marx put an end to the view of society
being a mechanical aggregation of individuals which allows of
all sorts of modification at the will of the authorities (or, if you
like at the will of society and the government) and which emerges
and' changes casually, and was the first to put sociol?gy on a . "
scientific basis by establishing the concept of the economic f orma- · •.
tion of society as the sum total of given production relations, ·'.
by establishing the fact that the development of such formations :;
is a process of natural history.
.
. .
{
Now-since the appearance of Capital-the materialist con- (
ception of history is 110 longer a hypothesis, but a scientifically ;
proven proposition. And until we get some other attempt to .:
give a scientific explanation of the functioning and development.·
of some formation of society-formation of society, mind you,.
and not the way of life of some co11ntry or people,. or even cl.ass, '·
etc.-another attempt just as capable of introducing order into'
the ''pertinent facts" as materialism is, that is just as capable. of ,,
presenting a living picture of a definite formation, while g~vi~g ~;
it a strictly scientific explanation-until then the materialist :'
conception of history will be a synonym for social science. Materialism is not ''primarily a scientific conception of history'', .as
Mr. Mikhailovsky thinks, but the only scientific conception of itt
And now, can you imagine anything funnier than the f~c
that there are people who have read Capital without discovering

anY materialism there! Where is it?-asks Mr. Mikhailovsky
in sincere perplexity.
l{e has read the Communist Manifesto and failed to notice that
the explanation it gives of modern systems-legal, political,
family, religious and philosophical-is a materialist one, and
!hut even the criticism of the socialist and communist theories
seel{S and finds their roots in such and such production relations.
l{e has read The Poverty of Philosophy and failed to notice that
its analysis of Proudhon's sociology is made from the materialist
standpoint, that the criticism of the solution propounded by
I)roudhon for the most diverse historical problems is based on
the principles of materialism, and that the author's own indications as to where the data for the solution of these problems
are to be sought all amount to references to production relations.
I-le has read Capital and failed to notice that he had before
him a model of scientific, materialist analysis of one-the most
complex-formation of society, a model recognised by all and
su1·passed by none. And here he sits and exercises his mighty brain
over the profound problem:. ''In which of his works did l\farx
ex1Jound his materialist conception of history?''
Anybody acquainted with Marx would answer this question
lJy another: in which of his \vorks did Marx not expound his materialist conception of history? But Mr. Mikhailovsky will probably
learn of Marx's materialist investigations only when they are
classified and properly indexed in some sophistical work on history
by some Kareyev under the heading ''Economic Materialism''.
But the funniest of all is that Mr. Mikhailovsky accuses Marx
of not having ''reviewed (sic!) all the known theories of the historical process". This is amusing indeed. Of what did nine-tenths
of these theories consist? Of purely a priori, dogmatic, abstract
discourses on: what is s.ociety, what is progress? and the like.
(I pt1rposely take examples which are dear to tl1e heart and mind
of Mr. Mikhailovsky.) But, then, such theories are useless because
of the very fact that they exist, they are useless because of their
basic methods, because of their solid unrelieved metaphysics.
For, to begi11 by asking what is society and what is progress,
is to begin at the end. Where will you get a conception of society
arid progress in general if you have not studied a single social
forn1ation in particular, if you have not even been able to establish this conception, if you have not even been able to approach
a serious factual investigation, an objective analysis of social
relations of any kind? This is a most obvious symptom of metaphysics, with which every science began: as long as people did
not lc11ow how to set about studying the facts, they always invented a priori general theories, which were always sterile. The metaphysician-chemist, still unable to make a factual investigation of
•
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chemical processes, concocts a theory about chemical affinit'
as a force. The metaphysician-biologist talks about the natur
of life and the vital force. The metaphysician-psychologist argu ·
about the nature of the soul. Here it is the method itself th '
is absurd. You cannot argue about the soul without having e ·.·.·
plained psychical processes in particular: here progress must consis
precisely in abandoning general theories and philosophical d" '
courses about the nature of the soul, and in being able to put thfti
study of the facts about particular psychical processes on a scien
tific footing. Therefore, Mr. Mikhailovsky's accusation is exactl''
similar to that of a metaphysician-psychologist, who has spen~
all his life writing ''investigations'' into the nature of the sou :
(without knowing exactly how to explain a single psychica •..
phenomenon, even the simplest), and then starts accusing a scien~
tific psychologist of not having reviewed all the known theori ·
of the soul. He, the scientific psychologist, has discarded phil '
sophical theories of the soul and set about making a direct studji
of the material substratum of psychical phenomena-the nervo •
processes-and has produced, let us say, an analysis• and expla:Lt
nation of some one or more psychological processes. And out;
metaphysician-psychologist reads this work and praises it: the·
description of the processes and the study of the facts, he sayst
are good; but he is not satisfied. ''Pardon me'', he exclaims excit-·
edly, hearing people around him speak of the absolutely neW''
conception of psychology produced by this scientist, of his special;
method of scientific psychology. ''Pardon me'', the philosophe:fj
cries heatedly, ''in what work is this method expounded? WhYri
this work contains 'nothing but facts'. There is no trace in it ~t
a review of 'all the known philosophical theories of the soul'•;,
It is not the appropriate work at all!''
'
In the same way, of course, neither is Capital the appropriat~:
work for a metaphysician-sociologist who does not realise th&;
sterility of a priori arguments about the nature of society anq{
does not understand that such methods, instead of contributin~
'
to a study and elucidation of the problem, only serve to insinuat~.)
into the concept ''society" either the bourgeois ideas of the Brit...:r
ish shopkeeper or the petty-bourgeois socialist ideals of the;,,
Russian democrat-and nothing more. That is why all thes&':
theories of the philosophy of history arose and burst like soap- 'I.
bubbles, being at best a symptom of the social ideas and re4t..,. :i
tions of their time, and not advancing one hair's breadth man's
understanding of even a few, but real, social relations (and not
such as ''harmonise with human nature''). The gigantic step forward taken by Marx in this respect consisted precisely in that
he discarded all these arguments about society and J>rogress in
·general and produced a scientific analysis of one society and of one
•

progress-capitalist. And Mr. Mikhailovsky blames him for begin11i11g at the beginning and not at the ~nd, for having b_egun w~th
., 11 analysis of the facts and not with final conclusions, with
; study of particular, historically-determined social relations and
not with general theories about what these social relations conEi:ot of in general! And he asks: ''Where is the appropriate work?"
l), n1ost wise subjective sociologist!!
·
If our subjective philosopher had confined himself to mere
perplexity as to where, in which work, materialism is substantiated, it would not have been so bad. But, despite the fact that
lie did not find even an exposition, let alone a substantiation,
of the materialist conception of history anywhere (and maybe
just because he did not), he begins to ascribe to this doctrine
claims which it has never made. He quotes a passage from Blos
to the effect that Marx proclaimed an entirely new conception
of history, and without further ado goes on to declare that this
tl1eory claims to have ''explained to mankind its past", to have
explained ''the whole (sic!!?) past of mankind", and so on. But
this is utterly false! The theory only claims to explain the capitalist social organisation, and no other. If the application of
materialism to the analysis and explanation of one social formation yielded such brilliant results, it is quite natural that materialism in history already ceases to be a mere hypothesis and
becomes a scientifically tested theory; it is quite natural that
the necessity for such a method extends to other social formations,
e·ven though they have not been subjected to special factual
investigation and detailed analysis-just as the idea of transformism, which has been proved in relation to quite a large number
of facts, is extended to the whole realm of biology, even though
it has not yet been possible to establish with precision the fact
of their transformation for" certain species of animals and plants.
And just as transformism does not at all claim to explain the
''whole'' history of the formation of species, but only to place
the methods of this explanation on a scientific basis, so materialism in history has never claimed to explain everything, but
merely to .indicate the ''only scientific'', to use Marx's expression
(Capital), method of explaining history. 154 One may therefore
judge how ingenious, earnest and seemly are the methods of
controversy employed by Mr. Mikhailovsky when he first misrepr·esents Marx by ascribing to materialism in history the absurd
claims of ''explaining everything'', of finding ''the key to all
historical locks'' (claims which were, of course, refuted by Marx
immediately and in very biting style in his ''Letter'' 155 on Mikhai~ovsl(y's articles), then pulls faces at these claims of his own
invention, and, finally, accurately citing Engels' ideas-accurately because in this case a quotation and not a paraphrase is
21*
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given-to the effect that political economy as understood by th&;
materialists ''has still to be brought into being" and that ''such,
economic science as we possess up to the present is limited almost'1
exclusively to'' the history of capitalist society 156 -dra\vs the·
conclusion that ''these \vords greatly narrow the field of operation~
of economic nlaterialism" ! vVhat infinite naivete, or what infinite .
conceit a man must have to count on such tricks passing un.. 1,
noticed! First he misrepresents l\1arx, then pulls faces at his own 1
pack of lies, then accurately cites precise ideas-and now has;
the insolence to declare that they narrow the field of operation of·
economic materialism!
The kind and quality of Mr. Mikhailovsky's twisting may he·
seen from the following example: '' l\1arx nowhere substantiates ·'
them''-i.e., the foundations of tl1e theory of economic material,. i
ism-says Mr. Mikhailovsky. ''True, Marx and Engels thought'~
of writing a \Vork dealing with the history of philosophy and thef
philosophy of history, and even did \vrite one (in 1845-1846),,1
hut it was never published. Engels says: 'The finished portion;
[of this work157 ] consists of an exposition of the materialist conception of history which proves only how incomplete our knowl- .
edge of economic history still was at that time.' Thus," concludes
~fr. l\1ikhailovsky, ''the fundamental points of 'scientific social- ;
ism' and of the theory of economic materialism were discovered, i
and were then expounded in the ~!anifesto, at a time when, as i.
one of the authors himself admits, they were poorly equipped ·
with the knowledge needed for· such a work."
• ;
A charming way of criticising, is it not? Engels says that ;.
their knowledge of economic ''history'' was poor and that for !
this reason they did not publish their work of a ''general'' character ~;
on the history of philosophy. Mr. Mikhailovsky garbles this to •·
make it mean that their knowledge was poor ''for such a work" ·ii
·as the elaboration of ''the fundamental points of scientific social- ?t
ism'', that is, of a scientific criticism of the ''bourgeois" system, ''
already given in the Manifesto. One of t\vo things: either Mr. Mi• .'
khailovsky cannot grasp the difference between an attempt to '
embrace the whole philosophy of history, and an attempt to.
explain the bourgeois regime scientifically, or he in1agines that
Marx and Engels possessed insufficient knowledge for a criticism
of ip()litical economy. In that case, it is very cruel of him not to
acquaint us with his views on this insufficiency, and with his
arner1dments and additio11s. The decision by Marx and Engels '
n.ot to publish their worl\: on the history of philosophy and to
concentrate all their efforts on a scientific analysis of one social
organisation is only indicative of a very high degree of scienti~C
conscientiousness. Mr. Mikhailovsky's decision to twist this
by the little addition that J\c1arx and Engels expounded their
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,·ie\VS while themselves confessing that their knowledge was
ii1adequate to elaborate them, is only indicative of methods of
cor1troversy which testify neither to intellect nor to a se11se of
decency.
Here is another sample: ''More was done by Marx's alter ego,
Engels, to substantiate economic materialism as a theory of
history," says Mr. l\1ikhailovsky. ''He wrote a special historical
\vork, The Origin of the Family, Private Property and the State
iii th.e Light of (im Anschluss) the Researches of Morgan. This
· "\11schl uss' is truly noteworthy. The book of the American Morg<1n appeared many years after Marx and Engels had announced the
;Jrinciples of ecor1omic materialism and entirely independently of
it." And then, says JVIikhailovsky, ''the economic materialists
a:-sociated themselves'' with this book; moreover, since there was
110 class struggle in prehistoric times, they introduced an ''amendn1er1t'' to the formula of the materialist conception of history
i11dicating that, in addition to the production of material values,
o. determining factor is the production of man himself, i.e.,
11rocreation, which played a primary role in the primitive era,
wl1en the productivity of labour was still very undeveloped.
Engels says that ''Morgan's great merit lies in having ... found
in the groups based on ties of sex of the North American Indians
the key to the most irr1portant, hitherto insoluble, riddles of the
earliest Greek, Roman and German history. " 158
''And so," quoth Mr. Mikhailovsky in tl1is connection, ''at the
end of the forties an absolutely ne\v, materialist and truly scientific conception of history was discovered and proclaimed, and
it did for historical science what Darwin's theory did for modern
natural science." But this conception-J\cir .. Mikhailovsky once
rnore repeats-was never scientifically substantiated. ''Not only
\Vas it never tested in a large and varied field of factual material''
(Capital is ''not the appropriate'' work: it contains only facts and
painstaking investigations!), ''but was not even sufficiently motivated by at least a criticism and exclusion of other systems of
the philosophy of history." Engels' book-Herrri E. Duhrings
Umwalzung der Wissenschaft*-represents ''only \Vitty attempts
made in passing," and Mr. Mikhailovsky therefore considers it
11ossible to ignore completely the mass of essential questions
dealt with in that work, despite the fact that these '',vitty attempts
\·ery \Vittily show the emptiness of sociologies which ''start \Vith
utopias", and despite the fact that this work contains a detailed
criticism of the ''force theory'', which asserts that political and
legal systems determine economic systems and is so zealously
professed by the gentlemen who write in Russkoye Bogatstvo. Of
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course, it is much easier, is it not, to utter a few meaningless;
phrases about a work than to make a serious examination of leven one of the problems materialistically solved in it. And it l,
is also safe, for the censor will probably never pass a transla-tion ·t
of that book, and Mr. Mikhailovsky may, without fear for his _ ;
subjective philosophy, call it a witty book.
i·,
Even more characteristic and edifying (as an illustration to ,,
tl1e saying that man was given a tongue to conceal his thoughts- ;
or to lend vacuity the form of thought) are his comments on Marx's ·
Capital: ''There are brilliant pages of history in Capital, hut'' }
(that wonderful "but''! It is not so much a ''but'', as that famous '
''mais'', which translated into Russian means ''the ears never'..
grow higher than the forehead") ''by virtue of the very purpose ·
of the book they are devoted to only one definite historical period, ,.
and not so much affirm the basic propositions of economic mate- .
rialism as simply touch on the economic aspect of a certain group :
of historical phenomena." In other words, Capital-which is I
devoted solely to a study of capitalist society-gives a mate- !
rialist analysis of that society and its superstructures, ''hut"··.••.
l\1r. Mikhailovsky prefers to pass over this analysis: It deals, don't ;
you see, with only ''one'' period, whereas he, Mr. Mikhailovsky, ·
wants to embrace all periods, and to embrace them in such a way i
as not to speak of any one of them in particular. Of course, there i
is only one way to achieve this aim-i.e., to embrace all periods :1
without practically dealing with any one of them, and that is by :.
uttering commonplaces and phrases, ''brilliant'' and empty. And ·
nobody can compare with J\ir. Mikhailovsky in the art of dismissing matters with phrases. It seems that it is not worth dealing ;
(separately) with Marx's investigations because he, Marx, ''not so;
much affirms the basic propositions of economic materialism as sim- ;
ply touches on the economic aspect of a certain group of historical·!
phenomena''. What profundity! ''Does not affirm'', but "simply ;
touches on''! How simple it really is to obscure any issue by phrase- ,:
mongering! For instance, \Vhen Marx repeatedly shows how civil !,
equality, free contract and similar principles of the law-governed ·
state are based on relations among commodity producers-what ..·.
is that? Does he thereby affirm materialism, or ''simply'' touch '.
on it? With his characteristic modesty, our philosopher refrains ·
from replying on the substance of the matter and directly draws .
conclusions from his ''witty attempts" to talk brilliantly and say ·
nothing.
''No wonder," the conclusion runs, ''that forty years after the
announcement of the theory which claimed to elucidate world
history, ancient Greek, Ro1nan and German history were still
unsolved riddles for it; and the key to these riddles was provided,
firstly, by a man wl10 had absolutely no connection with the
1
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tlieory of economic materialism and knew nothing about it, and,
secondly, with the help of a factor which was not economic.
A rather amusing impression is produced by the term 'production
of man himself', i.e., procreation, which Engels seizes upon in
order to preserve at least a verbal connection with the basic
formula of economic materialism. He was, however, obliged to
, 1 rlmit that for many ages the life of mankind did not proceed
ir1 accordance with this formula. ''Your method of controversy
is indeed a '',vonder", Mr. Mikhailovsky. The theory was that
order to ''elucidate'' history one must seek the foundations
riot in ideological, but in material social relations. Lack of factual
r11aterial made it impossible to apply this method to an analysis
of certain very important phenomena in ancient European history-for instance, that of gentile organisation-which in conseq11ence remained a riddle.* But then, the wealth of material
collected by l\forgan in America enabled him to analyse the nature
of gentile organisation; and he came to the conclusion that its
explanation must be sought not in ideological (e.g., legal or religious), but in material relations. Obviously, this fact is a brillia11t confirmation of the materialist method, and nothing more.
And when Mr. Mikhailovsky flings the reproach at this doctrine
tl1at, firstly, the key to very difficult historical riddles was found
by a man ''who had absolutely no connection'' with the theory
of economic materialism, one can only wonder at the degree to
\vhich people can fail to distinguish what speaks in their favour
from what severely trounces them. Secondly-argues our philosopher-procreation is not an economic factor. But where have
you read in the works of Marx or Engels that they necessarily
spoke of economic materialism? When they described their world
outlook they called it simply materialism. Their basic idea
(quite definitely expressed", for instance, in the passage from Marx
quoted above) was that social relations are divided into material
and ideological. The latter merely constitute a superstructure on
the former, which take shape independent of the \Vill and conscious11ess of man as (the result) the form of man's activity to maintain
his existence. The explanation of political and legal formsMarx says in the passage quoted-must be sought in ''the material
conditions of life''. Mr. Mikhailovsky surely cloes not· think that
procreation relations are ideological'? The explanation given by
l\Ir. l\Iikhailovsky in this connection is so characteristic that
it deserves to be dwelt on. ''However much we exercise our inge-
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faces: what, says he, do you mean-a scientific conception of history, yet
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Yo11 \\•ill find that the problem of gentile organisation is one of tl1e most
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nuity on the question of 'procreation''', says he, ''and endeavour ·
to establish at least a verbal connection between it and economic 1
materialism, however much it may be interwoven in the complex i
web of phenomena of social life with other, including economic, ":
phenomena, it has its own physiological and psychical roots''. ;
(Are you telling babes and sucklings, Mr. Mikhailovsky, that · .·
procreation has physiological roots!? Who do you think you are
fooling?) ''.t\.nd this reminds us that the theoreticia11s of economic .
1naterialism failed to settle accounts not only with history, but .;
also with psychology. There can be no doubt that gentile ties ;
have lost their significance in the history of civilised countries, •.
but this can hardly be said with the same assurance of directly ,
sexual and family ties. They have, of course, undergone consid- (
erable modification under the pressure of the increasing com- ·
plexity of life i11 general, but with a certain amount of dialectical .::
dexterity it might be shown that not only legal, but also economic )
relations themselves constitute a 'sl1perstructure' on sexual and
family relations. We shall not dwell on this, but nevertheless
would at least point to the institution of inheritance."
At last our philosopher has been lucky ep.ough to leave the •
sphere of empty phrase-mongering* and approach facts, definite
facts, which can be verified and make it less easy to ''fool'' people
about the essence of the matter. Let us then see how our critic
of Marx shows that the institution of inheritance is a superstructu.re on sexual and family relations. ''What is transmitted by
inheritance," argues Mr. Mikhailovsky, ''is the products of economic production" (''the products of economic pi·oduction''ll
How literate! Ho'v sonorous! What elegant language!) ''and .
the very institution of inheritance is to a certain degree deter- ;
mined by the fact of economic competition. But, firstly, non- 1"
material values are also transmitted by inheritance-as expressed '·
in the concern to bring up children in the spirit of their fathers."
So the upbringing of children is part of the institl1tion of inheritance! The Russian Civil Code, for example, contains a clause
saying that ''parents must endeavour by home upbringing to
train tl1eir" (i.e., their children's) ''morals and to further the
aims of government". Is this what our philosopher calls the
institution of inheritance?-''and, secondly, even confining our.,.
selves solely to the economic sphere, if the institution of inheritance is inconceivable without the products of production trans-

*

!JY. \Vhat otl1er nam~, indeed, can one call tl1e device by \Vhicl1 the
mater1al1sts are accused of not having settled accounts ,,·ith 11istory, ,vithout, ho\ve'.'er1 an attempt being made to examine a single one of the numerous m_at~r1al1st explana~ions of various l1istorical riroblems given by the
mater1al1sts?-or by '''h1ch the statement is 1nade that \Ve could prove it
but \Ve shall not bother about it?
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roitted by inheritance, it is just as unthinkable without the
products of 'procreation', withou~ the~ and without that con,i,plex and intense psychology which directly adheres to them .
(Do pay attention to the language: a complex psychology ''adheres
to'' the products of procreation! That is really exquisite!) And so,
the institution of inheritance is a superstructure on family and
sexual relations, because inheritance is inconceivable witho':t
procreation! Why, this is a veritable d~scovery of An:erica! ynt~l
. no\V everybody believed that p~ocreation can exp~ain the in~ti
tution of inheritance just as little as the necessity for taking
food can explain the institution of property. Until now everybody
15
thought that if, for instance, in the era w~en. the fie! sys~em i>
tlourished in Russia, the land was not transmissible by inheritance
(because it \Vas regarded as conditio:r:al. p_roperty only~, the ex~la
nation was to be sought in the peculiarities of the social organisation of the time. Mr. Mikhailovsky presumably thinks that the
explanation of the matter is simply that the psychology \Vhich
adhered to tl1e products of procreation of the fiefholder of that
time was distinguished by insufficient complexity.
.
Scratch the ''friend of the people" -\Ve may say, paraphrasing
the familiar saying-and you will find a bourgeois. Really, what
other meaning can attach to Mr. lVIikhailovsky's reflections on
tl1e connection between the institution of inheritance and the
upbringing of children, the ps.rchol_ogy of _pr_ocreation, and so 011,
except that the institution of i11heritance is Just as eternal, ~ssei:
tial and sacred as the upbringing of children? True, Mi·. Mikhailovsky tried to leave himself a loophole by declaring t~at ''the
institution of inheritance is to a certain degree determined by
the fact of economic competition", but that is nothing but an
attempt to avoid giving a definite answe: to t~e question, and
a futile attempt at that. How can we give this statement our
consideration when we are not told a single word as to exactly
what ''certain degree'' inheritance depends on com~etition, _a11d
when absolutely no explanation is given on what in _fac~ gi;es
rise to this connection between competition and the institution
of inheritance? Actually, the institution of inherit~nce presun;ies
the existence of private property, and th~ latter arises o_nl~ ~1th
the appearance of exchange. Its basis is in ~he a~ready inc1p1er1t
specialisation of social labour and the al1enat1on of products
on the market. So long, for instance, as all the members of the
primitive American Indian community produced i11 c_ommo:r: all
the articles they required, private property was impossible.
But when division of labour invaded the community and its
members proceeded,· individual!~, to engage in the _producti_on
of some one article and to sell it on the market, this material
isolation of the commodity producers found expression in the
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~nstitution of private property. Both private property and inher.·'
ltance are categori.e~ of a social order in which separate, small'.
(monogamous) fam1l1es hav~ alr~ady b~en formed and exchange:1
has begun to develop. l\1r. M1kha1lovsky s example proves exactly.
the opposite of what he wanted to prove.
··~
M.r. Mikh~il~vsky gi,yes another factual reference-and thisi~
~oo is a gem in i~s ~ay! . As r~,gards gentile ties," he says, continu..;!
ing to put mater1.al~sm right, they paled in the history of civilised'}
peoples partly, it. is ,~rue, under the rays of the influence of the ;;
fo:ms of production (another subterfuge, only more obvious . •
~till. Exactly what forms of production? An empty phrase!), ~
but pa.rtl;v: they. beca~e dissolved in their own continuation and:
gene:al1sa.t1on-1n national ties." And so, national ties are a ,i
co1:1t1nuat1on and generalisation of gentile ties! Mr. Mikhailovsky J
evidently, borrows his ideas on the history of society from th~;:
tales taught t? schoool. children. The history of society-this 1
copybook maxim ru~s-1s that first there was the family, that i
?ucleus of.every society,* then-we are told-the family grew'.
into the ~r1be, and the. tribe grew into the state. If Mr. Mikhai- ;
lovsky with a solemn air re.peats this childish nonsense, it merely ,
1
sho~s-apart from everything else-that he has not the slightest .
n~t1on of the course taken even by Russian history. While one '
might speak of. gentile life in ancient Rus, thel"e can be no doubt '
that. by .the Middle Ages, the era of the Moscovite tsars, these ,
gent1~e ~1es no longer existed, that is to say, the state was based on·.
assoc1at1ons that were not gentile at all, but local: the landlords
and the monasteries acquired peasants from various localities
a?d the communities thus formed were purely territorial associa~
t1ons. But one could hardly speak of national ties in the true
:sense ?f the term at t.ha~ ti~e.: the state split into separate ''lands'',
sometimes even pr1nc1palit1es, which preserved strong traces
-0f ~he former autonomy, peculiarities of administration, at times
their o'vn troops (the local boyars went to war at the head of their
own companies).' their own. tari~ frontiers, and so forth. Only
the modern period of Russian history (approximately from the
s?venteenth centur~) is characterised by the actual amalgamat10~ of all such regions, lands and principalities into one whole.
This amalgamation, most esteemed Mr. Mikhailovsky was
brought ab?ut :'1-ot ?Y gentile ties, nor even by their contin~ation
and genera!isat1on: it was brought about by the increasing exchange
among regions, the gradually growing circulation of commodities
and the concentration of the small local markets into a single:
*. This is a purely bourgeois idea: separate, small families came to pre?om1na~e o~ly 1;1nder the b_our~eois regime; they \Vere entirely non-existent
in ~reh1~tor~c t11nes. N oth1ng 1s more characteristic of tl1e bourgeois than
the application of the fea t11rcs of the modern system to all times arid peoples.
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all-Russia market. Since the leaders an~ masters of th~s proc~ss
were the merchant capitalists, the creation of. th~se national ti~s
,vas nothing else than the creation of bourgeois ties. By bo~h his
factual references Mr. Mikhailovsky has only .belabou:ed ~1mself
aild given us nothing but examp.les ?f b.ourgeo~s ba~al1ty; banality'', because he explained the inst1tut1?n o~ inheritance. by ~ro~
c.reation and its psychology, and nat101:1ality by gentile ties,
''bourgeois'', because he took the categor~es and superstructures
of one historically definite social formation (that based ~n ?xchange) for categories as general and eternal as the upbr1ng1ng
of children and ''directly" sexual ties.
What is highly characteristic here is that as soon as our subjective philosopher tried to pass from phrases to concrete facts
he got himself into a mess. And ap~arently he feel~ very m':ch
at ease in this not over-clean positio~: there he sits, preening
himself and splashing filth all aro_und him. tt:e wants, !or instance,
to refute the thesis that history is a success~on of ep1sod~s of the
class struggle and so declaring with an air of profundity that
this is ''extre'me'', he' says: ''The International Working l\1en 's
Association,160 formed by Marx and organised for the purposes
of the class struggle, did not prevent the French an~ . German
workers from cutting each other's throats and despo.1l11:1g each
other'' -something, he avers, which proves tha~ mater1al~sm has
not settled accounts ''with the demon of national vanity and
national hatred". Such an assertion reveals the critic's utter
failure to understand that the very real interests of. th~ comme~
cial and industrial bourgeoisie constitute the principal basis
of this hatred, and that to talk of national sentiment as an ind~
pendent factor is only to obscure the essence of the matter. Incidentally, ,ve have already seen 'v.hat a profound idea of nationality
our philosopher has. Mr. Mikhailovsky cannot refer to the Inter161
national except with the irony of a Bur~nin.
''.l\i~rx was .the
head of the International Working l\ Ien s Association, which,
it is true has fallen to pieces, but is due to be resurrected."
Of course,' if the nee plus ultra of internatio~al solidarity ~s to be
seen in a system of ''fair'' exch~~ge.' on '\vh1~h t.he chronicler of
home affairs expatiates with ph1list1ne banality in No. 2 of Ru~
skoye Bogatstvo, and if it is not .understood that exchange, fa~r
or unfair, always presupposes and inclu~es the rule of ~h~ bourg?o1sie, and that the cessation of international clashes i_s impossible
unless the economic organisation based on exchange_ is destroyed,
then it is understandable that there should be nothing but sneers
for the International. Then one can understand that l\llr. Mikhailovsky cannot grasp the' simple truth that ther_e. is no other .":ay
of combating national hatred than by. organising and un1t1ng
the oppressed class for a struggle against the oppressor class
1
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in each separate country, than by uniting such national
working-class organisations into a single international workingclass army to fight international capital. As to the statement that
the I?ternationa~ d_id not prevent the workers from cutting each
others throats, it is enough to remind Mr. Mikhailovsky of the
event~ of the Co~mune, \vhich showed the tr11e attitude of the
organise~ prol~tar1at to _the ruling classes e11gaged in war.
Wha,t i~ particularly disgusting in all this polemic of Mr. Mikhailovs~y s is the methods he en1ploys. If he is dissatisfied with the
tactics of th~ International, if he does not share the ideas in the
name of which the European workers are organising let him at
least criticise them bluntly and openly, and expou~d his idea
of 'Yh~t would b~ more expedient tactics and more correct views.
~s it is, no -~efinite and clear objections are made, and all we get
is sense~ess Jibes scattered here and there among a \Velter of phrase~on~er1ng. What can one call this but filth, especially if we bear
~n mind that defence of the ideas and tactics of the International
is not. leg~lly allowed in Russia? Such too are the methods
Mr. ~ikhail_ovsky em~loys. when he argues against the R11ssian
Marxists: without taking the trouble to formulate any of their
t~eses conscientiously and accurately, so as to subject them to
direct a~d definite criticism, he prefers to fasten on fragments
of Marxist arguments he happens to have heard and to garble
them. Judge _for yo11rs_elves: ''Marx was too i'ntelligent and too
l~arne_d to thin~ that it was he who discovered the idea of the
historical necess~~y and conformity to law of social phenomeria ....
The lower rungs· (of the Marxist ladder)* ''do not know this''
~that ''the id~a of historical necessity is not something new,
;,nve11ted or discovered by Marx, but a long established truth''),
. or, at least, they have only a vague idea of the centuries of
intellectual effort and energy spent on the establishment of this
truth.''
. Of course, statements of this kind may very well make an impression on pe~ple who hear of Marxism for the first time and in their
case the aim of the critic may be easily achieved' namely to
garble_, sc?ff and, ''con_quer'' (the word used, it is 'said, about
Mr. M1kha1lovsky s articles by contributors to Russkoye Bogatstvo).
Anybody who has any knowledge at all of Marx will immediately

·
.·
· .•
;

*k Re~arding tl1i_s meaningless term it should be stated that Mr. Mil>:haif1ovs Y giv.~~ a special place to ~~r.x (wl10 is too intellige11t and too learned
or 0ur) crftic toh be able to criticise any of his propositions directly and
open 1Y , a er. 'v om he places Engels ("not such a creative mind") next~
more or less independ~nt ~en like I\.autsky-and then the other Marxists.
~fiela, c~I't~u~~ a classific_ation have any serious value? If the critic is dissate. popularisers of l\farx, 'vhat prevents him from correcting
ie w
them on_ tl1e basis of Marx? He does nothi11a of the kind H
· d tl
t
to be witty-but his 'vit fell flat.
"
. . e evi en Y mean
,
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perceive the utter falsity and sham of such methods. One may not
agree with Marx, but one cannot deny that he formulated with
the utmost precision those of his views which constitute ''something
riew'' in relation to the earlier socialists. The something new c0nsisted in the fact that the earlier socialists thought that to substantiate their views it was enough to show the oppression of the
masses under the existing regime, to show the superiority of
a system under which every man would receive what he himself
had produced, to sho\v that this ideal system harmonised with
''human nature'', with the conception of a rational and moral
life and so forth. JV1arx found it impossible to content himself
witb such a socialism. He did not confine himself to describing
the existing system, to judging it and condemning it; he gave
a scientific explanation of it, reducing that existing system, which
differs in the different European and non-European countries,
to a common basis-the capitalist social formation, the laws
of the functioning and development of which he subjected to an
objective analysis (he showed the necessity of exploitation under
that system). In just the same way he did not find it possible
to content himself with asserting that only the socialist system
harmonises with human nature, as was claimed by the great
utopian socialists and by their wretched imitators, the subjective
sociologists. By this same objective analysis of the capitalist
system, he proved the necessity of its tr~nsformation int_o t~e
socialist system. (Exactly how he proved this and how Mr. Mikhailovsky objected to it is something we shall have to refer to again.)
That is the source of those references to necessity which are frequently to be met with amon~ Marxists. Th~ di~tortio~ which
l\1r. Mikhailovsky introduced into the question is obvious: he
omitted the whole factual content of the theory, its whole essence,
and presented the matter as though the whole theory amounts
to the one \vord ''necessity" (''one cannot refer to this alone in
complex practical affairs''), as though the proof of the theory is
that this is what historical necessity demands. In other words,
sayi11g nothi11g about the content of the doctrine, he seiz~d only
on its label, and again started to pull faces at that which was
''simpl·y the worn-out coin'', he had worked so hard to transform
Marx's teaching into. We shall not, of course, try to follo\V up his
clowning, because we are already sufficiently acquainted with
that sort of thing. Let him cut capers for the amusement and
satisfactio11 of JVIr. Burenin (wl10 not without good reason patted
162
Mr. Mikhailovsky on the back in N ovoye Vremya),
let him,
after paying his respects to JVlarx, yelp at him from round the
corner: ''his controversy with the utopians and idealists is onesided as it is,'' i.e., as it is witl1011t the Marxists repeating its
~rguments. We cannot call such sallies anything else but yelping,
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because he does not adduce one single factual, definite and veri- ;
fl.able objection to this polemic, so that however willing we '
might be to discuss the subject, since we consider this controversy ·
extremely important for the settlement of Russian socialist 1
problems-,ve simply cannot reply to the yelping, and can only ·
shrug our shoulders and say:
·
Mighty must the pug-dog be, if at the elephant barketh he!

Not without interest is the next thing Mr. lVIikhailovsky has
to say about historical necessity, because it reveals, if only
partly, the real ideological stock-in-trade of ''our well-known
so.ciologist'' (the title enjoyed by Mr. Mikhailovsky, equally
with Mr. V.V., among the liberal members of our ''cultured
society''). He speaks of ''the conflict between the idea of historical
necessity and the significance of individual activity'': socially
active figures err in regarding themselves as active, when as a matter of fac:t they are ''activated'', ''marionettes, manipulated from
a mysterious underground by the immanent laws of historical
necessity'' -such, he claims, is the conclusion to be drawn from
this idea, which he therefore characterises as ''sterile'' and ''diffuse'' ..
Pr?bably not every reader knows where Mr. Mikhailovsky got all ·
th~s ~onsense about mar~onettes and the like. The point is that '
this is one of the favourite hobby-horses of the subjective philosopher-the idea of the conflict between determinism and morali t_y, between historical necessity and the significance of the individual. He has filled reams of paper on the subject and has
uttered an infinite amount of sentimental, philistine nonsense in
orde~ t~ s.ettle this conflict in favour of morality and the role of
the individual. Actually, there is no conflict here at all· it has
been invented by Mr. Mikhailovsky, who feared (not ~ithout
reason) that determinism would cut the ground from under the
phi.listine morality he loves so dearly. The idea of determinism,
which postulates that huinan acts are necessitated and rejects
the absu~d tale about free will, in no way destroys man's reason
or conscience, o~ .appr~isal of his actions. Quite the contrary,
only. the .determinist view makes a strict and correct appraisal
P?Ssibl~ ~nstead of attributing everything you please to free
will. Similarly, the idea of historical necessity does not in the
~east undermine the role of the individual in history: all history
is :r;nade up of the actions of individuals, who are undoubtedly
act~ve fig~1r~s. The real question that arises in appraising the
social activity of an individual is: what conditions ensure the
success of his actions, what guarantee is there that these actions
wil.l not r~main an ~solated act lost in a welter of contrary acts?
This also is a question answered differently by Social-Democrats
and by the other Russian socialists: how must actions aimed at
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bringing about the socialist system attract the masses in order
to yield serious fruits? Obviously, the answer to this question
depends directly and immediately on the way in \Vhich the grouping of social forces in Russia and the class struggle which forms
the substance of Russian reality are understood; and here too::Vlr. Mikhailovsky merely wanders all round the question, without
even attempting to formulate it precisely a11d furnish an answer.
The Social-Democratic answer to the question is based, as \Ve
kr1ow, on the view that the Russian economic system constitutes
·a bourgeois society, from which there can be only one way out,
the one that necessarily follows from the very nature of the bo11rgeois system, namely, the class struggle of the proletariat against
the bourgeoisie. Obviously, criticism that is serious should be
directed either against the view that ours is a bourgeois system,
or against the conception of the nature of this system and the
laws of its development; but Mr. Mikhailovsky does not even
dream of dealing with serious questions. He prefers to dispose
of matters with vapid phrase-mongering about necessity being
too general a bracket and so on. But then, Mr. Mikhailovsky,
any idea will be too general a bracket if you treat it like an egg
from which you throw out the meat and then begin playing with
the shell! This outer shell, which hides the really serious and
burning questions of the day, is Mr. Mikhailovsky's favourite·
sphere, and with particular pride he stresses the point, for example,
that ''economic materialism ignores or throws a wrong light on the
question of heroes and the crowd". Pray note-the question the conflicts of which classes make up contemporary Russian reality and
what is its basis, is probably too general for Mr. Mikhailovsky,
and he evades it. On the other hand, the question of what relations
exist between the hero and the crowd-whether it is a crowd
of workers, peasants, factory owners, or landlords, is one that.
interests him extremely. Maybe these questions are ''interesting",
but to rebuke the materialists for devoting all their efforts to the
settlement of problems that directly concern the liberation of the
labouring class is to be an admirer of philistine science, nothing
more. Concluding his "criticism'' (?) of materialism, Mr. Mikhailovsky ·makes one more attempt to misrepresent the facts and
performs one more manipulation. Having expressed doubt about
the correctness of Engels' opinion that Capital was hushed up
by the official economists 163 (a doubt he justifies on the curious
grounds that there are numerous universities in Germany!),
lVIr. Mikhailovsky says: ''Marx did not have this particular circle
of readers" (workers) ''in view, but expected something from men
of science too." That is absolutely untrue. lVIarx understood very
well how little impartiality and scientific criticism he could
expect from the bourgeois scientists and in the Afterword to the
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second edition of Capital he expressed himself very definitely
on this score. There he says: ''The appreciation which Das Kapital
rapidly gained in wide circles of the German working class is the
best reward of my labours. Herr Mayer ... who in economic matters
represents the bourgeois point of view, in a pamphlet published
d l1ring tl1e Franco-German War, aptly expounded the idea that
the great capacity for theory (der grosse theoretische Sinn), which
used to be considered a hereditary German possession, had almost
completely disappeared amongst the so-called ed11cated classes
in Germany, but that amongst its 'vorking class, on the ·contrary, '
that capacity was celebrating its revival." 164
The manipulation again concerns materialism and is entirely
in the style of the first sample. ''The theory (of materialism) has
never been scientifically substantiated and verified." Such is the
thesis. The proof: ''Individual good pages of historical content
in the works of Engels, Kautsky and some others also (as in
the esteemed work of Blas) might \vell dispense with the
label of economic materialism, since" (note the ''since"!), ''in
fact" (sic!), ''they take the sum total of social life into account,
even though the economic note predominates in the chord''.
And tl1e conclusion-''Economic materialism has not justified
itself in science."
A familiar trick! To prove that the theory lacks foundation,
1'Ir. Mikhailovsky first distorts it by ascribing to it the absurd
intention of not taking the sum total of social life into account,
'vhereas quite the opposite is the case: the materialists (Marxists)
were the first socialists to raise the issue of the need to analyse
all aspects of social life, and not only the economic*-then he
declares that ''in fact'' the materialists have ''effectively'' explained '

*

This 1'.as been quite clearly expressed in Capital and in the tactics
of the Social-Democrats, as compared \Vi th the earlier socialists. l\farx directly demanded tl1at matters must not he confined to the economic aspect. .
In 1843, \Vhen drafting the programme for a projected magazine, Marx wrote ,f
to R ugel 65: "Tl1e \Vhole socialist principle is again only one aspect .... We, on , }'
ou!· part, must devote equal attention to the other aspect, the theoretical ··
existence of man, and consequently must make religion, science, and so
forth an object of our criticism .... Just as religion represents the table of
contents of the theoretical conflicts of mankind, the political state represents
the table of contents of man's practical conflicts. Thus, the politic al state,
witl1in tl1e limits of its form, expresses sub specie rei publicae (from the
political standpoint) all social conflicts, needs and interests. Hence to make
a most special political question -e.g., the differenc.e between the socialestate system and the representative system-an object of criticism by
no m.ea~s implies descending from the haute11r des principes (the height
of pr1nc1ples.-Ed.) since this question expresses in political language the
difference bet,veen the rule of man and the rule of private property. This
means that the critic not only may hut must deal with these political questions (which the inveterate socialist considers un\vorthy of attention). " 168
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tlte sum total of social life by economics (a fact which obviously demolishes the author)-and finally he dra,vs the conclusion
that materialism ''has not justified itself". Yot1r manipulations,
ho,vever, Mr. nfil(hailovsky, have justified themselves magnificently!
This is all that Mr. Mikhailovsky advances in ''refutatio11''
of materialism. I repeat, there is no criticism here, it is nothing
b11t en1pty and pretentious babbling. If we were to ask anybody
at all v;hat objections Mr. Mikhailovsky has raised against the
vie\V that prod11ction relations form the basis of all others; ho\v
he has refuted tl1e correctness of the concept of the social formation and of the natural-historical development of these formations
elaborated by l\farx using the materialist method; how he 11as
proved the fallacy o~ the mat.erialist explanations. of various
l1istorical problems given, for instance, by the writers he has
mentioned-the answer would have to be that Mr. Mil{hailovsky
has raised no objections, has advanced no refutation, indicated
no fallacies. He has merely beaten about the bush, trying to cover
up the essence of the matter with phrases, and in passing has
i11\'e11ted various paltry subterfuges.
v\1 e can hardly expect anything serious of such a critic when
l1e continues in No. 2 of Russkoye B ogatstvo to refute Marxism.
The only difference is that his inventiveness in the sphere of
1nanipulations is already exhausted and he is beginning to use
other people's.
He starts out by holding forth on the ''complexity" of social
life: why, he says, even galvanism is connected with economic
1naterialism, because Galvani's experiments ''prodt1ced an impression"' on Hegel, too. Wonderful wit! One could just as easily
connect Mr. niikhailovsky with the Emperor of Cl1ina! \Vhat
follows from this, except that there are people 'vl10 find pleas11re
i11 talking nonsense?! ·
''The essence of the historical process,'' Mr. l\fikhailovsky contirrues, ''whicl1 is elusive in general, has also eluded the doctrine
of economic materialism, although this apparently rests on t,v·o
iiillars: the discovery of the all-determining sigr1if1cance of tl1e
forn1s of prodt1ction and exchange and the incontrovertibility
c>f the d·ialectical process.''
r\nd so tl1e r11aterialists rest their case on the ''inconti'O''ertibility" of the dialectical process! In other words, they base their
sociological tl1eories on Hegelian tria.ds. ~ere ~e 11ave the st?ck
111etl1od of accusir1g l\1arxism of Hegelian d1alect1cs, a11 acct1sation
tl1t1t niight be tho11ght to have been worn threadbare enough by
l\'larx's bot1rgeois critics. Unable to advance any fundament<:1l
argL1n1ent agair1st tl1e doctrine, these gentlen1en fastened on l\Iarx 's
rnar1r1er of expression and attacked the origin of the theory, thinki1tg tl1ereby to t111dermine its esse11ce. And 1'Ir. l\Iikhailovsl~y
'>"
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makes no bones about resorting to such methods. I-le uses a chapter .'.
from Engels' Anti-Diihring167 as a pretext. Replying to Diihring, ;
who had attacked Marx's dialectics, Engels says that Marx never ,
dreamed of ''proving'' anything by means of rlegelian triads, ;,
that lVIarx only studied and investigated the real process, and 1
that the sole criterion of theory recognised by hin1 was its con- .;
formity to reality. If, however, it sometimes happe11ed that the i:
development of some particular social phenomenon fitted in 'vith
the Hegelian scheme, namely, thesis-negation-negation of the
negation, there is nothing surprising about that, for it is no rare
thing in nature at all. And Engels proceeds to cite examples
from natural history (the development of a seed) and the social
sphere-as, for instance, that first there was primitive communism, then private property, and then the capitalist socialisation of labour; or that first there was primitive materialism, then
idealism, and then scientific materialism, and so forth. It is "
clear to everybody that the main weight of Engels' argument is '.
that materialists must correctly and accurately depict the actual · ,
historical process, and that insistence on dialectics, the selection
of examples to demonstrate the correctness of the triad, is nothing •
but a relic of the Hegelianism out of which scientific socialism
has grown, a relic of its manner of expression. And, indeed, once
it has been categorically declared that to ''prove" anything by
triads is absurd, and that nobody even thought of doing so,· ,
what significance can attach to examples of ''d,ialectical'' processes? ,·i,
Is it not obvious that this merely points to the origin of the doctrine :)
and nothing more? Mr. Mikhailovsky himself sees it when he 'L
says that the theory should not be blamed for its origin. But
in order to discer11 in Engels' arguments something more than
the origin of the theory, proof should obviously be offered that
the materialists 11ave settled at least one historical p1·oblem ·
by means of triads, and not on the strength of the pertinent facts.
Did Mr. Mikhailovsky attempt to prove this? Not a bit of it.
On the contrary, he was himself obliged to admit that ''l\farx
filled the empty dialectical scheme so full with factual content
that it can be removed from this content like a lid from a bowl
without changing anything" (as to the exception which Mr. Mikhai- ·
lovsky makes here-regarding the future-we shall deal with it
anon). If that is so, why is Mr. l\1ikhailovsky making so much fuss
about this lid that changes nothing? Why does he say that the
materialists ''rest" their case on the incontrovertibility of the
dialectical process? Why, when he is combating this lid, does
he declare that he is combating one of the ''pillars" of scientific
socialism, wl1ich is a downright untruth?
It goes without saying that I shall not examine how Mr. Mikhailovsky analyses the exan1ples of triads, because, I repeat,· this
•

''

I
'

has no connection whatever either with scientific materialism
or with Russian Marxism. But there is one interesting question:i
,vhat grounds had Mr. Mikhailovsky for so distorting the attitude of Marxists to dialectics? Two grounds: firstly, Mr. Mikhailovsky, as the saying goes, heard the tolling of a bell, but whence
it came he could not tell; secondly, Mr. Mikhailovsky performed
(or, rather, borrowed from Diihring) one more piece of subterfuge.
Ad 1)* When reading Marxist literature, Mr. Mikhailovsky
constantly came across references to the ''dialectical method" in
social science, ''dialectical thinking", again in the sphere of social
problems (which alone is in question), and so forth. In his simplicity of heart (it were well if it were only simplicity) he took it
for granted that this method consists in solving all sociological
problems in accordance with the laws of the Hegelian triad. Had
11e been just a little more attentive to the matter in hand he could
not but have become convinced of the absurdity of this notion.
What Marx and Engels called the dialectical method-as against
the metaphysical-is. nothing else than the scientific method
in sociology, which consists in regarding society as a living organism in a state of constant development (and not as something
111echanically concatenated and therefore permitting all sorts
of arbitrary combinations of separate social elements), an organism the study of which requires an objective analysis of the
production relations that constitute the given social formation
and an investigation of its laws of functioning and development.
\Ve shall endeavour below to illustrate the relation between the
dialectical method and the metaphysical (to which concept the
subjective method in sociology undoubtedly also belongs) by
lVIr. Mikhailovsky's own arguments. For the present we shall
only observe that anyone who reads the definition and description
of the dialectical method given either by Engels (in the polemic
against Diihring: Socialism: Utopian and Scientific) or by Marx
(various comments in Capital, in the Afterword to the second
edition, and in The Poverty of Philosophy) will see that the Hegelian triads are not even mentioned, and that it all amounts to
regarding social evolution as the natural historical process of
clevelopment of social-economic formations. In confirmation of
this I shall cite in extenso the description of the dialectical
rnethod given in Vestnik Yevropy, 168 1872, No. 5 (in the article
"1'he Standpoint of Karl Marx's Critiqt1e of Political Economy'' 169),
wl1ich Marx quotes in the Afterword to the second edition of
Capital. Marx says that the method he en11)loyed in Capital
had been poorly understood. ''German reviews, of course, shriek
out at 'Hegelian sophistics'." And in order to illtistrate his method
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more clearly, l\1arx quotes the description of it given in the article
mentioned. The one thing of importance to Marx, it is there stated
is to fi.nd the law governing the phenomena he is inve~tigating'.
and of particular importance to him is the law of change, the
development of those phenomena, of their transition from one
form into another, from one order of social relations to another.
Consequently, Marx is concerned with one thing only: to show
by rigid scientifi.c investigation, the necessity of the given orde;
of social relations, and to establish, as fully as possible, the facts
that serve him as fundamental points of departure. For this purpose
it is quite enough if, while proving the necessity of the present
order of things, he at the same time proves the necessity of
another order which must inevitably grow out of the preceding
one regardless of whether men believe in it or not, whether
they are conscious of it or not. Marx treats the social movement
as a process of natural history, governed by laws not only independent of human will, consciousness and intentions, but, rather
on the contrary, determining the will, consciousness and inten~
tions of men. (This for the information of the subjectivist gentlemen, who separate social evolution from the evolution of natural
history merely because man sets himself conscious ''aims" and
is guided by defi.nite ideals.) If the conscious element plays so
subordinate a part in the history of civilisation, it is self-evident
that a critique whose subject is civilisation, can least of all take
as its basis any form of, or any result of, consciousness. That
is to say, that not the idea, but the external, objective phenomenon alone can serve as its point of departure. Criticism must consist in comparing and contrasting the given fact with another
fact and not with the idea; the one thing of moment is that both
facts be investigated as accurately as possible, and that they
actually form, in respect of each other, different moments of
-development; but most important of all is that an equally accurate investigation be made of the whole series of known states
their sequence and the relation between the different stages of
development. l\1arx rejects the very idea that the laws of economic life are one and the same for the past and the present. On the
contrary, every historical period has its own laws. Economic life
constitutes a phenomenon analogous to the history of evolution
in other branches of biology. Earlier economists misunderstood
the nature of economic laws wl1en they likened them to the la\VS
of physics and chemistry. A more thorough analysis sho\VS that
social organisms differ among themselves as fundamentally as
plants or animals. Setting himself the task of investigating the
capitalist economic organism from this point of vie\V, Marx
thereby formt1lates, in a strictly scientific manner, the aim that
every accurate investigation into economic life must have. The
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sc~enti?c value of such an inquiry ~ie.s in disclosing the special
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(historical) laws that regulate the origin, existence, clevelopment,
<1nd death of a given social organism and its replacement by
another and higher organism.
Such is the description of the dialectical method which Marx
fished out of the mass of ·magazine and newspaper comments
on Capital, and which he translated into German, because this
description of the method, as he himself says, is absolutely correct. The question arises, is so much as even a single word said
here about triads, trichotomies, the incontrovertibility of the
clialectical I?rocess and ~uchlike nonsense, which Mr. Mikhailovsky
battles against so valiantly? Following this description, l\1arx
says plainly that his method is the ''direct opposite" of Hegel's
111ethod. According to Hegel the development of the idea, in
conformity with the dialectical laws of the triad, cletermines the
development of the real world. And it is only in that case, of
course, that one can speak of the importance of the triads, of the
incontrovertibility of the dialectical process. ''With me, on the
contrary," says Marx, ''the ideal is nothing but the reflection of the
material." And the whole matter thus amounts to an ''affi.rmative
recognition of the existing state of things and of its inevitable
development''; no other role is left for the triads than that of the
lie! and the shell (''I coquetted with the modes of expression
peculiar to Hegel," Marx says in this same Afterword), in which
only philistines could be interested. How, then, we may ask,
should we judge a man who set out to criticise one of the ''pillars''
of scientific materialism, i.e., dialectics, and began to talk
about all sorts of things, even about frogs and Napoleon, but not
~1bout what dialectics is, whether the development of society
is really a process of na~ural history, whether the materialist
?oncept of social-economic formations as special social organisms
is correct, whether the methods of objective analysis of these
formations are right, whether social ideas really clo 11ot determine
social development but are themselves determined by it, and
so forth? Can one assume only a lack of understanding in this
case?
. ,~d 2) * After this ''criticism'' of dialectics, lVIr. 11ikhailovsky
111~putes these methods of proving things ''by means of" Hegelian
~1·1ads to Marx, and, of course, victoriously combats them. ''Regard-.
ing the future," he says, ''the immanent laws of society are based
pu1·ely on dialectics." (This is the exception referred to above.)
.\Iarx 's arguments on the inevitability of the exp1·opriation of
the_ expropriators by virtue of the laws of development of capitalism are ''purely dialectical''. l\larx's ''ideal'' of the common
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ownership of lar1d and capital ''in the sense of its inevitability
and indubitability rests entirely at the end of the Hegelian
three-term chair1".
This argume11t is taken in its entirety from Diihring, \Vho expounds
it in his ''Kritische Geschichte der N ationaloekonomie und des
Sozialismus" (3-te Aufl., 1879. S. 486-87). * But Mr. Mikhailovsky ,,;
says not a word about Diihring. Perhaps, incidentally, he arrived
independently at this way of garbling Marx?
Engels gave a splendid reply to Diihring, and since he also
quotes Diihring's criticism we shall confine ourselves to Engels'
reply. 170 Tl1e reader will see that it fully applies to Mr. Mikhailovsky. ·
'''This historical sketch' (of the genesis of the so-called primitive
accumulation of capital in England) 'is relatively the best part
of Marx's book,"' says Diihring, '''and would be even better if it
had not relied on the dialectical crutch to help out its scholarly
crutch. The Hegelian negation of the negation, in default of
anything better and clearer, has in fact to serve here as the midwife to deliver the future from the womb of the past. The abolition of ''individual property'', which since the sixteenth century "
has been effected in the way indicated above, is the first negation. .·.
It will be followed by a second, which bears the character of ·'
a negation of the negation, and hence of a restoration of ''individual property", but in a higher form, based on common ownership
of land and of the instr~ments of labour. Herr Marx calls this
ne\V ''individual property" also ''social property'', and in this
there appears the Hegelian higher unity, in which the contradiction is supposed to be sublated'" (aufgehoben-a specific Hegelian
term), '''that is to say, in the Hegelian verbal jugglery, both over-·
come and preserved ....
'''According to this, the expropriation of the expropriators is,
as it were, the automatic result of historical reality in its materially external relations.... It would be difficult to convince
a sensible man of the necessity of the common o\vnership of land
and capital, on the basis of credence in Hegelian word-juggling
such as the negation of the negation .... The nebulous hybrids
of Marx's conceptions will not, however, appear strange to anyone .
who realises \Vhat nonsense can be concocted with Hegelian dialectics as the scientific basis, or rather what nonsense must necessarily spring from it. For the benefit of the reader who is not
familiar \vitl1 these artifices, it must be pointed out expressly
that Hegel's first negation is the catechismal idea of the fall
from grace, and his second is that of a higher unity leading to
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redemption. The logic of facts can hardly be based on this non~ensical analogy borrowed from the. religious sphere.... Herr
l\Iarx remains cl1eerfully in the nebulous world of Iris property
\Vhich is at once both individual and social a11d leaves it to his
adepts to solve for themselves this ofound dialectical enigma.'
Thus far Herr Diihring.
''So," Engels concludes, ''Marx has ~1o other way of proving the
11ecessity of tl1e social revolution, of establishing the common
ownership of land and of the means of production produced by
labour, except by using the Hegelian negation of the negation;
<1nd because he bases his socialist theory on these nonsensical
analogies borrowed from religion, he arrives at the result that
in the society of the future there will be dominant an ownership
at once both individual and social, as the Hegelian higher unity
of the sublated contradiction.*
''But let the negation of the negation rest for the moment, and
let us have a look at the 'ownership' which is 'at once both individual and social.' Herr Diihring characterises this as a 'nebulous
\Vorld,' and curiously enough he is really right on this point.
Unfortunately, however, it is not Marx b11t again Herr Diihring
himself who is in this 'nebulous world.'... He can put Marx
right a la Hegel, by imputing to him the higher lrnity of a property, of which there is not a word in Marx.
''Marx
says: 'It is the negation of the negation. This does not
•
re-establish private property for the producer, but gives him
ir1<lividual property based on the acquisitions of the capitalist
era; i.e., on co-operation and the possession in common of the
land and of the means of production. The transformation of
scattered private property, arising from individual labo11r, into
capitalist private property ts, naturally, a process incomparably
more protracted, violent, and difficult than the transfor1nation

*

That this formulation of Diihring's views applies fully to Mr. MiJ.;J1ailovsky is proved by the follo\ving passage i11 his article "Karl Marx
l3eing Tried by Y. Zhukovsky''. Objecting to Mr. Zh11kovsky's assertion
tl1at Marx is a defender of private property, Mr. Mil{hailovsky refers to
tl1is scheme of Marx's and explains it i11 the following manner. "In his scheme
~Iarx employed t\VO \Vell-l{nO\Vn tricli:s of Hegelian dialectics: firstly, the
scheme is constructed according to the la\VS of the Hegelian triad; secondl:J',
tl1e synthesis is based on the identity of opposites-individual and social
pr(Jperty. This means that the \Vord 'individual' here has the specific, purely
cor1cl i tional meaning of a term of the dialectical process, and absolutely
11otl1ing can be based on it.'' This \Vas said by a man possessed of tl1e most
t·stimable intentio11s, defending, in tl1e eyes of the R11ssian public, tl1e
'·sanguine'' Marx from the boµrgeois l\fr. Zhukovsky. r\nd \Vith these estim<1l1le intentions lie explains Marx as basing his conception of tl1e process on
"tricks"! Mr. Mikhailovsky may dra\v from this \Vhat is for him tl1e not
unprofitable moral that, whatever tl1e matter in !1and, estimable intentio11s
-"llone are rathPr inaclequate.
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of capitalistic private property, already practically resting on
socialised production, into socialised property.' That is all.
The state of things brought !lbout through the expropriation of the
expropriators is therefore characterised as the re-establishment
of individual property, but on the basis of the social ownership
of the land and of the means of production produced by labour
itself. To anyone who understands German" (and Russian too
~Ir .. Mikhailovsky, b~cause the translation is absoll1tely correct)
this means that social ownership extends to the land and the
other means. of produ~tion, and individual ow11ership to the products, that is, the articles of consumption. And in order to make
the matter comprehensible even to children of six, l\ilarx assumes
on page 56'' (Russ. ed., p. 30) 171 '''a community of f1·ee individuals
carrying on their work with the means of productio11 in common'
in which the labour-power of all the different individuals is con~
scious_ly appli~d as the co.mbined labour-power of the community,'
t~at is, a society organised on a socialist basis; and he continues: '~he total product of our community is a social product.
One portion serves as fresh means of production and remains
social.' But another portion is consumed by the members as
~eans of subsistence. 'A, distribution of this portio1i among them
is consequently necessary. And surely that is clear enough even
for Herr Diihring ....
''The property which is at once both individual and social this
confusing hybrid, this nonsense which necessarily springs 'from
Hegelian dialectics, this nebulous world, this profound dialectical
enigma, wl1ich Marx leaves his adepts to solve for themselves-is
yet another free creation and imagination on the part of Herr
Diihring ....
''B1:t what r~le," Engels contir1ues, ''does the 11egation of the
negation play in J\1arx? On page 791 and the following pages''
(Rl1ss. ed., p. 648 et seq.) 172 ''he sets out the final conclusions
which he draws from the preceding 50'' (Russ. ed., 35) ''pages
o~ economic an~ historical .investigation into the so-called primi~1ve accum~lat1on of cap.ital. Before the capitalist era, petty
industry existed, at least in England, on the basis of the private
pr?p~r~y of the labourer in his means of production. The so-called
pr~m~t1ve accuml1lation of capital consisted there in the expropriation of these immediate producers, that is in the dissolution
of private property based on the labour of its ~\v11er. This became
possibl~ because the petty industry referred to above is compatible
only with narro\v and primitive bounds of prodl1ction and society
and at a. c~rta.in stage brings forth the material agencies for its
own ann1h1lat1on. This annihilation
the
transformation
of
the
.
'
individual antl scattered means of production into socially concentrated ones, forms the prehistory of capital ..'\s soon as the
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labourers are turned into proletarians, their means of labour
into capital, as soon as the capitalist mode of production stands
on its own feet, the further socialisation of labour and further
transformation of the land and other means of production'' (into.
capital), ''and therefore the further expropriation of private proprietors, takes a new form. 'That which is now to be expropriated
is no longer the labourer working for himself, but the capitalist
exploiting many labourers. This expropriation is accomplished
by the action of the immanent laws of capitalistic production
itself, by the concentration of capital. One capitalist always
kills many. Hand in hand with this concentration, or this expropriation of many capitalists by few, develop, on an ever-extending
scale, the co-operative form of the labour process, the conscious
technical application of science, the methodical cultivation of the
soil, the transformation of the instruments of labour into instruments of labour only usable in common, the economising of all
means of production by their use as the means of production
of combined, socialised labour. Along with the constantly diminishing number of the magnates of capital, who usurp and monopolise all advantages of this process of transformation, grows
the mass of misery, oppression, slavery, degradation, exploitation; but with this too grows the revolt of the working class,
a class always increasing in numbers, and disciplined, united,
organised by the very mechanism of the process of capitalist
production itself. Capital becomes a fetter upon the mode of production, which has sprung up and flourished along with, and
under it. Concentration of the means of production and socialisation of labour at last reach a point where they become incompatible with their capitalist integument. This integument is
burst asunder. The knell of capitalist private property sounds.
The expropriators are expropriated.'
''And now I ask the reader: where are the dialectical frills and
mazes and conceptual arabesques; where the mixed and misconceived ideas according to which everything is all one and the
same thing in the end; where the dialectical miracles for his faithful
followers; where the mysterious dialectical rubbish and the maze
in accordance with the Hegelian Logos doctrine, without which
l\ilarx, according to Herr Diihring, is unable to put his exposition
into shape? Marx merely shows from history, and here states ·
in a summarised form, that just as formerly petty industry by
its very development, necessarily created the conditions of its
own annihilation . . . so now the capitalist mode of production
has likewise itself created the material conditions from which
it 1nust perish. The process is a historical one, and if it is at the
same tin1e a dialectical process, this is not Marx's fault, however
a11noying it may be to Herr Diihring.
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''It is only at this point, after Marx has completed his proof
011 the basis of 11istorical and economic facts, that he proceeds:
'.The capitalist mode ?f appr·opriation, the result of the capitalist. ~ode of produ~tron, .produces capitalist private property.
This is the first negation of individual private property, as founded
on the labour. of the proprietor. But capitalist production beaets
with tl1e i_nexorability of a la,w of Nature, its own negation. It i~
th~ negation of the ne?"~tion -and so on (as quoted above).
T~us, by character1s1ng the process as the negation of the
negation, Marx does not intend to prove that the process was
histori?ally neces~ary. On the contrary: only after he has proved
from hrst?ry that rn fact th_e process has partially already occurred,
~nd partially must occur rn the future, he in addition characterrs_es rt ~s a process which develops in accordance \vith a definite
d.1alect1cal la\v. That is all. It is therefore once again a pure distort~on of the facts ~y Herr Diihring when he declares that the negation of the negation has to serve here as the midwife to deliver
the futur·e !rom the womb of the past, or that Marx wants anyone
to be coi;iv1nced of the necessity of the common ownership of land
and capital ... on the basis of credence in the negation of the ··
negation'' (p. 125).
T~e re_ade.r will ~ee that Engels' splendid rebuttal of Diihring
applies. rn its entirety to lYir. Mikhailovsky, who also asserts
that ':"1th M~rx the future rests exclusively at the end of the
Hegelian chain and that the conviction of its inevitability can
be founded only on faith.*
The "'.hole difference between Diihring and Mr. l\1ikhailovsky
redu?es itself to the following two small poin.ts: firstly, Diihring,
despite the fact that he could not speak of Marx without foaming
~t the mouth, nevertheless considered it necessary to mention .
rn the next section of his History that lYlarx in the Afterwordl73
cate_gorically repudiated the accl1sation of Hegelianism. Mr. Mikha1lovsky, however, ~as nothing to say about the (above
quoted) absolutely definite and clear statements by l\Iarx on what
he conceives the dialectical method to be.
Secondly, another peculiarity of Mr. Mikhailovsky' s is that
he concentrated all his attention on the use of tenses. Why, when
; It ~s ,,-o~th \\rhile, I thin!,;:, to note in this connection that tl1e entire
~~p a~ation ~i;·en by Engels !s contained in the sarne chapter in v;hich he
~scus~~s the seed, the teaching of Rousseau, and otl1er exam les of the
dfalecti}'.11 pr<;>cess .. It \Vould seem that the absurdity of accusi!g Marxism
o :f!ege Ian dr~lectics \V~uld have been made quite evident by merely comparing these exam~les with the clea~ and categorical statements by Engels
(and by Marx, ~o ''horn ~he manuscript \Vas read before printing), and there
can. be. no question of trying to prove anything b~· triads or of inserting in the
depiction of the real process the "conditional members'' of these triads.
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lie speaks of the future, does Marx use the present tense?-our
lJhilosopher demands with an air of triumph. You. ~ay find t~e
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ans\ver to this in any grammar, most worthy cr1t1c: you will
f]nd that the present tense is used instead of the future when the
ftiture is regarded as inevitable and undoubted. But why ~o,
,vhy is it undoubted?-Mr. l\Iikha~lov~ky anxiously _ask~, desiring to convey such profound ag1tat1on as would Justify even
ii distortion. B11t on this point, too, Marx gave an absolute~y
<lefinite reply. You may consider it inadequate or wr?n?", but rn
that case you must show how exactly and why exactly rt rs wrong,
;1r1d not talk nonsense about Hegelianism.
.
Time was when Mr. Mikhailovsky not only l(new himself what
this reply was, but lectured others on it. Mr. Z~ukovsky, _he
,vrote in 1877 had good grounds for regarding Marx s conception
of the future ~s conjectural, but he ''had no moral right" to igno~e
the question of the socialisation of labour, ''to which. Marx attributes vast importance''. Well, of course! Zhukovs~y rn. 1877 h~d
no moral right to evade the question, but ~r. M1kh~1lovsk~ in
1894 has this moral right! Perhaps, quod 11cet J ov1, no11 11cet
bovi?!*
. .
I cannot help recalling here a strange notion of this soc1al1sation once expressed in Otechestvenniye Zapiski. 174 In No. 7, 188~,
·this magazine published ''A Letter to the Editor'', from a certain
l\Ir. Postoronny who, like Mr. Mikhailovsky i, regar~ed ~arx~ s
''conception" abou~ the future as conjectural. Essentially_, ~his
gentleman argues, ''the social form of labour under cap1tal1sm
amounts to this, that several hundreds or thousands of workers
grind, hammer, turn, place on, place under, pull and perform
numerous other operations under one roof. As to the gen~ral
character of tl1is regime it is excellently expressed by the say1~g:
'Every man for himself, and God for all.' Where does the social
.
form of labour come in?''
Well, you can see at once that the man has grasped wh~t it is all
about! ''The social form of labour'' ''amounts" to ''working _under
one roof"!! And when such preposterous ideas are expressed in one
of the, so far, best Russian magazines, they still want to. assure
t1s that tlie theoretical part of Capital is generally rec?gn1sed. by
scienc~. Yes, as it was unable to raise the slig}1test serious obJection to Capital, ''generally recognised science began to bow and
scrape to it, at the same time continuing to betra~ ~he most ele1nentary ignorance and to repeat the ol.d banal1t1es o~ school
economics. We must dwell on this question somewl1at in order
to show Mr. l\Iikhailovsky what is the essence of the matter
which he, by force of habit, l1as passed over entirely.
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The socialisation of labour by capitalist prod11ction does not.
at all consist in people working under one roof (that is only
a small part of the process), but in the concentration of capital
being accompanied by the specialisation of social labour, by
a decrease in the number of capitalists in each given branch
of industry and an increase in the number of separate branches
of industry-in many separate production processes being merged
into one social production process. When, in the days of handicraft
weaving, for example, the small producers themselves spun theyarn and made it into cloth, we had a few branches of industry
(spinning and weaving were merged). But when production becomes
socialised by capitalism, the number of separate branches of
industry increases: cotton spinning is done separately and so is
weaving; this very division and the concentration of production
give rise to new branches-machine building, coal mining, and
so forth. In each branch of industry, which has no\v become more
specialised, the number of capitalists steadily clecreases. This
means that th·e social tie between the producers becomes increasingly stronger, the producers become welded into a single whole.
The isolated small producers each performed several operations
simultaneously, and were therefore relatively independent of
each other: when, for instance, the handicraftsman himself
sowed flax, and himself spun and wove, he was almost independent
of others. It was this (and only this) regime of small, dispersed
commodity producers that justified the saying: ''Every man for
himself, and God for all," that is, an anarchy of market fl11ctuations. The case is entirely different under the socialisation of
labour that has been achieved due to capitalism. The manufacturer who produces fabrics depends on the cotton-yarn manufact11rer; the latter depends on the capitalist planter who grows ·
the cotton, on the owner of the engineei·ing works, the coal mine,
and so on and so forth. The result is that no ca1Jitalist can get
along without others. It is clear that the saying ''every man for
himself" is quite inapplicable to such a regime: here each
works for all and all for each (and no room is left for Godeither as a supermundane fantasy or as a mundane ''golden calf").
The character of the regime changes completely. \Vhen, during
the regime of small, isolated enterprises, work came to a standstill in any one of them, this affected only a few me1nbers of society,
it did not cause any general confusion, and therefore did not
attract general attention and did not provoke public interference.
But when work comes to a standstill in a large enterprise, one
engaged in a highly specialised branch of industry and therefore
working almost for the whole of society and, in its turn, dependent on the whole of society (for the sake of sin1plicity I take
· a case where socialisation has reached the culminating point),
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of society, because they can only ?btain the pro .ucts t ey nee
from this enterprise, they can o~ly dispose of all t~eir own commod1·1 1· s if its commodities are available. All production processes th':s
111 ~ae into a single social production process; yet each branch. is
e ducted by a separate capitalist, it depends on him and the social
con l cts are his private property. Is it not clear that the form of
l~~~~~ction comes into irreconcilable contradiction with the.form of
~1
priation? Is it not evident that the latter must adapt itself to
; {;~~~rmer and inust become socia~, t?at is, socialist? But the.smart
hilistine of Otechestvenniye Zapiski :reduces t?e whole thing t~
~vork under one roof. Could an~thing be wider of the mar~.
I have described only the material process, only the change in
(ii·oduction
relations,
without
touching
on
th.e
social
aspect
of
the
1
. cess the fact that the workers become united, welded together
~~~ or~anised, since that is a derivative and secondary phenome-

1 . d t th
rton.)
b
· The reason such elementary things have to e exp a.ine o e
R tissian ''democrats" is that they ar~ so badly stuck in the mu.d
of petty-bourgeois ideas that to imagine any but a petty-bourgeois
orcler of things is quite beyond them.
. .
Let us return. however, to Mr. Mikhailovsky. What ob3ections
{lid he make to the facts and ~rgum~nt~ on_ \Vhich Mar:c based the
conclusion that the socialist system is inevitable by vir.tue of .the
\"ery laws of capitalist development? Di~ he show that in re~lity,
11 nder a commodity organisation of social economy, there is no
gro\ving specialisation of the social labou.r ~roc~ss, no concentration of capital and enterprises, no soc1~l1sat1on of the. whole
l;ibour process? No, he did not advance a singl~ ~rgument in refut;ition of these facts. Did he shake th~ p.rop?s1t1on that ana:chy,
\\'hi ch is irrecoi1cilable with the soc1alisa~ion of. labour, is ~n
irtherent feat11re of capitalist society? Ile said nothing about thisf
Did he prove that the amalgamation of the labour. processe~ o
all tl1e capitalists into a single social labour process is comp~ti?le
\\'ith private property, or that some solution ~o t.he contrad1ct1·0·~
is possible and conceivable other t?an that indicated by Marx.
.
.
No. he did not say a word about this.
p11lat1ons,
0 n \V h a t , tl. 1e11, does his criticism . rest? On hma111
·
th
clistortion, and on a spate of words which are not ing more an
ll1e noise of a rattle.
.
·[
· deed , are we to characterise methods b ernpt1oyet
H ow e1se, in
· 1
IJj
·t·
ho , after first talking a lotMof nonsense
. , th
.. e cri ic w
· h a 011t
· rip· e·
st 1ccessive steps of history, deman.ds o.f arx \Vit a serious air.
''1\nd what next?''-tliat is, how will history proceed beyond that
final stage of tlie process he has described?. Please no~e .t?at fron~
the very outset of liis literary and revolutioi1ary activities J\1arx
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most definitely demanded that sociological theory should accu~ 1
rately depict tl1e real process-and nothing more (cf., for instance~ ;c
the Comniunist Manifesto on the communists' criterion of theory17&). '.·
He strictly adhered to this demand in his Capital: he made it his '
task to give a scientific analysis of the capitalist form of society- .·.·
and there he stoppecl, after showing that the development of 1
this organisation actually going on before our eyes has such and :
such a tendency, that it must inevitably perish and turn int<> 1
another, a higher organisation. But Mr. Mikhailovsky, evading ·.
the whole substance of Marx's doctrine, puts his stupid question~ i,
''And what next?'' And he adds profoundly: ''I must frankly con- ,
fess that I am not quite clear what Engels' reply would be." We, ;,
however, on our part must frankly confess, Mr. Mikhailov-• ;
sky, that we are quite clear about what the spirit and methods 1·
of such ''criticism'' are!
. ~r _take the following argument: ''In the Middle Ages, Marx's
ind1v1dual property based on the proprietor's own labour was
neither the only nor the predominating factor, even in the realm .,
of economic relations. There was much more besides, but the ·
dialectical method in Marx's interpretation" (and not in Mr. Mikhai- :
~ovsky' s. garbl.ed version of it?) ''does not propose returning te> ·
it ... : It i.s obv1o~s that all thes~ schemes do not present a picture
of h1stor1cal reality, or even of its proportions; they simply satisfy
the tendency of the human mind to think of every object in it~
pa~t, present . and. future ~tates." Even your way of distorting
things, Mr. l\11kha1lovsky, is monotonous to the point of nausea!
Into Marx's scheme, which claims to formulate nothing but the
actual process of development of capitalism,* he first insinuates·
the intention of proving everything by triads then declares
that Marx's scheme does not conforn1 to the plan 'foisted on it by
Mr. l\<Iikhailov~k~ (the third stage restores only one aspect of the
first stage, on11tt1ng all the others), and then in the most blatant
manner draws the conclusion that ''the scheme obviously does
not present a picture of historical reality"!
·
1:
.Is any .~er~o11s polemic thinkable with a man who (as Engels 11•
s~1d of Duhr1ng) cannot quote accurately, even by way of excep- ;,
t1on? Can there be any arguing, when the public is assured that '! •
the scheme ''ob_viously" does not conform to reality, without even
an attempt being made to show its faultiness in any respect?

.*

The other features of the economic system of the Middle Ages are .
omrtt~d bec_ause tl1ey belonged to the feudal social formation, whereas
Marx 1_nve~t1gates only the capitalist formation. In its pure form the process
of ca~1.tal1st developm~nt actually beg~n-in England, for instance-witl1
the Sj stem of small, isolated commodity producers and their individual
labour property.
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Instead of criticising the real· content of Marxist views,
]\fr. Mikhailovsky exercises his ingenuity on the subject of the
categories past, present and future. Engels, for instance, arguing
against the ''eternal truths" of Herr Diihring, says that the ''morality ... preached to us today'' is a threefold morality: Cl1ristianfcudal, bourgeois and proletarian, so that the past, present and
fL1ture have their o>vn theories of morality. 176 In this connection,
]\fr. Mikhailovsky reasons as follows: ''I think that it is the categories past, present and future that lie at the basis of all triple
divisions of history into periods." What profundity! Who does
11ot know that if any social phenomenon is examined in its process of development, relics of the past, foundations of the present
and germs of the future will always be discovered in it? But did
Engels, for instance, think of asserting that the history of morality (he was speaking, we know, only of the ''present'') was confined to the three factors indicated, that feudal morality, for
example, >vas not preceded by slave morality, and the latter
by the morality of the primitive-communist community? Instead
of seriously criticising Engels' attempt to elucidate modern
trends in moral ideas by explaining them materialistically,
Mr. Mikhailovsky treats us to the most empty phrase-mongering!
In respect of such methods of ''criticism'' employed by
Mr. Mikhailovsky, criticism which begins with the statement
that he does not know where, in what work, the materialist
conceptio11 of history is expounded, it would perhaps be worth
while to recall that there was a time when the author knew one
of these works and was able to appraise it more correctly. In 1877,
l\fr. Mikhailovsky expressed the following opinion of Capital:
"If we remove from Capital the heavy, clumsy and unnecessary
lid of Hegelian dialectics'' (How strange! How is it that ''Hegelian
dialectics'' were ''unnecessary" in 1877, while in 1894 it appears
that materialism rests on ''the incontrovertibility of the dialectical process"?), ''then, apart from the other merits of this essay,
we shall observe in it splendidly elaborated material for an answer
to the general question of the relation of forms to the material
conditions of their existence, and an excellent formulation of
this questio·n for a definite sphere." ''The relation of forms to the
1naterial conditions of their existence"-why, that is the very
IJroblem of the interrelation between the various aspects of social
life, of the superstructure of ideological social relations on the
basis of material relations, a problem whose well-kno>vn solution
constitutes the doctrine of materialism. Let us proceed .
''In point of fact, the zvhole of 'Capital'" (my italics) ''is devoted
to an inquiry into how a form of society, once it has emerged,
continues to develop and accentuates its typical features, subjecting to itself and assimilating cliscoveries, inventions and improve-
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~ents in methods of

production, ~ew markets and science;,
itself and compels them to work for it, and of how, finally, thi
given form cannot stand up against further changes in materi '
·conditions.''
,
An astonishing thing! In 1877, ''the whole of Capital" was d .•·
voted to a materialist inquiry into a particular form of societ
(what else does materialism consist in, if not in explaining for · ··
of society by material conditions?), whereas in 1894 it appea
that it is not even known where, in what work, an expositi. ··
of this materialism should be sought!
In 1877, Capital contained an ''inquiry into" how ''a particul '
form'' (the capitalist form, is it riot?) ''cannot'' (mark that!) ''stan ·
up against further changes in material conditions,"-W'here{l
in 1894 it turns out that there has been no inquiry at all an
that the conviction that the capitalist form cannot withstan ·
any further development of the productive forces-rests ''entire1.·
at the end of the Hegelian triad"! In 1877, Mr. Mikhailovsk'
wrote that ''the analysis of the relations of the given form of societ '·
to the material conditions of its existence will for ever'' (m ,·
italics) ''remain a monument to the author's logical powers anilic
vast erudition,'' whereas in 1894 he declares that the doctrin ~i.
"
of materialism has never and nowhere been scientifically/,
verified and proved.
·1~
An astonishing thing! 'i\That does it really mean? What h~i\
l;il
h appene d ?.
··~
Two things have happened. Firstly, the Russian, peasant social~!
ism of the seventies 177 -which ''snorted'' at freedom becauseJt'
of its bourgeois character, fought the ''clear-browed liberals~!,
who zealously covered up the antagonistic nature of Russian life!~
and dreamed of a peasant revolution-has completely decaye~~.·
and has begotten that vulgar, philistine liberalism which discerll$f
an ''encouraging impression" in the progressive trends of peasan~l11
farming, forgetting that they are accompanied (and determined)·
by the wholesale expropriation of the peasantry. Secondly, in:~
1877 Mr. Mikhailovsky was so engrossed in his task of defendin~<~t
the ''sang11ine" (i.e., revolutionary socialist) Marx from the liberal·:•
critics that he failed to observe the incompatibility of Marx's .
method and his own. And then this irreconcilable contradiction }
betwe_en diale~tical mat_erialism and subjective sociology was ,~
explained to him-explained by Engels' articles and books, and 1.
by the Russian Social-Democrats (one often meets with very apt
comments on Mr. Mikhailovsky in Plekhanov's writings)-and
Mr. Mikhailovsky, instead of seriously sitting down to reconsider
the whole question, simply took the bit between his teeth. Instead
of welcoming l\farx (as he did in 1872 and 1877) 17 8 he now barks
at him under cover of dubious praise, and rages and splutters
' ' ,.,>-
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gainst the Russian Marxists for refusing to rest content with
the ''defence of the economically weakest'', \vi th warehouses
anl1 improvements in the countryside, with muse11ms and artels
for handicraftsmen, and similar well-meaning philistine ideas
of progress, and for wanting to remain ''sanguine'' people, advocates of social revolution, and to teach, guide and organise the
!'(~ally revolutionary elements of society.
After this brief excursion into the realm of the distant past,
t1 11e may, we thinl\:, conclude this examination of Mr. Mikhailovsky's ''criticism'' of Marx's theoi·y. Let us then try to sum
11 1i and recapit11late the critic's ''arguments".
1'110 doctrine he set out to demolish is based, firstly, on the
tri aterialist conception of history, and, secondly, on the dialectic<1l method.
As to the first, the critic began by declaring that he did 11ot
l<nO\V in \vhich work mate1·ialism was expounded. Not having
fou11d such an exposition anywhere, he himself set about conco<~t.ing an explanation of what materialism is. In order to give
nr1 idea of the excessive claims of this materialism, he concocted
tl1c story that the materialists claim to have explained the entire
11<1st, present and future of mankind-and when it was subsequently shown by reference to the authentic statements of the lVIarxists
tr1at they regard only one social formation as having been ex11l;1i11ed, the critic decided that the materialists narrow the scope
o[ inaterialism, whereby, he asserts, they defeat themselves.
I11 order to give an idea of the methods by which this materialism
W<lS worked out, he invented the story that the materialists
themselves had confessed to the inadequacy of their knowledge
for the elaboration of scientific socialism, despite the fact that
~Iarx and Engels confessed only to the insufficiency of their knowlerlge (in 1845-1846) of economic history iii general, and despite
tl1e fact that they never published the essay which testified to the
ii1sufficie11cy of their knowledge. After these preludes, we were
tre;1ted to the criticism itself: Capital was annihilated because
it dealt with only one period, \\'hereas the critic wants to have
all periods; and also because it did not affirm economic materialis1n, but simply touched 11pon it-arguments, evidently, so
\\'l~igl1ty and serious as to compel the recognition that materialis111 11ad never been scientifically substantiated. Then the fact
\\'as cited against materialism that a man totally ur1connected
\Vitl1 this doctrine, having st11died prehistoric times in an entirely
<lifferent country, also arrived at materialist conclusions. To
sl10\v, further, that it was absolutely wrong to drag procreation
i11lo materialism, that this was nothing but a verbal artiBce,
tl1e critic proceeded to prove that economic relations are a super,;t1·ucture based on sexual a11d family• relations. The statements
,1
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made thereupon by our weighty critic for the edification of the :f
materialists enriched us with the profound truth that inheritanc~ .
is impossible without procreation, that a complex psychology '
''adheres" to the products of this procreation, and that children :
are brought up in the spirit of their fathers. In passing, we also _'.
learnt that national ties are a continuation and generalisation >J
of gentile ties. Continuing his theoretical researches into mate- .;
rialism, the critic noted that the content of many of the Marx- :,
ists' arguments consisted in the assertion that oppression and j
exploitation of the masses were ''necessary'' under the bourgeois · ;'
regime and that this regime must ''necessarily'' turn into a social- •
ist regime, after which he hastened to declare that necessity · ;
is too general a bracket (if we omit what, exactly, people consider.)
necessary) and that therefore Marxists are mystics and metaphy- ('
sicians. The critic also declared that Marx's polemic against ;
the idealists was ''one-sided", but he did not say a word about th& 1:.
relation of these idealists' views to the subjective method and the,~'.
relation of Marx's dialectical materialism to these views.
As to the second pillar of Marxism-the dialectical method-'·
one push by the bold critic was enough to cast it to the ground.·
And the push was very well directed: the critic toiled and moiled .
with prodigious effort to disprove the notion that anything can •·.·
be proved by triads, ignoring the fact that the dialectical inethod (
does not consist in triads at all, but that it consists precisely }
in the rejection of the methods of idealism and subjectivism in
sociology. Another push was specially directed at Marx: with
the help of the valorous Herr Diihring, the critic ascribed to Marx
the incredible absurdity of having tried to prove the necessity \
of the doom of capitalism by means of triads-and then victo~ .'
riously combated this absurdity.
·
Such is the epic of the brilliant ''victories'' of ''our well- .l;
known sociologist" l How very ''edifying'' (Burenin) it was to con-"·. :
template these victories!
··
We cannot refrain at this point froin touching on another circumstance, which has no direct bearing on the criticism of Marx's
doctrine, but is extremely characteristic for an understanding
of the critic's ideals anjl of his conception of reality. It is his
attitude to the working-class movement in the West.
.·
Above we quoted Mr. Mikhailovsky's statement that mate-·
rialism had not justified itself in ''science'' (perhaps in the science
of the German ''friends of the people"?); but this materialism,
argues Mr. l\iikhailovsky, ''is really spreading very rapidly among
the working class''. How does· Mr. Mikhailovsky explain this
fact? ''The success," he says, ''enjoyed by economic materialism in
breadth, so to speak, and its dissemination in a critically unverified form, are chiefly due to the day-to-day practice established
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by prospects for the future, and not to science." What other
rneaning can there be in this clumsy phrase about practice ''established'' by prospects for the future than that materialism is
s1Jreading not because it correctly explains reality, but because
it turns away from reality towards prospects? And he goes on to
say: ''These prospects require of the. German working class which
is adopting them and of those who take a warm interest in its
futu~e neither k.no~.ledge nor the effort of critical thinking. They
require only faith. In other words, the spread of materialism
c1nd scientific socialism in breadth is due to the fact that this
rloctrine promises the workers a better future! But a most elernentary acquaintance with the history of socialism and of the
\vorking-class movement in the West is enough to reveal the
litter absurdity and falsity of this explanation. Everybody knows
that scientific socialism never painted any prospects for the
future as such: it confined itself to analysing the present bourgeo.is regi.me, to s~ud~ing the trend~ of development of the capitalist social organisation, and that is all. ''We do not say to the
\Vorld," Marx wrote as far back as 1843, and he fulfilled this programme to the letter, ''we do not say to the world: 'Cease struggling-your whole struggle is senseless.' All we do is to provide
it with a true slogan of struggle. We only show the world what
it is actually struggling for, and consciousness is a thing which the
\Vorld must acq~ire, whe~her it likes it ?r not." 179 Everybody
knows that Capital, for instance-the chief and basic work in
\vhich scientific socialism is expounded-restricts itself to the
rnost general allusions to the future and merely traces those already
existing elements from which the future system grows. Everybody
knows that as far as prospects for the .future are concerned incomparably more was contributed by the earlier socialists who
rl~scrib~d futur.e society in every detail, desiring to inspire' man1..:i.nd with a .picture of a ·syst~m un~er w?ich people get along
\Vrthout conflict and under which their social relations are based
11ot on exploitation but on true principles of pi·ogress that conform to the conditions of human nature. Nevertheless, despite
~he whole. phalanx of very talented people who expounded these
ideas, and despite the most firmly convinced socialists their
theories stood aloof from life and their programmes were n~t con11ected wit? t~e political movements of the people until largescale machine industry drew the mass of proletarian workers into
the vortex of political life, and until the true slogan of their
str11ggle was found.' This slogan was found by Ma1·x,"not a utopian
liut a strict and, in places, even dry scientist" (as lVIr. l\1ikliailovsk;
called him in the long distant past-in 1872); and it was certainly
Jtot found by means .of pr?spects, but b~ a scientific analysis
of the present bourgeois regime, by an elL1cidation of the necessity
23*
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of exploitation 11nder this regime, by an investigation of the \.
laws of its development. Mr. Ivlikhailovsky may, of course, assure \ _.
the readers of Russkoye Bogatstvo that neither knowledge nor ;f _•
an effort of thinl\:ing is required to understand this analysis, but '.~ ;:
we have already seen in his own case (and shall see it to a still :;~' _.•·
greater extent in the ?ase of his economist collaborator 180 )_ so gross , ~
a lack of understanding of the elementary truths established by ·
this analysis that such a statement, of course, can only provoke •.
a smile. It remai11s an indisputable. fact that the working-class {
movement spreads and develops precisely where and to the extent '.);
that large-scale capitalist machine industry develops; tl1e social- ·1
ist doctrine is successful precisely when it stops arguing about
social conditions that conform to human nature and sets about
making a materialist analysis of contemporary social relations
and explaining the necessity for the present regin1e of exploitation.
Having tried to evade the real reasons for the success of mate"'
rialisn1 amo11g the workers by ascribing the attitude of this
doctrine to ''prospects"' in a manner directly - contrary to the
truth, Mr. J\1il\:l1ailovsky goes 011 to scoff in the most vulgar and
philistine \Vay at the ideas and tactics of the West-European
working-class movement. As we 11ave seen, he was unable to
adduce a single argument against Marx's proofs of the inevitability
of the capitalist system being transformed into a socialist system
as a result of the socialisation of labour. And yet he jeers in the
most blatant manner at the idea of an ''army of proletarians''
preparing to expropriate the capitalists, ''where~pon all class
conflict will cease and peace on earth and goodwill among men
will reign". He, Mr. Mikhailovsky, knows far simpler and surer
paths to the achievement of socialism than this: all that is required
is that the ''friends of the people'' should indicate in greater
detail the ''clear and unalterable'' paths of the ''desired economic- __
evolution·· -a11d then these friends of the people will most likely· ~~- \
''be called in'' to solve ''practical economic problems" (see the
article ''Problems of Russia's Economic Developn1ent" by Mr. Yuzhakov in Russkoye Bogatstvo, No. 11) and meanwhilemeanwhile the workers must wait, must rely on the friends of the
people and not begi9, with ''unjustified self-assurance", an independent struggle against the exploiters. Desii·ing to strike a deathblow at this ''unjustified self-assurance'', our author waxes highly
indignant at ''this science that can almost fit into a pocket dictionary". Ho\v terrible, indeed! Science-and Social-Democratic
penny pampl1lets that can fit into the pocket!! Is it not obvious
how unj11stifiably self-assurfld are those \Vho value science only
insofar as it teaches the exploited to wage an independent struggle
for their emancipation, teaches them to keep away from all
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''friends of the people'' engaged in glossing over class antagonisms
and desirous of taking the whole business 11pon themselvesthose who, therefore, expound this science in penny public~tions
\Vhich so shock the philistines? How different it would be if the
\Vorkers placed their fate in the hands of the ''friends of the peop.1~·· !
'fhey would show them a real, voluminous, university and philistine science; tl1ey would acquaint them in detail with a social
organisation that conforms to human nature, provided oilythe 'vorkers agreed to wait and did not themselves begin the
struggle with such unjustified self-assurance! ...
Let us now see how Mr. Mikhailovsky fights the Social-Dernocrats. What arguments does he level against their theoretical
vie\VS against their political, socialist activity?
Th~ theoretical views of the JVIarxists are set forth by the critic
in the following manner:
''The truth'' (the Marxists are represented as declaring) ''is that
in accordance with the immanent laws of historical necessity Russia
\vill develop her own capitalist production, with all its ii:her~nt
contradictions and the. swallowing up of the small capitalists
l)y the large, and meanwhile the muzhik, divorcecl fron1 the land,
\vill turn into a proletarian, unite, become 'socialised,' and the
trick is done, the hat reappears, and it only remains to put the
l1at on the head of now happy ma11kind."
And so, if you please, the l\farxists do not differ in any way
from tl1e ''friends of the people" in their conceptioi1 of reality;
tl1ey differ only in their idea of the future: they do not deal at
all, it appears, with the present, but only with ''prospects''.
'Ihere can be no doubt that this is Mr. Mikhailovsky's idea; tl1e
J\Iarxists, he says, ''are fully convinced that there is ~othing utopian in their forecasts of the future, and that everything has been
\Veighed and measured in accordance \vith the strict dictates of
science''; finally and even more explicitly: the l\Iarxists ''believe
ir1, and profess, the immutability of an abstract historical scheme".
In a word, we have before us tl1at most banal and vulgar ac~u
sation against the lVIarxists long employed by all wl10 have nothing
substantial to bring against their views. ''The Mai·xists profess
the immutability of an abstract historical scheme!!"
But this is a downright lie and ir1ve11tion!
No Marxist has ever argued anywhere that there ''111ust be'' capitalism in R11ssia ''because" there \v·as capitalism in the West,
a11d so on. No J\1arxist has ever regarded Marx's theory as some
r111i versally compulsory philosopl1ical scheme of l1istory, as
nr1ything ~ore tl1an an explanation of a partic11lar social-economic
flirmation. Only l\fr. JVIil\:hailovsky, tl1e s11bjective philosopl1er,
li<ts n1anagecl to display such .a lack of u11derstanding of l\Iarx
as to att1·ibute to hirn a universal pl1ilosophical tl1eoi·y; and in
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r~ply

to this, he receive~ from Marx the quite explicit explana-'
t1on that he was knocking at the wrong door. No Marxist has,
ever ba~ed l1is Social-~emocratic views on anything but th· .•~.·
~onform1ty of. theory. with reality a.nd the. history of the given,,'.
i.e., the Russian, social and economic relations; and he could not'
have done so, beca?se this demand on theory was quite definitelj :
and ~learly proclaimed and made the corner-stone of the whole'
doctrine by the founder of ''Marxism'' himself-Marx.
,';,,
Of co11rse, Mr. Mikhailovsky may refute these statements as'.
rnuc.~ as he pleas.es, by arguing that he has heard ''with his own';
ears . the profession of ai;i abstract historical scheme. But what"
does it. ma~ter to us, Social-Democrats, or to anybody else, that.
lVIr. M1kha1lovsky has had occasion to hear all sorts of absurd',
nonsense. from people he has talked to? Does it not merely show'
that he i~ very fortu~ate in the choice of the people he talks to,~
and nothing more? It.is very.possible, of course, that the witty in.:·,
terlocutors of the witty philosopher called themselves Marxists .
Social-Democrats, and so forth-but who does not kno.,i,;
that nowa~ays (a.s ~as noted long ago) every scoundrel like9.;
!o array h1.mse.lf in 'red'' garments?* And if Mr. Mikhailovsky
is so persp1cac1ous that he cannot distinguish these ''mummers"··.
from Marxis!s, or i! he ~as .understood Marx s.o profoundly as not;:
to have noticed this cr1te~1on-most emphatically advanced by.,'
Marx-of the whole doctrine (the formulation of ''what is going;;
?n before our eyes"), it .only proves again that Mr. Mikhailovsky'.'
is .,not clever, and nothing else.
•j":,
At an.Y rate, since he undertook a polemic in the press against)'
the. S ?cial-Democrats, he should have had in mind the group of ;1
soc1al1sts who l1ave long borne that name and have borne it~j,
alone-so that others cannot be confused with them-and whl>r
18
have their literary representatives, Plekhanov and his circle. !~
i\nd had he done so-and that obviously is what anybody witlr~
any decency should have done-and had he even consulted the .•. .
first Social-Democ~at.ic work, Plekhanov's Our Differences, he
\vould have found in its very first pages a categorical declarationi
1uade by the author on behalf of all the members of the circle::,,
''We in no case wish to cover our programme with the authority •r
of a ~reat name·· (i.e., the authority of Marx). Do you understand';
Russian, Mr. JVIikhailovsky? Do yo11 understand the difference '•
betweei;i p_rofessing abstract schemes and entirely disclaiming
the aut11or1ty of~lVIarx when passing judgement on Russian affairs?

.i

*

All this. is said on the assumption that Mr. Mikhailovslry has indeed
heard profess1011s of abstract historical schemes and has not invented anytl1ing. But ~ consider it absolutely imperative in this connection to make
the reservation that I give this only for what it is \vorth.
·

Do you realise that you acted dishonestly by representing
the first opinion you happened to hear from your interlocutors
as Marxist, and by ignoring the published declaration made
by a prominent member of Social-Democracy on behalf of the
. .vhole group?
And then the declaration becomes even more explicit:
''I repeat," Plekhanov says, ''that the most consistent Marxists
1nay disagree in the appraisal of the present Russian situation'';
011r doctrine is the ''first attempt at applying this particular scientific theory to the analysis of very complicated and entangled
:-iocial relations".
It would seem difficult to speak more clearly: the Marxists
u11reservedly borrow from Marx's theory only its invaluable
1nethods, without which an elucidation of social relations is
impossible, and, consequently, they see the criterion of their
j11dgement of these relations not in abstract schemes and suchlike
nonsense at all, but in its fidelity and conformity to reality.
Perhaps you think that in making these statements the author
;1ctually had something else in mind? But that is not so. The
r1uestion he was dealing with was-''must Russia pass through
the capitalist phase of development?" Hence, the question was
11ot given a Marxist formulation at all, but was in conformity with
tl1e subjective methods of various native philosophers of ours,
'vho see the criterion of this ''must'' in the policy of the authorities, or in the activities of ''society", or in the ideal of a society
tl1at ''corresponds to human nature'', and similar twaddle. So it
is fair to ask, how should a man who believes in abstract schemes
have answered such a question? Obviously, he would have spoken
tif the incontrovertibility of the dialectical process, of the general
1il1ilosophical importance of Marx's theory, of the inevitability
•if every country passing through the phase of ... and so on and
~o forth.
·
And how did Plekhanov answer it?
In the only way a Marxist could.
He left aside entirely the question of the ''must'', as being an
idle one that could be of interest only to subjectivists, and dealt
exclusiv.ely with real social and economic relations and their
actual evolution. And that is why he gave no direct answer to this
\Vrongly formulated question, but instead replied: ''Russia has
elitered the capitalist path."
And Mr. Mil(hailovsky talks with the air of an expert about
belief in abstract historical schemes, about the immanent laws
r)f 11ecessity, and similar incredible nonsense! And he calls this
''a Ilolemic against the Social-Democrats"!!
If this is a polemicist, then I simply can11ot ur1derstand
11·hat a windbag is!

--
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One must also observe in connection with Mr. Mikhailovsky's
argume11t quoted. abo,ye th~t h~ presents the vie,vs of the SocialDem?cr~~s as. being: _Russia wi!l .develop her own capitalist production. Evidently, in the op1n1on of this philosopher Russ·
. l"ist production. The author, apparia
h as no t go t ''h er o\v~ ,, .capita
ently shares the 0~1~1on that Russian capitalism is confined
to. one ~nd ~ 11~lf ~1llion workers. We shall later on again meet
with this ch1ld1sh idea of our ''friends of the people", who class
all the other forms of exploitation of free labour under
hea:ren. knows wh~t heading. ''Russia will develop her own
capitalist J)roduction with all its inl1erent contradictions and
meanwhil~ th.~ muzhik, separated from the land, will tur~ into
a proletarian. T~e farther in the wood, the more trees there are.
th~re are no ''inherent contradictions" in Russia? Or, to put_
it plainly, there ~s n.o exploitat~on of the mass of the people by
a handful of ~ap1tal1sts, there is no ruin of tl1e vast majority
of. the population and no enrichment of a few? The muzhik has
still to be. separated fron~ th~ land? But what is the entire postReform history of Russia, if not the wholesale expropriation
of the peasantry, proceeding with unparalleled intensity? One
must possess great courage indeed to say such things publicly
And Mr. Mikhailovsky possesses that courage: ''l\larx dealt with
a ready-m~de proletai·iat and a ready-made capitalisn1, whereas ·
we .l1a~e still to. create thern''. Russia has still to create a prole. tariat .. In Russia-the only country where such a hopeless poverty
of the masses and_ such. shameless exploitation of the working
people can be found; which has been compared (and legitimately
so) to Eng~and as :e~ards the condition of the poor; and where
t~e starv~t1on of ~illions of ~eople is a pern1anent thing existing
side b?' si~e, for ~nstance, 'vith a steady increase in the export
of grain-in Russia there is no proletariat!!
I ~hin~ l\1r: l\1il(hailovsky deserves to have a monument erected
to him in 111s own lifetime for these classic \Vords! *
'V.e shall, inciclentally, see later that it is a constant and most
co11s~st~nt tactic of t~e ''friends of the people'' to sl1ut their eyes
phar1sa~cally to .the i~tolera?l.e conditi~n of tl1e workirig people
in R uss1a, to dep1c~ this co~,d1t1on as hav1r1g nierely been ''shake11'',
so that only tl1e efforts of cultured society" and the government

?o

d ; ~ut pherl1a ps l1ere, t~o, l\<Ir,. Mil{l1ail~vsky may try to \Vriggle out by
ec ar1!1g t at. he l1ad no rntent1011 of saying that there \Vas no proletariat
at?aTllhin Ruhs~1a! but only that there \Vas no capitalist proletariat? Is that
so. . en \V } d1~ yo~ riot say so? The zolzole questiori is one of \Vhether the
Russian proletar!at .1s a JJrol~tariat cl1aracteristic of tho bourgeois or of
some otl1er organ~s;:it1011 of s?c1al eco11<1my. \Vho is to blame if in the course
of t~o \vho!e art1c,e~ :i--ou did not utter a zoord about tl1is, the only serious
andd impo rt,lnht ques~ion, but preferred instead to talk all sorts of nonsense,
a11 reac 11 t e craziest conclusions?

are needed for evei·ything to be put on the right track. These·
kt1ights think that if they shut their eyes to the fa~t that the
crindition of the working masses is bad not because it has been
"shaken'', but because these masses are being shamelessly robbed
by a handful of exploiters, that if they bury their heads in. the
sand like ostriches so as not to see these exploiters, the exploiters
,vill disappear. And when the Social-Democrats tell them that
it is shameful cowardice to fear to look reality in the face, when
t.hey take the fact of exploitation as their starting-point and say
tl1at its only possible explanation lies in tl1e bourgeois organisation of Russian society, which is splitting the mass of the people
iiito a proletariat and a bourgeoisie, and in the class character
of the Russian state, which is nothing but the organ of the rule
of this bourgeoisie, and that the1·efore the only way out lies in the
class struggle of the proletariat against the bourgeoisie-these
"friends of the people'' begin to howl that the Social-Democrats
'''ant to dispossess the people of their land!! that they want to
!lestroy our people's economic organisation!!
The socialist intelligentsia can expect to perform fruitful
\York only when they abandon their illusions and begin to seek
~l1pport in the actual, and not the desired development of Russia,
in. actual, and not possible social-economic relations. Moreover,
tl1eir THEORETICAJJ work must be directed towards tlie concrete
study of all forms of economic antagoriism in Russia, the study of
their· connections and successive development; they must reveal
tliis antagonism wherever it has been concealed by political history,
by the peculiarities of legal systems or by established tlieoretical
prejudice. They must present an integral picture of our realities
as a definite system of production relations, show that the exploitation
a1id expropriation of the worl£ing people are essential under this
system, and show the way out of this system that is indicated by
economic development.
rfhis theory, based on a detailed study of Russian history and
realities, must furnish an answer to the demands of the proletariat-and if it satisfies the requirements of science, then every
a\val(ening of the protesting thought of the proletariat will inevitably guide ·this thought into the channels of Social-Democracy.
1'11e greater the progress made in elaborating this theory, the
111ore rapidly will Social-Democracy grow; for even the most artful
guardians of the present system cannot prevent the awaker1ing
of proletarian thought, because this system itself necessarily and
inevitably entails the most intense expropriation of the producers, the continuo11s growth of the proletariat a11d of its reserve
r1rmy-and this parallel to the progress of social wealth, the
E'r1ormous growth of the productive forces, and the socialisation
CJf labour by capitalism. However much has still to be done to
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elaborate this theory, the socialists will do it; this is guarante
by the spread a~o.ng them of materialism, the only scienti .
method, .one requiring that every programme shall be a precifi
formul:ition of the actual process; it is guaranteed by the succ ··
of ?ocial-Demo~racy, which has adopted these ideas-a succ
w~ich has .so stirred up our liberals and democrats that as a ce'.
!~ 1 ~e ~~l~~st has put it, their monthly magazines ha~e cease
f It~ th~s emI;'hasising the necessity, importance and immensit
o
e t eoret1cal work of the Social-Democrats I by no
·:
want to say that this work should take precedence m~~ ·.
PRACTIC~L work, *-still less that the latter should be os
.~o~.d u.nt1l the former is completed. Only the admirers 0 { th·
su. Je.ct1ve method in sociology", or the followers of uto ia
soc1al1sm, could arrive at such a conclusion. Of course if It •
presum~~ that the task of the socialists is to seek ''differe~t'' (fro ·
actua.l) paths of developme_nt'' for the country, then, natural} .·
p7actical work .be~omes possible only when philosophical eniusy
discover and indicate these ''different paths"· and cong
I .·
once these paths are discovered and indicated' theoretic:ler!eo;
ends, and the work of those who are to direct the ''f th 1 d ·
a.Ion~ the ''newly-discovered" ''different paths'' be ins aTh~ an ·'
!~on.~ aito~ether different when the task of the so~iali~ts is t~o~i:'
e. I eo og1cal leaders of the proletariat in its actual stru I ·
against actual and real enemies who t d . th
gg '
of social and economic d
1
s an in
~ actual pathc:
the t. 1
d
. eve opment. Under these circumstances·~
o;~ ica an practical work merge into one aptly described·;.
1 'necht
Y ~ e veteran German Social-Democrat ' Lieb It
·
'
as..
ri:.

h

•

Studieren,

Propagandieren,

Organisieren. **

.i•

•

You cannot be an ideological leader without the above
t"
d?;,
theoretical
w or k , JUS
· t as you cannot be one without-men
ione .:·.
.
directin
!~is worf to fmee.t the needs of the cause, and without spreadiJt'
e resu ~s o this theory among the workers and helping them'.
·.
t o organise.
S~1ch a presentation of the tasl{ guards Social-D
y''
aga1ns't the defe~ts from which socialist groups so oft::~c:::r,'.:\
name 1y, dogmatism and sectarianism.

*

0

h

. :.

n t e co11trary tlre pra t. l . k 0 f
. ;.
always take precede~ce bec;u~~a '".or
propa~anda and agitation ml!st .:
answers to the problems 'rais d b ' fi1st.ly, theoretical \Vork only supplies t·
Democrats, for reasons over !,hich ~lacti~al \Vork, and, secondly, the Socialpelled to confi11e themselves to th ie! t. a1e no kontrol, are so often .com- •,
every moment \vl1en practical \vorl~o1.es .ica . wblor that they value highly
** St u d Y• propaganda, organisatio11.
'
poss1 .e.
- ·"' d.

r
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There can be no dogmatism where the supreme and sole criterion of a doctrine is its conformity to the actual process of social
and economic development; there can be no sectarianism when
the task is that of promoting the organisation of the proletariat,
and when, therefore, the role of the ''intelligentsia'' is to make
special leaders from - among the intelligentsia unnecessary.
Hence, despite the existence of differences among Marxists
(Jn various theoretical questions, the methods of their political
;1ctivity have remained unchanged ever since the group arose.
The political activity of the Social-Democrats lies in promoting
the development and organisation of the working-class movement
in Russia, in transforming this movement from its present state
(Jf sporadic attempts at protest, ''riots'' and strikes devoid of
;1 guiding idea, into an organised struggle of the WHOLE Rus~ian working CLASS directed against the bourgeois regime and
'vorking for the expropriation of the expropriators and the abolition of the social system based on the oppression of the working
people. Underlying tl}.ese activities is the common conviction
<)f Marxists that the Russian worker is the sole and natural repre.~entative of Russia's entire working and exploited population*.
Natural because the exploitation. of the working people in
Russia is everywhere capitalist in nature, if we leave out of· account
tl1e moribund remnants of serf economy; but the exploitation
1)f the mass of producers is on a small scale, scattered and undeveloped, while the exploitation of the factory proletariat is on
a large scale, socialised and concentrated. In the former case,
1ixploitation is still enmeshed in medieval forms, various politi1;al, legal and conventional trappings, tricks and devices, which
11inder the working people and their ideologists from seeing the
1.•ssence of the system which oppresses the working people, from
seeing where and how a way can be found out of this system.
I11 the latter case, on the contrary, exploitation is fully developed
and emerges in its pure form, without any confusing details.
The worl{er cannot fail to see that he is oppressed by capital,
that ·his struggle has to be waged against the bourgeois class.
\nd this struggle, aimed at satisfying his immediate economic
needs, at ·improving his material conditions, inevitably demands
that the workers organise, and inevitably becomes a war i1ot
against individuals, but agai11st a class, the class which oppresses
;1nd cr11sl1es the working people not only in the factories, but
every\vhere. That is why the factory worker is none other than

*

nussia 's man of the future is the muzl1il,-tho11ght the representatives
of pe<1sant socialism, the Narodniks in the broadest sense of the term. Rus~ia's inan of the future is the \vorker-think the Social-Democrats. That
is ho\v the Marxist view was form11!1tted in a certain manuscript.
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the f_oremost repi·esentative of the e11tire exploited population. ·,
And i~ order that he may fulfil his function of representative in an "
o~gan1~ed'.,sustaine~ str~.ggle it is ~y no mea~s n~cessary to enthuse ..:
him with perspectives , all that is needed is simply to make him,···~
understand ~is position, to make him understand the political :;~
and economic. structure of the system that oppi·esses him and • .
the necessi~y an~ _inevitability of class antagonisms unde; this
syste~. T~1s pos1~ion of the factory worker in the general system
of ~ap1tal1st relat1~ns makes him the sole fighter for the emanci·
pat1on of tl1e. wo~k1ng class, for only the higher stage of development . of cap~t~lis.m, large-scale machine industry, creates the
material conditions and the social forces necessar~r for this struggle.
Everywhere else,_ where .t~e forms of capitalist develo1Jment are
low, these material conditions are absent; production is scattered
among thousands of tiny enterrJrises (and they do not cease to be
scattered enterprises even under the most equalitarian forms
. of comm:inal landownersliip), for the most part the exploited still
possess tiny enterprises, and are thus tied. to the very bourgeois .
system they should be fighting: this retards and hinders the >
~evelopment of t~e ~o?ial forces capable of overthrowing capital-·
ism. Scattered, individual, petty exploitation ties the working
peopl~ to one locality, divides them, p1·events them from becoming
conscious of class solidarity, prevents them from uniting once
they ~a".e _i1nderstood that oppression is not caused by son1e partic- ,
ula~ 1n~ividual, but by the whole economic system. Large-scale
c~p1ta!ism, on the contrary, inevitably severs all the workers'
ties with _the o~d so~iety, with a particular locality and a particular exploiter;_ i_t unites therr1, compels them to think and places
them in cond1tio_ns whi~h. e11able them to commence an organised
struggle. Accordingly, it is on the working class that the SocialDemoc~ats concentrate all their attention and all their activities.
W_hen. its ad_va~ced representatives have mastered the ideas of
scientific soc1al1sm, the idea of the historical role of the Russian.
\Yorke!, ':hen these ideas become widespread, and when stable
organis~t1ons are formed amo11g the workers to transform the
worl{ers present sporadic eco11omic vvar into conscious class
struggle-then the Russian WORl{ER rising at the head of all
the democratic elements, \Vill overthrow absolutisrn and lead the
RUSSIAN PROLETARIA'I' (side by side with the proletariat
of ALL COUNTRIES) along the straiglit road of operi political
struggle ~o. THE VICTORIOUS COlVIMUNIST REVOLUTION ....
In a~dit1on to presenti11g historical facts in a false light and
~orgetting_the vast amount of wor·I{ done by tl1e socialists in le11d1ng conscious~1ess and organisation to the working-class move~1~nt, _our philosophers foist upon lVIarx the most senseless fatal1st1c views. In his opinio11, they ass11re us, the organisation and

i .
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socialisation of the workers occur spontaneously, and, conse~11ently, if we see capitali~m ~ut ~o not see a ~or~ing-~la~s n1overnent, that is because capitalism is not fulfilling its mission, ~nd
11 ot because we are still doing too little in the matter of organisation and propaganda among the workers. This cowardly pettyliourgeois artifice of our exceptionalist philosophers is not worth
refuting: it is refuted by all the activities of the Social-Democrats
in all countries; it is refuted by every public speecl1 made by any
Vlarxist. Social-Democracy-as Kautsky very justly remarksis a fusion of the working-class movement and socialism. And ir1
iJrder that the progressive work of capitalism may ''manife~t''
itself in this country too, our socialists must set to \Vork with
the ·utmost energy; they must worl( out in greater detail the
~larxist conception of the history and present position of Russia,
<lnd make a more concrete investigation of all forms of the class
.;;tr11ggle and exploitation, whicl1 are particularly. com~lex and
1nasked in Russia. They must, furthermore, popularise this theory
and make it known to the worker; they must help the worker
to assimilate it and devise the form of organisation most
SUITABLE under our conditions for disseminating Social-Democratic ideas a1id welding the workers into a political force. And the
R11ssian Social-Democrats, far from ever having said that they
have ..already completed, fulfilled this work of the ideologists
of the working class (there is no end to this work), have always
stressed the fact that they are only just beginning it, and that
much effort by many, many persons will be required to create
anything at all lasting....
.
lVlarx on the other hand, considered the whole value of his
theory to lie in the fact that it is ''in its essence critical* and revol11tionary'' .1 s2 And this latter q11ality is inde~d complete~y and
t111conditionally inherent in Jl..farxism, for this theory _directly
sets itself the task of disclosing all the forms of a11tagonism and
exploitation in modern society, tracing their ~vol1:1t.ion, demo~
strating their transitory cl1aracter, the inevitabi~ity of their
transformation into a different form, and thus serving the prole-

tariat as a means of ending all exploitation. as quickly arz~ easily as
possible. The irresistible attraction of this theory, whic,h draws

to itself the socialists of all co11ntries lies precisely in the fact
that it combines the quality of being strictly and s11premely

*

.

1

Note that l\farx is speaking here of matcri.alist criticism, \vhich.a~one
i10 recrards as scientific-that is
criticism ,,·l11ch compares the pol1t1cal,
legal,"social, con,·entional and other facts, '''ith economics, ,,,ith ~he system
"f production relatio!ls, \vith tl1e intere~~s. of t~1e class:s tl1at 1r1c•;1ta?ly
l<tl<e sl1apo on tl1e basis of all the antago111st1c social relations. TJ1at I,uss1an
'ocial relations are antagonistic can 11ardly_ ~o. doubted. But nobody l1as
'ot triecl to tal<e tl1em as a basis for such cr1 t1c1sm.

•
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scienti~c (being. the last word in s?cial science) with that of being;''

revolutionary, it does not combine them accidentally and no :
only because the founder of the doctrine combined in his ow •"•·
per~on _th~ qualities ~f a scientist and a revolutionary, but doe ·
so intr1ns1cally and inseparably. Is it not a fact that the tasM'
of theory, the aim of science, is here defined as assistance foi
the oppressed class in its actual economic struggle.
''We do not say to the world: Cease strugglingyour whole struggle is senseless. All we do is to provide it
with a true slogan of struggle. "183
••
. Hence, the direct task of science, ~ccording to Marx, is to pr0 ..,)
v1de a true .slo?'an of struggle, that is, to be able to present thi$
stru~gle obJe~t1vely as the product of a definite system of production re.lat1ons, to be able to understand the necessity of this;
str~g?'le, it~ content, .cours~ and conditions of development. i
It is impossible to provide a slogan of struggle'' unless we study
every separate form of the struggle minutely, unless we trace/'
every stage of the struggle during the transition from one for:ml
to. another, ~o th~t we can define the situation at any given moment.l
~ithout losi~g sight of the general character of the struggle and;,
its general aim, namely, the complete· and final abolition of all'
exploitation and all oppression.
·
..
Written in the spring
and summer of 1894 .
First published in 1894,
a hectographed edition

Collected Works, Vol. 1, pp. 133-87 .. ~

191-96, 296-300, 320-21, 327-28· .

From THE ECONOMIC CONTENT
OF NARODISM AND THE CRITICISM
OF IT IN MR. STRUVE'S BOOK
(The Reflection of Marxism in Bourgeois Literature)
P. STRUVE. ••CRITICAL REMARKS ON THE SUBJECT
OF RUSSIA'S ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT''· ST. PETERSBURG, 189q 184

We must object to a remark which Mr. Struve directs against
l\Ir. Mikhailovsky. ''According to his view," the author says,
"there are no insurmountable historical tendenyies which, as
such should serve on the one hand as a starting-point, and on the
othe; as unavoidable bounds to the purposeful activity of individuals and social groups'' (11).
·
.
That is the language of an objectivist, and not ?f a Marxi~t
(materialist). Between these conceptions (systems of views) there is
a difference, which should be dwelt on, since an incomplete grasp
of this difference is one of the fundamental defects of Mr. Struve's
lJook and manifests itself in the majority of his arguments.
The objectivist speaks of the necessity of a givei: histori.cal
IJrocess; the materialist gives an exact picture of th~ given soci.aleconomic formation and of the antagonistic relations to which
it gives rise. When demonstrating tl1e necessity for a given series
of facts, the objectivist always runs the risk of becoming an apo~o
"'ist for these facts: the materialist discloses the class contradictions and in so doing defines his standpoint. The objectivist
8peaks of ''insurmountable historical tendencies''; the materialist speaks of the class which ''directs'' the given eco~omic system,
giving rise to such and such forms of counteraction by .other
classes. Thus, on the one hand, the materialist is more cons1stei:t
tl1an the objectivist, and gives profounder and f':ller effect to his
objectivism. He does not limit himself to speaking of the necessity of a process, but ascertains exactly what social-economic
formation gives the process its content, exactly what class de~er
rnines this necessity. In the present case, for example, the materialist would not content himself with stating the ''insurmountable
historical tendencies'', but would point to the ex~stence of certain
classes which determine the content of the given system and
Preclutle the _possibility of any solution except by the action

•
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<>f the prod11cers themselves. On the otl1er hand, materialis
includes partisanship, so to speak, and enjoins the direct and ope ·
adoption of the standpoint of a definite social group in any asses
ment of events.* ...
d
Let us, however, return to l\ir. Struve. flaving shown the empti '.
ness of the N arodniks' arguments regarding the ''individual .•· ·
he continues: ''That sociology does indeed always strive to redu~ ·
the elements of individuality to social sources is corroborated'
by every attempt to explain any big phase in historical evolution,:
When the 'historical individual' of the 'great man' is referred\
to, there is always a tendency to represent him as the 'vehicle'i
of the spirit of a certain era, as the representative of his timeand his actions, his successes and failures, as a necessary resul'
of the whole preceding course of affairs'' (32). This general ten:•
dency of every attempt to explain social phenomena, i.e., to creat ·
a social science, ''is clearly expressed in the doctrine that the
class struggle is the basic process in social evolution. Since th~
individual had been discarded, some other element had to be\
found. The social group p1·oved to be such an element" (33);i
Mr. Struve is absol11tely right 'vhen he says that the theory of the;
-class struggle crowns, so to speak, the general endeavour of soci.;;
ology to reduce ''the elements of individuality to social sources.'':
Furthermore, the theory of the class struggle for the first time"
purs11es this endeavour so completely and consistently as to raise;'.
sociology to the level of a science. This was achieved by the
materialist definition of the concept ''group." In itself, this con- (
cept is still too indefinite and arbitrary: religious, ethnographical,;
political, juridical and other phenomena may also be considered'
as criteria distinguishing ''gro11ps''. There is no firm token by which
particular ''groups" in each of these spheres can be distinguished. '.
The theory of the class struggle, however, represents a tremendous;
acq11isition for social science for the very reason that it lays down~
the methods by which the individual can be reduced to the social~
with the utmost precision and definiteness. Firstly, this theory
worked out the concept of tl1e social-economic formation. Taking\
as its starting-point a fact that is fundamental to all human society, ·
namely, the mode of procuring the means of subsistence, it con.:.''
nected up with this the relations between people formed under·~.·
the influence of the given modes of procuring the means of sub- ·
sistence, and showed that this system of relations (''relations
of production'', to use Marx's terminology) is tl1e basis of society,
which clothes itself in political and leg·al forms and in definite

. *

Concrete examples of Mr. Struve's incomplete application of materialism and tl1e lacl' of co11sistency in 11is theor.v of the class struggle 'vill be
given belo\V in each particular instance.
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trends of social thought. According to Marx's theory, each such
system of production relations is a specific social organism, whose
inception, functioning, and transition to a higher form, conversion into another social organism, are governed by specific laws.
This theory applied to social science that objective, general scientific criterion of repetition which the subjectivists declared could
not be applied to sociology. They argued, in fact, that owing to the
tremendous complexity and variety of social phenomena they
could not be studied without separating the important from the
11 nimportant, and that such a separation could be made only
from the viewpoint of ''critically thinking" and ''morally developed" individuals. And they thus happily succeeded in transforming social science into a series of sermons on petty-bourgeois
morality, samples of which we have seen in the case of Mr. Mikhailovsky, who philosophised about the inexpediency of history
and about a path directed by ''the light of science." It was these
arguments that Marx's theory severed at the very root. The
distinction between the important and the unimportant was replaced by the distinction between the economic structure of society,
as the content, and the political and ideological form. The very
concept of the economic structure was exactly explained by refuting the views of the earlier economists, who saw laws of nature
where there is room only for the laws of a specific, historically
defined system of relations of production. The subjectivists'
arguments about ''society'' in general, meaningless arguments
that did not go beyond petty-bourgeois utopias (because even the
possibility of generalising the most varied social systems into
special types of social organisms was not ascertained), were replaced by an investigation of definite forms of the structure of society.
Secondly, the actions of ''living individuals'' within the bounds
of each such social-economic formation, actions infinitely varied
and apparently not lending themselves to any systematisation,
were generalised and reduced to the actions of groups of individ11al5 differing from each other in the part they played in the
system of production relations, in the conditions of production,
and, consequently, in their conditions of life, and in the interests
determined by these conditions-in a word, to the actions of
classes, the struggle between which determined the development
of society. This refuted the childishly naive and purely mechanical
view of history held by the subjectivists, who contented themselves with the meaningless thesis that history is made by living
individuals, and who refused to examine what social conditions
determine their actions, and exactly in what way. Subjectivism
was replaced by the view that the social process is a process of
natural history-a view without which, of course, there could
be no social science. Mr. Struve very justly remarks that ''ignoring
24-1087
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the individual in sociology, or rather, removing him from sociology, is essentially a particular instance of the striving for scientifie;x
knowledge" (33), and that ''individualities" exist not only in.r'
the spiritual but also in the physical world. The whole poin '
is that the reduction of ''individualities'' to certain general lawS.::
was accomplished for the physical realm long ago, while for the-1;
social realm it was firmly established only by Marx's tl1eory. t
Another objection made by Mr. Struve to the sociologicah'
theory of the Russian subjectivists is that, in addition to al} 1,
the above-mentioned arguments, ''sociology cannot under anY\,
circumstances recognise what we call individuality as a primary·,i
fact, since the very concept of individuality (which is not sub-i)
ject to further explanation) and the fact that corresponds to it·i
are the result of a long social process" (36). This is a very true-.',,
thought, and is all the more worthy of being dwelt on because-.'1
the author's· argument contains certain inaccuracies. He cites.;
the views of Simmel, who, he declares, proved in his Social,,
Differe1itiation the direct interdependence between the development,:.
of the individual and the differentiation of the group to which the· ;
individual belongs. Mr. Struve contrasts this thesis witl1 :\Ir~ '.
Mikhailovsky's theory of the inverse dependence between the deve- ,!
loprnent of the ii1dividual and the differentiation (''heterogeneity'') ;
of society. ''In an undiffe1·entiated environment," Mr. Struve- ·
objects, ''the individual will be 'harmoniously integral' ... in his ·'
'homogeneity and impersonality.' A real individual cannot be
'an aggregate of all the features inherent in the human organism
in general,' simply because such a f11llness of content exceeds
the powers of the real individual'' (38-39). ''In order that the·
individual may be differentiated, he must live in a differentiated
environment" (39).
It is not clear from this exposition how exactly Simmel formulates the question and how he arg11es. But as transmitted
by Mr. Struve the formulation of the question suffers from the·
same defect that we find in Mr. Mikhailovsky' s case. Abstract
reasoning abo11t how far the development (and well-being) of the
i11dividual depends on the differentiation of society is quite
unscientific, because no correlation can be established that will
suit every form of social structure. The very concepts ''differentiation," ''heterogeneity", and so on, acquire absolutely different
meanings, depending on the particular social environment t<>
which they are appliecl. Mr. Mikhailovsky's fundamental error
consists precisely in the abstract dogmatism of his reasoning,
which endeavours to embrace ''progress" in general, insteacl of·
studying the concrete ''progress"' of some concrete social forma-·
tion. When Mr. Struve sets his own general theses (described
above) against l\fr. Mil{hailovsky, he repeats the latter's mistake·

by abandoning the depiction and explanation of a conc1·ete progress for the realm of nebulous and unfounded dogm~s ..L~t us
take an example: ''The harmonious integrity of the ind1v1dual
is determined as to its content by tl1e degree of developmen~,
i.e., differentiation of the group," says Mr. Struve, and puts this
phrase in italics. But what are we to understand here by the
''differentiation'' of the group? Has the abolition of serfdom. accentuated or weakened this ''differentiation'? Mr. Mikha1lovsky
answers the question in the latter sense (''What Is Progress?");
JVIr. Struve would most likely answer it in the former sense, on the
arounds of the increased social di vision of labo11r. The former
had in mind the abolition of social-estate distinctions; the la~ter,
the creation of economic distinctions. The term, as you see, is so
indefinite that it can be stretched to cover opposite things. Another
example. The transition from capitalist m~n":fact_ure to,, l?rgescale machine industry may be regarded as d1minut1on of .di~er
entiation," for the detailed division of labour among spec1~l~sed
workers ceases. Yet there can be no doubt that the conditions
for the development of the individuality are far more favo~rab~e
(for the worker) precisely in the latt_er ~as~. The conclusion is
that the very formulation of the question is inco_rrect. The author
}1imself admits that there is also an antagonism between the
individual and the group (to which Mr. l\fikhailovsky also
refers). ''But life," he adds, ''is never made u~ of absolute contradictions: in life everything is mobile and relative, and _at the s~m~
time all the separate sides are in a state of constant intera~t1on
(39). If that is so, \vhy \Vas it necessary ~o spe.ak of a?solute in.terrelations between the group and the individual, i~terrelat1ons
having no connection with the strictly defined phase in the devel()pment of a definite social formation? Why could not the whole
argument have been transferred to the concrete process of evol11tion of Russia? The author has made an attemp~ to fo~mulate
the question in this way, and had he adhered t,? it consistently
his argument would have gained a great deal. It was o~ly the
division of labour-mankind's fall from grace, ~~cording to
l\'lr. Mikhailovsky's doctrine-that created the cond1t~ons _for the
clevelopment of the 'individual' in whose name _M_r._ l\1ikhailovsk~
j 11 stly protests against the modern forms of .~i :i~i?n of labo11r,,
(38). That is exceller1tly put; only in place of d1vis1011 of labo111·
he should have said ''capitalism," and, .eve~ ~ore . na~rowly,
Russian capitalism. Capitalism is progressive in its signifi:~nce
precisely because it has destroyed the old cramped conclitions
of human life that created mental stultification and prevented
the producers from taking their destinies. into their own hancls.
The tremendous development of trade relations ancl world exchai:ge
and the constant migrations of vast masses of the pop11lation
24*
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have shattered the age-old fetters of the tribe, family and territorial community, and created that variety of development, that
''variety of talents and wealth of social relationships,"* which
plays so great a part in the modern history of the West. In Russia
this process has been fully manifested in the post-Reform era,
when the ancient forms of labour very rapidly collapsed and prime
place was assumed by the purchase and sale of labour-power,
which tore the peasant from the patriarchal, semi-feudal family,
from the stupefying conditions of village life and replaced the
semi-feudal forms of appropriation of surplus-value by purely
capitalist forms. This economic process has been reflected in the
social sphere by a ''general heightening of the sense of individuality," by the middle-class intellectuals186 squeezing the landlord
class out of ''society," by a heated literary war against senseless '
medieval restrictions on the individual, and so on. The N arodniks
will probably not deny that it was post-Reform Russia which·
produced this heightened sense of individuality, of personal dignity. But they do not ask themselves what material conditions
led to this. Nothing of the kind, of course, could have happened
under serfdom. And so the N arodnik welcomes the ''emancipatory''
Reform, never noticing that he is guilty of the same short-sighted
optimism as the bourgeois historians of whom Marx wrote that
they regarded the peasant Reform through the clair-obscure
of ''emancipation," without observing that this ''emancipation"
only consisted in the replacement of one form by another, the
replacement of the feudal surplus product by bourgeois surplusvalue. Exactly the same thing has happened in our country. The
''old nobility" economy, by tying men to their localities and
dividing the population into handfuls of subjects of individual
lords, brought about the suppression of the individual. And then
capitalism freed him of all feudal fetters, made him independent
in respect of the market, made him a commodity owner (and as ·
such the equal of all other commodity owners), and thus heightened his sense of individuality. If the N arodnik gentlemen are
filled with pharisaic horror when they hear talk of the progressive character of Russian capitalism, it is only because they
do not reflect on the material conditions which make for those
''benefits of progress'' that mark post-Reform Russia. When
Mr. l\iiikhailovsky begins his ''sociology'' with the ''individual"
who protests against Russian capitalism as an accidental and
temporary deviation of Russia from the right path, he defeats
his own purpose because he does not realise that it was capitalism alone that created the conditions which made possible this
protest of the individual. From this example we see once again

*

I(. Marx, Der achtzehnte Brumaire, S. 98 u.s.,v.1s5
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the changes needed in Mr. Struve' s arguments. The question s~o~ld
liave been made entirely one of Russian realities, of a~certaining
what actually exists and why it is so and not otherwise. ~t was
not for nothing that the N arodniks based their whole sociology
not on an analysis of reality but on arguments about wh~t
''might be"; they could not help seeing that reality was mercilessly destroying their illusions.
,,. . .
The author concludes his examination of the theory of individuals'' with the following formulation: ''To sociology, the individual is a function of the environment,'' ''the indiv~dual ~s h~re
a formal concept, whose content is supplied by an investigation
of the social group" (40). This last comparison bring_s out very
well the contrast between subjectivism and materialism. When
they argued about the ''individua~:'' the subjectivists _defi,?ed the
content of this concept (i.e., the thoughts and _fee.lings of t~e
individual, his social acts) a priori, that is, they insinuated their
utopias instead of ''invest~gating t~e _social group."
.
Another ''important aspect of m~t~rialism, Mr: St:uve co~tin
ues, ''consists in economic materialism subordinating. th~ idea
to the fact, and consciousness and what should be to _be1_ng (40~.
Here of course ''subordinating the idea'' means assigning to it
a subordinate position in the explanation of soci~l phenomena.
The N arodnik subjectivists do exactly the o_pposi te: they base
their arguments on ''ideals'', \\"ithout bother~ng about _the fact
that these ideals can only be a certain reflection of reality, and,
consequently, must be verified by. facts, must ~e based on facts.
But then this latter thesis will be incomprehensible ~o the ~arod
nil{ without explanation. How is that?-he asks himself; ideals
should condemn facts, show how to change them, they. should
verifv facts and not be verified by them. To the N arodnik, who
is accustom~d to hover in the clouds, this appears to be a compro.
.
mise with facts. Let us explain.
The existence of ''working for others," the existence of exploitation, will always engender ideals opposite to this ~ystem both
among the exploited themselves and among certain members
of the ''intelligentsia."
.
These ideals are extremely valuable. to the Marxist; he ar~ues
with N arodism only on the basis of thes_e ideals; he arg~es ex~lus~ve
ly about the construction of these ideals and their rea~isati~n.
The Narodnik thinks it enough to note the fact that gives rise
to such ideals, then to refer to the legitimacy of the _idea~, from
the standpoint of ''modern science and modern moral ideas ~and
he does not realise that these ''modern ideas" are only concessions
made by West-European ''public opinion'' to the new risin~ force],
and then to call upon ''society" and the ''state" to ensure it, safeguard it, organise it!
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. Th.e M~rxist proce~ds from the same ideal; he does not compare
it with modern science and modern moral ideas however ''*
'
'
but with the existing class contradictions, and therefore
does not
.
formulate it as a demand put forward by ''science," but by such .i
a11d such a class, a demand engendered by such and such social i
relations (which are to be objectively investigated), and achiev- ·~
able only in such and such a way in consequence of such and :
such properties of these relations. If ideals are not based on facts
in thi.s way, they will only remain pious wishes, with no chance
of be1~g accepted by the masses and, hence, of being realised. .
Having thus stated the general theoretical propositions which '
compe! the ~ecognition of materialism as the only correct method .
of social science, Mr. Struve proceeds to expound the vie\vs of j
Marx and Engels, quoting principally the works of the latter. :
This is an extremely interesting and instructive part of the book. :~
The author's statement that ''11owhere does one meet with such :J
~1isunderstanding of Marx as among Russian publicists" (44) · .!
is an extremely jl1st one. In illustration, he first of all cites 1\Ir.
Mikhail.ovsky, who regards Marx'5 ''histo1·ico-philosophical theory''
as ~oth1ng more than an explanation of the ''genesis of the capitalist system." Mr. Struve quite rightly protests against this.
ln~eed, it is a highly characteristic fact. Mr. Mikhailovsky has
\vr1tten about l\lar·x many times, but he has never even l1inted
at the relation of Marx's method to the ''subjective method in
sociology." l\fr. l\1il(hailovsky has written about Capital and
has declared his ''solidarity'' (?) with l\farx 's econon1ic doctrine,
but he has JJassecl over in complete silence the questior1-for
example-of whether the Russian subjectivists are riot following
the meth~d of Proudhon, who wanted to refashion commodity
economy in accordance with his ideal of justice.** In what way
does this criterio11 (of justice-justice eternelle) differ from
l\1r. l\1ikhailovsky's criterion: ''modern science and modern moral
~<leas·:? ~r. Mikl1ailovsl(y has always protested vigorously against
identifying the method of social sciences with that of the natural
sciences, so why did he not object to Marx's statement that
Proudhon's metl1od is as absurd as would be that of a chemist
who wanted to transform metabolism in accordance with the
laws of ''affinity" instead of studying the ''real laws of metabolism''? Why did he not object to Marx's view that the social
process is a ''process of natural history"? It cannot be explained

1
·'

.. * _En,gels,

in I!errn E. Diihrings Umwiilzung der Wissenschajt (Herr Eugen
Duhring s !f.e~olution in Science [Anti-Diihringj-Ed.), very aptly points
out th~t this is tl1e old psychological method of comparing one's own concerit with another concept, witl1 a cast of another fact, and not with the
fact it reflects.
** Das Kapital, I.B. 2te Aufl. S. 62, Anm. 38.187
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by non-acquaintance with the literature; the explanation evidently lies in an utter failure or refusal to understand. l\1~. Struv~,
it seems to me, is the first in our literature to have pointed this
.
011 t-and that is greatly to his credit.
I,et us now pass to tl1ose of the author's statements on l\la1·x1s1n
\\·] 1 ich evoke criticism. ''We cannot but admit," says Mr. Struve,
.. ll1at a purely philosophical proof of this doctrine has not yet been
;irovided, and that it has not. yet coped wi.th the vast ~oncrete
111 aterial presented by world history. What is needed, evidently,
is a reconsideration of the facts from the standpoint of the new
theory; what is needed is a criticism of the tl1eory frorn the angle
r>!' tl1e facts. Perhaps much of the one-sidedness and tl1e over-hasty
,,cr1eralisations will be abandoned" (46). It is not quite clear
~vl1at the author means by ''a purely philosophical proof." r'rom
1l1e standpoint of l\1arx and Engels, philosophy has no right
to <t separate, independent existence, and its material is divided
,1mo11g the various branches of positive science. Tl1us one n1ight
u11derst.and philosophical proof to mean either a com1Ja1·ison
of its premises with the firmly established laws of other sciei:ces
I c111cl l\lr. Struve himself admitted that even psychology provides
iro1Jositions impelling the abandonment of subjectivisi:n ~nd
1
lhe adoption of materialism], or experience in the appl1cat1on
of this theory. And in this connection we have the statement of
!\Ir. Struve himself that ''materialism will always be entitled
[(J credit for having provided a profoundly scientific and truly
]Jhilosophical (author's italics) interp1·etation of .a n11mber (N. B.)
of vastly important historical facts'' (50). This latter staten1ent
ccintains the author's recognition that materialism is the only·
scientific method in sociology, and hence, of co11rse, a ''reconsideration of the facts" is required from this standpoint, especially
<t reconsideration of the facts of Russian history and present-day
reality, which have been so zealously distorted by th~ Ru,~sian
s11bjectivists. As regards the last remark about possible onesidedness" and ''over-hasty generalisations," we shall not dwell
on this general and therefore vague, statement, but shall turn
directly to one' of the amendments made by the author, ''wl10
is not infected with orthodoxy;• to the ''over-hasty generalisations" of Marx.
The subject is the state. Denying the state, ''l\Iarx and his
followers ... went ... too far in their criticism of the modern state"
and were guilty of ''one-sidedness." ''The state," Mr. Struve says,
correcting this extravagance, ''is first of all the organisation of
order; it is, however, the organisation of rule (class rule) in a society in which the subordination of certain groups to others is determined by its economic structure'' (53). Tribal life, in the author's
opinion, knew the state; and it will remain even after
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classes are abolished, for the criterion of the state is coercive
power.
1
It is simply amazing that the author, criticising Marx from1
his professorial standpoint, does so witl1 such a surprising lack:
of arguments. First of all, he quite wrongly regards coercive:
power as the distinguishing feature of the state: there is a coercive\
power in every human community; and there was one in the tribal;'
system and in the family, but there was no state. ''An essential '.
feature of the state," says Engels in the work from which ·
~r ..Struve took the quotation about the state, ''is a public power',
d1st1nct from the mass of the people" (Ursprung der Familie ~
u.s.w., 2teAuf1., S. 84 Russ. trans., p. 109) 188 ; and somewhat earlier '.
he speaks of the institution of the naucrary189 and says that it·-•.
''under~ined th~ trib~l system in two ways: firstly, by creating i
a pu~l1c power (offentliche Gewalt), which simply no longer coincid- \
ed with the sum total of the armed people'' (ib., S. 79; Russ. ,;
190
trans., p. 105).
Thus the distinguishing feature of the state ''
~s the existence of a separate class of people in whose hands power '
is concentrated. Obviously, nobody could use the term ''state''_:'
in refereI1ce to a community in which the ''organisation of order" ·
is administered in turn by all its members. Furthermore, Mr. _i·.
Struve's arguments are still more unsubstantial in relation to the· .
mo?ern state. !~say o~ it that it is ''first of all (sic!?!) the organi- ,;
sa~1on ?f order, is to fail to understand. one of the most important .
po1n_ts in Marx s theory. In modern society the bureaucracy is the i•
particular stratum which has power in its hands. The direct -·~
and inti~ate connection between this organ and the bourgeois i'
c~ass, which dominates in modern society, is apparent both from '
history (the bureaucracy was the first political instrument of the j
bourgeoisie against the feudal lords, and against the representa- ;c
tives of the ''old nobility'' system in general, and marked the first ·
appearance in the arena of political rule of people who were not 1
high-horn landowners, hut commoners, ''middle class") and from
the very conditions of the formation and recruitment of this
class'. which is open only to bourgeois ''offspring of the people,"
a_nd is connected with that bourgeoisie by thousands of strong
ties.* The author's mistake is all the more unfortunate because
it is precisely the Russian Narodniks, against whom he conceived

the excellent idea of doing battle, who have no notion that every
bureaucracy, by its historical origin, its contemporary source,
and its purpose, is purely and exclusively a bourgeois institution,
an institution to which only ideologists of the petty bourgeoisie
are capable of turning in the interests of the producer.
It is also worth while to dwell a little on the attitude of Marxism to ethics. On pp. 64-65 the author quotes the excellent explanation given by Engels of the relation between freedom and necessity: ''Freedom is the appreciation of necessity." 192 Far from assuming fatalism, determinism in fact provides a basis for reasonable action. One cannot refrain from adding that the Russian
subjectivists could not understand even such an elementary
question as freedom of will. Mr. Mikhailovsky helplessly confused
determinism with fatalism and found Q. solution . . . in trying
to sit between two stools; not desiring to deny the functioning
of laws, he asserted that freedom of will is a fact of our consciousness (properly speaking, this is Mirtov's idea borrowed by
Mr. Mikhailovsky) and can therefore serve as a basis of ethics.
It is clear that, applied to sociology, these ideas could provide
nothing but a utopia or a vapid morality which ignores the class
struggle going on in society. One therefore cannot deny the justice
of Somhart 's remark that ''in Marxism itself there is not a grain
of ethics from beginning to end''; theoretically, it subordinates
the ''ethical standpoint'' to the ''principle of causality''; in practice
it reduces it to the class struggle.
Mr. Struve supplements his exposition of materialism by an
evaluation from the materialist standpoint of ''two factors which
play a very important part in all Narodnik arguments'' -the
''intelligentsia" and the ''state" (70). This evaluation again reflects
the author's ''unorthodoxy'' noted above in regard to his objectivism. ''If ... all social groups in general represent a real force only
to the extent that ... they constitute social classes or adhere to
them, then, evidently, 'the non-estate intelligentsia' is not a real
social force'' (70). Of course, in the abstract and theoretical sense
the author is right. He takes the Narodniks at their word, so to
speak. You say it is the intelligentsia that must direct Russia
along ''different paths'' -but you do not understand that since
it does not adhere to any class, it is a cipher. You boast that the
Russian non-estate intelligentsia has always been distinguished
for the ''purity'' of its ideas-but that is exactly why it has always
been impotent. The author's criticism is confined to co~pari~g
the absurd N arodnik idea of the omnipotence of the in tell1gen ts1a
with his own perfectly correct idea of the ''impotence of the
intelligentsia in the economic process'' (71). But this comparison
is not enough. In order to judge of the Russian ''non-estate intelligentsia'' as a special grot1p in Russian society which is so charac-

*

Cf. K. l\farx, Biirgerkrieg in Frankreich, S. 23, Leipzig, 1876, and
D~r achtzehnt.e Brumaire, S. 45-46. Hamburg, 1885)191. "But it is precisely
wit~ the maintenance of that extensive state machine in its numerous
ramifications" [referring to the bureaucracy] "that the material interests
of the Fre_nch bourgeoisie are interwoven in the closest fashion. Here it finds
posts for .its surplus population and makes up in the form of state salaries.
for what It cannot pocket in the form of profits interest rents and honorariums.''
'
'
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teristic of the whole post-Reforni era-an era in which the noble
was finally squeezed out by the commoner-and which undoubtedly played and is still playing a certain historical role, we must
compare the ideas, and still more the programmes, of our ''nonestate intelligentsia'' with the position and the interests of the given
classes of Russian society. To i·emove the possibility of our being
suspected of partiality, we shall not make this comparison ourselves, but shall confine oursel,res to referring to the N arodnik whose
article was commented on in Chapter I. The conclusion that follows from all l1is comments is quite defir1ite, namely, that Russia's
~dva~ced, !iberal, ''democratic'' intelligentsia was a bourgeois
~ntell1gentsia. The fact of tl1e intelligentsia being ''non-estate"
in no 'vay precludes the class origin of its ideas. The bourgeoisie
has always and everywhere risen against feudalism in the name
of the 'abol~t~on of the social estates-and in our country, too,
the old-nobility, social-estate system 'vas opposed by the nonestate intelligentsia. The bourgeoisie always and everywhere opposed the obsolete framework of the social estates and other medieval
institutions in the name of the whole ''people", within which class
~ontradictions were still undeveloped. And it was right, both ,
in the West and in Russia, because the institutions criticised . '
'
were actually hampering everybody. As soon as the social-estate ·
SY_stem in Russia was dealt a decisive blow (1861), antagonism
within. the ''people" immediately became apparent, and at the
sa.me. time, and by virt':e of this, antagonism became apparent
w1th1n the non-estate intellige11tsia-between the liberals and
the N arodniks, the ideologists of the peasants (among whom the
first Russian ideologists of the direct producers did not see
and, indeed, it was too early for them to see, the formation of
opposed classes). Subsequent economic development led to a more
complete disclosure of the social contradictions within Russian
society, and c.o~pell~d the recognition of the fact that the peasantry was splitting into a rural bourgeoisie and a proletariat·.
Nar~dism has rejected Marxism and has become almost completely
the ideology of the petty bourgeoisie. The Russian ''non-estate ,
intelligentsia," therefore, represents ''a real social force'' inasmuch· :··
as it defends general bourgeois interests.* If, nevertheless, this
1
force was not able to create institutions suitable to the interests
The petty-bo1:1rgeois na~ure of the vast majority of the Narodniks'
w1.shes ha~ b.een pointed out in Chapter I. Wishes that do not come under
this descr1pt1on (such as "socialisation of labour'') hold a minute place in
modern N arodism. Both Russkoye Bogatstvo (1893 Nos 11-12 Yuzhakov's
article on "Problems of Russia's Economic Devel~pme~t'') and Mr. V. V.
(Essays on Theoretical Economics, St. Petersburg, 1895) protest against
Mr. N.-on, \Vho com~ented "severely'' (Mr. Yuzhakov's \vord) on the out\Vorn panacea of credits, extension of land tenure, migration, etc.
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it defended, if it was unable to change ''the at1nosphere of co.ntemJlOra1·y Russia~. cult11re'' (lYI,~. V. V.), if ''ac~ive. der:ioc:acy in. th~

era of the pol1t1cal struggle· gave way to social 1nd1~fere.nt1sm
(:vir. V. V. in Nedelya, 1894, No. ~7), ,,the cause o.f tl11~ lies .no~
(111 ly in tl1e drearni11ess of our nat1 ve non-estate intell1gen.ts1a:
])tit, and chiefly, in tlie position of those classes fro~ wh1c~ it
L'I1l erged and fron1 which it drew its strength, in their d11al1 t Y.
] l is undeniable that the Russian ''atmosphere" bro11ght them
111 any disadvantages, but it also gave them certain advanta~es.
Ir1 Russia the class which, in the opinion of the N arodn1ks,
is riot the v~hicle of the ''pure idea of labour'' has an especially
great historical role; its ''activity" cannot he 111lled by tempting
j1ro1nises. Therefore, the refererice~ of the ]\~arxist~ to this class,
[ar from ''breaking the democratic thread -as is asserted by
l\lr. V. V., who specialises in inventing.th,~ most i,?cre~ihle a~sur.d
ities about the l\1arxists-catch up this thread, which an indifferent ''society'' allows to fall from its hands, and demand that
it he develo1Jed, sti·engthened and hrouglit closer to life.
\\'rittcn: end of 1894-beginning
of 1895
Collected Works, Vol. 1, pp. 400-01,
First publisl1ed in the miscellany
er1ti tled Material for a Characterisation 409-23
of Our Economic Development,

:it. Petersburg, 1895
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--------------REVIEW OF KARL KAUTSKY'S BOOK

From REVIEW
Karl Kautsky. "Bernstein und das sozialdemokratische
Programm. Eine Antikritik"*

--,

Kautsky begins. his counter-criticism with the question . of fr
method: He examines Bernstein's objections to the materialist .;
conception of history and shows that Bernstein confuses the 1
concept of ''determi~ism''. with that of ''mechanism'', that he con- :',
fuses fre~dom. of w1.ll w~th freedom of action, and without any ,
grounds ident1fies h1stor:cal necessity with the hopeless position ·1
of :people uncle~ compulsion. The outworn accusation of fatalism · -~
which ~ernste1n als~ repeats, is refuted by the very premise; -·_,·
of Marx s theory of history. Not everything can be reduced to the ~evelopment of the productive forces, says Bernstein. Other factors .';
must be taken into consideration".
Very well, an~wers K~utsky, that is something every investig~tor must do, irrespective of what conception of history guides
him. Anyone who wants to make us reject Marx's method the
~et?od. that has so brilliantly justified itself and continu~s to
Justify ~tself in practice, must take one of two paths: either he
must reJ~ct a!together the idea of objective laws, of the necessity of the ~1~tor1cal .pro~ess, and in so doing abandon all attempts
at prov1d1ng a sc1ent1fic basis for sociology; or he must show how
he can evolve the necessity of the historical process from other
factors. (ethical. views, for example), he must show this by an
analy,sis that ~1~1 stand up to at least a remote comparison with
M.arx s analysis in Capital. Not only has Bernstein not made the
s\igt~ttesdt attempt to do this, but, confining himself to empty
._
P a i u ~s about ''taking into consideration'' other factors, he
has continued to use the old materialist method in his book as
though he d~d not ?eclare it to be wanting! As Kautsky points
out, Bernstein, at times, even applies this method with the most

*

Karl Kautsky. Bernstein and the
A Counter-Critique. -Ed.
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impermissible crudity and one-sidedness. Further on Bernstein's
accusations are levelled against dialectics which, he alleges, lead
to arbitrary constructions, etc., etc. Bernstein repeats these
jJl1rases (that have already managed to disgust also the Russian
readers) without making the slightest attempt to show what is
incorrect in dialectics, whether Hegel or Marx and Engels are
gl1ilty of methodological errors (and precisely what errors).
The only means by which Bernstein tries to motivate and fortify
11is opinion is a reference to the ''tendentiousness'' of one of the
concluding sections of Capital (on the historical tendency of
capitalist accumulation). This charge has been worn threadbare:
it was made by Eugen Diihring and Julius Wolf and many others
in Germany, and it was made (we add on our part) by Mr. Y. Zhukovsky in the seventies and by Mr. N. Mikhailovsky in the nineties-by the very same Mr. Mikhailovsky who had once accused
Mr. Y. Zhukovsky of acrobatics for making the selfsame charge.
And what proof does Bernstein offer in confirmation of this wornout nonsense? Only the following: Marx began his ''investigation"
with ready-made conclusions, since in 1867 Capital drew the
same conclusion that Marx had drawn as early as the forties.
Such ''proof'' is tantamount to fraud, answers Kautsky, because
Marx based his conclusions on two investigations and not on one,
as he points out very definitely in the introduction to Zur Kritik
(see Russian translation: A Critique of Some of the Propositions
of Political Economy). Marx made his first investigation in the
forties, after leaving the Editorial Board of the Rheinische Zeitung .193 Marx left the newspaper because he had to treat of material interests and he realised that he was not sufficiently prepared
for this. From the arena of public life, wrote Marx about himself,
I \Vithdrew into the study: And so (stresses Kautsky, hinting
at Bernstein), Marx had doubts regarding the correctness of his
judgen1ent of material interests, regarding the correctness of the
dominant views on this subject at that time, but he did not think
his doubts to be important enough to write a whole book and
inform the world about them. On the contrary, Marx set out to
study in order to advance from doubtings of the old views to
positive new ideas. He began to study French social theories and
English political economy. He came into close contact with
Engels, who was at that time making a detailed study of the
actual state of the economy in England. '.fhe result of this joint
Work, this first inquiry, was the well-known conclusions which
the two writers expounded very definitely towards the end of the
forties. 194 Marx moved to London in 1850, and the favourable
conditions there for research determined him ''to begin afresh
fr?lrl: the very beginning and to work through the new material
critically'' (A Critique of Some of the Propositions, 1st edition,
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p. xi. 195 Our italics). The fruit of this second inquiry, lasting many-'
long years, were the works: Zur Kritik (1859) and Das Kapital
(1867). The co11clusion drawn in Capital coincides with the formem
conclusion drawn in the forties because the second inquiry con~
firmed the results of the first. ''My views, however they may b0'.~
judged . . . are the result of conscientious investigation lastin ••
many years," wrote Marx in 1859 (ibid., p. xii). Does this, ask·.
Kautsky, resemble conclusions found ready-made long before thei:
.
t"iga t"ion....
?
inves
.
'
Passing from the method to the results of its application,.,.
Kautsky deals with the so-called Zusammenbruchstheorie, the.'
theory of collapse, of the sudden crash of West-European capital-";_
ism, a crash that Marx allegedly believed to be inevitable and·i
connected with a gigantic economic crisis. Kautsky says . and':;
proves that Marx and Engels never propounded a special Zusam..,:,
menbruchstheorie, that they did not connect a Zusammenbruch,.'.
necessarily with an economic crisis. This is a distortion charge_.,:·
able to their opponents who expound Marx's theory one-sidedly .·.•.
tearing out of context odd passages from different writings ii):'.
order thus triumphantly to refute the ''one-sidedness'' and ''crude-:·
ness" of the theory. Actually Marx and Engels considered th&·'
transformation of West-European economic relations to be dependent on the maturity and strength of the classes brought to the.
fore by modern European history. Bernstein tries to assert thatri
this is not the theory of Marx, but Kautsky's interpretation and,
extension of it. Kautsky, however, \vith precise quotations from''•
l\Iarx 's writings of the forties and sixties, as well as by means of an .
analysis of the basic ideas of Marxism, has completely refuted this
truly pettifogging trickery of the Bernstein who so blatantly,
accused Marx's disciples of ''apologetics and pettifoggery." ... ;,
Bernstein declares that everyone has abandoned Marx's ''theory
of misery" or ''theory of impoverishment." Kautsky demonstrates
that this is again a distorted exaggeration on the part of the-•;
opponents of Marx, since Marx propounded no such theory. He!
spoke of the growth of poverty, degradation, etc., indicating;!:
at tl1e same time the counteracting tendency and the real social·:
forces that alone could give rise to this tendency. l\1arx's words'/,
on tl1e growth of poverty are fully justified by reality: first, we- \.
actually see that capitalism has a tendency to engender and in- '
crease poverty, which acquires tremendous proportions when th&
above-mentionecl counteracting tendency is absent. Secondly,
poverty grows, not in the physical but in the social sense, i.e., in
the sense of the disparity between the increasing level of consumption by the bourgeoisie and consumption by society as
a whole, anrl the level of the living standards of the working
people. Bernstein waxes ironical over s11ch a conception of ''pover-
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ty'', saying that this is a Pickwickian conception. In reply Ka11tsky
sl1ows that people like Lassalle, Rodbert11s, and Engels have
n1ade very definite statements to the effect tl1at poverty must
be understood in its social, as well as in its physical, sense. As
vo11 see-he parries Bernstein's irony-it is not such a bad comJl<1ny that gathers at the ''Pickwick Club''! Thirdly ancl lastly,
tl1e passage on increasing impoverishment remains perfectly true
i11 respect of the ''border regions'' of capitalism, the border regions
l)eing understood both in the geographical sense (co11ntries in
,vJ1ich capitalism is only beginning to penetrate and frequently
not only gives rise to physical poverty but to the outright starvation of the masses) and in the political-economic sense (handicraft
i11clustries and, in general, those branches of eco11omy in which
backward methods of production are still retained).
The chapter on the ''new middle estate'' is likewise extremely
interesting and, for us R11ssians, particularly instructive. If
Bernstein had merely wanted to say that in place of the declining
petty producers a new middle estate, the intelligentsia, is appearing, he would be perfectly correct, says Kautsky, pointing out
that he himself noted the importance of this phenomenon several
years before. In all spheres of people's labour, capitalism increases
the number of office and professional workers witl1 particular rapidity
a11d makes a growing demand for intellectuals. The latter occupy
a special position among the other classes, attaching themselves
partly to the bo11rgeoisie by their connections, their outlooks,
etc., a11d partly to the wage-workers as capitalism increasingly
Lleprives the intellectual of his independent position, converts
him into a hired worker and threatens to lower his living sta11darcl. The transitory, unstable, contradictory position of that
stratum of society now under discussion is reflected in the particularly widespread diff11sion in its midst of hybrid, eclectic
vie\vs, a farrago of co11trasting principles and icleas, an urge to
rise verbally to the higher spheres and to conceal the conflicts
bet\vee11 the historical groups of the population with phrases<111 of \Vl1icl1 l\farx lashecl \Vith his sarcasm half a century ago.
\\'ritten at· the enll of 1899
r'irst pt1blished in 1928
111

Lenin miscella1iy VI I
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From WHAT IS TO BE DONE?
Burning Questions of Our Movement196

The case of the Russian Social-Democrats manifestly illustrates the general European phenomenon (long ago noted also by the
German Marxists) that the much vaunted freedom of criticism
does not ~mply substitution of one theory for another, but freedom
from all integral and pondered theory; it implies eclecticism and
lack of principle. Those who have the slightest acquaintance.
with the actual state of our movement cannot but see that the
wide spread
Marxism w~s accompanied by a certain lowering·
of the theoretical level. Quite a number of people with very little,.
and even a total lack of theoretical training joined the movement
because _of its practical significance and its practical successes.
We can Judge from that how tactless Rabocheye Dyelo 197 is when
with an air of triumph, it quotes Marx's statement: ''Every ste~
of real movement is more important than a dozen programmes'' .111s .
To repeat these words in a period of theoretical disorder is like
wishing mourners at a funeral many happy returns of the day.
Moreover, these words of Marx are taken from his letter on the
~otha Programme, 199 in which he sharply condemns eclecticism
in the formulation of principles. If you must unite, Marx wrote
to th~ par~y leaders, then enter into agreements to satisfy the
practic~l a.1ms of the movement, but do not allow any bargaining
over principles, do not make theoretical ''concessions". This was
~arx's idea, and yet there are people among us who seek-in
his i;iame-to belittle the significance of theory.
Without revolutionary theory there can be no revolutionary
mo".ement. This idea cannot be insisted upon too strongly at
a t1~e when the fashionable preaching of opportunism goes
h.and in ?a.nd with an infatuation for the narrowest forms of practical act1v~ty. Yet, for Russian Social-Democrats the importance
of theory is enhanced by three other circumstances, which are
often forgotten: first, by the fact that our Party is only in process
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of formation, its features are only just becoming defined, and it
has as yet far from settled accounts with the other trends of revolutionary thought that threaten to divert the movement from the
correct path. On the contrary, precisely the very recent past was
marked by a revival of non-Social-Democratic revolutionary
trends (an eventuation regarding which Axelrod long ago warned
the Economists 200 ). Under these circumstances, what at first
sight appears to be an ''unimportant" error may lead to most deplorable consequences, and only short-sighted people can consider
factional disputes and a strict differentiation between shades of
opinion inopportune or superfluous. The fate of Russian SocialDemocracy for very many years to come may depend on the
strengthening of one or the other ''shade''.
Secondly, the Social-Democratic movement is in its very essence
an international movement. This means, not only that we must
combat national chauvinism, but that an incipient movement
in a young country can be successful only if it makes use of the
experiences of other countries. In order to make use of these experiences it is not enough merely to be acquainted with them, or
simply to copy out the latest resolutions. What is required is the
ability to treat these experiences critically and to test them independently. He who realises how enormously the modern workingclass movement has grown and branched out will understand
what a reserve of theoretical forces and political (as well as revolutionary) experience is required to carry out this task.
Thirdly, the national tasks of Russian Social-Democracy are
such as have never confronted any other socialist party in the
\vorld. We shall have occasion further on to deal with the political and organisational duties which the task of emancipating
the "\\'hole people from the yoke of autocracy imposes upon us.
At this point, we wish to state only that the role of vanguard
fighter can be fulfilled only by a party that is guided by the most
advanced theory. To have a concrete understanding of what this
means let the reader recall such predecessors of Russian SocialDemocracy as Herzen, Belinsky, Chernyshevsky, and the brilliant galaxy of revolutionaries of the seventies; let him ponder
over the world significance which Russian literature is now acquiring; let him ... but be that enough.
Let us quote what Engels said in 1874 concerning the significance of theory in the Social-Democratic movement. Engels recognises, not two forms of the great struggle of Social-Democracy
(political and economic), as is the fashion among us, but three,
placing tlie theo1·etical struggle on a par with the first two. His
recommendations to the German working-class movement, \vhich
l1acl become strong, practically and politically, are so instrt1ctive
from the standpoint of present-day problems and controversies,
25-1087
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that we hope the reader will not be vexed with us for quoting
a long passage from his prefatory note to Der deutsche Bauern~
krieg, * \vhich has long become a great bibliographical rarity:
''The German workers h~ve two important advantages over those
of the rest of Europe. First, they belong to the most theoretical
people of Europe; and they have retained that sense of theory
which the so-called 'educated' classes of Germany have almost
completely lost. Without German philosophy, which preceded it
particularly that of Hegel, German scientific socialism - th~
only scientific socialism that has ever existed-would never have
come into being. Witl1out a sense of theory among the workers,
this scientific socialism would never have entered their flesl1 and
blood as much as is the case. What an immeasurable advantage
this is may be seen, on the one hand, from the indifference towards
all theory, which is one of the main reasons why the English working-class movement crawls along so slowly in spite of the splendid organisation of the individual unions; on the other hand, from
the mischief and confusion wrought by Proudhonism, in its
original form, among the French and Belgians, and, in the form
further caricatured by Bakunin, among the Spaniards and Ital•
ians.
''The second advantage is that, chronologically speaking, the
Germans were about the last to come into the workers' movement. Just as German theoretical socialism will never forget that
it rests on the shoulders of Saint-Simon, Fourier, and Owenthree men who, in spite of all their fantastic notions and all their
utopianism, have their place among the most eminent thinkers of
all times, and whose genius anticipated innumerable things, the
correctness of which is now being scientifically proved by us-so
the practical workers' movement in Germany ought never to forget that it has developed on the shoulders of the English and
French movements, that it was able simply to utilise their dearly
bought experience, and could now avoid their mistakes, which
in their time were mostly unavoidable. Without the precedent of
the English trade unions and French workers' political struggles,
\Vithol1t the gigantic impulse given especially by the Paris Commune, where would we be now?
''It must be said to the credit of the German workers that they
have exploited the advantages of their situation with rare understanding. For the first time since a workers' movement has existed,
the str11ggle is being conducted pursuant to its three sides-the
theoretical, the political, and the practical-economic (resistance
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to the capitalists)-in harmony and in its interconnections, and
in a systematic way. It is precisely in this, as it were, concentric
attack, that the strength and invincibility of the German move111ent lies.
''Due to this advantageous situation, on the one hand, and to
the insular peculiarities of the English and the forcible suppression of the French movement, on the other, the German workers
J1 ave foT· the moment been placed in the vanguard of the proletarian
struggle. How long events \vill allow them to occupy this post of
J1onour cannot be foretold. But let us l1ope that as long as they
ciccupy it, they will fill it fittingly. This demands redoubled efforts
i11 every field of struggle and agitation. In particular, it will be the
(luty of the leaders to gain an ever clearer insight into all theoretical questions, to free themselves more and more from the influence of traditional phrases inherited from the old world outlook,
,1 nd constantly to keep in mind that socialism, since it has become
a science, demands that it be pursued as a science, i.e., that it be
studied. The task will be to spread with increased zeal among the
masses of the workers the ever more clarified understanding thus
acquired, to knit together ever more firmly the organisation both
of the party and of the trade unions ....
''If the German worl<ers progress in this way, they will not be
n1arching exactly at the head of the movement-it is not at all
ir1 the interest of this movement that the workers of any particul <1r country should march at its head-but they will occupy an
l1onourable place in the battle line; and they will stand armed for
})attle when either unexpectedly grave trials or momentous events
clcmand of them increased courage, increased determination and
e11ergy." 201
Engels' words proved pr·ophetic. Within a few years the German
\vorkers were subjected to unexpectedly grave trials in the form of
t]1e Exceptional La\v Against the Socialists. 202 And they met those
trials armed for battle and succeeded in emerging from them victorious.
.
The Russian proletariat \Vill have to undergo trials immeasuralily graver; it will have to fight a monster compared with which
ar1 anti-socialist law in a constitutional country seems but a dwarf.
llistory has now confronted us with an immediate task which is
tlte most revolutionary of all the immediate tasks confronting the
11roletariat of any co11ntry. The fulfilment of this tasl<, the destrucli 011 of the most powerful bulwark, 11ot only of European, but
(it may now be said) of Asiatic reaction, would make tl1e R11ssian
riroletariat the vanguard of the international revolutionary proletariat. And we have the right to co11nt upon acquiring this honourable title, already earned by our predecessors, the revolutionilries of the seventies, if we succeed in inspiring our movement,
25*
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which is a thousand times broader and deeper, with the same ;
devoted determination and vigour....
;
The strikes of the nineties revealed far greater flashes of con- .'
sciousness; definite demands were advanced, the strike was care- !i,,
fully timed, known cases and instances in other places wer!1 dis- ;1
cussed, etc. The revolts were simply the resistance of the oppressed, ··
whereas the systematic strikes represented the class struggle :
in embryo, but only in embryo. Taken by themselves, these strikes 1'
were simply trade union struggles, not yet Social-Democratic··.·
struggles. They marked the awakening antagonisms between work- :
ers and employers; but the workers were not, and could not be,
conscious of the irreconcilable antagonism of their interests to·. ·
the whole of the modern political and social system, i.e., theirs,·'
was not yet Social-Democratic consciousness. In this sense, the!
strikes of the nineties, despite the enormous progress they repre- 1
sented as compared with the ''revolts", remained a purely spon- i
taneous movement.
.;
We have said that there could not have been Social-Democratic i.
consciousness among the workers. It wot1ld have to be brought to I
them from without. The history of all countries shows that the .•.
working class, exclusively by its own effort, is able to develop ;,
only trade-union consciot1sness, i.e., the conviction that it is neces- .;.
sary to combine in unions, fight the employers, and strive to com- ,
pel the government to pass necessary labour legislation, etc.* '
The theory of socialism, however, grew out of the philosophic, his- \
torical, and economic theories elaborated by educated represen- ,
tatives of the propertied classes, by intellectuals. By their social i
status, the founders of modern scientific socialism, Marx and . 1·
Engels, themselves belonged to the bourgeois intelligentsia. In ,
the very same way, in Russia, the theoretical doctrine of Social- ;;
Democracy arose altogether independently of the spontaneous ·~
growth of the working-class movement; it arose as a natural and ·
inevitable outcome of the development of thought among th!'! :
revolutionary socialist intelligentsia. In the period under discus- ,·
sion, the iniddle nineties, this doctrine not only represented the
completely formulated programme of the Emancipation of Labour
grot1p, 203 bt1t had already won over to its side the majority of
the revolutionary youth in Russia.
Hence, we had both the spontaneous awake11ing of the working ,
masses, their awakening to conscious life arid conscious struggle,
and a revolutionary youth, armecl \Vith Social-Democratic theory
and straining towards the workers. In this connection it is partic1

I
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Trade-unionism cloes not exclude "politics'' altogether, as some imagine.
Trade unions have al\vays conducted some political (b11t 11ot Social-Democratic) agitation and struggle. vVe sl1all deal \vith the difference between
trade-union politics and Social-Democratic politics in the next chapter.
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ularly im'portant to state the oft-forgotten (and comparatively
little-known) fact that, although the early Social-De?1ocrat~ of
that period zealously carried on economic agitation (b~1ng ~uided
in this activity by the truly useful indications contained ~n the
pamphlet On Agitation, then still in manuscript), they did ~ot
regard this as their sole task. On the contrary, from the very beg_in1iing they set for Russian Social-Democracy the most far-r~aching
historical tasks, in general, and the tasl<: of overthrowing the
autocracy, in particular. . ..
All worship of the spontaneity of the working-class movement,
all belittling of the role of ''the conscious element'', of the role
of Social-Democracy, means, quite independently of whether he who
belittles that role desires it or not, a strengthening of the influence of
bourgeois ideology upon the workers. All those who talk. about
''overrating the importance of ideolo.gy'', ~ about exaggerating the

role of the conscious element,** etc., imagine that the labour ~ove
ment pure and simple can elaborate, and will elaborate, ai: independent ideology for itself, if only the workers ''wrest the~r fate
from the hands of the leaders". But tl1is is a profound mistake.
To supplement what has been said above, we shall quote the
following profoundly true and important words of Karl Kauts~y
on the new draft programme of the Austrian Social-Democratic
Party:***
.

"Many of our revisionist critics believe that Marx asserte.d .that econorp-1 c
development and the class struggle create, not only the conditions f,or .sol~a 1-)
ist roduction, but also, and directly, the consciousness (K. K. s ita ics
of i~s necessity. And these critics assert that England, the country mo~t
highly developed capitalistically, is more remote than any othe.r frllm tfis
consciousness. Judging by the draft, one might ass11me that this a eg~ Y
orthodox-Marxist view, which is thus refuted, was shared by tl1~ C?mm1tte~
that drafted the Austrian programme. In the draft programme it is sta~ed.
'The more capitalist developme.nt increases tlie numbers of the .proleta~ia},
tlie more the proletariat is compelled and becomes fi.t ~0. fight against capita.ism. The proletariat becomes conscious' .of .the poss1.b1l1ty and of the necessity for socialism. In this connection socialist consciousness appea~s ~o ie a
n'ecessary and direct result of the proletarian cl8:ss strugg!e. But t~is is ad solute! untrue. Of course, socialism, as a doctrine, has its roo~s in mo ern
econlmic relationships just as the class stru~gle of the pro~etar1at has, and,
like the latter emerges from the struggle against the capitalist-create~ pov.er· · ' f the masses But socialism and the class struggle arise side
t y an d misery
o one out of the
· other· each arises
·
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t· con d·t·
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·
1iodern socialist consciousness can arise .only. on t~e as1s o pro ou~ . scientific knowledge. Indeed, modern economic science is as much a condi~ion for
socialist production as, say, modern technology, and t~e proleta!iat can
create neither the one nor the other, no matter ho\v much it may desire to do
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Letter of the "Economists", in Iskra, No. 12.
** Rabocheye Dyelo, No. 10.
.
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f
*** Neue Zeit, 1901-02, XX, I, No .. 3, p. 79. The committees drat
to \vliich Kautsky refers was adopted by the Vienna Congress (at the end
of_last year) in a slightly amended form. 2 04
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so; both arise out of the modern social process. The vehicle of science is not
the p~oletaria_t, _b~t tl1e bourgeois intelligentsia (K. K. 's italics): it \Vas in
~he minds of !ndividual members of this stratum that modern socialism originated, and it wa.s they \vho communicated it to the more intellectually
developed proletarians w~o? in their turn, introduce it into the proletarian
cl~ss strug~le \vhere _con~itions allo~ that to be done. Thus, socialist consc!ousness is something introduced into the proletarian class struggle from
:vithout (van Aussen !!ine.ingetragene.s) and not something that arose within
i~ spontaneously (urwuchsig). Accordingly, the old Hainfeld programme quite
r11?l1tly s~ated that the task of ~ocial:Democracy is to imbue the proletariat
(literally: saturate t~e proletariat) \vith the consciousness of its position and
the cons<;iousness of its task. There would be no need for this if consciousness
arose of itself from the class struggle. The ~ew draft copied this proposition
from the old programme, and attached it to the proposition mentioned
above. But this completely broke the line of thought .... ''

Since there can be no talk of an independent ideology formulated by the working masses themselves in the process of their movement,*. the only choice is-either bourgeois or socialist ideology.
!here is no middle course (for mankind has not created a ''third''
ideology, and, moreover, in a society torn by class antagonisms
there ~an never be a non-class or an above-class ideology). Hence
~o bel1ttl~ the socialist ideology in any way, to turn aside from
in the. slightest degree means to strengthen bourgeois ideology.
There is much tal~ of spontaneity. But the spontaneous development of the working-class movement leads to its subordination
to bourgeois ideology, to its development along the lines of the
Credo f!rogramme 205 ; for the spontaneous working-class moveme.nt . is trade-unionism, is Nur-Gewerkschaftlerei and tradeun1on1sm m.e~ns the ideological enslavement of the workers by
~he bourgeo1s1e. He~ce, our. task, the task of Social-Democracy,
is !o combat spontaneity, to divert the working-class movement from
this spontaneo_u~, trade-uni~nist. striving to come under the wing
of t~e bourgeo1s1e, and to bring it under the wing of revolutionary
Social-Democracy. The sentence employed by the authors of the
''Economist'' letter published in Iskra, No. 12, that the efforts of
the most inspired ideologists fail to divert the working-class move-

it

. *

doe~ not mean, of course,
s~ch an 1d~~logy. They take

This

that the workers have no part in creating_
part, ho\vever, not as worl,ers, but as
socialist theoreticians, as Proudhons and Weitlings; in other \Vords, they
take part only when. they are able, and to the extent that they are able,
dore or le~s, to acquire the k~owledge of their age and develop that knowleffge. But in order that W?rking men may succeed in this more often, every
~ ort must _he_ made to raise the level of the consciousness of the workers
~n ~en~ral; it is. necess.ar:y that the \\"Orkers do not confine themselves to the
art1fic~ally re.stricted limits of "literature for workers'' but that they learn
to an I~creasing degree to master general literature. It \Vould be even truer
to say are not confined", instead of "do not confine themselves" because
~he 'v?rkers. themselves \Vish to read and do read all that is writte'n for the
~nf telligeknts1~, and only a few (b~d) intellectuals believe that it is enough
or wor ers to be told a few things about factory condition'> and to have
repeated to them over and over again what has long been known.

·
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roent from the path that is determined by the interaction of the
material elements and the material environment is therefore
tantamount to reriouncing socialism. If these authors \Vere capable
of fearlessly, consistently, and thoroughly considering what they
say, as everyone who enters the arena of literary and public activity should be, there would be nothing left for them but to ''fold
their useless arms over their empty breasts'' and-surrender the
field of action to the Struves and Prokopoviches, \vho are dragging the working-class movement ''along the line of least resistance'', i.e., along the line of bourgeois trade-unionism, or to the
Zubatovs, who are dragging it along the line of clerical and
gendarme ''ideology".
Let us recal.l the example of Germany. What was the historic
service Lassalle rendered to the German working-class movement? It was that he diverted that movement from the path of
progressionist trade-unionism and co-operativism towards which
it had been spontaneously moving (with the benign assistance of
Schulze-Delitzsch and his like). To fulfil such a task it was necessary to do something quite different from talking of underrating
the spontaneous element, of tactics-as-process, of the interaction
between elements and environment, etc. A fierce struggle against
spontaneity was necessary, and only after such a struggle, extending over many years, was it possible, for instance, to convert
the working population of Berlin from a bulwark of the progressionist party 206 into one of the finest strongholds of SocialDemocracy. This struggle is by no means over even today (as
might seem to those 'vho learn the history of the German movement
207
from Prokopovich, and its philosophy from Struve ). Even
now the German working class is, so to speak, split up among
a number of ideologies. A section of the workers is organised in
Catholic and monarchist trade unions; another section is organised in the Hirsch-Duncker unions, 208 founded by the bourgeois
worshippers of English trade-unionism; the third is organised
in Social-Democratic trade unions. The last-named group is immeasurably more numerous than the rest, but the SocialDemocratic ideology was able to achieve this superiority, and
will be able to maintain it, only in an unswerving struggle
against all other ideologies.
But why, the reader will ask, does the spontaneous movement,
the movement along the line of least resistance, lead to the domination of bourgeois ideology? For the simple reason that bourgeois
ideology is far older in origin than socialist ideology, that it is
more fully developed, and that it has at its disposal immeasurably
more means of dissemination.* And the younger the socialist

*

It is often said that the \Vorking class spontaneously gravitates to\vards
socialism. This is perfectly true in tl1e sense that socialist theory reveals
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movement i~ any given country, the more vigorously it must,
struggle against all attempts to entrench non-socialist ideology ·''
and the more resolutely the workers must be warned against th' f
bad ?.ounsellors who shout against ''overrating the conscious el:.
ment , etc. . . .
,
The con~ciousness of the working masses cannot be genuine ,i1
class-consciousness, unless the workers learn from concrete a d
above all .from topi.cal, political facts and ev~nts to observe
oth~r social cl~s~ in all the manifestations of its intellectual i
etl1ica.I, ~nd poli ti~al life; unless t~ey. Iearn to apply in practice th~ .~
materialist analysis and the materialist estimate of all aspects of '
the. life and activity of all classes, strata, and groups of the popu• :
lat10~. Those who conce~trate the attention, observation, and 1
consci.ousness of the working class exclusively, or even mainly. ·
upon itself ~lone are ~ot .so~ial-Democrats; for the self-knowledge '
of the \Vorking class. is indissolubly bound up, not solely with ·
a fully clear theoretic~! understanding-it would be even truer ,
to say, not. so much with the theoretical, as with the practical; :
understanding-:-of the rel~tionships between all the various classes 'i
of ~odern soc~ety, acquired through the experience of politi- .•.
cal life. For t~is reason .the conception of the economic struggle :,
as the 1?-~st widely applicable means of drawing the masses into ':
the political movement, which our Economists preach is so ex- .:
tremely harmful and ~eactionary in its practical signifi~ance. In ·;
o:der to. be~ome. a Social-Democrat, the worker must have a cleaJ ~
P.icture in his mind of the economic nature and tl1e social and poli- i
tical features of the landlord and the priest, the high state official
and the peasant, the s.tudent and the vagabond; he must know their
strong and weak points; he must grasp the meaning of all the
catchwords ~nd sophisms by which each class and each stratum
camouflages its selfish strivings and its real ''inner worl•ings"·
he ~ust understand what interests are reflected by certain insti~
tutions and certain la\\<·s and how they are reflected.

t
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the causes of the misery of the working class more profoundly and more
~orrec~ly. t~an. any oth~r tl1eory, .and for that reason the ,vorkers are able
? assrmi a e It ~o easily, provided, ho\vever, this tl1eory does not itself
fh~ld. tot skontfne1ty, provided it. su.bordinates spontaneity to itself. Usually
f IS ~s a ef tor granted, but. rt IS precisely this which Rabocheye Dyel<>
or~e ~ or IS orts. The working class spontaneously gravitates towards
soc~al1sm; never~he.less, most widespread (and continuously and diverse!
re vivetd) bout~lgleors rdeoldogy spontaneously imposes itself upon the workinyg
c1ass o a s 1 greater egree.

1

The Russian working-class movement has risen to a higher
level in the last few days. 209 It is developing before our ver)' eyes
into a national uprising. Naturally, here in Geneva, so darn11ably
far away, we find it exceedingly difficult to keep pace with events.
But so long as we have to linger at such an accursed distance, we
must try to keep pace with events, to sum them up, to draw conclusions, to draw from the experience of today's happei1ings lessons that will be useful tomorrow, in another place, where today
''the people are still mute" and where in the near future, in some
form or other, a revolutionary conflagration will break out. We
must make it the constant job of publicists to write the history
of the present day, and to try to write it in such a way that our
chronicles will give the greatest possible help to the direct participants in the movement and to the heroic proletarians tl1ere,
on the scene of action-to write it in such a way as to proinote the
spread of the movement, the conscious selection of the means,
ways, and methods of str11ggle that, with the least expe11dit11re
of effort, will yield the most substantial and permanent rest1lts.
In the history of revolutions there come to light contradictio11s
that have ripened for decades and centuries. Life becomes t1nL1sually eventful. The masses, which have always stood in the
shade and have therefore often been ignored and even des1)ised
by superficial observers, enter the political arena as active cornbatants. These masses are learning in practice, and before the
eyes of the world are taking their first tentative steps, feeli11g tl1eir
way, defining their objectives, testing themselves and the tl1eories
of all their ideologists. These masses are making heroic efforts to
rise to the occasion and cope with the gigantic tasks of \Vorld
significance imposed upon them by history; and howe\•er great
individual defeats may be, however shattering to us tl1e rivers
of blood and the thousands of victims, notl1ing \Vill ever compare
in importance with this direct training that the masses and the
classes receive in the course of the revolutionary str·uggle itself.
The history of this struggle is measured in days.
.
Published in Vperyod, No. 4,
January 31(18), 1905

Collected Works, Vol. 8, p. 104
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From POLITICAL SOPHISMS

The 1novement of the working class has grown incomparably
witter, but the relation between the legal and the illegal elements
has hardly changed in favour of the former.
Whence this difference? Because the whole social and economic
strticture of Russia yields most fruit to those who work the least.
Under capitalism that cannot be other\vise. It is the law of capital, which rules the political as well as the economic life. The
movement of the lower classes raises a revolutionary force; it
raises a mass of people, who, for one thing, are capable of tearing
down the whole rotten structure, and, for another, are not attached
to that structure by any special features of their position and would
gladly tear it down. What is more, even though they are not fully
conscious of their aims, these masses are nonetheless able and
prone to tear the structure down, because their position is desperate, since constant oppression drives them to take the revolutionary way, and they have nothing to lose but their chains. This
popular force, the proletariat, looms formidable before the lords
-0f tl1e rotten structure because there is something in the very
position of the proletariat that is a menace to all exploiters. For
that reason, any movement of the proletariat, however small,
however modest it may be at the start, however slight its occasion,
inevitably threatens to outgrow its immediate aims and to
develop into a force irreconcilable to the entire old order and
destructive of it.
The movement of the proletariat, by reason of the essential
peculiarities of the position of this class under capitalism, has
a marked tendency to develop into a desperate all-out struggle,
a struggle for complete victory over all the dark forces of exploitatio11 .and oppression. The movement of tl1e liberal bourgeoisie,
on the contrary, and for the same reasons (i.e., by virtue of the
tJssential peculiarities of the bourgeoisie's position), has a tend-

ency towards compromise instead of struggle, towards opportunism
instead of radicalism, towards modest calculation of the likeliest
and most possible immediate gains instead of a ''tactless", bold,
and determined bid for complete victory. He who puts up a real
fight will naturally go all out; he who prefers compromise to
struggle will naturally point out beforehand what ''morsels" he
\vould be inclined, at best, to content himself with (at worst, he
\vould be content even with no struggle at all, i.e., he would
make a lasting peace with the masters of the old \Vorld).
It is therefore quite natural for Social-Democracy, as the party
of the revolutionary proletariat, to be so concerned for its programme, to take such pains to establish \vell in advance its ultimate aim, the complete emancipation of the \vorking people, and
jealously to guard this aim against any attempts to whittle it
down. For the same reasons Social-Democracy is so dogmatically
strict and firmly doctrinaire in keeping its ultimate goal clear
of all minor, immediate economic and political aims. He who goes
all out, who fights for complete victory, must alert himself to the
danger of having his hands tied by minor gains, of being led astray
and made to forget that which is still comparatively remote, but
\Vithout which all minor gains are hollow vanities. Such concern
for the programme and the ever critical attitude towards small
and gradual improvements are incomprehensible and foreign to
a party of the bourgeoisie, however great its love for freedom and
the people may be.
Vperyod No. 18, May 18(5), 1905

•
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From TWO TACTICS OF SOCIAL-DEMOCRACY
IN THE DEMOCRATIC REVOLUTION210

l\1arxists are absolutely convinced of the bourgeois character
of the Russian revolution. 211 What does that mean? It means that
the democratic reforms in the political system, and the social
and eco?omic reforms .that have become a necessity for Russia,
do not .1~ themselves 1?1ply the undermining of capitalism, the
underm1n1ng of bourgeois rule; on the contrary, they will, for the
first time, r~al~y clear the ground for a wide and rapid, European,
and not As1at1c, development of capitalism; they will for the
first time, make it possible for the bourgeoisie to rule a~ a class.
The Socialist-Revolutionaries 212 cannot grasp this idea, for they
do not ~no~ the ABC. of the laws of development of commodity
and cap1tal1st produc~1on; the~ fail to see that even the complete
success of a peasant insurrection, even the redistribution of the
whole of the land in favour of the peasants and in accordance with
t~eir desires (''gener~l r~distribution '" 213 or something of tl1e kind)
w1l~ not destro.Y cap1tal1sm at all, but will, on the contrary, give
an impetus to its developinent and hasten the class disintegration
of the peasantry itself. Failure to grasp this trt1th makes the
Soc~a.list-Re.volutionaries unconscious ideologists of the petty bourgeo~s1e. Insistence on this truth is of enormous importance for
Social-Democracy not only from the standpoint of tl1eory but
also from that of practical politics, for it follows therefrom that
complete class independence of the party of the pi·oletariat in the
present ''general democratic" movement is an indispensable condition.
But it does not by any means follow that a democratic revolution
(bourgeois. in its social and economic essence) would not be of
enormous interest to the proletariat. It does not follow that the
democratic revolution could not take place both in a form advantage~us _mainly ~? the big capitalist, the fina11cial magnate, and
the enlightened landlord, and in a form advantageous to the
peasant and the worker.

.
','.
:
·
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The new-Iskra group 214 completely misunderstands the meaning
and significance of bourgeois revolution as a category. The idea
that is constantly running through their arguments is that a bourgeois revolution is one that can be advantageous only to the bourO'eoisie. And yet nothing can be more erroneous than such an idea.
Abourgeois revolution is a revolution which does not depart from
the framework of the bourgeois, i.e., capitalist, socio-economic
system. A bourgeois revolution expresses the needs of capitalist
development, and, far from destroying the foundations of capitalism, it effects the contrary-it broadens and deepens them. This
revolt1tion, therefore, expresses the interests not only of the working class but of the entire bourgeoisie as well. Since the rule of
the bo11rgeoisie over the working class is inevitable under capitalism, it can well be said that a bourgeois revolution expresses the
interests not so much of tl1e proletariat as of the bourgeoisie.
But it is quite absurd to think that a bourgeois revolution does
not at all express proletarian i11terests. This absurd idea boils.
down either to the hoary N arodnik theory that a bourgeois revol11tion runs cou11ter to the interests of the proletariat, and that,
therefore, we do not need bourgeois political liberty; or to
.anarcl1ism which denies any participation of the proletariat in
bot1rgeois politics, in a bourgeois revolution and in bourgeois
parliamentarianis1n. From the standpoint of theory this idea disregarcls the elementary propositions of Marxism concerning the
inevitability of capitalist development on the basis of commodity
production. Marxism teaches us that at a certain stage of its developmei1t a society \Vhich is based on commodity production and
has com111ercial intercourse with civilised capitalist nations must
ir1evitably take the road of capitalism. Marxism has irrevocably
broken with tl1e Narodnik and anarchist gibberish that Russia,
for insta11ce, can bypass capitalist development, escape from capitalism, or skip it in some way other than that of the class struggle, 011 the basis and \vithin the framework of this same capitalism.
All tl1ese principles of l\Iarxism have been proved and explained
in mi11ute detail in general and with regard to Russia in particular. Ai1d from these principles it follo\VS that the idea of
seeking salvation for the working class in anything save the further cl!ilvelopment of capitalism is reactionary. In countries like
Russia the working class suffers not so much from capitalism as
from tl1e insufficient development of capitalism. The \Vorking class
is, therefore, most certainly interested in the broadest, freest, and
most rapid development of capitalism. The removal of all the
remna11ts of the old order whicl1 hamper the broad, free, and rapid
development of ca1Jitalism is of 11bsolute advantage to the working
class. The bourgeois revolution is precisely an upheaval that most
resolt1tely sweeps a\vay survivals of the past, survivals of the serf-
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owning system (which include not only the autocracy but the
monarchy as well), and most fully guarantees the broadest, freest,
and most rapid development of capitalism.
That is why a bourgeois revolution is in the highest degree advantageous to. the p'.oletariat. A bourgeois revolution is absolutely
necessary in the interests of the proletariat. Tl1e more complete
determined, and consistent the bourgeois revolution, the mor;
assured will the proletariat's struggle be against tl1e bo11rgeoisie
and for socialism. Only those who are ignora11t of the ABC of
scientific socialism can regard this conclusion as new, strange, or
paradoxical. And from this conclusion, among otl1er things, follows the thesis that in a certain sense a bourgeois revolution is
more advantageous to the proletariat than to the bourgeoisie. This
thesis is unquestionably correct in the following se11se: it is to
the advantage of the bourgeoisie to rely on certain remnants of
the past, as against the proletariat, for instance, on the monarchy,
.the standing army, etc. It is to the advantage of the bourgeoisie
for the bourgeois revolution not to sweep a'vay all remnants of
the past too resolutely, but keep some of tl1em, i.e., for this revolution not to be fully consistent, not complete, and not to be determined and relentless. Social-Democrats often express this idea
somewhat differently by stating that the bourgeoisie betrays its
own self, that the bourgeoisie betrays the cause of liberty, that
the bourgeoisie is incapable of being consistently democratic.
It is of greater advantage to the bourgeoisie for the necessary
changes in the direction of bourgeois democracy to take place more
slowly, more gradually, more cautio11sly, less resol11tely, by means
of reforms and not by means of revolution; for these changes to
spare the ''venerable" institutions of the serf-ow11ing system (such
as the monarchy) as m11ch as possible; for these changes to develop
as little as possible tl1e independent revol11tionary activity initiative, and energy of tl1e common people, i.e., tl1e peasantr; and
especially the workers, for otherwise it 'vill be easier for the workers, as the French say, ''to change the rifle froin one shoulder
to the other··, i.e., to turn against the bourgeoisie the weapon the
bo11rgeois revolution will supply them with, the liberty the revolution will bring, and the democratic institutions that will spring
up on ground cleared of the serf-owning system.
On the other hand, it is more advantageous to the working
class for the necessary changes in the direction of bourgeois democracy to take place by way of revolution and not by way of reform.,
because the way of reform is one of delay, procrastination, the
painfully slow decomposition of the putrid parts of the national
organism. It is the proletariat and the peasantry that suffer first
of all and most of all from that putrefaction. The revolutionary
path is one of rapid amputation, which is the least painful to
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the proletariat, the path of the immediate removal of what is
putrescent, the path of least compliance with and consideration
for the monarchy and the abominable, vile, rotten, and noxious
institutions that go with it.
So it is not only because of the censorship, not only ''for fear
of the Jews", that our bourgeois-liberal press deplores the possilJility of the revolutionary path, fears the revolution, tries to
frighten the tsar with the bogey of revolution, seeks to avoid
re\rolution, and grovels and toadies for the sake of miserable
reforms as the foundation of the reformist path. This standpoint
is shared not only by Russkiye Vedomosti, Syn Otechestva, Nasha
Zhizn, and N ashi Dni, 215 b11t also by the illegal, uncensored
Osvobozhdeniye. 216 The very position the bourgeoisie holds as
a class in capitalist society inevitably leads to its inconsistency
in a democratic revolution. The very position the proletariat 11olds
as a class compels it to be consistently democratic. The bourgeoisie
looks backward in fear of democratic progress whicl1 threatens
to strengthen the proletariat. The proletariat has nothing to lose
but its chains, but with the aid of democratism it has the whole
\Vorld to win. 217 That is why the more consistent the bourgeois
revolution is in achieving its democratic transformations, the less
\Vill it limit itself to what is of advantage exclusively to the bourgeoisie. The more consistent the bourgeois revol11tion, the more
does it guarantee the proletariat and the peasantry the benefits
;1ccruing from tl1e democratic revolution.
l\1arxism teaches the proletarian not to keep aloof from the
bo11rgeois revolution, not to be indifferent to it, not to allow the
leadership of the revolution to be assumed by the bourgeoisie but,
on the contrary, to take a most energetic part in it, to fight most
resolutely for consistent proletarian democratism, for the revolution to be carried to its conclusion. We cannot get out of the
lJ011rgeois-democratic boundaries of the Russian revolution, but
\Ve can vastly extend these boundaries, and within these bo11ndaries we can and must fight for the interests of the proletariat, for
its immediate needs and for conditions that will make it possible
to prepare its forces for the future complete victory. There is bourgeois democracy and bo11rgeois democracy. The Zemstvo monarchist who favours an upper chamber and ''asl{s" for universal
s11 ff rage, while secretly, on the sly, striking a bargain vvi tl1 tsarism
for a docked constitution, is a bourgeois democrat too. 'fhe peas:1nt, \vho has taken up arms against the landlords and the go\'ernment officials, and vvith a ''na"ive republicanism'' proposes ''to send
tl1e tsar pacl\:ing"*, is also a bourgeois democrat. There are
11011rgeois-democratic regimes like the one in Ge1·many, and also like

*

See Osvobozhdeniye, No. 71, p. 337, footnote 2.
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the one in England; like the one in Austria and also like those !'
in A1nerica and Switzerland. He would be a fine Marxist indeed, ·'
who in a period of democratic revolution failed to see this differ- ..•
ence between the degrees of democratism and the difference between its forms, and confined hin1self to ''clever" remarks to the ,;i
effect that, after all, this is ''a bourgeois revolution'', the fruit of ,
''bourgeois revolution''....
3
One of the objections raised to the slogan of ''the revolutionary- '.
democratic dictatorship of the proletariat and the peasantry" is •'
that dictatorship presupposes a ''single will" (Iskra, No. 95), ·.
and that there can be no single will of the proletariat and the petty.;
bourgeoisie. This objection is unsound, for it is based on an·.•.
abstract, ''metaphysical'' interpretation of the term ''single will" ..
There may be a single 'vill in one respect and not in another. The ,,
absence of unity on questions of socialism and in the struggle for
socialism does not preclude singleness of will on questions of de- · .
mocracy and in the struggle for a republic. To forget this would ''
be tantamount to forgetting the logical and historical difference .·•1·
between a democratic revolution and a socialist revolution. To .
forget this would be tantamount to forgetting the character of ;
the democratic revolution as one of the whole people: if it is ''of . /
the whole people'', that means that there is ''singleness of will" '1
precisely in so far as this revolution meets the needs and require- )
ments of the whole people. Beyond the bounds of democratism \
there can be no question of the proletariat and the peasant hour- ,
geoisie having a single will. Class struggle between them is in- •
evitable, but it is in a democratic republic that this struggle will I,
be the most thoroughgoing and widespread struggle of the people '
for socialism. Like everything else in the world, the revolutionary-·\
democratic dictatorship of the proletariat and the peasantry has '
a past and a future. Its past is autocracy, serfdom, monarchy, and.:'.
privilege. In the struggle against this past, in the struggle against •
counter-revolution, a ''single will" of the proletariat and the peas- ,
antry is possible, for here there is unity of interests.
•
Its future is the struggle against private property, the struggle'
of the wage-worker against the employer, the struggle for social- ,:
ism .. Here singleness of will is impossible.* Here the path before ~
us lies . not from autocracy to a republic, but from a petty- .'
bo11rgeo1s democratic republic to socialism.
'
Of course, in actual historical circumstances ' tl1e elements of '.
the past become interwoven with those of tl1e future; the two paths ' .
cross. Wage-labour with its struggle against private property.··•··.
i

'

•

".' The de".elo.pme~t of capitalism, more extensive a11d rapid in conditions ·~
of liberty, \VIll 1nev1tably soon put an end to singleness of will; that will .
take place the sooner, the earlier counter-revolution and reaction are crushed. ';.,·
"
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exists under the autocracy as well; it arises even under serfdom.
But this does not in the least prevent us from logically and historically distinguishing between the major stages of development.
We all contrapose bourgeois revolution and socialist revolution;
\\'8 all insist on the absolute necessity of strictly distinguishing
lietween them; however, can it be denied that in the course of history individual, particular elements of the two revolutions become
interwoven? Has the period of democratic revolutions in Europe
not been familiar with a number of socialist movements and
attempts to establish socialism? And will not the future socialist
re\'Olution in Europe still have to complete a great deal left undone in the field of democratism?
A Social-Democrat must never for a moment forget that the
1iroletariat will inevitably have to wage a class struggle for socialisrn even against the most democratic and republican bourgeoisle
and petty bourgeoisie. This is beyond doubt. Hence, the absolute
necessity of a separate, independent, strictly class party of SocialDemocracy. Hence, the temporary nature of our tactics of
"striking a joint blow" with the bourgeoisie and the duty of keeping
a strict watch ''over our ally, as over an enemy", etc. All this also
leaves no room for doubt. However, it would be ridiculous and
reactionary to deduce from this that we must forget, ignore, or
neglect tasks which, although transient and temporary, are vital
at the present time. The struggle against the autocracy is a temporary and transient task for socialists, but to ignore or neglect
tl1is task in any way amounts to betrayal of socialism and service
to reaction. The revolutionary-democratic dictatorship of the
proletariat and the peasantry is unquestionably only a transient,
temporary socialist aim, but to ignore this aim in the period of
<1 democratic revol11tion would be downright reactionary.
Concrete political aitns must be set in concrete circumstances.
.<\11 things are relative, all things flow, and all things change.
German Social-Democracy does not put into its programme the
demand for a republic. The situation in Germany is such that this
question can in practice hardly be separated from that of socialism
(although with regard to Germany too, Engels in his comments on
the dri:i.ft of the Erfurt Programme in 1891 warned against belittling the importance of a republic and of the struggle for a republic!). In Russian Social-Democracy the question of eliminating
tl1e demand for a republic from its programme and its agitation
has never even arisen, for in our country there can be no talk of an
intlissoluble link between the question of a republic and that
of socialism. It was quite natural for a German Social-Democrat
of 1898 not to place special emphasis on the question of a republic,
a11d this evokes neither surprise nor condemnation. But in 1848
a German Social-Democrat who would have relegated to the back26-1087
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ground the question of a republic would have been a downright
traitor to the revolution. There is no such thing as abstract truth.
Truth is always concrete.
The time will come when the struggle against the Russian autocracy will end, and the period of democratic revolution will have
passed in Russia; it will then be ridiculollS even to speak oi
''singleness of will" of the proletariat and tl1e peasantry, about a
democratic dictatorship, etc. When that time comes we shall deal
directly with the question of the socialist dictatorship of the pro~
letariat and speak of it in greater detail. At present the party of
the advanced class cannot but strive most energetically for the
democratic revolution's decisive victory over tsarism. And a decisive victory means nothing else than the revolutionary:
democratic dictatorship of the proletariat and the peasantry ....
.. Have you, gentlemen, ever given thought to real social forces
that determine ''the sweep of the revolution"? Let us disregard the
foreign political forces, the international combinations, which
have developed very favourably for us at tl1e present time, but .
which we all leave out of the discussion, and rightly so, inasmuch
as we are concerned with the question of R11ssia' s internal forces.
Examine these internal social forces. Aligned against the revolution are the autocracy, the imperial court, the police, the bureau- >
cracy, the army, and a handful of the aristocracy. The deeper the
indignation of the people grows, the less reliable the troops become,
and the more the bureaucracy wavers. l\1oreover, the bourgeoisie, on the whole, is now in favour of revolution, zealol1sly speechifying about liberty and holding forth more ancl more frequently
in the name of the people and even in the name of the revolution.*
But we Marxists all know from theory and from daily and hourly
observation of our liberals, Zemstvo people, and Osvobozhdeniye
supporters that the bourgeoisie is inconsistent, self-seeking, and
cowardly in its support of the revolution. The bourgeoisie, in the
mass, will inevitably turn towards counter-re,·olution, towards
the autocracy, against the revolution, and against the people,
as soon as its narrow, selfish interests are n1et, as soon as it ''recoils'· from consistent democracy (and it is already recoiling from
it!). There remains the ''people", that is, the proletariat and the
peasa11try: the proletariat alone can be relied on to march on to
the e11d, for it goes far beyond the democratic revolution. That is
why the proletariat fights in the forefront for a republic and contemptuously rejects stupid and unworthy advice to take into account the possibility of the bourgeoisie recoiling. The peasantry

*

Of interest in this connection is Mr. Stru\·e's open letter to J aures
recently published by the latter in l'Humanite and by l\1r. Struve in Osvo•
bozdeniye, No. 72.
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includes a great number of semi-proletarian as well as pettybourgeois elements. This makes it also unstable, compellin_g the
proletariat to rally in a strictly class party. Ho\vever, the 1nst~
bility of the peasantry differs radically from that of the bourgeoisie, for at present the peasantry is interested not so ml1ch ir1 the
absolute preservation of private property as in the confisc.ation
of the landed estates, one of the principal forms of private property. Without thereby becoming socialist, or ceasing to be pettybourgeois, the peasantry is capable of becoming a whole-hea1·ted
and most radical adherent of the democratic revolution. The
peasantry will inevitably become such if only the course of revolutionary events, which brings it enlightenment, is not premat11rely cut short by the treacl1ery of the bourgeoisie and the defeat
of the proletariat. Subject to this condition tl1e peasantry will
inevitably become a bulwark of the revolution and the republic,
for only a completely victorious revolution can give the peasantry
everything in the sphere of agrarian reforms-everythi11g that the
peasants desire, dream of, and trl1ly need (not for the abolition of
capitalism as the ''Socialist-Revolutionaries" imagine, b11t) in
order to emerge frorn the mire of semi-serfdon1, from the gloo1n of
oppression and servitude, in order to improve their living con-_
ditions, as much as they can be improved within the syste1n of
commodity production.
Moreover, it is not only by the prospect of radical ag1·arian
reform that the peasantry is attached to the revolution, bl1t by
all its general and permanent interests as well. Even when fighting with the proletariat, the peasantry stands in need of democracy, for only a democratic system is capable of accurately exp1·essing its interests and ensuring its predominance as a mass, as the
majority. The more enlightened the peasantry becomes (and since
the war with Japan it is becoming enlightened at a pace uI1s11spected by many \vho are accustomed to n1easure enlightenment
with the school yardsticl•), the more consistently and resoll1tely
will it stand for a thoroughgoing democratic revolution; for, unlike
the bourgeoisie, it has nothing to fear from the people's supremacy, but on the contrary stand~ t? gain by it. A ~emoc:atic repl1blic will become the peasantry s ideal as soon as it begins to tl1row
off its naive monarchism, because the conscious monarcl1isn1 of
tl1e bourgeois stocl•jobbers (with an upper chamber, etc.) implies
for the peasantry the same absence of rights a!1d the sa~e oppression and ignorance as it suffers today, only slightly polished over
with the varnish of European constitutionalism.
That is why, as a class, the bourgeoisie naturally and inevitably
tends to come under the wing of the liberal-monarchist party,
wl1ile the peasantry, in the mass, tends to come under the leadership of the revolutionary and republican party. That is why the
26*
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bourgeoisie is incapable of carrying through the democratic revolution to its consummation, while the peasantry is capable of
doi11g so, and we must ex.ert all our efforts to help it do so.
The objection .may be raised that this goes without saying, is
all ABC, something that all Social-Democrats understand perfectly well. No, that is not the case; it is not understood by those who
c,an talk about ''the diminishing sweep" of the revolution as a consequence of the bourgeoisie falling away from it. Such people repeat the words of our agrarian programme, which they have
learned by rote without understanding their meaning, for otherwise
tl1ey wou~d no~ be frig~tened by the concept of the revolutionaryder:iocr~t1c. d1ctatorsh1p of the proletariat and the peasantry,
which inevitably follows from the entire Marxist world outlook
and from our programme; otherwise they would not restrict the
sweep of the great Russian revolution to the limits to which the
bourgeoisie is prepared to go. Such people defeat their abstract
Marxist revolutionary phrases by their concrete anti-Marxist
and anti-revolutionary resolutions.
Those who really understand the role of the peasantry i11 a victorious Russian revolution would not dream of saying that the
swee.p of the_ revolut~on will be diminished if the bourgeoisie
recoils from it. For, in actual fact, the Russian revolution will
begin to assume its real sweep, and 'will really assume the widest
revolutionary sweep possible in the epoch of bourgeois-democratic
revolution, only when the bourgeoisie recoils from it and when the
n_iasses_of the peasantr~ come out as active revolutionaries side by
side with the proletariat. To be consistently carried through to
the end, our democratic revolution must rely on forces capable
of paralysing the inevitable inconsistency of the bourgeoisie
(i.e., capable precisely of ''making it recoil from the revolution'',
which the Caucasian adherents of Iskra fear so much because of
their thoughtlessness).
The proletariat must carry the democratic revolution to completion, allying to itself the mass of the peasantry in order to crush the
autocracy's resistance by force and paralyse the bourgeoisie's insta?ility. !he proletariat must accomplish the socialist revolution, allying to itself the mass of the semi-proletarian elements of the population, so as to crush the bourgeoisie's resistance by force and paralyse
the instability of the peasantry and the petty bourgeoisie. Such are
the tasks of the proletariat, so narrowly presented by the newl skra group in all their arguments and resolutions on the sweep
of the revolution ....
In its social and economic essence, the democratic revolution
in Russia is a bourgeois revolution. It is, however, not enough
merely to repeat this correct Marxist proposition. It has to be
properly understood and properly applied to political slogans. In
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general, all political liberty founded on present-day, i.e., capitalist, relations of production is bourgeois liberty. The demand
for liberty expresses primarily the interests of the bourgeoisie.
Its representatives were the first to raise this demand. Its supporters have everywhere used like masters the liberty they acquired,
reducing it to moderate and meticulous bourgeois doses, combin-ing it with the most subtle suppression of the revolutionary proletariat in peaceful times, and with savage suppression in times
of storm.
But only rebel Narodniks, anarchists, and Economists 218 could
conclude therefrom that the struggle for liberty should be negated
or disparaged. These intellectualist-philistine doctrines could
be foisted on the proletariat only for a time and against its will.
The proletariat has always realised instinctively that it needs
political liberty, needs it more than anyone else, although the
immediate effect of that liberty will be to strengthen and organise the bourgeoisie. It is not by evading the class struggle that
the proletariat expects to find its salvation, but by developing it,
by extending its scope, its consciousness, organisation, and resoluteness. Whoever disparages the tasks of the political struggle
transforms the Social-Democrat from a tribune of the people into
a trade union secretary. Whoever disparages the proletarian
tasks in a democratic bourgeois revolution transforms the
Social-Democrat from a leader of the people's revolution into a
leader of a free labour union.
Yes, the people's revolution. Social-Democ1·acy has fought, and
is quite rightly fighting, against the bourgeois-democratic abuse
of the word ''people". It demands that this word shall not be used
to cover up failure to understand class antagonisms within the
people. It insists categorically on the need for complete class
independence for the party of the proletariat. However, it does
not divide the ''people" into ''classes" so that the advanced class
will become locked up within itself, will confine itself within
narrow limits, and emasculate its activity for fear that the economic rulers of the world will recoil; it does that so that the advanced class, which does not suffer from the half-heartedness,
vacillation, and indecision of the intermediate classes, should fight
with all the greater energy and enthusiasm for the cause of the
whole people, at the head of the whole people.
That is what the present-day new-Iskrists so often fail to l1nderstand, people who substitute for active political slogans in the
democratic revolution a mere pedantic repetition of the word
''class", declined in all cases and genders!
~·
The democratic revolution is bourgeois in nature. The slogan
of a general redistribution, or ''land and freedom"-that most
~idespread slogan of the peasant masses, downtrodden and igno1··
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ant, yet passionately yearning for light and happiness-is a
bourgeois slogan. But we Marxists should know that there is not
nor can there be, any other path to real freedom for the prole-'
tariat and the peasantry, than the path of bourgeois freedom and
bot1rgeois progress. We must not forget that there is not, nor can
!here be at the present time, any other means of bringing socialism nearer, than complete political liberty, than a democratic
reptiblic_, than the revolutionary-democratic dictatorship of the
proletariat and tl1e peasantry. As representatives of the advanced
and only revolutionary class, revolutionary without any reservations, doubts, or looking back, we must confront the whole of
the people witl1 the tasks of the democratic revolution as extensively and boldly as possible and with the utmost initiative. To
disparage these tasks means making a travesty of theoretical
lVIa:x.is~, distorting _it in philistine fashion, while in practical
pol1t1cs it means placing the cause of the revolution into the hands
of the bourgeoisie, \Vhich will inevitably recoil from the task of
consistently effecting the revolution. Tl1e difficulties that lie
on tl1e ro~d to complete victory of the revolution a1·e very great.
No one will be able to blame the proletariat's representatives if,
when they have done eve1·ything in their power, their efforts are
defeated by the resistance of reaction, the treachery of the bourgeoisie, and the ignorance of the masses. But everybody, and,
above all, the class-conscious proletariat will condemn SocialDemocracy if it curtails the revolutionary energy of the democratic
revolution and dampens revolutionary ardour because it is
afraid to win, because it is actuated by the consideration: lest the
bourgeoisie recoil.
Revolutions are the locon1otives of history, said Marx.219 Revolutions. are festivals of the oppressed and the exploited. At no
other t1me are the mass of the people in a position to come forward so actively as creators of a new social order, as at a time of
re:olutio~. _At such times the people are capable of performing
~1racles, if Judged by the limited, philistine yardstick of gradualist ~rogress. But it is essential that leaders of the revolutionary
parties, too, should advance their aims more comprehensively
~nd boldly at such a time, so that their slogans shall always be
in advance of the re\'olutionary initiative of the masses, serve
as a beacon, reveal to them our democratic and socialist ideal in
all its magnitude and splendour, and show them the shortest and
most direct route to complete, absolute, and decisive victory.
Let us leav~ to the opportunists of the Osvobozhdeniye bourgeoisie
the tasl{ of inventing roundabout, circuitous paths of compromise,·
out of fear of the revolution and of the direct path. If we are forcibly compelled to drag ot1rselves along such paths we shall be
able to fulfil our dt1ty in petty, everyday work also. But first let
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the choice of path be decided in ruthless struggle. We shall be
traitors, betrayers of the revolution, if we do not use this festive
energy of the masses and their revolutionary ardour to ':~ge
,1 ruthless and self-sacrificing struggle for the direct and decisive
path. Let the bourgeois opportunists c_ontempla~e ~he_ future :eaction with craven fear. The \Yorkers will not be int1m1dated either
by the thought that reaction intends to be terrible, or that the
bot1rgeoisie proposes to recoil. The workers do not expect to make
(ieals; they are not asking for petty concessions. What they are
striving towards is ruthlessly to crush the reactionary forces, i.e.,
to set up a revolutionary-democratic dictatorship of the proletariat
and tl1e peasantry.
.
Of course, in stormy times greater dange1·s threaten the ship
iJf our Party than in periods of the smooth ''sailing'' of liberal
progress, which means the painfully steady sucl{ing of the working
class's lifeblood by its exploiters. Of course, the tasks of the revolutionary-democratic dictatorship are infinitely more difficult
and more complex than the tasks of an ''extreme oppos~tion",
or of an exclusively parliamentary struggle. But whoever is consciously capable of preferring smooth sailing and the course of safe
''opposition" in the present revolutionary ~ituation had bett~r
abandon Social-Democratic work for a while, had better wait
11 ntil the revolution is over, until the festive days have passed,
\Vhen h11mdrum, everyday life starts again, and his narro\V routine standards no longer strike such an abominably discordant
note, or constitute such an I1gly distortion of the tasks of the
advanced class.
At the head of the whole people, and particularly of the peasantry-for complete freedom, for a consistent democratic revolution, for a republic! At the .head of all the toilers a~d the exploited-for socialism! S11ch in practice must be the policy of the revolutionary proletariat, such is the class sloga~ which must permeate and determine the solution of every tactical problem, every
practical step of the workers' party durinl? t~e rev?l~tion ....
Abuse of terms is a most common practice in pol1t1cs. The
name ''socialist" for example, has often been appropriated by
SU pporters of English bourgeois liberalisID: (''We are all soci~lists
now,"* said Harcourt), by supporters of B,~smarck, and by fr~ends
of Pope Leo XIII. The term ''revolution· also fully lends itself
to abuse, and, at a certain stage in the development of the movement such abuse is inevitable. When Mr. Struve began to speak
in tl1~ name of revolution we could not but recall Thiers. A few
days before the February revolution this monstrous gnome, this
most perfect embodiment of the bourgeoisie's political venality
sensed that a storm was brewing among the people, and announced
_* These \vords are

i11

English in the original. -Ed.
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the parliamentary tribune that he was of the party of revo- \

fro~
ll!ti~nl (See Marx's The Civil War in France.)22o The political;'

s1gn1ficance of Osvoboz~den,iye' s joining the p~rty of revolution is [
exactly the s~me as T~1ers s. When the R uss1an Thiers begin to·;,
speak of their belonging to the party of revolution, that means;
that the slogan of revolutio_n has become inadequate, is meaning- 1
less, and define~ no tasks since the revolution has become a fact,•.:
and the most diverse elements are going over to its side.
·
Indeed_, what is !~volution from the Marxist point of view? ,
The forc1bl~ d_emol1t1on of t~e obsolete political superstructure, (
t~e contrad1ct1on _between which and the new relations of produc- ·
t~on have caused its collapse at a certain moment. The contradic- ·
t1on ?etween the autocracy and the entire structure of capitalist'
Russia and all
needs of her bourgeois-democratic development';
has now: ca~sed rt_s coll~pse, all t~e ~ore severe. o"'.ing to the Ieng- ·•
thy period in which this contrad1ct1on was art1fic1ally sustained. i
The superstruc_ture is cracking at every joint, is yielding to pres- j
s~re, and growing weaker. Through the repre'!lentatives of the most ;
diverse cl~sses and groups, the people must now, by their own :;
efforts, build themselves a new superstructure. At a certain stage ;
of d_evelopment, the uselessness of the old superstructure becomes i
?bv1ous to all; the revolution is recognised by all. The task now f;
rs to define which classes must build the new superstructure and <
hou: the_y are to build it. If this is not defined the slogan of ~evo- .
lut1on rs empty and meaningless at the present time; for the fee- '·
bleness of the autocracy makes ''revolutionaries'' even of the Grand
Dukes and of M oskovskiye Vedomostil 221 If tl1is is not defined
there can be no talk about the advanced democratic tasks of the
adva~ced class. The slogan ''the democratic dictatorship of the proletariat and the peasantry'' provides that definition. This slogan
defines the classes upon which the new ''builders" of the new superstructure c~~ and m~~; rel_y,. the character . of the new superstructure _(a. democrat1~ as ~1st1nct from a socialist dictatorship),
a:°d how rt.rs to be built (dictatorship, i.e., the forcible suppression of resistance by force and the arming of the revolutionary
classes of the people). Whoever now refuses to recognise this slogan _of revolutionary-democratic dictatorship, the slogan of a revo!ut1onary army, of a revolutionary government, and of revolutionary peasant committees, either hopelessly fails to understand
the tasks of the revolution, is unable to define the new and higher
tasks e_voked by the present situation, or is deceiving the people,
betraying the revolution, and misusing the slogan of ''revolution'~.

From THE LATEST IN ISKRA TACTICS,
OR MOCK ELECTIONS AS A NEW
INCENTIVE TO AN UPRISING

t?e

Written in June-July 1905
First published as a pampl1let
by the C.C., R.S.D.L.P.
in Geneva, July 1905

Collected Works, Vol. 9, pp. 48-52,

84-86, 97-100, 111-14, 127-29

''Insurrection'' is an important word. A call to insurrection is a11
extremely serious call. The more complex the social system, the
better the organisation of state power, and the more perfected
the military machine, the more impermissible is it to launch such
a slogan without due thought. And we have stated repeatedly t~at
the revolutionary Social-Democrats have long been preparing
to launch it, but have launched it as a direct call only when there
could be no doubt whatever of the gravity, widespread and deep
roots of the revolutionary movement, no doubt of matters having
literally come to a head. Important words must be. used with
circumspection. Enormous difficulties have to be faced in translating them into important deeds. It is precisely for that r~ason that
it would be unpardonable to dismiss these difficulties with a mere
phrase, to use Manilovist inventions to brush aside serious tasks or
to put on one's eyes the blinkers of sweet dreams of so-called
''natural transitions" to these· difficult tasks.
A revolutionary army are also important \Vords. The creation
of a revolutionary army is an arduous, complex, a~d lengthy
process. But when we see that it has already begun and rs proceeding on all sides-though desultorily and by fits ~nd s_tar_ts-w~en
we know that a genuine victory of the rev_olut1on i_s impossible
without such an army, we must issue a definite and d1~e.ct slogan,
advocate it make it the touchstone of the current pol1t1cal tasks.
It would b~ a mistake to think that the revolutionary classes are
invariably strong enough to effec~ a revolution 'Y~enever su_ch
a revolution has fully matured by virtue of the cond1t1ons of social
and economic development. No, human society is not constituted
so rationally or so ''conveniently" for progr~ssive elements. A revolution may be ripe, and yet the forces of its creators may pro':e
insufficient to carry it out, in which case society decays, and this
pro~ess of decay sometimes drags on for very many .years. There
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doubt that Russia is ripe for a democratic revolution, but
it still remains to be seen whether the revolutionary classes have
sufficient strength at present to carry it out. This will be settled
by the strugg~e, whose crucial moment is approaching at tremendous spe~d-if the numerous direct and indirect indications do
not deceive us. The moral preponderance is indubitable-the·
moral force is already overwhelmingly great; without it, of course
there could be no question of any revolution whatever. It is ~
necessary condition, but it is not sufficient. Only the outcome of
the struggle will show whether it will be translated into a material force sufficient to smash the very serious (we shall not close
our .eye~ to this) resistance of the autocracy. The slogan of insur:ect1on 1s a slogan for deciding the issue by material force, which
in present-day European civilisation can only be military force.
1:h1s slogan sho~ld not be put forward until the general prerequisites for revolution have matured, until the masses have definitely shown that .they have been roused and are ready to act, until
the external circumstances have led to an open crisis. But once
such a slogai_i has been issued, it would be an arrant disgrace to
retreat from it, back to moral force again, to one of the conditions
that prepare the ground for an uprising, to a ''possible transition'',
et~., e.tc. No, once the die is cast, all subterfuge must be put
aside; it must be explained directly and openly to the masses what
the practical conditions for a successful revolt1tion are at the
present time ....
Proletary No. 21, October 17(4),

1905

Collected Works, Vol. 9, pp. 367-69

SOCIALISM AND RELIGION

Present-day society is wholly based on the exploitation of the
vast masses of the working class by a ti11y minority of the population the class of the landowners and that of the capitalists. It
is a ~lave society, since the ''free" workers, who all their lif~ wor·k
for the capitalists, are ''entitled" only to such means of subsistence
as are essential for tl1e maintenance of slaves who produce profit,
for the safeguarding and perpetuation of ?api~alist slavery.
The economic oppression of the workers 1nev1tably calls. forth
and engenders every kind of politi~al oppressio.n. and social huiniliation, the coarsening and darkening of the sp1r1tual and moral
life of the masses. The workers may secure a greater or lesser
degree of political liberty to fight for their economic emancipation,
but no amount of liberty will ricl them of poverty, unemploylI_le_nt,
and oppression until the power of capital is .overthrown. Reli~1on
is one of the forms of spiritual oppression which every\vhere weighs
down heavily upon the masses of the peop~e, ov.erburdened by
their perpetual work for others, by \Vant and is?lat1on. lmpot.ence
of the exploited classes in their struggle against the exploiters
just as inevitably gives rise to the belief in a ~etter life aft.er dea.th
as impotence of the savage in his battle with nature gives ri~e
to belief in gods, devils, miracles, and the like .. T.hose who toil
and live in want all their lives are taught by religion to b~ submissive and patient while here on earth, and to take comfort in the
hope of a heavenly reward. But those. who li".e by t?e labour of
others are taught by religion to practise. ch~ri~y whi~e on .earth,
thus offering them a very cheap way of Justifying th~ir ei:itire existence as exploiters and selling them at a moderate price tick~ts. to
\Yell-being in heaven. Religion is opium for tl1e people: Religion
is a sort of spiritual booze, in which th.e slaves of capital drown
their human image, their demand for a life more or less worthy of
n1<1n.
Btit a slave who has become conscious of his slavery and has
risen to struggle for his emancipati?n has already half ceased to
be a slave. The modern class-conscious worker, reared by largescale factory industry and enlightened by urban life, contemptu\)Usly casts aside religious prejudices, leaves heaven to the priests
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and bourgeois bigots, and tries to win a better life for himself
her~ on ea_rth. T.he pr~letariat of today takes the side of socialism.
which enlists science in th~ batt~e a~ainst the fog of religion, and
frees the workers from their belief in life after death by welding
them ~o.gether to fight in the present for a better life on earth.
~el~gion must be declared a private affair. In these words
social.ists usually express their attitude towards religion. But the
mean1i:ig of these 'Yords should be accurately defined to prevent
any.misunderstanding. We demand that religion be held a private
affai~ so fa~ ~s the st.ate is concerned. But by no means can we
con~i~er religion a private affair so far as our Party is concerned.
Religion must be of no concern to the state, and religious societies
must have no connection with governmental authority. Everyone
m~s~ be absolute!~ free to profess any religion he pleases, or no
religion wha_tev?r,. i.e.: to be an atheist, which every socialist is,
a~ a rule. J?is~rimination among citizens on account of their religious. c?nv~ctio~s .is wholly intolerable. Even the bare mention
of a ~iti.zen s religion in official documents should unquestionably
be eliminated. No subsidies should be granted to the established
ch~rc~ nor state allowances made to ecclesiastical and religious . '
s?cieti?s. Th~s~ should become absolutely free associations of
like-minded c1t1zens, associations independent of the state. Only
the complete fulfilment of these demands can put an end to the
shameful and accursed past when the church lived in feudal dependence on the state, and Russian citizens lived in feudal dependence on. the establis~e.d c~urch, when medieval, inquisitorial
laws (to this day remaining in our criminal codes and on our
statute-boo~s) w~re in ~xistence and were applied, persecuting
1?-en. for their belief or disbelief, violating men's consciences, and
11~k1ng c~sy government jobs and government-derived incomes
with the dispensat~on of this or that dope by the established church.
Complet.e separation of Church and State is what the socialist
proletariat ~emands of .the modern state and the modern church.
The Russian revolution must put this demand into effect as
a ne~essary component of political freedom. In this respect the
Russian r~volutioi:i i~ in a particularly favourable position, ~ince
the revolting ~fficial1sm of the police-ridden feudal autocracy has
called forth disconte~t, unrest and indignation even among the
clergy. However abject, however ignorant Russian Orthodox
clergymen may have been, even they have now been awakened by the
thunder ~f ~h.e d~wnfall of the old, medieval order in Russia. Even
they are JO~n1ng in.the demand for freedom, are protesting against
bur~au~rat1c practices and officialism, against the spying for the
po~1ce imposed on the ''servants of God". We socialists must lend
t?is movement our support, carrying the demands of honest a11d
sincere members of the clergy to their conclusion, making· them

stick to their words about freedom, demanding that they should
resolutely break all ties between religion and the police. Either
you are sincere, in which case you must stand for the complete
:-ieparation of Church and State and of School and Church, for
religion to be declared wholly and absolutely a private affair.
Or you do not accept these consistent demands for freedom, in
which case you evidently are still held captive by the traditions of
the inquisition, in which case you evidently still cling to your cosy
government jobs and government-derived incomes, in which case
you evidently do not believe in the spiritual power of your weapon
and continue to take bribes from the state. And in that case the
class-conscious workers of all Russia declare merciless war on you.
So far as the party of the socialist proletariat is concerned, religion is not a private affair. Our Party is an association of classconscious, advanced fighters for the emancipation of the working
class. Such an association cannot and must not be indifferent
to lack of class-consciousness, ignorance or obscurantism in the
shape of religious beliefs. We demand complete disestablishment
of the Church so as to be able to combat the religious fog with
1)urely ideological and solely ideological weapons, by means of
our press and by word of mouth. But we founded our association,
the Russian Social-Democratic Labour Party, precisely for such
a struggle against every religious bamboozling of the workers.
:\.nd to us the ideological struggle is not a private affair, but the
affair of the whole Party, of the whole proletariat.
If that is so, why do we not declare in our Programme that we
are atheists? Why do we not forbid Christians and other believers in God to join our Party?
The answer to this question will serve to explain the very iml)Ortant difference in the way the question of religion is presented
by the bourgeois democrats and the Social-Democrats.
Our Programme is based entirely on the scientific, and moreover the materialist, world outlook. An explanation of our Prog1·amme, therefore, necessarily includes an explanation of the
true historical and economic roots of the religious fog. Our propaganda necessarily includes the propaganda of atheism; the
publication of the appropriate scientific literature, which the
autocratic feudal government has hitherto strictly forbidden and
IJersecuted, must now form one of the fields of our Party work.
\\Te shall now probably have to follow the advice Engels once gave
to the German Socialists: to translate and widely disseminate the
literature of the eighteenth-century French Enlighteners and
atheists. 222
But under no circumstances ought we to fall into the error
of posing the religious question in an abstract, idealistic fashion,
as an ''intellectual" question unconnected with the class struggle,
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as is not inf!~quently done by the radical-democrats from among
the bourgeo1s1e. It would be stupid to think that, in a society
based on the endless oppression and coarsening of the worker
masses, religious prejudices could be dispelled by purely propaganda methods. It would be bourgeois narrow-mindedness to
forget that the yol(e of religion that weighs upon mankind is
me~ely a product and reflection of the economic yoke within
soc~ety. No number of_ pan:ip~l~ts and no amount of preaching can
enl1ght~n the proletariat, if it is not enlightened by its own struggle aga_1nst the dark forces of capitalism. Unity in tl1is really
revolutionary struggle of the oppressed class for the creation of
a p_aradis~ ?n earth is more important to us than unity of proletarian opinion on paradise in heaven ..
T~at i~ the reason why we do not and sl1ould not set forth our
athe~si:i in our Programme; that is why we do not and should not
p:ohibit proletarians who still retain vestiges of their old prejudices from associating themselves with our Party. We shall
always preach the scientific world outlook, and it is essential for
us to combat the inconsistency of various ''Christians". But that
does not mean in the least that the religious question ought to
be a~vanced to first place, where it does not belong at all; nor
d_oes it mean th~t we sho~l~ allow the forces of t11e really revolutionar.Y economic. a~d political struggle to be split up on account
of .t~ird-~ate opinions or senseless ideas, rapidly losing all
political importance, rapidly being swept out as rubbish by the
very course of economic development.
Everywhere the reactionary bourgeoisie has concerned itself
~nd is no"'. ~eginning to concern itself in Russia, with the foment~
ing of religious strife-in order thereby to divert the attentioi1
of the masses from the really important and fundamental econo111ic and_ political p:oble111~, _now_ being solved in practice by the
all-R_ussia prol_etar1at u:i1t_1ng in revolutionary struggle. This
reactionary policy of spl1tt1ng up the proletarian forces which
today· 1nanifests. itself mainly in Black-Hundred pogro~s, may
tomorrow con_ce1ve some more subtle reforms. We, at any rate,
shall op_pose it by calmly, consistently and patiently preaching
prolet~rian solidari~y _and the scientific world outlook-a preaching alien to any stirring up of secondary differences.
The revo~utionary _proletariat will succeed in making religior1
a :eally .P.r1vate affair, so far as the state is concerned. And ir1
thi~ pol~t1~al system, cleansed of medieval mildew, the proletariat ~111,,.wage a broad and open struggle for the elimination of
econom1~ slavery, the true source of the religious humbugging
of mankind.
Novaya Zhizn, No. 28, December

3, 1905
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f'rom GUERRILLA WARFARE

What are the fundamer1tal demands which every Marxist
should make of an examination of tl1e question of forms of struggle? In the first place, Marxism differs from all primitive forms
of socialism by not binding the movement to any one particular
form of struggle. It recognises the most varied forms of struggle;
and it does not ''concoct" them, but only generalises, organises,
gives conscious expression to those forms of struggle of the revolutionary classes which arise of themselves in the course of the
movement. Absolutely hostile to all abstract formulas and to all
doctrinaire recipes, Marxism demands an attentive attitude to
the mass struggle in progress, which, as the movement develops,
as the class-consciousness of the masses grows, as economic and
political crises become acute, continually gives rise to new and
more varied methods of defence and attack. Marxism, therefore,
positively does not reject any for111 of struggle. Under no circumstances does Marxism confine itself to the forms of struggle possible and in existence at the given moment only, recognising as
it does that new forms of struggle, unknown to the participants
of the given period, inevitably arise as the given social situation
changes. In this respect Marxism learns, if we may so express
it, from mass practice, and makes no claim whatever to teach.
the masses forms of struggle invented by ''systematisers'' in the
seclusion of their studies. We know-said Kautsky, for instance,
when examining the forms of social revolution-that the coming
crisis will introduce new forms of struggle that we are now unable
to foresee.
In the second place, Marxism demands an absolutely historical
examination of the question of the forms of struggle. To treat
this question apart from the concrete historical situation betrays
a failure to understand the rudiments of dialectical materialism.
At different stages of economic evolution, depending on differ-
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ences in political, national-cultural, living and other conditio?s,
different forms of struggle come to the fore and become the principal forms of struggle; and in connection with thi~, the _secondary auxiliary forms of struggle undergo change in their turn.
To ~ttempt to answer yes or no to the question whether any particular means of struggle should be used, without making a detailed
examination of the concrete situation of the given movement
at the given stage of its development, means completely to abandon the Marxist position.
These are the two principal theoretical propositions by which
we must be guided. The history of Marxism in Western Europe
provides an infinite number of examples corroborating what has
been said. European Social-Democracy at the present time regards
parliamentarism and the trade union movement as the principal
forms of struggle; it recognised insurrection in the past, and is ,
quite prepared to recognise it, should conditions change, in the · '
future-despite the opinion of bourgeois liberals like the Russian
Cadets 223 and the Bezzaglavtsi. 224 Social~Democracy in the seventies rejected the general strike as a social panacea, as a means
of overthrowing the bourgeoisie at one stroke by non-political
means-but Social-Democracy fully recognises the mass political strike (especially after the experience of Russia in 1905) as
one of the methods of struggle essential under certain conditions.
Social-Democracy recognised street barricade fighting in the
forties, rejected it for definite reasons at the end of the nineteenth
century, and expressed complete readiness to revise the latter
view and to admit the expediency of barricade fighting after
the experience of Moscow, 225 which, in the words of K. Kautsky,
initiated new tactics of barricade fighting.
Proletary, No. 5, September 30,

1906
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From ON THE QUESTION
OF A NATION-WIDE REVOLUTION

In a certain sense of the word, it is only a nation-wide revolutior1 that can be victorious. This is true in the sense that the unity
of the overwhel1ning majority of the population in the struggle
for the demands of that revolution is essential for victory to be
\\con. This overwhelming majority must consist either entirely of
one class, or of different classes that have certain aims in common.
It is also true, of course, that the present Russian revolution can
be victorious only if it is nation-wide in that specific sense of the
\\'Ord that the conscious participation of the overwhelming majority of the population in the struggle is essential for victory to be
\VOn.

1'hat, however, is the limit of the conventional truthfulness
of the catchword of a ''nation-wide" revolution. No further conclusions can be drawn from this concept, which is nothing but
;1 truism (only a11 overwhelming majority can be victorious over
;111 organised and dominant minority). For this reason it is fu11dar11entally incorrect and profoundly un-Marxist to apply it as a
g·er1eral formula, as a model, a criterion of tactics. The concept
of a ''nation-\vide revolution'' should tell the Marxist of the neetl
frJr a precise analysis of those varied interests of different classes
tl1at coincide i11 certain definite, limited common aims. Under 110
circumstances must this concept serve to conceal or overshado\\'
tl1e study of the class struggle in the course of any revolution. Sucl1
11se of the concept of ''nation-wide revolution" amounts to a comlllete rejectio11 of J\1:arxism and a return to the vulgar phraseology
of the petty-bot1rgeois democrats or petty-bourgeo~s socialists ..
Tl1is truth is frequently forgotten by our Social-Democratic
Right wing. Still inore frequently do they forget that class relatio1is in a revolutio1i cliange with the progress of that revolution.
All real revolutionary progress means drawing broader masses
i11to the movernent; consequently-a greater conscious11ess of
-
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class interests; consequently-more clearly-defined political, party
groupings and more precise outlines of the class physiognomy of/1
the vario11s parties; consequently-greater replacement of gen..:'
eral, abstract, unclear political and economic demands tl1at are;
vague in their abstractness, by the varying concrete, clearly-defined'
demands of the different classes.
;
For instance, the Russian bourgeois revolution, like any other/
bourgeois revolution, inevitably begins under the common slo-'
gans of ''political liberty" and ''popular interests": only in the
course of the struggle, the concrete meaning of those slogans
becomes clear to the masses and to the different classes, only.
to the extent that a practical attempt is made to implement
that ''liberty", to give a definite content even to such a hollow.:
sounding word as ''democracy". Prior to the bourgeois revolution;
and at its onset, all speak in the name of democracy-the proletariat and the peasantry together with urban petty-bourgeois5
elements, and the liberal bourgeoisie together with the liberal)
landlords. It is only in the course of the class struggle, only in\
the course of a more or less lengthy historical development otf
the revolution, that the different understanding of this ''democ-:
racy" by the different classes is revealed. And what is more, the0
deep gulf bet\veen the interests of the different classesj is re-:
vealed in their demands for different economic and political;
measures, in the name of one and the same ''democracy".
';
Only in the course of the struggle, only as the revolution de- ·
velops, is it revealed that one ''democratic'' class or stratum does )
not want to go, or cannot go, as far as another, that while ''com-:
mon" (allegedly common) objectives are being achieved, fierce.,
skir1nishes develop around the method by which they are to be T
achieved, for example, on the degree, extent or consistency of i.
freedom and power of the people, or the manner in which land '1
is to be transferred to the peasantry, etc.
;

Proletary, No. 16, May 2, 1907
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From AGAINST BOYCOTT
Notes of a Social-Democratic Publicist

Running through all Menshevik literature, especially that
of 1905 (up to October), is the accusation that the Bolsheviks
are ''bigoted'' and also exhortations to them on the need for
taking into consideration the zigzag path of history. In this fea"'t11re of ~Ienshevik literature we have another specimen of the
kind of reasoning which tells us that horses eat oats and that
the Volga flows into the Caspian Sea, reasoning which befogs the
essence of a disputable question by reiterating what is indisputable. That history usually follows a zigzag path and that a Marxist should be able to make allowance for the most complicated
<1nd fantastic zigzags of history is indisputable. But this reiteration of the indisputable has nothing to do with the question of
\vhat a Marxist should do when that same history confronts the
contending forces with the choice of a straight or a zigzag path.
To dismiss the matter at such moments, or at such periods, whe11
this happens by arguing about the usual zigzag course of history
is to take after the ''man in the muffler" and become absorbed in
contemplation of the truth that horses eat oats. As it happens,
revolutionary periods are mainly such periods in history when
the clash of contending social forces, in a comparatively short
space of time, decides the question of the country's choice of
a direct or a zigzag path of development for a comparatively very
long time. The need for reckoning with the zigzag path does not
in the least do away with the fact that Marxists should be able
to explain to the masses during the decisive moments of their
history that the direct path is preferable, should be able to l1elp
the masses in the struggle for the choice of the direct path, to
advance slogans for that struggle, and so on. And only l1opeless
1ihilistines and the most obtuse pedants, after the decisive historical battles which determined the zigzag path instead of the
clirect one were over, co11ld sneer at those who had fought to the
end for the direct path. It would be like the sneers of German
110Iice-minded official historians such as Treitschke at the revolutior1ary slogans and the revolutionary directness of Marx in 1848.
27*
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Marxism's attitude towards the zigzag path of history is es- .
sentially the same as its attitude towards compromise. Every ·:.
zigzag turn in history is a compromise, a compromise between ...
the old, which is no longer strong enougl1 to completely negate ··~
the new, and the new, which is not yet strong enough to com- ;',
pletely overthrow the old. Marxism does not altogether reject {
compromises. Marxism considers it necessary to make use of •;
them,' but1 that does not in the least prevent Marxism, as a
living and operating historical force, from fighting energetically
against compromises. Not to understand this seeming contradiction is not to know the rudiments of Marxism.
Engels once expressed the Marxist attitude to compromises
very vividly, clearly, and concisely in an article on the manifesto
of the Blanquist fugitives of the Commune (1874). * These Blanquists wrote in their manifesto that they accepted no compromises ,
whatever. Engels ridiculed this manifesto. It was not, he said, ii
a question of rejecting compromises to which circumstances con- ··~
demn us (or to which circumstances compel us-I must beg tlie
reader's pardon for being obliged to quote from memory, as I .
am unable to check with the original text). It was a question of
clearly realising the true revolutionary aims of the proletariat
and of being able to pursue them through all and every circumstances, zigzags, and compromises. 226 ...
Marxism differs from all other socialist theories in the remarkable way it combines complete scientific sobriety in the
analysis of the objective state of affairs and the objective course
of evolution with the most emphatic recognition of the importance
of the revolutionary energy, revolutionary creative genius, and
revolutionary initiative of the masses-and also, of course, of
individuals, groups, organisations, and parties that are able to .
1
discover and achieve contact with one or another class. A high
appraisal of the revolutionary periods in the development of
humanity follows logically from the totality of Marx's views on
history. It is in such periods that the numerous contradictions '
which slowly accumulate during periods of so-called peaceful
development become resolved. It is in such periods that the
direct role of the different classes in determining the forms of
social life is manifested with the greatest force, and that the
foundations are laid for the political ''superstrt1cture'', which
then persists for a long time on the basis of the new relations of
prod11ction. And, unlike the theoreticians of the liberal bourgeoisie, Marx· did not regard these periods as deviations from the

*

This article \\·as included i11 tl1e German volu1ne of collected articles
J 1iternationales aus dem "Volksstaat''. Tl1e title of the Russian tra11slatio11
is Articles from "Volksstaat", published by Znaniye.
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''normal" path, as manifestations of ''social disease", as th~ deplor
able results of excesses and mistakes, but as the most vital, the
:nost important, essential, and decisive moments in the history
of human societies. In the activities of Marx and Engels themselves, the period of their participation in the mass revolutionar_y
struggle of 1848-49 stands out as the central point. This was their
point of departure when determining the future pattern of the
,vorkers' movement and democracy in different countries. It was
to this point that they always returned in order t_o determii:e t~e
essential nature of the different classes and their tendencies in
the most striking and purest form. It was from the standpoint
of the revolutionary period of that time that they always jt1dged
the later, lesser, political formations and organisat~ons, P?litical aims and political conflicts. No wonder tl1e ideological
leaders of liberalism, men like Sombart, whole-hearte~ly .hate
this feature of l\farx's activities and writings and ascribe it to
the ''bitterness of an exile''. It is indeed typical of the bugs of
police-ridden bourgeois university science to ascribe an inseparable component of Marx's and Engels's rev_olution.ary. outl~ok
to personal bitterness, to the personal hardships of life in exil~.
In one of his letters, I think it was to Kugelmann, Marx in
passing threw out a highly characteristic r~mark, whi~h is :particularly interesting in the light of the question we are d1scuss1n~.
He says that the reaction in Germany had almost ~ucceeded in
blotting out the memory and traditions of the revolutionary ep?ch
of 1848227 from the minds of the people. Here we have the aims
of reaction and the aims of the party of the proletariat in relation
to the revolutionary traditions of a given country strikingly contrasted. The aim of reaction is to blot out these traditions, t.o
represent the revolution as ''elemental madness'' -Struve' s translation of the German das t'olle Jahr (''the mad year"-the term
<1pplied by the German police-min~ed b.ourgeois his~oria~s, a~d
even more widely by German un1vers1ty-professor1al h1stor10graphy, to the year 1848). The aim of reaction is t? ~ake the
people forget the forms of struggle, the for~s of orgai:1sat1on, a~d
the ideas and slogans which the revolutionary period be.got in
s11ch profusion and variety. Just as those obtuse eul~g1sts of
English philistinism, the Webbs, try to represent Chart1sm, the
revolutionary period of the English lab.our mov~_men,t, as pure
childishness, as ''sowing wild oats", as a piece of naivete un':"o~thy
of serious attention as an accidental and abnormal deviation,
so too the German 'bourgeois historians treat the year 1848 in
C,ermany. Such also is the attitude of the reactionaries .to t~e
(~reat French Revolution, which, by the fierce hatred it still
inspires, demonstrates to this ~ay the vitality and force of its
i11f!uence on humanity. And in the same way 011r heroes of

•
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counter-r~volution,

_particularly ''democrats" of ~'esterday like
?tru ve, ~ily11kov, Kiese:vetter, and tutti quanti vie with one another
in s~urrilously _slandering the revolutionary traditions of the
R_ussian revolution. Although it is barely two years since the
direct m~ss struggle of _the proletariat won that particle of freedom which sends the liberal lackeys of the old regime into st1ch
:aptures, a v_a~t tr~nd calling itself liberal(!!) has already arisen
in our pu?licist literature. This trend is fostered by the Cadet
p_ress and is wholly devoted to depicting our revolution, revolut~onary met?~ds of struggle, revolutionary slogans, and revolut1.onary traditions as s_o~ething base, primitive, naive, elemental,
i:na~, etc., ... even* criminal . . . from Milyukov to Kamyshansky
il ~ Y a qu un pas! On the other hand, the successes of reaction,
which first drove the people from the Soviets of Workers' and
Peasan~s'. Depu~ies into the Dubasov-Stolypin Dumas, and is
now driving it into the Octobrist Duma, 228 are depicted by the
h~roe~ of Russi~n liberalism as ''the process of growth of constitutional consciousness in Russia''.
It is undoubtedly the duty of Russian Social-Democrats to
study our re".olu~ion most carefully and thoroughly, to acquaint
the masses with its forms of struggle, forms of organisation, etc.,
to stren~then the revolutiona~y traditions among the people,
to convince the masses th~t improvements of any importance
and pe~manence can be achieved solely and exclusively through
revolutionary struggle, _and to systematically expose the utter
b~seness of t?ose smug liberals who pollute the social atmosphere
with th~ _miasma of ''_constitutional'' servility, treachery, and
Molchal1nism. In the _history of the struggle for liberty a single
day of the October strike or of the December uprising is a hundred
times more significant than months of Cadet flunkey speeches in
t?e Duma on the subject of the blameless monarch and constituti?nal monarchy. We must see to it-for if we do not no one else
will-that the people know much more thoroughly and in more
detail those spirited, eventful, and momentous days than those
months of ''constitutional'' asphyxia and Balalaikin-Molchalin
prosperi. t Y229 so zea1ously announced to the world by ot1r liberalpar_ty and n~n-party ''democratic" (ugh! ugh!) press with the
amiable acqt1iescence of Stolypin and his retinue of gendarme
censors.
Written 011 June 26 (July 9), 1907
!"ublished late in July 1907
1n the pamplrlet Concerning
the Boycott of the Third Duma
'
St. Petersburg

*

There is only 011e step.-Ed.

Collected Works, Vol. 13, pp. 22-23,
36-39

lVIARXISM AND REVISIONISM

There is a well-known saying that if geometrical axioms affected human interests attempts would certainly be made to refut.e
them. Theories of natural history which conflicted with the old
prejudices of theology provoked, and still provoke, the most
rabid oppositio11. No wonder, therefore, that the Marxian doctrine, which directly serves to enlighten and organise the advanced
class in modern society, indicates the tasks facing this class and
demonstrates the inevitable replacement (by virtue of economic
development) of the present system by a new order-no wonder
that this doctrine has had to fight for every step forward in the.
course of its life.
Needless to say, this applies to bourgeois scie11ce and philosophy,
officially taught by official professors in order to befuddle the
rising generation of the propertied classes and to ''coach'' it against
internal and foreign enemies. This science will not even hear
of Marxism, declaring that ·it has been refuted and annihilated.
l\1arx is attacked with equal zest by young scholars who are
1naking a career by refuting socialism, and by decrepit elders
who are preserving the tradition of all kinds of outworn ''systems".
The progress of Marxism, the fact that its ideas are spreading
and taking firm hold among the working class, inevitably increase
the frequency and intensity of these bourgeois atteacks on Marxism, which becomes stronger, more hardened and more vigorous
every time it is. ''annihilated" by official science.
But even among doctrines connected with the struggle of the
\Vorking class, and current mainly among the proletariat, l\farxism
by no means consolidated its position all at once. In the first
l1alf-century of its existence (from the 1840s on) Marxism was
engaged in c.ombating theories fundamentally hostile to it. In
the early forties l\farx and Engels settled accounts with the radical Young Hegelians whose viewpoint was that of philosophical
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idealism. At the end of the forties the struggle began in the field
of economic doctrine, against Proudhonism. 230 The fifties sawil
the completion of this struggle in criticism of the parties and::
doctrines "·hi ch manifested themselves in the stormy year of •i
1848. In the sixties the struggle shifte(l from the field of general I
theory to one closer to the direct labour movement: the ejection?
1
231
of Bakuninism from the International.
In the early seventies'
the stage in Germany was occupied for a short while by the Proud-::.
honist Miilberger, and in the late seventies by the positivist
Diihring. B.ut .the_ influence of _both on the proletariat was already,
absolutely ins1gn1ficant. Marxism was already gaining anfu11ques- ·.
tionable victory over all other ideologies in the labour m;vement .. ·
By the nineties this victory was in the main co1npleted. Even
in the Latin countries, where the traditions of Proudhonisn1 held'
their ground longest of all, the workers' parties in effect built '
their programmes and their tactics on Marxist foundations. The.··.
revived international organisation of the labou1· movement-in:.
the shape of pe1·iodical international congresses-from the outset, •.
~nd almost ~ithout a struggle, adopted the Marxist standpoint::
in all essentials. But after Marxism had ousted all the more or?
less integra~ doctrines hostile to it, the tendencies expressed in .•
those doctrines began to seek other channels. The forms and · •
causes of the struggle changed, but the struggle continued. And
the s_eco~d ha!f-century of the existence of Marxism began (in
the n1net1es) with the struggle of a t1·end hostile to Marxism within
lVIarxism itself.
Bernstein, a one-time orthodox Marxist, gave his name to this
232
trend
by coming forward with the most noise and with tl1e
most purposeful expression of amendments to Marx revision
of Marx, revisionism. Even in Russia where-owing t~ the economic backwardness of the country and the preponderance of a
peasant population weighed down by the relics of serfdomnon-Marxist socialism has naturally held its ground longest of
all, i~ is plainly .passing i_nto revisionism before our very eyes.
!3ot? in the agrarian que~t1on (the programme of the municipal1sat1on of all land) and in general questions of programme and
tactics, our Social-N arodniks are more and more substituting
''amendments" to Marx for the moribund and obsolescent remnants of their old system, which in its own ,vay was integral . ·.
and fundamentally hostile to Marxism.
:
Pre-Marxist socialism has been defeated. It is continuing the .
struggle, no longer on its own independent ground, but on the
general ground of Marxism, as revisionism. Let us then examine
the ideological content of revisionism.
'
'
In the sphere of philosophy revisionism followed in the wake
of bo11rgeois professorial ''science". The professors ,vent ''back
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to Kant'' -and revisionism dragged along after· the neoKantians. 233 The professors repeated the platitudes that priests have
uttered a thousand times against philosophical materialismand the revisionists, smiling indulgently, mumbled (word for
word after the latest Handbuch) that materialism had been ''1·efuted" long ago. The professors treated Hegel as a ''dead dog'', 234
and while themselves preaching idealism, only an idealism a thousand times more petty and banal than Hegel's, contemptuously
shrugged their shoulders at dialectics-and the revisionists
floundered after them into the swamp of philosophical vulgarisation of science, replacing ''artful" (and revolutionary) dialectics
by ''simple" (and tranquil) ''evolution". The professors earned
their official salaries by adjusting both their idealist and their
''critical" systems to the dominant medieval ''philosophy'' (i.e.,
to theology)-and the revisionists drew close to them, trying
to make religion a ''private affair", not in relation to the modern
state, but in relation to the party of the advanced class.
What such ''amendments" to Marx really meant in class terms
need not be stated: it is self-evident. We shall simply note that
the only Marxist in the international Social-Democratic movement to criticise the incredible platitudes of the revisionists from
the standpoint of consistent dialectical materialism was
Plekhanov. This must be stressed all the more emphatically since
profoundly mistake11 attempts are being made at the present time
to smuggle in old and reactionary philosophical rubbish disguised as a criticism of Plekhanov' s tactical opportunism.*
Passing to political economy, it must be noted first of all that
in this sphere the ''amendments" of the revisionists were much
more comprehensive and circumstantial; attempts were made
to influence the public by ''new data on economic development''.
It was said that concentration and the ousting of small-scale
production by large-scale production do not occur in agriculture
at all, while they proceed very slowly in commerce and industry.
It was said that crises had now become rarer and weaker, and
that cartels and trusts would probably enable capital to eliminate them altogether. It was said that the ''theory of collapse"
to which capitalism is heading was unsou~d, owing to the tenclency of class antagonisms to become m1~der and less acut~.
It was said finally, that it would not be amiss to correct Marx s
235
theory of ~alue, too, in accordance with Bohm-Bawerk.

*

See Studies in the Philosophy of Marxism by Bogdanov, Bazarov ancl
otl1ers. This is not the place to discuss the book, and I must at p~esent c~n
line myself to stating that in the very near future I .shall prove I~ a. series
of articles or in a separate pamphlet, that everything I have said in the
text about neo-Kantian revisionists essentially applies also to these "new''
neo-Humist and neo-Berkeleyan revisionists. (See V. I. Lenin, Materialism
and Emp irio-Criticism. -Ed.)
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The light against the revisionists on these questions resulted
in as fruitful a revival of the tl1eoretical thought in international
socialism as did Engels' s controversy with Diihring twenty years
earlier. The arguments of the revisionists were analysed with
the help of facts and figures. It was proved that the revisionists
were systematically painting a rose-coloured picture of modern
small-scale production. The technical and commercial superiority
of large-scale production over small-scale production not only
in industry, but also in agriculture, is proved by irrefutable facts.
But commodity production is far less developed in agriculture,
and modern statisticians and economists are, as a rule, not very
skilful in picking out the special branches (sometimes even the
operations) in agriculture \Vhich indicate that agriculture is
being progressively drawn into the process of exchange in world
economy. Small-scale production maintains itself on the ruins
of natural economy by constant worsening of diet, by chronic
starvation, by lengthening of the working day, by deterioration
in the quality and the care of cattle, in a word, by the very
methods whereby handicraft production maintained itself against
capitalist manufacture. Every advance in science and technology
inevitably and relentlessly undermines the foundations of smallscale production in capitalist society; and it is the task of socialist political econon1y to investigate this process in all its forms,
often complicated and intricate, and to demonstrate to the small
producer the impossibility of his holding his own under capitalism, the hopelessness of peasant farming under capitalism,
and the necessity for the peasant to adopt the standpoint of the
proletarian. On this question the revisionists sinned, in the scientific sense, by superficial generalisations based on facts selected
one-sidedly and without reference to the system of capitalism
as a whole. From the political point of view, they sinned by the
fact that they inevitably, whether they wanted to or not, invited or urged the peasant to adopt the attitude of a small
proprietor (i.e., the attitude of the bourgeoisie) instead of urging
him to adopt the point of view of the revolutionary proletarian.
The position of revisionism was even worse as regards the
theory of crises and the theory of collapse. Only for a very short
time could people, and then only the most short-sighted, think
of refashioning the foundations of Marx's theory under the influence of a few years of industrial boom and prosperity. Realities
very soon made it clear to the revisionists that crises were not
a thing of the past: prosperity was followed by a crisis. The forms,
the sequence, the picture of particular crises changed, but crises
remained an inevitable component of the capitalist system.
While uniting production, the cartels and trusts at the same
time, and in a \Vay that was obvious to all, aggravated the anarchy
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of production, the insecurity of existence of the proletariat and
the oppression of capital, thereby intensifying class antagonisms
to an unprecedented degree. That capitalism is heading for a
break-down-in the sense both of individual political and economic crises and of the complete collapse of the entire capitalist
system-has been made particularly clear, and on a particularly
large scale, precisely by the new giant trusts. The recent financial
crisis in America and the appalling increase of unemployment
all over Europe, to say nothing of the impending indt1strial crisis to which many symptoms are pointing-all this has resulted
in the recent ''theories" of the revisionists having been forgotten
by everybody, including, apparently, many of the revisionists
themselves. But the lessons which this instability of the intellectuals had given the working class must not be forgotten.
As to the theory of value, it need only be said that apart from
the vaguest of hints and sighs, a la Bohm-Bawerk, the revisionists
11ave contributed absolutely nothing, and have therefore left
110 traces whatever on the development of scientific thought.
In the sphere of politics, revisionism did really try to revise
the foundation of Marxism, namely, the doctrine of the class
struggle. Political freedom, democracy and universal suffrage
remove the ground for the class struggle-we were told-and
render untrue the old proposition of the Communist Manifesto
that the working men have no country. For, they said, since the
''will of the majority'' prevails in a democracy, one must neither regard the state as an organ of class rule, nor reject alliances
with the progressive, social-reform bourgeoisie against the reactionaries.
It cannot be disputed that these arguments of the revisionists
amounted to a fairly well-balanced system of views, namely, the
old and well-known liber·al-bourgeois views. The liberals have
always said that bourgeois parliamentarism destr?ys classes ~n~
class divisions, since the right to vote and the right to participate in the government of the country are shared by all citizens
without distinction. The whole history of Europe in the second
half of the nineteenth century, and the whole history of the Russian revolution in the early twentieth, clearly show how absurd
such views are. Economic distinctions are not mitigated but
aggravated and intensified under the fr~e~om of ''democratic''
capitalism. Parliamentarism does not eliminate; but lays. bare
the innate character even of the most democratic bourgeois rept1blics as organs of class oppression. By helping to enlighten and
to organise immeasurably wider masses of the population than
those which previously took an active part in political events,
parliamentarism does not make for the elimination of crises and
political revolutions, but for the maximum intensification of
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war during such revolutions. The events in Paris in the
spring of 1871 and the events in Russia in the winter of 190523&
showed as clearly as could be how inevitably this intensification
comes about. The French bourgeoisie without a moment's hesitation made a deal with the enemy of the whole nation with
the foreign a.rmy which had ruined its country, in order to' crush
the proletarian movement. Whoever does not understand the
inevitable inne.r dialectics of parliamentarism and bourgeois
democracy-wh1?h leads to an even sharper decision of the argument by mass violence than formerly-will never be able on the
basi~ of thi~ par~ia~entarism to conduct propaganda and agitatiori i
cons1~tent in pr1nc1ple, really preparing the working-class masses ·
for v1_ctorious participation in such ''arguments''. The experience
?f alliances, agree?1ents and blocs with the social-reform liberals
in the West and with the liberal reformists (Cadets) in the Russian
revolution, has convincingly shown that these agreements only
blunt the consciousness of the masses, that they do not enhance
but weaken the actual significance of their struggle by linking
figh:ters .with elements who are least capable of fighti~g and most
vacillating. and tr.eacherou~. Millerandism237 in Franc.e-the bigge.st experiment i.n applying revisionist political tactics on a
wide, .a. re~lly national scale-has provided a practical appraisal
of rev1sion1sm that will never be forgotten by the proletariat all
over the world.
A n~~ur~l compl~ment to the economic and political tendencies
of revisionism was its attitude to the ultimate aim of the socialist
mov~m~~t. ''!he movement is everything, the llltimate aim is
nothi~g. -.this catch-phrase of Bernstein's expresses the substance
?f revisionism better than many long disquisitions. To determine
its conduct from case to case, to adapt itself to the events of the
day an_d to th~ chopping and changing of petty politics, to forget
the primary interests of the proletariat and the basic features
o_f the whole capitalist system, of all capitalist evolution to sacr1f1ce these primary interests for the real or assumed ad~antaaes
of the moment-such is the policy of revisionism. And it patently
foll?ws ~rom t~e very nature of this policy that it may assume
an in?nite variety of forms, and that every more or less ''new''
question, every more or less unexpected and unforeseen turn of
events,. e".en _though it change the basic line of development only
to an in.s1gn~ficant d_egree. and only for the briefest period, \vill
always inevitably give rise to one variety of revisionism or
another.
The. inevitability. of revisionism is determined by its class
roots in mode~n s_oc1ety. _R~visionism is an international phenomenon· No. th1nk1ng soc1al1st who is in the least informed can
have the slightest doubt that the relation between the orthodox
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an cl the Bernsteinians in Germany, 238 the Guesdists and the
J al1resists (and now particularly the Broussists) in France, 239
the Social-Democratic Federation and the Independent Labour
Party in Great Britain, 240 Broucke1·e and Vandervelde in Belgium,
the Integralists and the Reformists in Italy, 241 the Bolsheviks
and the l\1ensheviks in Russia, 242 is everywhere essentially similar, notwithstanding the immense variety of national conditions
.and historical factors in the present state of all these countries.
In reality, the ''division'' within the present international socialist movement is now proceeding along the same lines in all the
,·arious countries of the world, which testifies to a tremendous
advance compared with thirty or forty years ago, when heterogeneo11s trends in the various countries were struggling within
the one international socialist movement. And that ''revisionism
from the left" which has taken shape in the Latin countries as
''revoll1tionary syndicalism" ,243 is also adapting itself to Marxism,
''amending'' it: Labriola in Italy and Lagardelle in France frequently appeal from Marx who is understood wrongly to Marx
\vho is llnderstood rightly.
We cannot stop here to analyse the ideological content of this
revisionism, which as yet is far from having developed to the
same extent as opportunist revisionism: it has not yet become
international, has not yet stood the test of a single big practical
battle \Vi th a socialist party in any single country. We confine
-0urselves therefore to that ''revisionism from the right'' which
\Vas described above.
Wherein lies its inevitability in capitalist society? Why is
it more profound than the differences of national peculiarities and
{)f degrees of capitalist development? Because in every capitalist
country, side by side \Vi th the proletariat, there are always broad
strata of the petty bourgeoisie, small proprietors. Capitalism a1·ose
<1nd is constantly arising out of small production. A number of new
''rniddle strata'' are inevitably brought into existence again and
again by capitalism (appendages to the factory, work at home,
small \Vorkshops scattered all over the country to meet the requirements of big industries, such as the bicycle and automobile
industries, etc.). These new small producers are just as inevitably
l1eing cast again into the ranks of the proletariat. It is ql1ite natural that the petty-bourgeois world outlook should again and
<tgain crop up in the ranks of the broad workers' parties. It is
q11ite natural that this should be so and always will be so, right
llp to the changes of fortune that will take place in. the proletarian
l·e,•ol11tion. For it would be a profound mistake to think that the
''complete" proletarianisation of the majority of the populatio11
is essential for bringing about such a revolution. \Vhat we nov.·
freque11tly experience only in the domain of ideology, namely,
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disputes ove1· theoretical amendme11ts to Marx; what now crops
up in practice only over individual side issues of the labour move~
ment, as tactical differences with the revisionists and splits
on this basis-is bound to be experienced by the working class
on an incomparably larger scale when the proletarian revolution .
\vill sharpen all disputed issues, will focus all differences on :
points which are of the most immediate importance in determin~
ing the conduct of the masses, and will make it necessary in the .''
heat of the fight to distinguish enemies from friends, and to cast
out bad allies in order to deal decisive blows at the enemy.
The ideological struggle waged by revolutionary Marxism
against revisionism at the end of the nineteenth century is but the
prelude to the great revolutionary battles of the proletariat, which
is marching forward to the complete victory of its cause despite
all the waverings and weaknesses of the petty bourgeoisie.
Written in the latter half
of March-not later than April
3(16), 1908
Published in September-October
1908 in the symposium
Karl Marx-1818-1883,
St. Petersburg
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In his article ''The Development of Life in Nature and Society"
(1902, see From the Psychology of Society, p. 35, et seq.), Bogdanov
quotes the well-known passage from the preface to Zur Kritik, 245
where the ''great sociologist", i.e., l\farx, expounds the basis of
historical materialism. Having quoted Marx's \vords, Bogdanov
declares that the ''old formulation of historical monism, without
ceasing to be basically true, no longer fully satisfies us" (37).
The author wishes, therefore, to correct the theory, or to develop
it, starting from the basis of the theory itself. The author's chief
conclusion is as follows:
''We have shown that social forms belong to the comprehensive
genus-biological adaptations. But we have not thereby defined
the province of social forms; for a definition, not only the genus,
but also the species must be established.... In their struggle for
existence men can unite only \\'ith the help of consciousness:
\vithout consciousness th-ere can be no intercourse. Hence, social

Collected Works, Vol. 15, pp. 29-39

life in all its manifestations is a consciously psychical life ....
Sociality is inseparable from consciousness. Social being and social
consciousness are, in the exact meaning of these terms, identical"

\

(50, 51, Bogdanov's italics).
That this conclusion has nothing in common with Marxism
has been pointed out by Orthodox (Philosophical Essays,
St. Petersburg, 1906, p. 183, and preceding). But Bogdanov responded simply by abuse, picking upon an error in quotation: instead
of ''in the exact meaning of these terms", Orthodox had quoted
''in the full meaning of these terms". This error was indeed comrnitted, and the author had every right to correct it; but to raise
a cry of ''mutilation'', ''substitution", and so forth (Empiriomonisni, Bk. III, p. xliv), is simply to obscure the essence of the
point at issue by wretched words. Whatever ''exact'' meaning Bogrianov may have invented for the terms ''social being'' and ''social
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consciousness'', there can be no doubt that the statement we have
quoted is not correct. Social being and social consciousness are
not identical, just as being in general and consciousness in general are not identical. From the fact that in their intercourse men
act as conscious beings, it does not follow at all that social consciousness is identical with social being. In all social formations of
any complexity-and in the capitalist social formation in particular-people in their intercourse are not conscious of what kind
of social relations are being formed, in accordance with what
laws they develop, etc. For instance, a peasant when he sells
his grain enters into ''intercol1rse" with the world producers of
grain in the world market, but he is not conscious of it; nor is
he conscious of the kind of social relations that are formed on the
basis of exchange. Social consciousness reflects social being-that
is Marx's teaching. A reflection may be an approximately true
copy of the reflected, but to speak of identity is absurd. Consciousness in general reflects being-that is a general thesis of all materialism. It is impossible not to see its direct and inseparable
connection with the thesis of historical materialism: social
consciousness reflects social being.
Bogdanov's attempt to correct and develop Marx unnoticeably
''in the spirit of his basis" is an obvious distortion of this materialist basis in the spirit of idealism. It would be ludicrous to deny
it. Let us recall Bazarov' s exposition of empirio-criticism (not
empirio-monism, oh no!-there is such a wide, wide difference
between these ''systems''!): ''sense-perception is the reality
existing outside us''. This is plain idealism, a plain theory of
the identity of consciousness and being. Recall, ft1rther, the
formulation of W. Schuppe, the immanentist (who swore and
vowed as fervently as Bazarov and Co. that he was not an idealist,
and who with no less vigour than Bogdanov insisted on the very
''exact'' meaning of his terms): ''being is consciousness''. Now compare with this the refutation of Marx's historical materialism by
the immanentist Schubert-Soldern: ''Every material process of
production is always an act of consciousness on the part of its
observer .... In its epistemological aspect, it is not the external
process of production that is the primary (prius), but the subject
or subjects; in other words, even the purely material process of
production does not lead (us) out of the general connection of
consciousness (Bewusstseinszusammenhang)." (See Das menschliche
Gliick und die soziale Frage, S. 293, 295-96).
Bogdanov may curse the materialists as much as he likes for
''mutilating his thoughts'', but no curses will alter the simple and
plain fact. The correction of l\ilarx's theory and the development
of Marx supposedly in the spirit of Marx by the ''empirio-monist"
Bogdanov differ in no essential respect from the ref11tation of Marx

!Jy the idealist and epistemological solipsist Schubert-Soldern.
Bogdanov assures us that
is not an idealist .. Schub~rt-Soldern
11 ssures us that he is a realist (Bazarov even believed him). In our
time a philosopher has to declare himself a "realist'' and a11 "enemy
(Jf idealism''. It is about time you Machist gentlemen understood
t 11is.
The immaner1tists, the empirio-criticists and the empirio1110nists all arg11e over particulars, over details, over the formulation of idealism, whereas we from the very outset reject all the
1Jri11ciples of thei: philosophy common ~o this trinity .. Let J?og(lanov, accepting in the best sense and with the best of intentions
all tlie conclusions of Marx, preach the "identity'' of social being
11 nd social consciousness; we shall say: Bogdanov minus "empirio1nonism'' (or rather, rriinus Machism) is a Marxist. For this theory
of the identity of social being and social consciousness is sheer
1ionsense and an absolutely reactionary theory. If certain people
reconcile it with Marxisin, with Marxist behaviour, we must adrnit that these people ai'e better than their theory, but we n1ust
riot justify outrageous theoretical distortions of l\ilarxism:
Bogdanov reconciles his theory with Marx's conclusions by
sacrificing elementary consistency for the sake of these conclusior1s. Every individual prod11ce1· in the world economic system
realises that lie is introducing this or that change into the tech11iq11e of production; every owner realises that he exchanges certain
IJrocl1icts for others; but these producers and thes.e owne.rs do .not
realise that in doing so they are thereby cl1anging social being.
c[he sum total of these changes in all their ramifications in the
capitalist world economy could not be grasped even by seventy
l\1arxes. The most important thing is that the laws of these changes
l1ave been discovered, that the objective logic of these changes
and of their historical development has in its chief and basic features been disclosed-objective, not in the sense that a society of
conscious beings, of people, could exist and develop independently
of the existence of conscious beings (and it is only sucl1 trifles
that Bogdanov stresses by his "theory"), but in the sense that social
being is independent of the social con~ciousness of P.eople. 'l'he
fact that you live a11d conduct your bl1:siness.' beget child:er1,. procl11ce products and exchange tl1em, gives rise to ai1 obJectively
11ecessary chain of events, a chain of develo~meiit, \vhicl1 is i11clependent of your social consciousness, and is r1.eve: graspecl by
tho latter completely. The highest task of humanity is to comprehencl this objective logic of economic evolution (the evolutior1
of social life) in its general and fundamental features, so that
it may be possible to adapt to it one's social consci.ous~1ess and
the conscio11sness of the advanced classes of all capitalist colIIltries i11 as defir1ite, clear and critical a fashio11 as possil1le.
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Bogdanov admits all this. And what does this mean? It means
in effect that he thr~ws over~oard hi~ theor¥ of th? ''identity of ·.·.
social being and social consciousness , that it remains an empty .'c
scholastic appendage, as empty, dead and useless as the "theory ':1
of general substitution'' or the doctrine of "elements'', "introjection'' .·
and the rest of the Machist nonsense. But the ''dead lay hold of ·
the living"; the dead scholastic appendage, against the will _of an.d
independently of the consciousness of Bogdanov, converts his philosophy into a serviceable tool of the Schubert-Solderns and other
reactionaries, who in a thousand different keys, from a hundred
professorial chairs, disseminate this dead thing as a livi~g. thing, ,
direct it against the living thing, for the purpose of stifling the
latter. Bogdanov personally is a sworn enemy of reaction
in general and of bourgeois reaction" ~n pa_rticular. B?gdano_v 's
"substitution" and theory of the identity of· social being
and social consciousness'' serve this reaction. It is sad, but '
true.
Materialism in baeneral recognises objectively real being
(matter)
•
as independent of the consciousness, sensati~n, exp~rience.' etc.,
of humanity. Historical materialism recognises social being as
independent of the social consciousne~s of hu~anity. In both
cases consciousness is only the reflection of being, at best an
approximately true (adequate, pe_rfec~ly exact) refle~tion of. it.
From tl1is Marxist philosophy, which is cast from a single piece
of steel, you cannot eliminate one b~sic premise,. one essen~ial
part, without departii1g from objective truth, without falling
a prey to bourgeois-reactionary falsehood.
·
I-Iere are further examples of how the dead philosophy of idealism lays hold of the living Marxist Bogdanov.
The article "What Is Idealism?'', 1901 (ibid., p. 11, et seq.):
"We arrive at the following conclusion: both where people ag1·ee
in their judgements of progress and w?ere they disagi·ee,
tl1e basic meaning of the idea of progress is tl1e same, namely,
increasin.g co1npleteness and harmony of conscious life. This is the
objective content of the concept progress .... If we now compare
the 1isychological formulation of the_ idea. of progress t?us ~,rr_ived
at with the previo11sly explained biological formulation [ biological progress is an increase in the sum total of life", p. _14].' we sh~ll
easily convince ourselves that the former fully _co1nc1de~ wi_th
the latter and can be deduced from it .... And since social life
amounts to the psychical life of members of so~iety, he~e too
the content of the idea of progress is the same-increase in the
completeness and harmony of life; only we must add: the social
life of people. And, of course, the idea of social progress never
had and canr1ot have any other content" (p. 16). .
.
"We have found ... that idealism expresses the victory in the
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h11man soul of moods more social over moods less social, that a
progressive ideal is a reflection of the socially progressive tenclenC)' in the idealist psychology'' (32).
It need hardly be said that all this play with biology and sociology contains not a grain of l\farxism. Both in Spencer and Mikhailovsky one may find any number of definitions not a 'vhit worse
than this, defining nothing but the ''good intentions'' of the at1thor
~1nd betraying a complete lack of understanding of ''what is idealism'' and what materialism.
The author begins Book III of Empirio-monism, the article
·'Social Selection (Foundations of l\fetl1od)'', 1906, by rejecting
the ''eclectic socio-biological atteinpts of Lange, Ferri, Woltmann
and many others' (p. 1), and on page 15 we find the following
conclusion of the ''e11quiry": ''We can formulate the fundamental connection between energetics and social selection as follows:
''Every act of social selection represents an increase or decrease
of the energy of the social complex concerned. In the former case
we have 'positive selection', in the latter 'negative selection'."' (Au-

thoi·' s italics.)
Ai1d such unspeakable nonsense is served out as Marxism!
Can one imagine anything more sterile, lifeless and scl1olastic
tl1an this string of biological and energeticist terms that cont1·ibute nothing, ·and can contribute nothing, in the sphere of tl1e
social sciences? There is not a shadow of concrete economic st11dy
11er·e, not a hint of Marx's metliod, the method of dialectics a11d
the world ot1tlook of materialisrrt, only a mere inventio1i of clefi11itions and attempts to fit them into the ready-made conclusions of Marxism. ''The rapid growth of the productive forces of
capitalist society is undoubtedly an increase in the energy of
the social \Vhole .... " The s'econd half of the phrase is undoubteclly
a simple repetition of the first half expressed in meaningless terms
\vhich seem to lend ''rJrofundity" to the question, b11t which in
reality in no way differ from the eclectic biologico-sociological
attempts of Lange and Co. !-''but the disharmonious cl1aracter·
of this p1·ocess leads to its culmination in a 'crisis', in a vast \Vaste
(Jf prodt1ctive forces, in a sharp decrease of energy: positive selection is replaced by negative selection" (18).
In what way does this differ from Lange? A biologico-energeticist label is tacked on to ready-made conclt1sions abot1t crises,
\Vithout any concrete material whatever being added and without
the nature of crises being elucidated. All this is done with tl1e
very best intentions, for the author wisl1es to corroborate a11(l
(ieepen Marx's conclusions; but in point of fact he only dilutes
them with an intolerably dreary and lifeless scl1olasticism. Tl1e
only ''Marxism" here is a repetition of an already known conclu28*
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sion, and all the ''new" proof of it, all this ''social energetics" (34)\1
and ''soc~al selection" is a mere collection of words, a sheer mockery '
of Marxism.
. ,,',
. Bo?da~ov is not engaged in a l\1arxist enquiry at all; all he '
~s do1.~g is. to reclothe res~lt.s alread.y obtained by this enquiry '1
~n a b1olog1cal and ei:er~et1c1st terminology. The whole atteinpt:
~s '".or~hle~s from b?g1_nn.1ng. to end, for the concepts ''selection", .·
ass11n1lat1on and d1ss1m1lat1on" of energy, the energetic balance "
a~d so on and so foi·tl1, when applied to the sphere of the sociai •'
sciences, ai·e empty P_hra~es. In fact, an enquiry into social phe- .•.
nomena and an elucidation of the method of the social sciences ,
~an1io~ be undertaken wi,~h the ~i~ ~f t~~s~ concepts. Nothii1g • .
is easier than to tack an energet1c1st or b1ologico-sociological'' ,
label on to such _phenom.ena a~ crises, revol~tions, the class strug- i
gle and ~o forth,. bl1t neither is there anything more sterile, more :,
sc~ola~t1c and lifeless than such an occupation. The important · ·
t~1ng .1s not tha:t Bogdanov tries to fit all his results and conclus1or1s into l\farx1st tl1eory-or ''nearly'' all (we have seen the ''cor-'
rec~ion" he _made on the subject of the relation of social being to
social c?n~ciousness)-b11t that the methods of fitting-this ''social
energetics -are tl1oroughly false and in no way differ from the
methods of Lange.
''Herr Lange (On tlie labour Question, etc., 2nd ed.)," l\1arx wrote
to_ K ligelmai;in on June. 27, 1_870, ''sings my praises loudly, but
with the obJect of maki~g himself important. Herr Lange, you
see, 11as made a _great discovery. The wl1ole of history can be
brought.unde_r a s1n?'le ?reat natur~l la\V. Tl1is natural law is the
phrase (1n this appl1cat1on Darwin s expression becomes nothing
but a phrase~ 'struggle for life', _and the content of this phrase is
the l\falthl1s1an la\v of population or, rather over-populat·
.
t
d
f
1
.
h
'
lOn.
S o,_ i11s e~ o a~a ys111g t e 'struggle for life' as represented histor1ca.lly in various definite forms of society', all that has to be
don~ is ~o translate every concrete struggle into the phrase 'strugg!e for life', and this phrase itself into the Malthusian 'population fantasy·'. One i:1ust admit .tha~ this is a very impressive
?1ethod-for swagge1·1ng, sham-sc1ent1fic, bombastic ignorance and
i11tellect11al laziness. " 246
. J'!ie ~as~s o~ ~~rx's cri~icism of Lange i~ not that Lange foists
Malt~11.s1an1si~1 4
in particular upon sociology, but that the
tra?sfer ?f b1ol_ogical concepts in general to the spl1ere of the
social sciences is phrase-monge1·ing. Whether the transfer is undert_aken with ''goo~" in~entions, or with the purpose of bolstering llp false s?c1ological co11clusio11s, the phrase-mongering
no11e tl1_e ~.ess ~ema1ns_ pl1rase-mongeri1:1g. And Bogdanov' s ''social
en.erg~t1cs : h~s co11pl1ng of the doctrine of social selection with
Marxism, is J11st s11ch phrase-mongering.
1
,

Just as in epistemology l\1ach and Avenari11s did not develop
idealism, but only overlaid the old idealist errors with pretentious
terminological nonsense (''elements", ''principal co-ordination'',
''introjection", etc.), so in sociology, even \vhen there is sincere
sy·ropathy for Marxist conclusions, empirio-criticism results in
, distortion of historical materialism by means of pretentious,
1
empty energeticist and biological verbiage.
1\ l1istorical peculiarity of modern Russiar1 l\'Iachism (or rathe:r
of the JVIachist epidemic among a section of the Social-Democrats)
is the following. Feuerbach was a ''materialist below and an idealist above"; this to a certain extent applies also to Buchner, Vogt,
i\loleschott and Diihring, with the essential clifference that all
tl1ese philosopl1ers were pygmies and wretcl1ed scribblers compc1red with Feuerbach.
JVIarx and Engels, as they grew out of Feuerbach and matl1red
in the fight against the scribblers, naturally paid most attention
to crowning the structure of philosophical materialism, that is,
riot to the materialist epistemology but to the materialist con·
ce1) t.ion of history. That is why Marx and Engels laid the emphasis in their works rather on dialectical materialism than on dialectical materialism, and insisted on historical materialism rather
than on historical materialism. Our wo11ld-be lVIarxist 1\ilachists
approached Marxism in an entirely different historical period,
at a time when bourgeois philosophy was particularly specialis-ing in epistemology, and, having assimilated in a one-sided and
mutilated form certain of the component parts of dialectics (relativism, for instance), was directing its attention chiefly to a
clefence or restoration of idealism below and not of idealism above
"'\.t any rate, positivism in general, and l\'lachism in particular"
11ave been much more occupied in subtly falsifying epistemologysimulating materialism and concealing their idealism I1nde1
<1 pseudo-materialist terminology-and have paid comparatively
little attention to the philosophy of history. Our Machists did
not understand Marxism because they happened to approach it
from the other side, so to speak, and they have assimilated-and
at times not so much assimilated as learnt by rote-Marx's eco·
nomic arrd historical theory, without clearly apprehending its
foundation, viz., philosophical materialism. And the result
is that Bogdanov and Co. deserve to be called Russian Biichners
and Diihrings turned inside out. They want to be materialists
above, but are unable to rid themselves of muddled idealism
below! In the case of Bogdanov, ''above" there is historical materialism, vulgarised, it is true, and much corrupted by idealism,
''below'' there is idealism, disguised by Marxist terminology and
counterfeiting Marxist language. ''Socially-organised experience",
''collective labour process'', and so forth are Marxist words, but
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they are all 01ily words, concealing an idealist philosophy that
declares things to be complexes of ''elements'', of sensations, the
external world to be ''experience'', or an ''empirio-symbol" of
manlcind, physical nature to be a ''product" of the ''psychical'',
and so 011 and so forth.
An ever subtler falsification of Marxism, an ever subtler pre- '
sentation of anti-materialist doctrines under the guise of Marxism-this is the characteristic feature of modern revisionism
in J)Olitical economy, in questions of tactics and in pl1ilosophy
generally, eq11ally in epistemology and in sociology ....
It remains for us to examine the relation between J\fachisrn and
religion. But this br·oadens into the question of whether, in general, there are par·ties in philosophy, and what is meant by
no11-partisanship in philosophy.
Throughout the preceding exposition, in connection with every
problem of epistemology touched upon and in connection with
every philosophical question raised by the ne\v physics, we traced
the st1·uggle between materialisni and idealism. Behind the mass
-0f new terminological artifices, behind the clutte1' of erudite scholasticism, we invariably discerned tu.10 principal alignments,
t\vo fundamental trends in the sol11tion of philosophical JJroblems.
''"hether nature, matter, the physical, the external wor·ld should
be talcen as primary, and consciousness, mind, sensation (experience-as the widespread terminology of our time has it), the
psychical, etc., should be regarded as secondary-that is the
root question which in fact continues to divide the philosophers
into two great camps. The source of thousands upon thousands of
errors and of the confusion reigni11g in this sphere is the fact that
beneath the covering of terms, definitions, scholastic devices and
verbal artifices, these two fundamental trends are Ol)erlooked.
(Bogdanov, for instance, refuses to acknowledge his idealism,
because, you see, instead of the ''metaphysical" concepts ''nature''
.and ''mind", he has taken the ''experiential'': physical and psychical. A word has been changed!)
Tl1e genius of Marx and Engels lies precisely in the fact that
dt1ring a very long period, nearly half a century, they developed
m:1terialism, further advanced one fundamental trend in philosop11y, flid not 1·est content \Vi th repeating epistemological problcr11s tl1at had already been solved, but consistently appliedand sho\ved how to apply-this same materialism in the sphere
of the social sciences, mercilessly brushing aside as rubbish all
nonsense, J)retentious hotchpotch, the innumerable attempts
to ''discover'' a ''new'' line in J)hilosophy, to invent a ''new'' trend
and so forth. The verbal nature of such attempts, the scholastic
play \vi th new philosophical ''isms", the clogging of the issue
by 1Jretentious devices, the inability to comprehend and clearly
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jJresent the struggle between the t\vo fundamental epistemological trends-this is \Vhat Marx and Engels persistently tracl\:ed
,(o\Vn and fought against throughout their activity.
\Ve said, ''nearly half a century''. And, indeed, as far back as
1843, when l\1arx was only becoming Marx, i.e., the founder
·of socialism as a science, the founder of modern materialism,
\\·l1ich is immeasurably richer in content and incomparably more
consistent tl1an all preceding forms of materialism-even at that
Lirne Marx pointed out with amazing clarity the basic trends
ir1 philosophy. Karl Griin quotes a letter from Marx to Feuerbach
cl<1ted October 20, 1843, in which Marx invites Feuerbacl1 to
\':rite an article for the Deutsch-Franzosische J ahrbiicher 248 against
.Scl1elling. This Schelling, writes Marx, is a shallow braggart
\';ith his claims to having embraced and transcended all pre\·ious philosophical trends. ''To the French romanticists and
n1}·stics he [Schelling] says: I am the union of philosophy and
•[1cology; to tl1e French n1aterialists: I am the union of the flesh
,111rl the idea; to the French sceptics: I am the destroyer of dog;r; c\tism." * That tl1e ''sceptics'', be they called Ht1means or
IZa11tians (or, i11 the twentieth century, l\1achists), cry out against
tl1e ''dogmatism" of both materialism and idealism, l\1arx at
ll1at time already saw; and, without letting himself be diverted
l)y any one of a thousand wretched little philosophical systems,
lie \Vas able through Feuerbach to take directly the materialist
road against idealism. Thirty years later, in the afterword to
l i1e second editio11 of the first volume of Capital, Marx just as
clearly and definitely contrasted his materialism to Hegel's
ide1ilism, i.e., the most consistent and most developed idealism;
lto contemptuously brushed Comtean ''positivism" aside and
lt11lJbed as wretched epigoni the contemporary philosophers
\\·110 i1nagined that they had destroyed I-Iegel when in reality
ll1ey had reverted to a repetition of the pre-Hegelian errors of
l\.a11t and I-Iume. In the letter to Kugelmann of June 27, 1870,
71l;1rx refers just as contemptuously to ''Buchner, Lange, Diihring,
J•'ocl1ner, etc.", because they were incapable of understandi11g Hegel's dialectics and treated him with scorn.** And finally,
l "'l(e the various philosophical utterances by J\iiarx in Capital
:1r1tl other works, and you will find an invariable basic motif:
lr1sistence upon materialism and contemptuous derision of all

*

Karl Grun, Ludwig Feuerbach in seinem Briefwechsel und N achlass,
<c,1cie iii seiner philosophischen Charakterentwicklung, I. Bd., Leipzig, 1874,
·~ • •_1U
·~·" 1 •
** Of the positivist Beesly, Marx, in a letter of December 13, 1870, speaks
as follo,vs: "Professor Beesly is a Comtist and as such obliged to think up
al I sorts of crotchets. " 2 49 Compare this with the opinion of the positivists
2 la IIuxle:y"5o gi\'e11 by Engels in 1892.
~-
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obscurity, of all confusion and all deviations towards idealism.
All Marx's philosophical utterances revolve within these two
fundamental opposites, and from the standpoint of professorial
philosophy, their defect lies in this ''narro\vness'' and ''one-sidedness''. In reality, this refusal to recognise the hybrid projects for
reconciling materialism and idealism constitutes the great merit
of Marx, who moved forward along a sharply-defined pl1ilosophical road.
Entirely in the spirit of Marx, and in close collaboration \Vith
him, Engels in all his philosophical works briefly and clearly ·'.
contrasts the materialist and idealist lines in regard to all ques- .
tions, without, either in 1878, or 1888, or 1892, 251 taking seriously
the endless attempts to ''transcend'' the ''one-sidedness'' of materialism and idealism, to proclaim a new trend-some kind of
1
''positivism'', ''realism", or other professorial charlatanism. Engels
conducted his whole fight against Diihring completely under the
watchword of consistent adherence to materialism, accusing
the materialist Diihring of verbally confusing the issue, of phrasemongering, of methods of reasoning \Vhich involved a concession
to idealism and adoption of the position of idealisrn. Either materialism consistent to the end, or the falsehood and confusion of
philosophical idealism-such is the formulation of the question
given in every paragraph of Anti-Diihring; and only people \\'hose
minds had already been corr11pted by reactionary professorial
philosophy could fail to notice it. And right until 1894, when
the last preface was written to Anti-Diihring, revised and enlarged by the author for the last time, Engels continued to follow
the latest developments both in philosophy and science, and
continued with all his former resoluteness to hold to his lucid
and firm position, brushing away the litter of new systems, big
and little.
That Engels followed the new developments in philosophy is
evident from Ludwig Feuerbach. In the 1888 preface, mention
is even made of such a phenomenon as the rebirth of classical
German philosophy in England and Scandinavia, whereas Engels
(both in the preface and in the text of the book) has nothing
but the most extreme contempt for the prevailing neo-Kantianism
and Humism. It is quite obvious that Engels, observing
the repetition by fashionable German and English philosophy
of the old pre-1-Iegelian errors of Kantianism and Humism, was
prepared to expect some good even from the turn to Hegel
(in England and Scandinavia), hoping that the great idealist
and dialectician would help to disclose petty idealist and
metaphysical errors.
Without undertaking an examination of the vast number of
shades of neo-Kantianism in Germany and of Humism in England,
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Engels from the very outset refutes their fundamental deviation
f1·orn materialism. Engels declares that the e1itire tendency of
these two schools is ''scientifically a step baclfward". And what
is his opinion of the undoubtedly ''positivist", according to the
c111·rent terminology. the undoubtedly ''realist" tende11cy of these
r1co-Kantians and I-Iumeans, among whose number, for instance,
he could not help knowing I-Iuxley? That ''positivism'' and that
"realism" whicl1 attracted, and which continue to attract, an
infinite number of muddleheads, Engels declared to be at best
a philistine method of smuggling in materialis,m while publicly
<1busing and disavowing it! It suffices to reflect only a very little
on such an appraisal of Thomas Huxley-a very great scientist
and an incomparably more realistic realist and positive positivist than Mach, Avenarius and Co.-in order to understand how
contemptuously Engels \vould have greeted the present infatuation of a handful of Marxists with ''recent positivism", or ''recent
realism'', etc .
.Nlarx and Engels were partisans in philosophy from start to
fi11ish, they were able to detect the deviations from materialism
and concessions to idealism and fideism in every one of the ''recent'' trends. They therefore a11praised Huxley exclusively from
the standpoint of his materialist consistency. They therefore
reproached Feuerbach for not pursuing materialism to the end,
for renouncing materialism because of the errors of individual
materialists, for combating religion in order to renovate it or
invent a new religion, for being unable in sociology to rid himself of idealist phraseology and become a materialist.
And whatever particular mistakes he committed in his exposition of dialectical materialism, J. Dietzgen fully appreciated
and tool<: over this great and most precious tradition of his teacher·s. Dietzgen sinned much by his clumsy deviations from materialism, but he never attempted to dissociate himself from it
in principle, he never attempted to raise a ''new" banner and always
at the decisive moment he firmly and categorically declared:
I am a materialist; our philosophy is a materialist philosophy.
''Of all parties," our Joseph Dietzgen justly said, ''the middle
party is the most repulsive .... Just as parties in politics are more
and more becoming divided into two camps ... so science too is
being divided into two general classes (Generalklassen): metaphysicians on the one hand, and physicists, or materialists,
on the other.* The intermediate elements and conciliatory quacks,
with their various appellations-spiritualists, sensationalists,

*

Here again we have a clumsy and inexact expression: instead of
"meta physicians'', he should have said "idealists". Else>vhere Dietzgen
himself contrasts the metaphysicians and the dialecticians.
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realists, etc., etc.-fall into the current on their way. We aim
at definiteness and clarity. The reactionaries who sound a retreat
(Retraitebliiser) call themselves iaealists, * and materialists
should be the name for all who are striving to liberate the human
mind from the metaphysical spell.... If \Ve compare the two
parties respectively to solid and liquid, between them there is
a musl1."**
True! The ''re<1lists'', etc., including the ''positivists", the Machists, etc., are all a \Vretcl1ed mush; tl1ey are a contemptible
middle party in philosophy, who confuse tl1e materialist and
idealist trends on every question. The attempt to escape from
these two basic trends in philosophy is nothing but ''conciliatory
quackery".
J. Dietzge11 had not the slightest doubt that the ''scientific
priestcraft" of idealist philosopl1y is simply the antechamber
to open priestcraft. ''Scientific priestcraft," he wrote, ''is seriously
endeavouring to assist religious priestcraft" (op. cit., 51). ''In
particular, the sphere of epistemology, the misunderstanding of
the human mind, is such a louse-hole" (Lausgrube) in which both
kinds of priests ''lay their eggs". ''Graduated flunkeys", who \Vi th
their talk of ''ideal blessings" stultify the people by their tortuous
(gescliraubte) ''idealism" (53)-that is J. Dietzgen's opinion of
the professors of philosophy. ''Just as the antipodes of the good
God is the devil, so the professorial priest (Kathederpfaffen) has
his opposite pole in the materialist.'' The materialist theory of
knowledge is ''a universal weapon against religious belief'' (55),
and not only against the ''notorious, formal and common religion
of the priests, but also against the most refined, elevated professorial religion of muddled ( benebelter) idealists'' (58).
Dietzgen was ready to prefer ''religious honesty" to tl1e ''halfhearted11ess" of free-tl1inking professors (60), for ''there a system
prevails'', there we find integral people, people \Vho do not separate theory from practice. For the Herr professors "philosophy
is not a science, but a means of defence against Social-Democracy"
(107). ''rfhose who call themselves philosophers-professors and
university lecturers-are, despite their apparent free-thinking,
more or less immersed in superstition and mysticism ... and in
relatior1 to Social-Democracy constitute a single ... reactionary
mass" (108). ''Now, in order to follo\V the true IJath, witl1out being
led astray by all the religious and philosopl1ical gibberish (Welsch),
it is necessary to study the falsest of all false paths (der H olzweg
der Holzwege), philosophy'' (103).

*

Note that Dietzgen 11as corrected J1i1nsrlf and no\v explains 1nore
exactl.11 \\•l1ich is the party of the enen1ies of materialism.
** See tl1e article, "Social-Democratic Philoso11l1y", \vrittPn in 1876,
Kleinere [Jhilosophische i\chrifte11, 1\J0.3, S. 135.
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Let us now examine Mach, A venarius and their school from
tl1e stand point of parties in philosophy. Oh, these gentlemen
boast of their non-partisanship, and if they 11a\'e an antipode,
it is the materialist ... and only the materialist. A red thread
tl1at runs through all the writings of all the l\1achists is the stupid
clairn to have ''risen above" materialism and idealism.' to have
transcended tl1is ''obsolete" antithesis; but in fact this whole
fr<1tcrnity is continually sliding into idealisn1 and it conducts a
steacly ancl incessa11t struggle agai11st materialism. Tl1e subtle
cpisltimological crotcl1ets of a man lil(e Avenaritis remain a professorial invention, an attempt to form· a small philosophical
sect ''of his own"; but, as a matter of fact, in the general circumstilnces of the struggle of ideas and trends in mode1·n society, the
objective part played by these epistemological artifices is in every
case the san1e, namely, to clear the way for idealism and f1deism,
<1nd to ser\re them faithfully. In fact, it cannot be an accident that
tl1e English spiritualists, like W ar<l, the French neo-criticists,
wl10 praise l\Iacl1 for his attacl{ on materialisn1, and the German
i111n1anentists all fasten on the small school of em pirio-criticists!
Dietzgen 's expression, ''gradt1ated flunl(eys of fideism'', hits the
r1<1il on the head in the case of Mach, Avenarius and their whole
school.*
It is the misfor·tt1ne of the Russian J\1achists, who llndertook
to ''reconcile" Machism and J\farxism, tl1at they trusted the reactio11ary professors of philosophy and as a result slipped down
a11 ir1clined plane. Tl1e methods of operation employed in the
various attempts to develop and supplement l\1arx were very
11;-11ve. They read Ostwald, believe Ostwald, parapl1rase Ostwald
<111cl call it Marxism. rrhey read l\lach, believe J\!Iach, parapl1rase

*

I
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I·Iere is another example of ho\V the ,,·idespread currents of reactionary
botirgeois philosophy maJ,p use of l\1achism in practice. Perhaps t11e "latest
'r':1sl1ic111" in the latest American philosophy is "pragmatism" (frrJm the Greek
11·ord "pragma''-action; that is a philo~ophy of action). The philosophical
j'J11r11als speak perhaps more of pragmatism tl1an CJf anything else. Pragmal ism ridicules the metaphysics botl1 of materialism and idealis1n, acclaims
'-' x perience and only experience, recognises practice as the only criterion,
,·,·fers to tl1c JJOsitivist rnovement in general, esrJecially t11rns for su.pport to
!Jstrrald, J'i;fach, Pearson, Poincare and Dulieni, for the hPlief that science is
11ot an. "absolute copy of reality'' and ... successfully deduces fron1 all this
<l Clod for practical purposes, and only for practical purposes, \vithout any
•~et[lJJhysics, and \Vithout transcPnding the bo11nds of experience (cf. \Vill1arr1 James, Pragmatism. A New Name for Sonze Old Wa11s of Thinl>ing,
.\JC'\\' Y or!' and London, 1907, pp. 57 and 106 csrJ(1cia lly). From the standpoint of materialism the difference bet\\'Pen l\iachism antl pragn1atis1n is ilS
;11Aignif1cant and unimportant as the difference bct\vcen empirio-criticism
r1r1d empirio-mor1ism. Cornp1~re, for Pxarnple. Bogclanciv's definition of tr11tl1
1\it!1 the pragmatist definition of trutl1, ,,·hicl1 is: "1'ruth for a pragm.ati:-t
becomes a class-name for all sorts of definite ,,·orl<ing val11es in experience"
(ibid., p. 68).
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l\Iach and call it l\1arxism. They read Poincare, believe Poincare
lJaraphrase Poincare and call it l\Iarxism! Not a single one of thes;
professors, \Vho are capable of making ver~' valuable contributions in the special fields of chemistry, 11istory or physics, can
be trusted one iota \Vhen it comes to pl1ilosophy. Why? Fo1' the
same reason that not a single professor of political economy, wh<>
may be capable of very valuable contributions in the field of .
factual and specialised investigations, ca11 be trusted one iota •
\Vhen it comes to the general theory of political economy. For in
modern society the latter is as m11ch a partisan science as is
epistemology. Taken as· a whole, the professors of economics are
nothing but lea~ned salesmen of the capitalist class, while the
professors of philosophy are learned sales111en of the theologians.
The task of l\1arxists in both cases is to be able to master and
re!asl1ion the achieve~ents of these ''sales111en'' (for instance, you
will not mal{e the slightest progress in the investigation of new
economic phenomena without making t1se of the works of these
salesmen) and to be. able to lop off tl1eir reactionary tendency,
to pursue your own line and to combat the ivhole line of the forces
and classes hostile to us. And this is just \Vhat our l\Iachists \Vere
unable to do; they slavishly follow the lead of the reactio11ary
professo~ial ,Philosophy. ''Perhaps \Ve l1ave gone astray, but we
are seeking,· wrote Lunacharsky in the name of the authors of.
the Studies. The trouble is that it is not you \Vho are seeking, but .
you who are being sought! You do not go \Vith your, i.e., Marxist· :
(for you. wan~ to be .l\1arxists), standpoint to every change in the \
bourgeois ph1losoph1c~l fa~h1on; the fashion comes to you, foists
upon yo11 its new fals1ficat1ons adapted to the idealist taste one
da~ a la, Ostwald, tl1e next day a la Mach, and the day after' a la
Po1ncare. These silly ''theoretical'' devices (''energetics'' ''elements'', "introjections", etc.) in which you so nai'vely believe 1
are con~ned to a narro\v and tiny school, \Vl1ile the ideological
and social tendency of these devices is immediately seized upon '
by the Wards, the neo-criticists, the imrnanentists, the Lopatins
and the pragmatists, and serves tliei1· purposes. The infatuation
for empirio-criticism and ''physical'' idealism passes as rapidly
~s the infatuation for neo-Kantianism and ''physiological'' ideal- .,
ism; but fideism takes advantage of every such infatuation and
modifies its devices in a thousand ways for the benefit of philosophical idealism.
The attitude towards religion and the attitude to\vards natural
science excellently illustrate the actual class utilisation of
empirio-criticism by bourgeois reactionaries.
Take the first question. Do you think it is an accident that in
a collective work directed against the philosophy of Marxism
Lunacharsky wer1t so far as to speak of the ''deification of the higher
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hur11a11 potentialities'', of ''religious atheism", etc.?* If you do,
\t is only because tl1e Russian l\Iacl1ists 11ave not i11for1ned the
i111blic corr~ctly regar~ing the whole l\!Iacl1ist c11rre11t ir1 Europe
,1nll the attitude of this cur1'ent to religion. Not 011ly is this attiJ,11cle in no \Vay lil\:e th11t of l\Iarx, Engels, J. Dietzgen and even
{<'e11erbach, but it is the very opposite, begin11in0' witl1 Petzc>ldt's
statement that empirio-criticism ''contradicts n~ither theis111 nor
atl1eism" (Einfiihru1ig iii die Philosophie der reine1i lirfartrung,
l3rl. ~, S. 351); ,?r l\I<1ch's declara~ion that ''religio11s opinion is
~1 IJr1vate affair (Fre11cl1 trar1slat1on, p. 434), and ending \Vith
tl1c explicit fideism, tl1e explicitly arch-reactionary vie\vs of Cor11elil1s, who praises l\1ach and \vhom JVIach praises, of Car11s and
of all the immane11tists. The neutrality of a philosopher in tl1is
q11estion is in itself servility to fideism, and l\Iach and A venarius,
because of the very IJremises of their epistemology, do not and
c<11111ot rise above neut1'ality.
. Or1ce you deny objective reality, given us in sensatior1, you
r1a,·e already lost every weapon against fideism, for yo11 have
sli1J1ied into agnosticism or subjectivism-and that is all tl1at
\1deism require~. If tl1e perceptual world is objective reality,
the11 the door is closed to every other ''reality'' or quasi-r'eality
(1·e111ember tl1at Bazarov believed the ''realism'' of tl1e imma11entists, \\'ho declare God to be a ''real concept''). If tl1e \vorld is
;11atter ir1 r11otion, r11atter can and must be infinitely studied
i11 the inf111itely co1111)lex a11d detailed manifestations and rarr1if1cations of this motio11, the niotion of this matter'; but }Jeyond it,
~eyon~ . the ''ph~'sical'', external \vorld, •with which everyone
1s fan11l1ar, there can be r1othing. And the hostility to materialis1n and tl1e to1·rents of sla11der against the rnaterialists are all
in ll1e order of thing~ in civilised and democratic Europe. All
this is goi11g on to this (lay. All tl1is is being concealed frorr1 tl1e
pt1blic by the Russia11 l\Iachists, who 11ave not once attem1Jte(l
~;ven simply to com11<1re the attacks made on mater·ialisn1 by
l\Iacl1, ;<\venarius, Petzolclt and Co., with tlre staternents rnacle in frli)ou1· of materialism by Feuerbacl1, l\1arx, Engels and J. Dietzg~11.
13ut this ''concealme11t'' of the attitude of l\Iach a11d Avenari11s
to lilleism will not avail. 'fhe facts speak for tl1emselves. No efforts
car1 release tl1ese re<1ctio11ary professors fron1 tl1e pillory in whicr1
<,l1ey 11avc been placed b}' tl1e kisses of \Vard, the r1eo-criticists,
.::icl1 u IJPe, Scl1uber·t-Solller11, Leclair, tl1e pragr11a tis ts, etc. A11J tl1e
i11flt1ence of the pe1'so11s rnentio11ecl, as philosopl1ers and profes'ior·s, the widespread extent of their ideas among the ''educated'',
*

Studies, pp. 157, 15~). In Zagranich1iaya (Jazeta 252 tl1e sc11ne a11thr1r
s peal~s of "scie11 ti fie _soci a li sn1 in its roligi ous signi f1cance" (No. 3, p. 5)
:1_11d In Obrazovqri.iye, 203 1908, No. 1, .P· 161, ~le expJicitly says: "For a long

,ime a ne\V rel1g1011 ]1as 1Jeer1 matt1r111g \Vlth1n rno."
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i.e., the bourgeois, public and the. special literature t~ey ~ave
created are ten times wicler and richer than the spe~ial little
school of l\Iach and Avenarius. The little school sei·ves those·
who require it, and it is exploited as it d!:!serves to be exploited ..
The shameful things to which Lunacharsky has stooped are
not exceptional; they are the product of empirio-criticism, both
Russian and German. They cannot be defended on the grounds
of the ''good intentions" of the author, or the ''special meaning''
of his words; if it were the direct and common, i.e., the directly
fideist meaning, \Ve sholtld not stop to discuss matters with the
author, for most likely not a single Marxist could be found in
whose eyes such statements would not place Anatole Lunacharsky exactly in the same category as Peter Struve. If this is
not the case (and it is not yet the case), it is exclusively because
we perceive the ''special" meaning and are fighting while there i$
still ground for a fight on comradely lines. This is just the disgrace of Lunacl1arsky's statements-that he could combine them
with his ''good'' intentions. This is just the evil of his ''theory'' that it permits the use of such methods or of such conclltsions for
realising good intentions. This is just the trouble-that at best
''good'' intentions are the subjective affair of Tom, pick or· .I-Iarry,
while the social significance of such statements is definite and
indisputable, and no reservation or explanation can diminisl1 it.
One must be blind not to see the ideological affinity bet\veen
Lunacharsky's "deification of the higher human potentialities''
and Bogdanov's ''general substitution" of the psychi~al for all
physical nature. This is one and the same thoug~t; in the ?ne
case it is expressed principally from the aesthetic standpoint,
and in the other from the epistemological standpoint. ''Substitution'', approaching the subject tacitly and from a differen.t an~le,
already deifies the ''higher human potenti.alit~es", by. di vorc1ng
the ''psychical" from man and by substituting an immensely
extended 'abstract, divinely-lifeless ''psychical in general" for
all physidaz nature. And wl1at of Yushkevich's ''Logos" introduced
into the ''irrational stream of experience"?
A single claw er1snared, and the bird is lost. And 011r Machists
have all become ensnared in idealism, that is, in a diluted, subtle
fideism; they became ensnared from the moment they took ''s~n
sation'' not as an image of the external world but as a special
''element". It is nobody's sensation, nobody's mind, nobody's
spirit, nobody's will-this is what one inevitably comes to if
one does not recognise the materialist theory that the human
mind reflects an objectively real external world.
\Vritten in February-October 1908
Publisl1ed in J\.f ay 1909 in
Moscow as a separate book

Collected Works, Vol. 14, pp. 322-
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CERTAIN FEATURES OF THE HISTORICAL
DEVELOPMENT OF MARXISM

Our doctrine-said Engels, referring to himself and his famous
friend-is not a dogma, but a guide to action. This classical
statement stresses with remarkable force and expressiveness that
as11ect of Marxism which is very often lost sight of. And by losing
sight of it, we turn Marxism into something one-sided, distorted
and lifeless; we deprive it of its lifeblood; we undermine its
11asic theoretical foundations-dialectics, the doctrine of historical development, all-embracing and full of contradictions; we
11ndermine its connection with the definite practical tasks of the
epoch, which may change with every new turn of history.
Indeed, in our time, among those interested in the fate of
l\Iarxism in Russia, we very frequently meet with people who
lose sight of just this aspect of Marxism. Yet, it must be clear
to everybody that in recent years Russia has undergone changes
so abrupt as to alter the situation \vith unusual rapidity and
unusual force-the social and political situation, which in a
111ost direct and immediate manner determines the conditions
for action, and, hence, its aims. I am not refer1·ing, of course, to
general and fundamental aims, wl1ich do not change with turns
of history if the fundamental relation between classes remains
i1nchanged. It is perfectly obvious tha.t th.is gene~al t:end of ecor1omic (and not only economic) ev~lution in Russia, l~ke the.fundamental relation between the various classes of R11ssian society,
has not changed during, say, the last six yea:s.
But the aims of immediate and direct action changed very
sl1arply during this period, just as the actu~l social a~d P?litical situation changed, and consequently, since Marxism rs a
living
doctrine, various aspects of it were bound to become prom•
. inent.
.
In order to make this idea clear, let us cast a glance at the
change in the actual social and political situation over the past'

•
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six years. We immediately differentiate two three-year periods:
one ending roughly with the summer of 1907, and the other with
the summer of 1910. The first three-year period, regarded from
the purely theoretical standpoint, is distinguished by rapid
char1ges in the fundamental features of the state system in Russia;
the course of these changes, moreover, was very uneven and the
oscillations in both directions were of considerable amplitude.
The social and economic basis of these changes in the "superstructure" \Vas the action of all classes of Russian society in
the most diverse fields (activity inside and outside the Duma, the
press, unions, meetings, and so forth), action so open and impressive and on a mass scale such as is rarely to be observed in history.
The second three-year p3riod, on the contrary, is distinguished-we repeat that we confine ourselves to the purely theoretical "sociological" standpoint-by an evolution so slow that it
almost amounted to stagnation. There were no changes of any
importance to be observed in the state system. 1'here were hardly
any open and diversified actions by the classes ir1 the majority
of the ''arenas" in which these actions had developed in the preceding period.
..
The similarity between the two periods is that Russia underwent capitalist evolution in both of them. The contradiction
between this economic evolution and the existence of a number
of feudal, medieval institutions still remained and was not
ironed out, but ratl1er aggravated, by the fact that certain
institutions assumed a partially bourgeois character.
. The difference between the two periods is that in the first the
question of exactly what form the above-mentioned rapid and
uneven changes would take was the dominant, history-making issue.
The content of these changes was bound to be bourgeois owing
to the capitalist character of Russia's evolution; but there are
different kinds of bourgeoisie. The rniddle and big bourgeoisie,
which professes a more or less moderate liberalism, was, owing
to its very class position, afraid of abrupt changes and strove
for the retention of large remnants of the old institutions both
in the agrarian system and in the political "superstructure"."
The rural petty bourgeoisie, interwoven as it is with the peasants
who live "solely by the labour of their hands'', was bound to strive
for bourgeois reforms of a different kind, reforms that would leave
far less room for medieval survivals. The wage-workers, inasmuch as they consciously realised what was going on around them,
were bound to work out for themselves a definite attitude towards
this clash of two distinct tendencies. Botli tendencies remained
within the framework of the bourgeois system, determining
entirely different forms of that system, entirely different rates
of its development, different degrees of its progressive influence.
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Thus, the first period necessarily brought to the fore-and
not by chance-those problems of Marxism that are usually referred to as problems of tactics. Nothing is more erroneous than
the opinion that the disputes and differences over these questions were disput.es among ''intellectuals'', ''a struggle for influence over the immature proletariat'', an expression of the
''adaptation of the intelligentsia to the proletariat'' as Vekhi254
f?llowers of vari?us hues think. On the contrary,' it was prec1sel~ b~ca?se this class had reached maturity that it could not
remain indifferent to the clash of the two different tendencies in
Russia's bourgeois development, and the ideologists of this
class could not avoid providing theoretical formulations corresponding (directly or indirectly, in direct or reverse reflection)
to these different tendencies.
In the second period the clash between the different tendencies of bourgeois development in Russia was not on the order
of t~e. day, ~.ec~use both these tendencies had been crushed by
the diehards , 200 forced back, driven inwards and for the time
being, stifled. The medieval diehards not only 'occupied the
foreground but also inspired the broadest sections of bourgeois
socie~y ~ith the sentiments propagated by Vekhi, with a spirit
of deJection and recantation. It was not the collision between two
methods of reforming the old order that appeared on the surface
hut a loss of faith in reforms of any kind, a spirit of ''meekness':
and ''repentance'', an enthusiasm for anti-social doctrines a vogue
of mysticism, and so on.
'
This astonishingly abrupt change was neither accidental nor
the result of ''external" pressure alone. The preceding period had
so profoundly stirred up sections of the population who for generations and centuries had stood aloof from, and had been strangers to, political issues that it was natural and inevitable that
there should emerge ''a revaluation of all values'', a new study
?f fundamental problems, a new interest in theory, in elementals,
in the ABC of politics. The millions who were suddenly awakened
from their long sleep and confronted with extremely important
Jlroblems could not long remain on this level. They could not
c?ntinue without a respite, without a return to elementary questions, without a new training which would help them ''digest''
lessons of unparalleled richness and make it possible for incomparably wider masses again to march forward, but now far
more firmly, more consciously, more confidently and more steadfastly.
The dialectics of historical development was such that in the
first period it was the attainment of immediate reforms in every
sphere of the country's life that was on the order of the day.
In the second period it was the critical study of experience, its
29-1087
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assimilation by wider sections, its penetration, so to speak, into
the subsoil, into the backward ranks of the various classes.
It is precisely because Marxism is not a lifeless dogma, not a
completed, ready-made, immutable doctrine, but a living guide
to action, that it was bound to reflect the astonishingly abrupt
change in the conditions of social life. That change was reflected
in profound disintegration and disunity, in every manner of
vacillation, in short, in a very serious internal crisis of Marxism.
Resolute resistance to this disintegration, a resolute and persistent struggle to uphold the fundamentals of Marxism, was again
placed on the order of the day. In the preceding period, extremely
wide sections of the classes that cannot avoid Marxism in formulating their aims had assimilated that doctrine in an extremely
one-sided and mutilated fashion. They had learnt by rote certain
''slogans'', certain answers to tactical questions, without having
understood the Marxist criteria for these answers. _The ''revaluation of all values" in the various spheres of social life led to a
''revision'' of the most abstract and general philosophical funda- mentals of Marxism. The influence of bourgeois philosophy in
its diverse idealist shades found expression in the Machist epidemic that broke out among the Marxists. The repetition of ''slogans'' learnt by rote but not understood and not thought out led
to the widespread prevalence of empty phrase-mongering. The
practical expression of this were such absolutely un-Marxist, pettybourgeois trends as frank or shamefaced ''otzovism'', or the recognition of otzovism 256 as a ''legal shade'' of Marxism.
On the other hand, the spirit of the magazine Vekhi, the spirit
of renunciation which had taken possession of very wide sections
of the bourgeoisie, also permeated the trend wishing to confine
Marxist theory and practice to ''moderate and careful" channels.
All that remained of Marxism here was the phraseology used
to clothe arguments about ''hierarchy'', ''hegemony", and so forth,
that were thoroughly permeated with the spirit of liberalism.
The purpose of this article is not to examine these arguments.
A mere reference to them is sufficient to illustrate what has been
said above regarding the depth of the crisis through which Marxism is passing and its connection with the whole social and economic situation in the present period. The questions raised by
this crisis cannot be brushed aside. Nothing can be more pernicious or unprincipled than attempts to dismiss them by phrasemongering. Nothing is more important than to rally all Marxists
who have realised the profundity of the crisis and the necessity
of combating it, for defence of the theoretical basis of JVIarxism '
and its fundamental propositions, that are being distorted from
diametrically opposite sides by the spread of bourgeois influence.
to the various ''fellow-travellers'' of Marxism.
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. ~he ~rst .three ~ear~ awake1:1ed wide sections to a conscious part1c1 pation. in soci~l l~fe, sections that in many cases are now for
the first time beginning to acquaint themselves with Marxism in ~eal earnes~. The bourgeois press is creating far more fallacious
icl.eas on this -score tha_n ever before, and is spreading them more
\VIdel~. Und~r these circumstances disintegration in tl1e Marxist
ranks is par~icul~rly. ~angerous. Therefore, to understand the reasons for the inevi~ability of this disintegration at the present time
~nd to ?lose. the~r ranks for consistent struggle against this disintegration is, in the most direct and precise meaning of the
term, the task of the day for Marxists.
Zi·ezda No. 2, December 23, 1910
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I

THE THREE SOURCES AND THREE COMPONENT
PARTS OF MARXISM

Throughout the civilised world the teachings of Marx evoke
the utmost hostility and hatred of all bourgeois science (both
official and liberal), which regards Marxism as a kind of ''pernicious sect''. And no other attitude is to be expected, for there
can be no ''impartial'' social science in a society based on class
struggle. In one way or another, all official and liberal science
defends wage-slavery, whereas Marxism has declared relentless
war on that slavery. To expect science to be impartial in a wageslave society is as foolishly naive as to expect impartiality from
manufacturers on the question of whether workers' wages ought
not to be increased by decreasing the profits of capital.
But this is not all. The history of philosophy and the history
of social science show with perfect clarity that there is nothing
resembling ''sectarianism'' in Marxism, in the sense of its being
a hidebound, .,etrified doctrine, a doctrine which arose away
from the high road of the development of world civilisation.
On the contrary, the genius of Marx consists precisely in his
having furnished answers to questions already raised by the
foremost minds of mankind. His doctrine emerged as the direct and
immediate continuation of the teachings of the greatest representatives of philosophy, political economy and socialism.
The Marxist doctrine is omnipotent because it is true. It is
comprehensive and harmonious, and provides men with an integral world outlook irreconcilable with any form of superstition,
reaction, or defence of bourgeois oppressiort. It is the legitimate
successor to the best that man produced in the nineteenth century,
as represented by German philosophy, English political economy
and French socialism.
It is these three sources of l\1arxism, which are also its component parts, that we shall ol1tline in brief.
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The philosophy of Marxism is materialism. Throughout the
modern history of Europe, and especially at the end of the eighteenth century in France, where a resolute struggle was conducted
against every kind of medieval rubbish, against serfdom in instit11tions and ideas, materialism has proved to be the only philosophy that is consistent, true to all the teachings of natural science and hostile to superstition, cant and so forth. The enemies
of democracy have, therefore, always exerted all their efforts to
"refute'', undermine and defame materialism, and have advocated
various forms of philosophical idealism, which al\vays, in one
\Vay or another, amounts to the defence or support of religion.
l\1arx and Engels defended philosophical materialism in the
most determined manner and repeatedly explained how profoundly
erroneous is every deviation from this basis. Their views are
most clearly and fully expounded in the works of Engels, Ludwig Feuerbach and Anti-Diihring, which, like the Comniunist
Jvl ani/esto, 267 are handbooks for every class-conscious worker.
But Marx did not stop at eighteenth-century materialism:
he developed philosophy to a higher level. He enriched it with
the achievements of German classical philosophy, especially of
Hegel's system, which in its turn had led to the materialism of
Feuerbach. The main achievement was dialectics, i.e., the doctrine
of development in its fullest, deepest and most comprehensive
form, the doctrine of the relativity of the human knowledge
that provides us with a reflection of eternally developing matter.
The latest discoveries of natural science-radium, electrons,
the transmutation of elements-have been a remarkable confirmation of Marx's dialectical materialism despite the teachings of the bourgeois philoso-phers with their ''new'' reversions
to old and decadent idealism.
l\1arx deepened and developed philosophical materialism to
the full, and extended the cognition of nature to include the cognition of human society. His historical materialism was a great achieven1ent in scientific thinking. The chaos and arbitrariness that
had previously reigned in views on history ancl politics were
replaced by a strikingly integral and harmonious scientific theory,
\vhich shows how, in consequence of the growth of productive forces,
out of one system of social life another and higher system develops-how capitalism, for instance, grows out of feudalism.
Just as man's knowledge reflects nature (i.e., developing matter), which exists independently of him, so man's social knowledge (i.e., his various views and doctrines-philosophical, religious, political and so forth) reflects the economic system of society.
Political institutions are a superstructure on the economic foun-
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official and liberal), which regards Marxism as a kind of ''pernicious sect''. And no other attitude is to be expected, for there
can be no ''impartial'' social science in a society based on class
struggle. In one way or another, all official and liberal science
defends wage-slavery, whereas Marxism has declared relentless
war on that slavery. To expect science to be impartial in a wageslave society is as foolishly naive as to expect impartiality from
manufacturers on the question of whether workers' wages ought
not to be increased by decreasing the profits of capital.
But this is not all. The history of philosophy and the history
of social science show with perfect clarity that there is nothing
resembling ''sectarianism'' in Marxism, in the sense of its being
a hidebound, ~etrified doctrine, a doctrine which arose away
from the high road of the development of world civilisation.
On the contrary, the genius of Marx consists precisely in his
having furnished answers to questions already raised by the
foremost minds of mankind. His doctrine emerged as the direct and
imme~iate continuation of the teachings of the greatest representatives of philosophy, political economy and socialism.
The Marxist doctrine is omnipotent because it is true. It is
comprehensive and harmonious, and provides men with an integral world outlook irreconcilable with any form of superstition,
reaction, or defence of bourgeois oppression. It is tl1e legitimate
successor to the best that man produced in the nineteenth century,
as represented by German philosophy, English political economy
and French socialism.
It is these three sources of l\iarxism, which are also its component parts, that we shall ot1tline in brief.
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The philosophy of Marxism is materialism. Throughout the
modern history of Europe, and especially at the end of the eighteenth century in France, where a resolute struggle was conducted
against every kind of medieval rubbish, against serfdom in instittrtions and ideas, materialism has proved to be the only philosophy that is consistent, true to all the teachings of natural science and hostile to superstition, cant and so forth. The enemies
of democracy have, therefore, always exerted all their efforts to
''refute'', undermine and defame materialism, and have advocated
various forms of philosophical idealism, which al\vays, in one
,vay or another, amounts to the defence or support of religion.
l\1arx and Engels defended philosophical materialism in the
most determined manner and repeatedly explained how profoundly
erroneous is every deviation from this basis. Their views are
most clearly and fully expounded in the works of Engels, Ludwig Feuerbach and A nti-Diihring, which, like the Communist
,'f\;Jan ifesto, 207 are handbooks for every class-conscious worker.
But Marx did not stop at eighteenth-century materialism:
he developed philosophy to a higher level. He enriched it with
the achievements of German classical philosophy, especially of
Hegel's system, which in its turn had led to the materialism of
Feuerbach. The main achievement was dialectics, i.e., the doctrine
of development in its fullest, deepest and most comprehensive
form, the doctrine of the relativity of the human knowledge
that provides us with a reflection of eternally developing matter.
The latest discoveries of natural science-radium, electrons,
the transmutation of elements-have been a · remarkable confirmation of Marx's dialectical materialism despite the teachings of the bourgeois philosophers with their ''new'' reversions
to old and decadent idealism.
l\farx deepened and developed philosophical materialism to
the full, and extended the cognition of nature to include the cognition of human society. His historical materialism was a great achieven1ont in scientific thinking. The chaos and arbitrariness that
11ad previously reigned in views on history and politics were
replaced by a strikingly integral and harmonious scientific theory,
\Vhich shows how, in consequence of the growth of productive forces,
out of one system of social life another and higher system develops-how capitalism, for instance, grows out of feudalism.
Just as man's knowledge reflects nature (i.e., developing matter), which exists independently of him, so man's social knowledge (i.e., his various views and doctrines -philosophical, religious, political and so forth) reflects the economic system of society.
Political institutions are a superstructure on the economic foun-
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dation. We see, for example, that the various political forms of »
the modern European states serve to strengthen the domination "
of the bourgeoisie over the proletariat.
!
Marx's philosophy is a consummate philosophical materialism
which has provided mankind, and especially the working class .· .
with powerft1l instruments of knowledge.
'
II

Having recognised that the economic system is the foundation
on which the political superstructure is erected, Marx devoted· .
his greatest attention to the study of this economic system. Marx's ·
principal work, Capital, is devoted to a stt1dy of the economic
system of modern, i.e., capitalist, society.
Classical political economy, before Marx, evolved in England, ··
the most developed of the capitalist countries. Adam Smith and
D~vid Ricardo, .by their investigations of the economic system,
laid the foundations of the labour theory of value. Marx continued
t~eir work; he provided a proof of the theory and developed it consi~tently. He showed that the value of every commodity is detern1ined by the quantity of socially necessary labour time spent
on its production.
Where the bourgeois economists saw a relation between things
(the exchange of one commodity for another) Marx revealed a
relation between people. The exchange of commodities expresses the
connection between individual producers through the market.
Money signifies that the connection is becoming closer and closer
inseparably uniting the entire economic life of the individuai
prod~cers into ~ne whole; Capital signifies a further development
of this connection: mans labour-power becomes a commodity.
The wage-worker sells his labour-power to the owner of land
factories and instruments of labour. The worker spends one part
of the day c?vering the cost of maintaining himself and his family
(wages), while the other part of the day he works without remuneration, creating for the capitalist surplus-value, the source of
profit, the source of the wealth of the capitalist class.
The doctrine of surplus-value is the corner-stone of Marx's
economic theory.
.
Capital, created by the labour of the worker crushes the worker
. .
'
'
rui1.1ing small proprietors and creating an army of unemployed.
In industry, the victory of large-scale production is immediately
apparent, but the same phenomenon is also to be observed in agricultu_re, where the superiority of large-scale capitalist agriculture is enhanced, the use of machinery increases and the peasant
economy, trapped by money-capital, declines and falls into
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under the burden of its backward techniqu~. The. decline
of small-scale production assumes different forms in agriculture,
but the decline itself is an indisputable fact.
By destroying small-scale production, capital. leads to an
increase in productivity of labour and to the creation of a mo~o
poly position for the associations of big capitalists. Production
itself becomes more and more social-hundreds of thousands a~d
millions of workers become bound together in a regular econo~ic
organism-but the product of this collective labour is ~pprop~iat
ed by a handful of capitalists. Anarc~y of ~roductio~, crises,
the furious chase after markets and the insecurity of existence of
the inass of the population are intensified.
.
By increasing. the dependence of the workers o.n capital, the
capitalist system creates the great pov;er .of united labour ..
Marx traced the development of capitalism. fro~ embryonic
commodity economy, from simple exchange, to its highest forms,
. .
.
·
to large-scale production.
And the experience of all cap1tal1st countries,. old ai;id new,
year by year demonstrates clearly the truth of this Marxian doctrine to increasing numbers of workers.
.
.
Capitalism has triumphed all over the world, but th1~ triumph
is only the prelude to the triumph of labour over capital.

rL1in

III

When feudalism was overthrown and ''free" capitalist ~ociety
appeared in the world, it at once bec~me apparent ~hat. this freedom meant a new system of oppression and explo1tat1on of the
working people. Various socialist doct~ines imm~diately emer~ed
as a reflection of and protest ·against this oppres~1?~· Early ~oc1~l
ism, however, was utopian socialis1n. It cr1 tic~sed ca p1 t~l1st
society, it condemned and damned it, it dreamed of its dest~uct1on,
it had visions of a better order and endeavoured to convince the
rich of the immorality of exploitation.
.
But utopian socialism could not indicate the real solut~on.
It could not explain the real nature of wage-slavery under capitalism it could not reveal the laws of capit~list development, or
sho~ \vhat social force is capable of becoming the creator of a
new society.
.
Meanwhile, the stortny revolutions .'vhich everywhere in ~urope,
and especially iii France, acco1npan1ed the fall of feudalism, of
serfdom, more and more clearly revealed the struggle of classes
as the basis and the d1·i ving force of all develo 1Jn1ent.
Not a single v.ictory of political f:eedom ~ver the. feudal c.las1s
\Vas won except against desperate 1·es1sta.nce. l~ot a single capita.-
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ist country evolved on a more or less free and democratic basis
except by a life-and-death struggle between the various classes of
capitalist society.
The genius of Marx lies in his having been the first to deduce
from thi~ the lesson world history teaches and to apply that lesson consistently. The deduction he made is the doctrine of the
class struggle.
People a.lwa~s hav~ ?een the foolish victims of deception and
self-deception in pol1t1cs, and they always will be until they .
have learnt to seek out the interests of some class or other behind
all moral, religious, political and social phrases, declarations
and ·promises. Champions of reforms. and improvements will
~lways be fooled by the defenders of the old order until they real!se that every old institution, however barbarous and rotten
it may appear to b~, is kept going by the forces of certain ruling
classes. And there is only one way of smashing the resistance of
those classes, and that is to find, in the very society which surrounds us, t~e forces which can-and, owing to their social position,
must-co~st1tute the power capable of sweeping away the old
and creating the new, and to enlighten and orga11ise those forces
for the struggle.
l\'farx 's philosophical materialism alone has shown the proletariat the way out of the spiritual slavery in which all oppressed
classes ha.ve hitherto lang~i~hed. Marx's econon1ic theory alone
has explained the true pos1t1on of the proletariat in the general
system of capitalism.
Independent organisations of the proletariat are multiplying
all over the world, from America to Japan and from Sweden to
South Africa. The proletariat is becoming enlightened and educat~d ?Y waging its class struggle; it is ridding itself of the
preJud1ces of bourgeois society; it is rallying its ranks ever more
closely and is learning to gauge the measure of its successes·
it is steeling its forces and is growing irresistibly.
'
Prosveshcheniye No. 3, March 1913

I
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From LIBERAL AND MARXIST CONCEPTIONS
OF THE CLASS STRUGGLE
Note

The question of the class struggle is one of the fundamental
questions of Marxism. It is, therefore, worth while dealing with
the concept of class struggle in greater detail.
Every class struggle is a political struggle. 258 We know that
the opportunists, slaves to the ideas of liberalism, understood these
profound words of Marx incorrectly and tried to put a distorted
interpretation on them. Among the opportunists there were,
for instance, the Economists, 259 the elder brothers of the liquidators.260 The Economists believed that any clash between classes
was a political struggle. The Economists therefore recognised
as ''class struggle'' the struggle for a wage increase of five kopeks
on the ruble, and refused to recognise a higher, more developed,
nation-wide class struggle, the struggle for political aims. The
Economists, therefore, recognised the embryonic class struggle
but did not recognise it in its developed form. The Economists
recognised, in other words, only that part of the class struggle that
'vas more tolerable to the liberal bourgeoisie, they refused to go
farther than the liberals, they refused to recognise the hightir form
of class struggle that is unacceptable to the liberals. By so doing,
the Economists became liberal workers' politicians. By so doing,
the Economists rejected the Marxist, revolutionary conception
of the class struggle.
To continue. It is not enough that the class struggle becomes
real, consistent and developed only when it embraces the sphei;e
of politics. 111 politics, too, it is possible to restrict oneself to
minor matters, and it is possible to go deeper, to the very foundations. Marxism recognises a class struggle as fully developed,
''nation-wide'', only if it does not merely embrace politics but
takes in the most significant thing in politics-the organisation of
state power.
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On the other hand, the liberals, when the working-class n1ovement has grown a little stronger, dare not deny the class struggle
but attempt to narrow down, to curtail and emasculate the concept of class struggle. Liberals are prepared to recognise the class
strl1ggle in the sphere of politics, too, but on one condition-that
the. organisation of state power should not enter into that sphere.
It is not hard to understand which of the bourgeoisie's class interests give rise to the liberal distortion of the concept of class
struggle ....
The bourgeoisie ''want'' to curtail the class struggle, to distort
an~ n~~row ~~e ~oncepti?11 and blunt its sharp edge. The proletariat wants this deception exposed. The Marxist wants whoever :i
undertakes to .speak of the class struggle of the bourgeoisie in the · ,'
~ame of Marxism to expose the narrowness, the selfish narrowness, ·
indeed of the bourgeois conception of the class struggle, and not ·•
rr1erely to quote figures, not merely to go into ecstasies over ''big''
figures. The liberal ''wants" to appraise the bourgeoisie and its
class struggle in such a way as to conceal its narrowness to conceal
the failure to include in the struggle that which is ''hasic'' and
most important.
Prosveshcheniye No. 5, May 1913

•
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From KARL MARX
(A Brief Biographical Sketch
with an Exposition of Marxism)
In our times the idea of development, of evolution, has almost
completely penetrated social consciousness, only in other ways,
and not through Hegelian philosophy. Still, this idea, as formulated by Marx and Engels on the basis of Hegel's philosophy, is
far more comprehensive and far richer in content than the current
idea of evolution is. A development that repeats, as it were, stage~
that have already been passed, but repeats them in a different
way, on a higher basis (''the negation of negation''), a development,
so to speak, that proceeds in spirals, not in a straight line; a development by leaps, catastrophes, and revolutions; ''breaks in
continuity''; the transformation of quantity into quality; inner
impulses towards develop1nent, impar·ted by the contradiction
a11d conflict of the various forces and tendencies acting on a given
body, or within a given phenomenon, or within a given society;
the interdependence and the closest and indissoluble connection
between all aspects of any .phenomenon (history constantly revealing ever new aspects),! a connection that provides a uniform, and
universal process of motion, one that follows definite laws -these
are some of the features of dialectics as a doctrine of development
that is richer than the conventional one. (Cf. Marx's letter to
Engels of January 8, 1868, in which he ridicules Stein's ''wooden
trichotomies", which it would be absl1rd to co11fuse with materialist· dialectics.)

The Materialist Conception of History
A realisation of the inco11sistency, incompleteness, and onesidedness of the old materialism convinced Marx of the necessity
of ''bringing the science of society ... into harmony with the mate261
rialist foundation, and of reconstructing it thereupon''.
Since
materialisn1 in general explains co11sciousness as the outcom.e of
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being, and not conversely, then materialism as applied to the social life of mankind has to explain social consciousness as the outcome of social being. ''Technology'', Marx writes (Capital, Vol. I),
''discloses man's mode of dealing with Nature, the immediate process of production by which he sustains his life, and thereby also
lays bare the inode of formation of his social relations, and of the
mental conceptions that flow from them. " 262 In the preface to his
Contribution to the Critique of Political Economy, lVIarx gives an
integral formulation of the fundamental principles of materialism
as applied to human society and its history, in the following words:
''In the social production of their life, men enter into definite
relations that are indispensable and independent of their will,
relations of production which correspond to a definite stage of
development of their material productive forces.
''The sum total of these relations of production constitutes the
economic structure of society, the real foundation, on which rises
a legal and political superstructure and to which correspond definite forms of social consciousness. The mode of production of material life conditions the social, political and intellectual life
process in general. It is not the consciousness of men that determines
their being, but, on the contrary, their social being that determines their consciousness. At a certain stage of their development,
the material productive forces of society come in conflict with the
existing relations of production, or-what is but a legal expression for the same thing-with the property relations within which
they have been at work hitherto. From forms of development of
the productive forces these relations turn into their fetters. Then ·
begins an epoch of social revolution. With the change of the economic foundation the entire immense superstructure is more or less
rapidly transformed. In considering such transformations a distinction should always be made between the material transformation of the economic conditions of production, which can be determined with the precision of natural science, and the legal, political, religious, aesthetic or philosophic-in short, ideological forms
in which men become conscious of this conflict a11d fight it out.
''Just as our opinion of an individual is not based on what he
thinks of himself, so we cannot judge of such a period of transformation by its own consciousness; on the contrary, this consciousness must be explained rather from the contradictions of material
life, from the existing conflict between the social productive forces
and the relations of production.... In broad outlines Asiatic,
ancien~, feudal, and modern bourgeois modes of production can
be designated as progressive epochs in the economic formation
of society'' (cf. Marx's brief formulation in a letter to Engels dated
July 7, 1866: ''Our theory that the organisation of labour is deter~
mined by the means of production'').
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The discovery of the materialist conception of history, or more
correctly, the consistent continuation and extension of materialism into the domain of social phenomena, removed the t\VO chief
shortcomings in earlier historical theories. In the first place, the
latter at best examined only the ideological motives in the historical activities of human beings, without investigating the origins
of those motives, or ascertaining the objective laws governing the
development of the system of social relations, or seeing the roots
of these relations in the degree of development reached by material
productio11; in the second place, the earlier theories did not embrace
the activities of the masses of the population, whereas historical
materialism made it possible for the first time to study with scientific accuracy the social conditions of the life of the masses, and
the changes in those conditions. At best, pre-Marxist ''sociology''
and historiography brought forth an accumulation of raw facts,
collected at random, and a description of individual aspects of the
historical process. By examining the totality of opposing tendencies, by reducing them to precisely definable conditions of life and
production of the various classes of society, by discarding s11bjectivism and arbitrariness in the choice of a particular ''dominant''
idea or in its interpretation, and by revealing that, without exception, all ideas and all the various tendencies stem from the condition of the material forces of production, Marxism indicated the
way to an all-embracing and comprehensive study of the process
of the rise, development, and decline of socio-economic systems.
People make their own history, but what determines the motives
of people, of the mass of people, i.e., what gives rise to the clash
of conflicting ideas and strivings? \:Vhat is the sum total of all these
clashes in the mass of human societies? What are the objective
conditions of production of n1aterial life that form the basis of all
of man's historical activity? What is the law of development of
these conditions? To all these l\1arx drew attention and indicated
the way to a scientific study of history as a single process which,
with all its immense variety and contradictoriness, is governed
by definite laws.
The Class Struggle
It is common knowledge that, in any given society, the strivings
of some of its members conflict with the strivings of others, that
social life is full of contradictions, and that histor}' reveals a strugale between nations and societies, as well as within nations and
~ocieties, and, besides, an alternation of periods of revolution and
reaction, peace and war, stagnation and rapid progress or decline.
l\Iarxism has provided the guidance, i.e., tl1e theory of the class
struggle, for the discovery of the laws governing this seeming maze
and chaos. It is only a study of the sum of the strivings of all the
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members of a given society or group of societies that can lead t<>
a scientific definition of the result of those strivings. Now the conflicting strivings stem from the difference in the position and mode
of life of the classes into which each society is divided. ''The
history of all hitherto existing society is the history of class.
struggl_es", Marx w~ote in the Communist Manifesto (with the
exception of the history of the primitive community, Engels
added subsequently) .. ''Freeman and ~lave, patrician and plebeian, lord and serf, gu1ld-maste~ and Journeyman, in a word, oppressor an~ oppressed, . stood 1n constant opposition to one another, carried on a_n uninterrup~ed, n~w hidden, now open fight,
a fi_ght that ~ach time ended, either 1n a revolutionary reconsti~ut1on of society at large, or in the common ruin of the contending classes .._.. The modern ~ourgeois society that has sprouted
from th? ruins of feudal society has not done away with class
antagonisms. It has but established new classes new conditions
of oppression, new forms of struggle in place ~f the old ones.
O~r epo~h, .the epoch of the bourgeoisie, possesses, however,
this. distinctive feat.ure: it has simplified the class antagonisms.
Soci?ty as a w~ole 1s more and more splitting up into two great
hostile ~a~ps, into two great classes directly facing each other:
Bourgeoisie and Proletariat.'' Ever since the Great French Revolution, European history has, in a number of countries, tellingly revealed what actually lies at the bottom of events -the
struggle of classes. The Restoration period in France already
pr~duced a n_umber o~ historians (Thierry, Guizot, Mignet, and
Thiers) who, in summing up what was taking place were obliged
t~ admit that the clas.s struggle was the key 'to all French
history .. 1:'he modern period-that of the complete victory of the
bourgeo1s1e, representative institutions, extensive (if not universal) suffrage, a cheap d.aily press, that is widely circulated among
the masses, etc., a period of powerful and ever-expanding unions
of workers and unions of employers, etc.-has shown even more
strik!?gly _(th~ugh sometimes in a very one-sided, ''peaceful",
and constitutional'' f.orm) the class struggle as the mainspring
of events. The following passage from Marx's Communist Manifesto will show us what Marx demanded of social science as
regards an objective analysis of the position of each class in
mod~ri;i society, with reference to an analysis of each class's
conditions of development: ''Of all the classes that stand face
to face witl1 the bourgeoisie today, the proletariat alone is a
r~ally rev~lutionary class. The other classes decay and finally
d1sarpear in the ~ace of Modern Industry; the proletariat is its
special and essential product. The lower middle class, the small
manufacturer, t?e shop-keeper, the artisan, the peasant, all
these fight against the bourgeoisie, to save from extinction

their existence as fractions of the middle class. They are therefore
11 ot revolutionary, but conservative. Nay more, they are reactionary, for they try to roll back the wheel of history. If by chance
they are revolutionary, they are so only in view of their
impending transfer into the proletariat; they thus' defend not their
IJresent, but their future interests; they desert their own standIJoint to place themselves at that of the proletariat.'' In a nu1nber of historical works (see Bibliography), Marx gave brilliant
and profound examples of materialist historiography, of an
analysis of the position of each individual class, a11d sometimes
of various groups or strata within a class, showing plainly why
and how ''every class struggle is a political struggle''. 263 The abovequoted passage is an illustration of what a complex network
of social relations and transitional stages from one class to another, from the past to the future, was analysed by l\•1arx so as
to determine the resultant of historical development.
Marx's economic doctrine is the most profound, comprehensive and detailed confirmation and application of his theory.
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To the Marxist it is indisputable that a revolution is impossi- ·•.
ble without a revolutionary situation; furthermore, it is not every ;
revolutionary situation that leads to revolution. What, general- ·• ·
ly speaking, are the symptoms of a revolutionary situation? We •
shall certainly not be mistaken if we indicate the following •
three major symptoms: (1) when it is impossible for the ruling '
classes to maintain their rule without any change; when there
is a crisis, in one form or another, among the ''upper classes'',
a crisis in the policy of the ruling class, leading to a fissure
through which the discontent and indignation of the oppressed
classes burst forth. For a revolution to take place, it is usually
insufficient for ''the lower classes not to want'' to live in the old
way; it is also necessary that ''the upper classes should be unable''
to live in the old way; (2) when the suffering and want of the
oppressed classes have grown more acute than usual; (3} when, as
a consequence of the above causes, there is a considerable increase in the activity of the masses, who uncomplainingly allow
themselves to be robbed in ''peace time'', but, in turbulent times,
are drawn both by all the circumstances of the crisis and by the
''upper classes'' themselves into independent historical action.
Without these objective changes, which are independent of
the will, not only of individual groups and parties but even of
individual classes, a revolution, as a general rule, is impossi- ·
ble. The totality of all these objective changes is called a revolutionary situation. Such a situation existed in 1905 in Russia,
and in all revolutionary periods in the West; it also existed in
Germany in the sixties of the last century, and in Russia in .
1859-61 and 1879-80, although no revolution occurred in these· ..
instances. Why was that? It was because it is not every revo- ·
lutionary situation that gives rise to a revolution; revolution
arises only out of a situation in which the above-mentioned objec-

tive changes are accompanied by a subjective change, namely,
the ability of the revolutionary class to take revolutionary mass
action strong enough to break (or dislocate) the old government,
which never, not even in a period of crisis, ''falls" if it is not
toppled over.
Such are the Marxist views on revolution, views that have
been developed many, many times, have been accepted as indisputable by all Marxists, and for us, Russians, were corroborated in a particularly striking fashion by the experience of 1905.
What, then, did the Basie Manifesto assume in this respect in
1912, and what took place in 1914-15? 264
It assumed that a revolutionary situation, which it briefly
described as ''an economic and political crisis'', would arise.
Has such a situation arisen? Undoubtedly, it has. The socialchauvinist Lensch, who defends chauvinism more candidly,
publicly and honestly than the hypocrites Cunow, Kautsky,
Plekhanov and Co. do, has gone so far as to say: ''What we are
passing through is a kind of revolution'' (p. 6 of his pamphlet,
German Social-D-emocracy and the War, Berlin, 1915). A political crisis exists; no government is sure of the morrow, not one
is secure against the danger of financial collapse, loss of territory, expulsion from its country (in the way the Belgian Government was expelled). All governments are sleeping on a volcano;
all are themselves calling for the masses to display initiative and
heroism. The entire political regime of Europe has been shaken,
and hardly anybody will deny that we have entered (and are
entering ever deeper-I write this on the day of Italy's declaration of war) a period of immense political upheavals. When two
months after the declaration of war, Kautsky wrote (October 2, .
1914, in Die Neue Zeit) that ''never is government so strong, never,
are parties so weak as at t·he outbreak of a war'', this was a sam~
pie of the falsification of historical science which Kautsky has
perpetrated to please the Siidekums and other opportunists.
In the first place, never do governments stand in such need of
agreement with all the parties of the ruling classes, or of the
''peaceful'' submission of the oppressed classes to that rule, as
in the time of war. Secondly, even though ''at the beginning of
a war''' and especially in a country that expects a speedy victory'
the government seems all-powerful, nobody in the world has ever
linked expectations of a revolutionary situation exclusively
with the ''beginning'' of a war, and still less has anybody ever
identified the ''seeming'' with the actual.
It was generally known, seen and admitted that a European
War would be more severe than any war in the past. This is being
borne out in ever greater measure by the experience of the war.
The conflagration is spreading; the political foundations of Europe
30-1087
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are being shaken more and more; the sufferings of the masses
are appalling, the efforts of governmen~s, tl1e b?urgeoisie and
the opport11nists to hush. llp thes_e sufferings p_roving ever mo~e
futile. The war profits being obtained by ce1·tai11 groups of capitalists are monstrously high, and contradictions are g1·0\\<·ing
extremely acute. The smouldering indignation ~f the masses,
the vague yearning of so~iety's downtrodde~ a~d ignora_nt strata
for a kindly (''democratic") peace, the beginning of discontent
among the ''lo,ver classes'' -all these are facts. The longer the
war drags on and the more acute it becomes, the more the governments themselves foster-and must foster-the activity of the
masses, whom they call upon to make extraordinary effort and
self-sacrifice. The experience of the war, like the experience of
any crisis in history, of any great calamity and any sudden turn
in human life, stuns and breaks some people, but enlightens and
tempers others. Taken by and large, and considering the history
of the world as a whole, the number and strength of the second
kind of people have-with the exception of individual cases of
the decline and fall of one state or another-proved greater than
those of the former kind.
·
Far from ''immediately'' e11ding all these sufferings and all
this enhancement of contradictions, the conclusion of peace
will, in many respects, make those sufferings more keenly and
immediately felt by the most backward masses of the population.
In a word, a revolutionary situation obtains in most of the
advanced countries and the Great Powers of Europe. In this
respect, the prediction of the Basle Manifesto has been fully
confirmed. To deny this truth, directly or indirectly, or to ignore
it, as Cunow, Plekhanov, Kautsky and Co. have done, means
telling a big lie, deceiving the working class, and serving . the
bourgeoisie. In Sotsial-Demokrat (Nos. 34, 40 and 41) we cited
facts which prove that those who fear revolution -pettybourgeois Christian parsons, the General Staffs and millionaires'
newspapers-are compelled to admit that symptoms of a revolutionary situation exist in Europe.
Will this situation last long? How much more acute will it
become? Will it lead to revolution? This is something we do i1ot
know, and nobody can know. The answer can be provided only
by the experience gained during the development of revolutionary sentiment and the transition to revolutionary action by the
advanced class, the proletariat. There can be no talk in this
connection about ''illusions" or their repudiation, since no socialist has ever guaranteed that this war (and not the next one),
that today's revolutionary situation (and not tomorrow's) will
produce a revolution. What we are discussing is the indisputable
a11d fundamental duty of all socialists -that of revealing to
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~he masses the existence of a. i·evolutionary situation, explaining

its s~ope and depth, ar?using the proletariat's revolutionary
consciousness and revolutionary determination, helpi11g it to go
over ~o ~evolut~onary action, ancl forming, for that purpose,
organisations suited to the revolutionary situatioi1.
No influential or responsible socialist has ever dared to feel
doubt .that this is ~he ·duty of the socialist parties. Without
spreading or harbouring the least ''illusions'', the Basle 1fanifesto
spoke specifically of this duty of the socialists -to rouse and to
stir up the people (and not to lull them with chauvinism, as
Plekhan~v; Axelrod and Kautsky have done), to take advantage
of the crisis so as to hasten the downfall of capitalism and to be
guided
by
the
examples
of
the
Commune
and
of
Octobe;-December
266
1905.
The present parties' failure to perform that duty
meant treachery, political death, renunciation of their own role
~ind desertion to the side of the bourgeoisie.
Written in the second half of May
and the first half of June 1915
Published in September 1915 in
the journal Kommunist No. 1-2,
Geneva
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are being shaken more and more; the sufferings of the masses
are appalling, the efforts of governmen~s, the b?urgeoisie and
the opport11nists to hush. llp thes~ sufferings P.roving ever mo~e
futile. The "\Var profits being obtained by ce1·tai11 groups of capitalists are rnonstrously high, and contradictions are g1·owing
extremely acute. The smouldering indignation of the masses,
the vague yearning of society's downtrodden and ignorant strata
for a kindly (''democratic") peace, the beginning of discontent
among the ''lo"\ver classes'' -all these are facts. The longer the .
war drags on and the more acute it becomes, the more the governments themselves foster-and must foster-the activity of the
masses, whom they call upon to make extraordinary effort and
self-sacrifice. The experience of the war, like the experience of
any crisis in history, of any great calamity and any sudden turn
in human life, stuns and breaks some people, but enlightens and
tempers others. Taken by and large, and considering the history
of the world as a whole, the number and strength of the second
kind of people have-with the exception of individual cases of
the decline and fall of one state or another-proved greater than
those of the former kind.
·
Far from ''immediately'' ending all these sufferings and all
this enhancement of contradictions, the conclusion of peace
will, in many respects, make those sufferings more keenly ~nd
immediately felt by the most backward masses of the population.
In a word, a revolutionary situation obtains in most of the
advanced countries and the Great Powers of Europe. In this
respect, the prediction of the Basle Manifesto has been fully
confirmed. To deny this truth, directly or indirectly, or to ignore
it, as Cunow, Plekhanov, Kautsky and Co. have done, means
telling a big lie, deceiving the working class, and serving the
bourgeoisie. In Sotsial-Demokrat (Nos. 34, 40 and 41) we cited
facts which prove that those who fear revolution -pettybourgeois Christian parsons, the General Staffs and millionaires'
newspapers-are compelled to admit that symptoms of a revolutionary situation exist in Europe.
Will this situation last long? How much more acute will it
become? Will it lead to revolution? This is something we do 11ot
know, and nobody can know. The answer can be provided only
by the experience gained during the development of revolutionary sentiment and the transition to revolutionary action by t~e
advanced class, the proletariat. There can be no talk in this
connection about ''illusions'' or their repudiation, since no socialist has ever guaranteed that this war (and not the next one),
that today's revolutionary situation (and not tomorrow's) will
produce a revolution. What we are discussing is the indisputable
a11d fundamental duty of all socialists -that of revealing to
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~he masses the existence of a. revolutionary situation, explaining
its s~ope and depth, ar?using the proletariat's revolutionary

consciousness an_d revoluti?nary determination, helpi11g it to go
over ~o ~evolut~onary action, and forming, for that purpose,
organisations suited to the revolutionary situatioi1.
No influential or responsible socialist has ever dare(i to feel
Joubt .that this is ~he duty of the socialist parties. Without
spreading or harbouring the least ''illusions'', the Basle l\fanifesto
spoke specifically of this duty of the socialists -to rouse and to
stir up the people (and not to lull them with chauvinism, as
Plekhan~v? Axelrod and Kautsky have done), to take advantage
of the crisis so as to hasten the downfall of capitalism and to be
guided by the examples of the Commune and of Octobe;-December
266
·1905.
The present parties' failure to perform that duty
meant treachery, political death, renunciation of their own role
and desertion to the side of the bourgeoisie.
Written in the second half of May
and the first half of June 1915
Published in September 1915 in
the journal Kommunist No. 1-2,
Geneva
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ON THE SLOGAN FOR A UNITED
STATES OF EUROPE266

In No. 40 of Sotsial-Demokrat we reported that a conference of
our Party's groups abroad had decided to defer the question of
the ''United States of Europe" slogan pending a discussion, in
the press, on the economic aspect of the matter.
At our conference the debate on this question assumed a purely political character. Perhaps this was partly caused by the
Central Committee's Manifesto having formulated this slogan as
a forthright political one (''the immediate political slogan ... '',
as it says there); not only did it advance the slogan of a republican United States of Europe, but expressly emphasised that
this slogan is meaningless and false ''without the revolutionary
overthrow of the German, Austrian and Russian monarchies''.
It would be quite wrong to object to such a presentation of
the question within the limits of a political appraisal of this slogan e.g., to argue that it obscures or weakens, etc., the slogan
of a socialist revolution. Political changes of a truly democratic
nature, and especially political revolutions, can under n<'I circumstances whatsoever either obscure or weaken the slogan of
a socialist revolution. On the contrary, they always bring it closer, extend its basis, and draw new sections of the petty bourgeoisie and the semi-proletarian masses into the socialist struggle. On the other hand, political revolutions are inevitable in the
course of the socialist revolution, which should not be regarded
as a single act, but as a period of turbulent political and economic upheavals, the most intense class struggle, civil war, revolutions, and counter-revolutions.
But while the slogan of a republican United States of Europe if accompanied by the revolutionary overthrow of the three most
reactionary monarchies in Europe, headed by the Russian-is
quite invulnerable as a _politic3:1 slogan, t~ere still remains. t~e
highly important question of its economic content a11d signi-
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ficance. From the standpoint of the economic conditions of imperialism-i.e., the export of capital and the division of the
world by the ''advanced'' and ''civilised'' colonial powers-a
United States of Europe, under capitalism, is either impossible
or reactionary.
Capital has become international and monopolist. The \Vorld
has been carved up by a handful of Great Powers, i.e., powers
successful in the great plunder and oppression of nations. The
four Grea~ Powers of Europe -Britain, France, Russia and Germany, with an aggregate population of between 250,000,000
and 300,000,000, and an area of about 7 ,000,000 square kilometres-possess colonies with a population of almost 500 million (494,500,000) and an area of 64,600,000 square kilometres,
i.e., almost half the surface of the globe (133,000,000 square
kilometres, exclusive of Arctic and Antarctic regions). Add to
this the three Asian states -China, Turkey and Persia, now
being rent piecemeal by thugs that are waging a war of ''liberation'', namely, Japan, Russia, Britain and France. Those three
Asian states, which may be called semi-colonies (in reality they
are now 90 per cent colonies), have a total population of 360,000,000
and an area of 14,500,000 square kilometres (almost one and
a half times the area of all Europe).
Furthermore, Britain, France and· Germany have invested
capital abroad to the value of no less than 70,000 million rubles.
The business of securing ''legitimate'' profits from this tidy sumthese exceed 3,000 million rubles annually-is carried out by
the national committees of the millionaires known as governments, which are equipped with armies and navies and which
provide the sons and brothers of the millionaires with jobs in the
colonies and semi-colonies .as viceroys, consuls, ambassadors,
officials of all kinds, clergymen, and other leeches.
That is how the plunder of about a thousand million of the
earth's population by a handful of Great Powers is organised in
the epoch of the highest development of capitalism. No other
organisation is possible under capitalism. Renounce colonies,
''spheres of influence'', and the export of capital? To think that it
is possible means coming down to the level of some snivelling
parson who every Sunday preaches to the rich on the lofty prir1ci ples of Christianity and advises them to give the poor, well,
if not millions, at least several hundred rubles yearly.
A United States of Europe under capitalism is tantamount to
an agreement on the partition of colonies. Under capitalism,
however, no other basis and no other principle of division are
possible except force. A multi-millionaire cannot share the ''national income"' of a capitalist country with anyone otherwise than
''in proportion to the capital invested'' (with a bonus thrown in,
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so that the biggest capital may receive more than its share).
Capitalism is private ownership of the means of production, and
anarchy in production. To advocate a ''just" division of income
on such a basis is sheer Proudhonism, 267 stupid philistinism.
No division can be effected otherwise than in ''proportion to
strength", and strength changes with the course of economic
development. Following 1871, the rate of Germany's accession
of strength was three or fot1r times as rapid as that of Britain
and France, and of Japan about ten times as rapid as Russia's. ·
There is .an~ there can be no other way of testing tho real might
of a capitalist state than by war. War does not contradict the
fundamentals of private property-on the contrary, it is a direct and inevitable outcome of those fundamentals. Under capitalism the smooth economic growth of individual enterprises or
individual states is impossible. Under capitalism, there are no
other means of restoring the periodically disturbed equilibrium
than crises in industry and wars in politics.
·
. Of course, temporary agreements are possible between capital~sts an~ between states. In this sense a United States of Europe
is possible as an agreement between the European capitalists ...
but. t? w~at end? Only. f?r the purpose of jointly suppressing
socialism in Europe, of Jointly protecting colonial booty against
Japan and America, who hav'e been badly done out of their ·
share by the present partition of colonies, and the increase of
whose mi_ght during the last fifty years has been immeasurably
mor~ rapid _than that of backward and monarchist Europe, now
turning senile. Compared with the United States of America,
Europe as a whole denotes economic stagnation. On the present
economic basis, i.e., under capitalism, a United States of Europe
would signify an organisation of reaction to retard America's
more rapid development. The times when the cause of democracy
and socialism was associated only with Europe alone have gone
for ever.
A United States of the World (not of Europe alone) is the
state form of the unification and freedom of nations which we
a~sociate with socialism -until the time when the complete
victory of communism brings about the total disappearance of
the state, including the democratic. As a separate slogan,
however, the slogan of a United States of the World would hardly be a correct one, first, because it merges with socialism· second,
because it may be wrongly interpreted to mean that th~ victory
of socialism in a single country is impossible, and it may also
create misconceptions as to the relations of such a country to
the others.
Uneven ·econon1ic and political development is an absolute
law of capitalism. Hence, the victory of socialism is possible
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first in several or even in one capitalist country alone. After
.expropriating the capitalists a.nd organising their own socialist
pro cl uction, the victorious proletariat of that cot1ntry will arise
a.gainst the rest of the world-the capitalist world-attracting to
their cause the oppressed classes of other countries, stirring uprisings in those countries against the capitalists, and in case
of need using even armed force against the exploiting classes
cind their states. The political form of a society wherein the proletariat is victorious i11 overthrowing the bourgeoisie \vill be
<l democratic republic, which will more and more concentrate
the forces of the proletariat of a given nation or nations, in the
struggle against states that have not yet gone over to socialis1n.
The abolition of classes is impossible without a dictatorship of
the oppressed class, of the proletariat. A free union of nations
in socialism is impossible without a more or less prolonged and
stubborn struggle of the socialist republics against the backward
states.
It is for these reasons and after repeated discussions at the
conference of R.S.D.L.P. groups abroad, and following that
conference, that the Central Organ's editors have come to the
conclusion that the slogan for a United States of Europe is an
erroneous one.
Collected Works, Vol. 21, 339-43
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From THE SOCIALIST REVOLUTION AND THE RIGHT
OF NATIONS TO SELF-DETERMINATION

1. IMPERIALISM, SOCIALISM AND TIIE LIBERATION
OF OPPRESSED NATIONS

Imperialism is the highest stage in the de,relopment of capitalism. In the foremost countries capital has outgrown the
bounds of national states, has replaced competition by monopoly
and has created all the objective conditions for the achievement
of socialism. In Western Europe and in the United States, therefore, the revolutionary struggle of the proletariat for the overthrow of capitalist governments and the expropriation of the
bourgeoisie is on the order of the day. Imperialism forces the
masses into this struggle by sharpening class contradictions on
a tremendous scale, by worsening the conditions of the masses
both economically-trusts, high cost of living-and politically-the growth of militarism, more frequent wars, more powerful reaction, the intensification and expansion of national oppression and colonial plunder. Victorious socialism must necessarily establish a full democracy and, consequently, not only
introduce full equality of nations but also realise the right of the
oppressed nations to self-determination, i.e., the right to free
political separation. Socialist parties which did not show by
all their activity, both now, during the revolution, and after
its victory, that they would liberate the enslaved nations and
build up relations with them on the basis of a free union-and
free union is a false phrase without the right to secede-these
parties would be betraying socialism.
Democracy, of course, is also a form of state which must disappear when the state disappears, but that will only take place
in the transition from conclusively victorious and consolidated
socialism to full communism.
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2. THE SOCIALIST REVOLUTION AND THE STRUGGLE
FOR DEMOCRACY

The socialist revolution is not a single act, it is not one battle
on one front, but a whole epoch of acute class conflicts, a long
series of battles on all fronts, i.e., on all questions of economics
and politics, battles that can only end in the expropriation of
the bourgeoisie. It would be a radical mistake to think that the
struggle for democracy was capable of diverting the proletariat
from the socialist revolution or of hiding, overshado\ving it, etc.
On the contrary, in the same way as there can be no victorious
socialism that does not practise full democracy, so the proletariat
cannot prepare for its victory over the bourgeoisie without
an all-round, consistent and revolutionary struggle for democracy.
It would be no less a mistake to remove one of the points of
the democratic programme, for example, the point on the selfdetermination of nations, on the grounds of it being ''impracticable'' or ''illusory'' under imperialism. The contention that the
right of nations to self-determination is impracticable within the
bounds of capitalism can be understood either in the absolute,
economic sense, or in the conditional, political sense.
In the first case it is radically incorrect from the standpoint of
theory. First, in that sense, such things as, for example, labour
money, or the abolition of crises, etc., are impracticable under
capitalism. It is absolutely untrue that the self-determination
of nations is equally impracticable. Secondly, even the one example of the secession of Norway from Sweden in 1905 is sufficient
to refute ''impracticability'' in that sense. Thirdly, it would be
absurd to deny that some slight change in the political and
strategic relations of, say, Germany and Britain, might today or
tomorrow make the formation of a new Polish, Indian and other
similar state fully ''practicable". Fourthly, finance capital, ir1 its
drive to expand, can ''freely" buy or bribe the freest democratic
or republican government and the elective officials of any, eve11
an ''independent", country. The domination of finance capital
and of capital in general is not to be abolished by any reforms in
the sphere of political democracy; and self-determination belongs
\Vholly and exclusively to this sphere. This domination of finance
capital, however, does not in the least nullify the significance of
political democracy as a freer, wider and clearer form of class
oppression and class struggle, Therefore all arguments about the
''impracticability'', in the economic sense, of one of the de1na11ds
of political democracy under capitalism are reduced to a theoretically incorrect definition of the general and basic relationships
of capitalism and of political democracy as a whole.
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In the second case the assertion is incomplete and inaccurate.
This is because not only the right of nations to self-determination, but all the fundamental demands of political democracy are
only partially ''practicable'' under imperialism, and then in
a distorted form and by way of exception (for example, the secession of Norway from Sweden in 1905). The demand for the immediate liberation of the colonies that_ is put forward by all
re'>·olutionary Social-Democrats is also ''impracticable'' under
,capitalism without a series of revolutions. But from this it does
not by any means follow that Social-Democracy should reject
the immediate and most determined struggle for all these demands -such a rejection would only play into the hands of the
bourgeoisie and reaction-but, on the contrary, it follows that
these demands must be formulated and put through in a revolutionary and not a reformist manner, going beyond the bounds of
~ourge~is legality, breaking them down, going beyond speeches
in parliament and verbal protests, and drawing the masses into
-Oecisive action, extending a11d intensifying the struggle for every
fundamental democratic demand up to a direct proletarian onslaught on the bourgeoisie, i.e., up to the socialist revolution that
expropriates the bourgeoisie. The socialist revolution may flare up
not only through some big strike, street demonstration or hunger
riot or a military insurrection or colonial revolt, but also as a result of a political crisis such as the Dreyfus case 268 or the Zabern
incident, 269 or in connection with a referendum on the seces.sion of an oppressed nation, etc.
Increased national oppression under imperialism does not
mean that Social-Democracy should reject what the bourgeoisie call the ''utopian" struggle for the freedom of nations to se-cede but, on the contrary, it should make greater use of the conflicts that arise in this sphere, too, as grounds for mass action and
for revolutionary attacks on the bourgeoisie.

against all national oppression. The closer a democratic state
system is to complete freedom to secede the less frequent and
less ardent "'-ill the desire for separation be in practice, because
big states afford indisputable advantages, both from the standpoint of economic progress and from that of the interests of the
Inasses and, furthermore, these advantages increase with the
growth of capitalism. Recognition of self-determination is not
synonymous with recognition of federation as a principle. One
1nay be a determined opponent of that principle and a champio11
<Jf democratic centralism but still prefer federation to national
inequality as the only way to full democratic centralism. It was
from this standpoint that Marx, who was a centralist, preferred
even the federation of Ireland and England to the forcible subordination of Ireland to the English.
The aim of socialism is not onlv
to
end
the
division
of
mankind
"
into tiny states and the isolation of nations in any form, it is
not only to bring the nations closer together but to integrate
them. And it is precisely in order to achieve this aim that we
inust, on the one hand, explain to the masses the reactionary
nature of Renner and Otto Bauer's idea of so-called ''cultural
and national autonomy'' 27° and, on the other, demand the liberation of oppressed nations in a clearly and precisely formulated
political programme that takes special account of the hypocrisy
and cowardice of socialists in the oppressor nations, and not
in general nebulous phrases, not in empty declamations and
not by way of ''relegating'' the question until socialism has been
achieved. In the same way as mankind can arrive at the abolition of classes only through a transition period of the dictatorship of the oppressed class, it can arrive at the inevitable integration of nations only through a transition period of the complete
Bmancipation of all oppressed nations, i.e., their freedom to
secede .
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4. THE PROLETARIAN-REVOLUTIONARY PRESENTATION
OF THE QUESTION OF THE SELF-DETERMINATION OF NATIONS

3. THE SIGNIFICANCE OF THE RIGHT TO SELF-DETERMINATION
AND ITS REJ.ATION TO FEDERATION

Th~ right of nations to self-determination implies exclusively
the. r~ght to independence in the political sense, the right to free

political separation from tl1e oppressor nation. Specifically, this
demand for political democracy in1plies complete freedom to
agita~e for s~cession. and for a referendum on secession by the
seceding nation. This demand, therefore, is not the equivalent
-0f a demand for separation, fragmentation and the formation of
small states. It implies only a consistent expression of struggle

I

The petty bourgeoisie had put forward not only the demand
for the self-determination of nations but all the points of our
democratic minimum programme long before, as far back as the
se,•enteenth and eighteenth centuries. They are still putti11g them
all forward in a utopian manner because they fail to see the class
struggle and its increased intensity under democracy, and
because they believe in ''peaceful" capitalism. That is the exact
riature of the utopia of a peaceful union of equal nations under
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imperialism which deceives the people and which is defended by
Kautsky's followers. The programme of Social-Democracy, as
a counter-balance to this petty-bourgeois, opportunist utopia.
must postulate the division of nations into oppressor and oppressed as basic, significant and inevitable under imperialism.
The proletariat of the oppressor nations must not confine themselves to general, stereotyped phrases against annexation and in
favour of the equality of nations in general, such as any pacifist
bourgeois will repeat. The proletariat cannot remain silent 011 the
question of the frontiers of a state founded on national oppression.
a question so ''unpleasant'' for the imperialist bourgeoisie. The
proletariat must struggle against the enforced retention of oppressed nations within the bounds of the given state, which means
that they must fight for the right to self-determination. The
proletariat must demand freedom of political separation for the
colonies and nations oppressed by ''their own'' nation. Otherwise.
the internationalism of the proletariat would be nothing but
empty words; neither confidence nor class solidarity would be
possible between the workers of the oppressed and the oppressor nations; the hypocrisy of the reformists and Kautskyites.
who defend self-determination but remain silent about the
nations oppressed by ''their own'' nation and kept in ''their own''
state by force, would remain unexposed.
·
On the other hand, the socialists of the oppressed nations must.
in particular, defend and implement the full and unconditional
unity, including organisational unity, of the workers of the oppressed nation and those of the oppressor nation.· Without this
it is impossible to defend the independent policy of the proletariat and their class solidarity with the proletariat of other countries. in face of all manner of intrigues, treachery and trickery on
the part of the bourgeoisie. The bourgeoisie of the oppressed
nations persistently utilise the slogans of national liberation to
deceive the workers; in their internal policy they use these slogans
for reactionary agreements with the bourgeoisie of the dominant
nation (for example, the Poles in Austria and Russia who come
to terms with i·eactionaries for the oppression of the Jews and
Ukrainians); in their foreign policy they strive to come to terms
with one of the rival imperialist powers for the sake of implementing their predatory plans (the policy of the small Balkan states,
etc.).
The fact that the struggle for national liberation against one
imperialist power may, under certain conditions, be l1tilised
by another ''great'' power for its own, equally imperialist, aims,.
is just as unlikely to make the Social-Democrats refuse to recognise the right of nations to self-determination as the numerous
cases of bourgeois utilisation of republican slogans for the pur-

pose of political deception and financial plunder (as in the
Romance countries, for example) are unlikely to make the
Social-Democrats reject their republicanism.*
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5. MARXISM AND PROUDHONISM ON THE NATIONAL QUESTION

In contrast to the petty-bourgeois democrats, Marx regarded
every democratic demand without exception not as an absolute,
but as an historical expression of the struggle of the masses of
the people, led by the bourgeoisie, against feudalism. There is
not one of these demands which could not serve and has not
served, under certain circumstances, as an instrument in the
hands of the bourgeoisie for deceiving the workers. To single out,
in this respect, one of the demands of political democracy, specifically, the self-determination of nations, and to oppose it to the
rest, is fundamentally wrong in theory. In practice, the proletariat can retain its independence only by subordinating its
.struggle for all democratic demands, not excluding the demand
for a republic, to its revolutionary struggle for the overthrow of
the bourgeoisie.
On the other hand, in contrast to the Proudhonists who ''denied''
the national problem ''in the name of social revolution'', Marx,
mindful in the first place of the interests of the proletarian class
struggle in the advanced countries, put the fundamental principle
·of internationalism and socialism in the foreground-namely,
that no nation can be free if it oppresses other nations. 271 It was
from the standpoint of the interests of the German workers'
i·evolutionary movement that Marx in 1848 demanded that victorious democracy in Germany should proclaim and grant freedom
to the nations oppressed by the Germans. 272 It was from the
standpoint of the revolutionary struggle of the English workers
that Marx, in 1869, demanded the separation of Ireland from
England, and added: '' ... even if federation should follow upon
separation. '' 273 Only by putting forward this demand was Marx
really educating the English workers in the spirit of internation-

*

It would needless to say, be quite ridiculous to reject the right to
self-determination on the grounds that it implies "de.fence of the fatherland''. With equal right, i.e., with equal lack of seriousness, the socialchauvinists of 1914-16 refer to any of the demands of democracy (to its
republicanism, for example) and to any formulation of the struggle against
national oppression in order to justify "defence of the fatherland''. Marxism
deduces the defence of the fatherland in wars, for example, in the great
French Revolution or the wars of Garibaldi, in Europe, and the renunciation
of defence of the fatherland in the imperialist war of 1914-16, from an analysis of the concrete historical peculiarities of each individual war and never
from any "general principle", or any one point of a programme.
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alism. Only in this way could he counterpose the opportunists
and bourgeois reformism-which even to this day, half a century later, has not carried out the Irish ''reform''-with a revolu~
tionary solutio1:1 of. the. given his.to~ical task. Only in this way ·1
could l\1arx maintain-in contradiction to the apologists of capital who shout that the freedom of small nations to secede is
utopian and impracticable and that not only economic but als<>
political concentration is progressive-that this concentration
is progressive when it is non-imperialist, and that nations should
not ~e brought together by force, but by a free union of the pro'l~t~rians of all countries. Only in this way could Marx, in opposition to the merely verbal, and often hypocritical, recognition
of the equality and self-determination of nations, advocate the
revolutionary action of the masses in the settlement of nationa)
questions as well. The imperialist war of 1914-16, and the Augean
stables274 of hypocrisy on the part of the opportunists and
Kautskyites that it has exposed, have strikingly confirmed thecorrectness of Marx's policy, which should serve as a model fo~
all _adva,!1ced countries, for all of them are now oppressing other
nations. . ..

8. THE CONCRETE TASKS OF THE PROLETARIAT
IN THE IMMEDIATE FUTURE

The socialist revolution may begin in the very near future.
In this case the proletariat will be faced with the immediate
task of. winni~g power, expropriating the banks and effecting
?ther dictatorial measures. The bourgeoisie-and especially the
intellectuals of the Fabian and Kautskyite type-will, at such
a. ~oment, strive _to ~plit an~ check the revolution by foisting
limited, democratic aims on it. Whereas any purely democratic
demands are in a certain sense liable to act as a hindrance to th~
revolution, provided the proletarian attack on the pillars of
bourgeois power has begun, the necessity to proclaim and grant

*

Reference is often made-e.g., recently by the German chauvinist
Len.sch in Die Glocke Nos. 8 and 9-to the fact that Marx's objection to the
national movement of cer~ain peoples, to that of the Czechs in 1848, for
example, refutes the necessity of recognising the self-determination of nations
fr.om !he Marxist standpoint. But this is incorrect, for in 1848 there 'vere
h1stor1cal and political grounds for drawing a distinction between "reactionary'' and revolutionary-democratic nati(,lns. Marx was right to conde1nn
the former and defend the latter.275 The right to self-determination is one of
the dem:i-nds of democracy which must naturally be subordinated to its
general interests. In 1848 and the following years these general interests ·
consisted primarily in combating tsarism.
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liberty to all oppressed peoples (i.e., their right to self-determination) will be as urgent in the socialist revolutio11 as it was for
the victory of the bourgeois-democratic revoll1tion in, say, Gern1any in 1848, or Russia in 1905.
It is possible, however, that fi've, ten or more years will elapse
before the socialist revolution begins. This \vill be the time
for the revolutionary education of the masses in a spirit that will
make it impossible for socialist-chauvinists and opportunists to
belong to the working-class party a11d gain a victo1·y, as was the
case in 1914-16. The socialists must explain to the masses that
British socialists who do not demand freedom to sepa1·ate for
the colonies and Ireland, German socialists who do 11ot demand
freedom to separate for the colonies, the Alsatians, Danes and
Poles, and who do not extend their revolutionary propaganda
and revolutionary mass activity directly to the sphere of struggle·
against national oppression, or who do not make use of such incidents as that at Zabern for the broadest illegal propaganda among
the proletariat of the oppressor nation, for street demonstrations
and revolutionary mass action-Russian socialists who do not
demand freedom to separate for Finland, Poland, the Ukraine,
etc., etc.-that such socialists act as chauvinists and lackeys of
blood-stained and filthy imperialist monarchies and the imperialist bourgeoisie.
vVritten January-February 1916
Published in April 1916
in the magazine Vorbote No. 2

•
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THE DISCUSSION ON SELF-DETERMINATION SUMMED UP

From THE DISCUSSION ON SELF-DETERMINATION
SUMMED UP

We have affirmed that it would be a betrayal of socialism to
refuse to implement the self-determination of nations under
socialism, We are told in reply that ''the right of self-determination is not applicable to a socialist society''. The difference is a
radical one. Where does it stem from?
''We know," runs our opponents' reasoning, ''that socialism
will abolish every kind of national oppression since it abolishes
the class interests that lead to it .... '' What has this argument about
the economic prerequisites for the abolition of national oppression, which are very well known and undisputed, to do with a discussion of one of the forms of political oppression, namely, the
forcible retention of one nation within the state frontiers of another? This is nothing but an attempt to evade political questions!
And subsequent arguments further convince us that our judgement
is right:
"We have no reason to believe that in a socialist society, the nation will
exist as an economic and political unit. It 'vill in all probability assume the
character of a cultural and linguistic unit only, because the territorial division of a socialist cultural zone, if practised at all, can be made only according to the needs of production and, furthermore, the question of such a
division will naturally not be decided by individual nations alone and in
possession of full sovereignty [as is required by "the right to self-determination''], but will be determined jointly by all the citizens concerned .... ''

Our Polish comrades like this last argument, on joint determination instead of self-determination, so much that they repeat
it three times in their theses! Frequency of repetition, however,
does not turn this Octobrist 276 and reactionary argument into
a Social-Democratic argument. All reactionaries and bourgeois
grant to nations forcibly retained within the frontiers of a given
state the right to ''determine jointly" its fate in a common parliament. Wilhelm II also gives the Belgians the right to ''deter-
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rnine jointly'' the fate of the German Empire in a common German parliament.
Ot1r opponents try to evade precisely the point at issue, the
onlv one that is llp for discussion -the right to secede. This would
be funny if it \vere not so tragic!
Our very first thesis said that the liberation of oppressed nations implies a dual transformation in the political sphere: (1) the
full equality of nations. This is not disputed and applies onl~r
to \Vhat takes place within the state; (2) freedom of political
separation.* This refers to the demarcation of state frontiers.
This only is disputed. But it is precisely this that our opponents
remair1 silent about. They do not want to think either about state
frontiers or even about the state as such. This is a sort of ''imperialist Economis1n" like the old Economism of 1894-1902, which
argued in this way: capitalism is victorious, therefore political
questions are a \Vaste of time. 277 Imperia~ism is victorious, ~h:re
fore political questions are a waste of time! Such an apolitical
theory is extremely harmful to Marxism,
·
In his Critique of the Gotha Programme, Marx wrote: ''Between
capitalist and coinmunist society lies the period of the revolutionary transformation of the one into the other. There corresponds
to this also a political transition period in which the stat_e can
be nothing but the revolutionary dictatorship of the proletariat. 278
Up to now this truth has been indisputable for socialists and it ii1cludes the recognition of the fact that the state
will exist until victorious socialism develops into full communism.
Engels's dictum about the withering away of the state is well
l(nown. We deliberately stressed, in the first thesis, that democracy is a form of state that will also wither away w~en the state
\vithers away. And until our opponents replace lVIarxism by some
sort of ''non-state'' viewpoint their argl1ments will constitute one
big n1istake.
Instead of speaking about the state (which means, about the
llemarcation of its frontiers!), they speak of a ''socialist cultural
zone", i.e., they deliberately choose an expression that is indeil11ite ir1 the sense that all state questions are obliterated! Thus we
get a ridiculol1s tautology: if there is no state there can, of
cot1rse, be 110 question of frontiers. In that case. the whole
clen1ocratic-political programme is unnecessary. Nor will there be
<lr1y republic, \vhei1 the state ''withers away':.
.
The German chauvinist Lensch, in the articles we mentioned
i11 Thesis 5 (footnote),* quoted an interesti11g pass~ge from Engels' s
article ''The Po and the Rhine". Amongst other things, Engels says

*

See pp. 477-78 of this bool•.-Ed.
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in this article that in the course of historical development, which ,
swallowed up a number of small and non-viable nations, the :.
''frontiers of great and viable European nations'' were being in- ;<
creasingly determined by the ''language and sympathies'' of the )
population. Engels calls these frontiers ''natural''. Such was the
case in the period of progressive capitalism in Europe, roughly
from 1848 to 1871. Today, these democratically determined fron- ~
tiers are more and more often being broken down by reactionary,·
imperialist capitalism. There is every sign that imperialism will
leave its successor, socialism, a heritage of less democratic frontiers, a number of annexations in Europe and in other parts of
the world. Is it to be supposed that victorious socialism, restoring and implementing full democracy all along the line, will
refrain from democratically demarcating state frontiers and ignore.
the ''sympathies'' of the population? These questions need only
be stated to mal<e it quite clear that our Polish colleagues are
sliding down from J\ilarxism towards imperialist Economism.
The old· Economists, who made a caricature of l\farxism, told
tl1e \vorkers that ''only the economic'' was of importance to Marxists.
The new Economists seem to think either that the democratic
state of victorious socialism will exist without frontiers (like
a ''complex of sensations'' without matter) or that frontiers will be
delineated ''only'' in accordance with the needs of production. "
In actual fact its frontiers will be delineated democratically, i.e .•
in accordance with the will and ''sympathies'' of the population.
Capitalism rides roughshod over these sympathies, adding more <:
obstacles to the rapprochement of nations. Socialism, by organis- '·"
ing production without class oppression, by ensuring the well- ·
being of all members of the state, gives full play to the ''sympathies'' of the population, thereby promoting and greatly accelerating the drawing together and fusion of the nations.
To give the reader a i·est from the heavy and clumsy Economism
let us quote the reasoning of a socialist writer who is outside our
dispute. That writer is Otto Bauer, who also has his own ''pet
little point'' -''cultural and national autonomy'' 279 -but who
argues quite correctly on a large number of most important questions. For example, in Chapter 29 of his book The National Question
and Social-Democracy, he was doubly right in noting the use of
national ideology to cover up imperialist policies. I11 Chapter 30,
''Socialism and the Principle of Nationality", he says:
"The socialist community will never be able to include whole nations
'vithin its make-up by the use of force. Imagine the masses of the people,
enjoying all the blessings of national culture, taking a full and active part
in legislation and government, and, finally, supplied with arms-would it
be possible to subordinate such a nation to the rule of an alien social organism
by force? All state power rests on the force of arms. The present-day people's
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army, thanks to an ingenious mechanism, still constitt1tes a tool in the hands
of a definite person, family or class exactly like the knightly and mercenary
armies of the past. The army of the democratic community of a socialist
society is nothing but the people armed, since it consists of highly cultured
persons, working \vithout compulsion in socialised workshops and taking
full part in all spheres of political life. In such conditions any possibility of
alien rule disappears.''

This is true. It is impossible to abolish national (or any other
political) oppression under capitalism, since this requires the
abolition of classes, i.e., the introduction of socialism. But while
being based on economics, socialism cannot be reduced to economics alone. A foundation-socialist production-is essential for
the abolition of national oppression, but this foundation must
also carry a democratically organised state, a democratic army,
etc. By transforming capitalism into socialism the proletariat
creates the possibility of abolishing national oppression; the
IJossibility becomes reality ''only" -''only''! -with the establishment of full democracy in all spheres, including the delineation
of state frontiers in accordance with the ''sympathies'' of the population, including complete freedom to secede. And. this, in turn,
-w-ill serve as a basis for developing the practical elimination of even
the slightest national friction and the least national mistrust,
for an accelerated drawing together and fusion of nations that
,vill be completed when the state withers away. This is the Marxist
theory, the theory from which our Polish colleagues have mistakenly departed ....
In his pamphlet Socialism and Colonial Politics (Berlin, 1907),
Kautsky, who was then still a Marxist, published a letter written to him by Engels, dated September 12, 1882, which is extremely interesting in relation to the question under discussion. ,
Here is the principal part· of the letter.
''In my opinion the colonies proper, i.e., the countries occupied
by a European population -Canada, the Cape, Australia -will
all become independent; on the other hand, the countries inhabited by a native population, which are simply subjugated-India,
r\lO'eria the Dutch, Portuguese and Spanish possessions -must be
taken o'ver for the time being by the proletariat and led as rapidly as possible towards indepen~ence. How _this process will
develop is difficult to say. India will perhap_s, i_ndeed very probably, mal<e a revolution, and as a pro~etariat in_ process of selfen1ancipation cannot conduct any colonial wars, it would l1ave to
be allo\ved to run its course; it would not pass off without all
sorts of destruction, of course, b11t that sort of thing is inseparable
from all revolutions. The same might also take place elsewhere,
e.g., in Algeria and Egypt, and would certainly be the best thing
fo1· us. vVe shall have enough to clo at home. Once Europe is reor31*
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ganised, and North America, that will furnish such colossal power
and such an example that the semi-civilised countries will of
t~emselves follow in their wake; economic needs, if anything,
will see to that. But as to what social and political phases these
co~ntries w~ll .then ha~e ~o pass _through before they likewise
arrive ~t socialist organisation, I think we today can advance only
rather idle hypotheses. One thing alone is certain: the victorious
pro~etari~t can force n_o . ble~sings of any kind upon any foreign
nation without undermining its own victory by so doing. Which of
course by no means excludes defensive wars of various kinds .... "280
. Engels does not at all suppose that the ''economic'' alone will.
d1re~tly remove all difficulties. An economic revolution will be
a_ stimulus t? all peoples to strive for socialism; but at the same
time revolutions-against the socialist state -and wars are possible. Pol~tics w~ll inevitably adapt themselves to the economy,
but not immediately or smoothly, not simply, not directly.
~ngel~ m~ntions as ''~ertain'' only one, absolutely internationalist, prin~iple, a?d this he applies to all ''foreign nations'', i.e., not
to colonial nations only: to force blessings upon them would
mean to undermine the victory of the proletariat.
. J ~st because the proletariat has carried out a social revolution
it will not become holy and immune from errors and weaknesses.
But it will be inevitably led to realise this truth by possible
errors (and selfish interest-attempts to saddle others).
We of the Zimmerwald Left 281 all hold the same conviction
as Kautsky, for example, held before his desertion of Marxism
for the .def~nce ?f chau~inism in 1914, namely, .that the socialist
revolution _is quite possible in the very near future -''any day", as
Kautsky h~mself once put it. National antipathies will not disappear so quickly:. the ha~red-and perfectly legitimate hatred-of
an oppressed nation for its oppressor will last for a while; it will
evapo:ate only after the victory of socialism and after the final
establishment of completely democratic relations between nations.
If we are to be faithful to socialism we must even now educate
~he masses in th.e spiri_t of internationalism, which is impossible
in oppressor nations without advocating freedom of secessioi1 for
oppressed nations ....
The term ''putsch'', in its scientific sense, may be employed
0111~ when the at~empt at insurrection has revealed nothing but
a circle of conspirators or stupid maniacs, and has aroused no
sympathy among the masses. The centuries-old Irish natior1al
n;iovement, ha_ving passed through various stages a11d combinat1?ns of c~ass interest, manifested itself, in particular, in a mass
Ir1~h National Con~res~ in America (.Vorwiirts, March 20, 1916)
which called for Irish independence; it also manifested itself in
street fighting conducted by a section of the urban petty bourge-
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oisie and a section of the workers after a long period of mass agitation, demonstrations, suppression of newspapers, etc. Whoever
calls such a rebellion a ''putsch'' is either a hardened reactionary,
or a doctrinaire hopelessly incapable of envisaging a social
revolution as a living phenomenon.
To imagine that social revolution is conceivable without re"-olts b! small nations in the colonies and in Europe, without
revolutionary outbursts by a section of the petty bourgeoisie
with all its prejudices, without a movement of the politically nonconsc.ious proletarian and semi-proletarian masses, against oppression by the landowners, the church, and the monarchy, against
i1ational oppression, etc.-to imagine all this is to repudiate
social revolution. So one army lines up in one place and says,
''\Ve are for socialism'', and another, somewhere else and says,
''\Ve are for imperialism'', and that will be a social revolution!
011ly those who hold such a ridiculously pedantic view could
vilify the Irish rebellion by calling it a ''putsch''.
Whoever expects a ''pure'' social revolution will never live to
see it. Such a person pays lip-service to revolution without understanding what revolution is.
The Russian Revolution of 1905 was a bourgeois-democratic
revolution. It consisted of a series of battles in which all the discontented classes, groups and elements of the population participated. Among these there were masses imbued with the crudest
prejudices, with the vaguest and most fantastic aims of struggle; there were small groups which accepted Japanese money,
there were speculators and adventurers, etc. Bl1t objectively,
the mass movement was breaking the back of tsarism and paving
the way for democracy; for this reason the class-conscious
\•;orkers led it.
•
The socialist revolution in Europe cannot be a11ything other
tha11 an outburst of mass struggle on the part of all and sundry
oppressed and discontented elements. Inevitably, sections of
the petty bourgeoisie and of the backward workers will partici1iate in it-\vithout such participation, mass struggle is impossible,
\Vithout it. no revolution is possible-and just as inevitably
\Vill they bring into the movement their prejudices, their reactionary fantasies, their weaknesses and errors. But objectively
they will attack capital, and the class-conscious vanguard of the
rev·olution, the advanced proletariat, expressing this objective
truth of a variegated and discordant, motley and out\vardly frag111ented, mass struggle, will be able to unite and direct it,. capture
power, seize the banks, expropriate the trusts which all hate
(though for different reasons!), and introduce other dictatorial
n1easures which in their totality will amount to the overthrow
of the bourgeoisie and the victory of socialism, which, however,
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will by no means immediately ''purge'' itself of petty-bourgeois
slag ....
The dialectics of history are such that small nations, powerless as an independent factor in the struggle against imperialism,
play a part as one of the ferments, one of the bacilli, which help
the real anti-imperialist force, the socialist proletariat, to make
its appearance on the scene.
The general staffs in the current war are doing their utmost
to utilise any national and revolutionary movement in the enemy .
camp: the Germans utilise the Irish rebellion, the French-the
Czech movement, etc. They are acting quite correctly from their ,!:
own point of view. A serious war would not be treated seriously .i
if advantage were not taken of the enemy's slightest weakness and ..!
if every opportunity that presented itself were not seized upon, :
the more so since it is impossible to know beforehand at what
moment, where, and with what force some powder magazine will
''explode". We would be very poor revolutionaries if, in the
proletariat's great war of liberation for socialism, we did not .
know how to utilise every popular movement against every single . ,;
di~~ster imperialism brings in order to intensify and extend the· r
crisis. If we were, on the one hand, to repeat in a thousand keys
the declaration that we are ''opposed'' to all national oppression
and, on the other, to describe the heroic revolt of the most mobile
and enlightened section of certain classes in an oppressed nation 1
against its oppressors as a ''putsch'', we should be sinking to
the same level of stupidity as the Kautskyites.
.·
It is the misfortune of the Irish that they rose prematurely~ · •.·•
before the European revolt of the proletariat had had time to .•·~.
mature. Capitalism is not so harmoniously built that the vari- · ·
ous sources of rebellion can immediately merge of their own accord, ···
without reverses and defeats. On the other hand, the very fact
that revolts ~o break out at different times, in different places, .,
and are of different kinds, guarantees wide scope and depth to.·.• · .
the ge~eral movement; but it is only in premature, individual, '
sporadic and therefore unsuccessful, revolutionary movements that
the masses gain experience, acquire knowledge, gather strength,
and get to know their real leaders, the socialist proletarians,
an~ in this way prepare for the general onslaught, just as certain
strikes, demonstrations, local and national, mutinies in the army,.
outbreaks among the peasantry, etc., prepared the way for the
general onslaught in 1905.
Written in July 1916
Published in October 1916 in
Sbornik Sotsial-Demokrata No. 1

Vol.
22,
pp. 321-25, 352-53, 355-56, 357-58 .
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Central to all the disquisitions of the opponents of self-determination is the claim that it is generally ''unachievable'' under
capitalism or imperialism. The word ''unachievable'' is frequently used in widely different and inaccurately defined meanings.
That is why in our theses we insisted on what is essential in any
theoretical discussion: an explanation of what is meant by
''unachievable''. Nor did we confine ourselves to that. We tried
to give such an explanation. All democratic demands are ''unachievable'' u11der imperialism in the sense that politically they
are hard to achieve or totally unachievable without a series of
revolutions.
It is fundamentally wrong, however, to maintain that selfdetermination is unachievable in the economic sense.
That has been our contention. It is the pivotal point of our
theoretical differences, a question to which our opponents in any
serious discussion should have paid due attention.
But just see how Kievsky treats the question.
He definitely rejects unachievable as meaning ''hard to achieve''
politically. He gives a direct answer in the sense of economic
unachievability.
"Does this mean,'' Kievsky writes, "that self-determination under imperialism is just as unachievable as labour money under commodity produc~ion?'' And· he replies: "Yes, it means exactly that. For what we are discussing
is the logical contradiction between two social categories: 'imperialism'
and 'self-determination of nations', the same logical contradiction as that
bet,veen two other categories: labour money and commodity production.
Imperialism is the negation of self-determination, and no magician can reconcile the two.''

Frightening as is the angry word ''magician'' Kievsky hurls
at us, we m11st nevertheless point out that he simply fails to
l1nderstand what economic analysis implies. There should be no
''logical contradiction''-providing, of course, that there is proper
logical thinking-either in an economic or political analysis.
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Hence, to plead a ''logical contradiction'' in general when what we
~re discussing is economi.c and not ~o~itical analysis, is completely
irrelevant. Both economic and political phenomena come within
''social categories''. Consequently, having first replied directly '
and definitely: ''Yes, it means exactly that'' (i.e., self-determinatioi1 is just as. unachie_vab_le as labour money under commodity
production), Kievsky dismisses the whole matter by beating about
the bush, without offering any economic analysis.
How do we prove that labour money is unachievable under
commodity production? By economic analysis. i\nd economic
analysis, like every other, rules out ''logical contradictions''
tal<:es economic and only economic categories (a1id not ''sociai
~ategori~s'' in general) and from them concludes that labour money
is unachievable. In the first chapter of Capital there is no mention
whatever of politics, or political forms, or ''social categories'':
the analys~s applies only to economic phenomena, commodity
exchange, its development. Economic analysis shows-needless
to say •. through ''logical'' arguments-that under commodity
production labour money is unachievable.
Kiev~ky does. not even attempt anything approximating an
~conoi:iic a_nalysis~ :i:e confuses the economic substa11ce of imperialism with its political tendencies, as is obvious from the very
first phrase of the very first paragraph of his article. Here is
that phrase:
"Industrial c8:pital is the syn~hesis of pre-capitalist production and mercl1ant-usurer ~api.tal. Usl!-rer capital becomes the servant of industrial capi~al. 1:hen capit~lism subjects the various forms of capital and there emerges·
its . highest, unified type-finance capital. The whole era can therefore be
desigll:ated as. the er'.1 of finance capital, of \Vhich imperialism is the corresponding foreign policy system.''

Economically, that definition is absolutely worthless: instead
?f .precise. economic categories we get mere phrases. However, it
i~. impossible to dwell on that now. The important thing is that
I~1evsky proclaims imperialism to be a ''foreign-policy system''.
First, this is, essentially, a wrong repetitio11 of Kautsky's
wrong idea.
·
S_econd.' i~ is a pl1rely political, and only political, definition
of. imperialism. By defining imperialism as a ''system of policy''
~ievsl<:y \Vants to avoid the economic analysis he promised to
give \Vl1en he declared that self-determinatio11 was ''just as''
unachievable, i.e., economically unachievable, llnder imperialism
as labour n1oney under commodity productio11!* ·
Ii1 his cor1troversy with the Lefts, Kal1tsky declared that imperialism \Vas ''merely a system of foreign policy" (namely, annex-

*

Io. Kievsl'y a\vare of the impolite \vord Marx used in reference to such
"logical methods"? Without applying this irnpolite term to Kievsl,y, we
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ation), and that it would be wrong to describe as imperialism a
definite economic stage, or level, in the development of capitalism.
Kautsky is wrong. Of course, it is not proper to argue about
words. You cannot prohibit the use of the ''word" imperialism
in this sense or any other. But if you want to conduct a discussion you must define your terms precisely.
Economically, imperialism (or the ''era'' of finance capital-it
is not a matter of words) is the highest stage in the development
of capitalism, one in which production has assumed such big,
immense proportions that free competition gives way to monopoly.
That is the economic essence of imperialism. Monopoly manifests
itself in trusts, syndicates, etc., in the omnipotence of the giant
banks, in the buying up of raw material sources, etc., in the
concentration of banking capital, etc. Everything hinges on
economic monopoly.
The political superstructure of this new economy, of monopoly
capitalism (imperialism is monopoly capitalism) is the change
from democracy to political reaction. Democracy corresponds to
free competition. Political reaction corresponds to monopoly.
''Finance capital strives for domination, not freedom," Rudolf
Hilferding rightly remarks in his Finance Capital.
It is fundamentally wrong, un-Marxist and unscientific, to
single out ''foreign policy'' from policy in general, let alone counterpose foreign policy to home policy. Both in foreign and home
policy imperialism strives towards violations of democracy,
towards reaction. In this sense imperialism is indisputably the
''negation" of democracy in general, of all democracy, and not just
of one of its demands, national self-determination.
Being a ''negation'' of democracy in general, imperialism is
also a ''negation'' of democracy in the national question (i.e., national self-determination):· it seeks to violate democracy. The
achievement of democracy is, in the same sense, and to the same
degree, harder under imperialism (compared with .~r~-monopoly
capitalism), as the achievement of a republic, a militia, popu.lar
election of officials, etc. There can be no talk of democracy being
''economically'' unachievable.
.
Kievsky was probably led astray here by the fact (besides
his general lack of understanding of the requirem~nts ?f econo~
ic analysis) that the philistine regards ~nnexati~n (i.e., ac~ui
sition of foreign territories against the will of their people, i.e.,
nevertheless are obliged to remark th.at Marx d~scrib~d Sl1cl1 ~ethods as
"fraudulent": arbitrarily inserting prec1sel)' \\•hat Is at issue, precisely what
has to be proved, in defining a conc~p~.
.
.
.
,
\Ve repeat, \Ve do not apply .Mar~ s impolite expression ~o Ki~vsky. \\ e
merely disclose the source of his mistake. (In the manuscript this passage
is crossed out.-Ed.)
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violatio.n of self-determin~tion) as equivalent to the ''spread" '
(expansion) of finance capital to a larger economic territory.
?
. But theore~ical problems should not be approached from philis- y
tine conceptions.
.
Economically, imperialism is monopoly capitalism. To acquire ·,~.
full monopoly, all competition must be eliminated, and not 1
only on t~e home market (of the ~iven state), but also on foreign :.·
markets, in the whole world. Is it economically possible, ''in the ,;.
era of finan~e ca:pi~al'', t.o eliminate competition even in a foreign (
state? Certa1nl~ i.t .1s. It is ?one through a rival's financial depend- •·
ence and acqu1s1t1on of his sources of raw materials and eventu- ~r
ally of all his enterprises.
,
The American trusts are the supreme expression of the economics of imperialism or monopoly capitalism. They do not confine
themselves to economic means of eliminating rivals, but constantly resort to political, even criminal, methods. It would be
the greatest mistake, however, to believe that the trusts cannot .
esta~lish their monopoly by purely economic methods. Reality . ;
provides ample proof that this is ''achievable'': the trusts u11dermine ;
their rivals' credit through the banks (the owners of the trusts .,
become ~he owners of the banks: buying up shares); their supply
of materials (the owners of the trusts become the owners of the
railways: buying up shares); for a certain time the trusts sell
below cost, spending millions on this in order to ruin a competi"tor and then buy up his enterprises his sources of raw materials
(mines, land, etc.).
'
There you have a purely economic analysis of the power of the
trusts and thei~ expansion. There you have the purely economic
path to expansion: buying up mills and factories sources of raw
materials.
'
Big finance capital of one country can always buy up competitors in another, politically independent country and constantly
does so. Economically, this is fully achievable. Economic ''annexat_ion'' is fu~ly ''achievable'' without political annexation and is
widely practised. In the literature on imperialism you will constantly come across indications that Argentina for example is in
reality a ''trade colony'' of Britain, or that Po~tugal is in r~ality
a ''vassal" of Britain, etc. And that is actually so: economic dependence upon British banks, indebtedness to Britain British · ·
acquisition of their railways, mines, land, etc., enable Britain to
''annex'' these countries economically without violating their
political independence.
Nat~on_al self-determination means political independence.
lmper1a~1sm seeks to violate such independence because political
ann~xat1on _often makes economic annexation easier, cheaper
(easier to bribe officials, secure concessions, put through advanta-

geous legislation, etc.), more convenient, less troubleson:ie-just
as imperialism seeks to repl~ce demo~racy. ~en?,rally by ol1gar~hy ·
But to speak of the economic ''unach1evab1l1ty of self-determination under imperialism is sheer nonsense.
.
Kievsky gets round the theo7etical difficul~!es by ~ ve;,y simple
and superficial dodge, known in German as burschi~ose phraseology, i.e., primitive, crude phrases heard (and quite naturally)
at student binges. Here is an example:
"Universal suffrage,'' he writes, "the eight-hou~ day :=i-n~ even the repu~lic
are logically compatible with imperialism, though im perialisn;i far from smiles
[11] on them and their achievement is therefore extremely difficult.''

We would have absolutely no objections to the bursc~ikose
statement that imperialism far from ''smiles'' o_n t~e republ1.c -;-a
frivolous word can sometimes lend colour to a sc1~nt1fic. polem~~. if in this polemic on a serious issue we were given, in. addition,
an economic and political analysis of the concepts involved.
With Kievsky, however, the burschikose phr~se does duty for
such an analysis or serves to conceal lack of it. .
What can this mean: ''Imperialism. far from smiles on the re. .
public''? And why? ·
The republic is one possible form of the political superstru~ture of capitalist society, and, moreover, under p:esent~d~y conditions the most democratic form. To say that _imperialism. d?es
not ''smile'' on the republic is to say that there is a contrad1ct1on
between imperialism and democracy. It may v_ery,, well b_e that
Kievsky does not ''smile'' or even ''far from smiles on this con- .
clusion. Nevertheless it is irrefutable. .
. .
To continue. What is the nature of this con:trad~ct1on betwe~n
im erialism and democracy? Is it .a logic~l or illog1ca.l contra~1c
tio~? Kievsky uses the word: ''log1~al'' ~1thou:t stopping ~o think
and therefore does not notice that in this parti~ular case it se~ves
to conceal (both from the reader's and author s e?'es _and mind)
the ver uestion he sets out to discuss! That quest1oi;i is the. r_elation ofye~onomics to politics: the relation of economic. condi:ti.ons
d the economic content of imperialism to a ce7tain pol1t1~al
an
T
· that every ''contradiction'' revealed in human d1sf orm. o say
· 1
t t 1
A d
cussion is a logical contradiction .is mean1ngdess hau o bogy. n f
\vith the aid of this tautology K1ev~k~ eva es t e su stance ~
the question: Is it a ''logical'' contradiction bl~tt.we en htwo economic
phenomena or propositions (1)? Or t~? po i ica p enomena or
propositions (2)? Or economic and political phenomena or propositions (3)?
.
For that is the heart of the ?1att~r~ once we are discussing
11t'r
under
one
or
another
b
h
economic unachievabi1ity or ac ieva I J

1

political form\

~------
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Had Kievsl\:y no~ evade(} the heart of the matter, he would
:probably have real1~ed that the contradiction between in1perial1sm and the republic is a contradiction between the economics
of .l~tter-day capita~ism (namely, monopoly capitalism) and
political dem_ocracy in general. For Kievsky will never prove
that any maJor and fundamental democratic measure (popular
election of officials or officers, complete freedom of association
~nd as~embly, e~c.). is ,,less contradictory to imperialism (or.
if you like, more smiled upon) than the republic.
What. we ~a~e, then, is the proposition we advanced in our
theses: imperialism contradicts, ''logically'' contradicts all political. d~mocra~y in gen:eral. Kie~s~y d?es not ''smile'' o~ this proposition for it demolishes all his illogical constructions. But what
can we do abou~ it? Are 'Y~ to accept a method that is supposed
to refute c_erta1n propos1t1ons, but instead secretly advances
them by using such expressions as ''imperialism far from smiles
on the republic''?
. Further. Why d~es i~pe_rialism far from smile on the republic? A~d how does imperialism ''combine'' its economics with the
republic?
Kievsk~ has given no thought to that. We would remind him of
t~e following words o~ Engels in reference to the democratic republic. qan wealth dominate under this form of government? The
que~t.1on concerns the ''contradiction'' between economics and
politics.
. Engels replies: ''The democratic republic officially knows nothing any mor~ of _property distinctions [between citizens]. In it,
wealth exercises i.ts power indirectly, but all the more surely.
On th~ one han~, in the form of the direct corruption of officials,
of wh1~h America provides the classical example; on the other
hand, in the form of an alliance between government and stock
exchange .... ••2ss
There ~ou have ~n e~celle.n~ example of econon1ic analysis on
the quest~on ~f the. ~c~~evab1l1ty'' of democracy under capitalism.
~nd the ach1evab1l1ty of self-determination under imperialism
is part of that question.
The democratic republic ''logically'' contradicts capitalism
becaus.e ''officially'' .it :puts the rich and the poor on an equal footing:
Th~t. is a contrad1ct1on between the economic system and the
:pol1t1~al. superstructure. There is the same contradiction between
imperialism and the republic, deepened or aggravated by the fact
that the. ch~nge-over from free competition to monopoly makes
the real1sat1on of political freedoms even more ''difficult"
H?w, then, is capitalism reconciled with democracy? B; indirect ImJ?lementation of the omnipotence of capital. There are t>vo
economic means for that: (1) direct bribery; (2) alliance of govern-
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i11ent and stock exchange. (That is stated in our theses -under
a bourgeois system finance capital ''can freely bribe and buy any
government and any official".)
- Once we have the dominance of commodity production, of the
bourgeoisie, of the power of money-bribery (direct or through
the stock exchange) is ''achievable'' under any form of govern111ent and under any kind of democracy.
vVhat, it can be asked, is altered in this respect when capitalism
gi,,es way to imperialism, i.e., when pre-monopoly capitalism is
replaced by n1011opoly capitalism?
Only that the power of the stock exchange increases. For finance
capital is industrial capital at its highest, monopoly level which
has merged with banking capital. The big banks merge with and
absorb the stocl\: exchange. (The literature on imperialism speaks of
the declining role of the stock exchange, but only in the sense that
e''ery giant bank is itself virtually a stock exchange.)
Ft1rther. If ''wealth'' in general is fully capable of achieving
clomination over any democratic republic by bribery and through
the stock exchange, then how can Kievsky maintain, without
lapsing into a very curious ''logical contradiction'', that the immense wealth of the trusts and the banks, which have thousands of
1nillio11s at their command, cannot ''achieve'' the domination of
finance capital over a foreign, i.e., politically independent,
re pl1blic??
\Vell? Bribery of officials is ''unachievable'' in a foreign state?
Or the ''alliance of government and stock exchange'' applies only
to one's own government? ...
Rt1n11ing through the article is Kievsky's basic doubt: why
ftcl,'ocate and, 'vhen we are in power, implement the freedom of
11ations to secede, considering that the trend of development is
to\vards the merging of nations·? For the same reason-we replytl1at we advocate and, when in power, will implement the dictatorship of the proletariat, though the entire trend of development
is towards abolition of coercive domination of one part of
society over another. Dictatorship is domination of one part of
society over the rest of society, and domination, moreover, that
rests directly on coercion. Dictatorship of the proletariat, the
or1ly consistently revolutionary class, is necessary to overthrow
tl1e bourgeoisie and repel its attempts at counter-revolution.
The question of proletarian dictatorship is of such overriding imJiortance that he who denies the need for such dictatorship, or
recognises it only in words, cannot be a member of the SocialDe111ocratic Party. However, it cannot be denied that in individ11al cases, by way of exception, for instance, in some small cou11try after the social revolution has been accomplished in a neighbouri11g big cou11try, peaceful surrender of power by the bourgeoisie
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is possible, if it is convinced that resistance is hopeless and if it
prefers to save its skin. It is much more likely, of course, that 'i
even in small states socialism will not be achieved without civil 0
war, and for that reason the only programme of international ':,
Social-Democracy must be recognition of civil war, though vio- ,,
lence is, of course, alien to our ideals. The same, mutatis mutandilf ,;,
(with the necessary alterations), is applicable to nations. We ,
f~vour their merger, but .now there can be no trans~tion from for- ,I
cible merger and annexation to voluntary merger without freedom :
of secession. We recognise-and quite rightly-the predominance< /,
of the economic factor, but to interpret it a la Kievsky is to make L
a caricature of Marxism. Even the trusts and banks of modern "
imperialism, though inevitable everywhere as part of developed 1
capitalism, differ in their concrete aspects from country to coun- .•I
try. There is a still greater difference, despite homogeneity in essen- :
tials, between political forms in the advanced imperialist coun...
tries-America, England, France, Germany. The same variety
will manifest itself also in the path mankind will follow from
the imperialism of today to the socialist revolution of tomorrow. ·.
All nations will arrive at socialism-this is inevitable, but alf :.1
will do so in not exactly the same way, each will contribute some- ;
thing of its own to some form of democracy, to some variety of the
dictatorship of the proletariat, to the varying rate of socialist '
transformations in the different aspects of social life. There is '
nothing more primitive from the viewpoint of theory, or more ;',
ridiculous from that of practice, than to paint, ''in the name of• 1
historical materialism'', this aspect of the future in a monotonous .'.
grey. The result will be nothing more than Suzdal daubing.2s4 "
And even if reality were to show that prior to the first victory of .•.•
the socialist proletariat only 1/500 of the nations now oppressed :
will win emancipation and secede, that prior to the final victory '.
of the socialist proletariat the world over (i.e., during all the- .· ·
vicissitudes of the socialist revolution) also only 1/500 of the \
oppressed nations will secede for a very short time -even in that :
event we would be correct, both from the theoretical and practi.., .'
cal politica~ s~andpoi?t, in. advising th~ workers, already now, ij
not to permit into their Social-Democratic parties those socialists >
of the oppressor nations who do not recognise and do not advocate- (
freedom of secession for all oppressed nations. For the fact is that •
we do not know, and cannot know, how many of the oppressed' :i
nations will in practice require secession in order to contribute· {:
something of their own to the diffe1·ent forms of democracy, the- 1
different forms of transition to socialism. And that the negation
of freedom of secession now is theoretically false from beginningto end and in practice amounts to servility to the chauvinists
of the oppressing nations -this we know, see and feel daily.
1

•

"We emphasise,'' P. Kievsky writes in a footnote to the passage quoted
above, "that we fully support the demand 'against forcible annexation' .... ••

But he makes no reply, not even by a single word, to our perfectly clear statement that this ''demand'' is tantamount to recognising self-determination, that there can be no correct definition
of the concept ''annexation'' unless it is seen in context with selfdetermination. Presumably Kievsky believes that in a discussion
it is enough to present one's arguments and demands without
any supporting evidence!
He continues: "... We fully accept, in their negative formulation, a n11mber
of demands that tend to sharpen proletarian consciousness against imperialism, but there is absolutely no possibility of working out corresponding
positive formulations on the basis of the existing system. Against war, yes,
but not for a democratic peace ..• .''

Wrong-wrong from the first word to the last. Kievsky has
read our resolution on ''Pacifism and the Peace Slogan'' (in the
pamphlet Socialism and War, pp. 44-45) and even approved it,
I believe. But obviously he did not understand it. We are for
a democratic peace, only we warn the workers against the deception that such a peace is possible under the present, bourgeois
governments ''without a series of revolutions'', as the resolution
points out. We denounced as a deception of the workers the
''abstract'' advocacy of peace, i.e., one that does not take into
account the real class nature, or, specifically, the imperialist
r1ature of the present governments in the belligerent countries.
\Ve definitely stated in the Sotsial-Demokrat (No. 47) theses that
if the revolution places our Party in power during the preser1t war, it will immediately propose a democratic peace to all
the warring countries.
Yet, anxious to convince himself and others that he is opposed
''only'' to self-determination .and not to democracy in general,
Kievsky ends up by asserting that we are ''not for a democratic
.
peace''. Curious logic!
There is no need to dwell on all the other examples he cites, and
no sense in wasting space on refuting them, for they are on the
same level of naive and fallacious logic and can only make the
reader smile. There is not, nor can there be, such a thing as
a ''negative'' Social-Democratic slogan that serves only to ''sharpen proletarian consciousness against imperialism'' without at the
same time offering a positive answer to the question of how SocialDemocracy will solve the problem when it assumes power.
A ''negative'' slogan unconnected with a definite positive solution
\vill not ''sharpen'', but dull conscio11sness, for st1ch a slogan is
a hollow phrase, mere shouting, meaningless declamation.
P. Kiev sky does not understand the difference between ''negative'' slogans that stigmatise political evils and economic evils.
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The difference lies in the fact that certain economic evils are part
of capitalism as such, whatever the political superstructure, and
that it is impossible to eliminate them economically without eliminating capitalism itself. Not a single instance can be cited to
disprove this. On the other hand, political evils represent a departure from democracy which, economically, is fully possible
''on the basis of the existing system", i.e., capitalism, and by way
of exception is being implemented under capitalism-certain
aspects in one country, other aspects in another. Again, what the
author fails to understand is precisely the fundamental conditions
necessary for the implementation of democracy in general!
The same applies to the question of divorce. The reader will
recall that it was first posed by Rosa Luxemburg in the discussion
on the national question. She expressed the perfectly justified opinion that if we uphold autonomy within a state (for a definite
region, area, etc.), we must, as centralist Social-Democrats, insist
that all major national issues -and divorce legislation is one of
them-should come within the jurisdiction of the central government and central parliament. This example clearly demonstrates
that one cannot be a democrat and socialist without demanding
full freedom of divorce now, because the lack of such freedom is
additional oppression of the oppressed sex-though it should not
be difficult to realise that recognition of the freedom to leave one's
husband is not an invitation to all wives to do so!
P. Kievsky ''objects'':
"What '''ould this right [of divorce] be like if in such cases [,vhen the wife
wants to leave the husband) sl1e could not exercise her right? Or if it~ exercise
depended on the 'vill of third parties, or, \vorse still, on the will of claimants
to her affections? Would we advocate the proclamation of such a right? Of
course not!''
.

That objection reveals complete failure to understand the
relation between democracy in general and capitalism. The conditions that make it impossible for the oppressed classes to ''exercise" their democratic rights are not the exception under capitalism; they are typical of the system. In most cases the right of
divorce will remain unrealisable under capitalism, for the oppressed
sex is subjugated economically. No matter how much democracy there is under capitalism, the woman remains a ''domestic
slave'', a slave locked up in the bedroom, nursery, kitchen. The
right to elect their ''own'' people's judges, officials, school-teachers,
jurymen, etc. is likewise in most cases unrealisable under capitalism precisely because of the economic subjection of the "\Yorkers
and peasants. The same applies to the democratic republic: our
programme defines it as ''government by the people'', though all
.Social-Democrats l<now perfectly well that under capitalism, even
in the most democratic republic, there is bound to be bribery of

officials by the bourgeoisie and an alliance of stock exchange and
the government.
Only those who cannot think straight or have no knowledge of
Marxism will conclude: so there is no point in having a republic,
110 point in freedom of divorce, no point in democracy, no point
in self-determination of nations! But Marxists know that democracy does not abolish class oppression. It only makes the class
struggle more direct, wider, more open and pronounced, and that
is what we need. The fuller the freedom of divorce, the clearer will
,vomer1 see that the source of their ''domestic slavery'' is capitalism, not lack of rights. The more democratic the system of government, the clearer will the workers see that the root evil is capitalism, not lack of rights. The fuller national equality (and it is
not complete without freedom of secession), the clearer will the
workers of the oppressed nations see that the cause of their oppression is capitalism, not lack of rights, etc.
It must be said again and again: It is embarrassing to have to
1:lrive home the ABC of Marxism, but what is one to do if Kievsky
does not know it?
He discusses divorce in much the same way as one of the secretaries of the Organising Committee abroad, Semkovsky, discussed it, if I remember rightly, in the Paris Golos. 285 His line of
reasoning was that freedom of divorce is not, it is true, an invitation to all wives to leave their husbands, but if it is proved that
all other h11sbands are better than yours, madame, then it amounts
to one and the same thing!!
In taking that line of argument Semkovsky forgot that crank
thinking is not a violation of socialist or democratic principles.
If Semkovsky were to tell a woman that all other husbands were
better than hers, no one would regard this as violation of democratic principles. At most people would say: There are bound to
be big cranks in a big party. But if Semkovsky were to take it
into his head to defend as a democrat a person who opposed freedom of divorce and appealed to the courts, the police or the
church to prevent his wife leaving him, we feel sure that even
most of Semkovsky's colleagues on the Secretariat Abroad, though
they are sorry socialists, would refuse to support him!
Both Semkovsky and Kievsky, in their ''discussion'' of divorce,
fail to understand the issue and avoid its substance, namely, that
under capitalism the right of divorce, as all other democratic
rights without exception, is conditional, restricted, formal, narrow
and extremely difficult of realisation. Yet no self-respecting
Social-Democrat will consider anyone opposing the right of divorce
a democrat, let alone a socialist. That is the crux of the matter.
All ''democracy'' consists in the proclamation and realisation of
''rights'' which under capitalism are realisable only to a ..-ery
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small degree and only relatively. But without the proclamation
of these rights, without a struggle to introduce them now, immediately, without training the masses in the spirit of this struggle,
socialism is impossible.
Having failed to understand that, Kievsky bypasses the central
question, that belongs to his special subject, namely, how will
we Social-Democrats abolish national oppression? He shunts the
question aside with phrases about the world being ''drenched in
blood", etc. (though this has no bearing on the matter under ·
discussion). This leaves only one single argument: the socialist
revolution will solve everything! Or, the argument sometimes
advanced by people who share his views: self-determination is
impossible under capitalism and superfluous under socialism.
From the ,theoretical standpoint that view is nonsensical; from
the practical political standpoint it is chauvinistic. It fails to
appreciate the significance of democracy. For socialism is impossible without democracy because: (1) the proletariat cannot perform the socialist revolution unless it prepares for it by the struggle for democracy; (2) victorious socialism cannot consolidate its
victory and bring humanity to the withering away of the state
without implementing full democracy. To claim that self-determination is superfluous under socialism is therefore just as nonsensical and just as hopelessly confusing as to claim that de1nocracy is superfluous under socialism.
Self-determination is no more impossible under capitalism, and
just as superfluol1s under socialism, as democracy generally.
The economic revolution will create the necessary prerequisites for eliminating all types of political oppression. Precisely for
that reason it is illogical and incorrect to reduce everything to
the economic revolution, for the question is: how to eliminate
11ational oppression? It cannot be eliminated without an economic
revolution. That is incontestable. But to limit ourselves to this
is to lapse into absurd and wretched imperialist Economism.
We must carry out national equality; proclaim, formulate and .
implement equal ''rights'' for all nations. Everyone agrees with
that save, perhaps, P. Kievsky. But this poses a question which
Kievsky avoids: is not negation of the right to form a national
state negation of equality?
Of course it is. And consistent, i.e., socialist, democrats proclaim, formulate and will implement this right, without which
there is no path to complete, voluntary rapprochement and merging
of nations.
Written August-October 1916
First published in the magazine
Zvezda Nos. 1 and 2, 192-1

Collected Works, Vol. 23, pp. 40-47,

68-75
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From THE MILITARY PROGRAMME
OF THE PROLETARIAN REVOLUTION

The history of the twentieth century, this century of ''unbridled
imperialism'', is replete with colonial wars. But what we Europeans, the imperialist oppressors of the majority of the world's
peoples, with our habitual, despicable European chauvinism,
call ''colonial wars'' are often national wars, or national rebellions of these oppressed peoples. One of the main features of imperialism is that it accelerates capitalist development in the
most backward countries, and thereby extends and intensifies thestruggle against national oppression. That is a fact, and from it
inevitably follows that imperialism must often give rise to national wars. Junius, wl10 defends the above-quoted ''theses'' in her
pamphlet, says that in the imperialist era every national war
against an imperialist Great Power leads to the intervention of
a rival imperialist Great Power. Every national war is thus
turned into an imperialist war. But that argument is wrong too.
This can happen, but· does not always happen. Many colonial
wars between 1900 and 1914 did not follow that course. And it
would be simply ridiculous to declare, for instance, that after
the present war, if it ends in the utter exhaustion of all the belligerents, ''there can be no'' national, progressive, revol11tionary
wars ''of any kind", waged, say, by China in alliance with India,,
Persia; Siam, etc., against the Great Powers.
To deny all possibility of national wars under imperialism is
wrong in tneory, obviously mistaken historically, and tantamount
to European chauvinism in practice: we who belong to nations
that oppress hundreds of millions in Europe, Africa, Asia, etc.,
are invited to tell the oppressed peoples that it is ''impossible''
for them to wage war against ''our'' nations!
Secondly, civil war is just as much a war as any other. He who
accepts the class struggle cannot fail to accept civil wars, which
in every class society are the natural, and under certain condi-
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tions inevitable, continuation, development and intensification
of the class struggle. That has been confirmed by every great revolution. To repudiate civil war, or to forget about it, is to fall into
extreme opportunism and renounce the socialist revolution.
Thirdly, the victory of socialism in one country does not at
one stroke eliminate all war in general. On the contrary, it presupposes wars. The development of capitalism proceeds extremely
unevenly in different countries. It cannot be otherwise 11nder
commodity production. From this it follows irrefutably that socialism cannot achieve victory simultaneously in all countries.
It will achieve victory first in one or several countries, while the
others will for some time remain bourgeois or pre-bourgeois. This
is bound to create not only friction, but a direct attempt on the
part of the bourgeoisie of other countries to crush the socialist
state's victorious proletariat. In such cases a war on our part would
be a legitimate and just war. It would be a war for socialism, for
the liberation of other nations from the bourgeoisie. Engels was
perfectly right when, in his letter to Kautsky of September 12,
1882, he clearly stated that it was possible for already victorious
socialism to wage ''defensive wars''. What he had in mind was
defence of the victorious proletariat against the bourgeoisie of
other countries.
Only after we have overthrown, finally vanquished and expropriated the bourgeoisie of the whole world, and not merely of one
country, will wars become impossible. And from a scientific point
of view it would be utterly wrong-and utterly unrevolutionaryfor us to evade or gloss over the most important thing: crushing
the resistance of the bourgeoisie-the most difficult task, and one
demanding the greatest amount of fighting, in the transition to
socialism. The ''social'' parsons and opportunists are always ready
to build dreams of future peaceful socialism. But the very thing
that distinguishes them from revolutionary Social-Democrats is
that they refuse to think about and reflect on the fierce class
struggle and class wars needed to achieve that beautiful future.
\\Tritter1 in German in September
1916

Collected Works, Vol. 23, pp. 78-79

From IMPERIALISM AND THE SPLIT IN SOCIALISM

Is there any connection between imperialism and the monstrous
and disgusting victory opportunism (in the form of socialchauvinism) has gained over the labour movement in Europe?
This is the fundamental question of modern socialism. And
having in our Party literature fully established, first, the imperialist character of our era and of the present war, and, second,
the inseparable historical connection between social-chauvinism
and opportunism, as well as the intrinsic similarity of their
political ideology, we can and must proceed to analyse this fundamental question.
We have to begin with as precise and full a definition of imperialism as possible. Imperialism is a specific historical stage of
capitalism. Its specific character is threefold: imperialism is
(1) monopoly capitalism; (2) parasitic, or decaying capitalism;
(3) moribund capitalism. The· supplanting of free competition
by monopoly is the fundamental economic feature, the quintessence
of imperialism. Monopoly manifests itself in five principal forms:
(1) cartels, syndicates and trusts-the concentration of production
has reached a degree which gives rise to these monopolistic associations of capitalists; (2) the monopolistic position of the big
banks-three, four or five giant banks manipulate the whole economic life of America, France, Germany; (3) seizure of the sources
of raw material by the trusts and the financial oligarchy (finance
capital is monopoly industrial capital merged with bank capital);
(4) the (economic) partition of the world by the international
cartels has begun. There are already over one hundred such international cartels, which command the entire world market and
divide it ''amicably'' among themselves-until war redivides it.
The export of capital, as distinct from the export of commodities
under non-monopoly capitalism, is a highly characteristic phenomenon and is closely linked with the economic and territorial-
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political partition of the world; (5) the territorial partition of
the werld (colonies) is completed.
Imperialism, as the highest stage of capitalism in America
and Europe, and later in Asia, took final shape in the period
1898-1914. The Spanish-American War (1898), the Anglo-Boer War
(1899-1902), the Russo-Japanese War (1904-05) and the economic
crisis in Europe in 1900 are the chief historical landmarks in the
new era of world history.
The fact that imperialism is parasitic or decaying capitalism
is n1anifested first of all in the tendency to decay, which is characteristic of every monopoly under the system of private ownership of the means of production. The difference between the
democratic-republican and the reactionary-monarchist imperialist bourgeoisie is obliterated precisely because they are both
rotting alive (which by no means precludes an extraordinarily
rapid development of capitalism in individual branches of industry, in individual countries, and in individual periods). Secondly,
the decay of capitalism is manifested in the creation of a huge
stratum of rentiers, capitalists who live by ''clipping coupons''.
In each of the four leading imperialist countries -England,
U.S.A., France and Germany-capital in securities amounts to
100,000 or 150,000 million francs, from wl1ich each country derives an annual income of no less than five to eight thousand million. Thirdly, export of capital is parasitism raised to a high
pitch. Fourthly, ''finance capital strives for domination, not
freedom". Political reaction all along the line is a characteristic
feature of imperialism. Corruption, bribery on a huge scale and
all kinds of fraud. Fifthly, the exploitation of oppressed nationswhich is inseparably connected with annexations-and especially the exploitation of colonies by a handful of ''Great'' Powers,
increasingly transforms the ''civilised'' world into a parasite on
the body of hundreds of millions in the uncivilised nations. The
Roman proletarian lived at the expense of society. Modern society lives at the expense of the modern proletarian. Marx specially
stressed this profound observation of Sismondi. 286 Imperialism
somewhat changes the situation. A privileged upper stratum of
the proletariat in the imperialist countries lives partly at the
expense of hundreds of millions in the uncivilised nations.
It is clear \vhy imperialism is moribund capitalism, capitalism
in t1·ansition to socialism: monopoly, which grows out of capitalism, is already dying capitalism, the beginning of its transition
to socialism. The tremendous socialisation of labour by imperialism (what its apologists -the bourgeois economists call ''interlocking") p1·oduces the same result.
Advancing this definition of imperialism brings us into complete contradiction to K. Kautsky, who refuses to regard imperi-

lism as a ''phase of capitalism'' and defines it as a policy ''preferred'' by finance capital, a tendency of ''industrial'' co11ntries to
11 nnex ''agrarian'' countries.* Kautsky's definition is thoroughly
false from the theoretical standpoint. What distinguisl1es imperit1lism is the rule not of industrial capital, but of finance capital,
tl1e striving to annex not agrarian countr·ies, particularly, but
every kind of country. Kautsky divorces imperialist politics
from imperialist economics, he divorces monopoly in politics
from monopoly in economics in order to pave the way for his
vulgar bourgeois reformism, such as ''disarmament'', ''ultraimperialism'' and similar nonsense. The whole purpose and significance of this theoretical falsity is to obscure the most profound
contradictions of imperialism and thus justify the theory of
''unity'' with the apologists of imperialism, the outright socialchauvinists and opportunists ....
The proletariat is the child of capitalism-of world capita~ism,
arid not only of European capitalism, or of imperialist capitalism. On a world scale, fifty years sooner or fifty years latermeasured on a world scale this is a minor point-the ''proletariat" of course ''will be" united, and revolutionary Social-Democracy
will ''inevitably'' be victorious within it. But that is not. the
point, Messrs. Kautskyites. The point is that at the pr~sent time,
in the imperialist countries of Europe, you are fawning on the
opportunists, who are alien to the proletariat as a clas~, who ~re
the servants the agents of the bourgeoisie and the vehicles of its
ir1fluence a~d unless the labour movement rids itself of them,
it will ;emain a bourgeois labour movement. By adv.ocating
''unity'' with the opportunists, with the Legiens and Davids, :the
Plekhanovs the Chkhenkelis and Potresovs, etc., you are, obJectively, defe~ding the enslavement of the worke~s by the imperialist bourgeoisie with the aid of its best agents in the labour movement. The victory of revolutionary Social-Democracy 01_1- a world
scale is absolutely inevitable, only it is movi.ng ~nd will i;nove,
is proceeding and will proceed, against you, it will be a victory
over you.
.
.
These two trends one might even say two parties, in the
prese11t-day labour ~ovement, which in 1914-16 so obviously
parted ways all over the world, were traced by Engels and M a~x
in England throughout the course of decades, roughly from 18u8
to 1892.
Neither Marx nor Engels lived to see .the imperialist epoch of
world capitalism, which began not earlier than 1898-1900. But
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"Imperialism is a product of ?ighly .developed. indus~rial capit~lism.
It consists in the striving of every indu.str1a.l capital.1st nation to ~ubJugate
and annex ever larger agrarian territories, irrespective of the nations that
inhabit them'' (Kautsky in Die Neue Zeit, September 11, 1914) .
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it has been a peculiar feature of England that even in the middle
of the nineteenth century she already revealed at least two major
distinguishing features of imperialism: (1) vast colonies, and
(2) monopoly profit (due to her monopoly position in the world·
market). In both respects England at that time was an exception
among capitalist countries, and Engels and Marx, analysing this
exception, quite clearly and definitely indicated its connection
with the (temporary) victory of opportunism in the English
labour movement.
In a letter to Marx, dated October 7, 1858, Engels wrote:
"-The English proletariat is actually becoming more and more
bourgeois, so that this most bourgeois of all nations is apparently aiming ultimately at the possession of a bourgeois aristocracy
and a bourgeois proletariat alongside the bourgeoisie. For a nation
which exploits the whole world this is of course to a certain extent
justifiable. " 287 In a letter to Sorge, dated September 21, 1872,
Engels informs him that Hales kicked up a big row in the Federal
Council of the International and secured a vote of censure on
Marx for saying that ''the English labour leaders had sold themselves''. Marx wrote to Sorge on August 4, 1874: ''As to the urban
workers here (in England), it is a pity that the whole pack of
leaders did not get into Parliament. This would be the surest
way of getting rid of the whole lot.'' In a letter to Marx, dated
August 11, 1881, Engels speaks about ''those very worst English
trade unions which allow themselves to be led by men sold to, or
at least paid by, the bourgeoisie''. In a letter to Kautsky, dated
September 12, 1882, Engels wrote: ''You ask me what the English
workers think about colonial policy. Well, exactly the same as they
think about politics in general. There is no workers' party here;
there are only Conservatives and Liberal-Radicals, and the workers gaily share the feast of England's monopoly of the world
market and the colonies. ••2ss
On December 7, 1889, Engels wrote to Sorge: ''The most repulsive thing here [in England] is the bourgeois 'respectability',
which has grown deep into the bones of the workers .... Even Tom
Mann, whom I regard as the best of the lot, is fond of mentioning
th~t h~ will be lunching with the Lord Mayor. If one compares
this with the French, one realises what a revolution is good for.
after all." 289 In a letter, dated April 19, 1890: ''But under the
surf~ce the movement [of the working class in England] is going
o?, is embracing ever wider sections and mostly just among the
hitherto stagnant lowest [Engels's italics] strata. The day is no
longer far off when this mass will suddenly find itself, when it
will dawn upon it that it itself is this colossal mass in motion."
On March 4, 1891: ''The failure of the collapsed Dockers' Union; ·
the 'old' conservative trade unions, rich and therefore cowardly.

remain lone on the field .... " September 14, 1891: at the Newcastle
Trade Union Congress the old unionists, opponents of the eig~t
hour day, were defeated ''and the bourgeois papers recognise
the defeat of the bourgeois labour party'' (Engels's italics
throughout) ....
That these ideas, which were repeated by Engels 'over the course
of decades, were also expressed by him publicly, in the press, is
proved by his preface to the second edition of The Condition of
the Working Class in England, 1892. 290 Here he speaks of an
''aristocracy among the working class'', of a ''privileged minority
of the workers'', in contradistinction to the ''great mass of working people''. ''A small, privileged, protected minority'' of the
working class alone was ''permanently benefited'' by the privileged position of England in 1848-68, whereas ''the great bulk
of them experienced at best but a temporary improvement'' ....
''With the break-down of that [England's industrial] monopoly,
the English working class will lose that privileged position .... "
The members of the ''new'' unions, the unions of the unskilled
workers ''had this immense advantage, that their minds were
virgin s~il, entirely free from the inherited 'respectable' bo~rgeois
prejudices which hampered the brains of the better situated
'old unionists''' .... ''The so-called workers' representatives'' in
England are people ''who are forgiven their bein~ members of
the working class because they themselves would like to drown
their quality of being workers in the ocean of their liberalism'' ....
We have deliberately quoted the direct statements of Marx
and Engels at rather great length in order that the reader may
study them as a whole. And they should be studied, they are
worth carefully pondering over. For they. are the pivot of .the
tactics in the labour movement that are dictated by the obJective conditions of the imperialist era.
Here, too, Kautsky has tried to ''befog the issue'' and substitute for Marxism sentimental conciliation with the opportunists. Arguing against the avowed and n~ive so.ci_al-ii;npe~ialists
(men like Lensch) who justify Germany s part1c1pat1on in the
war as a means of destroying England's monopoly, Kautsky
''corrects'' this obvious falsehood by another equally obvious falsehood. Instead of a cynical falsehood he employs a suave falsehood! The industrial monopoly of England, he says, has long ago
been broken, has long ago been destroyed, and there is nothing
left to destroy.
Why is this argument false?
Because, firstly, it overlook~ England'.s colonial monopoly.
Yet Engels as we have seen, pointed to this very clearly as early
as 1882 thirty-four years ago! Although England's industrial
monopoly may have been destroyed, her colonial monopoly not
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only remains, but has become extremely accentuated, for the
whole world is already divided up! By means of this suave lie
Kautsky smuggles in the bourgeois-pacifist and opportunistphilistine idea that ''there is nothing to fight about''. On the contrary, not only.have the capitalists something to fight about now
~ut they ~annot help fighting if they want to preserve capital~
~sm, for w~thout a forcible.redivision of colonies the new imperialist countries cannot obtain the privileges enjoyed by the older
(and weaker) imperialist powers.
Secon?ly, why does England's monopoly explain the (temporary) victory of opportunism in England? Because monopoly
yields superprofits, i.e., a surplus of profits over and above the
capitalist profits that are normal and customary all over the
world. The capitalists can devote a part (and not a small one
at that!) of these superprofits to bribe their own workers to creat~
something like an alliance (recall the celebrated .''alliances''
described by the Webbs of English trade unions and employers)
bet~een the worl{ers of. the given ~ation and their capitalists
against the other countries. England s industrial monopoly was
already destroyed by the end of the nineteenth century. That is
beyond dispute. But how did this destruction take place? Did all
monopoly disappear?
If that. were so, Kautsky's ''theory" of conciliation (with the
opportunists) would to a certain extent be justified. But it is
not. so, and that is just the point. Imperialism is monopoly capitalism. Every cartel, trust, syndicate, every giant bank is a
monopoly._ Superprofits have not disappeared; they still remain.
~he exploitation of all other cot1ntries by one privileged, financially wealthy country remains and has become more intense. A
handfu_l of wealthy countries -there are only four of them, if we
mean independent, really gigantic, ''modern'' wealth: England,
France, the United S~ates and Germa~y-have developed monopoly to va~t proportions, they obtain superprofits running into
hundreds, if not thousands, of millions, they ''ride on the backs''
of hundreds and hundreds of millions of people in other countries
a_nd fight ~mong themselves for the division of the particularly
rich, particularly fat and particularly easy spoils.
. This, in fact, is the economic and political essence of imperialism, the profound contradictions of which Kautsky glosses over
instead of exposing.
The bourgeoisie of an imperialist ''Great" Power can economically bribe t~e _upper strata of ''its" workers by spending on this
a. hundred million or so francs a year, for its superprofits most
likely amount to about a thousand million. And how this little
.s?p is divided among the labour ministers, ''labour representatives'' (remember Engels's splendid analysis of the term), labour
I
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members of war industries committees, 291 labour officials, workers belonging to the narrow craft unions, office employees, etc.,
etc., is a secondary question.
Between 1848 and 1868, and to a certain extent even later, only
England enjoyed a monopoly: that is wh~ opportunism ~ould prevail there for decades. No other countries possessed either very
rich colonies or an industrial monopoly.
. .
The last third of the nineteenth century saw the transition
to the new, imperialist era. Finance capital not of one, but of
several, though very few, Great Powe.r~ enjoys a monopoly. _(In
J apai1 and Russia the monopol~ of ~1lit~ry po~er, ~~st terr_itories, or special facilities for robbing minority nationalities, China,
etc., partly supplements, partly takes the place .of, the monop?ly
of modern, up-to-date finance capital.) This difference explains
why England's monopoly position could remain unchallenged for
decades. The monopoly of modern finance capital is being frantically challenged; the era of imperialist wars has be~un. It was
possible in those days to bribe and corrupt the. worki_ng cla~s of
one country for decades. This is now improbable, if not impossible.
But on the other hand, every imperialist ''Great'' Power can and
does bribe smaller strata (than in England in 1848-68) of the
''labour aristocracy''. Formerly a ''bourgeois labour party", to use
Engels's remarkably profound expression, could arise only in one
country because it alone enjoyed a monopoly, but, on the other
hand it' could exist for a long time. Now a ''bourgeois labour party''
is in;vitable and typical in all imperialist countries; bt~t _i~ view
of the desperate struggle they are waging for the. division ?f
spoils, it is improbable that such a party can prev~1l for. long in
a number of countries. For the trusts, the financial oligarchy,
high prices, etc., while . enabling the br_ibery of ~ handf~l. in
the top layers, are increasingly oppres~1ng, crushing, ~u1n1ng
and torturing the mass of the proletariat and the semi-proletariat.
· ·
On the one hand, there is the tendency of the bourge?1~ie
and the opportunists to convert a handful of very rich and privileged nations into ''eternal'' parasites on the body of the rest of
mankind· to ''rest on the laurels'' of the exploitation of Negroes,
Indians, 'etc., keeping them in subjection with the aid ?f. the
excellent weapons of extermination provided by modern m1l1tarism. On the other hand, there is the tendency of the masses, who
are more oppressed than before and who bear the whole brunt of
imperialist wars, to cast off this yoke and to overthrow t~e bourgeoisie. It is in the struggle between these two tendencies that
the history of the labour movement will now inevitably develop.
For the first tendency is not accidental; it is ''substantiated'' economically. In all countries the bourgeoisie has already begotten,
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fostered and secured for itself ''bourgeois labour parties'' of socialchauvinists. The difference between a definitely formed party,
like Bissolati's in Italy, for example, which is fully socialimperialist, and, say, the semi-formed near-party of the Potresovs,
Gvozdyovs, Bulkins, Chkheidzes, Skobelevs and Co., is an immaterial difference. The important thing is that, economically, thedesertion of a stratum of the labour aristocracy to the bourgeoisie
has matured and become an accomplished fact; and this economic fact, this shift in class relations, will find political form, in
one shape or another, without any particular ''difficulty''.
On the economic basis referred to above, the political institutions.
of modern capitalism-press, parliament, associations, congresses~ ·
etc.-have created political privileges and sops for the respectful,
meek, reformist and patriotic office employees and workers, corresponding to the economic privileges and sops. Lucrative and
soft jobs in the government or on the war industries committees,
in parliament and on diverse committees, on the editorial staffs of
''respectable'', legally published newspapers or on the management councils of no less respectable and ''bourgeois law-abiding"' ·
trade unions-this is the bait by which the imperialist bourgeoisieattracts and rewards the representatives and supporters of the
''bourgeois labour parties''.
The mechanics of political democracy works in the same direction. Nothing in our times can be done without elections; nothing .'
can be done without the masses. And in this era of printing and ·•·.
parliamentarism it is impossible to gain the following of the masses .'.:
without a widely ramified, systematically managed, well-equipped···~
system of flattery, lies, fraud, juggling with fashionable and '
popular catchwords, and promising all manner of reforms and :
blessings to the workers right and left-as long as they renounce- ,
the revolutionary struggle for the overthrow of the bourgeoisie. }
I would call this system Lloyd-Georgism, after the English Minis- .:.•
ter Lloyd George, one of the foremost and most dexterous repre- ;.
sentatives of this system in the classic land of the ''bourgeois ·
labour party''. A first-class bourgeois manipulator, an astute poli- :
tician, a popular orator who will deliver any speeches you like, '
even r-r-revolutionary ones, to a labour audience, and a man.'
who is capable of obtaining sizable sops for docile workers in the./
shape of social reforms (insurance, etc.), Lloyd George serves. i'
the bourgeoisie splendidly,* and serves it precisely among the- .,1

*

I recently read an article in an English magazine by a Tory, a political opponent of Lloyd George, entitled "Lloyd George from the Standpoint
of a Tory''. The war opened the eyes of this opponent and made him realis&
what an excellent servant of the bourgeoisie this Lloyd George is! The Torie~
have made peace with him!
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workers, brings its influence precisely to the proletariat, to where
the bourgeoisie needs it most and where it finds it most difficult
to subject the masses morally.
And is there such a great difference between Lloyd George and
the Scheidemanns, Legiens, Hendersons and Hyndmans, Plekhanovs, Renaudels and Co.? Of the latter, it may be objected, some
will return to the revolutionary socialism of Marx. This is possible, but it is an insignificant difference in degree, if the question
is regarded from its political, i.e., its mass aspect. Certain individuals among the present social-chauvinist leaders may return
to the proletariat. But the social-chauvinist or (what is the same
thing) opportunist trend can neither disappear nor ''return'' to
the revolutionary proletariat. Wherever Marxism is popular among
the workers, this political trend, this ''bourgeois labour party'',
will swear by the name of Marx. It cannot be prohibited from
doing this, just as a trading firm cannot be prohibited from using
any particular label, sign or advertisement. It has always been
the case in history that after the death of revolutionary leaders
who were popular among the oppressed classes, their enemies
have attempted to appropriate their names so as to deceive the
oppressed classes.
The fact is that ''bourgeois labour parties'', as a political phenomenon, have already been formed in all the foremost capitalist
countries, and that unless a determined and relentless struggle is
waged all along the line against these parties-or groups, trends,
Btc., it is all the same-there can be no question of a struggle against
imperialism, or of Marxism, or of a socialist labour movement.
The Chkheidze faction, 292 Nashe Dye lo and Golos Trwla293 in
Russia, and the O.C. supporters294 abroad are nothing but varieties of one such party. There is not the slightest reason for thinking that these parties will ·disappear before the social revolution.
On the contrary, the nearer the revolution approaches, the more
strongly it fl.ares up and the more sudden and violent the transitions and leaps in its progress, the greater will be the part the
struggle of the revolutionary mass stream against the opportunist petty-bourgeois stream will play in the labour movement.
Kautskyism is not an independent trend, because it has no roots
either in the masses or in the privileged stratum which has deserted to the bourgeoisie. But the danger of Kautskyism lies in the
fact that, utilising the ideology of the past, it endeavours to reconcile the proletariat with the ''bourgeois labour party", to preserve the unity of the proletariat with that party and thereby
enhance the latter's prestige. The masses no longer follow the avowed
social-chauvinists: Lloyd George has been hissed down at workers'
meetings in England; Hyndman has left the party; the Renaudels and Scheidemanns, the Potresovs and Gvozdyovs are

I
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protected by the police. The Kautskyites' masked defence of the
social-chauvinists is much more dangerous.
One of the most common sophistries of Kautskyism is its reference to the ''masses''. We do not want, they say, to break away
from the masses and mass organisations. But just think how
Engels put the question. In the nineteenth century the ''mass organisations'' of the English trade unions were on the side of the
bourgeois labour party. Marx and Engels did not reconcile themselves to it on this ground; they exposed it. They did not forget,
firstly, that the trade union organisations directly embraced a
minority of the proletariat. In England then, as in Germany now,
not more than one-fifth of the proletariat was organised. No one
can seriously think it possible to organise the majority of the
proletariat under capitalism. Secondly-and this is the main
point-it is not so much a question of the size of an organisation,
as of the real, objective significance of its policy: does its policy
represent the masses, does it serve them, i.e., does it aim at their
liberation from capitalism, or does it represent the interests of
the minority, the minority's reconciliation with capitalism? The '
latter was true of England in the nineteenth century, and it is
true of Germany, etc., now.
Engels draws a distinction between the ''bourgeois labour party''
of the old trade unions-the privileged minority-and the ''lowest
mass'', the real majority, and appeals to the latter, who are
not infected by ''bourgeois respectability''. This is the essence of
Marxist tactics!
Neither we nor anyone else can calculate precisely what portion of the proletariat is following and will follow the socialchauvinists and opportunists. This will be revealed only by the
struggle, it will be definitely decided only by the socialist revolution. But we know for certain that the ''defenders of the fatherland'' in the imperialist war represent only a minority. And it is
therefore our duty, if we wish to remain socialists, to go down lower
and deeper, to the real masses; this is the whole meaning and the
whole purport of the struggle against opportunism. By exposing
the fact that the opportunists and social-chauvinists are in reality
betraying and selling the interests of the masses, that they are
defending the temporary privileges of a minority of the workers,
that they are the vehicles of bourgeois ideas and influences, that
they are really allies and agents of the bourgeoisie, we teach the
masses to appreciate their true political interests, to fight
for socialism and for the revolution through all the long and
painful vicissitudes of imperialist \vars and irnperialist armistices.
The only Marxist line in the world labour movement is to ·
explain to the masses the inevitability and necessity of breaking ·
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with opportunism, to educate them for revolution by waging
a. relentless struggle against opportunism, to utilise the experiences of the war to expose, not conceal, the utter vileness of
11ational-liberal labour politics.
In the next article, we shall try to sum up the principal features that distinguish this line from Kautskyism.
Written i11 October 1916
Published in Sbornik SotsialDemokrata No. 2, December 1916
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From STATISTICS AND SOCIOLOGY

Facts are stubborn things, runs the English saying. It comes to
mind, in particular, when a certain author waxes enthusiastic
about the greatness of the ''nationality principle'' in its different . .
implications and relationships. What is more, in most cases the· i
·••principle'' is applied just as aptly, and is just as much in place, .•
as the exclamation ''many happy returns of the day'' by a certain ·.•
folk-tale character at the sight of a funeral.
.
Precise facts, indisputable facts-they are especially abhorrent ,!.
to this type of author, but are especially necessary if we want •'.
to form a proper understanding of this complicated, difficult .:
and often deliberately confused question. But how to gather the :
facts? How to establish their connection and interdependence? . ·.
The most widely used, and most fallacious, method in the realm •,
·of social phenomena is to tear out individual minor facts and jug- "
gle with examples. Selecting chance examples presents no difficul- :·
ty at all, but is of no value, or of purely negative value, for in ·.·
each individual case everything hinges on the historically concrete ,;.
situation. Facts, if we take them in their entirety, in their inter•,
connection, are not only stubborn things, but undoubtedly proof,.:)
bearing things. Minor facts, if taken out of their entirety, out of :
their interconnection, if they are arbitrarily selected and torn out''.
of context, are merely things for juggling, or even worse. For!'
instance, when an author who was once a serious author and '
wishes to be regarded as such now too takes the fact of the Mon- ' .
golian yoke and presents it as an example that explains certain :'
events in twentieth-century Europe, can this be considered merely _,,
juggling, or would it not be more correct to consider it political '.,
chicanery? The Mongolian yoke is a fact of history, and one doubt- .
lessly connected with the national question, just as in twentieth- :·.
century Europe we observe a number of facts likewise doubtless- :i
ly connected with this question. But you will find few people- . . ·.
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of the type the French describe as ''national clowns" -who would
,-e11ture, while claiming to be serious, to use this fact of the
,\loiigolian yoke as an illustration of events in twentieth-century
El1rope.
'l'he inference is clear: we must seek to build a reliable founclation of precise and indispl1table facts that can be confronted to any
of_ the ''l?eneral'' or ''example-based'' arguments now so grossly
1111sused i11 certain countries. And if it is to be a real foundation
'''e must take not individual facts, but the sum total of facts, with~
<)Ut a sing·Ze exception, relating to the question under discussion.
~therwise there will be the inevitable, and fully justified, suspic1011 that the facts were selected or compiled arbitrarily, that
instead of historical phenomena being presented i11 objective
i11terconnection and interdependence and treated as a whole we
.
'
are prese11t1ng a ''subjective" concoction to justify what might
Jirove to be a dirty business. This does happen ... and more often
than one 1night think.
\\'ritten in Januar)' 1917
t'irst published in the magazi11e
JJolshevik No. 2, 1935
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The passing of state power from one class to another is the first
th~ p~incipal, .the basic si~n of a revolution, both in the strictl;
sc1ent1fic and in the practical political meaning of that term.
To this extent, the bourgeois, or the bourgeois-democratic
revolution in Russia is completed.
'
B~t at this point we hear a clamol1r of protest from people who
rea?ily. call themselves ''old Bolsheviks''. Didn't we al\\'ays
maintain, they say, that the bourgeois-democratic revolution
is completed o.nly by the ''revolutionary-democratic dictatorship
of the proletariat and the peasantry''? Is the agrarian revolution
~hich is also a bourgeois-democratic revolution, completed? I~
it not a fact, on the contrary, that it has not even started?
lVIy answer is: The Bolshevik slogans and ideas on the whole
have been confirmed by history; but concretely things have worked
out differently; they are more original, more peculiar, more variegated than anyone could have expected.
To ignore or overlook this fact would mean taking after those
''old Bolsheviks"' who more than once already have played so
regrettable a role in the history of our Party by reiterating formulas senselessly learned by rote instead of studying the specific
features of the new and living reality.
''The revolutionary-democratic dictatorship of the proletariat
and the peasantry'' has already become a reality* in the Russian
revolution, for this ''formula'' envisages only a relation of classes,
and not a concrete political institution implementing this relation
this co-operation. ''The Soviet of Workers' and Soldiers' Depu~
ties'' -there y~u have the ''revolutionary-democratic dictatorship
of the proletariat and the peasantry'' already accomplished in reality.
This formula is already antiql1ated. Events have moved it from
the realm of formulas iµto the realm of reality, clothed it with
flesh and bone, concretised it and thereby modified it.
A new and different task now faces us: to effect a split within
~his dictatorship between the proletarian elements (the;anti-defenc1st, internationalist, ''Communist'' elements, who stand for a
transition to the commune) and the small-proprietor or pettybourgeois elements (Chkheidze, 'I'sereteli, Steklov, the SocialistRevolutionaries296 and the other revolutionary defencists, who
cire opposed to moving towards the commune and are in favour
of ''supporting'' the bourgeoisie and the bourgeois government).
. The person who now speaks only of a ''revolutionary-democratic
<l_1ctatorship of the proletariat and the peasantry"' is behind the
t 1mes, consequently, he has in effect gone over to the petty bourgl'oisie against the proletarian class struggle; that person should

From LETTERS ON TACTICS

Marxism requires of us a strictly exact and objectively verifiable analysis of the relations of classes and of the concrete
features peculiar to each historical situation. We Bolsheviks have
always tried to meet this requirement, which is absolutely essential for giving a scientific foundation to policy.
·
''Our theory is not a dogma, but a guide to action, '' 295 Marx
and Engels always said, rightly ridiculing the inere inemorising
and repetition of ''formulas"', that at best are capable only of marl{ing out general tasks, which are necessarily n1odifiable by the
concrete eco11omic and political conditions of each particular
period of the historical process.
What, then, are the clearly established objective facts which
the party of the revolutionary proletariat ml1st now be guided
by in defining the tasks and forms of its activity?
Both in my first Letter from Afar (''The First Stage of tl1e First
Revolution") published in Pravda Nos. 14 and 15, lVIarch 21 and
22, 1917, and in my theses, I define ''the specific feature of the
present sitl1ation in Russia"' as a period of transitio1i from the
first stage of the revolution to the second. I therefore considered
the basic slogan, the ''task of the day"' atthismoment to be: ''Workers, you have performed n1iracles of proletaria11 heroism, the
l1erois1n of the people, in the civil war against tsarism. You inust
perform miracles of organisation, organisation of the proletariat
and of the whole people, to prepare the way for your victory in
the second stage of the revolution"' (Pravda No. 15).
\\111at, then, is the first stage?
It is the passing of state po\ver to the bourgeoisie.
Before tl1e February-March revoll1tion of 1917, state power i 1.
Russia was i11 the hands of one old class, namely, the feudal lancled nobility, ~eaded by Nicholas Romanov.
After the re,Tolution, the power is in the hands of a different .
class, a new class, namely, the bourgeoisie.
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b_e cons~gned to the archive of ''Bolshevik'' pre-revolutionary antiques (it may be called the archive of ''old Bolsheviks").
The revolutionary-democratic dictatorship of the proletariat
a~d the peasantry h~s already been realised, but in a highly original manner, and with a number of extremely important modifications. I shall deal with them separately in one of my next letters. For the present, it is essential to grasp the incontestable
truth that a Marxist must take cognisance of real life, of the true
f~cts of reali~y, and not cling to a theory of yesterday, which,
like all theories, at best only outlines the main and the general
only comes near to embracing life in all its complexity.
'
''Theory, my friend, is grey, but green is the eternal tree of
life. ,,297
~o d~al with the question of ''completion'' of the bourgeois revolution in the old way is to sacrifice living Marxism to the dead
letter.
According to the old way of thinking, the rule of the bourgeoisie
could and should be followed by the rule of the proletariat and
the peasantry, by their dictatorship.
·
In real life, however, things h~v~ already turned out differently;
~here h~s been an ext_remely original, novel arid unprecedented
interlacing ?f the one with the other. We have side by side, existing
together, simultaneously, both the rule of the bourgeoisie (the
~ove:nment o_f Lvov and Guchkov) and a revolutionary-democratic dictatorship_ of the proletariat and the peasantry, which is
~oluntarily ceding power to the bourgeoisie, voluntarily making
itself an appendage of the bourgeoisie.
For ~t _must not be forgotten that actually, in Petrograd, the
power.is in the_ hands of the workers. and soldiers; the new government is not using and cannot use violence against them, because
there is no police, no army standing apart from the people no
officialdom standing all-powerful above the people. This is a fact
the kind of fact that is characteristic of a state of the Paris Commun~
type. This fact does not fit into the old schemes. One must
know how_ to adapt schemes to f~c~s, instead of reiterating the
now meaningless words about a dictatorship of the proletariat
and the peasantry'' in general.
To throw more light on this question let us approach it from
another angle.
A Marxist must not abando11 the ground of careful analysis
of class relations. The bourgeoisie is in power. But is not the
mass of the peasants also a bourgeoisie, only of a different social
stratum, of a different kind, of a different character? Whence does
it follow tha_t this stratu_m cannot ~ome to power, thus ''completing''
the bourgeois-democratic revolution? Why should this be impossible?
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This is how the old Bolsheviks often argue.
My reply is that it is quite possible. But, in assessing a given
situation, a Marxist must proceed not from what is possible, but
from what is real.
And the reality reveals the fact that freely elected soldiers'
and peasants' deputies are freely joining the second, parallel
gov~rnm~nt, and ~re freely supplementing, developing and completing it. And, Just as freely, they are surrendering power to
the bourgeoisie -a fact which does not in the least ''contravene''
th~ theory of Marxism, for we have always known and repeatedly
pointed out that the bourgeoisie maintains itself in power not
only by force but also by virtue of the la.ck of class-consciousness and organisation, the routinism and downtrodden state of
the masses.
In view of this present-day reality, it i~ simply ridiculous to
turn one's back on the fact and talk about ''possibilities''.
Possibly the peasantry may seize all the land and all the power.
Far from forgetting this possibility, far from confining myself to
the present, I definitely and clearly formulate the agrarian programme, taking into account the new phenomenon, i.e., the
cleeper cleavage betweei1 the agricultural labourers and the poor
peasants on the one hand, and the peasant proprietors on the other.
But there is also another possibility; it is possible that the
peasants will take the advice of the petty-bourgeois party of the
Socialist-Revolutionaries, which has yielded to the influence of
the bourgeoisie, has adopted a defencist stand, and which advises
waiting for the Constituent Assembly, although not even the
elate of its convocation has yet been fixed.*
It is possible that· the peasants will maintain and prolong their
deal with the bourgeoisie, a deal which they have now concluded
thro11gh the Soviets of Workers' and Soldiers' Deputies not only
in form, but in fact.
Many things are possible. It would be a great mistake to forget
the agrarian movement and the agrarian programme. But it
\Vould be no less a mistake to forget the reality, which reveals
tl1e fact that an agreement, or-to use a n1ore exact, less legal,
b11t more class-economic term -class collaboration exists between
the bourgeoisie and the peasantry.
When this fact ceases to be a fact, when the peasantry separates
from the bourgeoisie, seizes the land and power despite the bourgeoi-

• . *

L_est my \vords be misinterprete~, I shall say at once that I am positively in favour of the Soviets of Agricultural Labourers and Peasants immediately taking over all the land; but they should themselves observe the
strictest order and discipline, not permit the slightest damage to machines,
structures, or livestock, and in no case disorganise agriculture and grain
production, but rather develop them, for the soldiers need twice as much
bread, and the people must not be allo\ved to starve.
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s~e, that will be a new stage in the bourgeois-democratic revolu-

tion; and .that mat.ter ~ill be dealt with separately.
A Marxist wh~, in v~ew_of the possibility of such a future stage,
were to forg~t his duties in the present, when the peasantry is in
agreement _with th~ bourgeoisie~ would turn petty bourgeois. For
he would in pract1~e. be ,pre.aching to the proletariat confidence in
the petty bourgeoisie ( this p~t~y b~urgeoisie, this peasantry,
~ust sepa~ate. fro~ the bourgeo1s1e while the bourgeois-democrat~c revolution is still on''). Because of the ''possibility" of so pleasin? and sweet a future, in \vhich the peasantry would not be the
tail of the bourgeoisie, in which the Socialist-Revolutionaries
the Chkheidzes, Tseretelis, and Steklovs would not be an append:
age of the . bourgeois government-because of the ''possibility"
of so pl_easin~ a future, he would be forgetting the unpleasant
P.resent, i? whi?h the peas~nt~y still for1?-s the tail of the bourgeoisie, and in which the Soc1al1st-Revolutionaries and Social-Democra~s have not yet given up their role as an appendage of the bourgeois. governme~t, as ''His Majesty'' Lvov 's Opposition. 29s
This hypothetical person woul.d resemble a sweetish Louis Blanc
?r a sugary Kautskyite, but certainly not a revolutionary Marx:
ist.
. But are ~e not in danger of falling into subjectivism, of wanting. to arrive ~t the soci_alist revolution by ''skipping" the bourgeois-democratic revolution-which is not yet completed and has
not yet exhausted the peasant movement?
I might be incurring this danger if I said: ''No Tsar but a workers' . government. '' 299 But I did not say that, I said sdmething else.
I said t_hat the~e can be no government (barring a bourgeois government) in Russia other than that of Soviets of Workers' Agricultural f:abourer~', Soldiers', and Peasants' Deputies. I 'said that
power in. Russia ~ow can pass from Guchkov and Lvov only to
these So~1ets. ~nd in these Soviets, as it happens, it is the peasants,
the ~old.iers, i.e.,. petty bourgeoisie, who preponderate, to use
a scientific, M~rx1st term, a class characterisation, and not a
common, man-in-the-street, professional characterisation.
In my theses, I absolutely ensured myself against skipping
over the peas~nt movement, .which has not outlived itself, or the
pet.ty-bourgeo1s inovement in general, against any playing at
seizure o~ power'' by. a workers' government, against any kind
of Blanqu1s~ adventurism; for I pointedly referred to the experience
of the Paris Commune. And this experience as we lcr1ow and
as Marx proved at length in 1871 and Engels in f891 300 absol~tely •
excludes Bla_nquism, 301 absolutely ensures the dire~t, immediate
and unquestionable rule of the majority and the activity of
th~ masses only to the extent that the majority itself acts con.:.
sciously.
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111 the theses, I very definitely reduced the question
to rine of a struggle for influence within the Soviets of Workers',
.\gricultural Labourers', Peasants', and Soldiers' Deputies. 1'o leave
110 sl1adow of doubt on this score, I twice emphasised in the theses
the i1eed for patie11t and persistent ''explanatory" worlc ''adapted
to the practical needs of the masses''.
Ignorant persons or renegades from Marxism, like Mr. Plekha110\', rnay shout about anarchism, Blanquism, and so forth. But
tl1ose who want to think and learn cannot fail to understand
tl1at Blanquism means the seizure of power by a minority, whereas
tl1e Soviets are admittedly the direct and immediate organisation
()f tl1e majority of the people. Work confined to a struggle for
i11fl11ence within these Soviets cannot, simply cannot, stray into
tl1e swamp of Blanquism. Nor can it stray into the swamp of anarcl1ism, for anarchism denies the need for a state and state power in
the period of transition from the rule of the bourgeoisie to the
rule of the proletariat, whereas I, with a precision that precludes
a11y possibility of misinterpretation, advocate the need for a state
in this period, although, in accordance with Marx and the lessons
of the Paris Commune, I advocate not the usual parliamentary
bo11rgeois state, but a state without a standing army, without a
police opposed to tl1e people, without an officialdom placed above
the people.
\Vhen Mr. Plel(hanov, in his newspaper Yedinstvo, shouts with
all his might that this is anarchism, he is merely giving further
IJroof of his break \Vith Marxism. Challenged by r11e in Pravda
(No. 26) to tell us what Marx and Engels taught on the subject
in 1871, 1872 and 1875, 302 Mr. Plekhanov can only IJreserve silence
-011 the question at issue and shout out abuse after the manner
·Of the enraged bourgeoisie.
lVIr. Plekhanov, the ex-Marxist, has absolutely failed to understand the lV1arxist doctrine of the state. Incidentally, the germs
of this lack of 11nderstanding are also to be found in his German
303
JJamphlet on anarchism.
l\'ritten bet\\'een April 8 and 13
(21 and 26), 1917
Published as a pampl1le~
i11 St. Petersburg in April 1917
hv• Priboi Publishers
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It seems

:o me que_st1on
that :he most important thing that is usually
of the war, a key issue to which insuf-

ov~rlooked i~ th~

ficient attention is _paid ~nd over which there is so much dispute_
useless, hopeless, idle dispute, I should say-is the question of
the clas~ cha_racter of the war: what caused that war, what classes
a~e. waging I~, and what historical and historico-economic cond1t1ons g~ve rise to it. ~s far as I_have been able to follow the \vay
the question of the war is dealt with at public and Party meetings
I ~ave come to. the conclusioi1 that the reason why there is so much
m1s1:nders:anding on the subject is because, all too often, wl1en
deal1i1g with the question of the war, we speak in entirely different languages.
Froi:i t_he point of view of l\tlarxism, that is, of inodern scientific socialism, the main issue in a11y discussion by socialists on
ho_w to ass~ss the war and what attitude to adopt towards it is
t~1s: wha_t is the war being waged for, and what classes staged ;1 nd
directed it. We _Marxists do not belong to that category of people
wh~ are unqu:il1~ed opponents of all war. We say: our aim is to
a~h~e.ve a social1~t s~stem of society, which, by eliminating the
d1v1s1on of mankind i~to classes, by eliminating all exploitation
of man b~ ~~n and nation by nation, will inevitably eliminate the
very poss1~1l1ty of war. But in the war to win that socialist system of society we are bound to encounter conditions under which
the class struggle wit~in each gi:en nation may come up agaiiist
a war between the different nations, a war conditioned by this
very class. struggle. The_refore, we cannot rule out the possibility
of revolutionary wars, ~ .e., wars arising from the class struggle,
wars. wage~ by revolutionary classes, wars \Vhich are of direct
an_d immediate revolutionary significance. Still less can we rt1le
this ou~ when :ve remember that though the history of European
revolutions during th~ last century, in the course of 125-135 years,
say, ga;e us \Vars which were mostly reactionary, it also gave us
revolttt1onary wars, such as the war of the French revolutionary
\
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u1 asses against a united m?narchist, bacl{war~, feudal ~nd semifeudal Europe. No deception of the masses _is mor~ widespread
today in Western Europe, an~ _latterly here in Russia, too; than
that which is practised by c1t1ng the example of revolut1~nary
\vars. There are wars and wars. We must be clear as to what historical conditions have given rise to the war, what classes are wag~
ing it, and for what ~nds. Unless we g~asp this, all ?ur talk about
the war will necessarily be utterly futile, engendering more heat
than light. That is why I take the liberty, seeing that you have
chosen war and revolution as the subject of today's talk, to deal
with this aspect of the matter at greater length.
We all know the dictum of Clausewitz, one of the most famous
writers on the philosophy and history of war, which says: ''War304
is a continuation of policy by other means." This dictum comes
fi·oin a writer who reviewed the history of wars and drew philosophic lessons from it shortly after the period of the N apoleo~ic
\Vars. This writer, whose basic views are now undoubtedly familiar to every thinking person, nearly e_ighty years ago _challen~ed
the ignorant man-in-the-street conception of war as being a thing·
apart from the policies of the g~vernments and classes _concerned,
as being a simple attack that disturbs th~ peace, and is then followed by restoration of the peace thus disturbed, as much as to·
say: ''They had a fight, then they _made up!'' This is a grossly
ignorant view one that was repudiated scores of years ago and
is repudiated hy any more or less careful analysis of any historical epoch of wars. .
.
War is a continuation of policy by other means. All wars are
inseparable from the politica~ systems t~at. engender them. The
policy which a given state, a given class w1th1n that state, pursued
for a long time before the war is inevitably continued by that same
class during the war, the form of action alone being changed.
War is a continuation of policy by other means. When the
French revolutionary townspeople and revolutionary peasants
overthrew the monarchy at the cl?se of the eighte~nth cent_ury
by revolutionary means and established a democratic republic when they made short work of their _monarch, a~1d short work_ of
their landowners, too, in a revolutionary fashion-that policy
of the revolutionary class was bound to shake all the rest of autocratic, tsarist, imperial, and semi-feuda~ Euro_pe to its fou~dati?ns.
And the inevitable continuation of this policy of the v1ctor1ous
revolutionary class in France was the wars in which all the n1onarchist nations of Europe, forming their fa1nous coalition, lined
up against revolutionary France in a counter-revol11tionary \var.
Just as within the country the revolutionary people of France
had then for the first time, displayed revolutionary energy on a
scale it had never shown for centuries, so in the war at the close
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It seems ~o me that _the most important thing that is usually
overlooked in the question of the war, a key issue to which insufficient attention is _paid ~nd over which there is so much dispute_
useless, hopeless, idle dispute, I should say-is the question of
the class character of the war: what caused that war what classes
are waging it, and what historical and historico-e~onomic conditions g~ve rise to it. ~s far as I_have been.able to follow the way
the question of the war is ~ealt with at public and Party meetings,
I ~ave come to_ the conclus1011 that the reason why there is so much
m1sunderstand1ng on the subject is because all too often when
deali11g with the question of the war, we sp'eak in entirel~ different languages.
From the point of view of lVIarxism, that is, of modern scientific socialism, the main issue in any discussion by socialists on
ho_w to ass~ss the war ~nd what attitude to adopt towards it is
t~1s: what is the war being waged for, and what classes staged <lnd
directed it. We _Marxists do not belong to that category of people
wh~ are unqu~li?ed opponents of all war. We say: our aim is to
a~h~e.ve a soc1ali~t s~stem of society, which, by eliminating the
division of mankind i~to classes, by eliminating all exploitation
of man b.v_ ~~n and nation by nation, will inevitably eliminate the
very possibility of war. But in the war to win that socialist svstem of society we are bound to encounter conditions under which
the class struggle wit~in each given nation may come up agaiiist
a war between the different nations, a war conditioned by this
very class. struggle. Therefore, we cannot rule out the possibility
of revolutionary wars, i.e., wars arising from the class strugale
wars. wage~ by revolutionary classes, wars \Vhich are of di;ect
and immediate revolutionary significance. Still less cai1 we rlile
this ou~ when ~e remember that though the history of European
revolutions during th~ last century, in the course of 125-135 years,
say, ga~e us \Vars which were mostly reactionary, it also gave us
revolutionary wars, such as the war of the French revolutionary
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masses against a united monarchist, backward, feudal and semifeudal Europe. No deception of the masses is more widespread
today in Western Europe, and latterly here ii1 R1issia, too; than
that which is practised by citing the example of revolutionary
,vars. There are wars and wars. We must be clear as to what historical conditions have given rise to the war, what classes are waging it, and for what ends. Unless we grasp this, all our talk about
the war will necessarily be utterly futile, engendering more heat
than light. That is why I take the liberty, seeing that you have
chosen war and revolution as the subject of today's talk, to deal
with this aspect of the matter at greater length.
\Ve all know the dictum of Clausewitz, one of the most famous
,vriters on the philosophy and history of war, which says: ''War
is a continuation of policy by other means." 304 This dictum comes
fro1n a writer who reviewed the history of wars and drew philosophic lessons from it shortly after the period of the Napoleo~ic
\vars. This writer, whose basic views are now undoubtedly familiar to every thinking person, nearly eighty years ago challenged
the ignorant man-in-the-street conception of war as being a thing
apart from the policies of the governments and classes concerned,
as being a simple attack that disturbs the peace, and is then followed by restoration of the peace thus disturbed, as much as tosay: ''They had a fight, then they made up!'' This is a grossly
ignorant view, one that was repudiated scores ?f years a~o an_d
is repudiated by any more or less careful analysis of any historical epoch of wars.
War is a continuation of policy by other means. All wars are
inseparable from the political systems that engender them. The
policy which a given state, a given class within that state, pursued
for a long time before the war is inevitably continued by that same
class during the \Var, the form of action alone being changed.
War is a continuation of policy by other means. \Vhen the
French revolutionary townspeople and revolutionary peasants
overthrew the monarchy at the close of the eighteenth century
by revolutionary means and established a democratic republic \Vhen they made short work of their monarch, a~d short work_ of
tl1eir landowners, too, in a revolutionary fashion-that policy
of the revolutionary class was bound to shake all t~e rest of ~uto
cratic, tsarist, imperial, and semi-feudal Euro_pe to its fou~dati?ns.
And the inevitable continuation of this policy of the victorious
revolutionary class in France was the w~rs in which all. t?e 111o_narchist nations of Europe, forming their fa1nous coalition, lined
up against revolutionary France in a co~nter-revollitionary \Var.
Just as within the country the revolutionary people of France
had then, for the first time, displayed revolutionary energy on a
scale it had never shown for centuries, so in the war at the close
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()f the eighteenth century it revealed a similar gigantic revolutionary creativeness when it remodelled its whole system of strategy, broke with all the old rules and traditions of warfare replaced the old troops with a new revolutionary people's army, 'and
-created new. metho~s of "\varfare. This example, to my mind, is
notewor~hJ'.' in th~t it clearly demonstrates to us things which the
bourgeois JOur.n?l1~ts are .no:v always forgetting when they pander to the ph1l1st1ne preJud1ces and ignorance of the backward
n1asses who do not understand this intimate economic and historical connection bet,veen every kind of war and the preceding
policy of every country, every class that ruled before the war
and achieved its ends by so-called ''peaceful'' means. So-called,
because the brute force required to ensure ''peaceful'' rule in the
·Colonies, for example, can hardly be called peaceful.
Peace reigned in Europe, but this was because domination
-0ver hundreds of millions of people in the colonies by the European ~ations was sustained only through constant, incessant,
interminable wars, which we Europeans do not regard as wars
.at all, since all too often they resembled, not wars, but brutal
m~ssa~res, th~ wholesale slaughter of unarmed peoples. The
thing is that if we want to know what the present war is about
we must first of all make a general survey of the policies of the
European powers as a whole. We must not take this or that example, this or that particular case, which can easily be wrenched out
-0f the context of social phenomena and which is worthless because
an opposite example can just as easily be cited. We 1nust
·take - the whole policy of the entire system of European states
in their economic and political interrelations if we are to under.st~nd how the present war steadily and inevitably grew out of
this system.
We are c?ns~antly witnessing attempts, especially on the part
-of th~ ca p1 tal1st press -whether monarchist or republican -to
read into the present war an historical meaning which it does
not. possess. For example~ no device is more frequently resorted
to in the French Republic than that of presenting this war on
France's part as a continuation and counterpart of the wars of
·the Great French Revolution of 1792. No device for hoodwinking
the French masses, the French workers and the workers of all
..cou~,t.ries i~, more widespread than that of applying to our epoch
the Jargon of that other epoch and some of its watchwords, or
-the atte~pt to pr.esent matters as though now, too, republican
..~r~nce ,, is defending he~ liberty a~ainst the monarchy. One
minor fact overlo?ked is that then, in 1792, war was waged in
France by a rev_olut1onarJ'.' class, which had carried out an unparalleled. revolution and displayed unmatched heroism in utterly · <lestroy1ng the French monarchy and rising against a united mo-
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rtarchist Europe with the sole and single aim of carrying on its
revolutionary struggle.
The war in France was a continuation of the policy of the revo1i1tionary class which had carried out the revolution, won the
l'cpublic, settled accounts with the French capitalists and .landowners
,vith unprecedented vigour, and was waging a revolutionary :war
iaainst a united'monarchist Europe in continuation of that policy.
- "vVhat we have at present is primarily two leagues, two groups
,1 f capitalist powers. We have before us all the world's greatest
{;apitalist powers-Britain, France, America, and Germany-w~o
for decades have doggedly pursued a policy of incessant economic
ri \'alry aimed at achieving world supremacy, subjugating the
-small nations, and making threefold and tenfold profits on ba":king capital, which has caught the whole world in th~ ~et of its
influence. That is what Britain's and Germany's pol1c1es really
;1mount to. I stress this fact. This fact can never be emphasised
,.;trongly enough, because if we forget this we shall never under-stand what this war is about, and we shall then be easy game
for any bourgeois publicist who tries to foist l~in~ phr.ases on u~ .
The real policies of the two groups of cap1tal1st g1ants-Br1tain and Germany, who, with their respective allies, have ta~en
the field against each other -policies which they were pursuing
for decades before the war, should be studied and grasped in t~eir
entirety. If we did not do this we should not only be neglect1_ng
ai1 essential requirement of scientific socialism and of all soc.1al
;;cience in general, but we should be unable to underst?nd anything
\vhatever about the present war. We should be putting ourselves
in the power of Milyukov, that deceiver, who is stirring up ch~u
''inism and hatred of one nation for another by methods wh~ch
;1re applied everywhere without exception, met~o.ds which
Clat1sewitz wrote about eighty years ago when he ridiculed. the
,-ery view some people are holding today, na~ely, that.the _nations
lived in peace and then they started fighting. As if this were
trt1el How can a war be accounted for without considering its
bearlng on the preceding policy of the given s~at.e, of t~e gi~en
system of states, the given classes? ~ repeat: this is a ba~ic point
\vhich is constantly overlooked. Failure to un~erstand it makes
nine-ten\,hs of all war discussions mere wrangling, so much verbiage. We say: if you have not studied the policies .of bo~h belligerent groups over a period of decades-so a.s to avoid accidental
factors and the quoting of random exa1!'1ples-.1f.you have not show,n
\Vhat bearing this war has on preceding pol1c1es, then you don t
11nderstand what this war is all about.
These policies show us, just one thing-:--continu~us .economic
rivalry between the worlds two g~ea.test giants, cap1~al1st econo1nies. On the one hand we have Br1ta1n, a country which owns thP
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greater part of the globe, a country which ranks first in wealth,
which has created this wealth, not so much by the labour of its.
workers as by the exploitation of innumerable colonies, by the
vast power of its banks which have developed at the head of all
the others into an insignificantly small group of some four or
five super-banks handling billions of rubles, and handling them
in such a way that it can be said without exaggeration that there
is not a patch of land in the world today on which this capital
has not laid its heavy hand, not a patch of land which British capital has not enmeshed by a thousand threads. This capital grew
to such dimensions by the turn of the century that its activities
extended far beyond the borders of individual states and formed
a group of giant banks possessed of fabulous wealth. Having
begotten this tiny group of banks, it has caught the whole world
in the net of its billions. This is the sum and substance of Britain's economic policy and of the economic policy of France, of
which even French writers, some of them contributors to l'Humanite, a paper now controlled by ex-socialists (in fact, no less
a man than Lysis, the well-known financial writer), stated several years before the war: ''France is a financial monarchy, France
is a financial oliga1·chy, France is the world's money-lender."
On the other hand, opposed to this, mainly Anglo-French group.
we have another group of capitalists, an even more rapacious,.
even more predatory one, a group who came to the capitalist
banqueting table when all the seats were occupied, but who introduced into the struggle new methods for developing capitalist
production, improved techniques, and superior organisation,
which turned the old capitalism, the capitalism of the free-competition age, into the capitalism of giant trusts, syndicates, and
cartels. This group introduced the beginnings of state-controlled
capitalist production, combining the colossal power of capitalism
with the colossal power of the state into a single mechanism and
bringing tens of millions of people within the single organisation
of state capitalism. Here is economic history, here is diplomatic
history, covering several decades, from which no one can get
away. It is the one and only guide-post to a proper solution of
the problem of war; it leads you to the conclusion that the
present war, too, is the outcome of the policies of the classes who.
have come to grips in it, of the two supreme giants, who, long-before the war, had caught the whole world, all countries, in the
net of financial exploitation and economically divided the globe
up among themselves. They were bound to clash, because a redivision of this supremacy, from the point of view of capitalism,
had become inevitable.
First published April 2.3, 1929
in Pravda No. 93
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but we cannot P.ossibly dispense with them. All, or at any rate alt ,
the mo~t essential passages in the works of Marx and Engels on '
the ~ubJect of the state must by all means be quoted as fully as ·.
possible ~o that the ~eader may form an independent opinion of ·•
the totality of th~ views of th~ founders of scientific socialism~ ·.
and of t~,e evolut1?n ~f those v1e\v~,. and so that their distortion ·. •
by the Kautsky1sm now preva1l1ng may be documentarily . •·
proved and clearly demonstrated.
~e.t us begin with the most popular of Engels's works, The-.·•.
Or~g_in of the .Family, Private Property, and the State, the sixth. .•
ed1t1on of which was published in ·Stuttgart as far back as 1894. '
~e shall have to ~ranslate the quotations from the German originals,. as the Russian translations, while very numerous are forthe mos~ part eit.her .inco.mplete or very unsatisfactory. '
Summing up his h1stor1cal analysis, Engels says:
''The. state is, t~erefore, by no means a power forced
on society. froi:n w~thout; just as little is it 'the reality
of the et~1cal_ ide ~ , 'the im~g~ and reality of reason', as
Hege~ ma1nta1ns. 3 6 Rather, it is a product of society at a
cer~a1n stage of development; it is the admission that this
s?c1et~ h~s become entangled in an insoluble contradict~on with .1tse~f, that it has split into irreconcilable antagonisms which it is powerless to dispel. But in order that
these antagonisms, these classes with conflicting economi~
int~rests might not consume themselves and society in
fru1t~ess struggl~, it became necessary to have a power.,
seem1ngl~ standing above society, that would alleviate
the conflict and keep it within the bounds of 'order'·
and th~s power, arisen out of society but placing itself
~hove it, and alienating itself more and more from it
is the state'' (pp. 177-78, sixth German edition).307 '

•

_This expresses with perfect clarity the basic idea of l\farxism
with regar.d to the historical role and the meaning of the state.
The state is a p~oduct and a manifestation of the irreconcilability
of class antagon1sn1s. The state arises where, when and insofar as
class ar1tag?nisms objectively cannot be reconciled. And, conversely, the existence of the state proves that the class antagor1isms
are irreconcilable.
It i_s on. this most i111portant arid fundarnental poi11t that
the. d1stort1on of l\1arxism, proceeding along two main li11es
begins.
•
On t~e ~ne ha~d, the bourgeois, and particularly the pettyh?urg~o1s, ideologists, c?mpelled under the weight of indisputableh1stor1cal facts to adn11t that the state only exists where thereare class antagonisrns and a class struggle, ''correct" l\farx in
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ucl1 a way as to make it appear that the state is an organ for the·
reconciliation of classes. According to Marx, the state could neither
liave arisen nor maintained itself had it been possible to reconcile classes. From what the petty-bourgeois and philistine professors and publicists say, with quite frequent and benevolent
references to Marx, it appears that the state does reconcile
classes. According to Marx, the state is an organ of class rule, an
organ for the oppression of one class by another; it is the creation
of ''order'', which legalises and perpetuates this oppression by
n1oderating the conflict between the classes. In the opinion of
the petty-bourgeois politicians, however, order means the reconciliation of classes, and not the oppression of one class by another~
to alleviate the conflict means reconciling classes and not
depriving the oppressed classes of definite means and methods of
struggle to overthrow the oppressors.
For instance, \vhen, in the revolution of 1917, the question
of the significar1ce and role of the state arose in all its magnitude
as a practical question demanding immediate action, and, more30
o\•er, action on a mass scale, all the Socialist-Revolutionaries ~
and Mensheviks descended at once to the petty-bourgeois theory
that the ''state'' ''reconciles'' classes. Innumerable resolutions and
articles by politicians of both these parties are thoroughly saturated with this petty-bourgeois and philistine ''reconciliation"
theory. That the state is an organ of the rule of a definite class
which cannot be reconciled with its antipode (the class opposite
to it) is something the petty-bourgeois democrats will never be able
to understand. Their attitude to the state is one of the most striking manifestations of the fact that our Socialist-Revolutionaries
and Mensheviks309 are not socialists at all (a point that we Bolsheviks have always maintained), but petty-bourgeois democrats
using near-socialist phraseology.
On the other hand, the '1Kautskyite'' distortion of Marxism is
far more subtle. ''Theoretically'', it is not denied that the state is
an organ of class rule, or that class antagonisms are irreconcilo.ble. But what is overlooked or glossed over is this: if the state
is the product of the irreconcilability of class antagonisms, if it
is a power. standing above society and ''alienating itself more and
more from it", it is obvious that the liberation of the oppressed
class is impossible not only without a violent revolution, but
also without the destruction of the apparatus of state power which
'vas created by the ruling class and which is the embodiment of
this ''alienation··. As we shall see later, l\iarx ver~· explicitly drew
this theoretically self-evident conclusion on the strength of a concrete historical analysis of the tasks of the revolution. And -as
've shall show in detail further on-it is this conclusion wl1icb
I<autsky has ''forgotten" and distorted.
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2. Special Bodies of Armed Men, Prisons, etc.
Engels continues:
''As distinct from the old gentile [tribal or clan] order
the state, first, divides its subjects according to territory ....•:
This division seems ''natural" to us, but· it cost a prolonged struggle against the old organisation according
to generations or tribes.
''The second distinguishing feature is the establishment
of a public pow.er which no longer directly coincides with
the population organising itself as an armed force. This
special, pub~ic power is necessary because a self-acting
a:med .organ1sat1on. of. the popl1lation has become imposs1~le s.1nce the split .into c~asses .... This public power
exists in every state; it consists not merely of armed men
but also of material adjuncts, prisons, and institutions
of coercion of all kinds, of which gentile [clan] society
knew nothing .... "310
Engels elucidates the concept of the ''power'' which is called
the state, a power which arose from society but places itself above
it and alienates itself more and more from it. What does this
power mainly consist of? It consists of special bodies of armed men
having prisons, etc., at their command.
We are justified in speaking of special bodies of armed men, because the public power which is an attribute of every state ''does
not directly coincide'' with the armed population with its ''selfacting armed orgar1isation''.
'
Like all great revolutionary thinkers, Engels tries to draw
th~ ~t~e~tion of the class-consciol1s workers to what prevailing
ph1l1st1n1sm regards as least worthy of attention as the most
habitual thing, hallowed by prejudices that are ~ot only deeprooted bu~, o~e might say, petrified. A standing arrny and police
are the chief instruments of state power. But how can it be otherwise?
From the _viewpoint of the vast majority of Europeans of the
·end of the nineteenth century whom Engels was addressing, and
wh? ha~ not gone through or closely observed a single great revolution, it could not have been otherwise. They could not unders~an.~ at all what a ''self-acti~g armed organisation of the population. was. When asked why it became necessary to have special
bodies of armed men placed above society and alienating thernsel ve~ frorn it (police and a standing army), the West-European and
Russian philistines are inclined to utter a few phrases borrowed
from s.pen~er or l\1ikhailovsky, to refer to the growing complexity
of social life, the differentiation of functions, and so on.
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Such a reference seems ''scientific'', and effectively lulls the
(1rdinary person to sleep by obsc11ring the in1po1·tant and ~as~c
(,1 ct, namely, the split of society i11to i1·reconcilably antagon1st1c
classes.
\Vere it not for this split, the ''self-acting armed organisation
•.if the population'' would differ from the prin1itive organisation
1if a stick-wielding herd of monkeys, or of primitive inen, or of
;nen united in clans, by its complexity, its high technical level,
;tiid so on. But such an organisation would still be possible.
It is impossible because civilised society is split into antago11istic, ·and, moreover, irreconsilably antagonistic, classes, wl1ose
·'self-acting'' arming would lead to an armed struggle between
them. A state arises, a special power is created, specit=il bodies of
;trn1ed men, and every revoll1tion, by destroying the state apparatllS shows us the unconcealed class str·uggle, clearly shows us
l1ow the ruling class strives to restore the special bodies of armed
r11 cn which serve it, and how the oppressed class strives to cr~ate
~1 i1ew organisation of this kind, capable of serving the exploited
i 11stead of the exploiters.
I11 the above argument, Engels raises theoretically the very
.~a 1ne question which every great revolution raises before u~ in
[JI'actice, palpably and, what is more,. on a scale ,?f m~ss,, act1~n,
r1a1nely, the question of the relationship between special bodies
of armed men and the ''self-acting armed organisation of the pop11lation". We shall see how this question is specifically illus~rat
t~d by the experience of the European and Russian revolutions.
B~t to return to Engels's exposition.
He points out that sometimes -in certain parts of N ?rth ~me
rica, for example -this public power is weak (he has in mind a
rare exception in capitalist society, and those parts of. North
A1nerica in its pre-imperialist· days where the free colonist preliominated), but that, generally speaking, it grows stronger:
''It [the public power] grows stronger, however, in
proportion as class antagonisms within the state become
more acute, and as adjacent states become larger and more
populous. We have only to look at our p1·esent-day Europe,
where class struggle and rivalry in conquest have tuned
up the public power to such a pitch that it threatens to
swallow the whole of society and even the state. " 311
1'his was written not later tl1an the early nineties of tl1e last
century, Engels's last preface being dated June 16, ~891_. 'fhe
Lt1rn towards imperialism -meaning the complete do1n1r1at1011 of
Ll1e trusts the omniprJtence of the big banks, a gra11d-scale colo11ial polic'y, ancl so forth-was only. just be~inrt}ng in Fra?ce,
<<nd was even weal(er in North America and in German}'. Since
'._l 4-1087
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then ''rivalry in conquest'' has taken a gigantic stride, all the .•.
more becal1se by the beginning of tl1e secoi1d decade of the twen- ,
. tieth century the world had beei1 completely divided up among\
these ''rivals in conquest'', i.e., among the predatory Great Pow-:
ers. Since then, military and naval armaments have gro~n f~n- j
tastically and the predatory war of 1914-17 for the domination ·,
of the world by Britain or Germany, for the division of the spoils,.;
}1 as brought the ''swallowing" of all the forces of society by the ',
rapacious state power close to com p~ete ca;.a.stroph~.
,, ;
Engels could, as early as 1~91., po:nt. to rivalry in conque.st 1
as one of the most important dist1nguish1ng featt1res of the foreign.··,
policy of the Great Powers, wh.ile ~he social-chau~inist. scoun.drels .
have ever since 1914, when this rivalry, ma11y times intensified, "
gave rise to a11 irnperialist ;"!"ar~ been .~overing :1~ the. defence of j
the predatory interests of their o~n bourgeoisie with ~hrases '
about ''defence of the fatherland", defence of the republic· and :
the revolution'', etc.!
'
3. The State-An Instrument for the
Exploitation of the Oppressed Class
The rnaintenance of the special public power standing above
society requires taxes and state loans.
''Having public power and the right to levy taxes,'' ···
Engels writes, ''the officials . now stand, as organs of society above society. The free, voluntary respect that was
accorded to the organs of the gentile [clan] constitution
does not satisfy thern, even if they could gain it .... "
Special laws are enacted proclaiming the sanctity and
immunity of the officials. ''The shabbiest police servant''
has more ''authority'' than the representatives of the
clan but even the head of the military power of a
civilised state may well envy the elder of a clan the ''unstrained respect'' of society. 312
The question of the privileged positi.011 of. the_ of~cials a~ orgar1s
of state power is raised here. The main point indicated is: what
is it that places them above s?ciety? ~e shall see h?w this theor~
tical question was answered in practice by the Paris Commune in
1871 and how it was obscured from a reactionary standpoint by
Kautslzy in 1912.
''Because the state arose from the need to hold class
antaaoi1isms in check, bt1t because it arose, at the same .•
time"' in the midst of the conflict of these classes, it is, .:
as a' rule, the state of the most po\verful, economically··;
dorni11ant class, which, through the medium of the state,
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becomes also the politically dorninar1t class, and thus
acquires new means of holding down and exploiting
the oppressed class .... '' The ancient and feudal states
were organs for the exploitation of the slaves and serfs;
likewise, ''the modern representative state is an instrun1ent of exploitatior1 of wage-labour by capital. By way
of exceptior1, however, periods occt1r in which the warring
classes balance each other so nearly tl1at the state poweras ostensible mediator· acquires, for the moment, a certain
degree of independence of both .... " 313 Such were the absolute monarchies of the seventee11th and eighteenth centuries, the Bonapartism of the First ai1d Second Em1Jires
in France, and the Bismarck r·egime in Germany.
Such, we rnay add, is the Kerensky governme11t in republican
Russia since it bega11 to persecute the revol11tionary proletariat,
at a moment when, owing to the leadership of the petty-bourgeois
democrats, the Soviets have already become impotent, while
the bourgeoisie are not yet strong enough simply to disperse them.
In a democratic republic, Engels contint1es, ''wealth
exercises its power indirectly, but all tl1e more surely'',
first, by means of the ''direct corruption of officials''
(America); secondly, by means of an ''alliance of the
government and the Stock Exchange" (France and
America). 314
At present, imperialism and the dornination of the banks have
"developed'' into an exceptional art both these methods of upholding and giving effect to the omnipote11ce of wealth in democratic
republics of all descriptio11s. Since, for instance, in the very first
1nonths of the Russian democratic republic, one might say during
tl1e honeymoon of the ''socialist'' S.R.s. and lVIensheviks joined in
\Vedlock to the bourgeoisie, in the coalition governrnent, Mr.
Pi1lchinsky obstructed every measure intended for curbing the
capitalists and their marauding practices, their plt1ndering of
tl1e state by means of war contracts; and since later 011 lVIr. Palcl1insky, upo11 resigning from the Cabinet (and being, of course,
replaced by another qt1ite similar Palchinslzy), was ''rewarded"
lry tl1e capitalists with a lucrative job with a salary of 120,000 rubles
11er annum-what would you call that? Direct or indirect bribery? An alliance of the government and the syndicates, or ''merely" friendly relations? What role do the Chernovs, Tseretelis,
1\ vksentyevs and Skobelevs play? Are they the ''direct" or 011ly
i 11 direct allies of the millionaire treasury-looters?
The reason wh}' the om11ipotence of ''wealth" is rnore certain in
11 democratic republic is that it does i1ot clepend 011 inclividual
34*
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shortcomings of the state machine, on the faulty political shell ;
of capitalism. A democratic republic is the best possible political;,
shell for capitalism, and, therefore, once capital has gained posses- .
sion of this very best shell (through the Palchinskys, Chernovs , .'
Tseretelis and Co.), it establishes its power so securely, so firmly, I
that no change of persons, institutions or parties in the bourgeois- '.:
democratic republic can shake it.
.i
.. '
\Ve must also note that Engels is most explicit in calling llniver- .;,
sal s11ffrage a11 instrument of bourgeois rule. Universal suffrage, \
he says, obviously taking account of the long experience of '
German Social-Democracy, is
,

''the gauge of the maturity of the working class. It '
cannot and never will be anything more in the present-day i
state''. 315
:
'fhe petty-bourgeois democrats, such as our Socialist-Revolu- ·;
tionaries and lVIensheviks, and also their t\vin brothers, all the ..
social-chat1vinists and opportu11ists of Western Europe, expect
just this ''mor·e'' from universal suffrage. They themselves share,
and instil into the minds of the people, the false notion that universal suffrage ''in the present-day state'' is really capable of revealirig the will of the majority of the working people and of securing '
its realisation.
Here we car1 only indicate this false notion, only point out that ;
Engels 's perfectly clear, precise and conc1·ete statement is distort- ;
ed at every step in the propaganda and agitation of the ''official"
(i.e., opport11nist) socialist parties. A detailed exposure of the·
utter falsity of this notion which Engels brushes aside here is
given in our f11rther account of the views of Marx and Engels on
the ''present-day" state.
Engels gi\'es a general s11m1nary of his views in the n1ost popular
of his works in tho following words:
''The state, then, l1as not existed from all eternity.
There have been societies that did without it, that had
no idea of the state and state power. At a certain stage
of economic de\'elopment, which was necessa1·ily bound
i11i with the split of society into classes, the state became
a necessity owing to this split. We are no\v rapidly approachi11g a stage in the development of pr·oduction at wl1ich. ·
the existence of tl1ese classes not only will have ceased ·
to be a necessity, but will become a positive hindrance r
to prod11ction. They will fall as inevitably as tl1ey arose ,;
at an earlier stage. Along with them the state will ·
ine\· iti1bly fall. Society, which will reorganise production ,
on tl1e b<c1sis of a free and eq11al association of tl1e produc- '.
ers, ,,·ill [l11t the whole machinery of state where it will .
';

''"

then belong: into a museum of antiquities, by the side
316
of the spinning-wheel and the bronze axe."
\"Te do not often come across this passage in tl1e r;ropaga11da
<1 nd agitation literature of the present-day Soci<1l-Domocrats.
Even when we do come across it, it is mostly qL1oted in the
same manner as one bows before an icon, i.e., it is done to show
official respect for Engels, and no attempt is made to ga11ge the
breadth and clepth of the revolution that this relegating of ''the
\vhole machinery of state to a museum of antiquities" implies.
In most cases we do not even find an understandi11g of \Vh:.1t
Engels calls the state machine.
4. The ''Withering Away'' of tl1e State, and Violent Revolution
Engels's words regarding tl1e ''withering away'' of the state are
so widely known, they are so often quoted, and so clearly reveal
the essence of the customary adaptation of l\iarxism to opportunism that we must deal with them in cletail. We shall quote
the whole argument from which they are taken.
''The proletariat seizes ·state power and turns the means
of production into state property to begin with. But thereby
it abolishes itself as the proletariat, abolishes all class
distinctions and class antagonisms, and abolishes also
the state as state. Society thus far, operating amid class
antagonisms, needed the state, that is, an organisation
of the particular exploiting class, for the maintenance
of its external conditions of production, and, therefore,
especially, for the purpose of forcibly keeping the exploited class in the conditions of oppression determined by
the given mode pf production (slavery, serfdo1n or
bondage, wage-labour). The state was the official representative of society as a whole, its concentration ir1
a visible corporation. But it was this only insofar as it
was the state of that class which itself represented, for
its own time, society as a whole: in ancie11t times, the
state of slave-owning citizens; in the l\!Iiddle Ages, of the
feudal nobility; in our own time, of the bortrgeoisie.
vVhen at last it becomes the real representative of tl1e
whole of society, it renders itself unnecessary. P~s soo11
as there is no longer any social class to be helcl in st1bjectior1,
as soon as class rule, and the indiviclu;1l struggle for
existence based upon the present anarchy i11 productio11,
\Vith tl1e collisions and excesses a1·isir1g from this
st1·uggle, are removed, nothing more ren1ai11s to be held
in subjection-nothing necessitati11g a special coercive
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force, a state. The first act by which the state really
comes forward as the representative of the whole of
society-the taking possession of the means of production
in the name of society-is also its last independent act
as a state. State interference in social relations becomes
in one domain after a11other, superfluous, and then dies'
down of itself. The government of persons is replaced
by the administration of things, and by the conduct
of processes of production. The state is not 'abolished'.
It withers away. This gives the measure of the value of
the phrase 'a free people's state', both as to its justifiable
use for a time fron1 an agitational point of view, and as
to its ultimate scientific insufficiency; and also of the
so-called anarchists' demand that the state be abolished
overnight." (Herr Eugen Diihring's Revolution in Science
[Anti-Diihring], pp. 301-03, third German edition.)317

•

It is safe to say that of this argument of Engels's, which is so
remarkabl~ r~ch in ideas, only one point has become an integral
part of soc1al1st thought among modern socialist parties, namely,
that accordi11g to Marx the state ''withers away'' -as distinct
from the anarchist doctrine of the ''abolition" of the state. To
prune Marxism to st1ch an extent means reducing it to opportunism,
for this ''interpretation" only leaves a vag11e notion of a slow,
even, gradual change, of absence of leaps and storms, of absence
of revol11tion. The current, widespread, popular, if one may
say so, conception of the ''withering away" of the state undoubtedly means obscuring, if not rep11diatir1g, revolution.
Such an ''interpretation'', however, is the crudest distortion
of Marxism, advantageous only to the bo11rgcoisie. In point of
theory, it is based on disregard for the most important circumstances and considerations indicated in, say, Engel5's ''summary''
argument we have j11st q11oted in f11ll.
In the first place, at the very outset of his argument, Engels
~c1ys that, in seizing state power, the proletariat thereby ''abolishes. the state as state''. It is not done to ponder over the meaning
of this. Generally, it is either ignored altogether, or is considered
to be something in the nature of ''I-Iegelian \veakness'' on Engels's
part. As ~ matter of fact, however, tl1ese words briefly express
the experience of one of the g.reatest proletarian revol11tions
the ~a~is ~~0111m1111e of 1871, of which \Ve shall speak in greate;
detail r11 its iiroper 1ilace. As a m.atter of fact, E11gels speaks
here of ~he proletarian revolution ''abolishing'' the bourgeois
state, while the words about the state withering away refer
to the remna11ts of the proletarian state after the socialist !'evolution. Accordir1g to Engels, the bourgeois state does 11ot ''wither
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<l'vay'', but is ''abolished'' by the proletariat i11 the course of the
revolution. What withers away after this revolution is the
.
1i1'oletarian state or semi-state.
Secondly, the state is a ''special coercive force''. Enge~s gives
this splendid and extremely profound definitio!,1 he~e with ~he
special coer~i_ve
11 tn1ost lucidity. And from it follows that the
force" for the suppression of the proletariat by the bourgeoisie,
,1f millions of working people by handfuls of the rich, must be
replaced by a ''special coerci_ve force" f?r the s~ppression of the
bourgeoisie by the proletaria~ (the dicta,~orsh~p. of the proletariat). This is precisely what is meant by ~bolition o~ the state
,1 s state". This is precisely the ''act" of taking possession of the
1neans of production in the name of society. And it is self-evident
that such a replacement of one (bourgeois) ''sp~cial force'' by
<lr1other (proletarian) ''special force" cannot possibly take place
in the form of ''withering away''.
Thirdly, in speaking of the state ,:'wi_thering away''., a~?
the even more graphic and colourful_ dying down o~ itself ,
Engels refers quite clearly and definitely to the pe~iod_ after
''the state has taken possession of the means of prod?c~ion in the
11 ame of the whole of society'', that is, after the socialist revolutioi1. We all know that the political form of the ''state'' at that
time is the most complete democracy. But it n~ver enters. the
head of any of the opportunists, wh? shamelessly distort Ma,~xi~m,
that Engels is consequently speaking here of dem.ocracy dying
flown of itself'', or ''withering away". ~his seems very strange
, 1t first sight. But it is ''incomprehensibl~" only to tho5e who
l1ave not thought about democracy also being ~ state and, conseq11ently, also disappearing when the state disappear~. Revolution alone can ''abolish'' the bourgeois state. The state in general,
i.e., the most complete democracy, can only ''.~ither aw~y''.
Fourthly, after formulating his famous propos1t1~n that the
state withers away'', Engels at once explains specifica~ly that
tliis proposition is directed against· both t~e opportunists and
the ariarchists. In doing this, Engels puts rn the forefront. that
coricl1ision, ll.rawn from the proposition that ''th~ state withers
a\vay'' which is directed against the opportunists.
One' can wager that out of every 10,000 persons 'vho have read
()r heard about tl1e ''withering away'' of the state, 9,99? are corr~
pletely unaware, or do not ~e.member, t~at E11gels di~ecteti hrs
coricliisions from that propos1t1on no~ against the anarchists alo.ne .
Arld of the remaining ten, probably r11ne do not k~ow the meaning
of a ''free people's state'' or why an_ at.tack 011 ~hrs slo~an ~ea11s
,1 n attack on the 01lportunists. This is ho:" 111~to~y rs 'vr1t~en.
Tl1is is how a great revoluti?nary ~~<1c~1_ng rs impercepti~ly
falsified ancl adapted to 1irevail1ng i1h1l1stin1s1n. The conclusion
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force, a state. The first act by which the state really
comes forward as the representative of the whole of
society-the taking possession of the means of production
in the name of society-is also its last independent act
as a state. State interference in social relations becomes,
in one domain after another, superfluous, and then dies
dow11 of itself. The government of persons is replaced
by the administration of things, and by the conduct
of processes of production. The state is not 'abolished'.
It withers away. This gives the measure of the value of
the phrase 'a free people's state', both as to its justifiable
use for a time fron1 an agitational point of view, and as
to its ultimate scientific insufficiency; and also of the
so-called anarchists' demand that the state be abolished
overnight." (Herr Eugen Diihring's Revolution in Science
[Anti-Diihring], pp. 301-03, third German edition.)317
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It is safe to say that of this argument of Engels's, which is so
remarkably rich in ideas, only one point has become an integral
part of socialist thought among modern socialist parties, namely,
that accordi11g to Marx the state ''withers away" -as distinct
from the anarchist doctrine of the ''abolition" of the state. To
prune Marxism to st1ch an extent means reducing it to opportunism,
for this ''interpretation" only leaves a vague notion of a slow,
even, gradual change, of absence of leaps and storms, of absence
of revolution. The current, widespread, popular, if one may
say so, conception of the ''withering away" of the state undoubtedly means obscuring, if not repudiatir1g, revolution.
Such an ''interpretation'', however, is the crudest distortion
of Marxism, advantageous only to the bot1rgeoisie. In point of
theory, it is based on disregard for the most important circumstances and considerations indicated in, say, Engel8's ''s11mmary''
argument we have j11st quoted in ft1ll.
In the first f)lace, at the very outset of his argument, E11gels
says that, in seizing state power, the proletariat thereby ''abolishes the state as state". It is not done to ponder over the meaning
of this. Generally, it is either ig11ored altogether, or is considered
to be sometl1ing in the nature of ''Hegelian \Veakness'' on Engels's
part. As a matter of fact, however, these words briefly express
the experier1ce of one of the greatest proletarian revol11tions
the ~a~is s:o111mu11e of 1871, of which \Ve shall speal\: in greate;
detail lTl its 1)roper rilace. As a inatter of fact, E11gels speaks
here of ~he proletarian revolution ''abolishing'' the bourgeois
state, \Vh1le tl1e words about tl1e state withering away refer
to the remna11ts of the proletarian state after the socialist i·e:volution. According to Engels, the bot1rgeois state does not ''wither
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ct\Vay'', but is ''abolished" by the proletariat in the co?rse of the
revolution. What withers away after this revolution is the
.
1i1·oletarian state or semi-state.
Secondly, the state is a ''special coercive !o.rce". Engel.s gives
tliis splendid and extremelJ'." profound defin1tio;.i he~e with ~he
11 tmost 111cidity. And from it follows tha.t the special coer?i_ve
force'' for the suppression of the proletariat by the. bourgeoisie,
!)f millions of working people by handfuls of the rich, must be
r·eplaced by a ''special coerci_ve force'' f?r the s~ppression of the
bourgeoisie by the proletar1a~ (the dicta,~orsh~p. of the proletariat). This is precisely what is meant by abolition of the state
as state". This is precisely the ''act" o~ taking P?s~ession
the
rneans of production in the name of society. And it is self-evident
that such a replacement of one (bourgeois) ''sp~cial force" by
<lilother (proletarian) ''special force'' cannot possibly take place
in the form of ''withering away''.
Thirdly, in speaking of the state ,;'wi.thering away·:, a~?
the even more graphic and colourful. dying down o~ itself ,
Engels refers quite clearly and definitely to the pe~iod. after
''the state has taken possession of th~ means of prod?ct.ion in the
11 ame of the whole of society'', that is, after the socialist revolutio11. We all know that the political form of the ''state" at that
time is the most complete democracy. But it n~ver enters. the
head of any of the opportunists, wh? shamelessly distort Ma,~xi~m,
that Engels is consequently speaking here of dem.ocracy dying
flown of itself", or ''withering away''. ~his seems very strange
at first sight. But it is ''incomprehensibl~'' only to tho8e who
have not thought about den1ocracy also being ~ state and, conseq11ently, also disappearing when the state disappear~. Revolution alone can ''abolish'' the bourgeois state. The state in general,
i.e., the most complete democracy, can only ''."'.ither aw~y'' ·
Fot1rthly after formulating his famous propos1t1on that the
state with~rs away", Engels at once explains specif1ca!ly that
this proposition is directed against· both t~e opportunists and
the anarchists. In doing this, Engels puts in the forefront. that
coriclusion drawn from the proposition that ''the state withers
a\vay", which. is directed against the opportunists.
One can wager that out of every 10,000 persons \vho have read
or heard about tl1e ''withering away'' of the state, 9,99? are corr~letely unaware or do not remember, that Engels directed his
~oricI 11 sions from' that proposition not against the anarchists alo.ne.
i\rid of the remai11ing ten, probably nine do not kn.ow the meaning
of a ''free people's state" or \Vhy an. at.tacl\: 011 ~his slo~an ~ea11s
ari attack on the 01Jportunists. This is ho:V 111~to~y is wr1t~en.
Tliis is how a great revolutionary teaching is 11npercept1~ly
fa Lsified and adapted to prevailing Ilhilistinis111. The conclusion
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directed against tl1e anarchists has been repeated thousands of ·
times; it has been vulgarised, and rammed into people' heads '
in the shallowest form, a11d has acquired the strength of a pre- '
judice, whereas the conclusion directed against the opportunists
has been obscured and ''forgotten''.
The ''free people's state'' \Vas a programme demand and a catchword current among the German Social-Democrats in the seventies.
This catchword is devoid of all political content except tl1at
it describes the concept of democracy in a pompous philistine
fashion. Insofar as it hinted in a legally permissible manner
at a democratic republic, Engels was prepared to ''justify'' its
use ''for a time" from an agitational point of view. But it was
an opportunist catchword, for it amounted to something more
than prettifying bourgeois democracy, and was also failure to
understa11d the socialist criticism of the state in general. We are
in favour -0f a democratic republic as the best form of state for
the proletariat under capitalism. But we have no right to forget
that wage-slavery is the lot of the people even in the most de1nocratic bourgeois republic. Furthermore, every state is a ''special
force'' for the suppression of the oppressed class. Consequently,
every state is not ''free'' and not a ''people's state''. Marx and
Engels explained this repeatedly to their party comrades i11 the
seventies. 3ls
Fifthly, the same work of Engels's whose argument about
the withering away of the state everyone remembers, also contains
an argument of the significance of violent revolution. Engels's
historical analysis of its role becomes a veritable panegyric
on violent revolution. This ''no one remembers''. It is not done
in modern socialist parties to talk or even think about the significance of this idea, and it plays no part whatever in their daily
propaganda and agitation among the people. And yet it is inseparably bound up with the ''withering away'' of the state into one
harn1onious whole.
Here is Engels's argument:
'' ... 1'hat force, however, plays yet :1nother role (other
tha11 that of a diabolical power) i11 history, a revolutionary role; that, in the wo1·ds of Nlarx, it is the mid\vife
of eve1·y old society which is pregnant with a new one,3 111
that it is the instrument with \vhich social movement
forces its way through and shatters the dead, fossilised
political •forms-of this there is not a word in Her1·
Di.ihring. It is only with sighs and groans that he admits
the possibility that force will perhaps be necessary for the
overthrow of an economjr based on exploitation-unfortunately, because all use of force demoralises, he says, the per-
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son who uses it. And this in spite of the immense moral and
spiritual impetus which has been given by every victorious
revolution. And this in Germany, where a violent collision -which· may, after all, be forced on the people would at least have the advantage ofwiping out the servility which has penetrated the nation's mentality following
the humiliation of the Thirty Years' War. 320 And this
parson's mode of thought-dull, insipid and impotentpresumes to impose itself on the most revolutionary party
that history has known'' (p. 193, third German edition,
Part II, end of Chap. IV).3 21
How can this panegyric on violent revolution, which Engels ·
insistently brought to the attention of the German Social-Democrats between 1878 and 1894, i.e., right up to the time of his
lleath, be combined with the theory of the ''withering away''
of the state to form a single theory?
Usually the two are combined by means of eclecticism, by an
11nprincipled or sophistic selection made arbitrarily (or to please
tl1e powers that be') of first one, then another argument, and
in ninety-nine cases out of a hundred, if not more, it is the idea
of the ''withering away'' that is placed in the forefront. Dialectics
are replaced by eclecticism-this is the most usual, the most
widespread practice to be met with in present-day official SocialDemocratic literature in relation to Marxism. This sort of substitution is, of course, nothing new; it was observed even in the
history of classical Greek philosophy. In falsifying Marxism
in opportunist fashion, the substitt1tion of eclecticism for dialectics
is the easiest way of deceiving the people. It gives an illusory
sati~faction; it seems to take into account all sides of the p1·ocess,
;111 trends of development; all the conflicting influences, and
so forth, whereas in reality it provides no integral and revol11tionary conception of the process of social development at all.
We have already said above, and shall show more fully later,
that the theory of Marx and Engels of the inevitability of
a violent revolution refers to the bourgeois state. The latter
cannot be superseded by the proletarian .~t~te (~he dicta~.orship
of the proletariat) through the process of withering away , but,
~is a general rule, only through a violent revolution. The panegyric
Engels sang in its honour, and which fully corresponds to Marx's
repeated statements (see the concluding_ passage~ of Th~ Poverty
of Philosophy and the Communist Manifesto, with their proud
<1r1d open proclamation of the inevitability of a violent revolution;
see what Marx wrote nearly thirty years later, in criticising the
Gotha Program1ne of 1875, when he mercilessly castigated the
011portunist character of that programme)-this panegyric is lJy
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no means a mere ''impulse'', a mere declamation or a polemical
sally. The necessity of ~ystematically imbuing the masses with
this and precisely this view of violent revolution lies at the root
of the entire theory of Marx and Engels. The betrayal of their
theory by the now prevailing social-chauvinist and Kautskyite
trends expresses itself strikingly in both these trends ignoring
such propaganda and agitation.
The supersession of tl1e bourgeois state by the proletarian state
is impossible without a violent revolution. The abolition of the
proletarian state, i.e., of the state in general, is impossible except
through the process of ''withering away''.
A detailed and concrete elaboration of these views was given
by l\1arx and Engels when they studied each particular revolutionary situation, when they analysed the lessons of the experience
·Of each particular revolution. We shall now pass to this, undoubtedly the most important, part of their theory.

veiled civil war, raging within existing society up to the
point where that war breaks out into open revolution,
and where the violent overthrow of the bourgeoisie lays
the foundation for the sway of the proletariat ....
'' ... We have seen above that the first step in the revolution by the working class is to raise the proletariat to the
position of ruling class, to wir1 the battle of democracy.
''The proletariat will use its political supremacy to
wrest, by degrees, all capital from the bourgeoisie, to
centralise all instruments of production in the hands of
the state, i.e., of the proletariat organised as the ruling
class; and to increase the total of productive forces as
rapidly as possible'' (pp. 31 and 37, seventh German
edition, 1906). 323
Here we have a formulation of one of the most remarkable
;111d most important ideas of Marxism on the subject of the state,
namely, the idea of the ''dictatorship of the proletariat'' (as Marx
a11d Engels began to call it after the Paris Commune); and also,
<\ l1ighly interesting definition of the state, which is also one of the
·'forgotten words'' of Marxism: ''the state, i.e., the proletariat orga1iised as the ruling class''.
This definition of the state has never been explained in the
(Jrevailing propaganda and agitation literature of the official
Social-Democratic parties. More than that, it has been deliber<1tely ignored, for it is absolutely irreconcilable with reformism,
;1r1d is a slap in the face for the common opportunist prejudices
and philistine illusions abo11t the ''peaceful development of
lie rnocracy''.
1,he proletariat needs the state -this is repeated by all the
(>[l]Jort11nist, social-chauvinists and Kautskyites, who assure us
! l1;1t this is what Marx taught. But they ''forget" to add that,
i11 the first place, according to Marx, the proletariat needs only
<1 state which is withering away, i.e., a state so constituted that
il begins to wither away imn1ediately, and cannot but wither
n\vay. And, secondly, the working people need a ''state, i.e., the
11roletariat ·organised as the ruling class".
'fl1e state is a special organisation of force: it is an organisation
(Jf \'iolence for the suppression of son1e class. What class must
i l1e i1roletariat s11ppress? Naturally, only the exploiting class,
i.e., tl1e bourgeoisie. 'fhe working people need the state only to
Stlf>JJress the resistance of the exiiloiters, and 011ly the JJroletariat
c;111 direct this supp1·essio11, ca11 carry it out. For tl1e proletariat
ts tl1e 011ly class that is co11sistently revolutio11ary, the only
cl;1ss that car1 unite all the \VOrl(i11g and exploited people in the
str11ggle against tl1e bourgeoisie, i11 completely removing it.
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Chapter II
THE STATE AND REVOLUTION. THE EXPERIENCE OF 1848-51

1. The Eve of the Revolution
The first works of mature Marxism-The Poverty of Philosophy
and the Communist Manifesto-appeared just on the eve of the
revolution of 1848. For this reason, in addition to presenting
the general principles of Marxism, they reflect to a certain degree
the concrete revolutionary situation oft.he time. It will, therefore,
be more expedient, perhaps, to examine what the authors of these
works said about the state immediately before they drew conclusions from the experience of the years 1848-51.
In The Poverty of Philosophy, Marx wrote:
''The working class, in the course of developme11t,
will substitute for the old bourgeois society an association which will preclude classes and their antagonism,
and there will be no more political power proper, since
political power is precisely the official expression of class
antagor1ism in bourgeois society'' (p. 182, German edition,
1885). 322
It is ir1structive to compare this general exposition of the idea
of the state disppearir1g after the abolition of classes with the
exposition contained in the Co1nmunist Manifesto, written by
J\!I<1rx and Engels a few months later-in November 1847, to be
€Xact:
,, . . . I n depicting the most general phases of the development of the proletariat, we traced the more or less
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1,he exploiting classes need political rt1le to maintain exploita- ·
ti on, i.e., in the selfish interests of an insignificant ininority •·
against the vast majority of the people. The exploited classes'
need political rule in order to completely abolish all exploitation, :
i.e., in the interests of the vast majority of the people, and against .
the insignificant minority consisting of the modern slave-owners - t
the landowners and capitalists.
,
The petty-bourgeois democrats, those sham socialists who ,
replaced the class struggle by dreams of class harmony, even ;
pictured the socialist transformation in a dreamy fashion-not ·•
as the overthrow of the rule of the exploiting class, but as the ·
peaceful submission of the minority to the majority \Vhich has :
become aware of its aims. This petty-bourgeois utopia, which ,
is inseparable from the idea of the state being above classes, led '
in practice to the betrayal of the interests of the working classes, 1
as was shown, for example, by the history of the French revolutions ;
of 1848 and 1871, and by tl1e experience of ''socialist'' participa- ;
tion in bourgeois Cabinets in Britain, France, Italy and other '
countries at the turn of the century.
;'
All his life Marx fought against this petty-bourgeois socialism, ;
now revived in Russia by the Socialist-Revolutionary and '
Menshevik parties. 324 He developed his theory of the class struggle r
consistently, down to the theory of political power, of the state. ·•·
The overthrow of bourgeois rule can be accomplished only •'
by the proletariat, the particular class whose economic conditions ;{
of existence prepare it for this task and provide it with the possi- .:
bility and the power to perform it': While the bourgeoisie break ·
up and disintegrate the peasantry and all the petty-bourgeois .
groups, they weld together, unite and organise the proletariat. ·'
Only the proletariat -by virtue of the economic role it plays
in large-scale production -is capable of being the leader of all·.
the working and exploited people, whom the bourgeoisie exploit,.·
oppress and crush, often not less hut more than they do the ,
proletarians, but who are incapable of waging an independent ,
struggle for their emancipation.
;
The theory of the class struggle, applied by l\farx to the q11estion .:
of the state and the socialist revolution, leads as a matter of '.
course to the recognition of the political rule of the proletar·iat, . ·.
of its dictatorship, i.e., of undivided power directly backed by the\
armed force of the IJeople. The overthrow of the bo11rgeoisie can .
be achieved only by the proleta1·iat becoming the ruli1ig class, . . .
capable of crushing the inevitable and desperate resistance of the ,,
bourgeoisie, and of organising all the wor~ing and exploited <,
people for the new economic system.
'
Tl1e proletai·iat needs state po\ver, a centralised organisation
of force, an organisation of violence, both to crush the resistance
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of the exploiters and to lead the enormous mass. of the P?pulation -the peasants, the petty bourgeoisie, and semi-proletarians in the work of organising a socialist economy.
By educating the workers' party, Ma~xism educates the va_uguard
f>f the proletariat, capable of ?ssu~ing power ai:d. leading the
ivhole people to socialism, of dire~ting and org;1n1s1ng the new
system, of being the teacher, the gu~~e, the l~ader .of al.I the .working and exploited people. in organ1s1ng t~e~r social life without
the bourgeoisie and against the bourgeo1s1e. By contrast, th~
•>pportunism now prevailin~ trains the members. of the workers
party to be the representatives of the better-paid workers, _who
lose touch \vith the masses, ''get along'' fairly well under cap1talisni and sell their birthright for a mess of pottage, i.e., renounce
thei'r role as revolutionary leaders of the people against the bour•
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.,, Marx's theory of ''the state, i.e., the prol.etariat organised ~s
ilie ruling class", is inseparably bound up \vi th th~ w~ole .of his
(foctrine of the revolutionary role of the p~oleta:iat in h.1story.
·1,he culmination of this role is the proletarian d1ctatorsh1p, the
political rule of the prol~tariat.
.
But since the. proletariat needs the state a~ .a special fo.rm
r>f organisation of violence against the bourgeo1s1e, the follow_1ng
{'.Oncl11sion suggests itself: is it conceivable that such .an organ1sa1ion can be created without first abolishing, destroying the sta~e
111 achine created by the bourgeoisie for themselves? Th.e G_ommuni~t
:V.l anifesto leads straight to this conclusion, and it is of. this
ronclusion that Marx speaks when summing up the experience
()f the revolution of 1848-51.

2. The Revolution Summed Up

wiarx stims up his conclusions from the revolutio11 of 1848-51,
<>n" the subject of the state w~ are concerned ~ith, in t.he follo\vin~
;irgiiment coiitained in The Eighteenth Brumaire of Louis Bonaparte.
''But the revolutio11 is thoroughgoing. It is still journeying through purgatory. It does its worl(. methoclicall~.
By Deceniber 2 1851 [the day of Louis Bonaparte s
co 11 p d'etat], it had completed one half of,~ts ~reparatory
worl(. It is no\v completing the other half. F i1·st it perfected
the parliamentary power, in order to be able to overthrow
it. Now that it has attained this, it is perfecting the
executive power, reducing it to its purest expression, isolating it, setting it up against itself as the sole. reproa.ch,
in order to concentrate all its forces of destruction against
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it ~italics. o~rs]. And w~en it ha.s clone this second hair;
of its prelimir1arJ:' work, Europe will leap from its seat and;
exultantly exclaim: well grubbed, olcl mole.
:
''This executive power \Vi th its enormolrs bureaucratic\
and milita~y organ~satioi1, with its vast and ingenious s
stat~ r~1achine~y, with a host of officials numbering half
a mill~on, besides an army of another half million, this i,
appalling .1iarasitic body, which e11meshes the body or
French society and cl1okes all its por·es, sprang up in the ·
days of the absolute rr1onarchy, with the decay of the .;
feudal system, whicl1 it helped to hasten. "The first !
French Revolution developed centralisation ''but at the ·
same time" it increased ''the extent, the attributes and .•
the number ?f agents of governmental power. Napoleon.:
completed this state machi~ery''. The legitimate monarchy,
and the July monarchy ac!ded nothing but a greater··
divisior1 of labo11r".
;
''~inally, in its struggle against the revolution, the .'.
parliamentar~ republic found itself compelled to strength- !
en, along with repressive measures, the resources and :•
centralisation of g·overnmental power. All revolutions :
perfected ~his machine instead of smashing it [italics ours]. ·•
The parties that contended in turn for domination
re~ar~ed the possession of this huge state edifice as the
principal spoils of the victor." (The Eighteenth Brumaire
of Louis Bon:aparte, pp. 98-99 fourth edition Hamburg
1907 .)325
'
'
'
In this remarkable argument 1\!larxism takes a tremendous
step forward co.mpared with the Communist Manifesto. In the
latter the question_ of the state is still treated in an extremely
abstract manner, in the most general terms and expressions.
In the above-quoted pas::-.age, the question is treated in a concrete
manner, and the cor1clusion is extremely precise, definite, practical
and palpable: all previous revolutions perfected the state machine
whereas it must be broken, smashed.
'
Th~s conclusion is the chief and fundamental point in the
M~rxist ~heory of the state. And it is precisely this fundamental
poi1.1t \Vh1ch has _been completely ignored by the domi11ant official
Social-Democratic parties and, indeed, distorted (as we shall
see later) by the foremost theoreticiar1 of the Second International, 3~6 Karl Kautsky.
1:'he Communist Manifesto gives a general summary of history,
which compels us to regard the state as the organ of class rule
and leads us to the iI1evitable coI1clusion that the proletariat
cannot o:rertl1row the bourgeoisie without first winning political
power·, WI thou t a ttaini11g politic al supremacy, witho11t transforin-

ing the state into the ''proletariat organised as the r·uling class";
and that this proletarian state will begin to wither away immediately after its victory because the state is unnecessary and
cannot exist in a society in which there are no class a11tagonisms.
The question as to how, from the point of view of historical
development, the replacement of the bourgeois by the proletarian
state is to take place is riot raised here.
This is the question l\!Iarx raises and answers in 1852. Tr11e to his
philosophy of dialectical materialisrn, l\!Iarx tal(es as his basis
the historical experience of tl1e great years of revolution, 1848
to 1851. Here, as everywhere else, his theory is a summing up of
experience, illuminated by a profound philosophical conception
of the world and a rich knowledge of history.
The problem of the state is put specifically: How did the bourgeois state, the state macl1ine necessary for the rule of the bourgeoisie, come into being historically? What changes did it undergo,
what evolution did it perform in the course of bourgeois revolutions
and in the face of the independent actions of the oppressed classes?
\¥hat are the tasks of the proletariat in relatior1 to this state
machine?
The centralised state power that is peculiar to bourgeois society
came into being in the period of the fall of absolutism. Two
institutions most characteristic of this state machine are the
b11reaucracy and the standing army. In their works, Marx and
Engels repeatedly show that the bourgeoisie are connected with
these institutions by thousands of threads. Every worker's experience illustrates this connection in an extremely graphic and
impressive manner. Fron1 its own bitter experience, the working
class learns to recognise this con11ection. That is why it so easily
grasps and so firmly learns the doctrine which shows the inevitability of this connection,· a doctrine which the petty-bourgeois
democrats either ignorar1tly and flippanlty deny, or still rnore
flippantly admit ''in general", while forgetting to draw appropriate practical conclusions.
The bureaucracy and the sta11diI1g army are a ''parasite" Oil the
body of bourgeois society- a parasite created by the inter11al
<111tagonisms wl1ich rend that society, but a parasite which ''chokes''
all its vital pores. Tl1e Kautskyite opportunism now prevailing
ir1 official Social-Democracy considers the view that the state is
a parasitic organism to be the peculiar and excl11sive attribute
of a11archism. It goes witho11t saying that this distortioI1 of
J\Iarxism is of vast advantage to those philistines who have recluced
socialism to the unheard-of clisgrace of justifying and prettifying
tl1e imperialist war by applying to it the concept of ''defence of
the fatherland"; but it is unquestionably a distortion, nevertheless.
The development, perfection ai1d strengthening of the bureau-
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cratic and military apparatus proceeded during all the numerous :
bourgeois revolutions which Europe has witnessed since the fall .
of feudalism. In particular, it is the petty bourgeoisie who are
attracted to the side of the big bourgeoisie and are largely subor- ;
dinated to them through this apparatus, which provides the f
1
upper sections of the peasants, small artisans, tradesmen and '.
the like with comparatively comfortable, quiet and respectable;·
jobs raising their holders above the people. Consider what happened :
in Russia during the six months following February 27, 1917.327,
The official posts which formerly were given by preference to the·'
Black Hundreds 328 have now become the spoils of the Cadets, '.
Menshevil's and Socialist-Revolutionaries. 329 Nobody has really·•
thought of introducing any serious reforms. Every effort has been-__
made to put them off ''until the Constituent Assembly meets", •·
and to steadily put off its convocation until after the war. But :
there has been no delay, no waiting for the Constituent Assembly, _:.
in the matter of dividing the spoils, of getting the lucrative job& ·
of ministers, deputy ministers, governors-general, etc., etc.! The i
game of combinations that has been played in forming the govern- ;
ment has been, in essence, only an expression of this division ·
and redivision of the ''spoils'', which has been going on above i
and below, throughout the country, in every department of central :'
and local government. The six months between February 27 and l
Augt1st 27, 1917, can be summed up, objectively summed up .i
beyond all dispute, as follows: reforms shelved, distribution of ~
official jobs accomplished and ''mistakes'' in the distribution 1,
corrected by a few redistributions.
But the more the bureaucratic apparatus is ''redistributed'' '
.among the various bourgeois and petty-bourgeois parties (among '
the Cadets, Socialist-Revolutionaries and Mensheviks in the case '
of Russia), the more keenly aware the oppressed classes, and the·._proletariat at their head, become of their irreconcilable hostility ·-·
to the whole of bourgeois society. Hence the need for all bourgeois :
parties, even for the most democratic and ''revolutionary- .
democratic" among them, to intensify repressive measures against ;•
the revolutionary proletariat,; to strengthen the apparatus of :
coercion, i.e., the state machine. This course of events compels r
tl1e revolution ''to concentrate all its forces of destruction'' against ;
the state power, and to set itself the aim, not of improving the ~
state machine, but of smashing and destroying it.
;
It was not logical reasoning, but actual developments, the '
a.ctt1al experience of 1848-51, that led to the matter being presented :
in tl1is way. The extent to which Marx held strictly to the solid •ground of historical experience can be seen from the fact that, 'in 1852, he did not yet specifically raise the question of· what i
was to take the place of the state machine to be destroyed. Exp~- i

rier1ce had not yet provided material for dealing with this question,
i\·hich history placed 011 tl1e agenda later 011, in 1871. In 1852,
; 111 that
could be established with the acct1racy of scientific
(Jbservation was that the proletarian revolution had approached
1J1e task of ''concentrating all its forces of destruction" against
tlte state power, of ''smashing" the state machine.
I-Iere the question may arise: is it correct to generalis(~ the
f'Xperience, observations and conclusions of J\farx, to apply thf~m
Lo a field that is wider than the history of France during the
tl1ree years 1848-51? Before proceeding to deal with this question,
let us recall a remark made by Engels and then examine the facts.
I 11 his introduction to the third edition of The Eighteenth Brurnaire,
l': r1gels wrote:
''France is the country where, more than anywhere else,
the historical class struggles were each time fougl1t out
to a finish, and where, consequently, the changing political forms witl1in which they move and in which their
rest1lts are summarised have been stamped in the sharpest
outlines. The centre of feudalism in the Middle Ages,
the model country, since the Renaissance, of a unified
monarchy based on social estates, France demolished
feudalism in the Great Revolution and established the
rule of the bourgeoisie in a classical purity unequalled
by any other European land. And the struggle of the
upward-striving proletariat against the ruling bourgeoisie
appeared here in an acute form unknown elsewhere."
(P. 4, 1907 edition.)
The last remarlc is out of date inasmucl1 as since 1871 there
l1as been a lull in the revolutionary struggle of the French proletariat, although, long as this lull may be, it does not at all preclude
the possibility that in the coming proletarian revolution France
may show herself to be the classic country of the class struggle
t.cJ a finish.
Let us, however, cast a general glance over the hi.story tlf the
;Jrlvanced countries at the turn of the century. We shall see that
tl1e same process went on more slowly, in more varied forms,
i11 a much wider field: on the one hand, the developn1er1t of
"1iarliamentary power'' both in the republican countries (France,
.\merica, Switzerland), and in the monarchies (Britain, Germany
to a certain extent, Italy, the Scandinavian countries, etc.);
•>11 the other hand, a struggle for power among the various bour·!Seois and petty-bourgeois parties which distributed and redistri,
buted the ''spoils'' of office, with the foundations of bourgeois
society unchanged; and, lastly, the perfection and consolidation of the ''executive power'', of its bureaucratic and military
<lf>flaratus .
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There is not tl1e slightest doubt that these features are common
to the whole of the modern evolution of all capitalist states in
general. In the three years 1848-51 France displayed, in a swift,
sharp, concentrated form, the very same processes of development
which are peculiar to the \vhole capitalist world.
Imperialism-the era of bank capital, the era of gigantic
capitalist monopolies, of the development of monopoly capitalism
into state-monopoly capitalism-has clearly shown an extraordinary strengthening of the ''state machine'' and an unprecedented
growth in its bureaucratic and military apparatus in co11nection
with the intensification of repressive measures against the proletariat both in the monarchical and in the freest, republican countries.
World history is now u11doubtedly leading, on an ir1comparably
larger scale than in 1852, to the ''concentration of all the forces·•
of the proletarian revolution on the ''destruction'' of the state
machine.
vVhat the proletariat will put in its place is suggested by the
highly instructive material furnished by the Paris Comm11ne.
3. The Presentation of the Question by Marx in 1852*

•

In 1907, lVIehring, in the magazine N eue Zeit (Vol. XXV, 2,
p. 164), published extracts from Marx's letter to Weydemeyer
dated lVIarch 5, 1852. This letter, among other things, contains
the following remarkable observation:
''And now as to myself, no credit is due to me for
discovering the existence of classes in modern society
or the struggle between them. Long before me bourgeois
historians had described tl1e historical development of
this class struggle and bourgeois economists, the economic
anatomy of the classes. What I did that \Vas new was
to prove: (1) that the existence of classes is only bound
llp with particular, historical phases in the deiielopment
of productio1i (historische Ent\vicklungsphasen der
Produktion), (2) that the class struggle necessarily leads
to the dictatorship of the proletariat, (3) that this dictatorship itself only constitutes the transition to the
abolition of all classes and to a classless society. " 330
In these words, Marx succeeded in expressing with striking
clarity, first, the chief and radical difference between his theory
and that of the foremost and most profound thinkers of the bourgeoisie; and, secondly, the essence of his theory of the state.

*
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It is often said and written that the main point in ]\farx's
the?ry is the class strug~le. But this is wrong. And this wrong
notion very often results in an opportunist distortion of l\!Iarxism
and its falsification in a spirit acceptable to the bourgeoisie. For
the theory of the class struggle was created not by Marx, but
by the bourgeoisie befor~ _Marx, and, generally speaking, it is
acceptable to the bourgeoisie. Those who recognise only tl1e class
struggle are not yet Marxists; they may be found to be still within
the bounds of bourgeois thinking and bourgeois politics. To
confi~e Mar~ism ~o t~e theory_ of t~e class struggle means curtailing
lVIarx1sm, distorting it, reducing it to something acceptable to the
b.ourgeoisie. A Marxist is solely someone who extends the recognition of the class struggle to the recognition of the dictatorship
of the proletariat. This is what constitutes the most profound
distinction between the Marxist and the ordinary petty (as well
as big) bourgeois. This is the touchstone on whicl1 the real understanding and recognition of Marxism should be tested. And
it is not surprising that when the history of Europe brought
the working class face to face with this question as a practical
issue, not only all the opportunists and reformists, but all tl1e
Kautskyites (people who vacillate between reformism and
J\Iarxism) proved to be miserable philistines and petty-bourgeois
democrats repudiating the dictatorship of the proletariat. Kautsky's
]Jamphlet, The Dictatorship of the Proletariat, published in August
1918, i.e., long after the first edition of the present book, is a perfect
example of petty-bourgeois distortion of Marxism and base
~enunciation of it in deeds, while hypocritically recognising it
zn words (see my pamphlet, The Proletarian Revolution and the
Renegade Kautsky, Petrograd and Moscow, 1918).
Opportunism today, as represented by its principal spokesman,
the ex-Marxist Karl Kautsky, fits in completely with l\!Iarx's
characterisation of the bourgeois position quoted above, for this
(l}Jportunism limits recognition of the class struggle to the sphere
of bourgeois relations. (Within this sphere, within its framework
riot a single educated liberal will refuse to recognise the clas~
struggle ''in principle"!) Opportunism does not extend recognition
of the class struggle to the cardinal point, to the period of transition from capitalism to comm11nism, of the overthrow and the
~omplete abolition of the bourgeoisie. In reality, this period
~nevitably is a period of an unprecedentedly violent class struggle
111 ~nprecedentedly acu~e f~rms, and, consequently, during this
~er1od the state must inevitably be a state that is democratic
in a new way (for the proletariat and the propertyless in general)
and dictatorial in a new way (against the bourgeoisie).
Further. The essence of Marx's theory of the state has been
mastered only by those who realise that the dictatorship of a
35*
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single class is necessary not only for every class society in general, ·'.
not only for the proletariat which has overthrown the bourgeoisie ''
but also for the entire historical period which separates capitalis~ '• .

from ''classless society'', from communism. Bourgeois states are ·.
most varied in form, but their essence is the same: all these states (
wl1atever their form, in the final analysis are inevitably th~ ···~.
dictato1·ship of the bourgeoisie. The transition from capitalism
to communism is certainly bound to yield a tremendous abundance
and variety of political forms, but the essence will inevitably
be the same: the dictatorship of the proletariat.

say that the programme of tl1e Cornmunist IV!vnifesto ''has in some
details become out-of-date'', and they go on to say:
'' ... One thing especially was proved by the Commune,
viz., that 'the working class cannot simply lay hold of the
ready-made state machinery and wield it for its own purposes' .... " 333

The authors took the words that are in single quotation marks
334
i11 this passage from l\larx's book, The Civil War in France.
Thus, Marx and Engels regarded one principal and fundamental
lesson of the Paris Commune as being of such enormous importance
that they introduced it as an important correction into the
Communist Manifesto.

Chapter III
TIIE STATE AND REVOLUTION.
EXPERIENCE OF THE PARIS COMMUNE OF 1871. MARX'S ANALYSIS

1. What Made the Communards' Attempt Heroic?
l t is \Vell known that in the autumn of 1870, a few months
before the Commune, Marx warned the Paris workers that any ·1•
attempt to overthrow the government would be the folly of des- ,
pair331 . But whe11, in March 1871, a decisive battle was forced
upon the workers and they accepted it, when the uprising had
become a fact, Marx greeted the proletarian revolution with
the greatest enthusiasm, in spite of unfavourable auguries. Marx
did not persist in the pedantic attitude of condemning an ''un-.
timely" movement as did the ill-famed Russian renegade from
l\111rxism, Plekhanov, who in November 1905 wrote encouragingly
about the workers' and peasants' struggle, but after December
1905 cried, liberal fashion: ''They should not have taken up arms."
l\larx, however, was not only enthusiastic about the heroism ,
of the Communards, who, as he expressed it, ''stormed heaven."332
Although the mass revolutionary movement did not achieve
its aim, he regarded it as a historic experience of enormous
importance, as a certain advance of the world proletarian revolution, as a practical step that was more important than hundreds
of programmes and arguments. Marx endeavoured to analyse
this experiment, to draw tactical lessons from it and re-examine
his theory in the light of it.
The only ''correction'' Marx thought it necessary to make to
the Communist Manifesto he made on the basis of the revolutionary
experience of the Paris Communards.
The last preface to the new German edition of the Communist
}\,fanifesto, signed by both its authors, is dated June 24, 1872.
In this preface the authors, Karl Marx and Frederick Engels,

l\Iost characteristically, it is this important correction that
t1as been distorted by the opportunists, and its meaning probably
is not known to nine-tenths, if not ninety-nine-hundredths, of the
readers of the Communist Manifesto. We shall deal with this distortion more fully farther on, in a chapter devoted specially to distortions. Here it will be sufficient to note that the current, vulgar
''interpretation'' of Marx's famous statement just quoted is that
Marx here allegedly emphasises the idea of slow development
in contradistinction to the seizure of power, and so on.
As a matter of fact, the exact opposite is the case. Marx's idea
is that the working class must break up, smash the ''ready-made
state machinery'', and not confine itself merely to laying hold
of it.
On April 12, 1871, i.e., just at tl1e time of the Commune, Marx
wrote to Kugelmann:
''If you look up the last chapter of my Eighteenth
Brumaire, you will find that I declare that the next
attempt of the Fre11cl1 Revolution will be no longer,
as before, to transfer the bureaucratic-military machine
from one hand to another, but to smash it [Marx's
italics-the original is zerbrec.he1i], and tliis is the precondition for every real people's revolution on the Continent.
And this is what our heroic Party comrades in Paris
are attempting'' (NeueZeit, Vol. XX, 1, 1901-02, p. 709.).
(The letters of Marx to K11gelmann have appeared in
Russian in no less than t'vo editions, one of \Vhich I
335
edited and supplied with a preface.)
The words, ''to smash the bureaucratic-military machine'',
briefly express the principal lesson of Marxism r·egarding the
l:1sks of the proletariat during a revolution in relation to the state.
A11d it is this lesson that has been not only completely ignored,
b11t positively distorted by the prevailing, Kautskyite, ''interpretation'' of Marxism!
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As for Marx's reference to The Eighteenth Brumaire, we have.!
quoted the relevant passage in full above.
. ':
It is interesting to note, in particular, two points in the above-;
quoted argument of Marx. First, he restricts his conclusion to the;
Continent. This was understandable in 1871, when Britain was
still the model of a purely capitalist col1ntry, but without a mili-:'.
tarist clique and, to a considerable degree, without a bureaucracy.·,
Marx therefore excluded Britain, where a revolution, even a peo-}
ple's revolution, then seemed possible, and indeed was possible .;
without the precondition of destroying the ''ready-made stat~'
machinery".
·
Today, in 1917, at the time of the first great imperialist war ·
this restriction made by Marx is no longer valid. Both Britai~ '.
and America, the biggest and the last representatives-in the ;
whole wo~l.d-?f Ai:gio-Saxon ''liberty'', in the sense that they ·•
~ad no militarist cliques and bureaucracy, have completely sank 'ri
into the all-European filthy, bloody morass of bureaucratic- :
military i11stitutions which subordinate everything to themselves, '\
and suppress everything. Today, in Britain and America, too
''the precondition for every real people's revolution" is the smashing'
the destruction of the ''ready-made state machinery'' (made and ,
brought up to ''European"', general imperialist, perfection in those
countries in the years 1914-17).
Secondly, particular attention should be paid to Marx's extremely profound remark that the destruction of the bureaucraticmilitar~' state machine is ''the precondition for every real people's
revolution''. This idea of a ''people's'' revolution seen1s strange
coming from Marx, so that the Russian Plekhanovites and Mensheviks, those followers of Struve who wish to be regarded as Marxists, might possibly declare such an expression to be a ''slip of
the pen" on Marx's part. They have reduced Marxism to such a state
of wretchedly liberal distortion that nothing exists for them
be~ond the antithesis between bourgeois revolution and prole- "
tar1an revolution, and even this antithesis they interpret in an
utterly lifeless way.
If we take the revolutions of the twentieth century as examples
we shall, of course, have to admit that the Portuguese and the
Turkish revolutions are both bourgeois revolutions. Neither of
them, however, is a ''people's" revolution, since in neither does·
~he mass of the people, their vast majority, come out actively,
independently, with their own economic and political demands
to any noticeable degree. By contrast, although the Russian
bourgeois revolution of 1905-07 displayed no such ''brilliant''
successes as at tin1es fell to the Portuguese and Turkish revolutions,
it was undoubtedly a ''real people's" revolution, since the mass
of the people, their majority, the very lowest social groups,
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{;rushed by oppression and exploitation, rose .indepen~entl¥ and
stamped on the entire course of the rev~lut1?n the. 1n1print of
tlzeir own demands, thei1· attempts. to build in t~eir own way
a new society in place of the old society that was being d.estroyed.
In Europe, in 1871, the proletariat did ~ot cons~,1tute t,h~
ajority
of
the
people
in
any
country
on
the
~o~t1n~nt.
~
people
s
111
revoI 1ition, one actually s'.veeping the ma1or1ty into .its stream,
Id be such only if it embraced both the proletariat and the
c~~sants. These two classes then constitut~~ the ''peo~le" .. ~hese
r\VO classes are united by the fact that the bureaucrat1c-m1litary
state machine" oppresses, crushes, exp~oits them. 1:£0 sma~,h
this machine, to break it up, is truly in the interest of the p~o~}e ,
. f their majority, of t.he workers and most of the peasants, is the
0
precondition'' for a free alliance of the po?r peasants and .t~e
proletarians, whereas without sue~ an. a~l1ance. democracJ is
unstable and socialist transformation is 11nposs1ble.
.
As is well known, the Paris Commur1e was ~ctu~lly \vork1ng
its way toward such an alliance, although it ~1d not reach
its goal owing to a number of circumstances, internal and

'
external.
,,
I t' ·•
1
Consequently, in speaking of a. real peo~ e s revo u ion ,
:VIarx witI1out in the least discounting the special features of the
;Jetty' bourgeoisie (he spol'-e a great deal about them and. often),
took strict account of the actual balance of class forces in n1ost
of the continental countries of Europe in 1871. On th~ other ·
hand, he stated that tl1e ''smashing" of the state machine was
required by the interests of both the workers a11d the peasants,
that it united them, that it placed bef?re. them the ~ommon
task of removing tlie ''parasite" and of replacing it by something new·
By what exactly?
2. What Is to Replace the Smashed State Machine?
In 1847, in the Communist Jl;fanifesto, l\1arx's answe~ to this
question was as yet a purely abst1·act one; to be exact, it -:as. an
answer that ·indicated the tasks, but 11ot the.ways of.accompl1sh1ng
th
Tlle aiiswer given in the Communist Manifesto was ~hat
~nl.
h'
s to be replaced by ''the proletariat orga111sed
th
is mac ine wa
. .
f
d
,,
336
as the ruling class", by the ''wini1i~g of the batt1e o emocracy..
JVIarx did not indulge in utopias; he expected the e~perience
<Jf the mass movement to provide the reply to th~ question as. to
the s ecific forms this organisation of the prole~ariat .as th~ ruling
classpwould assume and as to the exact manner in which this orgariisation would be combined with the most c~mplete, most
consistent ''winning of the battle of democracy .
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Marx subjected the experience of the Commune, meagre as it .
was, to the most careful analysis in The Civil War in France.
Let us quote the most important passages of this work.
Originating from the Middle Ages, there developed in the
r1ineteenth century ''the centralised state power, with its
ubiquitous organs of standi11g army, police, bureaucracy,
clergy, and judicature". With the development of class
antagonisms between ca.pital and labour, ''state power
assumed more and more the character of a public force
for the suppression of the working class, of a nlachine
of class rule. After every revolution, which marks an
advance in the class struggle, the purely coercive character
of the state power stands ou.t in bolder and bolder relief".
After the revolution of 1848-49, state power became ''the
national war instrument of capital against labour". The
Second Empire consolidated this.
'''fhe direct antithesis to the empire \Vas the Commune."
It was the ''specific form" of ''a republic that was not
only to remove the monarchical form of class rule, but
class rule itself .... "
What was tl1is ''specific" form of the proletarian, socialist ..
republic? What was the state it began to create?
'I
'' ... The first decree of the Commune ... was the suppres-. • ·
sion of the standing army, and its replacement by the "i.
armed people .... "
l
'fhis demand now figures in tl1e programme of every pa1·ty
calling itself socialist. The real \Vorth of their programmes,
ho\vever, is best shown by tl1e behaviour of our SocialistRevolutionaries and Mensheviks, who, right after the revolution of February 27, actually refused to carry out this demand!
''The Commune was formed of the municipal councillors,
chosen by t1niversal suffrage in the vario11s wards of Paris,
responsible and revocable at any time. The majority
of its members were naturally working men, or acknowledged representatives of the working class .... The police,
which until then had been the ir1strument of the Government, was at once stripped of its political attributes,
and turned into the respor1sible and at all times revocable
ir1str11ment of the Commune. So were the officials of all
other branches of tl1e administration. From the nlembers
of the Commune down\vards, public service had to be
tlone at workmen's wages. The privileges and the representation allowances of tl1e high dignitaries of state
disappeared alo11g with the dignitaries themselves ....
Having once got rid of the standing army and the police,

the instruments of the physical force of the old Government, the Commune proceeded at once to break the
instrument of spiritual suppression, the power of the
priests .... The judicial functionaries lost that shan1 independence ... they were thenceforward to be elective, responsible, and revocable .... " 337
'fhe Commune, therefore, appears to have replaced the smashed
state machine ''only"' by fuller democracy: abolition of the standing
army; all officials to be elected and subject to recall. But as a matter of fact this ''only" signifies a gigantic replacement of certain
i11stitutions by other institutions of a fundamentally different
type. This is exactly a case of ''quantity being transformed into
q11ality": democracy, introduced as fully and consistently as is at
;111 conceivable, is transformed from bourgeois into proletarian
democracy; from the state ( = a special force for the suppression
of a particular class) into sometl1ing which is no longer the state
1)roper.
It is still necessary to suppress the bourgeoisie and crush their
resistance. This was particularly necessary for the Commune;
and one of the reasons for its defeat was that it did not do this
\Vi th sufficient determination. The organ of suppression, however,
is here the majority of the population, and not a minority, as was
al\vays the case under slavery, serfdom and wage-slavery. And
si11ce the majority of the people itself suppresses its oppressors,
<\ ''special force"' for suppression is no longer necessary! In this
ser1se, the state begins to wither away. Instead of the special instil 11tions of a privileged minority (privileged officialdom, the
cl1iefs of tl1e standing army), the majority itself can directly
ft1l1'1l all these functions, and the more the functions of state po>ver
;1re performed by the people as a whole, the less need there is for
t 11 e existence of this power.
Ir1 this connection, the following measures of the Commune,
c·1111J}1asised by Marx, are particularly noteworthy: the abolition
1r[ all representation allowances, and of all monetary privileges
lo <ifiicials, the reduction of the remuneration of all servants of the
~l;1t.e to the level of ''workmen's wages"'. This shows mor·e clearly
t l111n anything else the turn from bourgeois to proletariar1 democra<'.j', fr·om the democracy of the oppressors to that of the oppressed
cl<1sses, from the state as a ''special force" for the s11ppression of
<l llarticular class to the suppression of the oppressors by the
!;'<'111cral force of the n1ajority of the people-the workers and
Ll1e iieasants. And it is on this particularly stril\:ingpoint, perhaps
tl1e rnost important as far as the problem of the state is concerned,
Ll1at the ideas of Niarx have been most completely ignored! In
JlOJJ11lar commentaries, tl1e numlJer of which is legion, this is not
r11e11tioned. The thing done is to keep silent about it as if it \Vere
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a piece of old-fashioned ''na'ivete'', just as Christians, after their
religion had been given the status of a state religion, ''forgot"
the ''na"ivete'' of primitive Christianity with its democratic revolutionary spirit.
The reduction of the remuneration of high state officials seems
to be ''simply" a demand of na'ive, primitive democracy. One
<>f the ''founders" of modern opportunism, the ex-Social-Democrat
Eduard Bernstein, has n1ore than once repeated the vulgar bourgeois jeers at ''primitive"' democracy. Like all opportunists, and
like the present Kautskyites, he did not understand at all that,
first of all, the transition from capitalism to socialism is impossible without a certain ''reversion'' to ''primitive'' democracy (for
how else can the majority. and then the whole population without
exception, proceed to discharge state functions?); and that,
secondly, ''primitive democracy'' based on capitalism and capitalist culture is not the same as primitive democracy in prehistoric
<>r pre-capitalist times. Capitalist culture has created large-scale
production, factories, railways, the postal service, telephones,
-0tc., and on this basis the great majority of the functions of the
old ''state power" have become so simplified and can be reduced
to such exceedingly simple operations of registration, filing and
checking that they can be easily performed by every literate
person, can quite easily be performed for ordinary ''workmen's
wages'', and that these functions can (and must) be stripped of
every shadow of privilege, of every semblance of''official grandeur''.
All officials, without exception, elected and subject to recall
at any time, their salaries reduced to the level of ordinary ''workmen's wages'' -these simple and ''self-evident" democratic measures, \Vhile completely uniting the interests of the workers and the
majority of the peasants, at the same time serve as a bridge leading
from capitalisrn to socialism. 1'hese measures concern the reorganisation of the state, the purely political reorganisatio11 of society;
but, of course, they acquire their full meaning and significance
-0nly in connection with the ''expropriation of the expropriators"
either being accomplished or in preparation, i.e., with the transformation of capitalist private ownership of the means of production into social ownership.
''The Comrnune,'' Marx wrote, ''made that catchword
of all bourgeois revolutions, cheap government, a reality,
by abolishing the two greatest sources of expenditurethe army and the officialdom. " 338
From the peasants, as from other sections of the petty bourgeoisie, only an insignificant few ''rise to the top"', ''get on in the
world., in the bourgeois sense, i.e., become either well-to-do,
bourgeois, or officials in secure and privileged positions. In
€Very capitalist country \Vhere there are peasants (as tl1ere are
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in most capitalist countries}, the vast majority of them are
oppressed by the governrnent and long for its overthrow, long
for ''cheap'' government. This can be achieved only by the proletariat; and by achieving it, the proletariat at the same time takes
a step towards tl1e socialist reorganisation of the state.

3. Abolition of Parliamentarism
''The Commune," Marx wrote, ''was to be a working,
not a parliamentary, body, executive and legislative at
the same time ....
''Instead of deciding once in three or six years which
member of the ruling class was to represent and repress
[ ver- und zertreten] the people in parliament, universal
suffrage was to serve the people constituted in communes,
as individual suffrage serves every other employer in the
search for workers, foremen and accountants for his business. ,,339
Owing to the prevalence of social-chauvinism and opportunism,
this remarkable criticism of parliamentarism, made in 1871,
also belongs now to the ''forgotten words" of Marxism. The professional Cabinet Ministers and parliamentarians, the traitors
to the proletariat and the ''practical" socialists of our day, have
left all criticism of parliamentarism to the anarchists, and, on this
wonderfully reaso11able ground, they denounce all criticism of
parliamentarism as ''anarchism''!! It is not surprising that the
proletariat of the ''advanced" parliamentary countries, disgusted
\Vith such ''socialists'' as the Scheidemanns, Davids, Legiens,
Sembats, Renaudels, Hendersons, Vanderveldes, Staunings,
Brantings, Bissolatis and Co., has been with increasing frequency
giving its sympathies to a11archo-syndicalism, in spite of the
fact that the latter is merely the twin brother of opportunism.
For l\1arx, however, revolutionary dialectics was 11ever the
ernpty fashionable phrase, the toy rattle, wl1ich Plekhanov,
Kautsky and others have made of it. lVIarx knew how to breal{
\Vith anarchism ruthlessly for its inability to make use ever1
of the ''pigsty'' of bourgeois parliamentarism, especially when
the situation was obviously not revolutionary; but at the same
Lime he knew how to subject parliamentarism to genuinely
revolutionary proletarian criticism.
To decide once every few years which member of the ruling
class is to repress and crush the people through parliamentthis is the real essence of bourgeois parliamentarism, not only
in parliamentary-constitutional monarchies, but also in the most
democratic republics.
But if we deal with the question of the state, and if we consider
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parliamentaris111 as one of the institutions of the state, from the
point of vie'v of the tasks of the proletariat in this field, what
is the way ol1t of parliamentarism? How can it be dispensed with?
011ce again we must say: the lessons of Marx, based on the
study of the Commune, have been so completely forgotten that
the JJi·esent-day ''Social-Democrat'' (i.e., present-day traitor to
socialism) really cannot understand any criticism of parliamentarism other than anarchist or reactionary criticism.
The way out of parliamentarism is not, of course, the abolition
of representative institutions and the elective principle, but
the conversior1 of the representative institutions from talking
shops into ''working"' bodies. ''The Commune was to be a working,
not a parliamentary, body, executive and legislative at the same
tin1e. ''
''A working, not a parliamentary, body" -this is a blow straight
from the shoulder at the present-day parliamentarians and par·
liamentary ''lap dogs'' of Social-Democracy! Take any parliamentary country, from America to Switzerland, from France to
Britain, Norway and so forth-in these countries the real business
of ''state'' is performed behind the scenes and is carried on by
the departments, chancelleries and General Staffs. Parliament
is given up to talk for the special purpose of fooling the ''common
people''. This is so true that even in the Russian republic, a bourgeois-democratic republic, all these sins of parliamentarism came
out at once, even before it managed to set up a real parliament.
The heroes of rotten philistinism, such as the Skobelevs and
Tseretelis, the Chernovs and Avl{sentyevs, have even succeeded
in polluting tl1e Soviets after the fashion of the most disgusting
bourgeois parliamentarism, in converting them into mere talking
shops. In the Soviets, the ''socialist"' JVIinisters are fooling the
credulous rustics with phrase-mongeri11g and resolutions. In the
government itself a sort of permanent shuffle is going on in
order that, on the one hand, as many Socialist-Revol11tionaries
and Mensheviks as possible may in turn get near the ''pie", the
lucr<ttive and honourable posts, and that, on the other hand, the
''attention" of the people may be ''engaged''. Meanwhile the chancelleries and army staffs ''do'' the business of ''state"'.
Dyelo Naroda, 340 the organ of the ruling Socialist-Revolutionary
Party, recently admitted in a leading article-with the matchless
frankness of people of ''good society"', in whicl1 ''all" are engaged
in political prostitution-that even in the ministries headed
by the ''socialists'' (save the mark!), the whole bureaucratic
apparatus is in fact unchanged, is working in the old way and
q11ite ''freely" sabotaging revolutionary measures! Even without
this admission, does not the actual history of the participation
of the Socialist-Revolutionaries and lVIensheviks in the govern-
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rnent prove this? It is noteworthy, however, that in the ministerial company of the Cadets, the Chernovs, Rusanovs, Zenzinovs
and the other editors of Dyelo N aroda have so completely lost
all sense of shame as to brazenly assert, as if it "'ere a mere bagatelle, that in ''their" ministries everything is unchanged!! Revolutionary-democratic phrases to gull the rural Simple Simons,
<l nd bureaucracy and red tape to ''gladden the hearts" of the
capitalists-that is the essence of the ''honest" coalition.
The Commune substitutes for the venal and rotten parliamentarism of bourgeois society institutions in which freedom of opinion
and discussion does not degenerate into deception, for the parliarnentarians themselves have to work, have to exec11te their ow11
laws, have themselves to test the results achieved in reality,
11nd to account directly to their constituents. Representative
institutions remain, but there is no parliamentarism here as
il special system, as the division of labour between the legislative
and the executive, as a privileged position for the deputies. We
can11ot imagine democracy, even proletaria11 democracy, without
representative institutions, but we can and must imagine democrac;y without parliamentarism, if criticism of bourgeois society
is not mere words for us, if the desire to overthrow the rule of the
bourgeoisie is our earnest and sincere desire, and not a mere ''election" cry for catching workers' votes, as it is with the Mensheviks
and Socialist-Revolutionaries, and also the Scheidemanns and
[_,egiens, the Sembats and Vanderveldes.
It is extremely instructive to note that, in speaking of the
functions of those officials who are necessary for the Comm11ne
and for proletarian democracy, Marx compares them to the
workers of ''every other employer'', that is, of the ordinary
<;apitalist enterprise, with its ''workers, foremen and acco11ntants".
There is no trace of utopianism in Marx, in the sense tl1at
he made up or invented a ''new" society. No, he studied the
birth of the new society out of the old, and the forms of transition
fr·om the latter to the former, as a natural-historical process. He
examined the actual experience of a mass proletarian movement
and tried to draw practical lessons from it. He ''learned'' from
the Commune, just as all the great revolutionary thinkers learned
1111hesitatingly from the experience of great movements of the
oppressed classes, and never addressed them with pedantic
''homilies'' (such as Plekhanov' s: ''They should not have taken
11p arms'' or Tsereteli's: ''A class must limit itself").
Abolishing the bureaucracy at once, everywhere and completely.
is out of the question. It is a utopia. But to smash the old bureaucratic machine at once and to begin immediately to construct
a new one that will make possible the gradual abolition of all
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bureaucracy-this is not a utopia, it is the experience of the
Commune, the direct and immediate task of the revolutionary
proletariat.
Capitalism simplifies the functions of ''state'' administration·
it makes it possible to cast ''bossing" aside and to confine th;
\vhole ma~ter t~ the. or~,anisation of the proletarians (as the ruling .
class), which will hire workers, foremen and accountants'' in the
name of the whole of society.
.we are not. ~topia.ns, we. do not ''dream'' of dispensing at once
with all adm1n1strat1on, with all subordination. These anarchist
d~eams, b~sed upon incomprehension of the tasks of the proletarian
d1ctatorsh1p, are totally alien to Marxism, and, as a matter of
fact, ~erve only to postpone the socialist revolution until people
are different. No,. we want the socialist revolution with people
as they are now, with people who cannot dispense with subordination, control and ''foremen and accountants''.
The subordin~tion, howeve:, must be to the armed vanguard
of all. th~ exploited and working people, i.e., to the proletariat.
A beg1n~1ng .~an ~nd,,must be made ~t once, over~ight, to replace
the specific bossing of state officials by the simple functions
of ''foremen and accountants", functions which are already fully
within the ability of the average town dweller and can well be
performed for ''workmen's wages''.
·
J-Ye, the workers'. sh~ll organise large-scale production on the
basis of w_hat cap1tal1sm has already created, relying on our
own experience as workers, establishing strict, iron discipline
backed up by the state power of the armed workers. We shall
red~ce the :ole of state o~ficials to that of simply carrying out
our instructions as responsible, revocable, modestly paid ''foremen
and accountants'' (of course, with the aid of technicians of all
sorts, types and degrees). This is our proletarian task, this is what
we can. and must sta~t ~ith in accomplishing the proletarian
r~volut1.01i. S~ch a beginning, on the basis of large-scale production, will of itself lead to the gradual ''withering away" of all
blireaucracy, to the gradual creation of an order-an order
without inverted commas, an order bearing no similarity to wageslavery-an order under which the functions of control and
accounti~g, becomi1_lg more and more simple, will be performed
by each in turn, will then become a habit and will finally die·
out as .the special functi?ns of a special section of the population.
A witty German Social-Democrat of the seventies of the last
century. called tlie postal service an example of the socialist.
~conom~c system. This is very true. At present the postal service·
is a b~si1.1ess .organised on the lines of a state-capitalist monopoly.
Imper.1al!sm is gra~ually transforming all trusts into organisations·
of a similar type, in which, standing over the ''common'' people,.

\vho are overworked and starved, one has the same bo11rgeois
bl1reaucracy. But the mechanism of social management is here
,1 lready to hand. Once we have overthrown the capitalists, cr11shed
the resistance of these exploiters with the iron hand of the armed
,vorkers, and smashed the b11rea11cratic machine of the n1odern
state, \Ve shall have a splendidly-equipped mechanisn1, freed
trom the ''parasite'', a mechanism \vhich can very well be set
going by the united \Yorkers themselves, who will hire technicians,
foremen and accountants, and pay them all, as indeed all ''state''
()fficials in general, workmen's wages. Here is a concrete, i)ractical
task which can immediately be fulfilled in relation to all trusts,
;1 task whose fulfilment will rid the working people of exploit<1tion,
a task which takes account of what tl1e Commune had already
begun to practise (particularly in building up the state).
To organise the whole economy on the lines of the postal service
so that the technicians, foremen and accountants, as well as
all officials, shall receive salaries no higher than ''a workman's
\Vage'', all under the control and leadership of the armed proletariat-this is our immediate aim. This is the state and this is the
economic foundation we need. This is what will bring abo11t the
abolition of parliamentarism and the preservation of representative institutions. This is what will rid the labo11ring classes of the
bourgeoisie's prostitution of these institutions.
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4. Organisation of National Unity
''In a brief sketcl1 of national organisation which the
Commune had no time to develop, it states explicitly
that the Comml1ne was to be the political form of even
the smallest village ... .'' The communes were to elect the
''N atio11al Delegation'' in Paris.
'' ... The few but important f11nctions which would still
remain for a central government were not to be suppressed, as has been deliberately mis-stated, but were to be
transferred to communal, i.e., strictly responsible, officials.
'' ... National unity was not to be broken, but, on the
contrary, organised by the comm11nal cor1stitution; it w<1s
to become a reality by the destruction of state power which
posed as the embodiment of that trnity yet wanted to
be independent of, and s11perior to, the nation, on whose
body it was but a parasitic excrescence. While the merely
repressive organs of the old governmental power were to
be amputated, its legitimate fu11ctions were to be wrested
from an alrthority claiming the right to stand above
society, and restored to the responsible servants of
society. "341
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The extent to which the opportunists of present-day SocialDemocracy have failed-perhaps it would be more true to say,
have refused-to understand these observations of Marx is best
shown by that book of Herostratean fame of the renegade Bernstein. Tlie Premises of Socialism and the Tasks of the Social-Democrats. It is in connection with the above passage from Marx that
Bernstein wrote that ''as far as its political content is concerned'',
this programme ''displays, in all its essential features, the greatest
similarity to the federalism of Proudhon ... In spite of all the
other points of difference between Marx and the 'petty-bourgeois'
Proudhon [Bernstein places the word ''petty-bourgeois'' in inverted commas to make it sound ironical] on these points, their
lines of reasoning run as close as could be''. Of course, Bernstein
coi1tinues, the importance of the municipalities is growing, but
''it seems doubtful to me whetl1er the first job of democracy would
be s11ch a dissolution [Aufli)sung] of the modern states and such
a complete transformation [Umwandlung] of their organisation
as is visualised by Marx and Proudhon (the formation of a National
Assembly from delegates of the provincial or district assemblies,
which, in their t11rn, would consist of delegates from the communes), so that consequently the previous mode of national representation would disappear.'' (Bernstein, Premises, German edition,
1899, pp. 134 and 136.)
To confuse Marx's views on the ''destruction of state power,
a parasitic excrescence'', with Prol1dhon' s federalism is positively
monstrous! But it is no accident, for it nevei· occurs to the opportunist that Marx does not speak here at all about federalism as
opposed to centralism, but about smashing the old, bourgeois
state machine which exists in all bourgeois countries.
The only thing that does occur to the opportunist is what
'he sees around him, in an environment of petty-bourgeois philistinism and ''reformist" stagnation, namely, only ''municipalities"! The opportunist has even grown out of the habit of thinking
about proletarian revol11tion.
It is ridiculous. But the remarkable thing is that nobody argued
with Bernstein on this point. Bernstein has been refuted by many,
especially by Plekhanov in Russian literature and by Kautsky
in European literature, but neither of them has said anything
about this distortion of Marx by Bernstein.
The opportunist has so much forgotten how to think in a revolutionary way and to dwell on revolution that he attributes
·''federalism'' to Marx, whom he confuses with the founder of
anarchism, Proudhon. As for Kautsky and Plel<hanov, who claim
to be orthodox Marxists and defenders of the theory of revolutionary Marxism, they are silent on this point! Here is one of
.the roots of the extreme vulgarisation of the views on the differ-
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erice between Marxism and anarchism, which is characteristic
of both the Kautskyites and the opportui1ists, and which we shall
(liscuss again later.
There is not a trace of federalism in Marx's above-quoted
observations on the experience of the Commune. Marx agreed
,vith Proudhon on the very point that the opportunist Bernstein
(lid not see. Marx disagreed with Proudhon on the very point
rir1 which Bernstein found a similarity between them.
~Iarx agreed with Proudhon in that they both stood for the
"sinashing" of the modern state machine. Neither the opportunists
nor the Kautskyites wish to see the similarity of views on this
]Joint between l\iarxism and anarchism (both Proudhon .and
Bak11nin) because this is where they have departed fro_m Marx.ism.
l\iarx disagreed both with Proudhon and Bakunin precisely
rin the question of federalism (not to mention the dictatorship
of the proletariat). Federalism as a principle follows logically
from the petty-bourgeois views of anarchism. Ma~x w~s a _centralist. There is no departure whatever from centralism in his observations just quoted. Only those who are imbued with the philistine
''superstitious belief" in the state can mista~e the destruc~ion
of the bourgeois state machine for the destruction of centralism!
Now if the proletariat and the poor peasants take state power
into their own hands, organise themselves quite freely in communes,
and unite the action of all the communes in striking at capital,
in crushing the resistance of the capitalists, and in transferring
the privately-owned railways, fa~tories, l~nd and so on to_ the
entire nation to the whole of society, won t that be centralism?
\Von't that he the most consistent democratic centralism and,
inoreover, proletarian centralism?
Bernstein simply cannot conceive of the possibility of voluntary
centralism, of the voluntary amalgamation of the communes
into a 11atior1, of the voluntary fusion of the proletarian commune~,
for the purpose of destroying bourgeois rule 3:nd the bourg~o1s
state machine. Like all philistines, Bernstein pictures centralism
<is something which can be imposed and maintained solely from
r1bove, and solely by the bureaucracy and the military clique.
As though foreseeing that his views might be distorted, Marx
expressly emphasised that the charge .that the Commune ha.d wanted to destroy national unity, to abolish the centra~, aut~or1ty, ~as
<t deliberate fr·aud. l\iarxpurposelyused the words: National unity
\Vas ... to be organised", so as to oppose conscious, democratic, proletarian centralism to bourgeois, military, bureaucratic centralism.
But there are none so deaf as those who will not hear. And
the very thing the opportunists of present~day Social-Democracy
tlo not want to hear about is the destruction of state power, the
<lmputation of the parasitic excrescence.
:io-1087
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5. Abolition of the Parasite State
We h<1ve already quoted l\:Iarx's words oi1 this subject, and
we must riow supplement them.
'' ... It is generally the fate of ne\v historical creations''
he wrote, ''to be mistaken for the counterpart of old~r
and even de~11i1~t forms of social life, to which they may
bear a certain likeness. Thus, this new Commune wl1ich
breaks [bricht, smashes] the modern state pow~r, has
been regarded as a revival of the medieval communes ...
as a federation of small states (as MontesqL1ie11 and
the Girondins:i 42 visualised it) ... as an exaggerated form
of the old struggle against over-centralisation ....
'' ... The Cornmunal Constitution would have restored
to the soc~a.l body all the forces h~therto absorbed by
that pa_rasitic excrescence, the 'state , feeding upon and
~ampering the free movement of society. By this one act
it would have initiated the regeneration of France ....
'' ... The Communal Constitution would have brought
the rural prod11cers under the intellect11al lead of the
central towns of their· districts, and there sec11red to
them, in the town working men, the natural tr11stees
of their interests. The very existence of the Commune
involved, as a matter of co11rse, local self-government,
b11t no longer as a counterpoise to state power now become
s11perfl11ous.'' 343
'
''Breaking state power", "\vhich was a ''parasitic excrescence''·
its ''amputation", its ''smashing''; ''state power, now become super~
fl11ous" - these are the expressions l\:Iarx used in regard to tl1e state
when appraising and analysing tl1e experience of the Commune.
All this was written a _little less t_han half a century ago; and
now one has to engage in excavations, as it were in order to
bring undistorted Marxism to the knowledge of th~ mass of the
people. The conclusions drawn from the observation of the last
great revol1:tion .which Marx lived thro11gh were forgotten just
wh~n tl1e time for the next great proletarian revolutions had
arrived.
'' ... The m11ltiplicity of interpretations to which the
~ommune h~s been subjected, and tl1e multiplicity of
interests which expressed themselves in it show that it
was a thoroughly flexible political form, while all previous
forms of government had been essentially repressive.
I ts tr11e secret was this: it was essentially a working-class
government, the resu~t _of the struggle of the producing
against the appropriating class, the· political form at
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last cliscovered under which the economic einancipation
of labour could be accomplished ....
''Except on this last condition, the Coinmunal Constitution would have been a11 impossibility and a delusion .... "344
The utopians busied themselves with ''discovering" political
forms under which the socialist transformation of society was
to take place. The anarchists dismissed the q11estion of political
forms altogether. The opportunists of present-day Social-Democracy accepted the bo11rgeois political forms of the parliamentary
clemocratic state as the limit which sho11ld not be overstepped;
they battered their foreheads praying before this ''model", and
clenouncecl as anarchism every desire to break these forms.
l\:Iarx deduced from the whole history of socialism and the
political str11ggle that the state was bound to disappear, and
that the transitional form of its disappearance (the transition
from state to non-state) would be the ''proletariat organised as
the ruling class''. Marx, however, did not set 011t to discover
the political forms of this future stage. He limited himself to
carefully observing French history, to analysing it, and to drawing
the co11clusion to which the year 1851 had led, namely, that
matters were moving towards the destruction of the bourgeois
state machine.
And when the mass revolutionary movement of the proletariat
lJurst forth, Marx, in spite of its failure, i11 spite of its short
life and patent weakness, began to study the forms it had dis"'"
covered.
The Commune is the form ''at last discovered'' by tl1e proletarian
revolution, under which the economic emancipation of labour
can take place.
The Commune is the first atten1pt by a proletarian revolution
to smash the bo11rgeois state machine; and it is the political form
''at last discovered", by which the smashed state macl1ine can
and must be replaced.
VVe shall see further on that the R11ssian revolutions of 1905
and 1917, in different circ11mstances and under different conditions,
continue the work of the Commune and confirm Marx's brilliant
historical analysis.
Chapter V
THE ECONOMIC BASIS OF THE WITHERING AWAY OF THE STATE

Marx explains this question most thoroughly in his Critique
of the Gotha l)rogramme (letter to Bracke, May 5, 1875, which
was not published until 1891 when it was printed in N eue Zeit,
Vol.IX, 1,!and which has appeared in Russian in a special edition) 345.
36*
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The polemical part of this remarkable work, which contains a criticism of Lassalleanism, has, so to speak, overshadowed its positive part, namely, the analysis of the connection between the
development of communism and the withering away of the state.

1. Presentation of the Question by Marx
From a s11perficial comparison of Marx's letter to Bracke of
May 5, 1875, with Engels's letter to Behel of March 28, 1875, 3 "' 6
which we examined above, it might appear that Marx \Vas much
more of a ''champion of the state'' than Engels, and that the difference of opinion between the two writers on the question of the
state \\'as very considerable.
Engels suggested to Behel that all chatter about the state be
dropped altogether, that the word ''state'' be eliminated from
the programme altogether and the word ''community'' substituted
for it. Engels even declared that the Commune was no longer
a state in the proper sense of the word. Yet Marx even spoke of
the ''future state in communist society", i.e., he would seem to
recognise the need for the state even under communism.
But such a view would be fundamentally wrong. A closer
examination sl1ows that Marx's and Engels' s views on the state
and its withering away were completely identical, ·and that
Marx's expression quoted above refers to the state in the process
-0f withering away.
Clearly there can be no question of specifying the moment
of the future ''withering away'', the moi·e so since it will obviously
be a lengthy process. The apparent difference between Marx
and Engels is due to the fact that they dealt with different subjects
and pursued different aims. Engels set out to show Behel graphically, sharply and ir1 broad outline the utter absurdity of the
current prejudices concerning the state (shared to no small degree
by Lassalle). l\iarx only touched upon this qt1estion in passing,
being interested in another subject, namely, the development
of communist society.
The whole theory of Marx is the application of the theory of
development -in its most consistent, complete, considered and
pithy form-to modern capitalism. Naturally, Marx was faced
with the problem of applying this theory both to the forthcoming
collapse of capitalism and to the future developme11t of future
•
communism.
On the basis of what facts, then, can the question of the f11ture
development of future communism be dealt with?
On the basis of the fact that it has its origin in capitalism,
that it develops historically from capitalism, that it is the result
of the action of a social force to which capitalisn1 gave. birth.
.''
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There is no trace of an attempt on Marx's part to make up a
titopia, to indulge in idle guess-work about what cannot be known,
Marx treated the question of communism in the same way as
a naturalist would treat the question of the development of, say,
a new biological variety, once he knew that it had originated
in such and such a way and was changing in such and such a definite direction.
To begin with, Marx brushed aside the confusion the Gotha
Programme brought into the question of the relationship between
state and society. He wrote:
·
'''Present-day society' is capitalist society, which exists
in all civilised countries, being more or less free from
medieval admixture, more or less modified by the particular historical development of each country, more
or less developed. On the other hand, the 'present-day
state' changes with a country's frontier. It is different in
the Prusso-German Empire from what it is in Switzerland,
and different in England from what it is in the United
States. 'The present-day state' is, therefore, a fiction.
''Nevertheless, the different states of the different
civilised countries, in spite of their motley diversity of
form all have this in common, that they are based
on m'odern bourgeois society, only one more or less capitalistically developed. They have, therefore, also certain
essential characteristics in common. In this sense it is
possible to speak of the 'present-day state', i~ con~rast
with the future, in which its present root, bourgeois society,
will have died off.
''The question then arises: what transformation will
the state undergo in communist society? In other words,
what social functions will remain in existence there that
are analogous to present state functions? This question
can only be answered scientifically, and one does not get
a flea-hop nearer to the problem by a thousandfold combination of the word people with the wor.d state. '' 347
After thus ridiculing all talk about a ''people's state'', Marx
formulated the question and gave warning, as it were, that ~hose
seeking a scientific answer to it should use only firmly-established
scientific data.
The first fact that has been established most accurately by the
whole theory of development, by science as a whole-a fact
that was ignored by the utopians, and is _igi;i.ored by th~ pres~nt-day
opportunists, who are afraid of the socialist revol.ution-is that,
historically, there must undoubted!¥ b~ a special stag~, or a
special phase, of transition from capitalism to communism.
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2. The Transition from Capitalism to Communism
Marx continued:
''Between capitalist and communist society lies the
period of the revolutionary transformation of the one
into the other. Correspo11ding to this is also a political
transition period in which the state can be nothing but
the revolutionary dictatorship of the proletariat. '' 3 48

Marx bases this conclusion on an analysis of the role played ·•·
by the proletariat in modern capitalist society, on the ,data concerning the development of this society, and on the ir·reconcilability of the antagonistic interests of the proletariat and the
bourgeoisie.
Previously the question was put as follows: to achieve its
e~anci~a~ion, the proletariat must overthrow the bourgeoisie,
wrn pol1t1cal po,~er a_nd establish its re:rolutionary dictatorship.
Now the question is put somewhat differently: the transition
fr_om capitalist society-which is developing towards communism-to comml1nist society is impossible without a ''political
transition period'', and the state in this period can only be the
revolutionary dictatorship of the proletariat.
":hat, then, is the relation of this dictatorship to democracy?
. "'e ha:re seen that the Communist Manifesto simply places
side by side the two concepts: ''to raise the proletariat to the
position of t_he ruling class'' and ''to win the battle of democracy''. 3 4 9
On the_ basis of all. tl1at has been said above, it is possible to
determine more precisely how democracy changes in the transition
from capitalism to communism.
In capitalist society, providing it develops llnder the most
~avourable conditi~ns, we h~ve a more or less complete democracy
in the ~emocrat1c republic. But this democracy is always
hemmed rn by the narrow limits set by capitalist exploitation,
and c~nse~uently always remains, in ·effect, a democracy for
the m1nor1ty, only for the propertied classes, only for the rich.
Freedom in capitalist society always remains about the same
as it was in the ancient Greek republics: freedom for the slaveo\vners. Owing to the conditions of capitalist exploitation, the
modern wage slaves are so crushed by want and poverty that ''they
cannot be bothered with democracy", ''cannot be bothered with
politics"; in th~ or~inary, peaceful cotlrse of events, the majority
of the population is debarred from participation in public and
political life.
, The correctness of this statement is perhaps most clearly confirmed by Germany, ~ecause. constitutional legality steadily
endured there for a remarkably long time-nearly half a century
(1871-1914)-and during this period the Social-Democrats were
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able to achieve far more than in other countries in the way of
''utilising legality", and organised a larger proportion of the
worl<:ers into a political party than anywhere else in the 'vorld.
What is this largest proportion of politically conscious and
active wage slaves that has so far been recorded in capitalist
society? One million members of the Social-Democratic Party(Jllt of fifteen million wage-workers! Three million organised in
trade unions-out of fifteen million!
Democracy for an insignificant minority, democracy for the
1·ich-that is the democracy of capitalist society. If we look more
closely into the machinery of capitalist democracy, we see everywhere, in the ''petty'' -supposedly petty-details of the suffrage
(residential qualification, exclusion of women, etc.), in the
Lechnique of the representative institutions, in the actual obstacles
to the right of assembly (public buildings are not for ''paupers"!),
ir1 the purely capitalist organisation of the daily press, etc.,
etc.-we see restriction after restriction upon democracy. These
restrictions, exceptions, exclusions, obstacles for the poor seem
slight, especially in the eyes of one who has never known want
l1imself and has never been in close contact with the oppressed
classes in their mass life (and nine 011t of ten, if not ninety-nine
<ltlt of a hundred, bourgeois publicists and politicians come
ltnder this category); but in their sum total these restrictions
exclude and squeeze out the poor from politics, from active
(Jarticipation in democracy.
Marx grasped this essence of capitalist democracy splendidly
\vhen, in analysing the experience of the Commune, he said that
tl1e oppressed are allowed once every few years to decide which
11articular representatives of the oppressing class shall represent
}tnd repress them in parliament! 350
But from this capitalist democracy-that is inevitably narrow
<ind stealthily pushes aside the poor, and is therefore hypocritical
<ind false through an<l through -forward developrnent does not
llroceed simply, directly and smoothly, towards ''greater· and
greater democracy'', as the liber~l professors and petty-bourgeois
opportunists would have us believe. No, forward development,
i.e., development towards communism, proceeds through the
llic.tatorship of the proletariat, and cannot do otherwise, for the
1·esistance of the capitalist exploiters cannot be broken by anyone
else or in any other way.
And the dictatorship of the proletariat, i.e., tl1e org<1nisation
of the vanguard of the oppressed as the ruling class for the purpose
<if suppressing the oppressors, cannot result rnerely in an expansion of democracy. Simultaneously \Vitl1 an in1mense expansion
of democracy, which for tl1e first time becomes <le1nocracy for· the
lloor, democracy for the people, and not clemocracy for the money-
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bags, the dictatorship of the proletariat imposes a series of restrictions on the freedom of the oppressors, the exploiters, the capi-'
talists. We must suppress them in order to free hun1anity from wages la very, their resistance n1ust be crushed by force; it is clear tl1at
there is no freedom and no democracy where there is suppression
and where there is violence.
.
Engels expressed this splendidly in his letter to Behel when
he said, as the reader will remember, that ''the proletariat needs
the state, not in the interests of freedom but in order to hold
down its adversaries, and as soon as it becomes possible to speak
of freedom the state as such ceases to exist. '' 351
Democracy for the vast majority of the people, and suppression
by foi'ce, i.e., exclusion from democracy, of the exploiters and
oppressors of the people-this is the change democracy undergoes
during the transition from capitalism to cominunism .
Only in communist society, when the resistance of the capitalists has been completely crushed, when the capitalists l1ave
disappeared, when there are no classes (i.e., when there is no
distinction between the members of society as regards their
relation to the social means of production), only then ''the state ...
ceases to exist'', and ''it becomes possible to speak of freedom".
Only then will a truly complete democracy become possible
and be realised, a democracy without any exceptions whatever.
And only then will democracy begin to wither away, owing to the
simple fact that, freed from capitalist slavery, from the untold
horrors, savagery, absurdities, and infamies of capitalist explc)itation, people will gradually become accustomed to observing the
elementary rules of social intercourse that have been known
for centuries and repeated for thousands of years in all copy-book
maxims. They will become accustomed to observing them without
force, without coercion, without subordination, without the special
apparatus for coercion called the state.
The expression ''the state withers away" is very well chosen,
for it indicates both the gradual and the spontaneous nature
of the process. Only habit can, and undoubtedly will, have such
an effect; for we see around us on millions of occasions how readily
people become accustomed to observing the necessary rules
of social intercourse when there is no exploitation, when there
is nothing that arouses indignation, evokes protest and revolt,
and creates the need for suppression.
And so in capitalist society we have a democracy that is curtailed,
wretched, false, a democracy only for the rich, for the minority.
The dictatorship of the proletariat, the period of transition
to communism, will for the first time create democracy for the
people, for the majority, along with the necessary suppression
of the exploiters, of the minority. Communism alone is capable
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of providing really complete democracy, and the mor~ complete
it is, the sooner it will become unnecessary and 'vither away
of its own accord.
In other words, under capitalism we have the state in the proper
sense of the word, that is, a special machine for the suppression
of one class by another, and, what is more, of the majority .by
the minority. Naturally, to be successful, such an undertaking
as the systematic suppression of the exploited majority by the
exploiting minority calls for the utmost ferocity and savagery
in the matter of suppressing, it calls for seas of blood, through
which mankind is actually wading its way in slavery, serfdom
and wage labour.
Furthermore, during the transition from capitalism to comm11nism suppression is still necessary, but it is now the suppression of the exploiting minority by the exploited majority. A special
apparatus, a special machine for suppression, the ''state", is still
necessary, but this is now a transitional state. It is ~o longer
a state in the proper sense of the word; for the suppression of the
minority of exploiters by the majority of the wage slaves of
yesterday is comparatively so easy, simple and natural ~ task
that. it will entail far less bloodshed than the suppression of
the risings of slaves, serfs or wage-labourers, and it will cost
mankind far less. And it is compatible with the extension of
democracy to such an overwhelming majority of the population
that the need for a special machine of suppression will begin to
disappear. Naturally, the exploiters are unable to suppress the
people without a highly complex machine for performing this
task, but the people can suppress the exploiters even with a very
simple ''machine'', almost without a ''machine'', without a special
apparatus, by the simple organisation of the armed people (such
as the Soviets of Workers' and Soldiers' Deputies, we would
remark, running ahead).
Lastly, only communism makes the stat,? absol~~e.ly unnecessary, for there is nobody to be suppresse~- nobody. in the. sense
of a class, of a systematic struggle against a definit.e section of
the population. We are not utopians, ·and do not in the least
deny the possibility and inevitability of excesses on the part
of individual persons, or the need to ~top such ex~esses. In the
first place, however, no special machine, no special apparatus
of suppression, is needed for this; this will ~e done by the armed
people themselves, as simply and ~s re~dily as any crowd of
civilised people even in modern society, interferes to put a stop
to a scuffle or 'to prevent a woman from being assaulted. And,
secondly, we know that the fundamental social cause of excesses,
which consist in the violation of the rules of social intercourse,
is the exploitation of the people, their want and their poverty.
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With the removal of this chief cause, excesses will inevitably
begin to ''wither away". We do not know how quickly and in what
succession, but we do know they will wither away. With their
withering away the state will also wither away.
Without building utopias, Marx defined more fully what can
be defined now regarding this future, namely, the difference
between the lower and higher phases (levels, stages) of communist
society.
3. The First Phase of Communist Society
In the Critique of the Gotha Programme, Marx goes into detail
to disprove Lassalle 's idea that under socialism the worker will
receive the ''undiminished" or ''full product of his labour''. Marx
shows that from the whole of the social labour of society there
must be deducted a reserve fund, a fund for the expansion of
production, a fund for the replacement of the ''wear and tear"
of machinery, and so on. Then, from the means of consumption
must be deducted a fund for administrative expenses, for schools,
hospitals, old people's homes, and so on.
Instead of Lassalle 's hazy, obscure, general phrase (''the full
product of his labour to the worker''), Marx makes a sober estimate
of exactly how socialist society will have to manage its affairs.
Marx proceeds to mal{e a concrete analysis of the conditions of life
of a society in \vhich there will be no capitalism, and says:
''What we have to deal with here [in analysing the programme of the workers' party] is a communist society,
not as it has developed on its own foundations, but, on
the contrary, just as it emerges from capitalist society;
which is, therefore, in every respect, economically, morally
and intellectually, still stamped with the birthmarks
of the old society from whose \Vomb it comes." 352
It is this communist society, which has just emerged into the
light of day out of the womb of capitalism and which is
in every respect stamped with the birthmarks of the old society,
tl1at Marx ter1ns tl1e ''first·•, or lower, phase of communist
society.
The means of production are no lor1ger the private property
of individuals. The means of production belong to the whole
of society. Every member of society performing a certain part
of the socially-necessary work, receives a certificate from society
to the effect that he has done a certain arnount of work. And
with this certificate he receives from the public store of consumer
goods a correspor1ding quantity of products. After a deduction is
made of the amount of labour wl1ich goes to the public fund,

ev·ery worker, therefore, receives from society as much as he has
aiven to it.
,., ''Equality" apparently reigns supreme.
But when Lassalle, having in view such a social order (usually
called socialisrn, but termed by Marx the first phase of communism),
s;1ys that this is ''equitable distribution'', that this is ''the equal
1·ight of all to an eqt1al product of labour", Lassalle is mistalcen
<lnd Marx exposes the mistal{e.
''Equal right," says Marx, we certainly do have here; but it is
still a ''bourgeois right", which, like every right, implies inequality.
}'~very right is an application of an equal measure to different
1)eople who in fact are not alike, are not equal to one another.
rfhat is why ''equal right" is a violation of equality and an
ir1justice. In fact, everyone, having performed as much social
Jabour as another, receives an equal share of the social product
(after the above-mentioned deductions).
.
But people are not alike: one is strong, another is weak; one
is n1arried, another is not; one has more children, another has
less, and so on. And the conclusion Marx draws is:
''With an equal performance of labour, and hence an
equal share in the social consumption fu~d, one . will
in fact receive more than another, one will be richer
than another, and so on. To avoid all these defects,
right would have to be 11nequal rather than equal.': 35 :i
The first phase of communism, therefore, cannot yet provide
j 11 stice and equality: differences, and unjust differences, i~ wealth
\Vill still persist, but the exploitation of man by man w1~l have
]Jecome impossible because it will be impossible to seize the
tneans of production-the factories, ~achines, la~d, etc. -and ma~e
them private property. In smashing Lassalle s petty-bourgeois,
\'ague phrases about ''equality" and ''justice'' in general, Marx
sl1ows the course of development of communist society, wl1ich is
compelled to abolish at first only the ''inju~tice~· of the means of
11roduction seized by individuals, and \Vh~ch .1s unab~e ~t or_ice
to eliminate the other injustice, which consists in the d1str1but1on
of consumer goods ''according to the a1nount of labour performed''
.
(and not ·according to needs). .
The vulgar economists, includ111g the bo11rgeo1s professors and
'' 011r" Tiigan, coristantly repro~ch ,,the so~ia~,ists '".it~ fo~getti~g
tl1e inequality of people and with drean11ng of el1rn1r1at1ng this
ir1equality. Such a reproach, as we .see, only proves the extreme
ig11orance of tl1e bourgeois ideologists.
.
.
l\1arx not only most scrupulo11sly takes a_ccotint of the 111ev1table inequality of men, but he also takes into acco~nt ~he fact
that the mere conversion of the means of prod11ct1on into the
common property of the whole of society (commonly called
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''socialism'') does not remove the defects of distribution and the.;
inequality of ''bourgeois right", 'vhich continues to prevail so long'.i
as products are divided ''according to the amount of labour per-·;'
formed''. Continuing, Marx says:
.\
'··~\·

''But these defects are inevitable in the first phase•''
of communist society as it is when it has just emerged; . \
after prolonged birth pangs, from capitalist society:'[
Right can never be higher than i the economic structure i
of society and its cultural development conditioned~
thereby ." 354
;.::
'

',,

And so, in the first phase of communist society (usually called ;
socialism) ''bourgeois right'' is not abolished in its entirety, but •. .·
only in part, only in proportion to the economic revolution so fat :,
attained, i.e., only in respect of the means of production. ''Bour- :i
geois right'' recognises them as the private property of individuals. !
Socialism converts them into common property. To that extent-,
and to that extent alone-''bourgeois right" disappears.
·. .i
However, it persists as far as its other part is concerned; it ')
persists in the capacity of regulator (determining factor) in the ;
distribution of products and the allotment of labour among the '
members of society. The socialist principle, ''He who does not :
work shall not eat'', is already realised; the other socialist principle, ·'
''An equal amount of products for an· equal amount of labour", :'
is also already realised. But this is not yet communism, and it :
does not yet abolish ''bourgeois right'', which gives unequal
individuals, in return for unequal (really unequal) amounts
of labour, equal amounts of products.
i
•
This is a ''defect'', says Marx, but it is unavoidable in the •'
first phase of communism; for if we are not to indulge in uto~ '
pianism, we must not think that having overthrown capitalism '
people will at once learn to work for society without any standard :
of right. Besides, the abolition cif capitalism does not immediately
create the economic prerequisites for such a change.
Now, there is no other standard than that of ''bourgeois right''.
To this extent, therefore, there still remains the need for a state,
which, while safeguarding the common ownership of the means !
of production, would safeguard equality in labour and in the 1\
distribution of products.
The state withers away insofar as there are no longer any
capitalists, any classes, and, conseq11ently, no class can be suppressed.
But the state has not yet completely withered away, since
there still remains the safeguarding of ''bourgeois right'', which
sanctifies actual inequality. For the state to wither away completely, complete communism is necessary.
1
1
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4. The Higher Phase of Communist Society
Marx continues"
''In a higher phase of con1munist society, after the
enslaving subordination of the individual to the division of
labour and with it also the antithesis between mental
and physical labour has vanished, after labour has become
not only a livelihood but life's prime want, after the
productive forces have increased with the all-round
development of the individual, and all the springs of
co-operative wealth flow more abundantly-only then
can the narrow horizon of bourgeois right be crossed in
its entirety and society inscribe on its banners: From
each according to his ability, to each according to his
needs. " 355
Only now can we fully appreciate the correctness of Engels' s
l'emarks mercilessly ridiculing the absurdity of combining the
\vords ''freedom'' and ''state''. So long as the state exists there
is no freedom. \Vhen there is freedom, there will be no state.
The economic basis for the complete withering away of the
state is such a high stage of development of communism at
which the antithesis between mental and physical labour disappears, at which there consequently disappears one of the principal sources of modern social inequality-a source, moreover,
\Vhich cannot on any account be removed immediately by the
mere conversion of the means of production into public property,
by the mere expropriation of the capitalists.
.
This expropriation will make it possible for the productive
forces to develop to a tremendous extent. And when we see how
incredibly capitalism is already retarding this development, when
\Ve see how much progress could be achieved on the basis of the
level of technique already attained, we are entitled to say with
the fullest confidence that the expropriation of the capitalists
\Vill inevitably result in an enormous development of the productive forces of human society. But how rapidly this development
will proceed, how soon it will reac~ the point .of breaking_ awa.y
from the division of labour, of doing away with the antithesis
between mental and physical labour, of transforming labour into
''life's prime want" -we do not and cannot know.
That is why we are' entitled to speak only of the inevitable
\Vithering away of the"'state, emphasising the protracted nature
of this process and its dependence upon the rapidity of development of the higher phase of communism, and leaving the question
cif the time required for, or the concrete forms of, the withering
away quite open, because there is no material for answering these
questions.
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Tl1e state will be able to wither away completely when society"
adopts the r11le: ''From each according to his ability, to each1,'
according to his needs", i.e., when people have become so accus.- :'
tomed to observing the fundamental rules of social intercourse~
and when their labour has become so productive that they will ';
vol1111tarily work according to their ability. ''The narrow horizon ;'·
of bourgeois right", which compels one to calc11late with thef>,
heartlessness of a Shylock whether one has not \Vorked half.)
an hour more than somebody else, whether one is not getting 'C.'
less pay than somebody else-this narrow horizon will then be·~·
crossed. There will then be no need for society, in distributing ;t
products, to regulate the quantity to be received by each; each .i
will take freely ''according to his needs".
.
From the bourgeois point of view, it is easy to declare that ;
such a social order is ''sheer utopia'' and to sneer at the socialists !
for promising everyone the right to receive fron1 society, without.···.
any control over the labour of the individual citizen, any quantity.·•
of truffles, cars, pianos, etc. Even to this day, most bourgeois
''savants" confine themselves to sneering in this way, thereby
betraying both their ignorance and their selfish defence of capitalism.
Ignorance-for it l1as never entered the head of any socialist
to ''promise'' that the higher phase of the development of communism will arrive; as for the great socialists' forecast that it will
arrive, it presupposes not the present productivity of labour
and not the present ordinary run of people, who, like the seminary
students in Pomyalovsky's stories, 356 are capable of damaging
the stocks of public wealth ''just for fun'', and of demanding the.
impossible.
Until the ''higher" phase of communism arrives, the socialists
demand the strictest control by society and by the state over the
measure of labour and the measure of consumption; but this control
must start with the expropriation of the capitalists, witl1 the establishment of workers' control over the capitalists, and must be
exercised not by a state of bureaucrats, but by a state of armed
- 'f

workers.

The selfish defence of capitalism by the bourgeois ideologists
(and their hangers-on, like the Tseretelis, Chernovs and Co.)
consists in that they substitute arguing and talk about the
distant future for the vital and burning question of present-day
politics, namely, the expropriation of the capitalists, the conversion of all citizens into workers and other employees of one huge
''syndicate'' -the whole state-and the complete subordination
of the entire work of this syndicate to a genuinely democratic state, the state of the Soviets of Workers' and Soldiers'
Deputies.
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In fact, when a learned professor, followed by the philistine,
followed in turn by the Tseretelis and Chernovs, talks of wild
11 to1iias, of the demagogic promises of the Bolsheviks, of the
i 111possibility of ''introducing" socialism, it is the higher stage,
or phase, of comm11nism he has in mind, which no one has ever
promised or even thought to ''introduce", because, generally
~11caking, it cannot be ''introduced".
And this brings us to the question of the scientific distinction
between socialism and communism which Engels touched on iI1
l1is above-quoted argument about the incorrectness of the name
''Social-Democrat''. Politically, the distinction between the first,
or· lower, and the higher phase of communism will in time,
lirobably, be tremendous. But it would be ridiculous to recognise
Lhis distinction now, under capitalism, and only individual
<1narchists, perhaps, could invest it with primary importance
(if there still are people among the anarchists who have learned
r1othing from the ''Plekhanov" conversion of the Kropotkins,
of Grave, Cornelissen and other ''stars" of anarchism into socialcha11vinists or ''anarcho-trenchists", as Ghe, one of the few anarchists who have still preserved a sense of honour and a conscience,
11as put it).
But the scientific distinction between socialism and communism
is clear. What is usually called socialism was termed by Marx
the ''first'', or lower, phase of communist society. Insofar as the
111eans of production become common property, the word ''comr1111nism" is also applicable here, providing we do not forget that
tl1is is not complete communism. The great significance of Marx's
explanations is that here, too, he consistently applies materialist dialectics, the ~heory of developn1ent, and regards communism as something which develops out of capitalism. Instead of
scholastically invented, ''concocted" definitions and fruitless
disputes over words (What is socialism? What is communism?),
~Iarx gives an analysis of what might be called the stages of
the economic maturity of communism.
In its first phase, or first stage, communism cannot as yet be
fully mature economically and entirely free from traditions
or· vestiges of capitalism. Hence the interesting phenomenon
that communism in its first phase retains ''the narrow horizon
of bourgeois right". Of course, bourgeois right in regard to the
distribution of consumer goods inevitably presupposes the existence
of the bourgeois state, for right is nothing without an apparatus capable of enforcing the observance of the standards of
right.
It follows that under communism there remains for a time
not only bourgeois right, but even the bourgeois state, without
the bourgeoisie!
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This may sound like a paradox or simply a dialectical conun- ,,
drum, of which Marxism is often accused by people who have not '
taken the slightest trouble to study its extraordinarily profot1nd ."
content.
: .
.
t
But in fact, remnants of the old, surv1v1ng in the new, confront·<
us in life at every step, both in nature and in society. And Marx )~
did not arbitrarily insert a scrap of ''bourgeois'' right into ':
communism, but indicated what is economically and politically ';,
inevitable in a society emerging out of the womb of capital- ·
•
ism.
De1nocracy is of enormous importance to the working class
ir1 its struggle against the capitalists for its emancipation. But
democracy is by no means a boundary not to be overstepped;
it is only one of the stages on the road from feudalism to capitalism, and from capitalism to communism.
Democracy means equality. The great significance of the proletariat's struggle for equality and of equality as a slogan will
be clear if we correctly interpret it as meaning the abolition of '.
classes. But democracy means only formal equality. And as soon ;
as equality is achieved for all members of society in relation .
to ownership of the means of production, that is, equality of 1'
labour and wages, humanity will inevitably be confronted with .
the question of advancing farther, from formal equality to actual :·.
equality, i.e. to the operation of the rule ''from each according :.
to his ability, to each according to his needs''. By what stages, ·· •
by means of what practical measures humanity will proceed •
to this supreme aim we do not and cannot know. But it is impor-· ~'
tant to realise how infinitely mendacious is the ordinary bourgeois :'
conception of socialism as something lifeless, rigid, fixed once ,>
a11d for all, whereas in reality only socialism will be the beginning ,
of a rapid, genuine, truly mass forward movement, embracing.·.
first the majority and then the whole of the population, in all • ·
spheres of public and private life.
·
:;
Democracy is a form of the state, one of its varieties. Conse- ;,
qttently, it, like every state, represents, on the one hand, the}
organised, systematic use of force against persons; but, on the ;
other hand, it signifies the formal recognition of equality of. 1
citizens, the equal right of all to determine the structure of, and \
to administer, the state. This, in turn, results in the fact that, ''
at a certain stage in the development of democracy, it first welds ·,~
together the class that wages a revolutionary struggle against \
capitalism-the proletariat, and enables it to crush, smash to ,
atoms, wipe off the face of the earth the bourgeois, even the republi- •'
can-bourgeois, state machine, the standing army, the police and ',
the bureaucracy and to substitute for them a more democratic 'i:
state machine, but a state machine nevertheless, in the shape of '.I
•
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armed workers who proceed to form a militia involving the entire
population.
Here ''quantity turns into quality": such a degree of democracy
in1plies overstepping the boundaries of bourgeois society and
beginning its socialist reorganisation. If really all take part
in the administration of the state, capitalism cannot retain its
}1old. The development of capitalism, in turn, creates the preconditions that enable really ''all" to take part in the administration
of the state. Some of these preconditions are: universal literacy,
v;hich has already been achieved in a number of the most advanc~d. capitalist countries, then the ''training and disciplining''
of m1ll1ons of workers by the huge, complex, socialised apparatus
of the postal service, railways, big factories, large-scale commerce
banking, etc., etc.
'
Given these economic preconditions, it is quite possible, after
tl1e overthrow of the capitalists and the bureaucrats, to proceed
immediately, overnight, to replace them in the control over
production and distribution, in the work of keeping account
of labour and products, by the armed workers, by the whole of the
armed population. (The question of control and accounting should
not be confused with the question of the scientifically trained
staff of engineers, agronomists and so on. These gentlemen are
working today in obedience to the wishes of the capitalists,
and will work even better tomorrow in obedience to the wishes
of the armed \vorkers.)
Accounting and control-that is mainly what is needed for
the ''smooth working'', for the proper functioning, of the first
phase of communist society. All citizens are transformed into
hired employees of the state, which consists of the armed workers.
All citizens become employees and workers of a single country\Vide state ''syndicate''. All that is required is that they should
\York equally, do their proper share of work, and get equal pay.
The accounting and control necessary for this have been simplified
by capitalism to the utmost and reduced to the extraordinarily
simple operations-which any literate person can perform-of
supervising and recording, knowledge of the four rules of
arithmetic, and issuing appropriate receipts.*
When the majority of the people begin independently and
everywhere to keep such accounts and exercise such control
over the capitalists (now converted into employees) and over
the intellectual gentry who preserve their capitalist habits, this

*

When the more important functions of the state are reduced to such
accounting and control by the \Yorkers themselve~, it \vill cease to be a
"political state'' and "public functions \vill lose their political c.haracter
and become mere administrative functions'' (cf. above, Chapter IV 2 Engels's
controversy with the anarchists).
' '
37-1087
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control will really become universal, general and popular; and
there will be no getting away from it, there will be ''nowhere
to go''.
The whole of society will have become a single office and a single
factory, with equality of labour and pay.
But this ''factory" discipline, which the proletariat, after
defeating the capitalists, after overthrowing the exploiters, will
extend to the whole of society, is by no means our ideal, or our .
ultimate goal. It is only a necessary step for thoroughly cleaning
society of all the infamies and abominations of capitalist exploitation, and for further progress.
From the moment all members of society, or at least the
vast majority, have learned to administer the state themselves,
have taken this work into their own hands, have organised control
over the insignificant capitalist minority, over the gentry who
wish to preserve their capitalist habits and over the workers who
have been thoroughly corrupted by capitalism-from this moment
the need for government of any kind begins to disappear altogether. The more complete the democracy, the nearer the moment
when it becomes unnecessary. The more democratic the ''state''
which consists of the armed workers, and which is ''no longer
a state in the proper sense of the word", the more rapidly every
form of state begins to wither away.
For when all have learned to administer and actually do independently administer social production, independently keep
accounts and exercise control over the parasites, the sons of
the wealthy, the swindlers and other ''guardians of capitalist
traditions", the escape from this popular accounting and control
will inevitably become so incredibly difficult, such a rare exception, and will probably be accompanied by such swift and severe
punishment (for the armed workers are practical men and not
sentimental intellectuals, and they will scarcely allow anyone
to trifle with them), that the necessity of observing the simple,
fundamental rules of the community will very soon become a
habit.

Then the door will be thrown wide open for the transition from
the first phase of communist society to its higher phase, and with
it to the complete withering away of the state.
Written in August-September 1917,
§ 3 of Chapter II-prior to
December 17, 1918
Publisl1ed as a pamphlet in
Petrograd in 1918 by Zhizn i
Znaniye P11blishers

MARXISM AND INSURRECTION
A Letter to the Central Committee of the R.S.D.L.P.(B.)

One of the most vicious and probably most widespread distortions of Marxism resorted to by the dominant ''socialist'' parties
is the opportunist lie that preparation for insurrection, and
generally the treatment of insurrection as an art, is ''Blanquism''.
Bernstein, the leader of opportunism, has already earned
himself unfortunate fame by accusing Marxism of Blanquism,
and when our present-day opportunists cry Blanquism they do
not improve on or ''enrich" the meagre ''ideas'' of Bernstein one
little bit.
Marxists are accused of Blanquism for treating insurrection
as an art. Can there be a more flagrant perversion of the truth,
-w·hen not a single Marxist will deny that it was Marx who expressed himself on this score in the most definite, precise and
categorical manner, referring to insurrection specifically as an art,
saying that it must be treated as an art, that you must win the
first success and then proceed from success to success, never
ceasing the offensive against the enemy, taking advantage of his
confusion, etc., etc.?
To be successful, insurrection must rely not upon conspiracy
and not upon a party, but upon the advanced class. That is the
first point. Insurrection must rely upon a revolutionary upsurge
of the people. That is the second point. Insurrection must rely
upon that turning-point in the history of the growing revolution
when the activity of the advanced ranks of the people is at its
height, and when the vacillations in the ranks of the enemy and
in the ranks of the weak, half-hearted and irresolute friends of the
revolution are strongest. That is the third point. And these three
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conditions for raising the question of insurrection distinguish
Marxism from B lanquism.

Once these conditions exist, however, to refuse to treat insurrection as an art is a betrayal of Marxism and a betrayal of the
revolution.
37*
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To show that it is precisely the present moment that the party'
must recognise as the one in which the entire course of events.ii,
has objectively placed insurrection on the order of the day and~'
that insurrection must be treated as an art, it will perhaps be best\
to use the method of comparison, and to draw a parallel between·;~
July 3-4357 and the September days.
:
On July 3-4 it could have been argued, without violating the.)
truth, that the correct thing to do was to take power, for our ;i
enemies would in any case have accused us of insurrection and l
ruthlessly treated us as rebels. However, to have decided on this i'
account in favour of taking power at that time would have been .;
wrong, because the objective conditio11s for the victory of the 1;
insurrection did not exist.
1
(1) We still lacked the support of the class which is the vanguard •·
of the revolution.
\
We still did not have a majority among the workers and soldiers ::
of Petrograd and Moscow. Now \Ve have a majority in both ;·
Soviets. It was created solely by the history of July and August, :
by the experience of the ''ruthless treatment" meted out to the :
Bolsheviks, and by the experience of the Kornilov revolt. 35 8. '·•·
(2) There was no country-wide revolutionary upsurge at that "
time. There is now, after the Kornilov revolt; the situation in the
provinces and· assumption of power by the Soviets in many
localities prove this.
(3) At that time there was no vacillation on any serious political scale among our enemies and among the irresolute petty
bourgeoisie. Now the vacillation is enormous. Our main enemy,
Allied and world imperialism (for world imperialism is headed
by the ''Allies''), has begun to waver between a war to a victorious '
finish and a separate peace directed against Russia. Our pettybourgeois democrats, having clearly lost their majority among
the people, have begun to vacillate enormously, and have
rejected a bloc, i.e., a coalition, with the Cadets.
(4) Therefore, an insurrection on July 3-4 would have been
a mistake; we could not have retained power either physically '
or politically. We could not have retained it physically even
though Petrograd was at times in our hands, because at that time
our workers and soldiers would not have fought and died for Petrograd. There was not at the time that ''savageness", or fierce hatred
both of the Kerenskys and of the Tseretelis and Chernovs. Our
people had still not been tempered by the experience of the persecution of the Bolsheviks in which the Socialist-Revolutionaries
and Mensheviks participated.
We could not have retained power politically on July 3-4
because, before the Kornilov revolt, the army and the provinces
could and \vould have marched against Petrograd.
'
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Now the picture is entirely different.
We have the following of the majority of a class, the vanguard
of the revolution, the vanguard of the people, which is capable
of carrying the masses with it.
We have the following of the majority of the people, because
Chernov's resignation, while by no means the only symptom,
is the most striking and obvious symptom that the peasants
zvill not receive land from the Socialist-Revolutionaries' bloc
(or from the Socialist-Revolutionaries themselves). And th_at is the
chief reason for the popular character of the revolution.
We are in the advantageous position of a party that knows
for certain which way to go at a time when imperialism as a whole
and the Menshevik and Socialist-Revolutionary bloc as a whole
.
are vacillating in an incredible fashion. ·
Our victory is assured, for the people are close to desperation,
and we are showing the entire people a sure way out; we demonstrated to the entire people during the ''Kornilov days" the value
of our leadership, and then proposed to the politicians of the
bloc a compromise, which they rejected, although there is no let-up
in their vacillations.
It would be a great mistake to think that our offer of a compromise had not yet been rejected, and that the Democratic Conference359 may still accept it. The compromise was proposed by a
party to parties; it could not have been proposed. in any other
\Vay. It was rejected by parties. The Demo.cratic Conference
is a conference, and nothing more. One thing must not be forgotten,
11amely, that the majority of the revolutionary people, the poor,
embittered peasants, are not represented in it. It is a conference
of a minority of the people-this obvious truth must not be f~r~ot
ten. It would be a big mistake, sheer parliamentary cretinism
on our part, if we were to regard the Democratic Conference as
a parliament; for even if it were to proclaim itself a permanent
and sovereign parliament of the revolution, it would neverthe.less
decide nothing. The power of decision lies outside it, in the workingclass quarters of Petrograd and Moscow.
.
.
All the objective conditions exist for a successful insurrection.
\Ve have the exceptional advantage of a situation in which .only
our victory in the insurrection can put an end to that most painful
thing on earth, vacillation, which ha~ wo~n t~e people out;
in which only our victory in the insurrection will give the peasants
land immediately; a situation in which only our victory in the
insurrection can foil the game of a separate peace directed against
the revolution -foil it by publicly proposing a fuller, juster and
earlier peace, a peace that will benefit the revolution.
Finally, our Party alone can, by a victorious insurrection,
sa\'e Petrograd; for if our proposal for peace is rejected, if we do
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not secure even an armistice, then we shall become ''defencists"
we shall place ourselves at the head of the war parties, we shali
be the war party par excellence, and we shall conduct the war
in a truly revolutionary manner. We shall take away all the bread "
and boots from ~he capitalists. We shall leave them only crusts ;
and dress them in bast shoes. We shall send all the bread and ·'
footwear to the front.
And then \Ve shall save Petrograd.
. The resou~ces, both material and spiritual, for a truly revolutionary war in Russia are still immense; the chances are a hundred
to one that the Germans will grant us at least an armistice. And
to secure an armistice now would in itself mean to win the whole
world.

*

*

*

Having recognised the absolute necessity for an insurrection
of the workers of Petrograd and Moscow in order to save the
:evol~ti~n and to save Russia from a ''separate" partition by the
imp~r1al1sts of both groups, we must first adapt 011r political
tact~cs at the Conference to the conditions of the growing insurrection; secondly, we must show that it is not only in words
that we accept Marx's idea that insurrection must be treated as
an art.
At the Conference we must immediately cement the Bolshevik
group, without striving after numbers, and without fearing to
leave the waverers in the waverers' camp. They are more useful
to the cause of the revolution there than in the camp of the resolute
and devoted fighters.
We must draw up a brief declaration from the Bolsheviks
emphasising in no uncertain manner the irrelevance of long '
spe~ches and of ''speeches'' in general, the necessity for immediate
action to save the revolution, the absolute necessity for a complete
break ~ith. the bo~rgeoisie, for the removal of the present government, i~ its ~n~1rety, for a complete rupture with the AngloFrench imper1al1sts, who are preparing a ''separate'' partition
o~ Russia, and for the immediate transfer of. all power to revolutio1iary democrats, headed by the revolutionary proletariat.
·
Our declaration must give the briefest and most trenchant
formulation of this conclusion in connection with the programme
propo_sals of peace for the peoples, land for the peasants, confiscation of scandalous profits, and a check on the scandalous ''
sabotage of production by the capitalists.
The briefer and more trenchant the declaration the better.
~n~y two other highly important points must be clea~ly indicated
in it, namely, that the people are worn out by the vacillations,
that they are fed up with the irresolution of the Socialist-Revo-
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lutionaries and Mensheviks; and that we are definitely breaking
,vith these parties because they have betrayed the revolution.
And another thing. By immediately proposing a peace without
a11r1exations, by immediately breaking with the Allied imperialists
and \Vith all imperialists, either we shall at once obtain an. armistice, or the entire revolt1tionary proletariat will rally to the
defence of the country, and a really just, really revolutionary
,var will then be waged by revolutionary democrats under the
leadership of the proletariat.
IIaving read this declaration, and having appealed for decisions
11nd 11ot talk, for action and not resolution-writing, we must
dispatch our entire group to the factories and the barracks. Their
place is there, the pulse of life is there, there is the source of
salvation for our revolution, and there is the motive force of the
Democratic Conference.
There, in ardent and impassioned speeches, we must explain
our programme and put the alternative: either the Conference
adopts it in its entirety, or else insurrection. There is no middle
course. Delay is impossible. The revolution is dying.
By putting the question in this way, by concentrating our
entire group in the factories and barracks, we shall be able to
determine the right moment to start the insurrection.
In order to treat insurrection in a Marxist way, i.e., as an art,
we must at the same time, without losing a single moment,
organise a headquarters of the insurgent detachments, distribute
our forces, move the reliable regiments to the most important
points, surround the Alexandrinsky 1'heatre, occupy the Peter
and Paul Fortress, 360 arrest the General Staff and the government,
61
arid move against the officer cadets and the Savage Division3
those detachments which would rather die than allow the enemy
to approach the strategic .points of the city. We must mobilise
the armed workers and call them to fight the last desperate fight,
occupy the telegraph and the telephone exchange at once, move
our insurrection headquarters to the central telephone exchange
and connect it by telephone with all the factories, all the regiments,
all the points of armed fighting, etc.
Of co11rse, this is all by way of example, only to illustrate
the fact that at the present moment it is impossible to remain
loyal to Marxism, to remain loyal to the revolution unless insurrection is treated as an art.
N. Lenin
\Vritten September 13-14 (26-27),

1917
~irst

published in 1921
in the magazine
Proletarskaya Revolutsia No. 2
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ROUGH OUTLINE OF THE DRAFT PROGRAMME

From ROUGH OUTLINE OF THE DRAFT PROGRAMME
FOR THE EXTRAORDINARY SEVENTH CONGRESS
OF THE!R.C.P.(B.)

.I

The consolidation and development of Soviet po\ver as the form :
of ~he dict~torship of the proletariat and poor peasantry ;
(sem1-proletar1ans), a form already tested by experience and ·•·
brought to the fore by the mass movement and the revolutionary \
struggle.
'
The consolidation and development must consist in the accomplisl1ment (a broader, more general and planned accomplishment)
of those tasks which historically devolve on this form of state · ·
power, on this new type of state, namely:
(1) union and organisation of the working and exploited masses
oppressed by capitalism, and only them, i.e., only the workers
and poor peasantry, semi-proletarians, with automatic exclusion
of the exploiting classes and rich representatives of the petty
bourgeoisie;
(2) union of the most vigorous, active, class-conscious part · ·
of the oppressed classes, their vanguard, which must educate
every member of the working population for independent participation in the management of the state, not theoretically but
practically;
(4) (3) abolition of parliamentarism (as the separation of legislative
from executive activity); union of legislative and executive state
activity. Fusion of administration with legislation;
(3) (4) closer connection of the whole apparatus of state power
and state administration with the masses than under previous
forms of democracy;
(5) creation of an armed force of workers and peasants, one
least divorced from the people (Soviets = armed workers '
and peasants). Organised character of nation-wicle arming of the
people, as one of the first steps towards arming the \vhole
people;
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(6) more complete democracy, through less formality and
making election and recall easier;
(7) close (and direct) connection with occupations and with
productive-economic units (elections based on factories, and on
local peasant and handicraft areas). This close connection makes
it possible to carry out profound socialist changes;
(8) (partly, if not wholly, CO\'ered by the preceding)-the
possibility of getting rid of bureaucracy, of doing without it,
the beginning of the realisation of this possibility;
(9) transfer of the focus of attention in questions of democracy
from formal recognition of a formal equality of the bourgeoisie
and the proletariat, of poor and rich, to the practical feasibility
of the enjoyment of freedom (democracy) by the working and
exploited mass of the population;
(10) the further development of the Soviet organisation of the
state must consist in every member of a Soviet being obliged to
carry out constant work in administering the state, alongside
participation in meetings of the Soviet; -and furthermore in each
and every member of the population being drawn gradually both
into taking part in Soviet organisation (on the condition of subordi11ation to organisations of the working people) and into serving
in state administration.
The Fulfilment of These Tasks Requires
<:t)

in the political sphere: development of the Soviet Republic.
. t (Prosueshcheniye, pp. 13-14)
Ad vantages of Sov1e s
ISIX
. I.t ems I
; .

extension of the Soviet Constitution in so far as the resistance
of the exploiters ceases to the whole population;
federation of nations, as a transition to a conscious and closer
ltnity of the working people, when they have learnt voluntarily
to rise above national dissension;
r1ecessarily ruthless suppression of the resistance of the exploiters; standards of ''general" (i.e., bourgeois) democracy are subortlinate to this aim, give way to it:
''Liberties" and democracy not for all, but for the working and
ex1Jloited masses, to emancipate them from exploitation; ruthless
, suppression of exploiters;
l'i'B: chief stress is shifted from formal recognition of liberties
(s11ch as existed under bourgeois parliamentarism) to actually
e11suring the enjoyment of liberties by the working people who
<:tre overthrowing the exploiters, e.g., from recognition of freedom
of assembly to the handing over of all the best halls and premises
~o the workers, from recognition of freedom of speech to the handing over of all the best printing presses to the workers, and so
forth.
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A brief enumeration of these ''liberties'' from the old
•
•
m1n1mum programme
Arming the workers and disarming the bourgeoisfilJ
..
Transition through the Soviet state to the gradual abolition i'
of t~e. state by systematically drawing an ever greater number.·
of c1t1~ens, and subsequently each and every citizen, into direct '
~nd daily performance of their share of the burdens of administer- ···~
ing the state.
·
\Vritten in March, not later than
March 8, 1918
Published in the magazine
Kommunist No. 5, lYiarch 9, 1918

From THE IMMEDIATE TASKS
OF THE SOVIET GOVERNMENT

Collected Works, Vol. 27, pp. 153-56

In bourgeois revolutions, the principal task of the mass of
working people was to fulfil the negative or destructive work
of abolishing feudalism, monarchy and medievalism. The positive
or constructive work of organising the new society was carried
out by the property-owning bourgeois minority of the population.
And the latter carried out this task with relative ease, despite
the resistance of the worke1·s and the poor peasants, not only
because the resistance of the people exploited by capital was
then extremely weak, since they were scattered aud uneducated,
but also because the chief organising force of anarchically built
capitalist society is the spontaneously growing and expanding
r1ational and international market.
In every socialist revolution, ho\vever -and co11sequently in the
socialist revolution in Russia which we began on October 25,
1917-the principal task of the proletariat, and of the poor peasants which it leads, is the positive or constructive work of setting
up an extremely intricate and delicate system of new organisational relationships extending to the planned production and distrib11tion of the goods required for the existence of tens of millions
of people. Such a revolution can be successfully carried out only
if the majority of the population, and primarily the majority
of the working people, engage in independent creative work as
111akers of history. Only if the proletariat and the poor peasants
display sufficient class-consciousness, devotion to principle, selfsacrifice and perseverance, will the victory of the socialist
revolution be assured. By creating a new, Soviet type of state,
which gives the working and oppressed people the chance to take
an active part in the independent building up of a new society,
we solved only a small part of this difficult problem. The principal difficulty lies in the economic sphere, namely, the introduction of the strictest and universal accounting and control of the
•
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production and distribution of goods, raising the productivity,·
of labour and socialising production in practice....
..
Among the absurdities which the bourgeoisie are fond of spreading i,
about socialism is the allegation that socialists deny the importance:,
of competition. In fact, it is only socialism which, by abolishing:'
classes, and, consequently, by abolishing the ensla\'ement of the i
people, for the first time opens the way for competition on a really 1
mass scale. And it is precisely the Soviet form of organisation, ~
by ensuring transition from the formal democracy of the bourgeois '
republic to real participation of the mass of working people in :;
administration, that for the first time puts competition on a broad ',
basis. It is much easier to organise this in the political field than ,•
in the economic field; but for the success of socialism ' it is the ;.
economic field that matters.
'
Take, for .example, a means of organising competition such
as publicity. The bourgeois republic ensures publicity only formally; in practice, it subordinates the press to capital, entertains
the ''mob" with sensationalist political trash and conceals what
takes place in the workshops, in commercial transactions, contracts,
etc., behind a veil of ''trade secrets'', which protect ''the sacred
right of property''. The Soviet government has abolished trade 1
secrets; it has taken a new path; but we have done hardly anything
to utilise publicity for the purpose of encouraging economic
competition. While ruthlessly suppressing the thoroughly mendacious and insolently slandero11s bourgeois press, we must set to
work systematically to create a press that will not entertain
and fool the people with political sensation and trivialities, but
which will submit the questions of everyday economic life to the '
people's judgement and assist in the serious study of these ques- ~
tions. Every factory, every village is a producers' and consumers' · ;.
commune, whose right and duty it is to apply the general Soviet
laws in their own way (''in their own way", not in the sense of
violating them, but in the sense that they can apply them i11
various forms) and in their own way to solve the problem of accounting in the production and distribution of goods. Under capitalism,
this was the ''private affair'' of the individual capitalist, landowner
or kulak. Under the Soviet system, it is not a private affair, but
a most important affair of state.
We have scarcely yet started on the enormous, difficult but
re"'.arding task of organising competitio11 between communes,
of introducing accounting and publicity in the process of the
production of grain, clothes and other things, of transforming
dry, ~ead, bureaucratic accounts into living examples, some
r~pulsive, others attractive. Under the capitalist mode of production, the sig11ifi.cance of individual example, say the example
of a co-operative workshop, \Vas inevitably very much

restricted, and only those imbued with petty-bourgeois
illusions could dream of ''correcting'' capitalism through
the example of virtuous institution$. After political power
has passed to the proletariat, ~fter the expropriators have .been
expropriated, the situation rad.ically changes and-as prominent
socialists have repeatedly pointed out-force of example for
the first time is able to influence the people. Model communes
must and will serve as educator5, teachers, helping to raise the
backward communes. The press must serve as an instrument
of socialist construction, give publicity to the successes achieved
by the model communes in all their details, must study the
causes of these successes, the methods of management these comrnunes employ, and, on the o~he~ hand, ;:iust .P~t on the ''b~ac~ lis~."
those communes which persist in the trad1t1ons of cap1tal1sm ,
i.e., anarchy, laziness, disorder and profiteering. In capitalist
society, statistics were entirely a matter for ''go:ve~nment servants'',
or for narrow specialists; we must carry stat1st1cs to the people
and make them popular so that the working people themselves
may gradually learn to understand and ~ee how l?ng and in what
\vay it is necessary to work, how much ti.me and in what way .one
may rest so that the comparison of the business results of the various
commun~s may become a matter of general interest and study,
and that the most outstanding communes may be rewarded
immediately (by reducing the working day, raising remuneration,
placing a larger amount of cultural or aesthetic facilities or values
at their disposal, etc.).
When a new class comes on to the historical scene as the leader
and guide of society, a period of violent ''r~cking'', shocks,. struggle
and storm on the one hand, and a period of uncertain steps,
experiments, wavering, hesitation in regard to the selection
of new methods corresponding to new objective circumstances,
on the other, are inevitable. The moribund feudal nobility avenged
themselves on the bourgeoisie which vanquished them and took
their place, not only by consp~raci~s .and attempts at rebell~on
clnd restoration but also by pouring ridicule over the lack of skill,
the clumsiness ~nd the mistakes of the ''upstarts'' and the ''insolent''
who dared to take over the ''sacred helm'' of state without the
centuries of training which the princes, barons, nobles and dignitaries had had· in exactly the same way the Kornilov5 and
Kerenskys, the Gotzes and Martovs, the wh?le of t?~t fraternity
of heroes of bourgeois swindling or bourgeois scepticism, avenge
themselves on the working class of Russia for having had the
''audacity'' to take power.
Of course, not weeks, but long months and years are required
for a new social class, especially a class which up to now has been
oppressed and crushed by poverty and ignorance, to get used
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to its new position, look around, organise its work and promote
its own organisers. It is understandable that the Party which
leads the revolutionary proletariat has not been able to acquire
the experience and habits of large organisational undertakings
embracing millions and tens of n1illions of citizens; the remoulding
of the old, almost exclusively agitators' habits is a very lengthy
process. But there is nothing impossible in this, and as soon as
the necessity for a change is clearly appreciated, as soon as there
is firm determination to effect the change and persevei·ance in
pursuing a great and difficult aim, \Ve shall achieve it. There
is an enormous amount of organising talent among the ''people'',
i.e., among the workers and the peasants who do not exploit
the labour of others. Capital crushed these talented people in
thousands; it killed their talent and threw them on to the scrapheap. We are not yet able to find them, encourage them, put
them on their feet, promote them. But we shall learn to do
so if we set about it with all-out revolutionary enthusiasm,
without which there can be no victorious revolutions.
No profound and mighty popular movement has ever occurred
in history without dirty scum rising to the top, without adventurers and rogues, boasters and ranters attaching themselves to the:
inexperienced innovators, without absurd muddle and fuss,
without individual ''leaders'' trying to deal with twenty matters:
at once and not finishing any of them. Let the lap-dogs of bourgeois society, from Belorussov to Martov, squeal and yelp about
every extra chip that is sent flying in cutting down the big, old
wood. What else are lap-dogs for if not to yelp at the proletarian
elephant? Let them yelp. We shall go our way and try as carefully
and as patiently as possible to test and· discover real organisers,
people with sober and practical minds, people who combine
loyalty to socialism with ability without fuss (and in spite of
mt1ddle and fuss) to get a large number of people working together
steadily and concertedly within the framework of Soviet
organisation. Only such people, after they have been tested
a dozen times, by being transferred from the simplest to the more
difficult tasks, should be promoted to the responsible posts of·
leaders of the people's labour, leaders of administration. We
have not yet learned to do this, bt1t we shall learn ....
The resolution adopted by the recent Moscow Congress of
Soviets advanced as the primary task of the moment the establishment of a ''harmonious organisation'', and the tightening of discipline. Everyone now readily ''votes for'' and ''subscribes to''
resolutions of this kind; but usually people do not think over
the fact that the application of such resolutions calls for coercion - ·
coercion precisely in the form of dictatorship. And yet it would
be ·extremely stupid and absurdly utopian to assume that the·
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transition from capitalism to socialism is possible without coercion and without dictatorship. Marx's theory very definitely
opposed this petty-bourgeois-democratic and anarchist absurdity
long ago. And Russia of 1917-18 confirms the correctness of
Marx's theory in this respect so strikingly, palpably and imposingly
that only those who are hopelessly dull or who have obstinately
decided to turn their backs on the truth can be under any misapprehension concerning this. Either the dictatorship of Kornilov
(if we take him as the Russian type of bourgeois Cavaignac),
or the dictatorship of the proletariat-any other choice is out
of the question for a country which is developing at an extremely
rapid rate with extremely sharp turns and amidst desperate
ruin created by one of the most horrible wars in history. Every
solution that offers a middle path is either a deception of the
people by the bourgeoisie -,-for the bourgeosie dare not tell the
truth, dare not say that they need Kornilov -or an expression
of the dull-wittedness of the petty-bourgeois democrats, of the
Chernovs, Tseretelis and Martovs, who chatter about the unity
of democracy, the dictatorship of democracy, the general democratic front, and similar nonsense. Those whom even the progress
of the Russian Revolution of 1917-18 has not taught that a middle
course is impossible, must be given up for lost.
On the other hand, it is 11ot difficult to see that during every
transition from capitalism to socialism, dictatorship is necessary
for two main reasons, or along two main channels. Firstly, capitalism cannot be defeated and eradicated without the ruthless
suppression of the resistance of the exploiters, who cannot at once
be deprived of their wealth, of their advantages of organisation
and knowledge, and consequently for a fairly long period will
inevitably try to overthrow the hated rule of the poor; secondly,
every great revolution, and a socialist revolution in particular,
even if there is no external war, is inconceivable without internal
war, i.e., civil war, which is even more devastating than external
war and involves thousands and millions of cases of wavering
and ' desertion from one side to another, implies a state of extreme
indefiniteness lack of equilibrium and chaos. And of course, all
the elements ~f disintegration of the old society, which are inevitablyverynumerous and connected mainly with the petty bourgeoisie (because it is the petty bourgeoisie that every war and every
crisis ruins and destroys first), are bound to ''reveal themselves''
during such a profound revolution;, And t~ese elem_ents ~f disintegration cannot ''reveal them~elves other:vise than in an increase
of crime, hooliganism, corruption, profiteering and outrages of every
kind. To put these down requi1·es time and requires an iron hand.
There has not been a single great revolution in history in which
the people did not instinctively realise this and did not show
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salutary firmness by shooting thieves on the spot. The misfortune !
of previous revolutions was that the revolutionary enthusiasm ·.·.
of the people, which sustained them in their state of tension '.
and gave them the strength to suppress ruthlessly the elements '
of disintegration, did not last long. The social, i.e., the class, ·
reason for this instability of the revolutionary enthusiasm of the
people was the weakness of the proletariat, which alone is able
(if it is sufficiently numerous, class-conscious and disciplined)
to win over to its side the majority of the working and exploited
people (the majority of the poor, to speak more simply and
popularly) and retain power sufficiently long to suppress completely all the exploiters as well as all the elements of disintegration. .1
It was this historical experience of all revolutions, it was
this world-historic-economic and political-lesson that Marx
summed up when he gave his short, sharp, concise and expressive formula: dictatorship of the proletariat. And the fact that
the Russian revolution has been correct in its approach to this
world-historic task has been proved by the victorious progress of the
Soviet form of organisation among all the peoples and tongues
of Russia. For Soviet power is nothing but an organisational
form of the dictatorship of the proletariat, the dictatorship of .
the advanced class, which raises to a new democracy and to inde- . :.
pendent participation in the administration of the state tens 9.
upon tens of millions of working· and exploited people, who by'.',
their own experience learn to regard the disciplined and class- \"
conscious vanguard of the proletariat as their most reliable :
leader.
··
Dictatorship, however, is a big word, and big words should · ·
not be thrown about carelessly. Dictatorship is iron rule, govern- .
ment that is revolutionarily bold, swift and ruthless in suppressing ,
both exploiters and hooligans. But our government is excessively •.
mild, very often it resembles jelly more than iron. We must not :
forget for a moment that the bourgeois and petty-bourgeois element :
is fighting against the Soviet system in two ways; on the one hand,· •
it is operating from without, by the methods of the Savinkovs, ·
Gotzes, Gegechkoris and Kornilovs, by conspiracies and rebellions,
and by their filthy ''ideological'' reflection, the flood of lies and
slander in the Constitutional-Democratic, Right Socialist-Revo- '
lutionary and Menshevik press; on the other hand, this element
operates from within and takes advantage of every manifestation
of disintegration, of every weakness, in order to bribe, to increase
indiscipline, laxity and chaos. The nearer we approach the complete military suppression of the bourgeoisie, the more dangerous
does the element of petty-bourgeois anarchy become. And the
fight against this element cannot be waged solely with the aid
of propaganda and agitation, solely by organising competition
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and by selecting organisers. The struggle m11st also be waged
by means of coercion ....
Take the psychology of the average, ordinary representative
of the toiling and exploited masses, compare it with the objective,
n1aterial conditions of his life in society. Before tl1e October
Revolution he did not see a single instance of the propertied, exploiting classes making any real sacr·if1ce for him, giving 11p anything
for his benefit. He did not see them giving him the land and liberty
that had been repeatedly promised him, giving hirn peace, sacriticing ''Great Power" interests and the interests of Great Power
secret treaties, sacrificing capital and profits. He saw this only
after October 25, 1917, when he took it himself by force, and had
to defend by force what he l1ad taken, against the Kerenskys,
Gotzes, Gegechkoris, Dutovs and Kornilovs. Naturally, for
a certain time, all his attention, all his thoughts, all his spiritual
strength, were concentrated on taking a breath, on unbending
his back, on straightening his shoulders, on tal(ir1g the blessi.nas
of life that were there for the taking, and that had always be:n
<lenied him by the now overthrown exploiters. Of course, a certain
amount of time is required to enable the ordir1ary working man
not only to see for himself, not only to become convinced, but
<ilso to feel that he cannot simply ''take", snatch, grab things,
that this leads to increased disruption, to ruin, to the ret11rr1
of the Kornilovs. The corresponding change in the conditions
r)f life (and consequently in the psychology) of the ordinary worl(ing
rnen is only just beginning. And our whole task, the task of the
(:ornmunist Party (Bolsheviks), \Vhich is the class-conscious spokesr11an for the strivings of the exploited for en1ancipation, is to
<tppreciate this change, to understand that it is necessary, to
slar1d at the head of the exhausted people who are wearily seeking
'' way· out and lead them· along the true path, along the path
•lf labour discipline, along the path of co-ordinating the task
•lf arguing at mass meetings aboilt the conditions of work with
I he task of r1nquestioningly obeying tl1e will of the Soviet leader,
1>f the dictator, during the work.
The ''mania for meetings'' is an object of the ridicule, and still
rr1ore often of the spiteful hissing of the bourgeoisie, the l\1enshevil(s, the N ovaya Zhizn people, 362 who see only the chaos, the
c.or1fusion and the outbursts of small-proprietor egoism. But
1\·itl1out the dibc11ssions at public meetings the mass of the op1iressed could never have changed from the discipline forced upon
t l1em by the exploiters to conscio11s, vol11ntary rliscipline. The
;i irir1g of questions at public meetings is the genui 11e democracy
11!' the worki11g people, their way of 11r1bending their bacl(s, their
"\Vakening to a 11ew life, their first steps alo11g tl1e road which
: f1ey themselves ha\'e cleared of vi11ers (the exploiters, the imperial·, _1os1
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ists the landowners and capitalists) and which they want to learn.
to build themselves, in their own way, for themselves, on the principles of their own Soviet, and not alien, not aristocratic, not
bourgeois rule. It required precisely the October victory of the
working people over the exploiters, it required a whole historical
period in which the working people themselves could first of all "
discuss the new conditions of life and the new tasks, in order to make
possible the durable transition to superior forms of labour discipline, to the conscious appreciation of the necessity for the dictatorship of the proletariat, to unquestioning obedience to the
orders of individual representatives of the Soviet government.
during the work ....
The socialist character of Soviet, i.e., proletarian, democracy,
as concretely applied today, lies first in the fact that the electors
are the working and exploited people; the bourgeoisie is excluded.
Secondly, it lies in the fact that all bureaucratic formalities and J
restrictions of elections are abolished; the people themselves
determine the order and time of elections, and are completely
free to recall any elected person. Thirdly, it lies in the creation
of the best mass organisation of the vanguard of the working
people, i.e., the proletariat engaged in large-s~ale industry,
which enables it to lead the vast mass of the exploited, to draw
them into independent political life, to educate them politically
by their own experience; therefore f?r the first time a st!lr~ is m_ade
by the entire population in learning the art of administration,
and in beginning to administer.
These are the principal distinguishing features of the democracy
now applied in Russi~, whi?h is a higher type of dei:i~cracy, a ~re~k
with the bourgeois distortion of democracy, transition to socialist.
democracy and to the conditions in which the state can begin
to wither away.
It goes without saying that the element of petty-bourgeois
disorganisation (which must inevitably be apparent to some extent
in every proletarian revolution, and which is especially apparent
in our revolution, owing to the petty-bourgeois character of our
country, its backwardness and the consequences of a reactionary
war) cannot but leave its impress upon the Sov_iets_ as well.
We must work unremittingly to- develop the organisation of the
Soviets and of the Soviet government. There is a petty-bourgeois
tendency to transform the members of the Soviets int? ''parliam~n
tarians'' or else into bureaucrats. We must combat this by drawing
all the ~embers of the Soviets into the practical work of administration. In many places the departments of the Soviets are gradually merging with the Commiss~riats. Our aim _is_ to d_rawthe whole of the poor into the practical work of administrat1?n,
and all steps that are taken in this direction -the more varied

they are, the better-should be carefully recorded, studied,
systematised, tested by wider experience and embodied in law.
Our aim is to ensure that every toiler, having finished his eight
hours' ''task'' in productive labour, shall perform state duties
without pay; the transition to this is particularly difficult but
this transition alone can guarantee the final consolidati~n of
socialism. Naturally, the novelty and difficulty of the change
lead to an abundance of steps being taken, as it were, gropingly.
to an abundance of mistakes, vacillation-without this, any
marked progress is impossible. The reason why the present position
seems peculiar to many of those who \vould like to be regarded
as ~oci!1lists _is tha~ t_hey have been accustomed to contrasting
capitalism with socialism abstractly, and that they profoundly
put between the two the word ''leap'' (some of them, recalling
fragments of what they have read of Engels's writings, still mo1·e
profoundly add the phrase ''leap from the realm of necessity into.
the realm of freedom'' 363 ). The majority of these so-called socialists,
who have ''read in books'' about socialisn1 but who have never
seriously thought over the matter, are unable to co11sider that
by ''leap'' the teachers of socialism meant turning-points on a world
historical scale, and that leaps of this kind extend over decades
and even longer periods. Naturally, in such times, the notorio11s
''intelligentsia" provides an infinite nl1mber of mourners of the ,
dead. Some mourn over the Constituent Assembly,3 64 others mourn
over bourgeois discipline, others again mourn over the capitalist
system, still others mourn over the cultured landowner, and
still others again mourn over imperialist Great Power policy,
etc., etc.
.
The real interest of the epoch of great leaps lies in the fact that
the abundance of fragments of the old, which sometimes accumul~te m?re rapidly than t·he rudiments (not always immediately
discernible) of the 11ew, calls for the ability to discern what
is most important in the line or chain of development. History
l<:nows moments when the most important thing for the success
of the revolution is to heap up as large a quantity of the fraO'tnents
as possible, i.e., to blow up as many of the old institutions as
possible;· moments arise when enough has been blown up a11d the
next task is to perform the ''prosaic" (for the petty-bourgeois
revolutionary, the ''boring") task of clearir1g away tl1e fragments;
and moments arise. when the careful nursing of the rudimerits
of the new system, which are gro\ving amidst t11e wreckage on a soil
which as yet has been badly cleared of rubble, is the inost importa 11 t
thing.
It is not enough to be a revolutionary arid an aclherent of social·
isrn or a Commun~st in genera~. You r_nt1st. be able at each pai·tic11lar moment to find the particular 11111<: in tl1e chain which yo 11
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must grasp with all your might in order to hold the whole chain
and to prepare fir1,,1y for the transition to the next link; the order
of the linl{s, their form, the manner in \vhich they are linked
together, the way they differ from each other in the historical
chain of events,. are not ~s simple and not as meaningless as
those in an ordinary chain made by a smith.
The fight against tl1e bureaucratic distortion of the Soviet form
of organisation is ass11red by the firmness of the connection between
the Soviets a11d the ''people'', meaning by that the working a11d
exploited peo1Jle, and by the flexibility and elasticity of this
connection. Even in the most democratic capitalist republics
in the world, the poor never regard the bol1rgeois parliament
as ''their'' institutior1. But the Soviets are ''theirs" and not alien
institutions to the mass of worlzers and peasants. The modern
''Social-Democrats'' of the Scheideman11 or, what is almost the
same thing, of the Martov type are repelled by the Soviets, and
they are drawn towards the respectable bourgeois parliament,
or to the Constituent Assembly, in the same way as Turgenev
sixty years ago, was drawn towards a moderate monarchist and
noblemen's Constitution and was repelled by the peasant democracy
of Dobrolyubov and Chernyshevsky.
· It is the closeness of the Soviets to the ''people", to the working
' people, that creates the special forms of recall and other means
of control from below which must be most zealously developed now.
For example, the Councils of Public Education, as periodical
conferences of Soviet electors and their delegates called to discuss
and control the activities of the Soviet authorities in this field,
deserve full sympathy and support. Nothing could be sillier than
.to transform the Soviets into something congealed and self-contained. The more resolutely we now have to stand for a ruthlessly
firm government,. for the. dictatorship of individl1als in definite
processes of work, in definite aspects of purely executive fl111ctions
the more varied must be the forms and methods of control fro~
below in order to counteract every shadow of a possibility of
distorting the principles of Soviet government, in order repeatedly
and tirelessly to weed out burea11cracy.
Written bet\veen April 13 and 26,

1918
I'ublisl1ed on April 28, 1918
i.n Pravda No. 83

Collected lVorks, Vol. 27, 11p. 238-

41, 259-66, 269-71, 272-75

From SPEECH AT THE FIRST CONGRESS
OF ECONOMIC COUNCILS
MAY 26, 1918

With the transition of all power-this time not only political
and not even mainly political, but economic power, that is, power
that affects the deepest foundations of everyday l111man existenceto a new class, and, moreover, to a class which for the first time
in the history of humanity is the leader of the overwhelming
majority of the population, of the whole mass of the working
and exploited people-our tasks become more complicated.
It goes without saying that in view of the supreme importance
and the supreme difficulty of the organisational tasks that confront us, when we must organise the deepest fo11ndations of the
existence of hundreds of millions of people on entirely new lines,
it is impossible to arrange matters as simply as in the proverb
''measure thrice and cut once''. We, indeed, are not in a position
to measure a thing innumerable times and then c11t out and fix
what has been finally measured and fitted. We must builll our
economic edifice as we go along, trying out various instit11tions,
watching their work, testing them by the collective commor1
experience of the working people, and, above all, by the results
of their work. We must do this as we go along, and, moreover,
in a situation of desperate struggle arid frenzied resistance by thf~
exploiters, whose frenzy grows the nearer we come to the tin1e
when we can p11ll out the last bad teeth of capitalist exploitatior1.
It is understandable that if ever1 within a brief period we have
to alter the types, the regulations and the bodies of ad1ninistratio11
in various branches of the national economy several times, there
are not the· slightest grounds for pessimism in these conditions,
although, of course, this gives consiclerable grounds for malicious
outbursts on the part of the bourgeoisie and the exploiters \vhose
best feelings are hurt. Of course, those who take too close ~nd too
direct a part in this work, say, the Chief Water Boarcl, clo not
always find it pleasant to alter the regulations, the norn1s and
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the laws of aclministration three times; the pleasure obtained
fro1n \Vor]{ of tl1is l(ind cannot be great. But if we abstract ourselves
somewhat from the direct unpleasantness of extremely frequent
alteration of decrees, and if we look a little deeper and further
into the enormous world-historic task that the Russian proletari<1t has to c;1rry out with the aid of its own still inadequate
forces, it \vill become immediately understandable that even
far n1ore numerol1s alterations and testing in practice of various
systerns of ad1ninistration and various forms of discipline are
inevit£1ble; that in such a gigantic task, we could never claim,
and no sensible socialist who has ever written on the prospects
of the future ever even thought, that we could immediately establish and compose the forms of organisation of the new society
according to sorne predetermined instruction and at one stroke.
All that we knew, all that the best experts on capitalist society,
the greatest minds who foresaw its development, exactly indicated
to us was that transformation was historically inevitable and .
must proceed along a certain main line, that private ownership
of the means of production was doomed by history, that it
would burst, that the exploiters would inevitably be expropriated. 1'his was established with scientific precision, and we knew
this when \Ve grasped the banner of socialism, when we declared
ourselves socialists, when we found~d 5ocialist parties, when we
transformed society. We knew this when we took power for the
purpose of proceeding with sociali5t reorganisation; but we could
not know the forms of transformation, or the rate of development
of the concrete reorganisation. Collective experience, the experience
of n:illio11s can alone give us decisive guidance in this respect,
precisely .because, for our task, for the task of building socialism,
the experience of the hµndreds and hundreds of thousands of those
upper sections which have made history up to now in feudal
society and in capitalist society is insufficient. We cannot proceed
ir1 this way precisely because we rely on joint experience, on the
experience of millions of working people.
We know, therefore, that organisation, which is the main and
fundarnental task of the Soviets, will inevitably entail a vast
number of experiments, a vast number of steps, a vast number
of alterations, a vast number of difficulties, particularly in regard
to the question of how to fit every person into his proper place,
because we l1ave r10 experience of this; here we have to. devise
every step ourselves, and the more serio11s the mistakes we make
on this path, the more the certainty will grow that with every
i~crease in the membership of the trade unions, with every additional thol1sanli, with every additional hundred thousand that
come over frorn the camp of working people, of exploited, who
have hitherto lived according to traditio11 and habit, into the
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camp of the builders of Soviet organisations, the number of people
,vho should prove suitable and organise the work on proper lines
is increasing.
Take one of the secondary tasks that the Economic Council the Supreme Economic Council-comes up against with particular
frequency, the task of utilising bourgeois experts. We all k11ow,
at least those who take their stand on the basis of science and
socialism, that this task can be fulfilled only when -that this
task can be fulfilled only to the extent that international capitalism
has developed the material and technical prerequisites of labour,
organised on an enormous scale and based on science, and hence
on the training of an enormous number of scientifically educated
specialists. We know that without this socialism is impossible.
If we reread the works of those socialists who have observed the
development of capitalism during the last half-centur·y, and who have
again and again come to the conclusion that socialism is inevitable,
we shall find that all of them without exception have pointed out
that socialism alone will liberate science from its bourgeois
fetters, from its enslavement to capital, from its slavery to the
interests of dirty capitalist greed. Socialism alone will make
possible the wide expansion of social production and distribution
on scientific lines and their actual subordination to the aim of
easing the lives of the working people and of improving their
welfare as much as possible. Socialism alone can achieve this.
And we know that it must achieve this, and in the understanding
of this truth lies the whole complexity and the whole strength
of Marxism.
We must achieve this while relying on elements which are
opposed to it, because the bigger capital becomes the more the
bourgeoisie suppresses the workers. Now that power is in the
hands of the proletariat and the poor peasants and the government
is setting itself tasks with the support of the people, we have
to achieve these socialist changes with the help of bourgeois
experts who have been trained in bo11rgeois society, who know
no other conditions, who cannot conceive of any other social
system. Hence, even in cases when these experts are absolutely
si11cere and loyal to their work they are filled with thousands of
bourgeois prejudices, they are connected by thousands of ties,
imperceptible to themselves, with bourgeois society, which is
dying and decaying and is therefore putting up furious resistance.
We cannot co11ceal these difficulties of endeavour and achieverner1t from ourselves. Of all the socialists who have written about
this, I cannot recall the work of a single socialist or the opinion
of a single prominent socialist on future socialist society, which
pointed to this concrete, practical difficulty that would confront
the working class when it took power, wher1 it set itself the task
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of turning tl1e st1m total of the very rich, historically inevitahl~'.
and necessary' for 11s.store of culture and knowledge and techniqutJ
accumulated by capitalism from an instrume11t of capitalism into!
an instrumen.t of socialism. It is easy to do this in a general for ..1
mula, in abstract reasoning, but in the struggle against capita).,\·
is~, which does not die at once but puts up increasingly furious'·
resistance the closer death approaches, this task is one that callsJ1•
for tremendous effort. If experiments take place in this field, if ..
we make repeated corrections of partial mistakes, this is inevitable;;
?ecaus~ we cannot, in t~is ?r that sphere of the national economy,•,
immediately turn specialists from servants of capitalism into',
servants of the working people, into their advisers. If we cannot.:
do this at once it should not give rise to the slightest pessimism /
because the tasl< which we set ourselves is a task of world-histori~:
difficulty and significance. We do not shut our eyes to the fact .
that in a single country, even if it were a much less backward·}'
country than Russia, even if we were living in better conditions:
than those prevailing after four years of unprecedented, painful, :
severe and ruinous war, we could not carry out the socialist revo- :
lution completely, solely by our own efforts. He who turns away ,;,
from the socialist revolution now taking place in Russia and ;
points to the obvious disproportion of forces is like the conser~ ,\
vative ''man in a muffler'' who cannot see further than his nose, ·.:
who forgets th.at not a single historical change of any importance :'
takes place without there being several instances of a dispropor- '
tion of forces. Forces grow in the process of the struggle, as the '
revolution grows. When a country has taken the path of profound "
change, it is to the credit of that country and the party of the \
working class which achieved victory in that country, that they .;
sh?uld take up in a practical manner the tasks that were formerly '.
raised abstractly, theoretically. This experience will never be '.
forgotten. The experience which the workers now united in trade .
unions and local organisations are acquiring in the practical work f
of organising the whole of production on a national scale cannot ,
be taken away, no matter how difficult the vicissit11des the Rus- ·
sian revol11tion and the international socialist revolution may
pass through. It has gone down in history as socialism's gain,
and on it the future world revolution will erect its socialist edifice.
Permit me to mention ar1other problem, perhaps the most
difficult problem, for which the Supreme Economic Council has
to ~nd a practical solution. This is the problem of labour discipline.
Strictly speaking, in mentioning this problem, we ought to admit
and emphasise with satisfaction that it was precisely the trade
unions, their largest organisations, namely, the Central Committee
of the Metalworl<ers' Union and the All-Russia Trade Union
Council, the supreme trade un.ion organisations uniting millions
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of working people, that were the first to set to \vork indepe11dently
to solve this problem and this problem is of \vorld-historic importance. In order to understand it we must abstract ourselves f1·om
those partial, minor failures, from the incredible difficulties
which, if taken separately, seem· to be insurmountable. \Ve
must rise to a higher level and survey the historical change of
systems of social economy. Only from this angle will it be possible
to appreciate the immensity of the task \vhich \Ve have undertal<en.
Only then will it be possible to appreciate the e11ormous significance of the fact that on this occasion, the most advanced representatives of society, the working and exploited people are, on
tl1eir own initiative, taking on themselves the task which hitherto,
in feudal Russia, up to 1861, was solved by a handful of landed
proprietors, who regarded it as their own affair. At that time
it was their affair to bring about state integration and discipline.
We know how the feudal landowners created this discipline.
It was oppression, humiliation and the incredible torments of
penal servitude for the majority of the people. Recall the whole
of this transition from serfdom to the bourgeois economy. From
all that you have witnessed-although the majority of you
could not have witnessed it-and from all that you have learned
from the older generations, you know how easy, historically,
seemed the transition to the new bourgeois economy after 1861,
the transition from the old feudal discipline of the stick, from
the discipline of the most senseless, arrogant and brutal humiliation and personal violence, to bourgeois discipline, to the discipline of starvation, to so-called free hire, which in fact was the
discipline of capitalist slavery. This was because mankind passed
from one exploiter to another; because one minority of plunderers
and exploiters of the people's labour gave way to another minority,
who were also plunderers ·and exploiters of the people's labour;
because the feudal landowners gave way to the capitalists,
one minority gave way to another minority, while the toiling and
exploited classes remained oppressed. And even this change from
one exploiter's discipline to another exploiter's discipline took
years, if not decades, of effort; it extended over a transition period
of years, if not decades. During this period the old feudal lar1downers quite sincerely believed that everything \Vas going to rack
<1nd ruin, tl1at it was impossible to manage the cour1try without
serfdom; while the ne\V, capitalist boss encountered practical
difficulties at every step and gave up his enterprise ;:,s a bad job.
The material evidence, one of the substantial proofs of the diff1c11lty of this transition was that R11ssia at that time imported
machinery from abroad, in order to have the best machinery to
l1se, and it turned out that no one was available to handle this
machinery, and there were 110 managers. And all over Russia
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'()Ile could see excellent machinery lying around unused, so difficult
was the transition from the. old feudal discipline to the new,
bourgeois, capitalist discipline.
And so, comrades, if you look at the matter from this angle,
yol1 will not allow yourselves to be misled by those people, by
those classes, by those bourgeoisie and their hangers-on whose
sole task is to sow panic, to SO\V despondency, to cause complete
despondency concerning the whole of our work, to make it appear
to be hopeless, who point to every single case of indiscipline and
corruption, and for that reason give up the revolution as a bad
job, as if there has ever been in the world, in history, a single
really great revolution in which there was no corruption, no loss
·of discipline, no painful experimental steps, when the people
were creating a new discipline. We must not forget that this is
the first time that this preliminary stage in history has been
reached, when a new discipline, labour discipline, the discipline
of comradely contact, Soviet discipline, is being created in fact
by millions of working and exploited people. We do not claim,
nor do we expect, quick successes in this field. We know that this
task will take an entire historical epoch. We have begun this
historical epoch, an epoch in which we are breaking up the
discipline of capitalist society in a country which is still bourgeois,
and we are proud that all politically conscious workers, absolutely
all the toiling peasants are everywhere helping this destruction;
an epoch in which the people voluntarily, on their own initiative,
are becoming aware that they must-not on instructions from
above, but on the instructions of their own living experienceehange this discipline based on the exploitation and slavery of
the working people into the new discipline of united labour, the
discipline of the united, organised workers and working peasants
·of the whole of Russia, of a country with a population of tens
and hundreds of millions. This is a task of enormous difficulty,
but it is also a thankful one, because only when we solve it
in practice shall we have driven the last nail into the coffin of
capitalist society which we ar·e burying. (Applause.)
Publisl1ed in 1918 in tl1e book
l'ransactio1is of the First All-Russia
(,'ongress of the Economic C'ouncils.
Verbatim. 17eport, Mosco\v

Collected }Vorks, Vol. 27, pp. 409-1fi

From THE PROLETARIAN REVOLUTION
AND THE RENEGADE KAUTSKY

HOW KAUTSKY TURNED MARX INTO A COMMON LIBERAL

The ft1ndamental question that Kautsky discusses in his
pamphlet3 65 is that of the very essence of proletarian revolution,
namely, the dictatorship of the proletariat. This is a question
that is of the greatest importance for all countries, especially
for the advanced ones, especially for those at war, and especially
at the present time. One may say without fear of exaggeration
that this is the key problem of the entire proletarian class struggle.
It is, therefore, necessary to pay particular attention to it.
Kautsl{y formulates the question as follows: ''The contrast between the two socialist trends" (i.e., the Bolsheviks and nonBolsheviks) ''is the contrast between two radically different
rnethods: the dictatorial and the democratic'' (p. 3).
Let us point out, in passing, that when calling the non-Bolsheviks in Russia, i.e., the Mensheviks and Socialist-Revolutionaries,
socialists, Kautsky was guided by their name, that is, by a word,
and riot by the actual place they occupy in the struggle between
the proletariat and the bourgeoisie. What a wonderfu~ understa11ding arid application of Marxism. But more of this later.
I•'or the moment we must deal with the main point, namely,
with Kautsky's great discovery of the ''fundamental contrast''
between ''democratic and dictatorial methods''. That is the CrlIX
of the matter· that is the essence of Kautsky's pamphlet. And
that is such a~ awful theoretical muddle, such a complete renunciation of ~Iarxism, that Kautsky, it must be confessed, has far
excelled Bernstein.
The question of the dictatorship of the proletariat is a question
of the relation of the proletarian state to the bourgeois state,
of proletarian democracy to bourgeois democracy. One would
think that this is as plain as a pikestaff. But Kautsky, like a
schoolrnaster wl10 has become as dry as dust from quoting the
.same old textbooks on history·, per::,istently tu1·ns his back on
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the twentieth century and his face to the eighteenth centur i
~nd for t~e hundred!h time, in a number of paragraphs, in an incre~~:
ibly te~1ot1s fashion chews the old cud over the relation
'
bo1trgeois de~ocr~cy to absolutism and medievalism!
It sou~ds Just like he were chewing rags in his sleep!
But this means h~ _utterly fails to understand what is whatr"·
One cannot help sm1l1ng at Ka~tsky's effort to make it appear-~!:
that there are people_ who preach contempt for democracy" (p. 11) :
and so forth. Th~t is the sort of twaddle Kautsky uses to befo 1
and confuse_ the issue, for he talks like the liberals, speaking 0} ;.
de~ocrac~ in g~neral,_ and not of bourgeois democracy; he even ·
avoids ,~sing t~is .P~~cise, class term, _and,_ instead, tries to speak ;
about . pre-soc~al1st democracy. This windbag devotes almost .
on~-th1rd of his _pam_phlet, twenty pages out of sixty-three, to j
this twaddle, which is so agreeable to the bourgeoisie for it · i
tantamoui;i.t to embellishing bourgeois democracy, and obscur~= :
the question of the proletarian revolution.
; ;
;8ut, after all, the title of Kautsky's pamphlet is The Dictator- \
ship of the Pro,letariat .. Everybody knows that this is the very ·
essence of Marx s. doctrine; and after a lot of irrelevant twaddle ;
Kautsky was obliged to quote Marx's words on the dictatorshin. ·•
of the proletariat.
r '
. But the wa!I in which he the ''Marxist'.' did it was simply farcicalr
Listen to this:
,, ''This view'' ~which Kautsky dubs ''contempt for democracy''}
~ests upon a single word of Karl Marx's." This is what Kautsky
literally_ says on page 20. And on page 60 the same thing is repeated ev~n in the form that they (the Bolsheviks) ''opportunely recalled
~he little wo:d'' (that_ is literally what he says -des Wortchens! /}
. about t~e d1ctatorsh1p of the proletariat which Marx once used.
in 1875 in a letter''.
Here is Marx's ''little word'':
.
''Between c~pitalist and communist society lies the period· )
of the rev~lut1onar! ~ransformation of the one into the other .. '·
Corresponding to this_ is also a political transition period in which
the stat~ can be nothing but the revolutionary dictatorship of the- '
proletariat. ''366
;,
First of all, to call thi~ classical_ reasoning of Marx's, which .
sums,, up the wh,?le ?f his revolutionary teaching, ''a single
word ~n~ even a little word", is an insult to and complete·
renunc1at1on of l\1arxism. It must not be forgotten that I\.autsky
~no~s ~arx_ almost by heart, and, j1tdging by all he has written,
e . as in his desk, or in h~s head, a number of pigeon-holes in•
which all that was ever wr1ttei1 by Marx is most carefully filed
so as to be ready at hand for quotation. Kautsky must know
that both Marx and Engels, in their letters as weil as in their
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publishecl works, repeatedly spol<e about the dictatorship of the
proletariat, before and especially after the Paris Commune.
Kautsky must know that the forrr1ula ''dictatorship of the proletariat'' is merely a more historically concrete and scientifically
exact formulation of the proletariat's task of ''smashing" the
bourgeois state machine, about which both l\1arx and Engels,
in summing up the experience of the Revolution of 1848, and,
~till more so, of 1871, spoke for forty years, between 1852 and 1891.
How is this monstrous distortion of Marxism by that Marxist
pedant Kautsky to be explained? As far as the philosophical roots
<)f this phenomenon are concerned, it amounts to the substittLtion
of eclecticism and sophistry for dialectics. Kautsky is a past
master at this sort of substitution. Regarded from the point of
view of practical politics, it amounts to subservience to the opportunists, that is, in the last analysis to the bourgeoisie. Since the
outbreak of the war, Kautsky has made increasingly rapid progress
i r1 this art of being a Marxist in words and a lacl{ey of the bourgeoi.sie in deeds, until he has become a virtuoso at it.
One feels even more convinced of this when examining the re1narkable way in which Kautsky ''interprets" Marx's ''little \vord"
1lbout the dictatorship of the proletariat. Listen to this:
"Marx, unfortunately, neglected to sl1ow us in greater detail ho'v he conr·eived this dictatorship .... '' (This is an utterly mendacious phrase of a rene~ade, for l\Iarx and Engels gave us, indeed, quite a number of most detailed
indications, 'vhich Kautsky, the Marxist pedant, has deliberately ignored.)
·Literally, the word dictatorship means the abolition of democracy. But, of
course, taken literally, tl1is word also means the undivided rule of a single
person unrestricted by any la,vs-an autocracy, \Vhich differs from despotism
'lnly insofar as it is not meant as a permanent state institution, but as a tran.<ient emergency measure .
"The term, 'dictatorship of the proletariat', hence not the dictatorship
<Jf a single individual, but of a class, ifJSo facto precludes the possibility that
Marx in this connection had in mind' a dictatorship in the literal sense of the
term.
"He speaks here not of a form of government, but of a condition, \vhich
rnust necessarily arise wherever the proletariat has gained political power.
l'hat Marx in this case did not 11ave in mind a form of government is proved
by the fact that he \Vas of the opinion that i11 Britain and Arr1erica the transi·
lion might take place peacefully, i.e., in a democratic way'' (p. 20).

We have deliberately quoted this argument in full so that
Lhe reader may clearly see the methods Kautsky the ''theoretician''
t'mploys.
Kautsky. chose to approach the question in such a way as to
liegin with a definition of the ''word" dictatorship.
Very well. Everyone has a sacred right to approach a question
in whatever way he pleases. One must only distinguish a seriot1s
11nd honest approach from a dishonest one. Anyone \vho \Vants
to he serious in approaching the questio11 in this way ought to
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give h.is own definition of the ''word". Then the question would be-.)
put f~1rly,,and square_ly. But ~autsky does not~~ that. ''Literally," _,1
he writes, the word dictatorship means the abolition of democracy .. :.
In t~e fi~st_ place, this_ i~ not a definition. If Kautsky wante d '
t~ avoid giving _a defi~ition of the concept dictatorship, why
did he choose this par·ticular approach to the question?
Secondly, it is obviously wrong. It is natural for a liberal
to speak of ''democracy'' in general; but a Marxist will never
forget to a&k: '.'.f~r w~at ,~lass?'' E~eryone knows, for instance (and
Kautsky the historlan knows it too), that rebellions, or even
strong ferment, among the slaves in ancient times at once revealed
the fact that the ~ncie!1t s.tate was. essentially a dictatorship of
the slave-owners. Did this dictatorship abolish democracy among,
and for, the slave-owners? Everybody knows that it did not
Kautsky the ''Marxist'' made this monstrously absurd and
untrue statement because he ''forgot'' the class struggle ....
To transform Kautsky's liberal and false assertion into a
Marxist and true one, one must say:· dictatorship does not
necessarily mean the abolition of democracy for the class that .
exercises the dictatorship over other classes; but it does mean
the abolition (or very material restriction, which is also a form
of abolition) of democracy for the class over which, or against
which, the dictatorship is exercised.
B~t'. however true this assertion may be, it does not give a
definition of dictatorship.
Let us examine Kautsky's next sentence:
0

" ... But, of course, taken literally, this \vord also means the undivided
rule of a single person unrestricted by any laws .... ''

Like a blind puppy sniffing at random first in one direction
and ~hen in another, Kautsky accidentally stumbled upon one
true idea (namely, that dictatorship is rule unrestricted by any
laws), nevertheless, he failed to give a definition of dictatorship,
and, ~oreover,. he made an obvious historical blunder, namely •..
that dictatorship means the rule of a single person. This is even "
grammatically incorrect, since dictatorship may also be exercised
by a handful of persons, or by an oligarchy, or by a class, etc.
Kautsky then goes on to point out the difference between
~ictatorship and despotism, but, although what he says is obviously
incorrect, we shall not dwell upon it, as it is wholly irrelevant
~o t~e ~uestion that interests llS. Everyone knows Kautsky's
inclination to turn from the twentieth century to the eighteenth,
and from the eighteenth century to classical antiquity, and we
hope that the German proletariat, after it has attained its dictat~rship, will bear this inclination of his in n1ind and appoint
him, say, teacher of ancient history at some Gymnasium. To try
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to evade a definition of the dictatorship of the proletariat by philosophising about despotism is either crass stupidity or very clumsy
trickery.
As a result, we find that, having undertaken to discuss the
dictatorship, Kautsky rattled off a great deal of manifest lies,
but has given no definition! Yet, instead of relying on his mental
faculties he could have used his memory to extract from ''pigeonholes'' all those instances in which Marx speaks of dictatorship.
Had he done so, he would certainly have arrived either at the
following definition or at one in substance coinciding with it:
Dictatorship is rule based directly upon force and unrestricted
by any laws.
The revolutionary dictatorship of the proletariat is rule won
and maintained by the use of violence by the proletariat against
the bourgeoisie, rule that is unrestricted by any laws.
This simple truth, a truth that is as plain as a pikestaff to every
class-conscious worker (who represents the people, and not an
upper section of petty-bourgeois scoundrels who have been bribed
by the capitalists, such as are the social-imperialists of all countries), this truth, which is obvious to every representative of the
exploited classes fighting for their emancipation, this truth, which
is beyond dispute for every Marxist, has to be ''extracted by force''
from the most learned Mr. Kautsky! How is it to be explained?
Simply by that spirit of servility with which the leaders of tl1e
Second International, who have become contemptible sycophants
in the service of the bourgeoisie, are imbued.
Kautsky first committed a sleight of hand by proclaiming
the obvious nonsense that the word dictatorship, in its literal
sense, means the dictatorship of a single person, and then-on
the strength of this sleight of hand-he declared that ''hence''
Marx's words about the dictatorship of a class were not meant
in the literal sense (but in one in which dictatorship does not
imply revolutionary violence, but the ''peaceful'' winning of
a majority under bourgeois -mark you -''democracy'').
One must, if you please, distinguish between a ''conditio11"
and a ''form of government". A wonderfully profound distinction;
it is like drawing a distinction between the ''condition'' of stupidity
of a man who reasons foolishly and the ''form"' of his st11pidity.
Kautsky finds it necessary to interpret dictatorship as a ''condition of domination" (this is the literal expression he uses on the
very next page, p. 21), because then revolutionar·y violence, and
violent revolution, disappear. The ''co11dition of domination" is
a condition in which any majority finds itself under ... ''democracy''!
T.hanks to such a fraud, revolutio11 happily disappears!
The fraud, however, is too crude and will not save Kautsky.
One cannot hide the fact that dictatorship presupposes and
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implies a "condition'', one so disagreeable to renegades, of revolutionary violence of one class against another. It is patently absurd
to draw a distinction between a ''condition'' and a ''form of government". To speak of forms of government i11 this connection is
trebly stupid, for every schoolboy knows that monarchy and
republic are two diffe1·ent forn1s of government. It must be explained to l\fr. I\.autsky that both these forms of government, lil(e
all transitio11al ''forms of government'' under capitalism, are
only variations of the bourgeois state, that is, of the dictatorship
of the bourgeoisie.
Lastly, to speak of forms of government is not only a stupid,
but also a very crude falsification of Marx, who \Vas very clearly
speaking l1ere of this or that form or type of state, and not of
forms of government.
The proletarian revolution is impossible without the forcible
destruction of the bourgeois statE1 machine and the substitution
for it of a new one which, in the words of Engels, is ''no longer
a state in the proper sense of the word". 3 67
Because of his renegade position, Kautsky, however, has to
befog and belie all this.
Look what wretched Slrbterfuges he uses.
First subterfuge. ''That l\1arx in this case did not have in mind
a form of government is proved by the fact that he was of the
opinion that in Britain and America the transition might take
place peacefully, i.e., in a democratic way."
The form of government has absolutely nothing to do with it,
for there are monarchies which are not typical of the bourgeois
state, such, for instance, as have no military clique, and there
are republics which are quite typical in this respect, such, for
instance, as have a military clique and a bureaucracy. Th!s
is <1 universally known historical and political fact, and Kautsky
Cc1nnot falsify it.
If Kautsky had wanted to argue in a serious and honest manner
lie \Vould have asked himself: Are there historical laws relating
to revolution which know of no exception? And the reply would·
l1ave been: No, there are no such laws. Such laws only apply to
the typical, to what Marx once termed the ''ideal", meaning
11verage, normal, typical capitalism.
F'11rther, was there in the seventies anything which made
E 11gland and America exceptional in regard to what we are now
discussing? It will be obvious to anvone at all farr1iliar with
the requirements of science in regard to the problems of history
th<1t this question must be put. To fail to put it is tantamount
to falsifying science, to engaging in sophistry. And, the question
11aving been put, there can be no doubt as to the reply: the revolutionary dictatorship of the proletariat is violence against the
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bourgeosie; and the necessity of such violence is particularly
called for, as Marx and Engels have repeatedly explained in
cletail (especially in The Civil War in France and in the preface
to it), by the existence of militarism and a bu.reaucracy. But it is
precisely these institutions that were non-existent in Britain
and America in the seventies, when Marx made his observations
(they do exist in Britain and in America now)!
Kautsky has to resort to trickery literally at every step to
cover up his apostasy!
And note how he inadvertently betrayed his cloven hoof when
lie wrote: ''peacefully, i.e., in a democratic way"!
In defining dictatorship, Kautsky tried his utmost to conceal
from the reader the fundamental feature of this concept, namely,
revolutionary violence. But now the truth is out: it is a question
of the contrast between peaceful and violent revolutions.
That is the crux of the matter. Kautsky has to resort to all
these subterfuges, sophistries and falsifications only to excuse
himself from violent revolution, aud to conceal his renunciation
of it, his desertion to the side of the liberal labour policy, i.e., to
the side of the bourgeoisie. That is the crux of the matter.
Kautsky the ''historian'' so shamelessly falsifies history that
he ''forgets'' the fundamental fact that pre-monopoly capitalismwhich actually reached its zenith in the seventies-was by virtue
of its fundamental economic traits, which found most typical
expression in Britain and in America, distinguished by a, relatively speaking, maximum fondness for peace and freedom.
Imperialism, on the other·hand, i.e., monopoly capitalism, which
finally matured only in the twentieth century, is, by virtue of its
fundamental economic traits, distinguished by a minimum fondness
for peace and freedom, and by a maximum and universal developrnent of militarism. To ''fail to notice'' this in discussing the
extent to which a peaceful or violent revolution is typical or
probable is to stoop to the level of a most ordinary lackey of the
bourgeoisie.
Second subterfuge. The Paris Commune was a dictatorship
of the proletariat, but it was elected by universal suffrage, i.e.,
without deprivi11g the bourgeoisie of the franchise, i.e., ''democratically''. And Kautsky says triumphantly: '' ... The dictatorship
of the proletariat was for Marx'' (or: according to l\farx) ''a condition which necessarily follows from pure democracy, if the proletariat forms the majority" (bei iiberwiegendem Proletariat, S. 2i).
This argument of Kautsl(y's is so am11sing that one truly
suffers from a veritable embarras de richesses (an embarrassment
(lue to the wealth ... of objections that ca11 be ma(le to it). Firstly,
it is well known that the flower, the General Staff, the upper sections of the bourgeoisie, had fled from Paris to Versailles. In
39-1087
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Versailles there 'vas the ''socialist" Louis Blanc -which, by the >
way, proves the falsity of Kautsky's assertion that ''all trends'' !
of socialism took part in the Paris Commune. Is it not ridiculous ·•
to represent the division of the inhabitants of Paris into twC> '1
belligerent camps, one of which embraced the entire militant '
and politically active section of the bourgeoisie, as ''pure democracy'' :,
with ''ur1iversal suffrage"?
,,:;
Secondly, the Paris Comn1une waged war against Versailles I
as the workers' government of France against t11e bourgeois · ·.
government. What have ''pure democracy'' and ''universal suffrage''
to do with it, when Paris was deciding the fate of France? When
Mar:x: expressed the opinion that the Paris Commune had committed a mistake in failing to seize the bank, whicl1 belonged to the
whole of France, 368 did he not proceed from the principles and
practice of ''pure democracy''?
In actual fact, it is obvious that Kautsky is writing in a cou11try
where the police forbid people to laugh ''in crowds", otherwise
Kautsky would have been killed by ridicule.
Thirdly, I would respectfully remind Mr. Kautsky, who has
Marx and Engels off pat, of the following appraisal of the Paris
Commune given by Engels from the point of view of ... ''pure
democracy'':
·
''Have these gentlemen'' (the anti-authoritaria11s) ''ever seen
a revolution? A revolution is certainiy the most authoritarian
thing there is; it is an act whereby one part of the population
imposes its will upon the other by means of rifles, bayonets and ~
cannon-all of which are highly authoritarian means. And the
victorious party must maintain its rule by means of the terror
which its arms inspire in the reactionaries. Would the Paris
Commune have lasted more than a day if it had not used the
authority of the armed people against the bourgeoisie? Cannot
we, on the contrary, blame it for having made too little use of
that authority?''369
Here is your ''pure democracy''! How Engels would have ridiculed the vulgar petty bourgeois, the ''Social-Democrat'' (in the
French sense of the forties and the general European sense of
1914-18), who took it into his head to talk about ''pure democracy••
in a class-divided society.
But that's enough. It is impossible to enumerate all Kautsky's
various absurdities, since every phrase he utters is a bottomless
pit of apostasy.
Marx and Engels analysed the Paris Commune in a most detailed
manner and showed that its merit lay in its attempt to smash,
to break up the ''ready-made state machinery''. 370 Marx and Engels
considered this conclusion to be so important that this was the
only amendment they introduced in 1872 into the ''obsolete''
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(in parts) programme of the Communist Manifesto. 371 l\1arx a11d
Engels showed that the Paris Commune had abolished the army
and the bt1reaucracy, had abolished parliamentarisrn, had destroyed
''that parasitic excresce11ce, the state'', etc. But the sage K autsky,
donning his nightcap, repeats the fairy-tale about ''pure den1ocracy'',
which has been told a thousand times by liberal professors.
No wonder Rosa Luxemburg declared, on August 4, 1914,
that German Social-Democracy was a stinking corpse.
Third subterf11ge. ''When we speak of the dictatorship as a form
of government we cannot speak of the dictatorship of a class,
since a class, as we have already pointed out, can only rule b11t
not govern .... " It is ''organisations" or ''parties'' that govern.
That is a muddle, a disgusting muddle, Mr. ''l\fuddleheadecl
Counsellor''! Dictatorship is not a ''form of government''; that
is ridiculous nonsense. And Marx does not speak of the ''form of
government'' but of the form or type of state. That is something
altogether different, entirely different. It is altogether wrong,
too, to say that a class cannot govern: such an absurdity could
only have been uttered by a ''parliamentary cretin'', who sees
nothing but bourgeois parliaments and notices nothing but
''ruling parties". Any European country will provide Kautsky
with examples of government by a ruling class, for instance, by
the landowners in the Middle Ages, in spite of their insufficient
organisation.
To sum up: Kautsky has in a most unparalleled manner distorted
the concept dictatorship of the proletariat, and has turned Marx
into a common liberal; that is, he himself has sunk to the level
of a liberal who utters banal phrases about ''pure democracy",
embellishing and glossing over the class content of bourgeois
democracy, and shrinking, above all, from the use of revolutionary
violence by the oppressed class. By so ''interpreting" the concept
''revolutionary dictatorship of the proletariat" as to expunge
the revolutionary violence of the oppressed class against its
oppressors, Kautsky has beaten the world record in the liberal
distortion of Marx. The renegade Bernstein h:;is proved to be
a rnere puppy compared with the renegade Kautsky.
BOURGEOIS AND PROLETARIAN DEMOCRACY

The question which Kautsky has so shamelessly muddled really
stands as follows.
If we are not to mock at common sense and history, it is
obvious that \Ve cannot speak of ''pure democracy" as 'long as
differe11t classes exist; we can only speak of class democracy.
(Let us say in parenthesis that ''pure democracy" is i1ot only a11
ignorant phrase, revealing a lack of understandi11g both of the
39*
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class struggle and of the nature of the state, btit also a thriceempty phrase, since in communist society democracy will wither
away in the process of changing and becoming a habit but will
never be ''pure., democracy.)
'
''Pure democracy'' is the mendacious phrase of a liberal who
wai;its to fool the workers. Hist?ry knows of bourgeois democracy
which takes the place of feudalism, and of proletariar1 democracy
which takes the place of bourgeois democracy.
When Kautsky devotes dozens of pages to ''proving" the truth
that bourgeois democracy is progressive com pared with rnedievalism
and that the proletariat must unfailingly utilise it in its struggl~
against the bourgeoisie, that in fact is just liberal twaddle intended
to fool the workers. This is a truism, not only for educated Ger?Ia~( • but ~,lso fo~ uneducated Russia. Kautsky is simply throw1n~ learned dust in the e~e~ of the workers when, with a pompous
mien, he talks. about Weitling and the Jesuits of Paraguay and
rnany other things, in order to avoid telling about the bourgeois
essence of modern, i.e., capitalist, democracy.
Kautsky takes from Marxism what is acceptable to the liberals
to the bourgeoisie (the criticism of the Th-fiddle Ages, and th~
progressive his~orical _role of capital.ism in general and of capitalist democracy in particular), and discards, passes over in silence,
glosses over all that in Marxism which is unacceptable to the
bourgeoisie (the revolutionary violence of the proletariat against
the b_ourgeoisie_for t~e l~tter's ~e~truction). That is why Kautsky,
by virtue of his obJect1ve position and irrespective of what his
subjective convictions may be, inevitably proves to be a lackey
of the bourgeoisie.
Bourgeois democracy, although a great historical advance in
comparison with medievalism, always remains. and under capita~i~m is bound _to remain, ~estricted, truncated, false and hypocr1t1c~l, a paradise for the rich and a snare and deception for the
exploited, for the poor. It is this truth, which forms a most essential
part of Marx's teaching, that Kautsky the ''Marxist" has failed
to understand. On this-the fundamental issue-Kautsky offers
''delights" for the bourgeoisie instead of a scientific criticism of
those conditions which make every bourgeois democracy a democracy for the rich.
Let us first remind the most learned Mr. Kautsky of the theoretical propositions of Marx and Engels which that pedant has so
disgr~cefully ''forgotten" (to please the bourgeoisie), and then
explain the matter as popularly as possible.
~ot only t~e ancient and feudal, but also ''the modern representat1_ve ~tate is an. ins~rument of exploitati.on of wage-labour by
capita~ (Engels, in his work on the state). 372 ''As, therefore, the
state is only a transitional institution which is used in the
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struggle, in the revolution, to hold down one's adversaries by
force, it is sheer nonsense to talk of a 'free people's state'; so
long as the proletariat still needs the state. it does not need it
in the interests of freedom but in order to hold do\vn its adversaries,
and as soon as it becomes possible to speak of freedom the state
as such ceases to exist'' (Engels, in his letter to Behel, March
28, 1875). 373 ''In reality, however, the state is nothing but
a machine for the oppression of one class by another and indeed
in the democratic republic no less than in the monar~hy'' (Engels,
Introduction to The Civil War in France by Marx). 374 Universal
suffrage is ''the gauge of the maturity of the working class. It
cannot ari_d n~ver will be anything more in the present-day state".
(Engels, in his work on the state. 375 Mr. Kautsky very tediously
?hews over the cud in the first part of this proposition, which
is acceptable to the bourgeoisie. But the seconcl part, which we
have italicised and which is not acceptable to the bourgeoisie,
the renegade Kautsky passes over in silence!) ''The Commune
was to be a working, not a parliamentary, body, executive and
legislative at the same time .... Instead of deciding once in. three
or six years which member of the ruling class was to represent
and suppress (ver- und zertreten) the people in Parliament,
universal suffrage was to serve the people, constituted in Communes, as individual suffrage serves every other employer in the
search for workers, foremen a11d accountants for his business''
(Marx, in his work on "the Paris Commune, The Civil War in
France). 376
Every one of these propositions, wl1ich are excellently known
to the most learned Mr. Kautsky, is a slap in his face and lays
bare his apostasy. Nowhere in his pamphlet does Kautsky reveal
the slightest understanding of these truths. I-Iis whole pamphlet
is a sheer mockery of Marxism!
Take the fundamental laws of modern states, take their administration, take freedom of assembly, freedom of the press, or ''equality of all citizens before the law", and you \vill see at every tur11
evidence of the hypocrisy of bourgeois democracy with whicl1
every honest and class-conscious worker is familiar. There is not
a single state, 11owever democratic, which has no loopholes or
reservations in its constitution guaranteeing the bourgeoisie
the possibility of dispatching troops against the workers, of
proclaiming martial law, and so forth, in case of a ''violation of
public. order", and actually in case the exploited class ''violates''
its position of slavery and tries to behave in a non-slavish manner.
Kautsky shamelessly embellishes bourgeois democracy and omits
to mention, for instance, how the most democratic and republican bo11rgeoisie in America or Switzerland deal with workers on
strike.
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The wise a11cl learned Kautsky keeps silent abo11t these things!
That learned JJOlitician does not realise that to remain silent
on this matte~ is despicable. He prefers to tell the workers nursery ·
tales of the kind that democracy means ''protecting the minority''.
It is incredible, but it is a fact! In the year of our Lord 1918
in the fifth year of the world imperialist slaughter and the stran~
gulation of internationalist minorities (i.e., those who have not
despicably betrayed socialism, like the Renaudels and Longuets,
tl1e Scheidemanns and Kautskys, the Hendersons and Webbs
et al.) in all ''den1ocracies" of the world, the learned Mr. Kat1tsky
sweetly, very s\veetly, sings the praises of ''protection of the
minority"'. T~ose \Vho are interested may read this on page
15 of Kautsky s pamphlet. And on page 16 this learned ... individual tells you about the Whigs and Tories 377 in Enaland in the
eighteenth cent11ry!
b
\y~at wonder~u~ ~rudition! What refined servility to the bourgeoisi~! ~hat civilised belly-crawling before the capitalists and
boot-licking! If I \vere Krupp or Scheidemann, or Clemenceau
or. Renaudel,_ I \Vould pay Mr. Kautsky millions, reward him
:vi th J _ud~s ~isses, praise him before the workers and urge ''socialist _unity' \Vit~ ''hor1ourable" men like him ..To write pamphlets
aga~nst the dictatorship of the proletariat, to talk about the
\Vhigs and Tories in England in the eighteenth century, to assert
t~at democracy means ''protecting the minority", and remain
silent about pogroms against internationalists in the ''democratic"
republic of America-isn't this rendering lackey service to the
bourgeoisie?
The learned 1\1r. Kautsky has ''forgotten'' -accidentally forgotten: probably-a ''trifle", namely, that the ruling party in a bourgeois democracy extends the protection of the minority only to
another bourgeois party, while the proletariat, on all se1·ious,
frofound and fundamental issues, gets martial la\V or pogroms,
instead of the ''protection of the minority''. The more highly developed a democracy is, the more imminent are pogroms or civil war
in connection with any profound political divergence wliich is dangerous to the bourgeoisie. The learned Mr. Kautsky could have studied

this ''law" of bourgeois democracy in connection with the Dreyfus
~ase 378 in republican France, \Vith the lynching of Negroes and
internationalists in the democratic republic of America, with
the case of Ireland and Ulster in democratic Britain 379
wit~ the baitin_g of the Bolsheviks and the staging of pogro'ms
agai~st them in April 1917 in the democratic republic of
Russia. I have purposely chosen examples not only from \Vartirne
but also from pre-war time, peacetime. But mealy-mouthed
Mr. Kat1tsky prefers to shut his eyes to these facts of the twentieth
century and instead to tell the workers wonderfully i1ew, remark-
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ably interesting, unusually edifying and incredibly important
tl1ings about the Whigs and Tories of the eighteenth century!
Take the bourgeois parliament. Can it be that the learned
!(at1tsky has never heard that the more highly democracy is
1leveloped, the more the bourgeois parliaments are subjected by
the stock exchange and the bankers? This cloes 11ot inean t~at
\Ve must not make use of bourgeois parlian1e11t (the Bolsheviks
11ade better use of it than probably any other party i11 the world,
1
for in 1912-14 \Ve won the entire workers' curia in the Fourth
J)uma). But it does mean that only a liberal can forget t.he hist?rical limitations a1id conventional nature of the bourgeois parlia1nentary system as I(autsky does. E\'en in the most democratic
bourgeois state tl1e oppressed people at every step_ encou11te~ the
cryir1g contradictio11 between the formal equality proclaimed
by the ''democracy" of the capitalists and the thousands of real
limitations and subterfuges which turn the proletarians into
wage-slaves. It is precisely this contradiction that is opening
the eyes of the people to the rottenness, n1endacity and hypocrisy
of capitalism. It is this contradiction that the agitators and
IJropagandists of socialism are constantly exposing to the people,
in order to prepare them for revolution! And now t~at the era. of
revolution has begun, Ka11tsky turns his back upon it ai1d begins
to extol the charms of moribund bourgeois democracy.
Proletarian democracy, of which Soviet government is one of
the forms has brought a development and expansion of democracy
ttnpreced~nted in the world, for t~e vast majority of _tl1e population, for the exploited and working people. To write a whole
pamphlet about democracy_, as Kautsky did, i,~ which two pag~s
<ire devoted to dictatorship and dozens to pure democracy ,
and fail to notice this fact, means cornpletely distorting the subject
in liberal fashion.
·
Take foreign policy. In no bourgeois state, not even in the ~ost
democratic is it conducted openly. The people are deceived
everywhere', and in democratic France, Switz_erland, Americ~ and
Britain this is done on an incomparably wider scale and in an
incomparably subtler manner than ii1 other countries. '!'he Sov_iet
O'overnment ·has torn the veil of mystery from foreign policy
in a revolutionary manner. Kautsky has not noticed this, he
J~eeps silent about it although in the era of predatory wars and
secret treaties for th~ ''division of spl1eres of influence'' (i.e., for
the partition of the world among the capitalist ban~its) this is of
cardinal importance, for on it depends the questioi1 of peace,
the life and death of tens of millions of people.
Take the structure of the state. l(autsky picks at all manner of
''trifles'' down to tl1e argument that under the Soviet Constitution
election~ are ''inclirect", but he misses the point. He fails to see
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the class nature of the state apparatus, of the 1nachinery of state.
Under bourgeois democracy the capitalists, by thousands of
tricks-which are the more artful and effective the more ''pure''
democracy is developed -drive the people away from administrative work, from freedom of the press, freedom of assembly,
etc. The Soviet governmer1t is the first in the world (or strictly
speaking, the second, because the Paris Com1n11ne began to do
the same thing) to enlist the people, specifically the exploited
people, in the work of administration. Tl1e working people are
barred from participation i11 bourgeois parliaments (they never
decide important questions under bourgeois democracy, which
are decided by the stock exchange and the banks) by thousands
of obstacles, and the workers know and feel, see and realise perfectly well that the bourgeois parliaments are institutions alien
to them, instruments for the oppression of the workers by the
bourgeoisie, institutions of a hostile class, of the exploiting
minority.
The Soviets are the direct organisation of the working and
exploited people themselves, which helps them to organise and
administer their own state in every possible way. And in this
it is the vanguard of the working and exploited people, the urban
proletariat, that enjoys the advantage of being best united by the
large enterprises; it is easier for it than for all others to elect
and exercise control over those elected. The Soviet form of organisation automatically helps to unite all the working and exploited
people around their vanguard', the proletariat. The old bourgeois
apparatus -the bureaucracy, the privileges of wealth, of bourgeois
education, of social connections, etc. (these real privileges are
the more varied the more highly bourgeois democracy is developed) -all this disappears under the Soviet forrn of 01·ganisation.
Freedom of the press ceases to be hypocrisy, because the printingplants and stocks of paper are taken away from the bourgeoisie.
The same thing applies to the best buildings, the palaces, the
mansions and manor houses. Soviet power took thousands upon
thousands of these best buildings from the exploiters at one stroke,
and in this way made the right of assembly-without which
democracy is a fraud-a million times more democratic for the
people. Indirect elections to non-local Soviets make it easier
to hold congresses of Soviets, they make the entire apparatus
less costly, more flexible, more accessible to tl1e workers and
peasants at a time when life is seethir1g and it is necessary to be
able very quickly to recall one's local deputy or to delegate him
to a general congress of Soviets.
Proletarian democracy is a million times more democratic
than any bourgeois democracy; Soviet power is .a 1nillio11 times
more democratic than the mo;,t democratic bourgeois republic.
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To fail to see this one must either deliberately serve the
bourgeoisie, or be politically as dead as a doornail, unable to
see real life from behind the dusty pages of bourgeois books,
be thoroughly imbued with bourgeois-democratic prejudices, ancl
thereby objectively convert oneself into a lackey of the bourgeoisie.
To fail to see this one must be incapable of presenting the questio1z
from the point of view of the oppressed classes:
Is there a single country in the world, even among the most
democratic bourgeois countries, in which the average rank-andfile worker, the average rank-and-file farm labourer, or village
semi-proletarian generally (i.e., the representative of the oppressecl,
of the overwhelming majority of the population), enjoys anything
approaching such liberty of holding meetings in the best buildings,
such liberty of using the largest printing-plants and biggest stocks
of paper to express his ideas and to defend his interests, such
liberty of promoting men and women of his own class to administer
and to ''knock into shape" the state, as in Soviet Russia?
It is ridiculous to think that l\1r. Kautsky could find in any
country even one out of a thousand of well-informed workers or
farm labourers who would have any doubts as to the reply.
Instinctively, from hearing fragments of admissions of the truth
in the bourgeois press, the workers of the whole world sympathise
with the Soviet Republic precisely because they regard it as
a proletarian democracy, a democracy for the poor, and not a
democracy for the rich that every bourgeois democracy, even
the best, actually is.
We are governed (and our state is ''knocked into shape'') by
bourgeois bureaucrats, by bourgeois members of parliament, by
bourgeois judges-such is the simple, obvious and indisputable
truth which tens and hundreds of millions of people belonging
to the oppressed classes in all bourgeois cou11tries, including the
most democratic, know from their own experience, feel and
realise every day.
In Russia, however, the bureaucratic machine has been comIJletely smashed, razed to the ground; the old judges have all
bee11 sent packing, the bourgeois parliament has been dispersed and far more· accessible representation has been given to the workers
and peasants; their Soviets have replaced the bureaucrats, or
their Soviets have been put in control of the bureaucrats, and
their Soviets have been authorised to elect the judges. This fact
alone· is enough for all the oppressed classes to recognise that
Soviet power, i.e., the present form of the dictatorship of the
proletariat, is a millio11 times more democratic than the most
democratic bourgeois republic.
Kautsky does not understand this truth, which is so clear and
obvious to every worker, because he has ''forgotten", ''unlearr1ed"
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to put the questior1: democracy for which class? He argues
from the point of view of ''pure'' (i.e., non-class? or above-class?)
democracy. He argues like Shylock: my ''pound of flesh" 380 and
nothing else. Eqt1ality for all citizens-otherwise there is no
democracy.
'Ve must ask the lear11ed Kautsky, the ''Marxist'' and ''socialist''
l{autsky:
Can there be eqt1ality between the exploited and the exploiters?
It is dreadful, it is incredible that such a question should
have to be put i11 discussi11g a book written by the ideological
leader of the Second International. 381 But ''having put your hand
to the plough, do11't looli: back'', and having undertaken to write
about Kautsky, I must explain to the learned man why there
can be no equality between the exploiter and the exploited.
\\Tritten October-not later tl1an
November 10, 1918
Published in pan11111 let f(Jftn
in 1918 by Kommunist Pt1blishers,
l\1oscow

Collected Works, Vol. 28, pp. 231-50
•

•

Fi·om THE ACHIEVEMENTS AND DIFFICULTIES
OF THE SOVIET GOVERNMENT

The old utopian socialists imagined that socialism could be
built by men of a new type, that first they would train good, pure
;1nd splendidly educated people, and these would build socialism.
vVe always laughed at this and said that this was playing with
puppets, that it was socialism as an amusement for young ladies,
but not serious politics.
We want to build socialism with the aid of those men and women
\Vho grew up under capitalism, were depraved and corrupted
by capitalism, but steeled for the struggle by capitalism. There
are proletarians who have been so ha'rdened that they can stand
<l tho11sand times more hardship than any army. There are tens
of millions of oppressed peasants, ignorant and scattered, but
capable of uniting around the proletariat in the struggle, if the proletariat adopts skilful tactics. And there are scientific and technical
experts all thoroughly imbued with the bourgeois world outlook,
there are military experts 'who were trained under bourgeois
conditions-if they were only bourgeois it would not be so bad,
}Jut there were also conditions of landed proprietorship, serfdom
<1nd the big stick. As far as concerns the economy, all the agronon1ists, engineers and school-teachers were recruited fro111 the
propertied c_lass; they did not drop from the skies. Neither under
the reign of Tsar Nicholas nor under the Republican President
\Vilson were the propertyless proletarians at the bench and the
i1casants at the plo11gh able to get a university ed11cation.
Science and technology exist only for the rich, for the propertied
class; capitalism provides culture only for the minority. 'Ve must
b11ild socialism out of this culture, we have no other material.
'Ve want to start building socialism at once out of the material
that capitalism left us yesterday to be used today, at this very
rnoment, and not with people reared in l1othouses, assuming
that we were to take this fairy-tale seriously. \Ve ha,,e bourgeois
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experts and nothing else. ~e have no other. b~icks with which :
to build. Socialism must triumph, and we socialists and Commu- .
nists m11st prove by deeds that we are capable of building socialism .·.
with these bricks, with this material, that we are capable of '
building socialist society with the aid of proletarians who have .·
enjoyed the fruits of culture only to an insignificant degree, and !
with the aid of bourgeois specialists.
.
If you do not build communist society with this i:iaterial, }
you will prove that you are mere phrase-mongers and windbags. ':
This is how the question is presented by the historical legacy ,:
of world capitalism. This is the difficulty that confronted us ;
concretely when we took power, when we set up the Soviet machin- ·
ery of state.
This is only half the task, but it is the greater half. Soviet
machinery of state means that the working people are united
in such a way as to crush capitalism by the weight of their mass
unity. The masses did this. But it is not eno11gh to crush capitalism. We must take the entire culture that capitalism left behind
and b11ild socialism with it. We must take all its science, technology, knowledge and art. Without these we shall be unable t(}
build communist society. But this science, technology and art
are in the hands and in the heads of the experts.
This is the task that confronts us in all spheres. It is a task
with inherent contradictions, like the inherent contradictions
of capitalism as a whole. It is a most difficult task, but a practicable
one. We cannot wait twenty years until we have trained pure,
communist experts, until we have trained the first generation
of Commur1ists without blemish and without reproach. No, excuse
me, but we must build now, in two months and not in twenty ·~
years' time, so as to be able to fight the bourgeoisie, to oppose :
the bourgeois science and technology of tl1e whole world. Here we ,
m11st achieve victory. It is difficult to make the bourgeois experts
serve us by the weight of our masses, but it is possible, and
if we do it, we shall triumph.
Published in pamphlet form
in 1919

From A GREAT BEGINNING
(Heroism of the Workers in the Rear. ''Communist Suhhotniks")

Less political fireworks and more attention to the simplest
but living facts of communist construction, taken from and tested
bv actual life-this is the slogan which all of us, our writers,
agitators, propagandists, organisers, etc., should repeat unceasingly.
It was nat11ral and inevitable in the first period after the
proletarian revolution that we should be engaged primarily
or1 the main and fundamental task of overcoming the resistance
of the bourgeoisie, of vanquishing the exploiters, of crushing
their conspiracy (like the ''slave-owners' conspiracy'' to surrender
Potrograd, in which all from the Black Hundreds and Cadets
to the Mensheviks and Socialist-Revolutionaries were involved 382}.
But simultaneously with this task, another task comes to the
forefront just as inevitably and ever more imperatively as time
g·oes on, namely, the more important task of positive communist
construction, the creation of new economic relations, of a new
society.
As I have had occasion to point out more than once, among
other occasions in the speech I delivered at a session of the
Potrograd Soviet on March 12, the dictatorship of the proletariat
is not only the use of force against the exploiters, and not even
Inainly the use of force. The economic foundation of this use
of revolutionary force, the guarantee of its effectiveness and
s11ccess is the fact that the proletariat represents and creates
;1 higher type of social organisation of labour compared with
capitalism. This is what is important, this is the so11rce of the
strength and the guarantee that the final triumph of comrnunism
is inevitable.
The feudal organisation of social labour rested on the discipline
of the bludgeon, while the worl{ing people, robbed and tyrannised
by a handful of lanflowners, were utterly ignorant and downtrod-
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den. The capitalist organisation of social labo11r rested on the .•.
discipline of hunger, and, notwithstancling all the progress of .,
bourgeois culture and bourgeois democracy, the vast mass of '
the working people in the most adva11ced, civilised and democrat- :
ic republics remained an ignorant and do\vntrodden mass of ·
wage-slaves or oppressed peasants, robbed and tyrannised by ~ 1
a handful of capitalists. The communist organisation of social :,
labour, the first step towards which is socialism, rests, and ~·
will do so more and more as time goes on, on the free and conscious ·
discipli11e of the working people themselves who have thrown ·.·
off the yoke both of the landowners and capitalists.
:'.
This new discipline does not drop from tl1e skies, nor is it :
born from pious wishes; it grows out of the material conditions of .•
large-scale capitalist prod11ction, and out of them alone. Without ·'.;
them it is impossible. i\.11d the repository, or the vehicle, of these 1
material conditions is a definite historical class, created, organised •. \
united, trained, educated and hardened by large-scale capitalism. \\
This class is the proletariat.
;1
If we translate the Latin, scientific historico-philosophical term .
''dictatorship of the proletariat'' into sin1pler language, it means i
just the following:
·/
Only a definite class, namely, the urban workers and the factory, :1
industrial workers in general, is able to lead the whole mass of.:
the working and exploited people. in the struggle to throw off ,
the yoke of capital, in actually carrying it out, in the struggle:
to maintain and conso~idate the victor~, iri the "'.'ork of creating:~
the new, socialist social system and in the entire st1·uggle for.~.
the complete abolition of classes. (Let us observe in parenthesis::
that the only scientific distinction between socialism and com-.:;
munism is that the first term im11lies the first stage of the new·.
society arising out of capitalism, while the second implies the.(
next and higher stage.)
.
;:
The mistake the ''Berne'' yellow International 383 makes is that:
its leaders accept the class struggle and the leading role of the'
proletariat only in word and are afraid to think it out to its;
logical conclusion. They are afraid of that inevitable conclusion·;
which particularly terrifies the bourgeoisie, and which is ab- '
solutely unacceptable to them. They are afraid to adn1it tl1at the·~,
dictatorship of the proletariat is also a period of class struggle,
which is inevitable as long as classes have not been abolished, :!,
and which changes in form, being particularly fierce and particu- i
larly peculiar i11 the period immediately following the overthrow ·:•
of capital. The p1,oletariat does not cease the class struggle after '
it has ca1}t11red political power, but continuf:s it until classes :}
are abolishecl -of course, under different c.irc11mstances, in differe11t form a11cl by different means.
' ii

I

And \vhat does the ''abolition of classes·· n1ea11? All those who
call themselves socialists recognise this as the ultimate goal
of socialism, but by no means all give thought to its significance.
Classes are large groups of people differing from each other by the
place they occupy in a historically determined system of social
p1·oduction, by their relation (in most cases fixed and formulated
in law) to the means of production, by their role in the social
organisation of labour, and, consequently, by the dimensions
of the share of social wealth of which they dis1)ose and the mode
of acquiring it. Classes are groups of people one of which can
appropriate the labour of another owing to the different places
they occupy in a definite system of social economy.
Clearly, in order to abolish classes completely, it is not enough
to overthro\v the exploiters, the landowners and capitalists,
not enough to abolish their rights of ownership; it is necessary
also to abolish all private ownership of the means of production,
it is necessary to abolish the distinction between town and
country, as well as the distinction between manual workers and
brain workers. This requires a very long period of time. In order
to achieve this an enormous step forward must be taken in developing the productive forces; it is necessary to overcome the
resistance (frequently passive, which is particularly stubborn
and particularly difficult to overcome) of the numerous survivals
of small-scale production; it is necessary to overcome the enormous
force of habi.t and conservatism which are connected with these
survivals.
The assumption that all ''working people'' are equally capable
of doing this work would be an empty phrase, or the illusion
of an antediluvian, pre-Marxist socialist; for this ability does not
come of itself, but grows historically, and grows only out of the
material conditions of large-scale capitalist production. This
ability, at the beginning of the road from capitalism to socialism,
is possessed by the proletariat alone. It is capable of fulfilling
the gigantic task that confronts it, first, because it is the strongest
and most advanced class in civilised societies; secondly, because
in the most developed countries it constitutes the majority of the
population, .and thirdly, because in backward capitalist countries,
like Russia, the majority of the population consists of semiproletarians, i.e., of people who regularly live in a proletarian
\Vay part of the year, who regularly earn a part of their means of
s11bsistence as wage-workers in capitalist enterprises.
Those who try to solve the problems involved in the transition
from capitalism to socialism on the basis of general talk about
liberty, equality, democracy in general, equality of labot1r
t'!emocracy, etc. (as Kautsky, Martov and other heroes of the
Berne yellow International do), thereby only reveal their petty-
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bourgeois, philistine nature and ideologically slavishly follow
in the wake of the bol1rgeoisie. The correct solution of this problem
can be found only in a concrete study of the specifi.c relations
bet\veen the specifi.c class which has conquered political power,
namely, the proletariat, and the whole non-proletarian, and also
semi-proletarian, mass of the working population-relations which
do not take shape in fantastically harmonious, ''ideal'' conditions,
but in the real conditions of the frantic resistance of the bourgeoisie which assumes many and diverse forms.
The vast majority of the population-and all the more so of the
working population-of any capitalist country, including Russia,
have thousands of times experienced, themselves and through
their kith and kin, the oppression of capital, the plunder and
every sort of tyranny it perpetrates. The imperialist war, i.e., the
slaughter of ten million people in order to decide whether British
or German capital was to have supremacy in plundering the whole
world, has greatly intensifi.ed these ordeals, has increased and
deepened them, and has made the people realise their meaning.
I-Ience the inevitable sympathy displayed by the vast majority
of the population, particularly the working people, for the proletariat, because it is with heroic courage and revolutionary ruthlessness throwing off the yoke of capital, overthrowing the exploiters, suppressing their resistance, and shedding its blood to pave
the road for the creation of the new society, in which there will
be no room for exploiters.
Great and inevitable as may be their petty-bourgeois vacillations and their tendency to go back to bourgeois ''order'', under
the ''wing'' of the bourgeoisie, the non-proletarian and semiproletarian mass of the working population cannot but recognise
the moral and political authority of the proletariat, who are not
only overthrowing the exploiters and suppressing their resistance,
but are building a new and higher social bond, a social discipline,
the discipline of class-conscious and united working people,
who know no yoke and no authority except the authority of their
own unity, of their own, more class-conscious, bold, solid, revolutionary and steadfast vanguard.
In order to achieve victory, in order to build and consolidate
socialism, the proletariat must fulfil a twofold or dual task:
first, it must, by its supreme heroism in the revolutionary struggle
against capital, win over the entire mass of the \vorking and
exploited people; it must win them ov.or, organise them and
lead them in the struggle to overthrow the bourgeoisie and utterly
suppress their resistance. Secondly, it must lead the whole mass
of the working and exploited people, as well as all the pettybourgeois groups, on to the road of new economic development,
towards the creation of a new social bond, a new labour discipline,
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a new organisation of labour, which will combine the last word
in science and capitalist technology with the mass association
of class-conscious workers creating large-scale socialist industry.
The second tasl{ is more difficult than the first, for it cannot
possibly be fulfi.lled by single acts of heroic fer\ our; it requires
the most prolonged, most persistent a11d most diffi.cult mass
heroism in plain, everyday work. But this task is more essential
than the fi.rst, because, in the last analysis, the deepest sol1rce
of strength for victories over the bourgeoisie and the sole gt1arantee
of the durability and permanence of these victories can only be
a new and higher mode of social production, the substitution
of large-scale socialist production for capitalist and pettybourgeois prodt1ction.
1

*

*

*

''Co1n111unist subbotniks" are of such enormous historical
signif1ca11ce precisely because they demonstrate the conscious
and voll1ntary initiative of the workers in developing the productivity of labour, in adopting a new labour discipline, in creating
socialist conditions of economy and life.
J. Jacoby, one of the few, in fact it would be more correct
to say one of the exceptionally rare, German bourgeois democrats
\vho, after the lessons of 1870-71, went over not to chauvinism
or national-liberalism, but to socialism, once said that the formation of a single trade union was of greater historical importance than the battle of Sadowa.3 84 This is true. The battle of.
Sadowa decided the supremacy of one of two bourgeois monarchies,
the Austrian or the Prussian, in creating a German national
capitalist state. The formation of one trade unio11 was a small
step towards the world victory of the proletariat over the bourgeoisie. And we may similarly·say that the fi.rst communist subbotnik, organised by the workers of the Moscow-Kazan Railway
i11 ~Ioscow on May 10, 1919, was of greater historical significance
than anv of the victories of Hindenburg, or of Foch and the British,
in the {914-18 imperialist war. The victories of the imperialists
n1ea11 the sla11ghter of millions of workers for the sake of the profi.ts
of tl1e Anglo-American and French multimillionaires, they are
the atrocities of doomed capitalism, bloated with overeating
and rotting alive. The communist subbotnik organised by the
\Vorkers of the ~·Ioscow-Kaza11 Railway is one of the cells of the
11e~, socialist society, \vhich brings to all the peoples of the
earth e111ancipation from the yoke of capital and from wars.
The bo11rgeois ger1tlemen and their hangers-on, including the
~fensl1eviks and Socialist-Revol11tionaries, who are wont to regard
then1sel,·es as the representatives of ''public opinion'', naturally
jeer at the hopes of the Comn1t1nists, call those hopes ''a baobab
40-1087
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tree in a niignonette pot'', sneer at the insignificance of the
number of s11bbotnil{s corr1pared \vith the vast n11mber of cases
of thieving, idleness, lower prod11ctivity, spoilage of raw materials ,.
and finished goods, etc. Our reply to these gentle1ner1 is that if the
bour·geois intellectuals had dedicated their knowledge to assisting
the working people instead of giving it to the Russian and foreign
capitalists in order to restore their power, the revolution would
have proceeded more rapiclly and more peacefully. Brit this
is utopian, for the issue is decided by the class struggle, and
the majority of the intellect11als gravitate towards the bourgeoisie.
Not with the assistance of the intellectuals will the proletariat
achieve victory, but in spite of their opposition (at least in the
majority of cases), removing those of them who are incorrigibly
bor1rgeois, reforming, re-educating and subordinating the waverers, and grad11ally winni11g ever larger sections of them to its
side. Gloating over the difficulties and setbacks of the revolution,
sowing panic, preaching a return to the past-these are all weapons
and methods of class struggle of the bourgeois intellectt1als.
T11e proletariat will not allow itself to be decei\'ed by the1n.
If we get down to brass tacks, however, has it ever happened in
history that a new mode of production has taken root immediately, witho11t a long succession of setbacks, blunders and relapses?
Half a century after the abolition of serfdom there were still
quite a n11mber of survivals of serfdo'm in tl1e R11ssian countrysicle.
Half a century after the abolition of slavery in America the position of the Negroes was still very often one of semi-slavery. The
bourgeois intellectuals, including the Menshevil{s and SocialistRevolutionaries, are true to therr1selves in serving capital and in
contin11ing to use absolutely false arguments-before the proletarian revolutio11 they acc11secl us of being utopian; after the
revol11tion they dernand that we wipe 011t all traces of the past
with fantastic rapidity.
We are 11ot utopiar1s, ho\vever, and we know the real val11e
of bourgeois ''arg11ments''; we also know that for some time after
the revolution traces of the old ethics will inevitably predominate
over the yo11ng sl1oots of the new. When the new has just been
born the old always remains stronger than it for some time;
this is always tl1e case i11 natt1re and in soci<1l life ..leering at the
feeble11ess of the young sl1oots of the ne\v order, cheap scepticism
of the intellect11als and the like-these are, esse11tially, methods
of bo11rgeois class struggle against the proletariat, a defence of
capit;1lism against socialism. We r11ust careft1lly study the feeble
11ew shoots, we must devote the grerttest attentio11 to tl1em, do
everything to promote their groVirth ar1cl ''nurse" them. Some of
the1n will i11evitably perish. \Ve ca1111ot vouch t11at precisely
tl1e ''comm11nist subbotniks" will play a partic11larly importar1t
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role. B11t that is not the point. The point is to foster each and every
shoot of the new· and life will select the most viable. If the
.T apar1ese scientist, in or~er to help ma11kind vanquis_h syphilis,
hacl the patience to test six hundred and five preparations before
he c!eveloped a six hundred and sixth which met definite require1nents then those who want to solve a more difficult problem,
11 amely, to vanquish capitalism, must have the perseverance
to try h11ndreds and thousands of new methods, ~ear1s and weapons
of struggle in order to elaborate the most suitable of them.
The ''communist subbotniks" are so important beca11se they
,,1ere initiated by workers who were by no means placed in exceptionally good conditions, by work~rs of var~o11s specialities, and
some with no speciality at ~11, JUSt ll~sk1lled labourers_, . who
;1re living under ordinary, i.e., exceedingly hard, cond1t1ons.
\Ve all know very well the mair1 cause of the decline in the p1·0clricti,·ity of labour that is to be observed not only in R11ssia,
but all over the world; it is ruin and impoverishment, embitterr11ent and weariness caused by the imperialist war, sickness a11d
1nalnr1trition. The latter is first in importance. Starvation-that
is the cause. And in order to do away with starvation, productivity
of labour must be raised in agriculture, in transport and in
industry. So, we get a sort of vicio11s circle; in order to r~ise
procluctivity of labour we n1ust save ourselve.s from starvat1~n,
and in order to save 011rselves from starvation we must raise
proclucti vity of labour.
\Ve know that in practice such contradictions are solved by
breaking the vicious circle, by bringing about a radical change
in the temper of the people, by the he:~ic initiative ?f the indivicl11al groups whicl1 often plays a dec1s1ve rol~ against the backaro11nd of such a radical change. The i1nsk1lled labourers and
~ailway workers of J\1oscow (of course, we have in iniJ)d the
n1ajority of them, and not _a handful of profitee:s'. of~cials and
other \vhiteguards) are working people who are 11v1ng in desper·ately hard conditions. They are const~ntly ur1derfed, ancl now,
before the new harvest is gathered, with the general worseni11g
of the food situation, they are actually starvi11g. And yet tl1ese
st;1rvii1g worl(ers surrounded by the malicious counter-revolution<1ry
agitatior1 of th~ bourgeoi~i~, tl~~ J\1ensh~vil(s and ~he., Social~st
Revol11tioriar·ies, are organ1s1ng com~u~11st subbotn1ks , \Vork1ng
o\•erti 111 e without aiiy pay, arid ach1e v1ng an enormous increase
i11 the productivity of labour in spite of the f~c.t that th~y <:1re
\\'f'arv, tormerited arid exhat1sted by malnt1tr1t1on. Is this 11ot
stipr~r11 e lreroism? Is this riot the beginning of a change of mon1ento11s sigr1ificance?
. .
.
J11 the last analysis, product1v1t_Y of labo11r is the most imporl<111t, the priiicipal tliing for the victory of the ne\¥ social syste111.
40*
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Capitalism created a productivity of labour unknown under
serfdom. Capitalism can be utterly va11q11isl1ed, and will be utterly
vanquished by socialism creating a new and much higher productivity of labour. This is a very difficult matter and m11st take
a ~ong ti~e; but it ha~ been started, <tncl that is the mair1 thing.
If in starving Moscow, in the summer of 1919, the starving workers
who had gone throl1gh fo11r trying years of imperialist war and
another year and a half of still more tryir1g civil war co11ld start
this great worl(, how \vill things cle\ elop later when we triumph
in the civil war and win peace?
Communism is the higher procluctivity of labo11r·-compared
with that existing i1nder capitalis1n-of vol11ntary, class-conscious
and united workers employi11g allva11cecl techniq11es. Communist
subbotniks are extraordinarily val11able as the actual beginning
of communism; and this is a very r·are thing, because we are in
a stage when ''only the first steps in the tra11sition from capitalism
to communism are being taken'' (as our Party Programme quite
rightly says).
Communism begins when the rank-and-file workers display an
enthusiastic concern that is undaunted by arduous toil to increase
the productivity of labour, husband every pood of grain, coal, iron
and other products, which do not accrue to the workers personally
or to their ''close'' kith and kin, but to their ''distant" kith and
kin, i.e., to society as a whole, to tens and hundreds of millior1s
-0f people united first in one socialist state. and then in a l1nion
-0f Soviet republics.
,
'
1

"''ritten on June 28, 1919
Published in July 1919 as a
·separate pampl1let in Moscow
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A Lecture Delivered at the Sverdlov University
July 11, 1919

Coinrades, according to the plan you have adopted and which
has been conveyed to me, the subject of today's talk is the state.
I do not know how familiar you are already with this subject.
If I am not mistaken your courses have only just begun and this
is the first time you will be tackling this subject systematically.
If that is so then it may very well happen that in the first lecture
on this diffi~ult subject I mav not succeed in making my exposition
sufficiently clear and con1p.rehensible to many of my listeners.
And if this should prove to be the case, I would request you not
to be perturbed by the fact, because the question of the state is a
niost complex and difficult one, perhaps one that more than any
other has been co11fused by bo11rgeois scholars, writers and philosophers. It should not therefore be exp~cted that a thor~ugh understanding of this subject can be obtained from one brief talk, at
a first sitting. After the first talk on this subject you should m~ke
a note of the passages whi'ch you have not understood o~ which
are not clear to you, and ret11rn to them a second, a third and
a fourth time, so that what you have not understood :may be
further supplemented and el11cidated later, both by reading ancl
by various lectures and talks. I hope that we may manage t~ ~eet
once again and that we shall then be able to exchang~ opinions
on all supplementary questions and see what has remained most
11nclear. I also hope that in addition to talks and lectur~s yo11
will devote some time to reading at least a few of the most impor,tant worl(s of Marx and Engels. I have no doubt that these most
important works are to be found in the li~ts of books and in the
handbooks which are available in your library for the students
of the Soviet and Party school; and although, again, some of
you may at first be dismayed by the difficulty of the exposition,
I must again warn ~1 ou that you should not let this worry you;
what is unclear at a first reading will become clear at a second
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IJeople, or which brings \Vitl1 it something that is not of man,
bt1t is given him from without. And it must be said that this
<ioctrine is so closely bound up with the interests of the exploiting
classes-the landowners and the capitalists-so serves their
ii1terests, has so deeply permeated all the ct1stoms, views and
scier1ce of the gentlemen who represent the bourgeoisie, that you
,vill meet with vestiges of it on every hand, even in the \'iew
of the state held by the l\1ensheviks and Socialist-Revolutior1aries,
<rlthough they are convinced that they can regard the state \vith
sober eyes and reject indignantly the suggestion that they are
tinder the sway of religious prejudices. This question has been so
confused and complicated because it affects the interests of the
ruling classes more than any other question (yielding place in this
respect only to the foundations of economic science). The doctrine
of the state serves to justify social privilege, the existence of exploitation, the existence of capitalism-and that is why it would
be the greatest mistake to expect impartiality on this question,
to approach it in the belief that people who claim to be scientific
can give yo11 a purely scientific view on the subject. In the question
of the state, in the doctri11e of the state, in the theory of the state,
when you have become familiar with it and have go11e into it
deeply enough, you will always discern the struggle between
clifferent classes, a struggle which is reflected or expressed in
a co11flict of views on the state, in the estimate of the role and
significance of the state.
To approach this questior1 as scientifically as possible we must
cast at least a fleeting glance back on the history of the state,
its emergence and developme11t. The most reliable thing in a question of social science, and one that is most necessary in order
really to acquire the habit of approaching this question correctly and 11ot allowing oneself ·to get lost in the mass of detail
or in the immense variety of conflicting opinion-the most
important thing if one is to approach this question scientifically
is not to fo1·get the underlying historical connectio11, to exami11e
every question from the standpoir1t of how the given phenomenon
arose in history and what were the principal stages in its development, and, from the standpoint of its development, to examine
what it has become today.
I hope that in studying this question of the state you \vill
acqli<1int yourselves \vith Engels's book Tlie Origi1i of the Family,
Private Property and the State. 'l'his is one of the f11ndamental
works of 1nodern socialism, every sentence of whicl1 car1 be
accepted with confidence, ir1 the assura11ce that it has riot been
said at rar1dom but is based on i1nmense historical arid political
material. U11doubtedly, not all the parts of this work have been
expou11ded i11 an equally popular and compr·ehensible way;
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some of then1 presume a reader who already possesses a certain
f{nowledge of history and economics. But I again i·epeat that you
should not be perturbed if on reading this worl{ yot1 do not understand it at once. Very few people do. But returr1ing to it later,
when yot1r interest has been aroused, you will succeed in t111derstanding the greater part, if not the whole of it. I refer to this
book because it gives the correct approach to the question in the
sense mentioned. It begins with a historical sketch of the origi11
of the state.
This qt1estion, like every other-for example, that of the origin
of capitalism, the exploitation of man by man, socialism, how
socialism arose, what conditions gave rise to it-car1 be approachecl
so11ndly and confide11tly 011ly if we cast a glance back 011 the
history of its development as a whole. In co11nection with
this problem it should first of all be noted that the state has not
always existed. There was a time when there was no state. It
appears 'vherever and whenever a division of society into classes
<1ppears, whenever exploiters and exploited appear.
Before the first form of exploitation of man by man arose,
the first for1n of division into classes-slave-owners and slavesthere existed the patriarchal family, or, as it is sometimes called,
the clan family. (Clan-tribe; at the time people of one kin lived
together.) Fairly definite traces of these primitive times have
survived in the life of many primitive peoples; and if you take
any work \vhatsoever 011 primitive civilisation, you will always
come across n1ore or less definite descriptions, indications and
recollections of the fact that there \Vas a time, more or less similar
to primitive communism, when the division of society into slaveowners and slaves did not exist. And in -those times there was
no state, no special apparatus for the systematic application
of force and the subjugation of people by force. It is such an
apparatus that is called the state.
In primitive society, when people lived in small family grot1ps
and were still at the lowest stages of development, in a condition approximating to savagery-an epoch from which modern,
civilised human society is separated by several thousand yearsthere were yet no signs of the existence of a state. We find the
predon1inance of custom, authority, respect, the power enjoyed
by the elders of the clan; we find this po\ver sometimes accorded
to women-the position of women then was not like the downtrodden and oppressed condition of women today-but nowhere do
we fi11d a special category of people set apart to rule others and
who, for the sake and purpose of rule, systematically and permanently have at their disposal a certain apparatus of coercion,
an apparatus of violence, such as is represented at the present
time, as you all realise, by armed contingents of troops, prisons
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and other means of subjugating the will of others by force all
that which constitutes the essence of the state.
If we get away from what are known as religious teachings,
from the subtleties, philosophical arguments and variou:,, opinions
aclvanced by bo11rgeois scholars, if we get away from these and
try to get at the real core of the matter, we shall fi11d that the
state really does amount to such an apparatus of rule which
stands 011tside society as a whole. When there appears such
a special grou11 of men occt1pied solely with government, and
who in order to rule need a special apparatus of coercion to subjugate tl1e will of others by force -prisons, special contingents of
1r1en, armies, etc.-then there appears the state.
But there was a time when there was no state, when general
ties, the community itself, discipline and the ordering of work
\Vere maintained by force of c11stom and tradition, by the authority
or the respect e11joyecl by the elders of the clan or by womenwho in those times not only frequently enjoyed a status equal to
that of men, but not infrequently enjoyed an even higher statusand when there was no special category of person::; who were specialists in ruling. History shows that the state as a special apparatus for coercing people arose wherever and whenever there
appeared a division of society into classes, that is, a division
into groups of people some of which were permanently in a position to appropriate the labour of others, where some people
exploited others.
And this division of society into classes must always be clearly
borne in mind as a fundamental fact of history. The development
of all human societies for thousands of years, in all countries
without exception, reveals a general conformity to la~, a re~ular
ity and consistency; so that. at first we had a society without
classes-the original patriarchal, primitive society, in which
there were no aristocrats; then we had a society based on slaverya slave-owning society. The whole of modern, civilised Et1rope
has passed through this stage-slavery ruled supreme two thousand
years ago. The vast majority of peoples of the other parts of ~he
world also passed through this stage. Traces of slav~ry survive
to this day among the less developed peoples; you will find the
institution of slavery in Africa, for example, at the present time.
The division into slave-owners and slaves was the first important
class division. The former group not only owned all the means
of production-the land and the_ impleme~ts, however poor and
primitive they may have been in those times-bu~ also owned
people. This group was known as slave-owners, while those who
laboured and supplied labour for others were known as slaves.
This form was followed in history by another-feudalism.
In the great majority of countries slavery in the course of its
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developrnent evolved into serfdom. The fundamental division
of society \Vas now into feudal lords and peasant serfs. The form of
relations between people changed. The slave-owners had regarded
the slaves as their property; the law had confirmed this view and
regarded the slave as a chattel completely owned by the slaveowner. As far as th,e peasant serf was concerned, class oppression
and ciependence remained, but it was not considered that the
feudal lord owned the peasants as chattels, but that he was
only entitled to their labour, to the obligatory performance
of certain services. In practice, as you know, serfdom, especially
in Russia where it survived longest of all and assumed the crudest
forms, in no way differed from slavery.
Further, with the development of trade, the appearance of the
world market and the development of money circulation, a 11ew
class arose within feudal society-the capitalist class. From the
commodity, the exchange of commodities and the rise of the power
of money, there derived the po\\'er of capital. During the eighteenth
century, or rather, from the end of the eighteenth century and
during the nineteenth century, revolt1tions took place all over the
world. Feudalism was abolished in all the co11ntries of Western
Europe. Russia was the last country in which this took place.
I11 1861 a radical change took place in Russia as well; as a consequence of this one form of society w.as replaced by anotherfeudalism was replaced by capitalism, under.which division into
classes remained, as well as various traces a11d remnants of serfdom, but fundamentally the division into classes assumed a
different form.
The owners of capital, the owners of the land and the owners
of the factories in all capitalist countries constituted and still
constitute an insignificant mir1ority of the population who have
complete command of the labour- of the whole people, and,
consequently, command, oppress and exploit the whole mass
of labourers, the majority of whom are proletarians, wage-workers,
who procure their livelihood in the process of production only
by the sale of their own worker's hands, their labour-power.
vVith the transition to capitalism, the peasants, who had been
dis11nited and downtrodden in feudal times, were converted
partly (the majority) into proletarians, and partly (the minority)
ir1to wealthy peasants who themselves hired labourers ;1nd
who constituted a rural bourgeoisie.
'l'his fundamental fact-the transition of society fron1 primitive
forms of slavery to serfdom ancl finally to capitalism-you rr1ust
always bear in mind, for only by remembering this fundamental
fact, only by examining all political doctrines placed in this
fur1damer1tal scheme, will you be able properly to appraise these
doctrines and understand what they refer to; for each of these

great periods in the history of mankind, slave-o\vning, feudal
and capitalist, embraces scores and hundreds of centuries and
presents such a mass of political forms, such a variety of political
doctrines, opinions and revolutions, that this extreme diversity
and immense variety (especially in connection with the political,
philosophical and other doctrines of bourgeois scholars a11d politicians) can be understood only by firmly holding, as to a guiding
thread, to this division of society into classes, this change ir1 the
forms of class rule, and from this standpoint examining all social
questions-economic, political, spiritual, religious, etc.
If you examine the state from the standpoint of this fundamental division, you will find that before the division of society into
classes, as I have already said, no state existed. But as the social
division into classes arose and took firm root, as class society
arose, the state also arose and took firm root. The history of manlcind knows scores and hundreds of countries that have passed
or· are still passing through slavery, feudalism and capitalisrn.
In each of these countries, despite the immense historical changes
that have taken place, despite all the political vicissitudes and
all the revolutions due to this development of mankind, to the
transition from slavery through feudalism to capitalism and
to the present world-wide struggle against capitalism, you will
always discern the emergency of the state. It has always been
a certain apparatus which stood outside society and consisted
of a group of people engaged solely, or almost solely, or mainly,
in ruling. People are divided into the ruled, and into specialists
in ruling, those who rise above society and are called rulers,
statesmen. This apparatus, this group of people who rule others,
always possesses certain means of coercion, of physical force,
irrespective of whether this v.iolence over people is expressed
in the primitive club, or in more perfected types of weapons
in tl1e epoch of slavery, or in the fire-arms which appeared in
the Middle Ages, or, finally, in modern weapo11s, which in the
twentieth century are technical marvels and are based entirely
on the latest achievements of modern technology. The methods
of violence changed, but whenever there was a state there existed
in every society a group of persons who ruled, who commanded,
who dominated and who in order to maintain their power possessed
a11 apparatus of physical coercion, an apparatus of violence, with
those weapons which corresponded to the technical level of the
given epoch. And by examining these general phenomena, by
asking ourselves why no state existed when there were no classes,
whe 11 there were no exploiters and exploited, and why it appeared
when classes appeared-only in this way shall we find a definite
answer to the :question of what is the 11ature and significance of
the state.
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The state is a machine for maintaining the rule of one class
over a11other. When there were no classes in society, when, before
the epoch of slavery, people laboured in primitive conditions ..
of greater equality, in conditions when the productivity of labour .i5t
was still at its lowest, and when primitive man could barely
procure the wherewithal for the crudest and most primitive ·~
existence, a special group of people whose function is to rule and
to don1inate the rest of society, had not and could not yet have
emerged. Only when the first form of the division of society into
classes appeared, only when slavery appeared, when a certain
class of people, by concentrating on the crudest forms of agricultural labour, could produce ·a certain surplus, when this surplus
was not absolutely essential for the most wretched existence
of the slave arid passed i11to the hands of the slave-owner, when
in this way the existence of this class of slave-owners was securethe11 in order that it might take firm root it was necessary for
a state to appear.
And it did appear-the slave-owning state, an apparatus which
gave the slave-owners power and enabled them to rule over the
slaves. Both society and the state were then on a much smaller
scale than they are now, they possessed incon1parably poorer
means of communication-the modern means of communication
did not then exist. ~fountains, rivers. and seas were immeasurably
greater obstacles than they are now, and the state took shape
within far narrower geographical boundaries. A technically weak
state apparatus served a state confined within relatively narrow
boundaries and with a narrow range of action. Nevertheless,
there did exist an apparatus which compelled the slaves to remain
in slavery, which kept one part of society subjugated to and
oppressed by another. It is impossible to compel the greater part
of society to work systen1atically for the other part of society
without a permanent apparatus-of coercion. So long as there were
no classes, there was no apparatus of this sort. When classes
appeared, everywhere and always, as the division grew and took
firmer hold, there also appeared a special institution-the state.
1'he forms of state were extremely varied. As early as the period
of slavery we find diverse forms of the state in the countries that
\Vere the most advanced, cultured and civilised according to the
standards of the time-for example, in ancient Greece and
Rome--which were based entirely on slavery. At that time there
was already a difference between monarchy and republic, between
aristocracy and democracy. A monarchy is the power of a single
person, a republic is the absence of any non-elected authority;
an aristocracy is the power of a relatively small minority,
a democracy is the power of the people (democracy in GPeek
literally means the power of the people). All these differences
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aro5e in the epoch of slavery. Despite these differences, the state
of the slave-owning epoch was a slave-owning state, irrespective
of whether it was a monarchy or a republic, aristocratic or democratic.
In every course on the history of ancient times, in any lectt11·e
011 this subject, you will hear about the struggle which was wagecl
between the monarchical and republican states. But the funli<1mental fact is that the slaves were not regarded as human beings not only were they not regarded as citizens, they -.,vere not even
regarded as human beings. Roman law regarded them as chattels.
'fhe la-.,v of manslaughter, not to mention the other laws for tl1e
protection of the person, did not extend to slaves. It defendeil
only the slave-owners, who were alone recognised as citizens with
f11ll rights. Bt1t whether a monarchy was instituted or a republic,
it v.1 as a monarchy of the slave-owners or a republic of the slaveow11ers. All rights were enjoyed by the slave-owners, while the
slave was a chattel in tl1e eyes of the law; and not only could anysort of violence be perpetrated against a slave, but even the killing
of a slave was not considered a crime. Slave-owning republics
differed in their internal organisation, there were aristocratic
republics and democratic republics. In an aristocratic republic
only a s1nall number of privileged persons took part in the elections;
in a de1nocratic _republic everybody took part--but everybody
me<1nt 011ly the slave-owners, that is, everybody except the slaves.
This fu11damental fact must be borne in mind, because it throws
more light than any other on the question of the state and clearly
demo11strates the nature of the state.
The state is a machine for the oppression of one class by another,
a n1acl1ine for holding in obedience to one class other, subordinated
classes. There are various forms of this machine. The slave-owning
state could be a monarchy, an aristocratic republic or even a democratic republic. In fact the forms of government varied extremely,
but their essence was always the same: the slaves enjoyed no
rights a11d constituted an oppressed class; they were not regarded
as ht1man beings. We find the same thing in the feudal state.
The change in the form of exploitation transformed the slaveowni11g state into the feudal state. This was of immense importance.
In slave-owning society the slave enjoyed no rights whatever
an(! \Vas not regarded as a h11man being; in feudal society the
peasant was bound to the soil. The chief distinguishing feature
of serfdom was that the peasants (and at that time the peasants
constitt1ted the majority; the urban population was still very
small) \Vere considered bou11d to the land-this is the very basis
of ''serfdom". The peasant might work a definite number of days
for hi111self on the plot assigned to hi1n by the landlord; on the
other clays the peasant serf workecl for his lorcl. The essence of class
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society remained-society was b_ased on ~lass exploitatiori. Only~;
the owners of the land could enJoy full rights; the peasants had!
no rights at ~l~. In practice _their condition differed very little:~
from tl1e_ cond1t1on of slaves in the slave-o\vning state. Neverthe-•l
l~ss, ~wider road was opened for their emancipation, for the eman.. ~
c1pation of the peasants, since the peasant serf was not regardedl1
as th~ direct property of the lord. He could work part of his time~;
on his own plot, could, so to speak, belong to himself to some'!
extent; and with the wide~ opportunities for the development':.·
of exchange and trade relations the feudal system steadily disin-·:·
te~rated and the sco~e of emancipation of the peasai1try steadily·~
wi~ened. Feudal society was always more complex than slave }
society. There was a greater development of trade and industry . ,
which. even in th~se days led to capitalism. In the Middle Age~ ' .
feudalism predominated. And here too the forms of state varied .;
here too we find both the monarchy and the republic, although :'
the latter was much more weakly expressed. But always the '
feudal lor~ was regarded as the only ruler. The peasant serfs t
were deprived of absolutely all political rights.
;
Neither under slavery nor under the feudal svstem could i
a sm~ll min?rity o~ people dominate over the vast rr1aj;rity without :
coercion. History is full of the consta11t attempts of the oppressed : · I
classes to throw off oppressior1. The history of slavery contains ·,:,
records of wars of emancipation from slavery which lasted for .:
decades. Incidentall~, the name ''Spartacist" r1ow adopted by
the ~ermar1 _Communists-the only German party which is really
fighting against the yoke of capitalism-was adopted by them
because Spartacus was one of the most prominerit heroes of one
of the greatest revolts of slaves, which took place about two thousa11cl _years a_go. For many years the seemingly om11ipotent Roman
Empire, which rested entirely on slavery, experienced the shocks
and blows of a widespread uprising of slaves who armed and 11nited
to fo1·n1 a vast arrr1y under the leadership of Spartacus. In the
end they were def~a~ed, captured a11d p11t to torture by the
. I
slave-owners_. S11ch c1v1l war~mark the whole historJr of the existence
of class soc1e~y: I have. just rnentio1ied an exa1nple of the greatest r of th_ese ~1v~l w~rs in the epoch of slavery. Tl1e whole epoch
of _1et1ci~l1sm rs 11kew_1se marked by constant 11prisir1gs of the peasants. For example, in Germany in the Middle Ages tl1e struggle
b~t\vee11 tl1e two classes-the landlords and the se1'fs-assumed
wide pro1)ortions and was tr·a11sforn1ed into a civil war of the
peasar1ts against the landow11ers. You are all familiar with similar
examples of repeated uprisings of the peasants agair1st the feuclal
lar1dowr1ers in Russia.
In order to maintain their rule and to preser·,·e their power, the
feudal lords had to have a11 apparatus by which they could unite
•
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tinder tl1eir subjugatio11 a vast number of people and subordinate
them to certain laws arid regulations; and all these laws fundarnentally amounted to one thing-the mainte11ance of the po\ver
of the lords over the peasant serfs. And this was the fe11dal state,
which in Russia, for example, or in quite backward Asiatic
countries (where feudalism prevails to this day) differed in formit was either a republic or a monarchy. When the state \Vas a
rnonarchy, the rule of one person \V·as recog11ised; when it was
a republic, the participation of the elected representatives of
landowning society was in one degree or another recogniseclthis was in feudal society. Feudal society represented a divisio11
elf classes under which the vast majority-the peasant serfs\Vere completely subjected to an insignificant minority-the
owners of the land.
The development of trade, the development of commodity
exchange, led to the emergence of a new class-the capitalists.
Capital took shape as such at the close of the Middle Ages, when,
after the discovery of America, world trade developed enormously,
when the qua11tity of precious metals increased, when silver and
goltl became the medium of exchange, when money circulatior1
made it possible for individuals to possess tremendous wealtl1.
Silver and gold were recognised as wealth all over the world.
The economic power of the landowning class declined and the
power of the new class-the representatives of capital-developed.
The reconstruction of society was such that all citizeris seemecl
to be equal, the old division into slave-owners and slaves disappeared, all were regarded as equal before the law irrespective of what
capital each owned; whether he owned land as private property,
or was a poor man who owned nothing but his labour-power-all
were equal before the law. The law protects everybody equally;
it protects the property of those who have it from attack by the
masses who, possessing no property, possessi11g nothing but thei1·
labour-power, gr·ow steadily impoverished and ruined and becon1e
converted into proletarians. Such is capitalist society.
I carinot dwell on it in detail. You will return to this when yo11
corne to discuss the Programme of the Party-you will the11
l1ear a descriptio11 of capitalist society. This society adva11cet!
agai11st serfdom, agai11st the old feudal system, under the sloga11
of liberty. But it was liberty for those who owned property. Anfl
whe11 fet1dalism was shattered, which occurred at the end of the
eighteerith century and the beginning of tl1e ni11eteenth centuryin Rt1ssia it occurred later than in other cou11tries, in 1861--the fe11dal state was then s11perseded by the capitalist state, \vhicl1
proclaims liberty for the whole people as its slogan, which declares
that it expresses the will of the whole people and denies that it
is a class state. And here there developed a struggle bet\veen the
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socialists, who are fighting for the liberty of the whole people,
and the capitalist state-a struggle which has led to the creation
of the Soviet Socialist Rept1blic and which is going on throughout _,,,'.~ '.
the world.
-:iii.
1'o understand the struggle that has been started against world.;~
capital, to understand the nature of the capitalist state, we must ··~.·
remember that when the capitalist state advanced against the···~~·.
feudal state it entered the fight under the slogan of liberty. The }!• I
abolition of feudalism meant liberty for the representatives ·.•!flr;;.of the capitalist state and served their purpose, inasmuch as
serfdom was breaking down and the peasants had acquired the
opportunity of owning as their full property the land which they
had purchased for compensation or in part by quit-rent-this
did not concern the state: it protected property irrespective of its
origin, because the state was founded on private property. The
peasants became private owners in all the modern, civilised .
states. Even when the landowner surrendered part of his land
to the peasant, the state protected private property, rewarding
t,he landowner by compensation, by letting him take money
for the land. The state as it were declared that it would fully
preserve private property, and it accorded it every support and
protection. The state recognised the property rights of every
merchant, industrialist and manufacturer. And this society,
based on private property, on the power of capital, on the complete
subjection of the propertyless workers and labouring masses of the
peasantry, proclaimed that its rule was based on liberty. Combating feudalism, it proclaimed freedom of property and was
particularly proud of the fact that the state had ceased, supposedly, to be a class state.
Yet the state continued to be a machine which helped the
capitalists to hold the poor peasants and the working class in
subjection. But in outward appearance it was free. It proclaimed
universal suffrage, and declared through its champions, preachers,
scholars and philosophers, that it was not a class state. Even
now, when the Soviet Socialist Republics have begun to fight
the state, they accuse us of violating liberty, of building a state
based on coercion, on the suppression of some by others, whereas
they represent a i:iopular, democratic state. And now, when the
world socialist revolution has begun, arid when the revolution
has succeeded in some countries, when the fight against world
capital has grown particularly acute, this question of the state
has acquired the greatest importance and has become, one might
say, the most burning one, the focus of all present-day political
questions and political disputes.
Whichever party we take in Russia or in any of the more
civilised countries, we find that nearly all political disp11tes,
- -
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disagreements and opinions now centre around the concepti~n
of the state. Is the state in a capitalist country, in a democratic
republic-especially one like Switzerland or the U .S.A.-in ~he
freest democratic republics, an expression of the popular will,
the sum total of the general dicision of the people, the expression
of the national will, and so forth; or is the state a machine that
enables the capitalists of those countries to maintain their power
over the working class and the peasantry? That is the fundamental
question around which all political disputes all over the world
now centre. What do they say about Bolshevism? The bourgeois
press abuses the Bolsheviks. You will not find a single news pa per
that does not repeat the haclrneyed accusation that the Bolsheviks
violate popular rule. If our Mensheviks and Socialist-Revolutionaries in their simplicity of heart (perhaps it is not simplicity,
or perhaps it is the simplicity which the proverb says is worse
than robbery) think that they discovered and invented the accusation that the Bolsheviks have violated liberty and popular rule,
they are ludicrously mistaken. Today every one of the richest
newspapers in the richest countries, which spend tens of millions
011 their distribution and disseminate bourgeois lies and imperialist policy in tens of millions of copies-every one of these
newspapers repeats these basic arguments and accusations against
Bolshevism namely, that the U.S.A., Britain and Switzerland
are advanc~d states based on popular rule, whereas the Bolshevik
republic is a state of bandits in which liberty is unknown, and
that the Bolsheviks have violated the idea of popular rule and
have even gone so far as to disperse the Constituent Assembly.
These terrible accusations against the Bolsheviks are repeated
all over the world. These accusations lead us directly to the question-what is the state? In order to understand these accusations,
in order to study them and have a fully intelligent attitude towards
them and 11ot to examine them on hea1·say but with a firm opinion
of ou~ own we nlust have a clear idea of what the state is. We
have before' us capitalist states of every kind and all the theories
in defence of them which were created before the war. In order
to answer the question properly we must critically examine all
these theories and views.
I have already advised you to turn for help to Engels's boo_k
The. Origin of the Family, Private Property and the State. This
book says that every state in which private ownership of the land
and means of production exists, in which capital dominat.es,
however democratic it may be, is a capitalist state, a machine
used by the capitalists to keep the working class and the poor
peasants in subjection; while universal suffrage, a Consti_tuent
Assembly, a parliament are merely a form, a sort of promissory
note, which does not change the real state of affairs.
41-1087
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The forms of domination of the state may vary: capital mani•,
fests its power in one way where one form exists, and in another•
way where another form exists-but essential!~ the po~er i~ i~,
the hands of capital, whether there are voting qual1ficat1ons,
or some other rights or not, or whether the republic is a democratici'
one or riot-in fact, the more democratic it is the cruder and~
more cynical is the rule of capitalism. One of the most democraticJ,
republics in the world is the United States of America, yet nowhere·~
(and those who have been there since 1905 probably. ki;io~ it~ is ;
the power of capital, the power of a handful of mult1m1ll1ona1res '
over the whole of society, so crude and so openly corr11pt as ;
in America. Once capital exists, it dominates the whole of society, ,
and no democratic republic, no franchise can change its nature. 1
The democratic republic and universal suffrage were an immense ,I,
progressive advance as compare?- with feud~lism: the?' h.ave ·
enabled the proletariat to achieve its present unity and sol1dar1ty,
to form those firm and disciplined ranks which are waging a systematic struggle against capital. There was nothing even approximately resembling this among the peasant serfs, not to speak
of the slaves. The slaves, as we know, revolted, rioted, started
civil wars, but they could never create a class-conscious major~ty
and parties to lead the struggle, they could not clearly realise
what their aims were, and even in the most revolutionary moments
of history they were always paw11s · in the hands of the ruling
classes. The bourgeois republic, parliament, universal suffrageall represent great progress from the standpoint of the world
development of society. Mankind moved towards capitalism,
and it was capitalism alone which, thanks to urban culture,
enabled the oppressed proletarian class to become conscious
of itself and to create the world working-class movement, the
millions of workers organised all over the world in parties -the
socialist parties which are consciously leading the struggle of the
masses. \Vithout parliamentarism, without an electoral system,
this development of the worlring class would have been impossible.
That is why all these things have acquired such great importance
in the eyes of the broad masses of people. That is why a radical
change seems to be so difficult. It is not only the conscious hyp?crites, scientists and priests that uphold and defend the bourgeois
lie that the state is free and that it is its mission to defend the
interests of all; so also do a large number of people who sincerely
adhere to the old prejudices and who cannot understand the
transition from the old, capitalist society to socialism. Not only
people who are directly dependent on the bourgeoisie, not only
those who live under the yoke of capital or who have been bribed
by capital (there are a large number of all sorts of scientists, artists,
priests, etc., in· the service of capital), but even people who are
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simply under the sway of the prejl1dice of bourgeois liberty, have
taken up arms against Bolshevism all over the world because
\vhen the Soviet Republic was founded it rejected these bourgeois
lies and openly declared: you say your state is free, whereas in
reality, as long as there is private property, your state, even if
it is a democratic republic, is nothing but a machine 11sed by
the capitalists to suppress the workers, and the freer the state,
the more clearly is this expressed. Examples of this are Switzerland in Europe and the United States in An1erica. No\vhere
cloes capital rule so cynically and ruthlessly, and nowhere is it so
clearly apparent, as in these countries, although they are democratic republics, no matter how prettily they are painted and not\vithstanding all the tall;: about labour democracy and the equality
of all citizens. The fact is that in Switzerland and the United
States capital dominates, and every attempt of the workers to
achieve the slightest real improvement in their condition is
i111mediately met by civil war. There are fewer soldiers, a smaller
standing army, in these countries-Switzerland has a militia
and every Swiss has a gun at home, while in America there was
no standing army until quite recently-and so when there is a strike
the bourgeoisie arms, hires soldiery and suppresses the strike;
ai1d nowhere is this suppression of the \vorking-class movement
accompanied by such ruthless severity as in Switzerland and the
U.S.A., and nowhere does the influence of capital in parliament
rnanifest itself as powerfully as in these countries. The power of
<;apital is everything, the stock exchange is everything, while
parliament and elections are marionettes, puppets.... But the
eyes of the workers are being opened more and more, and the idea
of Soviet government is spreading farther and farther afield, especially after the bloody carnage. we have just experienced. The neces-.
sity for a relentless war on the capitalists is becoming clearer
and clearer to the working class.
\Vhatever guise a republic may assume, however democratic
it may be, if it is a bourgeois republic, if it retains private ownership of the land and factories, and if private capital keeps the
whole of society in wage-slavery, that is, if. the republic does
not carry out what is proclaimed in the Programme of our Part)'
and in the Soviet Constitution, then this state is a machine for
the· suppression of some people by others. And we shall place this
machi11e in the hands of the class that is to overthrow the power
of capital. We shall reject all the old prejudices about the state
meaning ui1iversal equality-for that is a fraud: as long as there
is exploitation there cannot be equality. The landowner cannot
be the eq11al of the worker, or the hungry man the equal of the
full man. This machine called the state, before which people
bowed in superstitious awe, believing the old tales that it means
41*
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~opula~ rule, t~les which the pr~letari.at declares to be a bourgeois~
lie --:this machin~ t~e prolet~r1at w~ll smash. So far we have (:

clepr1ved the capitalists of this machine and have tal{en it over·.·.·
vVe shall use this machine, or bludgeon, to destroy all exploita~ ~
tion. And when the possibility of exploitation no longer exists ;
anywhere in the world, when there are no longer owners of land }'
~nd o_wners of factories, and \vhen thei·e is no longer a situation. (
in wh_ich some gorge w?ile others starve, only when the possibility .
of this no longer exists shall we consign this machine to the ·.•
scrap-?eap. Then there will be no state and no exploitation •.'
Such is the view of our Communist Party. I hope that we shall ·
ret~rn to this subject in subsequent lectures, return to it again and '
again.
Collected Works, Vol. 29, pp. 470-88

First published in Pravda
No. 15, January 18, 1929
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From ECONOMICS AND POLITICS IN THE ERA
OF THE DICTATORSHIP OF THE PROLETARIAT

•

Socialism means the abolition of classes. The dictatorship
of the proletariat has done all it could to abolish classes. But
classes cannot be abolished at one stroke.
And classes still remain and will remain in the era of the dictatorship of the proletariat. The dictatorship will become unnecessary
when classes disappear. Without the dictatorship of the proletariat they will not disappear.
Classes have remained, but in the era of the dictatorship of the
proletariat every class has undergone a change, and the relations
between the classes have also changed. The class struggle does
not disappear under the dictatorship of the proletariat; it merely
assumes different forms.
Under capitalism the proletariat was an oppressed class, a class
which had been deprived of the means of production, the only
class which stood directly and completely opposed to the bourgeoisie, and therefore the only ~ne capable of being revolutionary
to the very end. Having overthrown the bourgeoisie and conquered
political power, the proletariat has become the ruling class;
it wields state power, it exercises control over means of production
already socialised; it guides the wavering and intermediai·y elements and classes; it crushes the increasingly stubborn resistance
of the exploiters. All these are specific tasks of the class struggle,
tasks which the proletariat formerly did not and could not have
set itself.
The class of exploiters, the landowners and capitalists, has
not disappeared and cannot disappear all at once under the dictatorship of the proletariat. The exploiters have been smashed, but
not destroyed. They still have an international base in the form
of international capital, of which they are a branch. They still
retain certain means of production in part, they still have money,
they still have vast social connections. Because they have been
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defeated, the energy of their resistance has increased a hundredand a thousandfold. The ''art'' of state, military and economic
admi11istration gives them a superiority, and a very great superiority, so that their importance is incomparably greater than
their numerical proportion of the population. The class struggle
'''aged by the overthrown exploiters against the victorious vai.1guard
of the exploited, i.e., the proletariat, has become incomparably
more bitter. And it cannot be otherwise i11 the case of a revolution,
tinless this concept is replaced (as it is by all the heroes of the
Second International) by reformist illusions.
Lastly, the peasants, like the petty bourgeoisie in general, ·r
occupy a half-way, intermediate position even under the dictatorship of the proletariat: on the one hand, they are a fairly large
(and in backward Russia, a vast) mass of \Vorking people, united
by the common interest of all working people to emancipate
themselves from the landowner and the capitalist; on the other
hand, they are disunited small proprietors, property-owners
and traders. S11ch an economic position inevitably causes them
to vacillate bet\veen the proletariat and the bourgeoisie. In view
of the acute form which the struggle between these two classes
has assumed, in view of the incredibly severe break-up of all
social relations, and in view of the great attachment of the peasants
and the petty bourgeoisie generally to the old, the routine, and
the unchanging, it is only natural· that we should inevitably
fi11d them swinging from one side to the other, that we should
find them wavering, changeable, uncertain, and so on.
In relation, to this class -or to these social elen1ents -the proletariat must strive to establish its influence over it, to guide
it. To ;:give leadership to the vacillati11g and ·unstable -such
is the task of the proletariat.
·
If we compare all the basic forces or classes and their interrelations, as modified by the dictatorship of the proletariat,
we shall realise how unutterably nonsensical and theoretically
stupid is the common petty-bourgeois idea shared by all representatives of the: Second International,386 that the transition to
socialism is possible ''by means of democracy'' in general. The
fundamental source of this error lies in the prejudice inherited
from the bourgeoisie that ''democracy'' is something absolute
and
above classes. As a matter of fact, democracy itself passes
.
into an entirely new phase under the dictatorship of the proletariat,
and the class struggle rises to a higher level, dominating over
each and every form.
General talk about freedom, equality and democracy is in fact
but a blind repetition of concepts shaped by the relations of
commodity'production. To attempt to solve the concrete problems
of the dictatorship of the proletariat by such generalities is tanta~
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mount to accepting the theories and p~inciples of the bou~geoisie
in their entirety. From the point of view of the proletariat, the
question can be put only in the following way: free_dom f~o~
o]Jpression by which class? equality of which class \Vith which.
democracy based on private property, or on a struggle for the
nbolition of private property? -and so for~h.
Long ago Engels in his Anti-Diihring explained that the con~er>t
''eq 11 ality" is moulded from the relations of commodity production;
i~quality becon1es a prejudice if it is not understo?d to me~n _tl1e
abolition of classes. 386 This elementary. truth regard1n~ t_he distinction between the bourgeois-democratic and the soc1a~ist. c~ncep
tio11 of equality is constantly being forgotten. _But if rt is n~t
forgotten, it becomes obvious that bY_ ~verthrowing the bourgeo~
sie the proletariat takes the most decisive step towards the abolition of classes, and that in order to comple~e the process the proletariat must continue its class struggle, making use of the appar~tus
of state power and employing various methods of con1bating,
influencing and bringing pressure to bear on . ~he overthrown
bourgeoisie and the vacillating petty bourgeoisie.
Collected Works, Vol. 30, pp. 114-17
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From "LEFT-WING'' COMMUNISM-AN INFANTILE
DISORDER

In the first months after the proletariat in Russia had won ·.
political power (October 25 [November 7), 1917), it might have':
seemed that the enormous difference betwee11 backward Russia •·
and the advanced countries of Western Europe would lead to the ·
proletarian revolution in the latter countries bearing very little ·
resemblance to ours. We now possess quite considerable international experience, which shows very definitely that certain
fundamental features of our revoluti:on have a significance that
is not local, or peculiarly national, or Russian alo11e, but international. I am not speaking here of international significance
in the broad sense of the term: not merely several but all the
primary features of our revolution, and many of its secondary
features, are of international significance in the meaning of its
effect on all countries. I am speaking of it in the narrowest sense
of the word, taking international significance to mean the international validity or the historical inevitability of a repetition,
on an international scale, of what has taken place in our country.
It must be admitted that certain fundamental features of our
revolution do possess that significance.
It would, of course, be grossly erroneous to exaggerate this
truth and to extend it beyond certain fundan1ental features of our
revolution. It would also be erroneous to lose sight of the fact
that, soon after the victory of the proletarian revolution in at
least one of the advanced countries, a sharp change will probably
come about: Russia will cease to be\the model and will once again
become a backward country (in the ''Soviet'' and the socialist
sense).
At the present moment in history, however, it is the Russian
model that reveals to all countries something-and something
highly significant-of their near and inevitable future. Advanced
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workers in all lands have long realised this; more often than
not they have grasped it with their revolutionary class instinct
rather than realised it. Herein lies the international ''significance''
(in the narrow sense of the word) of Soviet power, and of the
fundamentals of Bolshevik theory and tactics. The ''revolutionary''
leaders of the Second International, such as Kautsky in Germany
and Otto Bauer and Friedrich Adler in Austria, have failed to
understand this, which is why they have proved to be reactionaries and advocates of the worst kind of opportunism and social
treachery. Incidentally, the anonymous pamphlet entitled The
World Revolution (Weltrevolution), which appeared in Vienna
in 1919 (Sozialistische Biicherei, Heft 11; Ignaz Brand*), very
clearly reveals their entire thinking and their entire range of
ideas, or, rather, the full extent of their stupidity, pedantry,
baseness and betrayal of working-class interests-and that,
moreover, under the guise of ''defending'' the idea of ''world
. ,,
revo 1u t ion ....
It is, I think, almost llniversally realised at present that the
Bolshevil{s could not have retained power for two and a half
months let alone two and a half years, without the most rigorous
and truly iron discipline in our Party, or without the fullest and
unreserved support from the entire mass of the working class,
that is, from all thinking, honest, devoted and influe~tialelements
in it, capable of leading the backward strata or carrying the latter
along with them.
.
The dictatorship of the proletariat means a most determined
and most ruthless war waged by the new class against a more
powerful enemy, the bourgeoisie, whos~ resi~tance is increased
tenfold by their overthrow (even if only in a. single ~ountry), .and
whose power lies, not only in the strength of int.ernat1onal ca~1tal,
the strength and durability bf their international connect1~ns,
but also in the force of habit, in the strength of small-scale production.
Unfortunately, small-scale production is still widespread in the
\Vorld, and small-scale production engenders capitalism a-nd the
bourgeoisie continuously, daily, hourly, spontaneously, and on
a mass scale. All these reasons make the dictatorship of the
proletariat necessary, and victory over the b~urgeoisie is impossible
without a long, stubborn and desperate life-and-death. stru~gle
which calls for tenacity, discipline, and a single a11d inflexible
will.
I repeat: the experience of the victorious dictatorship of the
proletariat in Russia has clearly shown eve_n to th~se who are
incapable of thinking or have had no occasion. to give .th?u~ht
to the matter that absolute centralisation and rigorous d1sc1pl1ne
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in the proletariat are an essential condition of victory over the
bourgeoisie.
This is often dwelt on. However, not nearly enough thought
is given to what it means, and under what conditions it is possible.
Would it not be better if the salutations addressed to the Soviets
a11d the Bolsheviks were more frequently accompanied by a profound
analysis of the reasons why the Bolsheviks have been able to build
up the discipline needed by the revolutionary proletariat?
As a current of political thought and as a political party,
Bolshevism has existed since 1903. Only the history of Bolshe''isrn during the entire period of its existence can satisfactorily
€xplai11 why it has been able to build up and maintain, under
most difficult conditions, the iron discipline needed for the
,·ictory of the proletariat.
·
The first questions to arise are: how is the discipline of the
proletariat's revolutionary party maintained? How is it tested?
Ho\v is it reinforced? First, by the class-consciousness of the proletarian vanguard and by its devotion to the revolution, by its
tenacity, self-sacrifice and heroism. Second, by its ability to link
up, maintain the closest contact, and-if you wish-merge,
in certain measure, \Vith the broadest masses of the \vorking
people-primarily with the proletariat, but also with the nonproletarian masses of working people. Third, by the correctness
of the political leadership exercised ny this vanguard, by the
correctness of its political strategy and tactics, provided the broad
masses have seen, from their own experience, that they are correct.
Without these conditions, discipline in a revolutionary party
really capable of being the party of the advanced class, whose
mission it is to overthrow the bourgeoisie and transform the wl1ole
of society, cannot be achieved. Without these conditions, all
attempts to establish discipli11e inevitably fall flat and end up
in phrase-mongering and clowning. On the other hand, these
conditions cannot emerge at once. They are created only by pro- ·
· longed effort and hard-won experience. Their creation is facilitated
by a correct revolutionary theory, \Vhich, in its turn, is not a dogma, but assumes final shape only in close connection with the
practical activity of a truly mass and truly revolutionary
moveme11t.
The fact that, in 1917-20, Bolshevism was able, under u11precedentedly difficult conditions, to build up and successfully
maintain the strictest central'isation and iron discipline was due
simply to a nu1nber of historical peculiarities of Russia.
On the one hand, Bolshevism arose in 1903 on a very firm
foundation of Marxist theory. The correctness of this revolutior1ary
t?eory, and of it alone, has been proved, not only by world experience througho11t the nineteenth century, but especially by the
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ex:perience of the seekings and vacillations, the errors and disappointments of revolutionary thought in Russia. For abo11t half
a century-approximately from the forties to the nineties of the
last century-progressive thought in Russia, oppressed by a 1nost
brutal and reactionary tsarism, sought eagerly for a correct i·evolutionary theory, and followed with the utmost diligence and
thoroughness each and every ''last word" in this sphere in Europe
and Ame1·ica. Russia achieved Marxism-the only correct
revolutionary theory-through the agony she experienced in the
course of half a century of unparalleled torment and sacrifice,
of unparalleled revolutionary heroism, incredible ~nergy, devoted
searching, study, practical trial, disappointment, verification,
and comparison with European experience. 'fhanks to the political emigration caused by tsarism, revolutionary Russia, in the
second half of the nineteenth century, acquired a wealth of inter11ational links and excellent information on the forms and theories
of the world revolutionary niovement, such as no other country
possessed.
·
On the other hand, Bolshevism, which had arisen on this
granite foundation of theory, went through fifteen years of practical history (1903-17) unequalled anywhere in the world in its
wealth of experience. During those fifteen years, no other country
l(new anything even approximating to that revolutionary experience, that rapid and varied succession of different forms of the
movement -legal and illegal, peaceful and stormy, underground
and open, local circles and mass movements, and parliamentary
a11d terrorist forms. In no other country has there been concentrated, in so brief a period, such a wealth of forms, shades, and
methods of struggle of all classes of modern society, a struggle
which, owing to the backwardness of the country and the severity
of the tsarist yoke, matured with exceptional rapidity, and assimilated most eagerly and successfully the appropriate ~'last word''
of American and European political experience ....
The mere presentation of the question-''dictatorship of the
party or dictatorship of the class; dictatorship (party) of the
leaders, or dictatorship (party) of the masses?'' -testifies to most
incredibly and hopelessly muddled thinki11g. These people
want to invent something quite out of the ordinary, and, in their
effol't to';be clever, make themselves ridiculous. It is common
knowledge that the masses are divided into classes; that the masses
can be contrasted with classes only by contrasting the vast majority
in general, regardless of division according to status in the
social system of production, with categories holding a definite
status in the social system of production; that as a rule and in
most cases-at least in present-day civilised countries-classes
are led by political parties; that political parties, as a general
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rule, are ru~ b:f m~re or ~ess stable gr~ups composed of the~'
most author1tat1ve, influential and experienced members, who.··~
are elected to ~he_ most responsible po~iti?ns, and are called :~~~'.
leaders. All t~1s i_s element~ry. A~l this is clear and simple. /(~
Why replace this w1 th some kind of rigmarole, some new Volapiik? · ;,
On the one hand, these people seem to have got muddled when ·~
they found themselves in a predicament, when the party's abrupt ·}:,
transition from legality to illegality upset the customary, normal ·····~·
and simple relations between leaders, parties and classes. In :.;;'.;i
Germany, as in other European countries, people had become too .·.•·~·~
accustomed to legality, to the free and proper election of ''leaders''· 3 ;
at regular party .c?ngresses, ~o the convenie~t method of testing ,< ·.
the class compos1t1on of parties through parliamentary elections :
mass meetings, the press, the sentiments of the trade unions and.'
other associations, etc. When, instead of this customary procedure, :;
it became necessary, because of the stormy development of the<~
revolution and the development of the civil war, to go over 'i
rapidly from legality to illegality, to combine the two, and r
to adopt the ''inconvenient" and ''undemocratic" methods of select- 'i
ing, or forming, or preserving ''groups of leaders'' -people lost :~'
their bearings and began to think up some unmitigated nonsense, •?
Certain members of the Communist Party of Holland, who were '
unlucky enough to be born in a small country with traditions
and conditions of highly privileged- and highly stable legality, '
and who had never seen a transition from legality to illegality, ,
probably fell into confusion, lost their heads, and helped create .
these absurd inventions.
,
On the other hand, one can see simply a thoughtless and incoher- "'.
ent use of the. now ''fashionable'' terms: ''masses'' and ''leaders''. ;;1
These people have heard and memorised a great many attacks ;.
on ''leaders'', in which the latter have been contrasted with the .:
''masses''; however, they have proved unable to think matters :·t ,
out and gain a clear understanding of what it was all about. '.t ;
The divergence between ''leaders'' and ''masses'' was brought ·:: i
out with particular clarity and sharpness in all countries at the ;·,,;
end of the imperialist war and following it. The principal reason '',t,fi
for this was explained many times by Marx and Engels between ,{j;~
the years 1852 and 1892, from the example of Britain. That coun- ;'.I
try's exclusive position led to the emergence, from the ''masses", '.j:;
of a semi-petty-bourgeois, opportunist ''labour aristocracy''. The :~~
leaders of this labour aristocracy were constantly going over .~·':
to the bourgeoisie, and were directly or indirectly on its paY 0:,f
roll. Marx earned the'honour of incurring the hatred of these
disreputable persons by openly branding them as traitors. Presentday (twentieth-century) imperialism has given a few advanced. }'. '
countries an exceptionally privileged position, which, every- J '
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where in the Second International, has produced a certain
type of traitor, opportunist, and social-chauvinist leaders, who
champion the interests of their o'vn craft, their own section of the
labour aristocracy. The opportunist parties have become separated
from the ''masses'', i.e., from the broadest strata of the working
people, their majority, the lowest-paid workers. The revolutionary
proletariat cannot be victorious unless this evil is combated,
unless the opportunist, social-traitor leaders are exposed, discredited and expelled. That is the policy the Third International 387
has embarked on.
To go so far, in this connection, as to contrast, in general,
the dictatorship of the masses with a dictatorship of the leaders
is ridiculously absurd, and stupid. What is particularly amusing
is that, in fact, instead of the old leaders, who hold generally
accepted views on simple matters, new leaders are brought forth
(under cover of the slogan ''Down with the leaders!"), who talk
rank stuff and nonsense. Such are Laufenberg, Wolffheim, Horner,
Karl Schroder, Friedrich Wendel and Karl Erler,* in Germany.
Erler's attempts to give the question more ''profundity'' and
to proclaim that in general political parties are unnecessary and
''bourgeois'' are so supremely absurd that one can only shrug
one's shoulders. It all goes to drive home the truth that a minor
error can always assume monstrous proportions if it is persisted
in, if profound justifications are sought for it, and if it is carried
to its logical conclusion.
Repudiation of the Party principle and of Party discipline that is what the opposition has arrived at. And this is tantamount
to completely disarming the proletariat in the interests of the
bourgeoisie. It all adds up to that petty-bourgeois diffuseness and
instability, that incapacity for sustained effort, u11ity and organised actio11, which, if encouraged, must inevitably destroy
any proletarian revolutionary movement. From the standpoint
of communism, repudiation of the Party principle means attempting to leap from the eve of capitalism's collapse (in Germany),
not to the lower or the intermediate phase of communism, but

*

Karl Erler "The Dissolution of the Party'', Kommunistische Arbeiterzeitung, Hamburg, February 7, 1920, No. _32: "The wc:rking class cannot
de~troy the bourgeois state \Vithout dest~oy1ng bourge~1s demo_cracy, and
it cannot destroy bourgeois democracy without destroyi11g parties.''
The more m11ddle-headed of the syndicalists and anarchists in the Latin
countries may derive "satisfaction" from the fact that solid Germans, who
evidently consider themselves Marxists (by their articles in the abovementioned paper K. Erler and K: H<irner have ~hown. most plainly that they
consider themselves sound Marxists, bi1t talk incredible nonsense in a most
ridiculous manner and reveal tl1eir failure to understand the ABC of Marxism), go to the length of making utterly inept sta~ements. Mer~ accept_ance
of Marxism does not save one from errors. We Russians know this especially
·well, because Marxism l1as been very often the "fashion'' in our country.
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to the higher. We in Russia (in the third year since the overth ·
of the bourgeoisie) are mal(ing the first steps in the tr
"t~o · •
. 1ism
·
ans1
Io
.
from cap1.t a l"ism t o soc1a
or the lower stage of com
· .·
. an d w1"l1 remain everywhere for yemun1slll ·
Cl asses s t 1"ll remain,
.
,
ars
aft
th e pr? 1e t ar1at s conquest of power. Perhaps in Britain, whe ·~
the~e IS no peasantry (but where petty proprietors exist) th~'
period may . be shorte1·. The aboli tio11 of classes means', no ,
merely. ousting the landowners and the capitalists -th t · ·:
som~th~ng we accomplished w~th comparative ease; it also ~eai:;.
abolishing the small commodity producers, and they canriot b · !
ousted, or crushed; we must learn to live with them. They can (an:'
must) be transformed an_d re-educ~ted only by means of ver 1'
prolonged, s~ow, and Cal1t1_ous o~gan1sational work. They surroun~>
the_ proletariat on every side with a petty-bourgeois atmosphere \.
which permeates and cor_rupts the proletariat, and constant! ',.;
causes am?ng ~he pro~e~ar1at. relapses into petty-bourgeois spine~.;,
l~ssness, d1s~n1t~, ind1v1dual~sm, and alternating moods of exalta-)
t1on and deJect1on. The strictest centralisatio 11 and di· · l" ·
. .
sc1p 1ne ,
· d · ·h· h
1
are require wit ~n t. e po itical party of the proletariat in order•'
to coun~eract this, .ii: ord_er _that the organisational role of the:il
proletariat ~and th~t is i~s principal rol_e) may be exercised correctly,.;.
successfully ap.d v1ctor1ously. The dictatorship of the proletariat t<
means a p~r~istent struggle bloody and bloodless, violent and.··
pea?eful, military and economic, educational and administrative--. ';
aga1ns~ t~e fo~ce_s and traditions of the old society. The force {
of habit .1n millions and tens of n1illions is a most formidable t
fore~. Without~ p~rty of iron that has been te1npered in the strug- :1
gle, a. party e~1Joy1ng the confidence of all honest people in the. J
class in question, a party capable of watching and influencing.'
the ~ood. of the masses, ~uch a str.uggle cannot be waged success-· ·;,.
f~ll.}. It is ~.thousand times easier to vanquish the centralised
big bourgeo1s1~ than to ''vanquish'' the millions upon million$
?f petty :propr1etor.s; however, through tl1eir ordinary, everyday,·
imperceptible, elusive an~ demoralising activities, they produce the very results which the bourgeoisie need and which .
te.nd to restore ~he bourgeoisie. vVhoever brings about even the
sli~htest wea~ening o~ the. iron. discipline of the party of the proletariat (~s:pecial~y during its dictatorship), is actually aiding the
bourgeoisie against the proletariat ....
~n Western Europe and America, parliament has become most
odious to the revolutionary vang11ard of the working class That
cai:not ~e denied: It can r~adily be understood, for it is difficult
to im~gine anything more infamous, vile or treacherous than the
beh~viour of the vast majprity of socialist and Social-Democratic·
parliamentary deputies d11ring and after the war. It would, however, be not only unreasonable bt1t actually criminal to yield to
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this mood when deciding how this generally recognised evil
should be fought. In many countries of Western Europe, the
revolutionary mood, we might say, is at present a ''novelty'',
or a ''rarity'', which has all too long been vainly and impatiently
awaited; perhaps that is why people so easily yield to that mood.
Certainly, without a revolutionary mood among the masses,
and without conditions facilitating the growth of this mood,
revolutionary tactics '\Vill never develop into action. In R11ssia,
however, lengthy, painful and sanguinary experience has taught
11s the truth that revolutionary tactics cannot be built on a i·evolutionary mood alone. Tactics must be based on a sober and strictly objective appraisal of all the class forces in a particular state
(and of the states that surround it, and of all states the world
over) as well as of the experience of revolutionary movements.
It is very easy to show one's ''revolutionary" temper merely by
hurling abuse at parliamentary opportunism, or merely by i·epudiating participation in parliaments; its very ease, however,
cannot turn this into a solution of a difficult, a very diffic11lt,
problem. It is far more difficult to create a really revolutionary
parliamentary group in a European parliament than it was i11
Russia. That stands to reason. But it is only a particular expression of the ge11eral truth that it was easy for Russia, in the specific and historically unique situation of 1917, to start the socialist revolution, but it will be more difficult for Russia than for
the European countries to continue the revolution and bring it to
its consummation. I had occassion to point this out already at
the beginning of 1918, and our experience of the past two years
has entirely confirmed the correctness of this view. Certain specific
conditions, viz., (1) the possibility of linking up the Soviet
revolution with the ending, as a consequence of this revolution,
of the imperialist war, which had exhausted the workers and
neasants to an incredible degree; (2) the possibility of taking
temporary advantage of the mortal conflict between the world's
two most powerful groups of imperialist robbers, who were unable
to unite against their Soviet enemy; (3) the possibility of enduring
a comparatively lengthy civil war, partly owing to the enormot1s
size of the country and to the poor means of comm11nication;
(4) the existence of such a profound bourgeois-democratic revolutionary movement among the peasantry that the party of the
proletariat was able to adopt the revolutionary demands of the
peasant party (the Socialist-Revolutionary Party, the majority
of whose members were definitely hostile to Bolshevisn1) arid
r·ealise them at once, thanks to the conquest of political power by
the proletariat-all these specific conditions do not at present
exist in Western Europe, and a repetition of such or similai· conditions will not occur so easily. Incidentally, apart from a number
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of other causes, that is why it is more difficult for Wester11 Europe
. to start a socialist revolution than it was for us. To attempt to
''circumvent'' this difficulty by ''skipping" the arduous job of
utilising i·eactionary parliaments for revolutionary purposes
is absolutely childish. You want to create a new society, yet
you fear the difficulties involved in forming a good parliamentary
group made up of convinced, devoted and heroic Communists,
in a reactionary parliament! Is that not childish? If Karl Liebknecht in Germany and Z. Hoglund in Sweden were able, even
without mass support from below, to set examples of the truly
revolutionary utilisation of reactionary parliaments, why should
a rapidly growing revolutionary mass party, in the midst of the
post-war disillusionment and embitterment of the masses, be
unable to forge a communist group in the worst of parliaments?
It is because, in Western Europe, the backward masses of the
workers and-to an even greater degree-of the small peasants
are much more imbued with bourgeois-democratic and parliamentary prejudices than they were in Russia; because of that, it is
only from within such institutions as bourgeois parliaments that
Communists can (and must) wage a long and persistent struggle,
undaunted by any difficulties, to expose, dispel and overcome
these prejudices ....
The fundamental law of revolutiqn, which has been confirmed
by all revolutions and especially by all three Russian revolutions
in the twentieth century, is as follo,vs: for a revolution to take
place it is not enough for the exploited and oppressed masses to
realise the impossibility of living in the old way, and demand
changes; for a revolution to take place it is essential that the
exploiters should not be able to live and rule in the old way.
It is only when the ''lower classes'' do not want to live in the old way
and the ''upper classes'' cannot carry on in the old way that the
revolution can triumph. This truth can be expressed in other
words: revolution is impossible without a nation-wide crisis
(affecting both the exploited and the exploiters). It follows that,
for a revolution to take place, it is essential, first, that a majority
of the workers (or at least a majority of the class-conscious,
thinking, and politically active workers) should fully realise
that revolution is necessary, and that they should be prepared
to die for it; second, that the ruling classes should be going
through a governmental crisis, which draws even the most backward masses into politics (symptomatic of any genuine revolution
is a rapid, tenfold and even hundredfold increase in the size of
the working and oppressed masses-hitherto apathetic-who are
capable of waging the political struggle), weakens the government,
and makes it possible, for the revolutionaries to rapidly overthrow it ....
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B11t at the same time, the bourgeoisie sees practically only one
aspect of Bolshevism -insurrection, violence, and terror; it therefore strives to prepare itself for resistance and opposition primarily
in this field. It is possible that, in certain instances, in certain
countries, and for certain brief periods, it will succeed in this.
We inust reckon with such an eventuality, and we have absolutely
not?i.ng to fear if it does succeed. Communism is emerging in
pos1t1vely every sphere of public life; its beginnings are to be
seen literally on all sides. The ''contagion" (to use the favourite
metaphor of. t~e . bourgeoisie and the bourgeois police, the one
mostly to their 11k1ng) has very thoroughly penetrated the organism
and has completely permeated it. If special efforts are made
to block one of the channels, the ''contagion'' will find another
one, sometimes very unexpectedly. Life will assert itself. Let
the bourgeoisie rave, work itself into a frenzy, go to extremes
commit follies, take vengeance on the Bolsheviks in advance'.
and endeavour to kill off (as in India, Hungary, Germany, etc.)
more hundreds, thousands, and hundreds of thousands of yesterday's and tomorrow's Bolsheviks. In acting thus, the bourgeoisie
is acting as all historically doomed classes have done. Communists
should know that, in any case, the future belongs to them; therefore, we can (and must) combine the most intense passion in the
great revolutionary struggle, with the coolest and most sober
appraisal of the frenzied ravings of the bourgeoisie. The Russian
revolution was cruelly defeated in 1905; the Russian Bolsheviks
were defeated in July 1917; over 15,000 German Communists were killed as a result of the wily provocation and
cunning manoeuvres of Scheidemann and Noske, who were working
hand in glove with the bourgeoisie and the monarchist generals;
\Vhite terror is raging in Finland and Hungary. But in all cases
and in all countries, communism is becoming steeled and is
gro\ving; its roots are so deep that persecution does not weaken
or debilitate it, but only strengthens it. Only one thing is lacking
to enable us to march forward more confidently and firmly to
victory, namely, the universal and thorough awareness of all
Co1nmunists in all countries, of the necessity to display the
utmost flexibility in their tactics. The communist movement,
which is developing magnificently, now lacks, especially in the
ad\·anced countries, this awareness and the ability to apply it in
practice.
That which happened to such leaders of the Second International,
such highly erudite Marxists devoted to socialism as Kautsky,
Otto Bauer and others, could (and should) provide a useful
lesson. They fully appreciated the need for flexible tactics; they
themselves learned Marxist dialectic and taught it to others (and
nluch of what they have done in this field will always remain
42-1087
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a valuable contribution to socialist literature); however, in the
application of this dialectic they committed such an error, or ·
proved to be so undialectical in practice, so incapable of taking
into account the rapid change of forms and the rapid acquisition
of new content by the old forms, that their fate is not much n1ore
enviable than that of Hyndman, Guesde and Plekhanov. The
principal reason for their bankruptcy was that they were hypnotised by a definite form of growth of the working-class movement
and socialism, forgot all about the one-sidedness of that form,
were afraid to see the break-up which objective conditions made
inevitable, and continued to repeat simple and, at first glance,
incontestable axioms that had been learned by rote, like: ''three
is more than two". But politics is more like algebra than arithmetic, and still more like higher than elementary mathematics. In
reality, all the old forms of the socialist movement have acquired
a new content, and, consequently, a new symbol, the ''minus''
sign, has appeared in front of all the figures; our wiseacres, however,
have stubbornly continued (and still continue) to persuade themselves and others that ''minus three'' is more than ''minus two''.
We must see to it that Communists do not make a similar
mistake, only in the opposite sense, or rather, \Ve must see to
it that a similar niistake, only made in the opposite sense by
the ''Left'' Communists, is corrected as soon as possible and elimi11ated as rapidly and painlessly as pbssible. It is not only Right
doctrinairism that is erroneous; Left doctrinairism is erroneous
·too. Of course, the mistake of Left doctrinairism in communism
is at present a thousand times less dangerous and less significant
than that of Right doctrinairism (i.e., social-chauvinism and
Kautskyism); but, after all, that is only due to the fact that
Left communism is a very young trend, is only just coming into
being. It is only for this reason that, under certain conditions~
the disease can be easily eradicated, and we must set to work
with the utmost energy to eradicate it.
The old forms burst asunder, for it turned out that their
new content-anti-proletarian and reactionary-had attained
an inordinate development. From the standpoint of the development of international communism, our work today has such
a durable and powerful content (for Soviet power and the dictatorship of the proletariat) that it can and must manifest itself in a11y •
form, both new and old; it can and must regenerate, conquer
and subjugate all forms, not only the new, but also the old-not
for the p11rpose of reconciling itself with the old, but for the
purpose of making all and every form -new and old -a weapon
for the complete and irrevocable victory of communism.
The Communists must exert every effort to direct the workingclass movement and social development in ge11eral along the

.

straightest and shortest road to the victory of Soviet power and
the dictatorship of the proletariat on a world-wide scale. That
is an incontestable truth. But it is enough to take one little step
farther-a step that might seem to be in the same directionand truth turns into error. We have only to say, as the German
and British Left Communists do, that we recognise only one road,
only the direct road, and that we will not permit tacking, conciliatory n1anoeuvres, or compromising-and it will be a mistal{e
which may cause, and in part has already caused a11d is causing,
very grave prejudice to communism. Right doctrinairism persisted
in recognising only the old forms, a11d became utterly bar1krupt,
for it did not notice the new content. Left doctrinairism persists
in the unconditional repudiation of certain old forms, failing
to see that the new content is forcing its \Vay thro11gh all and
sundry forms, that it is our duty as Communists to master all
forms, to learn how, with the maximum rapidity, to supplen1ent
one form with another, to s11bstitute one for another, and to adapt
our tactics to any such change that does not come from our class
or from our efforts.
World revolution has been so powerfully stimulated and accelerated by the horrors, vileness and abominations of the \Vorld
imperialist war and by the hopelessness of the situation created by
it, this revolution is developing in scope and depth with s11ch
splendid rapidity, with such a wo11derful variety of chang·ing
forms, with such an instructive practical ref11tation of all doctrinairism, that there is every reason to hope for a rapid and complete
recovery of the international communist mo,·ement from the
infantile disorder of ''Left-wing" communism.
April 27, 1920
•

Written in April-May 1920
Published in pamphlet form,
in June 1920 in Petrograd

•

Collected Works, Vol. 31, pp. 21-22,

23-26, 41-45, 63-65, 84-85, 101-04
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A CONTRIBUTION TO THE HISTORY
OF THE QUESTION OF THE DICTATORSHIP
(A Note)

The questio_n of the dictatorship of the proletariat is the fundamental question of the modern working-class movement in all
capitalist countries without exception. To elucidate this question
fully, a knowledge of its history is required. On an international
~cale, the history of t~e doctri_ne of revolutionary dictatorship
in. ge~eral, ~nd of the_ dictatorship of the proletariat in particular,
c?incides. with the. history of revolutionary socialism, and especially with the history of Marxism. Moreover -and this of
course, . is the most important thing .of all ~tl1e history of all
revol~tions by _the oppressed and exploited classes, against the
exploiters, p~ovides ~he basic _material and source of our knowledge
on the question of dictatorship. Whoever has failed to understand
that dictatorship is ess~ntial to t~e victory of any revolutionary _
class has no understandir1g of the history of the revolutions, or else
does not want to know anything in this field.
\Vith reference to Russia, special importance attaches as far
as theory is concerned, to the Programme of the Russian
Social-Democratic Labour Party388 as drafted in 1902-03 by the
editorial board of Zarya and Iskra,3 89 or, more exactly, drafted
by_ G._ Plekhanov, ai:d edited, amended and endorsed by that
ed~tor1al board. In this Programme, the question of the dictatorshi1) of the proletariat is stated in clear and definite terms and
mo~eover, is lin~ed up with the struggle against Ber~stein:
against opportu~ism. Most important of all, however, is of
cotirse the experience of revolution, i.e., in the case of Russia
the experier1ce of the year 1905.
'
The last three months of that year -October, November and
Decernber -w:ere a period of a remarkably vigorous and broad
mass revolutionary struggle, a period that saw a combination
of ~~e two . most powerful methods of that struggle: the mass
pol1t1cal strike and an armed uprising. (Let us note parenthetically' that as far back as May 1905 the Bolshevik congress, the
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'
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'

'
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''Third Congress of the Russian Social-Democratic Labour Party'',
declared that ''the task of organising the proletariat for direct
struggle against the autocracy by means of the armed uprising''
was ''one of the major and most urgent tasks of the Party'', and
instructed all Party organisations to ''explain the role of me:1ss
political strikes, which may be of great importance at the beginning and during the progress of the uprising''. 390)
For the first time in world history, the revolutionary strt1ggle
attained such a high stage of development and such an impet11s
that ai1 armed uprising was combined with that specifically
proletarian weapon -the mass strike. This experience is clearly
of world significance to all proletarian revolutions. It was stuclied
by the Bolsheviks with the greatest attention and diligence
in both its political and its economic aspects. I shall mention
an analysis of the month-by-month statistics of economic and
political strikes in 1905, of the relations between them, and
the level of development achieved by the strike struggle for
the first time in world history. This analysis was published by
me in 1910 and 1911 in the Prosveshcheniye journal, a summary
of it being given in Bolshevik periodicals brought out abroacl at
the time. 391
The mass strikes and the armed uprisings raised, as a matter
of course, the question of the revolutionary power and dictatorship, for these forms of struggle inevitably led-initially on a local
scale -to the ejection of the old ruling authorities, to the seizt1re
of power by the proletariat and the other revolutionary classes,
to the expulsion of the landowners, sometin1es to the seizure
of factories, and so on and so forth. The revolutionary mass
struggle of the time gave rise to organisations previously unkno\vn
in world history, such as the Soviets of Workers' Deputies, followed
by the Soviets of Soldiers' Deputies, Peasants' Committees, and
the like. Thus the fundamental questions (Soviet power and
the dictatorship of the proletariat) that are now engaging the
minds of class-conscious workers all over the world were posed
in a practical form at the end of 1905. While such outstanding
representatives of the revolutionary proletariat and of unfalsified
Marxism as Rosa Luxemburg, immediately realised the significance
of this practical experience and made a critical analysis of it
at ·meetings and in the press, the vast majority of the official
representatives of the official Social-Democratic and socialist
parties -including both the reformists and people of the type
of the future ''Kautskyites'', ''Longuetists'', the followers of Hillquit in America, etc. -proved absolutely incapable of grasping
the significance of this experience and of performing their
duty as revolutionaries, i.e., of setting to \Vork to stt1dy and
propagate the lessons of this experience.
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In Russia, imll!ediately after the d~feat of the armed uprising
of December 190;J, both the Bolsheviks and the Mensheviks set
to \Vork to sum up this experience. This work was especially expeditecl by what was called the Unity Congress of the Russian
Social-Democratic Labour Party, held in Stockholm in April
1906, \vhere botl1 l\Iensheviks and Bolsheviks392 were represented
anrl formally united. The most energetic preparations for thi~
Congress were macle by both tl1ese groups. Early in 1906, prior
to the Congress. both groups p11blished drafts of their resolutions
on all the most i1nportant questions. These draft resolutions reprinted in my pamphlet, Report on the Unity Congress of the
R.S.D.L.P. (A Letter to the St. Petersburg Workers), Moscow,
19061(110 pages, nearly half of which are tal(en up with the draft
resolutions of both groups and with the resolutions finally adopted by the Congress)-provide the most important material for
a st11dy of the question as it stood at the time.
By that ti1ne, tl1e disputes as to the sigr1ificance of the Soviets
were al~eady linkecl up witl1 the question of dictatorship. The
Bolsheviks ha_d raised the question of the dictatorship even prior
to tl1e revolution of October 1905 (see my pamphlet Two Tactics
of Social-Democracy iri the Democratic Revolution, Geneva, July
1905; reprinted i11 a volume of collected articles entitled Twelve
Years). The Mensheviks took a negative stand with regard to the
''dictatorship" slogan; the Bolsheviks emphasised that the Soviets
of \Vorkers' Deputies were ''actually an embryo of a new revolutionary
power'', as was literally said in the draft of the Bolshevik resolutio11 (p. 92 of my Report). The Mensheviks acknowledged the
importance of the Soviets; they were in favour of ''helpi11g to organise" them, etc., but they did not regard them as embryos of
revolutionary power, did not in general say anything about·
a ''11ew revolutionary power'' of this or some similar type, and
flatly rejected the slogan of dictatorship. It will easily be seen that
this attitude to the question already contained the seeds of all
the present disagreements with the· l\Iensheviks. It will also
be easily seen that, in their attitude to this question, the l\1enshevil(s (both R11ssian and non-Russia11, such as the Kautskyites,
Lo11guetists and the like) have been behaving like reformists
or opportunists, who recognise the proletarian revolution i11 word,
but in deed reject what is 1nost essential and fundamental in the
concept· of ''revolittion''.
Even before the revolution of 1905, I analysed, in the aforementioned pamphlet, Two Tactics, the arguments of the Menshevil(s, '''110 accused me of having ''in1perceptibly substituted
'.dictato_rship' for 'revolution'" (Twelve Years, p. 459). I showed
in detail that, by this very accusation, the Mensheviks revealed
their oppoi·t llr1is111, tl1eir true political nature, as toadies to the

liberal bourgeoisie and conductors of its influence in the ranks
of tl1e proletariat. \:Vhen the revolution becomes an unquestioned
force, I said, even its opponents begin to ''recognise the revolution";
and I pointed (in the summer of 1905) to the example of the
R11ssian liberals, who remained constitutional monarchists.
At present, in 1920, one might add that in Germany and Italy
the liberal bourgeois -or at least the most educated and adroit
of them -are ready to ''recognise the revolution". But by ''recognising" the revolution, and at the same time refusing to recognise
the dictatorship of a definite class (or of definite classes), the
Russian liberals and the Mensheviks of that time, and the presentday German and Italian liberals, Turatists and Kautskyites,
have revealed tl1eir reformism, their absolute unfitness to be revolutionaries.
Indeed, when the revolution has already become an unquestioned
force, when even the liberals ''recognise'' it, and when the
ruling classes not only see but also feel the invincible might of the
op1Jressed masses, then the entire question-both to the theoreticia11s and the leaders of practical policy-reduces itself to an
exact class definition of the revolution. However, without the concept
of ''dictatorship'', tl1is precise class definition cannot be given.
One cannot be a revol11tionary in fact unless one prepares for
dictatorship. Tl1is truth was not understood in 1905 by the
J\.Iensheviks, and it is not understood in 1920 by the Italian,
German, French and other socialists, who are afraid of the severe
''co11ditions" of the Communist International 393 ; this truth is
fe<1red by people \Vho are capable of recognising the dictatorship
i1i word, but are incapable of preparing for it in deed. It will
therefore not be irrelevant to quote at length the explanation
of l\Iarx's views, which I published in July 1905 in opposition
to the Russian l\lensheviks,. but is equally applicable to the
\Vest-European Mensheviks of 1920. (Instead of giving titles
of r1ewspapers, etc., I shall merely indicate whether Mensheviks
or Bolsheviks are referred to.)
''In his notes to Marx's articles in Die Neue Rheinische Zeitung
of 1848, Mehri11g tells us that one of the reproaches levelled at
this newspaper by bourgeois publications was that it had allegedly
de1nanded 'the immediate introduction of a dictatorship as the
sole means of achieving democracy' (Marx, N achlass, Vol. III,
JJ. 53). From the vulgar bourgeois standpoint the terms of dictatorship and de111ocracy are mutually exclusive. Failing to understa11d the theory of class struggle and accustomed to seeing in the
llolitical arena the petty squabbling of the various bourgeois
circles and coteries, tl1e bourgeois understands by dictatorship
the annulment of all liberties and guarantees of democracy,
arbitrariness of every kind, and every sort of abuse of power,
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in a dictator's personal interests. In fact, it is precisely this ,.,•.,
vulgar bourgeois view that is to be observed among our Menshe- ·
viks, who attribute the partiality of the Bolsheviks for the slogan ··
of 'dictatorship' to Lenin's 'passionate desire to try his luck' '
(Iskra No. 103, p. 3, column 2). In order to explain to the Mensheviks the meaning of the term class dictatorship as distinct
from a personal dictatorship, and the tasks of a democratic
dictatorship as distinct from a socialist dictatorship, it would
not be amiss to dwell on the views of Die Neue Rheinische Zei- '
.,.,
tung .
'
'''After a revolution,' Die Neue Rheinische Zeitung3 94 wrote 1'f
on September 14, 1848, 'every provisional organisation of the , ~Z
state requires a dictatorship, and an energetic dictatorship at that. ·)i/.
From the very beginning we have reproached Camphausen [the, i;~
head of the Ministry after March 18, 1848] for not acting dicta to,. .!':(
rially, for not having immediately smashed up and eliminated ;:,
the remnants of the old institutions. And while Herr Camphausen ,.,;r
was lulling himself with constitutional illusions, the defeated "";io.
party [i.e., the party of reaction] strengthened its positions in the ::~
bureaucracy and in the army, and here and there even began to ,;~·
venture upon open struggle. '395
·"'1k
'1~
. ''.These words, Mehring justly remarks, sum up in a few propo- ,;(;~
s1t1ons all that was propounded in· detail in Die N eue Rheinische ·•t1:
Zeitung in long articles on the Camphausen lVIinistry. What do ,,;1'i
these words of l\farx tell us? That a provisional revolutionary ' .·.,~
government must act dictatorially (a proposition which the :\;l;.
Mensheviks were totally unable to grasp since they were fighting ·~
shy of the slogan of dictatorship), and that the task of such a dicta- ',}.
torship is to destroy the remnants of the old institutions (which is ;~;.
precisely what was clearly stated in the resolution of the Third · .~~
Con~ress of the Russian Social-Democratic Labour Party [Bol- .'. ~;
shev1ks] on the struggle against counter-revolution, and .~
was omitted in the Mensheviks' resolutio.n as shown above). ·~·
Third, and last, it follows from these words that Marx casti- ;~;
gate.cl the bourgeois democrats for entertaining 'constitution- · '\:
al illusions' in a period of revolution and open civil war. , i
The meaning of these words becomes particularly obvious ' '
from the article in Die N eue Rheinische Zeitung ·of June 6,
1848.
'
'''A Constituent National Assembly,' Marx wrote, 'must first
of all be an active, revolutionary active assembly. The Frankfurt
Assembly, 396 however, is busying itself with school exercises ·,,
in parliamentaria11isn1 while allowing the government to act.
Let us assume that this learned assembly succeeds, after mature ·.'~
consideration, in e\'Olving the best possible agenda and the best ;,;·'
',;,
'
constitution, but \Vhat is the use of the best possible agenda and
'

.

- -

'

-

'

•'

'

of the best possible constitution, if the German governments have
in the meantime placed the bayonet on the agenda?' ·
''That is the meaning of the slogan: dictatorship ....
''lVIajor questions in the life of nations are settled only by force.
The reactionary classes themselves are usually the first to resort
to violence, to civil war; they are the first to 'place the bayonet
on the agenda', as the Russian autocracy has systematically
397
and unswervingly been doing everywhere ever since January 9.
And since such a situation has arisen, since the bayonet has really
become the main point on the political agenda, since insurrection
has proved imperative and urgent-the constitutional illusions
and school exercises in parliamentarianism become merely a screen
for the bourgeois betrayal of the revolution, a screen to conceal
the fact that the bourgeoisie is 'recoiling' from the revolution.
It is precisely the slogan of dictatorship that the genuinely revolutionary class must advance, in that case."
That was how the Bolsheviks reasoned on the dictatorship
before the revolution of October 1905.
After the experience of this revolution, I made a detailed study
of the question of dictatorship in the pamphlet, The Victory of
the Cadets and the Tasks of the Workers' Party, St. Petersburg,
1906 (the pamphlet is dated March 28, 1906). I shall quote the
most important arguments from this pamphlet, only substituting
for a number of proper names a simple indication as to whether
the reference is to the Cadets or to the Mensheviks. Generally
398
speaking, this pamphlet was directed against the Cadets,
and
partly also against the non-party liberals, the semi-Cadets, and
the semi-Mensheviks. But, actually speaking, everything said
therein about dictatorship applies in fact to the Mensheviks,
who were constantly sliding to the Cadets' position on this question.
.
''At the moment when the firing in Moscow was subsiding, and
when the military and police dictatorship was indulging in its
savage orgies, when repressions and mass torture were ra~ing
all over Russia, voices were raised in the Cadet press against
the use of force by the Lefts, and against the strike committees organised by the revolutionary parties. The Cadet professors on the Dubasovs' pay rofl, who are peddling their
science, went to the length of translating the word 'dictatorship' by the words 'reinforced security'. These 'men of science'
even distorted their high school Latin in order to discredit the
revolutionary struggle. Please 11ote once and for all, you Cadet
gentlemen, that dictatorship means unlimited power, based on
force, and not on law. In civil war, any victorious po\ver can
only be a dictatorship. The point is, however, that there is the
dictatorship of a minority over the major·ity, the dictatorship
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in a dictator's. pe~sonal in~erests. In fact, it is precisel
.1' :
vulgar bourgeois view that is to be observed among our
t '·· .;
viks, .who attr.ib,ute the p~r!iality ~f the Bols~eviks for the s~sh~. '·
of 'd1ctatorsh1p to Lenin s 'passionate desire to try h1·8 1Uck~r
ga" ··
(Iskr:z No. 103 , P·. 3, column 2). In order ~o explain to the Me (~
shev1ks the mean1n.g of the. term class dictatorship as distin::~:,:.
f~om a p~rsonal . d1~tatorsh1p, and. t~e ta~ks of ~ democrati '.:Ji';:
dictatorship as distinct from a socialist dictatorship it w 1 •~ :1t,,
.
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'
OU d\• .
not be amiss to dwe on the views of Die Neue Rheinische z~',,~i
tung.
r
'''After a revolution,' Die Neue Rheinische Zeitung394 wro~"
on Septe~ber 1~, 1848, . 'every provision~l o~ganisation of the?.
state requires a d1ct~to~sh1p, and an energetic dictatorship at thati
From the very .beginning we have reproached Camphausen [thf~
h.ead of the Ministry aft~r l\1ar~h 18, 1848] for not acting dictatc>..ii '
r1ally, for not having .1m~ed1.ately smash~d up and eliminatect;11
the remn~nts o_f the old ~nst1tutio~s. ~nd while Herr Camphau8' 'i
was lulling himself with constitutional illusions, the defeate
party [i.e., the party of reaction] strengthened its positions int'•
bureaucracy and in the army, and here and there even began "
ve,~ture upon open s~rug_gle. •asr;
·'.~
. _These words, Mehring Justly remarks, sum up in a few prom
si tions all that was propounded in· detail in Die N eue Rheinisc1*
Zeitung in long articles on the Camphausen l\•Iinistry. What d~~
these words of l\1arx tell us? That a provisional revolutionar!:.
1
government must act dictatorially (a proposition which t .
Mensheviks were totally unable to grasp since they were fightinf;
shy of the slogan of dictatorship), and that the task of such a dicta{!
tors~ip is to destroy the remnants of the old institutions (which i';(
precisely what was clearly stated in the resolution of the Thill;;
Congress of the Russian Social-Democratic Labour Party [Bol~i'
sheviks) on the struggle against counter-revolution, and~;·
was omitted in the Mensheviks' resolution as shown above).iit
Third, and last, it follows from these words that Marx casti~~I
gated the bourgeois democrats for entertaining 'constitution.;:~,
al illusions' in a period of revolution and open civil wat.j'
The meaning of these words becomes particularly obvious.;·):
from the article in Die Neue Rheinische Zeitung -of June 6; 1i·;
1848.
ii . ..
'''A Constituent National Assembly,' Marx w~ote, 'must firs~.:~li.:.~
of all be an active, revolutionary active assembly. The Frank~urt;~· ·
Assembly, 396 however, is busying itself with school exerc1set,
in parliamentaria11isn1 while allowing the government to act. "f·
Let ~s ass~me that this learned assembly succeeds, after mature,·
cons1~er~t1on, in evolv~ng the best possible agenda and the bes;
const1tut1on, but \vhat is the use of the best possible agenda an ;~
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of the best possible constitution, if the German governme,nt~ have
iri the meantime placed the bayonet on the age~da?
''That is the meaning of the slogan: dictatorship ....
''nilajor questions in the life of nations are settled only by force.
1'he reactionary classes themselves are usually the first to resort
to violence, to civil war; they are the first to 'place the bayonet
otl the agenda', as the Russian autocracy has systematically
397
a ii cl unswervingly been doing everywhere ever since January 9.
i~11d since such a situation has arisen, since the bayonet has really
becon1e the main point on the political agenda, since insurrection
has proved imperative and urgent-the constitutional illusions
, nd school exercises in parliamentarianism become merely a screen
1
for the bourgeois betrayal of the revolution, a screen to conceal
the fact that the bourgeoisie is 'recoiling' from the revolution.
It is precisely the slogan of dictatorship that the genuinely revol11tionary class must advance, in that case."
That was how the Bolsheviks reasoned on the dictatorship
before the revolution of October 1905.
After the experience of this revolution, I made a detailed study
of the question of dictatorship in the pamphlet, The Victory of
the Cadets and the Tasks of the Workers' Party, St. Petersburg,
1906 (the pamphlet is dated March 28, 1906). I shall quote the
most important arguments from this pamphlet, only substituting
for a number of proper names a simple indication as to whether
the reference is to the Cadets or to the Mensheviks. Generally
speaking, this pamphlet was directed against the Cadets, 398 and
partly also against the non-party liberals, the semi-Cadets, and
the semi-Mensheviks. But, actually speaking, everything said
therein about dictatorship applies in fact to the Mensheviks,
\vho were constantly sliding to the Cadets' position on this question.
.
''At the moment when the firing in Moscow was subsiding, and
\Vhen the military and police dictatorship was indulging in its
savage orgies, when repressions and mass torture were ra~ing
all over Russia voices were raised in the Cadet press against
the use of for~e by the Lefts, and against the strike committees organised by the revolutionary parties. The Cadet professors on the Dubasovs' pay roll, who are peddling their
scie11ce, went to the length of translating the word 'dictatorship' by the words 'reinforced security'. These 'men of science'
e\·en distorted their high school Latin in order to discredit the
re,·olutionary struggle. Please 11ote once. ai;id for all, you Cadet
gentlemen, that dictatorship means unl1m1ted power, based on
force, and not on law. In civil war, any victorious po\ver can
only be a dictatorship. The point is, however, that there is the
dictatorship of a minority over the majority, the dictatorship
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of a handful of police officials over the people; and there is the
dictatorship of the overwhelming majority of the people over
a handful of tyrants, robbers and usl1rpers of the people's power.
By their vulgar distortion of the scientific concept 'dictatorship',
by their outcries against the violence of the Left at a time when
the Right are resorting to the most lawless and outrageous
violence the Cadet gentlemen have given striking evidence of the
position the 'compromisers' take in the intense revolutionary
struggle. When the struggle fl.ares up, tl1e 'compromiser' cravenly
runs for cover. When the revolutionary people are victorious
(October 17), the 'compromiser' creeps out of his hiding-place,
boastfully preens himself, shouting and raving until he is hoarse:
'Tl1at was a ''glorious" political strike!' But when victory goes
to the counter-revolution, the 'compromiser' begins to heap
hypocritical admonitions and edifying counsel on the vanquished.
The successful strike was 'glorious'. The defeated strikes were
criminal, mad, senseless, and anarchistic. The defeated insurrection was folly, a riot of surging elements, barbarity and stupidity.
In short, his political conscience and political wisdom prompt
the 'compromiser' to cringe before the side that for the moment
is the strongest, to get in the way of the combatants, hindering
first one side and then the other, to tone do>vn the struggle and
to blunt the revolutionary consciousness of the people who are
waging a desperate struggle for freedum. ''
To proceed. It would be highly opportu11e at this point to quote
the explanations on the question of dictatorship, directed against
Mr. R. Blank. In 1906, this R. Blank, in a newspaper actually
Menshevik though formally non-partisan, 399 set forth the JVIensheviks' views and extolled their efforts ''to direct the Russian
Social-Democratic move1nent along the path that is being followed
by the whole of the international Social-Democratic movement,
led by the great Social-Democratic Party of Germany''.
In other words, like the Cadets, R. Blank contraposed the
Bolsheviks, as unreasonable, non-Marxist, rebel, etc., revolutionaries, to the ''reasonable" l\1ensheviks, and presented the
German Social-Democratic Party as a Menshevil<: party as well.
This is the usual method of the international trend of socialliberals, pacifists, etc., who in all countries extol the reformists
a11d opportunists, the Kautskyites and the Longuetists. as
''re;Jsonable'' socialists in contrast with the ''madness" of ·the
Bolshevilcs.
This is how I answered JVIr. R. Blank in the above-n1e11tioned
pamphlet of 1906:
''iVIr. Blank compares two periolls of the Russia11 revolution.
The first period covers approximately October-December 1905.
This is the period of the revolutionary whirl,vind. The second

is the present period, which, of course, 've have a right to call
the period of Cadet victories i11 the Duma elections, or, pe~haps,
if we take the risk of running ahead somewhat, the period of
a Cadet Duma. 400
''Regarding this period, Mr. Blanl<: says that the turn of int~l
lect and reason has come again, and it is possible to resume deliberate, methodical and systematic activities. On the other hand,
Mr. Blank describes the first period as a period i11 whicl1 theory
· diverged from practice. All Social-Democratic princi1}les and
ideas vanished; the tactics that had always been advocated by
the founders of Russian Social-Democracy were forgotten, and
even the very pillars of the Social-Democratic world outlool<: were
uprooted.
''l\1r. Blank's main assertion is merely a statement of fact:
the whole theory of l\iarxism diverged frorn 'practice' in the
period of the revolutionary whirlwind.
·
''Is that true? \Vhat is the first and rnain '1}illar' of l\Iarxist
theory? It is that the only thorol1ghly revolutionary class in
rnodern society, and therefore, the advanced class in every revolution, is the proletariat. The question is then: has the r·evolutionary
whirlwind uprooted this 'pillar' of the Social-Den1ocratic world
outlook? On the contrary, the whirlwind has vindicated it in the
most brilliant fashion. It was the proletariat that was the main
and, at first, almost the only fighter in this periocl. For the first
time in history, perhaps, a bourgeois revolutior1 was marked by
the employment of a purely proletarian weapon, i.e., the mass
political strike, on a scale unprecedented even in tho r~ost developed capitalist countries. The proletariat marched r11to battle
that was definitely revolutionary, at a time when the Str·uv~s
and the Blanks were calling for participation in the Bulygrn
Durna4°1 and when the Cadet professors \Vere exhorting the students
to l\:eep to their studies. With its proletarian weapon, the proletariat won for Russia the whole of that so-called 'constitution',
which since then has only been mutilated, chopped about and
curtailed. The proletariat in October 1905 employed.those tactics
of struggle that six months before had been laid do_wn rn t_he i·esolutio11 of the Bolshevik Third Congress of the Russian Social-Democratic Labour Party, which had strongly en1phasised the necessity
of combining the rnass political strike 'vith insurrection; and
it is this combination that char·acterises the whole period of the
•revolutionar}' ,vhirlwind', the whole of the last quarter of 1905.
Thus our ideologist of petty bourgeoisie l1as distorted reality
in the most brazen and glaring rnanner. He has not cited a single
fact to prove that l\1arxist theory di verged fr·om J)ractical experience
in the period of the 'revolutionary 'vhirlwind'; he has tried to
obscure the mai11 feature of this >vhirl,vind, 'vhich rnost brilliantly
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confirmed the correctness of 'all Social-Democratic principles
and ideas', of 'all the pillars of the Social-Democratic world · ·. . •·.
outlook'.
•
''But what was the real reason that induced Mr. Bla11k t()
come to the monstrously wrong conclusion that all ~farxist
principles and ideas vanished in the period of the 'whirlwind'?'
It is very interesting to examine this circumstance; it still further ,~(.
exposes the real nature of philistinism in politics.
·
'1~
. ''What is it that mainly distinguished the period of the 'revolu.., · ·. ,•.
tionary whirlwind' from the present 'Cadet' period, as regards ,·)::
the various forms of political activity and the various methods •'l~i
by which the people make history? First a11d mainly it is that :';fr
during the period of the 'whirlwind' certain special methods •\\t'.
of making history were employed which are foreign to other .•.·.~.
periods of political life. The following were the inost important .''~f~
of these methods: 1) the 'seizure' by the people of political liberty-.· ,'ffi'.
its exercise 'vithout any rights and laws, and without any limita- .;:,\
tions (freedom of assembly, even if only in the universities, free- •,'
dom of the press, freedom of association, the holding of congresses,
etc.); 2) the creation of new organs of revolutionary authoritySoviets of Workers', Soldiers', Railwaymen's and Peasants'
Deputies, new rural and urban authorities, and so on, and s<> ·
forth. These bodies were set up exclusively by the revolutionary
sections of the people, they were formed irrespective of all laws
and regulations, entirely in a revolutionary way, as a product
..
of the native genius of the people, as a manifestation of the independent activity of the people which had rid itself, or was ridding
itself, of its old police fetters. Lastly, they were indeed organs
of authority, for all their rudimentary, spontaneous, amorphous
and diffuse character, in composition and in activity. They acted
as a government, when, for example, they seized printing plants
(in St. Petersburg), and arrested police officials who were preventing the revolutionary people from exercising their rights (such 1S.t
cases also occurred in St. Petersburg, where the new organ of -;1~l
authority concerned was weakest, and where the old government ·Af/
was strongest). They acted as a government when they appealed ;·~t
. ,;.,',.
to the whole people to withhold money from the old government.
,,
.
They confiscated the old government's funds (the rail way strike
'
committees ir1 the South) and used them for the needs of the new,
the peo1)le's government. Yes, these were undoubtedly the embryos
of a new, people's or, if you will, revolutionary government.
In their social and political character, they were the rudiments
of the dictatorship of the revoll1tionary elements of the people.
This surprises you, Mr. Blank and Mr. Kiesewetter. You do not
see here the 'reinforced security', which for the bourgeois is
tantamount to dictatorship? \Ve have already told you that you
,'
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have not the faintest notion of the scientific concept 'dictat?rship'.
\Ve will explain it to you in a moment; but first we will ~eal
with the third 'method' of activity in the period of the 'revolutionary whirlwind': the use by the people of force against those who
1.lSed force against the people.
.
"'The organs of authority that we have described represe~ted
a dictatorship in embryo, for they recognised no ot?er authority'.
no law and no standards, no matter by whom established. Authority-unlimited, Olltside the law, and based on force in the m?st
direct sense of the word-is dictatorship. But the force on which
this new authority was based, and sought to base itself, was
:not tl1e force of bayonets usurped by a handful of militarists,
money, nor
1not tl1e power of the 'police force', not the :pow~r
the J)OWer of any previously established institut~ons. It was
nothing of the kind. The· new or~ans. of. a11thorit~ possessed
neither arms, nor money, nor old institutions. Their powe~
.can you imagine it, Mr. Blank and Mr. Kiesewetter?_ -h~d nothing
in cornmon \vith the old instruments of power, n~thing in ~ommon
with 'reinforced security', if we do not have in mind the reinforced
security established to protect the people fron1 th_e tyranny of
the J)Olice and of the other organs of the old regime.
''What was the power based on, then? It was b~se_d o~ the ma~s
uf the people. That is the main feature that distingui~hed this
new authority from all preceding organs of the ?ld ~egime. The
latter were the instruments of the rule of the minority over the
people over the masses of workers and peasants. The former
was ad instrument of the rule of the people, of the ~orkers ~nd
peasants, over the minority, over a handful of police bul~ies,
-0ver· a har1df11l of privileged i1obles and government officials.
That is the difference between dictatorship ov~r the people and
dictatorsl1ip of the revolutionary people: mark this _wel~, Mr. Blank
and ~Ir. Kiesewetter! As the dictatorship of_ a minor~ty, the ~ld
reginie was able to maintain itself solely with tl1e aid of pol.ice
devices, solely by preventing the masses of ~~e people from taking
part in the government, and from st1pervising the government.
The old authority persistently distrusted the ~asses, fe~red the
light. maintained itself by deception. As the dict~tor~hip o~ the
over\\"helming majority, the new authority maintained itself
and co11ld n1aintain itself solely because it enjoyed the ~onfidence
of the vast masses, solely because it, in th~ freest, widest, and
most resolute manner, enlisted all the mass in the task of go~ern
ment. It concealed nothing, it had no secrets,_ no regulations,
no formalities. It said, in effect: are you a worki_ng man~ Do you
want to fight to rid Russia of the gang of _police bulli~s? Yo_u
are otir comrade. Elect your deputy. Elec~ hi~ ~t once, immedi.ately, whichever way you think best. \Ve will willingly and gladly
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accept him as a full member of our Soviet of Workers' Deputies, Peasant Committee, Soviet of Soldiers' Deputies, and:
so forth. It was a11 authority open to all, it carried out all its
functions before the eyes of the masses, was accessible to the
masses, sprang directly from the masses; and was a direct and/
i1nmediate instrument of the popular masses, of their will.
Such was the new authority, or, to be exact, its embryo, for the
victory of the old authority trampled down the shoots of this
young plant very soon.
''Perhaps, Mr. Blank or lVIr. Kiesewetter, you will ask: why
'dictatorship', why 'force'? Is it necessary for a vast mass to use
force against a handful? Can tens and hundreds of millions bedictators over a thousand or ten thousand?
''That question is usually put by people who for the first timehear the term 'dictatorship' used in what to them is a new connotation. People are accustomed to see only a police authority and
only a police dictatorship. The idea that there can be goverr1ment .
'vithout any police, or that dictatorship need not be a police
dictatorship, seems strange to then1. You say that millions. ;;-i
"
need not resort to force against thousands? You are mistaken;.
:·
'
and your mistake arises from the fact that you do not regard
a phenomenon in its process of development. You forget that
the new authority does not drop from. the skies, but grows up,
arises parallel with, and in opposition to the old authority, in
struggle against it. Unless force is used against tyrants armed
with the weapons and instruments of power, the people cannot
be liberated from tyrants.
''Here is a very simple analogy, Mr. Blank and J\Ir. Kiesewetter,
\vhich will help you to grasp this idea, which seems so remote· ...
and 'fantastic' to the Cadet mind. Let us suppose that Avramov · ·
I
',·.,
:
is injuring and torturi11g Spiridonova. On Spiridonova's side,
let us say, are tens and hundreds of unarmed people. On A vramov 's ..
side there is a handful of Cossacks. What would the people do·
· if Spiridonova we1·e being tortured, not in a dungeor1 but in public?·
They woulcl resort to force against A vramov and his body-guard.
Perhaps they would sacrifice a few of their comrades, shot down
by Avramo,,; but in the long run they woulcl forcibly disarm
Avramov and his Cossacks, and in all probability would kill
on the spot some of these brutes in human form; they would
clap the rest into some gaol to prevent them from committing
any more outrages and to bring them to judgement before the
people.
''So you see, Mr. Blank and J\1r. Kiesewetter, \vhen Avramov
and his Cossacks torture Spiridonova, that is military and police
dictatorship over the people. When a revolutionary people (that
is to say, a people capable of fighting the tyrants, and not only
·,"
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offexhorting, admonishir1g, regretting, condemning, whining and
whimpering; not a philistine narrow-minded, but a revolutionary
people) resorts to force against A vramov and the A vramovs, that
is a dictatorship of the revolutionary people. It is a dictatorship,
because it is the authority of the people over Avramov, an authority
unrestricted by any laws (the philistines, perhaps, would be
opposed to rescuing Spiridonova from Avramov by force, thinking
it to be against the 'law'. They would no doubt ask: Is there a 'law'
that permits the killing of Avramov? Have not some philistine
ideologists built up the 'resist not evil' theory?). The scientific
term 'dictatorship' means nothing more nor less than authority
untrammeled by any laws, absolutely unrestricted by any r11les
'vhatever, and based directly on force. The term 'dictatorship'
has 1io other meaning but this-mark this well, Cadet gentlemen.
,!\gain, in the analogy we have drawn, we see the dictatorship
of the people, because the people, the mass of the pop11lation,
unorganised, 'casually' assembled at the given spot, itself appears
on the scene, exercises justice and metes out punishment, exercises
power and creates a new, revolutionary law. Lastly, it is the dictatorship of the revolutionary people. Why or1ly of the revolutionary,
ancl rtot of the whole people? Because among the whole people,
constantly suffering, and most cruelly, from the brutalities of
the A vramovs, there are some who are physically cowed and
terrified; there are some who are morally degraded by the 'resist
not evil' theory, for example, or simply degraded not by theory,
but by prejudice, habit, routine; and there are indifferent people,
\Vhom we call philistines, petty-bourgeois people who are more
i11clined to hold aloof from intense struggle, to pass by or even
to hide themselves (for fear of getting mixed up in the fight arid
getting hurt). That is why the dictatorship is exercised, not by
the whole people, but by the revolutionary people who, however,
clo not shun the whole people, who explain to all the people
the motives of their actions in all their details, and who willingly
enlist the whole people not only in 'administering' the state,
])11t in governing it too, and indeed in organising the state.
''Th11s our simple analogy contains all the elements of the scie11tif1c
concept 'dictatorship of the revolutionary people', and also of
the concept 'military and police dictatorship'. We can now pass
from this si1nple analogy, ,vhich even a learned Cadet professor
can grasp, to the more complex developments of social life.
''Revolution, in the strict and direct sense of the word, is a period
in the life of a people when the anger accumulated during centuries
of A vramov brutalities breal{S forth into actions, not merely into
words; and into the actions of millions of the people, not merely
of indivicluals. The people awaken and rise up to rid themselves
of the A vramovs. The people rescue the countless numbers of
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Spi:idonovas in R ussia·n life froi_n the . Avramo".s, use force·-~,;
against the A vramovs, .and establish their authority over the-; ihrJ:;i
Avramovs. ?f co~rse,.th1.s does not take p~ace ~o easily, and not ;·~:~·
'a~l at once , as. it did in our analogy, s1mpl1fied for Professo ·'''·\'
K1esewette:. This st:uggle of . the people against the A vramovs~-. · •·
a struggle I~ the str~ct and direct sense of th~ word, this act
the people in throwing the A vramo_vs off the~r b~cks, stretches· '~,
over months .and yea:s of 'revolutionary wh1rlw1nd'. This act• \
of the people in ~hrow1ng the A vramovs off their backs is the real . .
content of what is called ~he great Russian revolution. This act, '.,\
regarded fro~ the standpoint of t~e methods of making history ,,.' {.
I
takes p~ace in th~ for~s we have Just described in discussing th~ 1 i;.';, I
revolutionary wh1rlw1nd, namely: the people seize political free-: .i·,
dom, that is, the freedom which the A vramovs had prevented J
them ~rom exerc~sing; the people create a new, revolutionary ,
authority, authority over the A vramovs, over the tyrants of the. •,
old police regime; the people use force against the A vramovs • ;.:
in order to remove, disarm and make harmless these wild dogs,· ''j;
all the A vramovs, Durnovos, Dubasovs, Mins, etc., etc.
·. '
''Is it go?d that the people sho.uld apply such unlawful, irregular,. ·
t1n~et?od1cal and un~ystemat1c methods of struggle as seizing ·:·
their liberty and creating a new, formally unrecognised and revo- >
lutionary authority, that it should use force against the oppressors ' ·
of the people? ,Yes, it is very g?od. It is the supreme manifestation .
of the people s struggle for liberty. It marks that great period .
when the dreams of liberty cherished by the best men and women
of Russia come true, when liberty becomes the cause of the masses·.
of the people, and not merely of individual heroes. It is as good
as the rescue by the crowd (in our analogy) of Spiridonova from · · ·
A vramov, and the forcible disarming of A vramov and making ' ·
him harmless.
'
''But this brings us to the very pivot of the Cadets' hidden '.
thoughts and apprehensions. A Cadet is the ideologist of the . •·-·
philistines precisely because he looks at politics, at the liberation ·
of the whole people, at revolution, through the spectacles of that
same philistine who, in our analogy of the torture of Spiridonova
by Avramov, would try to restrain the crowd, advise it not to
break the law, not to hasten to rescue the victim from the hands
of the tort11rer, since he is acting in the name of the law. In our
analogy, of course, that philistine would be morally a monster;
but in social life as a whole, we repeat, the philistine monster
is not an individual, but a social phenomenon, conditioned,
perhaps, by the deep-rooted prejudices of the bourgeois-philistine
theory of law.
''Why does Mr. Blank hold it as self-evident that all Marxist
principles were forgotten during the period of 'whirlwind ?

oi· . ·

,
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]3ecause he distorts Marxism into Brentanoism,
and thinks
that such 'principles' as the seiz11re of liberty, the establishment
of revolutionary authority and the use of force by the people are
ot Marxist. This idea runs through the whole of Mr. Blank's
11
, i·ticle; and not only Mr. Blank's, but the articles of all the.
1
(~adets, and of all the writers in the liberal and radical camp who,
today, are praising Plekhanov for his love of the Cadets; all of
tl1em, right up to the Bernsteinians of Bez Zaglaviya,403 the
Prokopoviches, Kuskovas and tutti quanti.
''Let us see how this opinion arose and why it '\Vas bound to arise.
''It arose directly out of the Bernsteinian or, to put it more
broadly, the opportunist concepts of the West-European SocialDemocrats. The fallacies of these concepts, which the 'orthodox'
;V1arxists in 'Vestern Europe have been systematically exposing
all along the line, are no\v being smuggled into Russia 'on the
sly', in a different dressing and on a different occasion. The
Bernsteinians accepted and accept Marxism minus its directly
revolutionary aspect. They do not regard the parliamentary
struggle as one of the weapons particularly suitable for definite
historical periods, but as the main and almost the sole form of
struggle mal(ing 'force', 'seizure', 'dictatorship' unnecessary.
It is this vulgar philistine distortion of Marxism that the
Blanks and other liberal eulogisers of Plekhanov are now sm11ggling
into Russia. TheJ' have become so accustomed to this distortion
that they do not even think it necessary to prove that Marxist
prinei ples and ideas were forgotten in the period of the revolutionary
whirlwind.
''Why was such an opinion bound to arise? Because it accords
very well with the class standing and interests of the petty bourgeoisie. The ideologists of 'purified' bourgeois society agree with
all the methods 1 sed by tbe Social-Democrats in their struggle
except those to which tlie revolutionary people resort in the period
of a 'whirlwind', and which revolutionary Social-Democrats
approve of and help in using. The interests of the bourgeoisie
demand that the proletariat should take part in the str11ggle
against the autocracy, but only i11 a way that does not lead to the
supremacy of the proletariat and the peasantry, and does not
completely eliminate the old, feudal-autocratic ai1d police organs
of state po\vor. The bourgeoisie wants to preserve these organs,
only establishing its direct control over them. It needs them
against tlie proletariat, whose struggle would be too greatly
facilitated if they were completely abolished. Tl1at is why tl1e
interests of the bourgeoisie as a class require both a monarchy
and an Upper Chamber, and the prevention of the (lictatorship
of the revolutionary people. Fight the autocracy, the bourgeoisie
says to the proletariat, but do not touch the old organs of state
43-1087
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power, for I need them. Fight in a 'parliamentary' way, tl1at is,
within the limits that we will prescribe by argeement with the
monarchy. Fight with the aid of organisations, only not organisations like general strike commitees, Soviets of Workers', Soldiers•
Deputies, etc., but organisations that are recognised, restrictecJ
and made safe for capital by a law that we shall pass by agreement
with the monarchy.
''It is clear, therefore, why the bourgeoisie speaks with disdain,
contempt, anger and hatred about the period of the 'whirlwind',
and with rapture, ecstasy and boundless philistine infatuation
for ... reaction, about the period of constitutionalism as protected
by Dubasov. It is once again that constant, invariable quality
of the Cadets: seeking to lean on the people and at the same time
dreading their revolutionary initiative.
''It is also clear why the bourgeoisie is in such mortal fear of
a repetition of the 'whirlwind', why it ignores and obscures the
elements of the new revolutionary crisis, why it fosters constitutional illusions and spreads them among the people.
''N0w we have fully explained why Mr. Blank and his like
declare that in the period of the 'whirlwind' all Marxist principles
and ideas were forgotten. Like all philistines, Mr. Blank accepts
Marxism minus its revolutionary aspect; he accepts Social-Democratic methods of struggle minus the most revolutionary and
directly revolutionary methods.
·
''Mr. Blank's attitude towards the period of 'whirlwind' is
extremely characteristic as an illustration of bourgeois failure
to understand proletarian movements, bourgeois horror of acute
and resolute struggle, bourgeois hatred for every manifestation
of a radical and directly revolutionary method of solving social
historical problems, a method that breaks up old [institutions.
J\!Ir. Blank has betrayed himself and all his bourgeois narrowmindedness. Somewhere he heard and read that during the period
of whirlwind the Social-Democrats made 'mistakes' -and he
. had hastened to conclude, and to declare with self-assurance,
· in tones that brook no contradiction and require no proof, that
all the 'principles' of Marxism (of which he has not the least
notion!) were forgotten. As for these 'mistakes', we will remark:
Has there been a period in the development of the working-class
movement, in the development of Social-Democracy, when
no mistakes were made, when there was no deviation to the right
or the left? Is not the history of the parliame11tary period of the
struggle waged by the German Social-Democratic Party-the
period which all narrow-minded bourgeois all over the world
regard as the utmost limit-filled with such mistakes? If Mr. Blanl"
were not an utter ignoramus on problems of socialism, he would
easily call to mind Miilberger, Diihring, the Dampfersubverition404
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question, the 'Youth', 405 and Bernsteiniad4°6 and many, many more.
But Mr. Blank is not interested in studying the actual course
of development of the Social-Democratic movement; all he wants
is to minimise the scope of the proletarian struggle in or(ler to
exalt the bourgeois paltriness of his Cadet Party.
''Indeed, if we examine the question in the light of the deviations
that the Social-Democratic movement has made from its ordinary,
'normal' course, we shall see that even in this respect there was
·more and not less solidarity and ideological integrity among
the Social-Democrats in the period of 'revolutionary whirlwind'
than there was before it. The tactics adopted in the period of
'whirlwind' did not further estrange the two wings of the SocialDemocratic Party, but brought them closer together. Former
disagreements gave way to unity of opinion on the question of
armed uprising. Social-Democrats of both factions were active
in the Soviets of Workers' Deputies, these peculiar instruments
of embryonic revolutionary authority; they drew the soldiers
and peasants into these Soviets, they issued revolutionary manifestos jointly with the petty-bourgeois revolutionary parties.
Old controversies of the pre-revolutionary period gave way to
unanimity on practical questions. The upsurge of the revolutionary
tide pushed aside disagreements, compelling Social-Democrats
to adopt militant tactics; it swept the question of the Duma into
the background and put the question of insurrection on the order
of the day; and it brought closer together the Social-Democrats
and revolutionary bourgeois democrats in carrying out immediate
tasks. In Severny Golas, the Menshevil{s, jointly with the Bolsheviks, called for a general strike and insurrection; and they called
upon the workers to continue this struggle until they had captured
power. The revolutionary sitµation itself suggested practical
slogans. There were arguments only over matters of detail in the
appraisal of events: for example, Nachalo regarded the Soviets
of Workers' Deputies as organs of revolutionary local self-government, while Novaya Zhizn 407 regarded them as embryonic organs
of revolutionary state power that united the proletariat with
the revoltitioni;i.ry democrats. N achalo inclined towards the dictatorship of the proletariat. Novaya Zhizn advocated the democratic
dictatorship of the proletariat and the peasantry. But have not
disagreements of this kind been observed at every stage of development of every socialist party in Europe?
''lVfr. Blank's misrepresentation of the facts and his gross
distortion of recent history are nothing more nor less than
a sample of the smug bourgeois banality, for which periods
of revolutionary whirlwind seem folly ('all principles are forgotten', 'even intellect and reason almost vanish'), while periods
of suppression of revolution and philistine 'progress' (protected
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by the Dub.asovs) .se.em to. be periods of reasonable, deliberate
and met~od1cal ~ct1_v1ty_. T~1s comparative appraisal of two periods
(the period of wh1rlw1nd and the Cadet period) runs through
the whole_ of Mr. Blank's article. When human history rushes
forward with the speed of a locomotive, he calls it a 'whirlwind'
a. 'torrent', the 'vanishing' of all 'principles and ideas'. Whe~
history plods along at dray-horse pace, it becomes the very
symbol of rea~on and method. When the masses of the people
themselves, ~1t~ all t~eir virgin primitiveness and simple,
r?ugh determ1na~10~. begin. to make hi~tory, begin to put 'principles a~d. theor~es immediately and directly into practice, the.
bourgeois is terrified and howls that 'intellect is retreating into
~he bac~ground' (is not the contrary the case, heroes of philistinism? ~s it not the intellect of the masses, and not of individuals,
that 1.nvades the sphere of history at such moments? Does not
mass intellect at such a time become a virile, effective, and not
an armchair force?). When the direct movement of the masses
has been crushed by shoo~ings, repressive measures, floggings,
un~mployment and starvation, when all the parasites of professor1~l science fin~nced by .D~basov come crawling out of their
~rev1ces and begin to adm1n1st.er affairs on behalf of the people,
in the name of the masses, selling and betraying their interests
to a privileged few-then the knights of philistinism think that
an era of calm and peaceful progress has set in and that 'the turn
of intellect ~nd reason has ~ome'. The bourgeois always and everywhere remains true to himself: whether you take Polyarnaya
Z~ezda or N asha Z~izn, 408 whether Y?U read Struve or Blank, you
will always fin~ this sa.me narrow-~1nded, professorially pedantic
and bureaucratically lifeless appraisal of periods of revolution
and periods of reform. The former are periods of madness tolle
J ahre, the disappearance of intellect and reason. The latt~r are
periods of 'deliberate and systematic' activities.
''Do not misinterpret what I am saying. I am not arguing that
the Blanks prefer some periods to others. It is not a matter of
pref~renc.e; our s~bjective preferences do not determine the changes
~n h1stor1cal periods. The thing is that in analysing the characteristics of ~his or that period (quite apart from our preferences or
~ympat~1~s); the Blanks s~amelessly. distort the truth. The thing
is that it is JUSt the revolutionary periods which are distinauished
b~ wider, richer, more deliberate, more methodical, more ~ystem
at1~, more courageous and more vivid making of history than
periods of philistine, Cadet, reformist progress. But the Blanks
turn. the trut~ inside out. They palm off paltriness as magnificent
making of history. They regard the inactivity of the oppressed
or downtrodden masses as the triumph of 'system' in the work
of bureaucrats and bourgeois. They shout about the disappearance

'

of intellect and reason when, instead of the picking of draft laws
to pieces by petty bureaucrats and liberal penny-a-liner* journalists, there begins a period of direct political activity of the
'common people', who simply set to work without more ado
to smash all the instruments for oppressing the people, seize
power and take what was regarded as belonging to all kinds of
robbers of the people -in short, when the intellect and reason
of millions of downtrodden people awaken not only to read books,
but for action, vital human action, to make history''.
Such was the controversy that was waged in Russia in the
years 1905 and 1906 on the question of the dictatorship.
Actually, the Dittmanns, Kautskys, Crispiens, and Hilferdings
in Germany, Longuet and Co. in France, Turati and his friends
in Italy, the MacDonalds and Snowdens in Britain, etc., argue
about the dictatorship exactly as Mr. R. Blank and the.,Cadets
did in Russia in 1905. They do not understand what dictatorship
means, do not know how to prepare for it, and are incapable of
understanding it and implementing it.
..~.-
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20.10.1920 .
Published in the magazine
Communist International No. 14,
November 9, 1920
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From SPEECH DELIVERED AT AN ALL-RUSSIA
CONFERENCE OF POLITICAL EDUCATION
WORKERS OF GUBERNIA AND UYEZD EDUCATION
DEPARTMENTS, NOVEMBER 3, 1920

Politics means a struggle between classes; means the relations
of the proletariat in its struggle for its emancipation, against the
world bourgeoisie. However, in our struggle two aspects of the
matter stand out: on the one hand, there is the task of destroying
the heritage of the bourgeois system, of foiling the repeated
attempts of the whole bourgeoisie to crush the Soviet state.
This task has absorbed most of our attention hitherto and has
prevented us from proceeding to the other task, that of constructio11. According to the bourgeois world outlook, politics was
divorced, as it were, from economics. The bourgeoisie said:
peasants, you must work for your livelihood; workers, you must
work to secure your means of subsistence on the market; as for
economic policy, that is the business of your masters. That,
however, is not so; politics should be the business of the people,
the business of the proletariat. Here we must emphasise the fact
that nine-tenths of our time and our work is devoted to the struggle against the bourgeoisie. The victories over Wrangel, of which
we read yesterday, and of which we will read today and probably
tomorrow, show that one stage of the struggle is coming to an
end and that we have secured peace with a number of Western
countries; every victory on the war front leaves our hands freer
for the internal struggle, for the politics of state organisation.
Every step that brings us closer to victory over the whiteguards
gradually shifts the focus of the struggle to economic policy.
Propaganda of the old type describes and illustrates what communism is. This kind of propaganda is now useless, for we have
to show in practice how socialism is to be built. All our propaganda
must be based on the political experience of economic development.
That is our principal task; whoever interprets it in the old sense
will show himself to be a retrograde, one who is incapable of
conducting propaganda work among the masses of the peasants

.
b to develop the state
and workers. Our main policy ~ust now ed of grain and mine
eco11omically, so as to gath~~ inh mor~efto~os utilise these poods
more poods of coal, to dec1 e ow t'
that is our policy.
of grain and coal and preclude starva ion - ussed on this aim.
All our agitation and propagafnda must be f~~atisfy the working
There must be less fine talk, or you canno
bl us to shift
people with fine words. As soon .as the w~~:rn~oi:~e from the
the focus from the struggle :g:~nst ~~:e uard~ we 'shall turn
struggle a~ainstl_Wra1g:~ ~~en a:it:ti~n g and propaganda will
d ever rowing importance.
to economic po icy.
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Every ag1 a .or mus
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and workers in the hworlkd ko ow what pamphlets and books one
tell them what one s ou
n '.
should read to become. a Communist. omic life and make it more
That is the way to im~rove our ~~~~crease production, improve
secure, more. soci~l; that ~st~? £uti'on of the goods produced,
the food s1tuat1on an d is t e industry without capitalism
increase coal output, an res. o.r
and without the capit.alist spi~itt . ? All propaganda for comWhat does commun1s~ ~ons1s l~hat will amount to practical
munism must be cond~cte in a wayt Communism must be made
guida11ce of the .state s developn;e~h~ workers so that they will
·compre~ensible .to the. masses Toh t task is being poorly accompregard it as their own cause.
a
.
made We make no
lished, and thousands of mis~~es ~~!~1~~d the. peasants must
.secret of the f~ct. However, . ; ~ve our apparatus, with our
themselves build up_ and 1 t p "t ·s To us that is no longer
assistance, feeble and inadequak et:~~ a~~omplished; it has become
a programme, a theory, or ~.tal development. Although we suffered
a matter of actual a~d prac ica. e have at least learnt from these
.some cruel reverses in our war' .w
N
too we must learn
reverses and won complete ~ctoryt re::i:~ber 'that the workers
a lesson from every defeat. a~ ~~~ by taking the work already
and peasants have to be iWns rue t point out what is bad, so as
performed as. an example. e mus
to avoid it rn future. .
k as an example, by repeating
By taking constructive wor
. t
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nist managers into genuine. 11:~ w~ shail achieve our targets
into builders of our econom:c 1 ~·. h we have inherited from the
and overcome all th~ obstac
~e l~liminated at a single stroke.
-0ld system and wh1ct canno . they can be re-educated only by
We must re-educate t e mass~s,
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agitation and propaganda. Tf ~ fting the entire economic life.
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must be the principal and basic object in the wor
.. ,
agit~tor and p~opagandist, and when he realises this thk of each
of his work will be assured. (Loud applause.)
'
e success
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Bulletin of the All-Russia
Conference of Political Education
Workers (November 1-8, 1920)
Moscow
'
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From SPEECH IN DEFENCE OF THE TACTICS
OF THE COMMUNIST INTERNATIONAL DELIVERED
AT THE THIRD CONG RESS OF THE COMMUNIST
INTERNATIONAL
JULY 1, 1921
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I have been speaking too long as it is; hence I wish to say only
a few words about the concept of ''masses''. It is one that changes
in accordance with the changes in the nature of the struggle.
At the beginning of the struggle it took only a few thousand
genuinely revolutionary workers to warrant talk of the masses.
If the party succeeds in drawing into the struggle not only its own
members, if it also succeeds in arousing non-party people, it is.
well on the way to winning the masses. During our revolutions
there were instances when several thousand workers represented
the masses. In the history of our movement, and of our struggle
against the Mensheviks, 409 you will find many examples where
several thousand workers in a town were enough to give a clearly
mass character to the movement. You have a mass when several
thousand non-Party workers, who usually live a philistine life
and drag out a miserable existence, and who have never hearll
anything about politics, begin to act in a revolutionary way.
If the movement spreads and intensifies, it gradually develops
into a real revolution. We saw this in 1905 and 1917 during three
revolutions, and you too will have to go through all this. When
the revolution has been sufficiently prepared, the concept ''masses'"
becomes different: several thousand workers no longer constitute
the masses. This word begins to denote something else. The
concept of ''masses'' undergoes a change so that it implies the
·majority, and not simply a majority of the workers alone, but
the majority of all the exploited. Any other kind of interpretation
is impermissible for a revolutionary, and any other sense of the
word becomes incomprehensible. It is possible that even a small
party, the British or American party, for example, after it has
thoroughly studied the course of political development and become
acquainted with the life and customs of the non-Party masses"
will at a favourable moment evoke a revolutionary movement

•
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(Comrade Radek has pointed to the miners' strike as a good example). You will have a mass movement if such a par·ty comes forward with its slogans at such a moment and succeeds in getting
millions of workers to follow it. I would not altogether deny that
a revolution can be started by a very small party and brought
to a victorious conclusion. But one must have a knowledge of the
methods by which the masses can be won over. For this thoroughgoing preparation of revolution is essential. But here you have
~omrades coming forward with the assertion that 've should
immediately give up the demand for ''big'' masses. They must be
challenged. Without thoroughgoing preparation you will not
achieve victory in any country. Quite a small party is sufficient
to lead the masses. At certain times there is no necessity for big · ·
organisations .
But to win, we must have the sympathy of the masses. An
absolute majority is not always essential; but what is essential
to win and retain power is not only the majority of the working
class-I use the term ''working class'' in its West-European sense, ·
i.e., in the sense of the industrial proletariat-but also the
majority of the working and exploited rural population.
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the Communist International
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In the capitalist state, co-operatives are no doubt collective
capitalist institutions. Nor is there any doubt that under our
present economic conditions, when we combine private capitalist
enterprises-but in no other way than on nationalised land and
in no other way than under the control of the working-class statewith enterprises of a consistently socialist type (the means of
production, the land on which the enterprises are situated, and
the enterprises as a whole belonging to the state), the question
arises about a third type of enterprise, the co-operatives, which
were not formerly regarded as an independent type differing
fundamentally from the others. Under private capitalism, cooperative enterprises differ from capitalist enterprises as collective
enterprises differ from private enterprises. Under state capitalism,
co-operative enterprises differ from state capitalist enterprises,
firstly, because they are private enterprises, and, secondly, because
they are collective enterprises. Under our present system, co-operative enterprises differ from private capitalist enterprises because
they are collective e:µterprises, but do not differ from socialist
enterprises if the land on which they are situated and the means
of production belong to the state, i.e., the working class.
This circumstance is not considered sufficiently when cooperatives are discussed. It is forgotten that owing to the special
features of our political system, our co-operatives acquire an
. altogether exceptional significance. If we exclude concessions,
which, incidentally, have not developed on any considerable
scale, co-operation under our conditions nearly always coincides
fully with socialism.
Let me explain what I mean. Why were the plans of the old
co-operators, from Robert Owen onwards, fantastic? Because they
dreamed of peacefully remodelling contemporary society into
socialism 'vithout taking account of such fundamental questions
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as the class struggle, the capture of political power by the workin ·.
class, the over~hrow. of the r1:1le of the ~xploiting cl~ss. That
why we are right in regarding as entirely fantastic this ''cooperative'' socialism, and as romantic, and even banal, the dream·
of transforming class enemies into class collaborators and class
war into class peace (so-called class truce) by merely organising
the population in co-operative societies.
Undoubtedly we were right from the point of view of the fundamental task of the present day, for socialism cannot be established
without a class struggle for political power in the state.
But see how things have changed now that political power .,
is in the hands of the working class, now that the political power
o f the exploiters is overthrown and all the means of production
(except those which the workers' state voluntarily abandons on
specified terms and for a certain time to the exploiters in the ·
form of concessions) are owned by the working class.
Now we are entitled to say that for us the mere growth of co-oper- . ·.
ation (with the ''slight'' exception mentioned above) is identical ·
with the growth of socialism, and at the same time we have to .
admit that there has been a radical modification in our whole .·
outlook on socialism. The radical modification is this; formerly .·.· ·
we placed; and had to place, the main emphasis on the political ,
struggle, on revolution, on winning political power, etc. Now
the emphasis is changing and shifting to peaceful, organisational.
''cultural'' work. I should say that emphasis is shifting to educa- .
tional work, were it not for our international relations, were :
it not for the fact that we have to fight for our position on a world :
scale. If we leave that aside, however, and confine ourselves to :
internal economic relations, the emphasis in our work is certainly ·
shifting to education.
·
Two main tasks confront us, which constitute the epoch-tb,
reorganise our machinery of state, which is utterly u~eless, an~ .
which we took over in its entirety from the preceding epoch. · · ·
during the past five years of struggle we did not, and. could not·,.·.·
drastically reorganise it. Our second task is educational ~or~.·.
among the peasants. And the economic object of this educatio?a
work among the peasants is to organise the latter in co-op~rati~e ·
societies .. If the whole of the peasantry had bee~ orga~ised ~~·
co-operatives, we would by now have been standing \v1th b~ ·
feet on the soil of socialism. But the organisation of the enti~
peasantry in co-operative societies presupposes a standard
culture among the peasants (precisely among the peasants ~sh t.
overwhelming mass) that cannot, in fact, be achieved wit ou
a cultural revolution.
.
der~ur opp?nents told. u~ re~eated~y that. we were rash in un tr • ' ·
taking to implant soc1al1sm in an insufficiently Cl1ltured coun Y' '. .

I3ut they were misled by our having started from the opposite
end to that prescribed by theory (the theory of ~edants of _all
J~inds), because in our country the political and social revolut~on
receded
the
cultural
revolution,
that
very
cultural
revolution
11
\Vhich nevertheless now confronts us.
This cultural revolution would now suffice to make our country
a completely socialist country; but it presents immense difficulties of a purely c11ltural (for we are illiterate) and material
character (for to be cultured we must ~chieve a certain development of the material means of production, must have a certain
111aterial base).

i;

January 6, 1923
First published in Pravda Nos.
115 and 116, May 26 and 27,
1923
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I ha~e lately been glancing through Sukhanov's notes on the
revolution. ":hat strikes one most is the pedantry of all our
petty-bourgeois democrats and of all the heroes of the Second
In.ternational. Apart from the fact that they are all extremely ..
faint-hearted, that when it comes to the minutest deviation from
the Ger1:1an model even the best of them fortify themselves with
reservations-apart from this charact~ristic, which is common
to all petty-bourgeois democrats and has been abundantly manifest.ed by. the?1 throughout the revolution, ·what strikes one is
their slavish imitation of the past.
Th~y a~l ~all themselves Marxists, but their conception of
Marxism is impossibly pedantic. They have completely failed
to understand what is decisive in Marxism namely its revolutionary dialectics. They have even absolut~ly failed to understand Marx's plain statements that in times of revolution the
utm?st flexibility 411 is demanded, and have even failed to notice.
for instance, the statements Marx made in his letters -I think
· ~t was in 1856-expressing the hope of combining a peasant war
in Germa~y, which might create a revolutionary situation, with
the working-class movement 412 -they avoid even this plain
statement and walk round and about it lil{e a cat around a bowl
of hot porridge.
T?eir cond~ct betrays them as cowardly reformists who are
afraid to deviate from the bourgeoisie, let alone break with it,
a1~d at the same time they disguise their cowardice with the
\v1ldest rhetoric and braggartry. But what strikes one in all of
them ~ven_ ~rom the purely theoretical point of view is their
utter inab1l1ty to grasp the following Marxist considerations:
~p to now they have seen capitalism and bourgeois democracy
in Western Europe follow a definite path of development, and
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cannot conceive that this path can be taken as a model only
mutatis mutandis, only with certain amendments (quite insignificant from the standpoint of the general develop1nent of world
history).
First-the revolution connected with the first imperialist world
war. Such a revolution was bound to reveal new features, or
variations, resulting from the war itself, for the world has never
seen such a war in such a situation. We find that since the war
the bourgeoisie of the wealthiest countries have to this day
been unable to restore ''normal" bourgeois relations. Yet our
reformists-petty bourgeois who make a show of being revolutionaries-believed, and still believe, that normal bourgeois relations
are the limit (thus far shall thou go and no farther). And even
their conception of ''normal'' is extremely stereotyped and narrow.
Secondly, they are complete strangers to the idea that while
the development of world history as a whole follows general
laws it is by no means precluded, but, on the contrary, presumed,
that certain periods of development may display peculiarities
in either the form or the sequence of this development. For
instance, it does not even occur to them that because Russia
stands on the border-line between the civilised countries and
the countries which this war has for the first time definitely
brought into the orbit of civilisation-all the Oriental, non-European cou11tries -she could and was, indeed, bound to reveal certain distinguishing features; although these, of course, are in
keeping with the general line of world development, they distinguish her revolution from those which took place in the WestEuropean countries and introduce certain partial innovations
as the revolution moves on to the countries of the East.
Infinitely stereotyped, for instance, is the argument they
learned by rote during the development of West-European SocialDemocracy, namely, that we are not yet ripe for socialism, that,
as certain ''learned'' gentlemen among them put it, the objective
economic premises for socialism do not exist in our country.
It does not occur to any of them to ask: but what about a people
that found itself in a revolutionary situation such as that created
during the first imperialist war? Might it not, influencecl by the
hopelessness of its situation, fling itself into a struggle that
wol.lld offer it at least some chance of securing conditions for the
further development of civilisation that were somewhat unusual?
''The development of the productive forces of Russia has not
attained the level that makes socialism possible." All the heroes
of the Second International, 413 includi11g, of course, Sukhanov,
beat the drums about this proposition. They keep harping on this
incontrovertible proposition in a thousand different keys, and
think that it is the decisive criterion of our revolution.
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But \vhat if the situation, which drew Russia into the imperialist world war that involved every more or less influential WestEuropean country and made her a witness of the eve of the revolutions maturing or partly already begun in the East, gave rise
to circumstances that put Russia and her development i:µ a position which enabled us to achieve precisely that combination
-0f a ''peasant war'' with the working-class movement suggested
in 1856 by no less a Marxist than Marx himself as a possible
prospect for Prussia?
What if the complete hopelessness of tl1e situation, by stimulating the efforts of the workers and peasants tenfold, offered us the
opportunity to create the fundamental reqt1isites of civilisation
in a different way from that of the West-European countries?
Has that altered the general line of development of world history?
Has that altered the basic relations between the basic classes of all
the countries that are being, or have been, drawn into the general
course of world history?
If a definite level of culture is required for the building of
socialism (although nobody can say just what that definite
''level of culture'' is, for it differs in every West-European country),
why cannot we begin by first achieving the prerequisites for that
definite level of culture in a revolutionary way, and then, with
the aid of the workers' and peasants' govern1nent and the Soviet
.system, proceed to overtake the other nations?

tl1at the subsequent revolutions in Oriental countries which
possess much vaster populations and a much vaster di versi~y
of social conditions, will undoubtedly display eve11 greater distinctions than the Russian revolution.
It need hardly be said that a textbook written on Kautskian
lir1es was a very useful thing in its day. But it is time, for all
tl1at, to abandon the idea that it foresaw all the forms of development of subsequent \Vorld history. It would be timely to say
that those who think so are simply fools.
January 17, 1923
First published in Pravda
No. 117, May 30, 1923.

,

January 16, 1923
II
You say that civilisation is necessary for the building of socialism. Very good. But why could we not first create such prerequisites of civilisation in our country as the explusion of the
landowners and the Russian capitalists, and then start moving·
towards socialism? \Vhere, in what books, have you read that
such variations of the customary historical sequence of events
are impermissible or impossible?
. ,,
Napoleon, I think, \vrote: ''On s' engage et puis ... on voit.
Rendered freely this means: ''First engage in a serious b3:ttle
and then see what happens." Well, we did first engage in a serious
battle in October 1917, and then saw such details of developm?nt
(from the standpoi11t of world history they \Vere certainly details)
as the Brest peace, 41 4 the New Economic Policy415 a11d so forth.
And now there can be no doubt that i11 the main we have been
victorious.
Our Sukhanovs, not to mention Social-Democrats still farthJr
to the right, never even dream that revolutions cannot be ma e
in any other \Vay. Our European philistines never even drealJJ.
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"Theses on Feuerbach'', writt~n by Marx in Brussels in the spring of 1845,
were found after his death in his "Notebook'' under the heading "Concerning Feuerbach••. According to Engels, this was "the first document in
which he deposited the brilliant germ of a new world outlook''. When
Engels published the "Theses'' in 1888, he made certain editorial changes
to render the document, which Marx had not intended for p1'1blication,
more comprehensible to the reader. The title "Theses on Feuerbach'' has
been supplied by the Institute of Marxism-Leninism of the C.C., C.P.S.U.
p. 11
The German Ideology (Die deutsche I deologie. Kritik der neuesten deutschen
Philosophie in ihren Reprasentanten Feuerbach, B. Bauer und Stirner,
und des deutschen Sozialismus in seinen verschiedenen Propheten) was written
jointly by Marx and Engels in Brussels in 1845-46. In this work Marx
and Engels first shaped the materialistic conception of history as the
philosophical basis for the theory of scientific communism.
The manuscript of The German Ideology consisted of two volumes, the
first being a critique of post-Hegelian philosophy and the second a criticism of "true" socialism.
Chapter I of the first volume !lets forth the main positive content of
the whole work. That is why it is important in itself.
In this book the shortcomings of the previous editions as to the arrangement of material were eliminated. The material is arranged according
to the manuscript. In addition, the chapter includes two fragments of
the manuscript which were first published in 1962 by the International
Institute of Social History in Amsterdam (International Review of Social
History, Vol. VII, Part I).
All editorial headings and necessary insertions, as well as the pages
of the manuscript, are given in square brackets.
p. 14

Reference is to David Strauss', main work, The Life of Jesus (D. F. Strauss
Das Leben Jesu, Bd. 1-2, Tiibingen, 1835-1836) which laid the beginnings
to the philosophical criticism of religion and the split of the Hegelian
school into old Hegelians and Young Hegelians.
p. 14
Diadochi-generals of Alexander the Great, who fiercely fought for power
after Alexander's death. In the course of this struggle (end of the fourth
century-beginning of the third century B.C.), Alexander's Empire, which
was an unstable military and administrative union, disintegrated into
several independent states.
p. 14

44•
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NOTES

' The word "Verkehr'' is used in The German Ideology in a very wide sens .
encompassing the material and spiritual intercourse of individuale, ..
social groups and entire countries. Marx and Engels show that materi si
intercourse, and above all the intercourse of men in the process of r a
duction, is the basis of every other form of intercourse. The terms "~e~
kehrsform'' (form of intercourse), "Verkehrsweise'' (mode of intercourse)"Verkehrsverhaltnisse'' (relations, or conditions, of intercourse) and
"Produktions- und Verkehrsverhaltnisse" (relations of production and
intercourse) .. whic~ we find in T_he Gern:an Ideology. are used to express
the concept relations of production" which at that time was ~aking shape
in their mind.
p. 18
6
The term "Stamm", translated in this book by the word "tribe'', played
a mucl1 more important role in the historical works written in the forties
of the last century, than it does at present. It was used to denote a community of pco1)le descended from a common ancestor, and comprised
the moderr1 conce11ts of "gens" and "tribe". The first to define and differ- .
entiate between these concepts \vas Le\vis Henry Morgan in his main
\vork Ancient .'iociety (1877). This outstanding American ethnographer
and historian sl10\ved, for the first tin1e, the significance of the gens as the
nucleus of the primitive communal system and th.ereby laid the scientiftc
basis of the l1istory of primitive society. Engels drew general conclusions
from Morgan's discoveries and n1ade a comprehensive analysis of the •
meaning of the concepts "gens" and "tribe" in his work The Origin of the
Family, Private Property and the State (1884).
p. 19
7
The agrarian law of Licinius and Sextus, Roman tribunes of the people,- ·
was passed in 367 B.C. as a result of the struggle which the plebeians
waged against tl1e patricians. According to this law, a Roman citizen
could not own more than 500 Yugera (approximately 309 acres) of common land (ager publicus).
·
p. 20.
8
·
Reference is to Bruno Bauer's article "Charakteristik Lud\vig r euerbachs"
published in Wigands Vierteljahrsschrift, Bd. III, 1845, S. 86-146. p. 26
u See G. W. Hegel, Die Philosophie der Geschichte. Einleitung, Geographische
Grundlage der 'V'eltgeschichte (The Philosophy of History. Introduction ..
Geograpl1ical Foundation of World History).
p. 27
10
Deutsch-Franzosische J ahrbiicher (German-French Annals)-a magazine
edited by Karl Marx and Arnold Ruge and published in German in Paris.
Only the first issue, a double one, appeared in February 1844. Publication
of the magazine was discontinued mainly owing to basic differences of
opinion between Marx and Ruge, a bourgeois radical.
p. 32
ii The conclusion that the proletarian revolution could only be victorious
if carried out in all the advanced. capitalist countries simultaneously,
and hence that the victory of the revolution in a single countr~- was impossible, was correct for tl1e period of pre-monopoly capitalism.
V. I. I,enin, "''ho had discovered the law of uneven economic and political development of capitalism in the epoch of imperialism, came to
a new conclusion on this basis. He pointed out that in the new historical
conditions, in tl1e period of monopoly capitalism, the socialist revolution could be victorious at first in a few countries, or even in a single
country. This thesis was for the first time set forth in Lenin's article
"On the slogan1 for a United States of Europe" (1915) (see pp. 470-71 of
this book).
•
p. 34
12
_The Continenta.l System, or continental blockade, proclaimed by Napoleon I
in 1806, prohibited trade between the countries of the European con' tinent and Great Britain. Tl1e system was annulled after Napoleon's
defeat in Rtissia.
p. 36
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p. 38

1s

See Note 8.

14

Marseillaise, Carmagnole, 9a ira-revolutionary songs of the French
bourgeois revolution (1789-99). The refrain of t11e last song was: "Ah!
i;a ira, i;a ira, i;a ira. Les aristocrates a la lanterne!"
p. 38

The expression is from Max Stirner's book Der Einzige und sein Eigenthum (The Unique and His Property), Leipzig, 1845.
p. 39
t 6 The expression is from Bruno Bauer's article "Charakteristik Ludwig
Feuerbachs'' (see Wigands Vierteljahrsschrift, Bd. III, 1845, S. 139). p. 41
17 1'he expression is~from Max Stirner's book Der Einzige und sein Eigenthum.
·
p .. 41
18 H allische J ahrbiicher and Deutsche J ahrbiicher-abbreviated title of a
Young-Hegelian literary and philosophical periodical published in Leipzig as daily sheets under the title H allische J ahrbiicher f iir deutsche Wissenschaft und Kunst (Halle Annals on German Science and Art) from
January 1838 to June 1841, and under the title Deutsche Jahrbiicher fiir
Wissenschaft und Kunst (German Annals on Science and Art) from July
1841 to J annary 1843. In January 1843 the periodical was banned by
the government.
.·
. p. 41
•~ B. Bauer, Geschichte der· Politik, Kultur und Aufklarung des achtzehnten
J ahrhunderts (The History of Politics, Culture and Enlightenment of the
Eighteenth Century), Bd. 1-2, Charlottenburg, 1843-1845.
p. · 42
20 Reference is to Ludwig Fe11erbach's article "Uber das 'Wesen des Christenthums' in Beziehung auf den •Einzigen und sein Eigenthum'" ("On
the 'Essence of Christianity' in Relation to 'The Unique and his Property''') published in Wigands Vierteljahrsschrift, Bd. II, 1845, S. 193-205.
The article ends as follows: "Hence, Feuerba&h cannot be called either
a materialist or an idealist or a philosopher of identity. What is he, then?
lie is in thoughts what he is in reality, in spirit what he is in the flesh,
in essence what he is in the senses-he is Man or, rather-since Feuerbach
transports the essence of Man only into his community-he is social Man,
communist.''
p .. 42
21 L. Feuerbach, Grundsiitze der Philosophie der Zukunjt (Principles of the
Philosophy of the Future), Ziirich und Winterthur, 1843, S. 47.
In his notes entitled "Feuerbach." and probably intended for Chapter I,
Volume 1 of The German Ideology, Engels quotes and comments on the
following passage from Feuerbach's book:
"'Existence is not a general concept which can be separated from things.
It forms a unit with the things that exist .... Existence is the position of
essence. My essence is my existence. The fish is in the water, but its essence cannot be separated from this existence. Even language identifies
existence and essence. Only in human life is existence divorced from
essence-but o.nly in exceptional, unhappy cases; it happens that a person's essence is not in the place where he exists, but just because of tltis
division his soul is not truly in the place where his body really is. Only
where your heart is, tl1ere you are. But all things-apart from abnormal
cases-are glad to be in the place where they are, and are glad to be
what they are' (p. 47).
·
"A fine panegyric upon the existing state of things. Exceptional cases
and a few abnormal cases apart, when you are seven years old you are
glad to become a door-keeper in a coalmine and to remain alone in the
dark for fourteen hours a day, and because it is your existence, therefore
it is also your essence. The same applies to a piecer at a self-actor. It
is your 'essence' to be subservient to a branch of labour" (Marx and Engels, The German Ideology, Moscow, 1968, p. 675).
p. 43
1&
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Marx and Engels are referring to Chapter III of Volume I of The G
.. ,~·,
! deology. This part o.f the c_hapter on Feuerbach was originally in;{d_liit:::·
in Chapter III a~d immediately f_?llowed the text to which Marx u 114. '
Engels are ~eferring. I~ the. menti?ned passage from Chapter III thnd .
q~ote Hegel s work Die Philosophie der Geschichte (The Philosoph ey '
History), etc.
Y of
.
p.~
The Anti-Corn Law League was founded in 1838 by the Manchester f
to!y~owners Co~d~~ and Bright. The so-called Corn Laws, aimed at rae..
tricting or prohibiting the imfort of grain from abroad were introd es-d ·
in Englan~ in the interests o big landlords. By adva~cing the der::e
for unrestricted Free Trade, the L_eague fought for the abolition of t~
Corn L~ws for the .P~rpose o.f _reducing workers' wages and weakening th ·
econ~mic and political position of the landed aristocracy. As a result .
o~ this struggl~ the C~rn Laws w~r_e abolished in 1846, which signified th!
victory of the industrial bourgeoIBie over the landed aristocracy.
p. 48 .

u Ver~in (association)-according to Max Stirner, a voluntary union

egoists.

16

,''

f .

34

o
·.
p. 50 •

J. Aikin, A Description of the Country from Thirty to Forty Miles Rou tl '
Manchester, London, 1795.
p.

Ss.

35

Qu?ted from "Le~,tre sur. la jal<_>usie d~ co~merce'' ("A Letter about Rival.,.
ry in Co~~erce ) p_ublished .in I. ~into s book Traite de la Circulation
et du Credit (Treatise on Circulation and Credit), Amsterdam, 1771,
pp. 234 and 283.
p. 56
" A. Smith, An Inquiry into the Nature and Causes of the Wealth of Nations ·
London, 1776.
p. 5S ·

16

28

;is Marx's The Class Struggles in France, 1848 to 1850 consists of a series
of articles entitled "From 1848 to 1849". It explains from materia~ist
positions a whole period of France's history and sets forth the most i~
portant principles of the proletariat's revolutionary tactics. On the basis
of the practical experience of the mass revolutionary struggle, Marx
developed his own theory of revolution and of the dictatorship of the
proletariat. He showed that revolutions are "locomotives of history''
which accelerate its progress and display the mighty creative power of
the masses, and that the proletariat is the decisive force in the 19thcentury revolutions. Demonstrating that it is necessary for the working
class to win political power, Marx uses here for the first time the ter~
"the dictatorship of the proletariat'' and reveals the political, economic
and ideological tasks of this dictatorship. He formulates the idea of the
alliance between the working class and the peasantry, with the former
playing the leading role.
The book includes some excerpts from this work.
p. 105

1s The Party of Order-a party of the conservative big bourgeoisi_e founded

See.~ ean Jacques ~ousseau's book Du Contrat social; ou principes du droit

P_Olitiqu_e (The Social Contract; or the Principles of Political Law), pub-

lished in Amsterdam in 1762.

p. 64

29

England was conquered by the Normans in 1066; Naples-in 1130.

p. 67 .

30

The _Eastern Roman Empire-a state formed by secession from the slave., · ·.

17

?Wning Roman Empire in 395? its centre being Constantinople; later
it assumed the name of Byzantium. The Eastern Empire existed until
the Turkish conquest in 1453.
p. 67.
.

31

32

The Italian city. Amalfi was .a. flourishing trading centre in the tenth and
eleventh centuries. Its maritime law (Tabula Amalphitana) was valid
t~roughout the country and was widespread in the Mediterranean countries.
p. 73

in 1848. It was a coalition of the two French monarchist factions-The
Legitimists and the Orleanists; from 1849 to the coup d'etat of December
2, 1851, it held the leading position in the Legislative Assembly of the
Second Republic.
p. 109
Le National-a French daily published in Paris from 1830 to 1851. It
was the organ of moderate bourgeois republicans.
La Presse-a daily published in Paris from 1836; during the July m?narchy it was in opposition; in 1848-49, it wa~ the organ of bourgeois
.
republicans and subsequently of the Bonapartists.
Le Siecle-a French daily published in Paris from 1836 to 1939;_ i_n
the 1840s it expressed the views of the section of the petty bourgeoisie
which contented themselves with the demand for moderate constitutional reforms; in 1850s it was a moderate republican paper.
p. 110

ss Working out the theory and tactics of the proletariat in the coming revolution Marx and Engels laid special stress in the "Address'' on the need
for the setting up of an independent proletar~an P3:rt_Y, a_nd for isol~~ion
from the petty-bourgeois democrats. The main, guidin_g idea of the Address" was 'the idea of "revolution in permanence" which was to put an
end to private property and classes and establish a new society.
p. \12

M_ani~esto of the ~ommunist Party-the first programme document of

scient_i~c

communism which provides an integral and well-composed
exposition of the fundamental principles of the great teaching of Marx
a_nd Engels. "With the clarity and brilliance of genius, this work outlines a new world-conception, consistent materialism which also embraces the realm of social life; dialectics, as the most c~mprehensive and
profound doctrine of development; the theory of the class struggle and
of the world-histor~c revo_lutionary role of the proletariat-the creator
of a new, communist society" (V. I. Lenin, Collected Works Vol. 21,
Moscow, .P· 48). Written by Marx and Engels as the program'me of the
Communist League, the Manifesto was first published in London in February 1848.
This ~ook includes two chapters from the Manifesto: "Bourgeois and
Proletarians" and "Proletarians and Communists".
p. 84 ·

s9

40

·~:;;
.
.

•

Reference is to the heroic uprising of the Paris workers of June 23-26,
1848, which was suppressed by the French bourgeoisie with extreme brutality. This insurrection was the first great civil war between the proletariat and the bourgeoisie.
·
p. 106
The Holy Alliance-a reactionary association of European monarchs
founded in 1815 by tsarist Russia, Austria and Prussia to suppress
revolutionary movements in separate countries and to preserve there the
feudal monarchies.
p. 108

. '

Engels refers to the petty-bourgeois socialist Louis Blanc. an~ the worker
Albert (Alexandre Martin) who represented the prol_etariat in ~he bourgeois Provisional Government of the French republic, formed in February 1848.
p. 114
The Imperial ·Regency elected by the Frankfurt National Assembly on
June 6, 1849 was made up of 5 representatives of the I:eft wing in the
National Assembly and of liberals. Its attempt to consolidate even some
of the gains of the 1848-49 Germa_n revolution through_ Parliament was
a failure; on June 18, 1849 the National Assembly was dissolved. p. 115
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In his work Revolution and Counter-Revolution in Germany Engels reviews
the results of the German revolution of 1848-49 and gives a deep analysis
of its premises, basic stages of development and the stand taken by various classes and parties from the point of view of 11istorical materialism.
The excerpts included in this book set forth some of the most important
propositions of historical materialism, among them, the need to analyse
the economic basis of society in order to be able to understand history
and the history of social ideas; natural occurrence of revol11tions as the
expression of urgent needs and requirements of peoples which cannot be
satisfied under the obsolete social and political systems; the fundamental principles of Marx's teaching on armed uprising.
p. 116
In partibus infidelium (literally, in the country of the infidels)-an addition to the title of Catholic bishops appointed to a purely nominal diocese in non-Christian countries. This expression is frequently used in
Marx's and Engels's writings to describe various emigre governments
formed abroad in disregard of the real situation in a country.
p. 11.6

43

The Eighteenth Brumaire of Louis Bonaparte is written on the basis of .
a concrete analysis of the revolutionary events in France from 1848 to
1851. In it Marx gives a further elaboration of the basic tenets of historical materialism-the theory of the class struggle and the proletarian
revolution, the state and the dictatorship of the proletariat. Marx continues his analysis of the question of the peasantry as an ally of the working class in the coming revolution, outlines the role of political parties
in the life of society and also the attitude of political and literary representatives of a particular class to their class.
p. 120

44

Brumaire-a month in the French republican calendar. The Eighteenth
Brumaire (November 9), 1799-the day on which a coup d'etat took place
which resulted in the establishment of Napoleon Bonaparte's military
dictatorsl1ip. By "the second edition of the eighteenth Brumaire'' !11arx
means the coup d'etat of Louis Bonaparte of December 2, 1851. p. 120
On December 10, 1848, Louis Bonaparte was elected President of the
French Republic by plebiscite.
p. 122

45

•a The expression "to sigh for the flesh-pots of Egypt'' is taken from the
biblical legend according to which during the exodus of the Israelites
from Egypt the faint-hearted among them wished they had died in
slavery, when they sat by the flesl1-pots of Egypt, rather than have to undergo their present trials and suffer from hunger on their way thro11gh
the "'astes.
p. i22
47
Hie Rhodus, hie salta! (Here is Rhodes, leap herel)-the words taken
from a fable by Aesop about a swaggerer who claimed that he could produce witnesses to prove that he had once made a remarkable leap in
Rhodes, to which he received the reply: "Why cite witnesses if it is true?
I-Iere is Rhodes, leap here!'' In other words, "Show us right here what you
can do!''·
/Jere is the rose, here dance!-the paraphrase of the preceding quotation
(1:\hodes, in Greek, also means "rose''), used by Hegel in the preface to
his work Grundl.inien der Philosophie des Rechts (Principles of the Philosophy of Right).
p. 123
48
See Note 36.
p. 124
49

Here l\farx refers to the peculiarity of the bourgeois revolution when the
bourgeoisie is already an anti-people's, counter-revolutionary force, and
the proletariat is too weak to prevent the offensive of the counterrevolution.
p. 124
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110

Peter Schlemihl-the hero of a story of the same name by Adalbert von
Chamisso. Schlemihl sold l1is shadow for a magic purse.
p. 125

51

Sl1akespeare, Hamlet, act I, scene 5.

52

Cevennes-a mountainous region of the Languedoc Province in Frai;ice
where an uprising of p~asants took pla?e in 1702-05. The revolt, which
began as a protest against the persecut10~ .of Protestants, assum~d an
openly anti-feudal character. Separate r1s1ngs of peasants continued
until 1715.
.
l'endee-the region in Western F~ance where a counter-r.evolut1on~ry
uprising of peasants tool• place during the !~ench bourgeois revolu.ti,on
of the end of the eighteenth century. The uprising was led by the nobility
and clergy.
p. 131

03

Rheinische Zeitung fiir Politik, Handel und f!ewerbe ~Rheni~h Gazette
for Politics Commerce and Industry)-a daily published in Cologne
from J anua~y 1, 1842 to Marc~ _31, 1~43. It was founded by represen.tatives of the Rhenish bourgeoisie which was opposed to the Prussian
monarchy. In April 1842 Marx began to contribute. to th~ newspaper and
in October of the same year he became one of its editors.
.
Under Marx's editorship the ne,vspaper began to assume a revolu~1?n
ary-democratic character. The Prussia? government adopted a dec1s10~
to close it down on April 1, 1843. In view of the newspaper shareholders
intention to make the Rheinische Zeitung more moderate and thus s~cure
the annulment of the government's decision, Marx announced his retirement from the newspaper on March 7, 1843.
p. 136

54'

55

56

o7

68
59

p. 128

Reference is to Marx's articles, "Verhandlungen .des 6. rheini~~h~,n Landtags. Dritter Artikel. Debatten iiber das Holzdiebstahlgesetz ( Debates
of the Sixth Rhenish Landtag. Article 3. Debates over the Law on the
Stealing of Wood") and "Rechtfertigung des Korrespondenten von der
Mosel•• ("Vindication of the Moselle Correspondent'').
P· 137
Allgemeine Zeitung (General Journal)-a Germ.an re_actionary daily
founded in 1798; from 1810 to 1882 it was publis~ed in Augs~urg. In
1842 it carried articles distorting the ideas of utopian communis~ and
socialism. This was exposed by Marx in f.is articl~ "Der Kommun1smus
und die Augsburger A llgemeine Zeitung'' ( Communism_ and the Augsburg
A llgemeine Zeitung'').
P· 137
p. 137
See Note 10.

Reference is to Engels's first economic wo~k "Umrisse. ~u einer Kritik
der Nationalokonomie•• (Outline of a Critique of Political Economy).
p. 138
Reference is to 1'he German Ideology by Marx and Engels.
Reference is to Marx's Wage Labour and Capital.

P· 139
p. 139

so Neue Rheinische Zeitung-a daily published i1!- Cologne from Jun~ 1,
1848 tQ May 19, 1849. Marx was its editor. In spite of all ~he persecutions
and harassment by the police it staunch~y defended the interests of revolutionary democracy and the proletariat ..The newspaper. cease.d publication as a result of Marx's exile from. Prussia and a campaign of represp. 139
sions organised against its other editors.
a1

Ne -York Dailii Tribune-a progressive bourgeois newspaper published
fro: 1841 to 1924. Marx and Engels contributed to it from August 1851.
to March 1862.
P· 139
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63
64

65

NOTES

The article "Point of View of Karl Marx's Politico-Economic Crit" ·
was written by I. I. Kaufman.
icism"
p.
141
See pp. 136-38 of this book.
p. 141
Reference is to the German philosophers Buchner, Lange, Diihri·n~,
Fechner and others.
p. 1 3
This refers to the sharp decline, beginning in the late fifteenth c t
of the role of Genoa, Venice and other North-Italian cities in transftnt url,
due to th~ ~reat geographical discoveries of those days: the discoverra 0
Cuba, Haiti ~nd the Bahamas, the continent of North America, they
routes to. India around the southern extremity of Africa and fi lr'a
the continent of South America.
'
' p~a 1[8

f

66

67

68

69

70

11

On the question of primi~iv_e accumulation see also in this Part (VIII)
Chap~er XXVII. Expropriation of th~ A~icultural Population from the
rand, Chapter XXVIII. Bloody Legislation Against the Expropriated ·
rom. the End of the 15th Century. Forcing Down of Wages by Acts 0 i
Parliament; Cha_pter XXIX. _Genesis of the Capitalist Farmer; Cha _ .
tefr XXX. Reaction of the Agricultural Revolution on Industry. Creati!n
o the Home Market for Industrial Capital and Chapter XXXI Genes·
of the Industrial Capitalist.
'
· p. 14:

73

Marx refers to the editorial which appeared in the N orddeutsche A llgemeine Zeitung (North German General Newspaper), official organ of the
Bismarck government, on March 20, 1875. It stated with regard to the
draft Programme of the Social-Democratic Party of Germany that "SocialDemocratic agitation had in many respects become more prudent'' and
that "it was repudiating the International''.
p. 168

1r.

Reference is to Lange's book Die Arbeiter/rage in ihrer Bedeutung fur
Gegenwart und Zukunft (The Labour Question at Present and in Future),
Duisburg, 1865, S. 144-61, 180.
p. 168
L'Atelier-a monthly magazine published in Paris from 1840 to 1850.
It was the organ of artisans and workers of Christian socialist sympathies.
p. 170

<B

77

1•

1•

f?ritique of th~ Gotha I_'rogramme, written by Marx in 1875, contains crit-

ical remarks in relat10.n to the draft programme of a United Workers'
~arty of G~r~any. This draft suffered from serious mistakes and concessions of principle to Lassalleanism. Marx and Engels approved the idea
of fo1;1.nd1n_g a united socialist party of Germany but opposed the comtromise with Lass~lleans on the qu~stions of theory. In this work Marx
ormulated maf!-Y _ideas on ~he maJor issues of scientific communism,
sue~ as the soc_i~list revoluti~n, ~he dictatorship of the proletariat, the
period o! trans.ition from capitalism to communism, the two phases of
c~mmun1~t ~ociety, the pr_odl!-ction and distribution of social product
~ der so.c1al1~m, and the principal features of communism, on proletarian
internationalism and the party of the working class.
p. 159
71

1&

C. Pecqueur, Theorie nouvelle d' economie sociale et politique ou Etud
sur l'organisa.tion. des societes (New Theory of Social and Political Econ~~
my or Investigation of the Organisation of Societies), Paris, 1842, p. 435.
.
p. 149
Ma~~ evidently refers to A Prize Essay on the Comparative Merits of Competition and Cooperation, London, 1834. .
p. 154
Engels ironically refers here to the expression "the flesh-pots of Egypt''
(see Note 46).
p. 155
Ref er~nce is
. to t h e 1872 government reform in Prussia according
. to which
hlereditary rower of the landowner in his estate was abolished and some
e ements o .l~cal self-government introduced, such as elected elders in
the communities, county councils under the Landrats, etc.
p. 157

See p. 93 of this book.
p. 166
i'i!1e
frat .of Berlin'' is obviously an ironical reference to Hasselmann,
e c 1e editor of the Neuer Sozial-Demokrat the central organ of the
Lassa11ean General Association of German Workers. The trend of the
~e~hpab~r fully refl~cted. the Lassalleans' policy of adapting themselves
· 0 e ismarck regime in Germany and flirting with the ruling classes.
p. 167
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Reference is to the 1873 economic crisis which was very profound and
spread to Austria, Germany, U.S.A., Great Britain, France, Holland,
Belgium, Italy, Russia and other countries.
p. 176
Engels's Socialism: Utopian and Scientific consists of three chapters from
Anti-Duhring, which were rewritten by Engels for the express purpose
of providing the workers with a popular exposition of the Marxist teaching
as an integral world outlook.
Engels points out the fundamental difference between scientific socialism and utopian socialism, remarks on the latter's role in history and
its weaknesses, and goes on to reveal the sources of scientific socialism.
He shows that it was solely thanks to Marx's two great discoverieshis elaboration of the materialist conception of history and the creation
of the theory of surplus-value-that socialism was given a scientific basis.
In the last chapter Engels proves that the main contradiction of capitalism-the contradiction between the social character of production
and the private character of appropriation-can be done away with only
through a proletarian revolution. This book includes part of the second,
p. 179
and the third chapter.
Chartism-the first mass movement of the working class, which took

place in Britain in the 1830s-1840s. The Chartists drafted a petition to
be submitted to Parliament (People's Charter), which demanded universal suffrage, the abolition of the land property qualification for a
seat in Parliament, etc., and fought for these demands. Mass rallies and
demonstrations involving millions of workers and artisans continued
to be staged for many years throughout the country. Parliament rejected the People's Charter and all the petitions of the Chartists. The government launched a campaign of. brutal repressions against the Chartists
and arrested their leaders.
Though the movement was suppressed it exerted a great influence on
the development of the international working-class movement. p. 179
Reference is to the wars of the 17th and 18th centuries between the biggest European countries for a hegemony in trade with India and America and for colonial markets. First, the main rivals were Britain and Holland, tlie Anglo-Dutch wars of 1652-54, 1664-67 and 1672-74 being typical
commercial wars; subsequently a decisive struggle developed between
Britain and France, with Britain emerging the victor. At the end of the
18th century she commanded almost the whole of the world trade. p. 187
p. 188
Karl Marx, Capital, Vol. I, Moscow, 1965, pp. 435-87.
p. 188
Karl Marx, Capital, Vol. I, Moscow, 1965, p. 462.
p. 188
Karl Marx, Capital, Vol. I, Moscow, 1965, p. 645.
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84

See Ch. Fourier. Oeuvres completes, t. VI, Paris, 1845, pp. 393-94. p. 189
85 Th~ Royal M arit_ime Company (Seehandlung)-a commercial an
.
founded 1n Prussia in 1772. It enjoyed important
credit
pr1v1leges and granted large loans to the Prussian governme~t rnment
s F
l •
.
· p. 191
ree peop e s state was in the 1870s a programme demand and
·
uh~d sllogan of the German Social-Democrats. For a Marxist cri:ic~1dely
t is s ?gan see part IV of Marx's Critique of the Gotha Pro ra ism of
Engels s Letter to A. Behel, March 18-28, 1875. See also L~ni~'~e and
Th~ State and Revolution, Chapter I, § 4 (p. 536 of this book). p~fg~

so?1~ty

ov~

101

• 02

\

~ 7 T/1~

refers to .the reform of the electoral law which was passed by the H
o ommons in 1831 and was finally endorsed by the Hoiise of Lordou~e
8
J.une 1832. T_he refo~m opened the way to Parliament for the re res in
t1v~s. of the 1ndustr1al bourgeoisie. The proletariat and the pefty bntage?1s1e, who we~e the main force in the struggle for the reform
odrce1ved by the liberal bourgeoisie and were not granted electo;al~~:ht::

ss B.

.
p. 200
fib~. The Second Book of Moses, Chapter 20, verse 15; The Fifth Book
o
oses, Chapter 5, verse 19.
p. io3

103

89

Karl Marx, Capital, Vol. I, Moscow, 1965, pp. 59-60.
p. 206
Karl Marx, Capital, Vol. I, Moscow, 1965, p. 60
.
p. 208
Personal Equati~n-a constant or systematic deviation from an assumed
correct observational result depending on personal qualities of the ob-server or the method used.
G
.. .
p. 209
cy.cl:p·ae~laHoegfelp, hf!lnzyklhopadlie d~r philosophischen Wissenschaften (En1 osop 1ca Sciences)-, § 147.
p. 209
Quoted from Juvenal, poet and satirist of Ancient Rome.
p. 214

104
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95

Karl Marx, Capital, Vol. I, Moscow, 1965, pp. 583-84.
p. ;!16
Quot~d from the New Year Address of Frederick w·11·
IV to the
1
Prussian army on January 1, 1849.
iam
p. 223

96

Karl Marx, Capital, Vol. I, Moscow, 1965, p. 751.

97

Engels's book Ludwig Feuerbach and the End of Classical German Phi~S~P~!f lxpoun~s ~ystematically the fundamentals of dialectical and
is 011~a mater1al1sm and reveals the attitude of Marxism to its phii~~?phica} ic-edecessor s, ~egel a_nd Feuerbach, the prominent represenerman c1ass1cal philosophy
1ves o
m:fthe. h ? 0k includes the part of the w~rk which deals with historical
er1a 1ism.
p. 228

Quoted from Hobbes's Preface to his book De Cive, written in Paris
in 1642. At first it was circulated as a manuscript and was publisl1ed in
Amsterdam in 1647.
p. 247
Declaration of the Rights of Man and Citizen was adopted by the French
Constituent Assembly in 1789. It expounded the political principles of
a new, bourgeois system and was incorporated in the French Co11stitution
of 1791. The J acobins used tl1is declaration as a basis \vhen formulating
their own version of the Declaration of the Rights of Man and Citizen
in 1793. The National Conventior1 included this Declaration as an introduction into the first republican Constitution of_ 1793.
p. 247

Here and elsewl1ere Engels implies not only the Code civil adopted under
Napoleon I in 1804 and well-known as the Code Napoleon but the entire
system of bourgeois law as represented by five codes (civil, civil procedure, commercial, criminal and criminal procedure) promulgated in
1804-10 under Napoleon Bonaparte. These codes were introduced in the
\vestern and south-western parts of Germar1y, seized by Napoleonic
l:<'ra11ce, and continued to operate in the Rhine l~rovince even after it
was ceded to Prussia in 1815.
p. 248
Note 87.
.
p. 249
106 See
107 Reference is to the Bill repealing the Corn Laws which was adopted by
British Parliament in June 1846.
For the Corn Laws see Note 23.
p. 249
'" 8 The People's Charter, \Vhich contained the-demands of the Chartists, was
published on l\1ay 8, 1838 in tl1e form of a bill to be submitted to Parliament. I.t consisted of six clauses, namely, universal suffrage (for men
over 21), annual elections to Parliament, secret ballot, equal constituencies, abolition of property qualifications for candidates for Parliament,
and salaries for M.P.s. The Chartists presented three petitions to Parliament to this effect, but tl1ey \Vere rejected in~1839, 1842 and 1849
respectively.
For tl1e Anti-Corn Law League see Note 23.
p. 2.50
109 Brother Jonathan-a collective nickname given by the English to the
Nortl1 Americans during the war waged by the English colonies in
America for indeper1dence (1775-83).
p. 250
110 Revivalism-a movement in Protestantism, which appeared in the first
half of the 18th century in England and later spread to North America.

•0•

p. 224

¥iieTI7· i~eVi~~eibVohle.s~ng(~n fiber die Philosophie der Geschichte Zweiter
t
S .
sc nr
ectures on the Philosophy of History Part
wo. ect1on two)· The book was first published in Berlin in 1837.
230
9D The Co
.
Bishopsu~fz·1 thef N.
R zcaea-~h e .fi rst ecumenical
council of the Christian
in the t
. oman .mpi~e, convened by Emperor Constantine I
called ~~n of N1caea (Asia Minor) in 325. The Council adopted the soChurch) 1~hne Creed, (the main p~inciples of the Orthodox Christian
the state. e non-acceptance of which was punished as a crime against
p. 235
ioo which
A lbigenses
· d f rom t h e town of Albi)-a religious sect
·
\Vas (the
activname
· · 1· s d errve
the 12th ~nd 13~1 In thte t?wns of Southern France and Northern Italy in
· 1 cen urres. The sect opposed the rich Catholic rituale-

and the Church hierarchy and expressed in a religious form the protest
of urban merchants and handicraftsmen against feudalism.
p. 235
The 1688 coup d'etat res11lted in the deposition and exile of James II
and the establishment of a constitutional monarchy in 1689. William
of Orange, the Statthalter of the Republic of Holland, was proclaimed
King of Great Britain.
p. 236
Wars of the Roses-a dynastic struggle in England (1455-1485) between
the feudal Houses of Lancaster and York, the name beir1g derived from
their emblems, the red and the white rose respectively. The Yorks were
s11pported by a section of big feudal landowners from the southern, more
economically fleveloped part of the country and also by the knighthood
and the tow11speople, while the Lancasters were backed by the feudal
aristocracy fr(1m the northern counties. The wars culminated in an almost
complete wi pi11g out of the ancient feudal families and in the rise to
power of a new dynasty, that of the Tudors, wl10 set up an absolute
monarchy in the country.
p. 246
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p.

'
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Its adh~ren~s soug~t.to strengthen and widen ~h.e influence of Christianit ,.;;}
by. delivering religious sermons and organising new communities
i~' .
believers.
p. 250 ,(:;·
'' .
111 The Second Parliamentary Reform was introduced in ~ngland in 1867 i,'.'
under mass pressure of the labour movement. An active. part in this :c:r.
movemei;it for the reform was played by the General Council of the First. ,f1;
International. The reform more than doubled the number of electora ·'''.
and granted the franchise also to a section of skilled workers. p. 25l :f~~;
112
The Third Parl~amentary !1-ef?rm was introduced in England in 1884 under '.:~'
mass pressure .in i;iral districts. The refor:r:i granted the same franchise"··'(
to the population in the rural boroughs which the Reform of 1867 estabo •::·~.
lished for town boroughs (see Note 111). However, even after the third ,,~
refor~ considerable sections of the population, such as th~ rural pro- .'',l~~·
letar1at and the urban poor, and also all women, were disfranchised ',11 1~1
Secret ballot was introduced in 1872.
p. 2si ..c.:::;~
'."''",113 Katheder-Socialism (socialism of the chair)-a tre~d in b?urg~ois ideol.,. i~i·
ogy between the 1870s and 1880s. Its representatives, primarily profes- '41\Q
sors of German universities, preached bourgeois reformism in the guise"~' .
of socialism from the university chairs. They (A. Wagner, L. Brentano '\' ·,
W .. Somba~t and others) claimed t_hat the stat~ was a supra-class insti! :~1f
!ut1on, wh1c~ 'Yas a~le to ~ec~nc1.le the hos!1le classes and gr:idually ~~~~i
1ntr?du~e socialism w1t~ou~ infringing o_n the_ interests of th~ capitalists. ~~,;
Their aim was to organise insurance against sickness and accident, adopt 01 ~>,:.
some factory acts, etc., and thus to distract the workers from the class ·:.ir. "c
struggle.
p. 252 1;;; ,;·
114
Ritualism-a trend in the Church of England which appeared in th• ·~1 '.11 _
1830s. Its adherents campaigned for the I:estoration of Catholic rituals ·)! ' i1
(hence its name) and certain Catholic dogmas in the Anglican Church~ ~·.. ,:
. ·<•I
253
.
p.
' ... :'·•:.· :'.i
115 Engels's Introduction to The Class Struggles in France, 1848 to 1859 ·, :,\
by Marx was written for a separate publication of the work in Berlin ji(.j
. 1895 .
" ·.
Ill
._,·:;r·tBefore the introduction was published, the Executive of the German .. )i ·'
Social-Democratic Party insistently urged Engels to tone down the •1 ;:
"over-revolutionary'' spirit of the work and make it more prudent. Al- ·x 'I
though Engels criticised the position of the party's leadership, he never- ·:' Jj.
theless a_greed to d~lete some passages in the pr?ofs. and ~hanl:'(e some ~'
formulations. (Details on these changes and deletions are given in foot- ,.,, .·~
n<>tes. The existing proofs with these changes and the actual manuscriSt !:' j

J

'

•

118

119
120

' ,,, "' .,.. I'

•

Democracy, relying on this abridged introduction, tried to present .::r.
Engels as a champion of a peaceful assumption of power by the working ~·~~
class, peaceful under any circumstances, as a worshipper of "legality ·~~.
quand meme''. Engels indignantly protested against such an interpre~;
ta ti on of his introduction and insisted on its publication in the N eue 'it
Zeit in full. Still, it was published in that journal also in its abridged '•:
form.
.· .
The unabridged text of Engels's introduction was published for the · :r
first time in the Soviet Union in 1930.
p. 255
..
See Note 60.
p. 255
.(.
'.-'\.;
N eue Rheinische Zeitung. Politisch-okotiomische Revue (New Rhenish
\,1·~:
..
Gazette: Politico-Economic Review)-a journal founded by Marx and
;'.-;·
Engels in December 1849 and published by them until November 1850,
' ' '.'!~
' '> ' .
the theoretical and political organ of the Communist League. The journal
'
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1 22
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·-·.Y:

.,

\~

_,

" '- ·-! '

ceased to exist because of police persecutions in Germany and due to
p. 256
lack of funds.
Reference is to government subsidies which Enge s ironically names
after the estate in Sachsenwald (Saxon Wood) near Hamburg, granted
to Bismarck by Emperor William I.
p. 259
See Note 42.
p. 259
The reference is to the two monarchist parties of the French bourgeoisie
of the first half of the nineteenth century, the Legitimists and Orleanists.
Legitimists-the adherents of the "legitimate•• senior branch of the
Bourbon dynasty overthrown in 1792, which represented the interests
of the big landed nobility. In 1830, after that dynasty was again overthrown, the Legitimists formed a political party.
Orleanists-supporters of the Dukes of Orleans, a cadet branch of the
Bourbon dynasty that came to power during the July revolution of
1830 and was overthrown by the revolution of 1848. They represented
the interests of the finance aristocracy and the big bourgeoisie.
During the Second Republic (1848-1851) the Legitimists and Orleanists
formed the nucleus of the united conservative Party of Order. p. 261
During the reign of Napoleon III, France took part in the Crimean war
(1854-55), waged war with Austria on account of Italy (1859), participated together with Britain in the wars against China (1856-58 and
1860), began the conquest of Indo-China (1860-61), organised. an expedition to Syria (1860-61) and Mexico (1862-67), and finally, in 1870-71,
fought against Prussia.
p. 261
The German Confederation, formed by the Vienna Congress on June 8,
1915, was an association of feudal absolutist German states; it helped
to prolong the political and economic disunity of Germany.
p. 262

a As a result of Prussia's victory in the Franco-Prussian war of 1870-71
there appeared a German Empire, which did not include Austriahence the name "little German empire''. Defeat of Napoleon III served
as an impetus for a revolution in France, which overthrew Louis Bonaparte and established a republic on September 4, 1870.
p. 262

12 4

125

The reference is to the 5,000 million franc indemnity paid to Germany
by France after her defeat in the Franco-Prussian war of 1870-71. p. 263
The franchise was introduced by Bismarck in 1866 for the elections to the
North-German Reichstag and in 1871 for the elections to the Reichstag
p. 264
of the united German Empire.

12 6

Engels is quoting the preamble, written by Marx, to the programme of
the French Workers' Party adopted at a congress in Havre in 1880.
.
p. 264

12 1

On September 4, 1870, the government of Louis Bonapa!te was overthrown
by the revolutionary masses and a republic proclaimed.
On October 31, 1870, the Blanquists made an unsuccessful attempt at
an insurrection against the Government of National Defence.
p. 267
The battle of Wagram tool{ place on July 5-6, 1809, during the AustroFrench war of 1809. The French troops led by Napoleon Bonaparte
defeated the Austrian army of Archduke Charles.
The battle of Waterloo took place on June 18, 1815. Napoleon was defeated. The battle was of decisive importance in the 1815 campaign:
it predestined the final victory of the anti-Napoleonic coalition of European Powers and the fall of the empire of Napoleon Bonaparte. p. 268
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Engels refers to the long struggle that was waged between the Dukes and
nobility in Mecklenburg-Schwerin and Mecklenburg-Strelitz, which
resulted in the signing of the Constit11tional Treaty in Rostock, in 1755
on the 11ereditary rights of the nobility. The treaty confirmed the nobil:
ity's former freedoms and privileges and secured their leading role in
the Landtags, which were organised on the social estate principle It
also exempted half of their land from taxes, fixed taxes on trade ~nd
ha11dicrafts and determined their contribution to state expenditure.
p. 269
Reference is to the incorporation of the kingdom of Hanover, the province Hesse-Cassel and the duchy of Nassau into Prussia in 1866 as
a result of Prussia's victory in tl1e war against Austria and small German states in 1866.
p. 270

131

i\nnenkov wrote to Marx on November 1, 1846 about Proudhon's book
"To tell the truth, the plan of the work seems to me rather the figment
of a man who has managed to survey a tiny bit of German philosophy
tl1an the necessary outcome of the analysis and logical development of
a definite theme.
p. 273

132

Reference is to Critique of Politics and Economics, a work Marx planned
to write.
p. 283
Here Marx refers to the first chapter ("Commodities and Money") in
the first German edition of Capital, Volume I. In the second and the
following German editions of this volume Part I corresponds to this - ·
chapter (see Capital, Vol. I, Moscow, 1965, pp. 35-145).
p. 285

133

134

136
1.36

137

138

~39

1·10
141

-1~2

143

144
145

David Ricardo, On the Principles of Political Economy, and Taxation,
London, 1821, p. 479.
.
p. 285
Quoted from I-Iobbes's De Give and Leviathan, Ch. XIII-XIV.
p. 288

14 6
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Reference is to G. Giilich's Geschichtliche Darstellung des Handels, der
Gewerbe und des A ckerbaus der bedeutendsten If andeltreibenden Staaten
unserer Zeit (Historical Description of Trade, Industry and Agriculture

of the Most Important Commercial States of Our Time).
147

14 8

p. 308

Frederick Engels, Ludwig Feuerbach and the End of Classical German
Philosophy.
·
p. 308
At t?e end of 189~ the magazine Russkoye. Bo.gatstvo, the rallying centre
of liberal N arodn1ks, and other N arodn1k Journals came out against
Marxism. They carried articles distorting Marx's teaching on societv
revolution and socialism.
•'
Lenin's book What the "Friends of the People" A re and How They Fight
the Social-Democrats played the major part in the ideological rout of
tl1e Narodniks.
In 11is book Lenin exposed the tl1eoreticians of Narodism as idealists
rejecting the objective nature of social development and the decisive
role of the masses in history. In juxtaposition, Lenin placed the materialist conception of social life. He set forth Marx's teaching on society, and
showed tl1at the course of history was determined by the objective laws
of development, the main motive force of social development being tl1e
people, the classes and their struggle.
p. 313

1 49

l&o

Reference is to N. K. Mikhailovsky's article "Karl Marx Being Tried
by Y. Zhukovsky", published in the magazine Otechestvenniye Zapiski
No. 10, October 1877.
p. 314
See Karl Marx, Capital, Vol. I, Moscow, 1965, Preface to the first Gern1an edition, p. 10.
p. 315

15 1

Reference is to Marx's A Criticism of Hegel's Philosophy of Right, written
in the summer of 1843.
p. 317

15 2

The book referred to is Die Geschichtsphilosophie H egels und der H egelianer
bis aztf Marx und JI artmann (The Philosopl1y of History of Hegel and the
Hegelians up to Marx and Hartmann).
p. 290

Quoted from tl1e preface to A Contribution to the Critique of Political
Economy (see pp. 137-38 of this book).
p. 317

t53

Contrat social-one of the chief works of Jean-Jacques Rousseau, pub-

M. 'V"irth, "Outrages in Respect of Hegel and Persecution of Him in
Co11tem porary Germany".
p. 290
In 11is letter to Engels of August 16, 1890, Boenigk, \Vho intended to read
a lecture on socialism, asked Engels to answer him wl1ether it was possible and advisable to effect socialist transformations, considering the
tl1en existing differences in education, level of consciousness, etc., among
the various classes of society.
·
p. 292

1 64

p. 300
See Note 105.
p. 301
See Note 101.
Frederick Engels, Ludwig Feuerbach and the End of Classical German
p. 302
Philosophy (see pp. 228-37 of tl1is book).
For the chapter on the working day see Karl Marx, Capital, Vol. I, MosCO\V, 1965, pp. 231-302 and for tl1e Chapter 24, entitled "The So-called
Primitive Accumulation" see ibid., pp. 713-64.
p. 302
The reference is to Barth's Die Geschichtsphilosophie H egels und der
p. 302
JI egelianer bis au/ Marx und Hartmann.
p. 302
Reference is to Capital, Volume III.
See Note 143.

p. 303

15 5

lished in 1762. Its main idea is that every social system should be the
result of a free agreement. Fundamentally idealistic though it was, the
"social contract'' theory, advanced on the eve of the French bourgeois
revolution of the eighteenth century, played a revolutionary role. It
expressed the demand for bourgeois equality, the abolition of the privileges of tl1e feudal estates, and the establishment of a bourgeois republic.
p. 318
See I\arl Marx, Capital, Vol. I, Moscow, 1965, p. 373.
p. 323
Reference is to Karl Marx's letter to the editorial board of "Otechestvcnniye Zapiski" (see Marx and Engels, Selected Correspondence, Moscow, 1965, pp. 311-13).
p. 323

15 6

See F. Engels, Anti-Duhring. Herr Eugen Duhring's Revolution in Science
(l-'art I. Political Econ9my. Chapter One. Subject Matter and Method),
p. 324
Moscow 7 1969, p. 181.

157

The German I deolog11 was written jointly by Marx and Engels in 1845

and 1846. (For the 1st chapter of the work see pp. 75-76 of this book).
The characterisation of The German Ideology given by Engels is taken
from the Preface to Ludwig Feuerbach and the End of Classical German
Philosophy (see Marx and Engels, Selected Works, Vol. 3, Moscow, 1970,
p. 336).
p. 324
45-1087
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158 See F. Eng~ls, Preface to the first German edition of The Origin of ~("
159

Family, Private Property and the State (see Marx and Engels, Selectecr"tf
Works, Vol. 3, Moscow, 1970, p. 192).
p. 32$.'
The fief (pomestye) system-the specific form of feudal landownershi <','

that arose an_d became established in Russia in the fi_fteenth, and Parti:
ularly the sixteenth century. The fief lands, considered the property ·
of the feuda_l state, were distributed by the government aJ??ng th08la
who served in the army or at court. The fief was the cond1t1onal a.I'
tempor_ary propert y of the no~lem~n who _had re~dered these serviCQ;c•;
Follo\v1ng Peter I 1 s ukase on 1nher1tance, issued 1n 1714, the fief cnct .
and for all became the private property of the landed nobility. p. 32l .
"'
The First International-The International Working Men's Associatio1'....;:
.•

160

17~
173

17 4

17 5

'

tl1e fi~st internatioi;al orga?isation of t~e proletaria~, founded by Kad,
Marx 1!1 _1864 at an international workers . conference 1i; Londo!! conve~/.
by Br1t1sh and French workers. The First International directed th& .·
economic and political struggle of the workers in different countriea
and strengthened the bonds of solidarity between them. It played
tremendous part in disseminating Marxism, in introducing socialiSlll.
into the working-class movement.
·
After the defeat of the Paris Commune the working class was faced ·
with the task of organising national mass parties based on the prin- ·
ciples advanced by the First International. " ... As I view European conditions", Marx wrote in 1873, "it is quite useful to let the formal orga- .·
nisation of the International recede into the background for the time . ·
being" (see Marx and Engels, Selected Correspondence, Moscow, 1965~
p. 286). In 1876, at a conference held in Philadelphia, the First Interna:..
tional was officially dissolved.
p. 331 .
161 J,enin uses the name of V. Burenin, a contributor to the reactionary paper
Novoye Vremya (New Times), as a synonym for dishonest methods of
controversy.
p. 331
16 2 Novoye Vremya (New Times)-a daily paper that appeared in St. Peters•
burg from 1868 to 1917. At first it was moderately liberal, but from
1876 it became the organ of reactionary circles among the aristocracy
and the bureaucracy. Lenin called N ovoye Vremya a typical example of
the venal press.
p. 333
163 See F. Engels, Preface to the first eclition of The Origin of the Family,
Private Property and thefState (Marx and Engels, Selected Works, Vol. 3J
Mosco,v, 1970, p. 191).
p. 33:>
164 See Karl Marx, Capital, Vol. I, Moscow, 1965, p. 13.
p. 336
1 65 See Note 166.
p. 336
166 See Marx's letter to Ruge, Kreuznach, September 1843 (Letters from ·
Deutsch-Franzosische J ahrbiicher).
p. 336
167 See F. Engels, Anti-Diihring (First Part. Philosophy. Chapter Thirteen .
Dialectics. Negation of the Negation), Moscow, 1969, pp. 155-70. p. 338
16 8 l/estnik Yevropy (European Messenger)-a monthly historico-political
and literary journal, liberal bourgeois in trend; appeared in St. Petersburg from 1866 to 1918.
p. 339
169 The autl1or of the article was Professor I. I. Kaufman of St. Petersbu r~
University.
p. 33
17 Further on in the text (on pp.~342-46 of this book) V. I. Lenin cites an
extract from Engels's Anti-Diihring (see F. Engels, Anti-Diihring, Mo sz
CO\V, 1969, pp. 155-61).
P· 34

a

171

1 '6
1 77

178

179
180
181
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See Karl Marx, Capital, Vol. I, Moscow, 1965, p. 78.
p. 344
See Karl Marx, Capital, Vol. I, Moscow, 1965, pp. 761-64.
p. 344
Reference is to the Afterword to the second edition of Volume I of Marx's
Capital.
p. 346
Otechestvenniye Zapiski (Fatherland Notes)-a literary political magazine
published in St. Petersburg from 1820. The magazine was continually
harassed by the censors, and in April 1884 was closed down b)' the tsarist government.
p. 347
Reference is to the following theses formulated by Marx and Engels in
the Manifesto of the Communist Party: "The theoretical conclusions of
the Communists are in no way based on ideas and principles that have
been invented, or discovered, by this or that would-be universal reformer.
"They merely express, in general terms, actual relations springing
from an existing class struggle, from a historical movement going on
under our very eyes'' (see p. 95 of this book).
p. 350
See F. Engels, Anti-Diihring (Part One. Philosophy. Chapter Nine. Morality and Law. Eternal Truths), Moscow, 1969, p. 113.
p. 351
Reference is to the socialism of the Narodniks.
N arodism-an ideological and political trend in Russia, which arose
in the sixties and seventies of the nineteenth century. The Narodniks
denied the leading role of the working class in the revolutionary movement and erroneously believed that a socialist revolution could be accomplished by the petty proprietor, the peasant. They regarded t11e
village commune, which was actually a survival of feudalism and serfdom
in the Russian countryside, as the embryo of socialism. Their socialism
was not based on the real development of society; it was merely a phrase,
a dream, a pious wish.
Striving to rouse the peasants to the struggle against autocracy, tl1e
Narodniks went to the villages, "among the people" (narod means people,
hence their name), but they did not meet support there.
In the eighties and nineties they began to reconcile themselves to
tsarism; they expressed the interests of the kulaks and carried on a relentless struggle against Marxism.
p. 352
Reference is to N. K. Mikhailovsky's articles "Apropos the Russian
Edition of Karl Marx's Book'' (1872) and "Karl Marx Being Tried by
Y. Zhukovsky'' (1877).
·
p. 352
Quoted from Marx's letter to A. Ruge, dated September 1843. p. 355
p. 356
Reference is to S. N. Yuzhakov (see Name Index).
Reference is to the Emancipation of Labour group, the first Russian
Marxist group, ~ounded by G. V. Plekl;tanov in Gene_va i!1 18~3. '!he
Emancipation of Labour group played a great _part ~n d1ssem1na!1ng
Marxism in Russia, but it had no actual connection with the work1ngclass movement.
Lenin pointed out that the group "only laid the theoretical foundatior1s
for the Social-Democratic movement and took the first step towards the
working-class movement" (see V. I. Lenin, Collected Works, Vol. 20,
p. 278).
At the Second Congress of the R.S.D.L.P. held in August 1903, the
Emancipation of Labour group announced that it had ceased its activity
as a group.
p. 358
See Afterword to the second edition of Volume One of Marx's Capital
(Karl Marx, Capital, Vol. I, Moscow, 1965, p. 20).
p. 365
45*
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187

Lenin quotes from Marx's letter to A. Ruge (dated September 1843).
p. 366
The work The Economic Content of Narodism and the Criticism of It i
Mr. Struve's Book (The Refiection of Marxism in Bourgeois Literatur ')
was written by Lenin in St. Petersburg at the end of 1894 and the begi~
n~ng of 1895., In .this w~rk Len~~ continued the criticism of Narodnik
views begun in his previous writings, and gave a comprehensive criticism of legal Marxism and its ideologist P. B. Struve. He exposed their
attempts to devoid Marxism of its revolutionary content and showed that
their views were based on bourgeois objectivism which justified capitalism and glossed over the class contradictions. In connection with his
criticism of bourgeois objectivism Lenin substantiated the principle of
partyism of philosophy as a social science.
p. 367
See Karl Marx and Frederick Engels, The Eighteenth Brumaire of Louis
p. 372
Bonaparte (p. 130 of this book).
See F. Engels, Anti-Diihring, Moscow, 1969, p. 116.
p. 372
Karl Marx, Capital, Vol. I, l\1oscow, 1965, pp. 84-85, Footnote 2. p. 374

188

See Marx and Engels, Selected Works, Vol. 3, Moscow, 1970, p. 283. p. 376

183

184

185

186

189

1 90

• 91

192
193
1 94

195

196

200

socialist parties-the Lassalleans and the Eisenachers, led by Behel and
Liebknecht and ideologically influenced by Marx and Engels-became
united. The programme was eclectic and opportunistic because the Eisenachers made concessions to the Lassalleans on the most important
issues. Marx and Engels subjected the Gotha Programme to scathing criticism, considering it a retrograde step as compared with the Eisenach
Programme of 1869.
p. 384
Economism-an opportunist trend in Russian Social-Democratic movement at the end of the nineteenth and beginning of the twentieth centuries. The "economists" opposed the Social-Democrats' participation in
political struggle. They limited the tasks of the working class to an
economic struggle for higher wages and better working conditions, etc.,
asserting that political struggle against tsarism should be the business
of the liberal bourgeoisie. The "economists" were against forming an
independent political party of the working class and denied the importance of revolutionary theory in the working-class movement. p. 385

201

See Marx and Engels, Selected Works, Vol. 1, Moscow, 1969, pp. 169-71.
p. 387

202

The Exceptional Law Against the Socialists was promulgated in Germany
by Bismarck in 1878. Under this law the Social-Democratic Party, all
workers' mass organisations, and the working-class press were prohibited.
Still, the best part of the German Social-Democracy rallied round August
Behel and Wilhelm Liebknecht and carried. on the work in illegal conditions. Far from diminishing, its influence on the working-class masses
increased; at the elections to the Reichstag in 1890 almost one and a half
million electors gave their votes to Social-Democrats. The government
was compelled to annul the Exceptional Law in 1890.
p. 387

203

See Note 181.
p. 388
At the Vienna Congress of the Austrian Social-Democratic Party held
on November 2-6, 1901, a new programme was adopted in place of the
old, Hainfeld programme of 1888. The draft of the new programme made
serious concessions to Bernsteinism, thereby inviting critical comment.
Karl Kautsky, for one, criticised ~~ in his article "Die Revision des
Programms der Sozialdemokratie in Osterreich". He \vas for retaining the
theoretical section of the Hainfeld programme, since it expressed more
fully and correctly the Social-Democratic concept of general historical
development and the tasks of the working class.
p. 389
Credo-a creed, programme-the name given to the Economists' manifesto written by Y. D. Kuskova.
p. 390
The Progressist Party-a German bourgeois party founded in June 1861.
One of its programme demands was the unification of Germany under
Prussia's hegemony. The party did not support the main democratic
demands for universal suffrage, freedom of the press, associations and
assemblies for fear of a people's revolution. In 1866 the Right wing split
away from the party and formed a Party of National Liberals, which
offer{)d no resistance to the Bismarck government.
p. 391

1Vaucrary-small territorial district in the ancient Athenian Republic.
Naucraries were united in phyles. The collegium of naucrars (naucrary
chiefs) managed the finances of the Athenian State. It was the duty of
each naucrary to build, equip and man a warship and to provide two
p. 376 ·
horsemen to meet the military needs of the state.
See Marx and Engels, Selected Works, Vol. 3, Moscow, 1970, p. 280.
p. 376

See Marx and Engels, Selected Works, Vol. 2, Moscow, 1969, pp. 217-18
and Vol. I, Moscow, 1969, p. 433.
p. 376
p. 377
See F. Engels, Anti-Diihring, Moscow, 1969, p. 136.
p. 381
See Note 53.
Reference is to the Manifesto of the Communist Party written by Marx
and Engels and published in 1848.
·
p. 381
Reference is to Marx's book Zur Kritik der politischen Okonomie. Lenin
p. 382
refers here to the 1896 Russian edition of the book.
What Is To Be Done? was v.Titten by Lenin in January 1902. In this .
book, Marx's and Engel's ideas on the party as a revolutionising, guiding
and organising force of the working-class movement were substantiated
and developed as applicable to the new historical conditions. Lenin worked
out the principles of the teaching on the party of a new type, the party
of the proletarian revolution and showed the tremendous importance of
the theory of scientific socialism for the working-class movement and
for the activity of the revolutionary Marxist party of the proletariat.
p. 384

Rabocheye Dyelo (The Workers' Cause)-a journal, organ of the Unio!1
of Russian Social-Democrats Abroad, published in Geneva from April
1899 to February 1902. The journal expressed opportunist views on the
questions of tactics of the Russian Social-Democracy.
p. 384
19 s See Marx and Engels, Selected Works, Vol. 3, Moscow, 1970, p. 11. p. 384
1 99 The Gotha Programme-the programme adopted by the German SocialDemocratic Party at the Gotha Congress in 1875, when the two German
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Reference is to S. N. Prokopovich's book Labour Movement in the West.
A Critical Study, Vol. I. Germany. Belgium, and P. B. Struve's article
"Die Marxische Theorie sozialen 'Entwicklung".
Prokopovich tried to prove in his book that the conditions of the working-class movement in Germany and Belgium made it impossible for
Social-Democracy to pursue a revolutionary policy and wage a revolutionary struggle. Struve sought to refute the general theory of Marxism
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and its philosophical premises from the positions of Bernsteinism and
de~ied the need for social revolution and the dictatorship of the proletariat.
p. 391
20
s The Hirsch-Duncker Unions-German reformist trade union organisations
established in 1868 by Hirsch and Duncker, members of the bourgeois
Progressist Party. They existed until 1933 and never constituted a real
force in the German working-class movement in spite of all the efforts
of the bourgeoisie to that effect and the government's support. p. 391
209
Reference is to the beginning of the 1905-07 Revolution in Russia.
V. I. Lenin, who until the autumn of 1905 was in emigration, closely
followed the developments in Russia and immediately responded to
them by giving an analysis and appraisal of the events.
p. 393
210 In his \York Two Tactics of Social-Democracy in the Democratic Revolu- ·
tion, written in June and July 1905, Lenin elaborated the teaching on
the hegemony of the proletariat in the revolution, on the alliance of the
working class with the peasantry, on the development of bourgeoisdemocratic revolution into socialist revolution, and on the leading role
of the proletarian party in fighting for the victory of democratic and
socialist revolutions.
p. 396
211 Reference is to the]1905-07 Revolution in Russia.
p. 396
212 Socialist-Revolutionaries (S.R.s)-a petty-bourgeois party formed in
Russia at the end of 1901 and beginning of 1902 through the amalgama~
tion of various Narodnik groups and circles. They called themselves
socialists, but their socialism was quite different from scientific socialism, Marxism. Theirs was a petty bourgeois utopian socialism;
The Socialist-Revolutionaries demanded the transfer of the land to
tl1e tillers on the basis of equalitarian tenure. They hoped in this way
to achieve a "socialisation of the land''. However, equalitarian land
tenure in conditions of capitalist production relations would not mean
a transition to socialism but would merely lead to the liquidation of
the semi-feudal relations in the countryside and accelerate the develop- ·
ment of capitalism.
The S.R.s saw no class distinctions between the proletariat and the
peasantry, glossed over the class stratification and the contradictions
within the peasantry-the working peasants and the kulaks-and denied
the leading role of the proletariat in the revolution. Their chief method
of struggle against tsarism was the tactics of individual terrorism.
When the 1905-07 Revolution was defeated many of the S.R.s adopted
the stand of bourgeois liberalism.
After the victory of the bourgeois-democratic revolution in February
1917, the S.R.s, together with the Mensheviks, were the mainstay of
the counter-revolutionary Provisional Government, and leaders of their
party were members of that government. The Socialist-Revolutionary
Party refused to support the peasants' demand for the abolition of the
landed estates; the S.R. ministers in the Provisional Government sent
punitive expeditions against the peasants who had seized landed estates.
After the October Socialist Revolution, the S.R.s, together with the
bourgeoisie, the landowners and foreign interventionists took up arms
p. 396
against Soviet power.
213
Meaning a redistribution of land.
p. 396
214
Nerv-lskrists-Mensheviks, adherents of tl1e new, opportunist Iskra.
Iskra (The Spark)-the first all-Russia Marxist newspaper, founded
by V. I. Lenin ini1900. It was published abroad and illegally brought
into Russia. After the split of the Party at the Second Party Congress
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(1903), into the revolutionary wing (the Bolsheviks) and t_he opport1:1nist
(the Mensheviks), Iskra became the organ of the Mensheviks (from i~s~e
No. 52) to be known as the "new'' Iskra as distingtiished from Lenin s
old Iskra.
.
1\fensheviks-Russian opportunist Social-Democrats who split away
from the revolutionary wing of the Party, led by Lenin, at the Seco!ld
Congress of the R.S.D.L.P. in 1903. In the elections to the central ~od~es
of the Partv revolutionary Social-Democrats obtained the maJority
while the opportunist wing, led by Martov, were in the minority (the
Russian for majority is bolshinstvo and the minority-menshinstvo),
hence their names, the Bolsheviks and Mensheviks.
During the first Russian Revolution of 1905-07 the Mensheviks opposed
the hegemony of the working class in the revolution and the workers'
alliance witl1 the revolutionary peasantry. After the defeat of the revolution most of the Mensheviks became liquidators: they dem~nded the
liquidation of the illegal revolutionary working-class party in favour
of a legal party that would renounce rev~lutionary strug!Sle an~ adapt
its activity to the conditions of the r.eaction'.1~Y monarchist regime. In
1917 Mensheviks entered the bourgeois Prov1s1onal Government. After
the victory of the October Socialist. Revolution t?ey participated in the
counter-revolutionary struggle against the Soviet state.
p. 397
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~15 Russkiye Vedomosti (Russian Recorder), Syn Otechestva (Son of the Father•
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land), Nasha Zhizn (Our Life) and Nashi Dni (Our Days)-newspapers of
a liberal trend.
p. 399
Osvobozhdeniye (Emancipation)-a journal published abroad from 1902
to 1905; organ of the liberal bourgeoisie.
.
.
.
In 1903 tl1e Osvobozhdeniye League appeared with .the JOuri;al for its
centre. It took definite shape in January 1904 and existed until October
1905.
~.
p. 399
See Marx and Engels, Manifesto of the Communist Party (Marx and Engels, Selected Works, Vol. 1, Moscow, 1969, p. 137).
p. 399
See Note 200.
P· 405
See Karl Marx, The Class Struggles in France, 1848 to 1850 (pp. 105-11
of this book).
p. 406
See Marx and Engels, Selected Works, Vol. I, Moscow, 1969, p. 277.
p. 408
Moskovskiye Vedomosti (Moscow Record~r~-one of the. oldest Russian
newspapers, founded in 1756. From 190;> it was a leading. o~gan of the
Black Hundreds and was published until the October Socialist Revolution of 1917.
p. 408

See Friedrich Engels, "Fliichtlings-Literatur'' (Marx and Engels, Selected
Works, Vol. 2, Moscow, 1969, p. 383).
p. 413
Cadets-members of the Constitutional-Democratic Party, the leading
party of the liberal-monarchist bourgeoisie in Russia. It was f~unded
in October 1905 and its membership was made up of representatives of
tl1e bourgeoisie, landowners and bourgeois intellectuals.
p. 416
Bezzaglavtsi-a semi-Cadet, semi-Menshevik group of ~h~ Russian bourgeois intelligentsia, which \Vas forii:ed ar~und the political weekly Bez
Zaglaviya (Without a Title), published in J an'-1:ary-May 1906. D_nder
cover of formal non-partisanship, the Bezzaglavtsi propagated t?~ i~eas
of bourgeois liberalism and opportunism and supported the revisionist~
in Russian and international Social-Democracy.
p. 416
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Reference is to the experience of barricade fighting in Moscow in Dep. 41B
cember 1905.
See Friedrich Engels, "Fliichtlings-Literatur'' (Marx and Engels, Selected
Works, Vol. 2, Moscow, 1969, p. 385).
p. 4
20
See Marx's letter to L. Kugelmann of March 3, 1869 (l\farx and Engel
Selected Correspondence, Moscow, 1965, p. 218).
p. 428{
The Duma-a representative body which the tsarist government w
compelled to convene as a result of the revolutionary events of 190Ss
Formally the. Duma was a legislative body, but actually it had no reai
povver. El~ct1ons to the D~ma were not direct, equal or universal. The
~lecto~a.l rights o~ the working classes and of the non-Russian nationalities
1nhab1t1ng Russia were greatly curtailed, while considerable numbers
of workers and peasants had no franchise at all.
By calling the Third Duma (1907-12) the Octobrist Duma (the Octobrist
Par~y was a monar~hist party of big capitalists), Lenin emphasised its
anti-popular, reactionary character.
p. 422
Balalaikin-a character in M. Y. Saltykov-Shchedrin's A Modern Idyll
synonymous of a liberal windbag and liar.
'
Molchalin-a character from A. S. Griboyedov's Wit Works Woe
personifying servility and toadyism.
·
p. 422

234
235

236

237

238

239

Proudhonis1n-an anti-Marxist trend in petty-bourgeois socialism

so
called after its ideologist, the French anarchist Pierre Joseph Proudhon.
(For Proudhon see Name Index.)
p. 424
Bakuninists-representatives of a trend called after 1\1. A. Bakunin
ide~logist of _anarchism. The Bakuninists waged a relentless struggl~
against Marxist. theory and the Marxist tactics of the working-class
movement. Their fundamental principle was a rejection of all forms
of. state, including dictatorship of the proletariat, which revealed their
failure to understand the historical role of the proletariat. They held
that a secret revolutionary society, a certain "invisible dictatorship"
ma~e up ~! "outsta,r;ding:' individuals, was to lead people's revolts, after
\vh1ch a stat~less. social system would be proclaimed.
On. penetrating into the International, Bakunin made it his object
to seize control of the General Council. He waged a struggle against
~arx, using all and every means without scruple. At tl1e Hague Congress
in 1872, the Ieaders of an~rchism, Bakunin and Guillaume, were expelled
from the First International for their disorganising activities. Marx
and Engels sharply criticised the theory and adventurist tactics of the
Bakuninists.
p. 424
Bernsteinism-an anti-Marxist, opportunist trend i11 international SocialDemocracy that arose in Germany at the end of the nineteenth century
a1_1d derived. i~s ~ame from Eduard Bernstein, the most outspoken ideologist of revisionism (for Bernstein see Name Index.)
p. 424
J?V eo- J{antianism-a reactionary trend in bourgeois philosophy that arose
in Germany in the middle of the nineteenth century. The neo-I\.antians
accept~d the most reactionary, idealist conceptions of Kant's philosophy
and reJected whatever elements of materialism it contained. Under the
slogan "back to Kant'' they preached resurrection of Kant's idealism
ai:id fought against dialectical and historical materialism. Engels in
111s book. Lud,vig Feuerbach and the End of Classical German Philosophy
characterised the neo-Kantians as "theoretical reactionaries'' wretched
eclectics and flea-crac]{ers.
'
J"enin c~iticised the neo-Kantians' philosophy in !1is book Materialism
and Empr.rio-Criticism.
p. 425
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p. 425
See Karl Marx, Capital, Vol. I, Moscow, 1965, p. 19.
Reference is to the Theory of Marginal Utility, advanced in the 18th
century. It was supported in the 19th century by the Austrian sch_ool
of political economy (Biihm-Bawerk, Menger and others). The _economists
of this school asserted that tl1e source of value was not the socially necessary labour but the utility of a commodity. Of decisive significance in
this respect is the utility of the last increment of any commodity secured,
which satisfies the least enjoyable want (if a person has ten pieces of
bread, it will be the utility of the tenth piece). The level of "marginal
utility'' of a commodity depends on the demand for it, its rarity, etc.
p. 425
Reference is to the Paris Commune of 1871 and the December 1905 armed
uprising in Moscow and other cities, which was the apogee of the first
p. 428
Russian revolution of 1905-07.
Millerandism-an opportunist trend named after the _French socialis~

reformist Millerand, who in 1899 entered the reactionary bourgeois
government of France and supported its anti-popular policy.
p. 428
The orthodox-German Social-Democrats who opposed revision of Marx•
p. 429
ism.
Guesdists-a revolutionary, Marxist trend in the French socialist movement at the end of the 19th and beginning of the 20th century, led by
Jules Guesde and Paul Lafargue. After the split in the Workers' Party
of France in 1882, the Guesdists formed a separate party but retained
the old name and remained true to the Havre Party Programme adopted
in 1880, the theoretical part of which was written by Marx. They advocated the independent revolutionary policy of the proletariat.
In 1901 all champions of revolutionary class struggle, led by Guesde,
formed the Socialist Party of France (whose members were called
Guesdists after their leader).
J auresists-followers of the French Socialist Jean Leon J aures, who,
jointly with Millerand, formed a group o~ Independent Socialis~s _in
1890s and headed the Right, reformist wing of the French soc1al1st
move{nent. In 1902 they founded the French Socialist Party, which adhered to reformist principles.
Broussists (Possibilists)-a petty-bourgeois, reformist trend, led by
Benoit Malon and Paul Brousse. They repudiated the revolutionary
programme and t_actics of the proletariat a~d slurred over the socialist
aims of the working-class movement suggesting that the workers should
limit their struggle to what was "possible'' in the conditions of cap~t~
lism. In 1902, in conjunction with other reformist groups, the Poss1b1lists founded the French Socialist Party.
In 1905 the Socialist Party of France and the French Socialist Party
united to form a single party, which assumed the latter name. p. 429
The Social-Democratic Federation was founded in 1884. Among its lead-

ers there were reformists (I-Iyndman and others), anarchists, and revolutionary Social-Democrats (Harry Quelch, Tom Mann, et al.). The
last-named group constituted the Left wing of the socialist moven1ent
in Great Britain.
·
Engels criticised the Social-Democratic Federation for sectarianism,
for its lack of contact with the mass working-class mo,rement in Great
Britain and for support of the French Poss~bilists. In 1?07 the Soci_alDemocratic Federation was renamed the Soc1al-Democrat1c Party, which
in 1911, together with Left elements from the Independent Labour Party,
founded the British Socialist Party. In 1920 that party, as well as tht}
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formation had its own law of population, and that th.e P?verty and hardships of the masses were the consequence of the ~ap1tal1st mo~e of production under which a small number of exploiters appropriated the
· surplus 'labour of millio11s of people, and that. ~he transition to ~~e co.mmunist mode of production \vould create cond1t1ons for a full sat1sfact1on
i1. 436
of the needs of each person.
24 8 See
Note 10.
P· 439
249 See Marx and Engels, Selected Correspondence, Moscow, 1965, pp. 290,
p. 439
306.
250 See Frederick Engels, "Special Intr?du~ti?,n to the ~nglish e~ition of
1892 of Socialism: Utopian and Scientific (pp. 243-;:i4 of this book).
p. 439

Communist Unity group, played the major part in founding the Communist Party of Great Britain.
The Independent Labour Party-a reformist organisation founded in
1893. The membership of the I.L.P. consisted of the new trade unionists
and members of some of the old trade unions, as well as intellectuals
and petty bourgeois holding Fabian views. The leader of the party was
Keir Hardie.
The Independent Labour Party held a bourgeois-reformist stand
devoting its chief attention to parliamentary forms of struggle and par:
liamentary deals with the Liberal Party.
p. 429
41
'1
I ntegralists-representatives of "integral" socialism, a variety of pettybourgeois socialism, \vho constituted a Centrist trend in the Italian
Socialist Party. Their leader \Vas Enrico Ferri. In the 1900s the integralists fought over a number of questions with the reformists, who held
extremely opportunist positions and collaborated with the reactionary
bourgeoisie.
p. 429
242
·
See Note 214.
p. 429
'243
"Revolutionary syndicalism"-a petty-bourgeois semi-anarchist trend
that made its appearance in the labour movement of several West-European countries at the close of the nineteenth century.
The syndicalists saw no need for the \vorking class to engage in political struggle, and repudiated the leading role of its Party.
They believed that by organising a general strike of the workers, the
trade unions (in France, syndicates) could without a revolution overthrow capitalism and take· over control of production.
p. 429
244
'
Materialism and Empirio-Criticism-the main philosophical work of
V, I. Lenin, in which he developed Marx's·philosophy, provided answers
to the basic philosophical questions facing the Party at that period and
drew
philosophical conclusions from the latest achievements of natural
•
science.
This book contains t\>·o sections from Chapter IV of the work. In them
Lenin counterposed historical materialism to the Machists' unscientific .
attempts to substitute "social energetics", biological and other laws
for the specific laws of social development. He also exposed the pseudonon-partisanship of bourgeois philosophy. He showed that the development. of philosophy in an antagonistic class society inevitably manifests
itself in the struggle of two philosophic trends-materialism and idealism-which express the interests of the progressive and reactionary
classes respectively.
p. 431
245
'
1lefcrence is to the Preface to Marx's work Contribution to the Critique
of Political Economy (see pp. 136-40 of this book).
p. 431
246
See Marx and Engels, Selected Correspondence, Moscow, 1965, p. 290.
p. 436
47
'.'l
ill althusianism-reactionary theory of the English economist Thomas
Robert Malthus (1766-1834), wl10 claimed in his book An Essay on the
Principle of Population that the growth of the means of consumption
lagged behind the gro\vth of the population and that owing to this "absolute law of population" pGverty and hunger was the inevitable lot
of tl1e popular masses. On tl1e basis of this "law'' invented by Malthus
the Malthusians asserted that wars, epidemics and natural calamities had
a "beneficial" effect on the development of humanity since they diminished population.
Marx subjected Malthus's theory to scathing criticism and proved
that there \Vas no "absolute law of population" since each socio-economic
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Reference is to Engels' s A nti-D iihring (1878), L,i;dwig_ Feuerbach a~d the
End of Classical German Philosophy (1888). an~ Special .Int:o~~ct1on to
the English edition of 1892 to Socililism: Utopian and Scientific • p. 440
Lenin quotes a passage from A. V. ~unac~arsky's "Sketches of Mod~rn
Russian Literature'', which was published in Nos. 2 and 3 of Zagranichnaya Gazeta (Gazette Et.ranger~), the weekly newspaper of a gro_up of
Russian emigrants published in Geneva from ]\larch 16 to April 13,
1908.
p. 445
Obrazovaniye (Education)-a literary magazine of a popular-scientific
and socio-political character published in St. Petersburg from 1892
p. 445
to 1909.
Vekhi (Landmarks)-a symposium containin~ arti~les of pr?minent
Cadets and other publicists close to them, .publi.shed ~n Moscow 1n 1909.
In these articles representatives of Russ1a.n 11b~ral1sm renoun~ed the
revolutionary-democratic traditions of the liberation moveme!lt in Russia condemned the 1905-07 Revolution and thanked the ts~r1.st governme~t for having "with its bayonets and jails'' saved the pr1v1leged sections of society from "the fury of the people''.
P· 449
The diehards-the name given by Russian pol~tical literature to the

extreme Right-wing representati,·es of the reactionary landowner class.
p. 449
266

Otzovism (from the Russian ,.:ord otozvat-to recall). an op.portunist
trend represented by a small section o~ the Bolsheviks, \vhich arose

after the defeat of the 1905-07 Revolution.
.
.
.
The otzovists demanded the recall of t~e Social-Demo~ratic deputies
from the Duma and the rejection of work in th~ trade .u!11ons, co-ope!atives and other legal organisations. However, 1n cond1t1ons of reacti?n
that set in after the defeat of the revolution the Party could expand its
.
· "th the working masses and muster forces for a new revot
.
.
h d f
k "th
k
connec ions wi
lutionary upsurge only by combining, illel~al meth. ohstho wor wid wodr
in legal organisations. The otzovists po icy, w 1c
ey pursue un ~r
cov~r of revolutionary phrases, did immense damage to tl1e Party 1n
its ,,·ork to strengthen ties \vith the masses.
p. 450
~67 S
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F d · l· Engels Ludwiu Feuerbach and the End of Classical German
ee re er1c ,
•
d F d · k E
1 M ·
Philosophy and A nti-J?iihring; J{arl l\'1arx an
re er1c
nge s,
~i3
festo of the Communist Party.
P·
See Karl Marx and Frederick Engels, Jlf anifesto of tlie Conimunist Party
(pp. 84-10~ of tl1is book).
P· 457
p. 457
See Note 200.
0
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Liquidationism-an opportunist trend that arose among the Menshevik
Social-Democrats after the defeat of the 1905-07 Revolution.
The liquidators demanded the dissolution of the revolutionary illegal
party of the working class. Summoning the workers to give up the revolutionary struggle against tsarism, they intended to convene a nonParty "labour congress" to establish an opportunist "broad" labour party
which, abandoning revolutionary slogans, would engage only in the .
legal activity permitted by the tsarist government. The policy of the
liquidators was not supported by the workers. 1'he Prague Conference
of the R.S.D.L.P. held in January 1912 expelled them from the Party.
p. 457
2
61 Frederick Engels, Ludwig Feuerbach and the End of Classical German
Philosophy (see l\Iarx and Engels, Selected Works, Vol. 3, Moscow, 1970,
p. 351).
p. 459
2 2
Karl Marx, Capital, Vol. I, Moscow, 1965, p. 372.
p. 460
6
263 Karl Marx and Frederick Engels, Manifesto of the Communist Party
(see pp. 84-94 and 92 of this book).
p. 463
6
2 4 Reference is to the Basle Congress of the Second International held in
November 1912. It \vas an extraordinary congress called to express a
protest against the Balkan 'Var and the imminent danger of a world
imperialist war. The Congress adopted a resolution (manifesto) calling
on the socialists of all countries to "prevent the outbreak of war''. "The
workers consider it a crime to shoot each other'', the Manifesto said,
"in the interest and for the profit of capitalism, for the sake of dyna-stic
honour and of diplomatic secret treaties.'' In the event of war, "socialists
shall be bound to intervene so that it might be brought to a speedy end,
and to employ all their forces for utilising the economic and political
crisis created by the \Var in order to rouse the masses of people and hasten
the downbreak of the predominance· of the capitalist class.''
When the \vorld imperialist war broke out in August 1914, most leaders
of the socialist parties of the Second International betrayed the cause
of socialism, went back on tl1e Basle resolution and sided with their
imperialist governments. The Russian Bolsheviks led by Lenin, as well
as German Left Social-Democrats (Karl Liebknecht, Rosa Luxemburg
and others) and some groups in other socialist parties remained true
to the principles of internationalism and, in conformity with the Basle
Manifesto, called upon the workers of their countries to fight against
their own imperialist governments and against the imperi_alist war. p. 465
265 Reference is to the Paris Commune of 1871, the general political strike
in Russia in October 1905, and the armed uprising in Moscow in December 1905, as \vell as in Rostov-on-Don, Krasnoyarsk, Novorossiisk and
other cities, which was the apogee of the 1905-07 Revolution.
p. 467
266
Lenin, with his kno\vledge of imperialism and. proceeding from the law
lie himself had discovered on the unequal economic and political development of capitalism in the epoch of imperialism, came to the conr;lusion that the proposition of 1"1arx and Engels that .socialist revolution
could be victorious only if it developed in all, or at least the main, capitalist countries, was no longer applicable in the new conditions. He
showed that, owing to the unequal economic development, political
prerequisites for the victory of the socialist revolution could not be
simultaneously encountered in variot1s countries. Lenin pointed o_ut
that the aggravation of contradictions, and conflicts among capital~st
countries \veakened the system of imperialism and made it easier
to break the \veakest link of the chain. Therefore, he held, the old
proposition sl1ould be replaced by a new one, that the victory of
socialism was possible first in several or even i11 one capitalist country·

·
· this
This brilliant formulation, discovered by Lenin, is given in
article
·
(see
In ,;The Military Programme of t h e p ro 1et ar1an
.Revolution''
.
th
PP· 499-500 of this ~ook) Lenin again returns to this quest10~. 4 ~~
stressing its great importance.
p. 470
267 See Note 230.
the trial of the Jew Dreyfus, a French General Staff officer,
2ss Dreyf us case- tionar monarchists among the French military, bent on
whom t~.e ref~lsely rharged in 1894 with espionage and hi~h ~reason.
~rhevo;:e~~h' reactionaries took advantag~ of .the framed-t1pf ind1~tme~~
f
h
as sentenced to life imprisonment, to omen an i
of ~r~y us,
~tt:ck the republican regime and den1ocratic liberties.
Se~1t1sm an
ai n for a re-examination of the Dreyfus case
Owing to the m_ass camp ;,ith Emile Zola and other prominent pro~~!!si~~v~~~~fl~c~~afsr~~:ing out in his defence, Dreyfus was pardo4~~
in 1899 and acquitted in 1906.
p.
·
ember 1913 It was caused by
1!69

26

d

~~~~~hfo~~:i~,n~~~I'ns~~h~gopp~e~~~n

of Prussia~ militarism.
P· .474
tunistic programme on the nation270 Cultural: national autd~myth an 1S~b~r by the Austrian Social-Democrats
~ttbu~~~o:r a~~v~~~l R~~ner~ Its basic proposition was that all fh~soU~~J
the same nationality, irrespective 0 i.whlt J:f;nof !~~choi:;~ld 11a~e full
in, sho.u~d forfm abn .~u~au~1:t~~~ (!e~~~~te scho~ls for each nationality)
su perv1s1on o pu i . . .
and other cultural ac~v1t1e~.
thened the influence of the church and
This policr would t~ve sl.rs~fcg
ideology within eacl1 nationality and
1
of the reactionary na iona
b
h
· the di vision
.
hampered the organisation of t_he w?rk1ng class y en anc1ng
p. 475
of workers according to nat1onal1ty.
-271 See Karl Marx, "Confidential Communication'' (Marx and Engels,
ed Works Vol. 2, Moscow, 1969, p. 176).
P·
'
. k E
1 "A t" cles from the N eue Rheinische
212 See Karl Marx and F!t~der1c
tedgb;· Le;i~ is from Engels's article "Der
~~~;:rg·~~~tea~d?,P(¥h~onPi:goue Uprisin~). The book, used by ~-enlf7
did not mention the author of tl1e article.
.
'
't ·
on the Irish question, contained
273 Reference is to Marx s lpropos1 f10Js
mber 29 1869 and to Engels of
~e~:~~~;t~~.t~ ~9.1t~~~nm;:~e~ fro~~arx's letter td Engels of ~~v~
ber 2, 1867.
f
. G k
'tl1010g, the stables of King Augeas o
·274 The Augean stables-in
ree my
. the stables \Vere cleans)'
Eli~ that had not been cleanaesd of~: ~ahl~ faba~~~s. The expression is used
ed in one day byllHet:aclesf, ubbish and filth or any extreme neglect and
to denote. any CC! ec ion o r
p. 478
disorder in affairs.
. 215 See Friedrich Engels "Der demokratische Pans.lavismus" (The ~eiz~
8
cratic Pan-Slavism).
h t
·
·
ints out t a
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See Note 200.
p. 481 .
Karl Marx, "Critique of the Gotha Programme" (see pp. 159-173 of th· '
is
book).
p. 481
See Note 270.
p. 482
See l\farx and Engels, Selected Correspondence, MosCO\V, 1965, pp. 351.
p. 484
The Zim_merwald f!e~t group wa~ founded on Lenin's initiative at
International Socialist Conference held in Zimmerwald in Sept the·
1915. There _were delegates from the Central Committee of the R.S.D~f'~r
the Left ~ocial-D_emocrats of Sweden, Norway, Switzerland and Germ~ ·•
the Polish Social-Democratic opposition and the Social-Democ nr,
of the Latvian area. The Zimmerwald Left group headed by L~ r~ s
waged a struggle agains~ the Centrist majority of the Conference.
group elected an executive body-a Bureau and published the jour
Vorbote (Herald) in German, which carried a number of articles by Len~a
The Bolsheviks were the leading force in the Zimmerwald Left gro~n.
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284

285

286

287

288

.
"
th
economism - . e

289

See Marx and Engels, Selected Correspondence, l\loscow, 1965, p. 408.
p. 504

290

See Marx and Engels, Selected Works, v'ol. 3, Moscow, 1970, pp. 440-52.
p. 505

291

War industries committees were established in Rt1ssia in l\Iay 1915 by

the big imperialist bourgeoisie to help the tsarist monarcl1y in wa1·.
In an attempt_ to bring the workers. i:nder ~heir influence ~nd ,~nculcat~
defencist sentiments, the bourgeoisie decided to organise workers
groups" in these committees so as to create the impression of "a class
peace'' between the bourgeoisie and the proletariat in Russia. The Bolsheviks boycotted the war industries comm.it tees with the si: pport of
the majority of workers. From the Menshev1ks 10 representatives were
elected to the "workers' group" with K. A. Gvozdyov at the head.
p. 507

*'h'i

~82 "I mpcria. l"ist

292

The Chkheidze faction-the Menshevik group in ~he F<?urth Duma led

by N. S. Chkheidze. During the First World War it officially held a Centrist stand but actually supported the policy of the Russian social-ch_'.1-uvinists.
p. ::i09

4~4

.
b
p.
nam~ given
y Lenin to an opportunist
trend that arose among Russ~an Social-Democrats during the First World
\Var of 1914-18. Representatives of that trend, Bul{harin, Pyatakov and
others, opposed the slogan of the right of nations to self-determination
because,_ they assert~d, there could _be no. national liberation movements
and national wars in the era of imperialism.
The '.'imperia!ist ~conomists'' interpreted Marxism in an extremely
~ogm~ti? and simplified manner and believed that since in the era of
imper1a_lis~ the wor~ing _class ~as face~ with the task of accomplishing
the socialist ~e:'olution, it was inexpedient to wage struggle for democracy, for political freedoms, the emanci pa ti on and national independence of oppressed peoples, etc.
·
S?me views of the "imperialist economists" were shared by the Left
Soc1al-De~ocrat~ ~f Holland,. Po~and and <?ther coi:ntries. Lenin pointed
out that i~per_ialist econom1~m' was ~n. international disease. p. 487
The quotation IS from Engels s The Origin of the Family, Private Prop-•
erty and the State (see Marx and Engels, Selected Works, Vol. 3, Moscow,.
1970, p. 329).
p. 492'
?uzdal daubin?"-the name. given to the crud_e, primitive icons produced
in pre-r.evolut1onary Russia by peasant artisans in the Suzdal uyezd.
It implies work done in a crude, superficial fashion.
p. 494
Golas (Voice)-a Menshevik \veekly published in Paris from September
1914 to January 1915. From January 1915 the neswpaper Nashe Slovo(Our Word) \Vas published in its place.
The Organising Committee (O.C.)-leading centre of the Mensheviksset up at the August conference of the liquidators in 1912
. Se~kovsky's article "Decay of Russia?'', which Lenin evid~ntly has.
in mind, was published in No. 45 of Nashe Slovo, on March 21, 1915.
p. 497
See Ka~l Marx, "~uthor's Pref~ce to the Second Edition of The 'Eighteenth
Brumaire of Louis Bonaparte (see Marx and Engels, Selected Works,
Vol. 1, Moscow, 1969, p. 395).
p. 502
See l\K1arx and Engels, Selected Correspo1iderice, Moscow, 1965, p. 110.
p. 504
See Marx and Engels,'"~.. Selected C orrespon d ence, Moscow, 196 5, p. 351 .
p. 504
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Nashe Dyelo (Our Cause)-a Menshevik monthly, chief organ of the

liquidators and Russian social-chauvinists, published in Petrograd
in 1915.
Golos Truda (Voice of Labour)-a legal l\fenshevik paper published
p. 509
in Samara in 1916.
p. 509
See Note 285.
See Engels's letter to Sorge of November 29, r-1886 (Marx and Engels,
p. 514
Selected Correspondence, Moscow, 1965, p. 39v).
p. 515
See Note 212.
Lenin here quotes the words of Mephistopheles from Goethe's Faust.
p. 516
Erster Teil, Studierzimmer.

298

The expression "His Majesty's Op[}Osition" belongs to P. N. Milyul{OV,
the leader of the Cadet Party. In a speech made at a luncheon given by
the Lord Mayor of Lond.on on June 19,_ 1909? Milyukov said: "So long as
there is a legislative chamber in Russia w~i?h contro~s the. budget, the
Russian Opposition will remain the Opposition of His MaJesty, not to
His Majesty.''
P· 518

299

"No Tsar, but a workers' government"-a slogan advan?ed by Trotsky
during the 1905 revolution. It became one of the basic postulates of

Trotsky's theory of permanent revolution-a revolution without the
peasantry, which was count.erposed to. Len!n's theory of_ t~e develop~ent
of the J::iourgeois-democrat1c revolu~1on into the socialist revolution,
with the hegemony of the proletariat in the movement of the whole people.
p. 518
300

'

See Karl Marx The Civil War in France. Address of the General Council
of the International Wor/cing Men's Association and Frederick Engels,
Introduction to Marx's The Civil War in France (Marx and Engels, Selected Works, Vol. 2, Moscow, 1969, pp. 217-30 and 178-89).
p. 518

soi Blanquism-a trend in the French ~ocialist moveme_nt headed by the

ot1tstanding revolutionary and prominent r~presentat1ve of F_rench utopian communism-Louis Auguste Blanqui. ~he weak point _of the
Blanquists was their conviction that the revolution could be carried out
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313
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by a small group of conspirators and their lack of understanding of the
need to draw the working masses into the revolutionary movement.
p. 518
See Karl Marx and Frederick Engels, Preface to the 1872 German Edition
of the Manifesto of the Communist Party; Karl Marx, The Civil War
in France. Address of the General Council of the International Working
Men's Association and "Critique of the Gotha Programme"; Engels's
letter to A. Behel of March 18-28, 1875 and Marx's letters to L. Kugelmann of April 12 and 17, 1871 (Marx and Engels, Selected Works, Vol. 1,
Moscow, 1969, p. 98; Vol. 2, Moscow, 1969, pp. 217-24; Vol. 3, Moscow
1970, pp. 9-30; Marx and Engels, Selected Correspondence, Moscow, 1965'.
pp. 290-96, 262-64).
p. 519
Reference is to G. V. Plekhanov's work Anarchism and Socialism.
p. 519
Clausewitz K. Hinterlassene Werke iiber Krieg und Kriegfiihrung. Bd. I
T. 1. Vom Kriege. Berlin, Diimmler, 1832, XXVIII, 371 S.
p. 52t
The State and Revolution-an outstanding work of creative Marxism.
In this book Lenin demonstrated that the question of the state was. one
of the fundamental issues of Marxism and showed how Marx's and Engels's views of the state developed. He analysed the connection between
the state and the class character of society, substantiated the historical
necessity and inevitability of the socialist revolution and the dictatorship of the proletariat, set out the essence and the tasks of the proletarian state and proletarian democracy and developed Marx's teaching
on socialism and communism. The book includes Chapters I, II, III
and V of this work.
p. 525
Hegel set forth his theory of the state in the concluding part of his book
Grundlinien der Philosophie des Rechts (Principles of the Philosophy of
Right) published in 1821. Marx gives a comprehensive analysis of Hegel's
book (particularly §§ 261-313 dealing with the question of the state)
in his work Zur Kritik der H egelschen Rechts Philosophie (A Contribution
to the Critique of Hegel's Philosophy of Right).
p. 526
Marx and Engels, Selected Works, Vol. 3. Moscow, 1970, pp. 326-27.
p. 526
See Note 212.
p. 527
See Note 214.
p. 527
Marx and Engels, Selected Works, Vol. 3, Moscow, 1970, p. 327.
p. 528
Marx and Engels, Selected Works, Vol. 3, Moscow, 1970, pp. 327-28.
p. 529
l\farx and Engels, Selected Works, Vol. 3, Moscow, 1970, p. 328.
p. 530
Marx and Engels, Selected Works, Vol. 3, Moscow, 1970, p. 328.
p. 531
Marx and Engels, Selected Works, Vol. 3, Moscow, 1970, p. 329.
p. 531
Marx and Engels, Selected Works, Vol. 3, Moscow, 1970, p. 329.
p. 532
Marx and Engels, Selected Works, Vol. 3, Moscow, 1970, p. 330.
p. 533

317
s18

319
s20

I

Engels, Anti-Diihring, Moscow, 1969, pp. 332-33.
p. 534
Reference is to Marx's "Critique of the Gotha Programme" (section IV)
and Engels's Anti-Diihring, and also Engels's letter to A. Behel of March
18-28, 1875 (Marx and Engels, Selected Correspondence, Moscow, 1965,
pp. 290-96).
p. 536
Karl Marx, Capital, Vol. I, Mosoow, 1965, p. 751.

p. 536

The Thirty Years' War (1618-48)-;-the European w_ar caused by ~he strugg~e
bet\veen Protestants and Catholics. It began with a revolt in Bohem1 ~
against the tyranny of the Hapsburg mona~chy and the onslaught of
Catholic reaction. The European states which then entered the w~r
formed two camps. The Spanish and Austrian Hapsburgs and the Catholic
princes of Germany, who rallied to the Catholic ch.urch and w_ere sup·
ported by the Pope, opposed the Protestant countries-Bohemia, Den·
mark, Sweden, the Dutch Republic, and ,a number of G:rman states
that had accepted the Reformation. The Protestant countries were supported by the French kings, enemies of the Hapsburgs. Germany bec_ame
the chief battlefield and object of military plunder and predatory claims.
Tl1e war ended in 1648 with the signing of the Peace Treaty of Westphalia, which completed the political dismemberment of Germany. p. 537

321
322

See p. 224 of this book.
See p. 83 of this book.

p. 537
p. 538

See pp. 94, 101 of this book.
See Notes 212 and 214.
See pp. 128-129 of this book.

p. 539
p. 540
p. 542

323
32•
32s
s20

The second International-an international association of socialist
parties founded in 1889. With. the development o~ imperialism opportunist tendencies began to prevail there. When the First Worl.d War broke
out in 1914, the opportunist leaders of the Second .International openly
supported the imperialist policy of their bourgeois governments. The
Second International collapsed.
p. 542

s27

As a result of the bourgeois-democratic revolution in Russia, the tsarist
autocracy was overthrown on February 27 (March 12), 1917, and a bourgeois Provisional Government was formed.
p. 544
Black Hundreds-monarchist gangs formed by the tsarist police to fight
the revolutionary movement.
p. 544

s2s
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330

331

s32

333

p. 544
See Notes 212, 214 and 223.
See Marx and Engels, Selected Correspondence, Moscow, 1965, p. 69.
p. 546
Reference is to the "Second Address of the General Council of the International Working Men's Association on the rranco-~r"ll:ssia!l War. To the
Members of the International Working Men s Association in Europe and
the United States'' written by Marx in London between September 6 and
9, 1870. (Marx and Engels, Selected Works, Vol. 2, Moscow, 1969,
pp. 195-201).
p. 548
See Marx's letter to L. Kugelmann of April 12, 1871 (Marx and Engels,
Selected Correspondence, 1965, p. 263).
P· 548
See Marx and Engels, Selected Works, Vol. 1, Moscow, 1969, p. 99.
p. 549
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See Marx and Engels, Selected Works, Vol. 2, l\Ioscow, 1969, p. 217 .
p. 549
See Marx and Engels, Selected Correspondence, l\Ioscow, 1965, pp. 262-63 •
p. 549
See p. 101 of this book.
p. 551
See Marx and Engels, Selected Works, Vol. 2, Moscow, 1969, pp. 21 7,
218, 219, 220, 221.
p. 553
See Marx and Engels, Selected Works,· Vol. 2, l\Ioscow, 1969, p. 222.
p. 554
See Marx and Engels, Selected Works, Vol. 2, l\Ioscow, 1969, pp. 220
221.
p. 555
Dyelo Naroda (People's Cause)-a daily newspaper, organ of the Socialist-

Revolutionary Party, published in Petrograd from March 1917 to July
1918.
p. 556
See Marx and Engels, Selected Works, Vol. 2, Moscow, 1969, p. 221.
p. 559
The Girondists-a bourgeois political group during the French bourgeois

revolution of the close of the 18th century. They represented the interests of the moderate bourgeoisie and vacillated between revolution
and counter-revolution, pµrsuing a policy of compromise with the
monarchy.
p. 562
See Marx and Engels, Selected Works, Vol. 2, l\foscow, 1969, pp. 221
and 222.
p. 562
See Marx and Engels, Selected Works, Vol. 2, l\foscow, 1969, p. 223.
p. 563
See Marx and Engels, Selected Works, Vol. 3, l\Iosco\v, 1970, pp. 11-12.
p. 563·
See Marx's letter to Bracke of May 5, 1875 and Engels's letter to A. Behel of March 28, 1875. Engels's letter to A. Behel of March 28 1875
is analysed in Chapter IV of this work, which is not included i~ this
book (Marx and Engels, Selected Correspondence, Moscow, 1965, pp.
290-96, 296-97).
p. 564
See pp. 171-72 of this book.
p. 565
See p. 172 of this book.
p. 566
See p. 101 of this book.
p. 566
See l\farx and Engels, Selected Works, Vol. 2, l\Ioscow, 1969, p. 22!.
p. 567
See Engels's letter to A. Behel of March 28, 1875 (Marx and Engels,
p. 568
Selected Correspondence, Moscow, 1965, p. 294).
See p. 163 of this book.
P· 570
p. 571
See p. 164 of this book.
p. 572
See p. 164-65 of this book.
See p. 165 of this book.
P· 573
Refe.ren~e is to tl1e students of a seminary portra~red by N. G. Pomyalovsky in his Sketches of Seminary Life, notorious for tl1rir extreme ignorance
·· p. 574
and barbarot1s c11stoms.
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Reference is to the large demonstration of Petrograd workers and soldiers that started spontaneously and had for its slogan "All power to the
Soviets!''
p. 580
35s The counter-revolutionary revolt, headed by the tsarist general Korn_ilov, which started on August 25 (September 7), 1917. The Bolshevik
Party called on the revolutionary workers and soldiers to fight the counter-revolution. Red Guard units were swiftly organised and the advance
of the Kornilov troops was stopped. The revolt was suppressed. Under
the pressure of the masses, the Provisional Government was compelled to
order the arrest and prosecution of Kornilov and his accomplices. p. 580
359 The All-Russia Democratic Conference was held in Petrograd from September 14 to 22 (September 27 to October 5), 1917. It \vas called by the
Mensheviks and S.R.s \Vith the purpose of weakening the mounting
revolutionary movement. The Conference was attended by delegates
from petty-bourgeois parties, the Soviets, trade unions, Zemstvos, co_mmercial and· ir1dustrial bourgeoisie and military units. The Bolsheviks
took part in the conference in order to expose the Mensheviks and S.R.s.
The Democratic Conference set up a Pre-parliament (Provisional Council of the Republic), which was an attempt to stop the revolution and
introduce bourgeois parliamentarism.
p. 581
360 The A lexandrinsky Theatre in Petrograd was the place where the Democratic Conference was convened.
The Peter and Paul Fortress in Petrograd served as a prison for political convicts before the October Revolution.
p. 583
3 s1 Officer cadets-pupils of military officers' schools in tsarist Russia.
During the October Socialist Revolution and immediat.e~y aft.er it,
military cadets in Petrograd, Moscow and some other c1t1es tried to
offer armed resistance to the revolutionary people and Soviet power, but
they were defeated.
The Savage Division-a division formed during the First World War
from volunteer mountaineers of the Caucasus. General Kornilov tried
to use it as a shock force in his assault on revolutionary Petrograd. p. 583
362 N ovaya Zhizn people-1\Iensheviks grouped round the newspaper Nova ya
Zhizn, which was publisl1ed from April 1917 to July 1918.
p. 593
363 Lenin q11otes from Engels's A nti-D iihring (see Engels, A nti-D iihring,
Moscow, 1969, p. 336).
·
p. 595
364 The Constituent Assembly was convened on January 5, 1918. The elec·tions to the Constituent Assembly were actually helrl on party lists drawn
up before the October Socialist Revolution, an_d. its c~mposition e~
pressed the old balance of forces when the bourgeo1s1e was in po\ver. This
led to a sharp contradiction between the will of the great majority of
people \vho had fought for Soviet power and the policy pursued .by the
Menshevik and S.R. majority of the Constituent Assembly wl11cl1 expressed the interests of the bourgeoisie and landowners. Since the Constituent Assembly refused to discuss the Declaration of Rights of the
Working and Exploited People and approve the decrees on peace, on the
land, and on the transfer of the pO\¥er to the Soviets, it \Vas dissolved
by a decree of the Central Executive Committee on January 6 (19), 19_18.
p. ;:i\)5

357

365

366

Reference is to K. Kautsl,y's pamphlet Dictatorship of the Proletariat.
p. 603
Quoted from l\Iarx's "Critiql1C of tl1c Gotha Progran1me" (see p. 172 of
p. 604
tl1is book).
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See Engels's letter to A. Behel of March 18-28, 1875 (Marx and Engel
Selected Correspondence, 1965, p. 293).
p. 60~
36 8 This proposition is contained in Engels's Introduction to Karl Marx'
The Civil War in France (Marx and Engels, Selected Works, Vol. 2, Moi!
cow, 1969, p. 186).
p. 610
869 Lenin quotes Engels's article "On Authority'' (Marx and Engels, Selected
Works, Vol. 2, Moscow, 1969, p. 379).
p. 610
370 See Marx's letter to L. Kugelmann on April 12, 1871 (Marx and Engels
Selected Correspondence, Moscow, 1965, p. 262); Marx's The Civil wa:
in France (Marx and En~els, Selected Works, Vol. 2, Moscow, 1969, p .
217, 222-23) and Engels s 1891 Introduction to Marx's The Civil W~r
in France (see p. 241 of this book).
p. 610
871 See Preface to the 1872 German edition of the Manifesto of the Communist Party, written by Marx and Engels (Marx and Engels, Selected·
Works, Vol. 1, :llfoscow, 1969, p. 99).
p. 611
372 Sec Frederick Engels, The Origin of the Family, Private Property and
the S'tate (Marx and Engels, Selected Works, Vol. 3, Moscow, 1970, p. 328).
p. 612
373 See Marx and Engels, Selected Correspondence, Moscow, 1965, p. 294.
p. 613
374 See p. 241 of this book.
p. 613
375 See Frederick Engels, The Origin of the Family, Private Property and the
State (Marx and Engels, Selected Works, Vol. 3, Moscow, 1970, p. 329).
p. 613
376 See Marx and Engels, Selected Works, :Vol. 2, Moscow, 1969, pp. 220
and 221.
p. 613
177 Whigs and Tories-politi~al parties in Bri~ain that took shape in the
1870s and 1880s. The Whigs expressed the interests of the financial and
commercial bou:~eoisie and al~o a section of the aristocracy that have
become bourgeo1s1fied. The Whigs founded the Labour Party. The Tories
represented the big landowners and the upper sections of the Church
of England. They championed the old, feudal traditions of Great Britain and opposed all liberal and progressive demands. Subsequently they
founded the Conservative Party. The parties of Whigs and Tories alternately came to power.
p. 614
378 See Note 268.
p. 614
379 Reference is to the cruel suppression of the Irish uprising against
Britis\1 rule in 1916 .
. Ulster-a region i11 north-eastern Ireland inhabited mainly by Eng- .
l1sh people; the troops from Ulster, together with English troops, took
part in suppressing the uprising of the Irish people.
p. 614
ss1> Shylock-a usurer from Shakespeare's comedy The Merchant of Venice,
wh<l demanded a pound of flesh from his debtor as agreed in the contract.
p. 618
381 See Note 326.
p. 618
382 Refere~ce is to the plot to surrender Petrograd directed by the counterr~v?lut1onary organisation "National Centre'', which guided the activ1t1es of a number of anti-Soviet groups.
p. 621
883 Reference is to the Berne International which was founded by the leaders
of V\7 est-Euroriean socialist parties at the Berne conference in 1919, in
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389

390
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396

place of the Second International which ceased to exist on the outbreak
of the First World \Var.
The Berne International actually played the role of servitor to the
international bourgeoisie.
p. 622
Sadowa-a village near the town of Ko11iggratz (now Hradec Kralove.
Czechoslovakia), where a battle was fought on July 3, 1866. The battle
ended in the complete victory of Prussia over Austria and settled the
outcome of the Austro-Prussian war.
p. 625
See Note 326.
p. 646
See Frederick Engels, A nti-Diihring, Moscow, 1969, pp. 128-129. p. 647
The Third, Communist International-a union of Communist Parties
of various countries, an i11ternational revolutionary organisation of the
proletariat, founded in 1919.
Its foundation was necessitated by the whole sit11ation in the workingclass movement, which had split on the outbrealc of the First World War
when the opportunist leaders of the Second International betrayed the
cause of socialism, and the Second International collapsed.
The Communist International re-established and strengthened connections between the working people of all countries and played a great
part in exposing opportunism in the international working-class movement, strengthening the young Communist Parties, working out the
strategy and tactics of the international Communist movement.
In May 1943 the Executive Committee of the Communist International
adopted a decision to dissolve the Communist International pointing
out that the organisational form of uniting the workers had outlived
itself and did not answer the requirements of the new historical period.
p. 653
The programme of the R.S.D.L.P. was adopted at the Second Party
p. 660
Congress in August 1903.
Zarya (Dawn)-a Marxist scientific and political journal published by
the Editorial Board of Iskra in Stuttgart in 1901-02.
p. 660
For Iskra see Note 214.
Quoted from the resolution of the Third Congress of the R.S.D.L.P·
p. 661
"On the Armed Uprising".
•
Reference is to Lenin's articles "The Historical Meaning of the InnerParty Struggle in Russia'' and "Strike Statistics in Russia".
p. 661
See Note 214.
p. 662
See Note 387.
p. 663
See Note 60.
p. 664
See Karl J'vlarx "Die Krisis und die Kontrerevolution" (The Crisis and
p. 664
Counter-revolution).
Frankfurt Assembly-All-German National Assembly which \Vas convened after the 1848 revolution in Germany and went into session in
May 1848 in Frankfurt-am-Main. The main object of the Assembly was
to put an end to political disunity and work out an all-German constitution. Ho\vever, because of the cowardice and vacillations of the liberal majority of the Assembly and the irresoluteness and inconsistency
of its petty-bourgeois Left wing the Assembly abstained from taking
over the supreme state power and could not adopt a resolute stand on
the main problems of the 1848-49 German revolution.
In June 1849 the Assembly was dissolved.
{). 664
•
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140 thousand Petersburg \Yorkers, carrying gonfalons and icons and
accompanied by tl1eir wives and children, marched to the Winter Palace
to present a petition to the tsar. On the order of the tsar, his troops opened
fire on the peaceful procession; over a tl1ousand people were killed and
about five thousand wounded. The events of January 9 marked the beginning of the revolution of 1905-07.
p. 665
See Note 223.
p. 665
Reference is to tl1e ¥ieekly ne,vspaper N asha Zhizn (Our Life), which
\vas published at intervals in St. Petersburg from November 1904 to
Julv• 1906.
p. 666
The First Duma, dominated by the Cadets and groups close to them, was
convened in April 1906. It did not carry out an)' reforms and was dissolved by the tsarist government in July 1906.
p. 667
The Bulygin Duma-a const1ltative representative body, which the
tsarist government promised to convene in August 1905. The draft law
on its convocation was worked out by the Minister for the Interior Bulygin. According to the draft only landowners, capitalists and a small
section of rich peasants could be elected to the Duma. The elections to
the Duma did not take place.
p. 667
Brentanoism-a political trend originated by the German bourgeois

&oa Bez Zaglaviya (\Vithout a Title)-a political weekly published in St.

&o6

ment of the Anti-Socialist Law (1878-90) and denied t~~ ne~d for mak~ng
use of legal forms of struggle. They opposed the participation o~ SocialDemocrats in parliament, and accused the .P.arty of opportunism and
defending the interests of the petty bourgeoisie. Engels waged struggle
against the "Youth" group.
The Erfurt Congress of the German Social-Democratic Party held
in October 1891 expelled some leaders of the "Youth" group from the
Party.
p. 675

The Ninth of January 1905-"Bloody Sunday", the day on which over

economist Lujo Brentano. Brentano preached a "class peace" in capitalist society and asserted that the social contradictions of capitalism
could be overcome without resorting to class struggle, and that the labour problem could be solved and the interests of workers and capitalists
reconciled through the establishment of reformist trade unions, and
factory legislation.
p. 673
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Petersburg and edited by S. N. Prokopovich, who worked in close cooperation with Kuskova and others. The Bez Zaglaviya supporters, a
semi-Cadet, semi-Menshevik group of Russian bourgeois intellectuals,
supported revisionists in the Russian and international Social-Democratic movement.
p. 673
Reference is to the disagreements in the Social-Democratic group of the
German Reichstag over the shipping subsidies (Dampfersubvention).
Late in 1884 German Reichchancellor Bismarck, in pursuance of the
expansionist colonial policy of Germany, demanded from the Reichstag
that it approve subsidies to the shipping companies for establishing
regular shipping routes to East Asia, Australia and Africa. The Left
"'ing of the Social-Democratic group, led by Behel and Liebknecht, re-·
jected the subsidies, but the Right wing, which constituted the majority,
declared itself in favour of granting subsidies, even before the offici:il
debate on the question. But they made a number of reservations, in
particular that tl1e ships for the new lines should be built at German
sl1ipyards. 011ly after the Reichstag declined this demand did the whole
group unanimously come out against the government bill. The behaviour of the majority of the group was criticised by the newspaper Sozialdemokrat and Social-Democratic organisations.
p. 67 4
The "You,th"-the r1etty-bourgeois semi-anarcl1ist opposition in the
German Social-Democratic Party, whicl1 emerged in 1890. I ts central
group consisted of young \vriters and students (hence the name) who
aspired to the role of theoreticians and leaders in tlie party. The opposition did not understand the changes that took place after the annul-

See Note 232.
P· 675
407 Severny Golas (Voice of the North)-a legal paper, organ of the R.S.D.L.P.,
which appeared in St. Petersburg from December 6 ~o 8, 1905 and was
edited jointly by the Bolsheviks and ~he Menshev!ks.
N achalo (The Beginning)-a legal daily Menshevik newspaper, published in St. Petersburg from November 13 to Dece~ber 2, 1905.
Novaya Zhizn (Ne\v Life)-the first legal Bolshevik newspaper published daily in St. Petersburg from October 27 to December 3, 1906. p. 675
ws Polyarnaya Zvezda (The Pole Star)-a weekly .journal, mouthpiec~ of
the Right wing of the Constitutional-Democratic Party. It was edited
by p. B. Struve and published in St. Petersburg from December 15,
1905 to March 19, 1906.
.
.
Nasha Zhizn (Our Life)-a daily newspaper of Menshevik leanings,
published in St. Petersburg at intervals, from November 6, 1904 to
July 11, 1906.
p. 676
Blank was on its editorial board.
p.
681
ao9 See Note 214.
t10 Lenin's article "Our Revolution'' was written apropos of the third. and
fourth volumes of Notes on the Revolution by N. Sukhanov, a prominent
Menshevik.
P· 686
4oa

411

Lenin evidently refers to the characterisation of the Pa~is qommune as
a "thoroughly expensive political form" given by Marx in his work The
Civil War in France (see Marx and Engels, Selectet} Wo~k~, Y,ol. 2, Moscow, 1969, p. 223) and the high appraisal of the elasti?ity of the Parisians giveri in Marx's letter to L. Kugelmann of April 12, 1871 (see
Marx and Engels, Selected Correspondence, Mosco\v, 1965, p. 263). p. 686

Lenin refers to the' following passage from Mar;c 's letter to Engels ~f
April 16, 1856: "Th'"e whole th~ng in Gern;any wrll depend on th~ .possibility of backing the proletarian re".olution by s.o~e second edition of
the Peasant War. Then the affair will be splendid (Marx and Engels 6
Selected Correspondence,tMoscow, ~.1965, p. 92).
P· 68
41a See Note 326.
P· 687
414 The Brest Peace Treaty \Va~:signedkbetween Soviet Russ~a and the Quadruple Alliance (Germany, Austria-Hungary, Bulgaria and Turkey)
in Brest-Litovsk in March 1918. The terms were extremely onerous f.or
Soviet Russia. But in spite of its being a great b~rden on the Sov~et
econopiy, the Brest Peace Treaty gave Soviet Russia a peaceful re~pit~
and allowed her to muster forces for the defeat of the counter-revolu
tionary bourgeoisie in the coming Civil War.
P· 688
416 The New Economic Policy (NEP)-the econo?1ic. policy of ~he. proletarian
state in the period of transition from ?apitalrsm to so?ialis~. It ;yas
called new in contrast to War Communism, the. economrc. policy wh~ch
tl1e Soviet government was obliged to pursu~ in the per~od of foreign
military intervention and the Civil War. This latter policy was based
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on extreme centralisation of production and distribution proh"b· .
of freedom of the. trade and introduction of the surplus-~ ro i. it~on
system, under which the peasants were obliged to deliver
ptriation
surplus products.
e s ate all
Under the Ne:v Economic Policy, introduced after the Civil War
became the ~asic fo~m of contact between socialist industry and' ;rade
peasant farming. With the repeal of the surplus-appropriatio
mall
in favour of a tax in kind, the peasants were able to dis osen £Ystei;n
surplus products at will, sell them on the open market and ppurch their
manufactured goods they needed.
ase the
The ~ew Economic. Policy permitted a certain margin of ca it l"
enterprise for s?me time but the basic economic positions wefe -hist
the pr.o~etarian. state. NEP envisaged a development of product~ld
orces, raising agi:iculture on a higher level and accumulating f ivde
necessary for building socialist industry .
p. un
688s
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A
Adler, Friedrich (1879-1960)-one

of the Right-wing leaders of
Austrian
Social-Democracy;
member of the Centrist TwoInternational
and-a-Half
(1921-23).-649
Aikin, John (1747-1822)-English
physician, radical publicist.56

•

Alexander III of Macedon (The
Great) (356-323 B.C.)-soldier

and statesman.-52
Annenkov, Pavel Vasilyevich (1812-

1887)-Russian liberal landowner, man of letters.-273
Appian (end of the 1st century-170s
A.D.)-Roman historian.-'234
Arkwright, Richard (1732-1792)English industrialist; misappropriated a number of patents for inventions made in
England.-249
•

Augustus (Gaius Julius Caesar Octavianus) (63 B.C.-14 A.D.)-·

1st Roman Emperor (27 B.C.14 A.D.).-26, 307
Avenarius, Richard (1843-1896)German idealist philosopher;
formulated the main :propositions of empirio-criticism, a
reactionary philosophy resurrecting the subjective idealism of Berkeley and Hume.437, 441, 443, 445, 446
Avksentyev,

Nikolai

Dmitriyevich

(1878-1943)-one of tl1e lead-

INDEX
ers of the Socialist-Revolutionary Party. After the February 1917 bourgeois-democratic revolution Minister of the
Interior in the bourgeois Provisional
Government. -531,
556
Avramov, P. F. (c. 1875-1906)Cossack officer who displayed
great cruelty during the suppression by the tsarist troops
of the peasant movement in
Tambov Gubernia in 1905;
he subjected Maria Spiridonova, a Socialist-Revolutionary,
to torture during the interrogation. -670-72
Axelrod, Lyubov I saakovna (Orthodox) (1868-1946)- philosopher

and literary critic, participant
in the Social-Democratic movement, Menshevik; criticised
Economism, neo-Kantianism
and empirio-criticism in her
works.-431
Axelrod, Pavel Borisovich (18501928)-one of the leaders of
Menshevism, an opportunist
trend in Russian
SocialDemocracy.-385, 467
B
Bailly, Jean Sylvain (1736-1793)prominent figure in the French
bourgeois Revolution of the
end of the 18th century, a leader of the liberal constitutional bourgeoisie.-121
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Bak11nin,

Mikhail

A lexandrovich

(1814-1876)-anarchist ideologist (see also Note 231). 386, 561
Barbes,
Armand
(1809-1870)French petty-bourgeois democrat, active in the 1848 revolution; was sentenced to life
imprisonment and amnestied
in 1854.-134.
Barrot, Odilon (1791-1873)-French
politician, participant in the
revolution of 1830; subsequently, leader of the liberalIl!-onarchist bourgeois opposition; from December 1848 to
October 1849 headed the Ministry supported by the Party
of Order.-270.
Barth, Ernst Emil Paul (1858192~)-qerman
philosopher,
soc1olog1st and teacher; .from
1?90 lectured in Leipzig University.-290, 291, 302, 303, 305
Bauer, Bruno (1809-1882)-German
id~alist philosopher, a prominent Young Hegelian.-16,
17' 26-28, 37' 38, 40-43
Bauer, Otto (1882-1938)-a leader
of the Austrian Social-Democratic Party and the Second
International, ideologist of
"Austro-Marxism", which camouflaged) rejection of revolutionary Marxism, of the
class struggle of the proletariat, with Marxist phraseology. One of the authors of the
bourgeois nationalist theory
of "cultural-national autonomy" (see Note,.270).-475, 482
649, 657
'
Bayle, Pierre (1647-1706)-French
philosopher, Sceptic. -237
Ba11,arov (Rudnev), Vladimir Alexandro.vich (187 4-1939)- Russian

philosopher and economist
Social-Democrat. During th~
revolution of 1905-07 contrib.uted to Bolshevik publications; after the defeat of the
revolution departed from Bolshevism. Together with A. A.
Bogdanov revised Marxist phi~osop?y from the standpoint of
idealism and emiiirio-criticism.-425, 432 433 445
. '
'
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Bebel,. A itgust (1840-1913)-a pro-

Bismarck, Otto (1815-1898)-Prus-

minent leader of the German
Social-Democrats and the international
working-class
movement. Began his political
activity in the first half of
the 1860s; was member of the
First International. In 1869
,,·ith Liebknecht, founded th~
German
Social-Democratic
\V~rl,ers' Party; elected to the
Re1chstag several times. In
the 1890s and beginning of
the 1900s opposed reformism
and revisionism in the Germai1
Social-Democratic
movement.-264, 564, 568
Beesly,
Edward Spencer (18311915)-English historian and
positivist philosopher. Popularised Auguste Comte's ideas in
England and translated his
works into English.-439
Belin.sky,

Vissarion

sian and German statesman
and diplomat. Forcibly accomplished the unification of
German states into a united
German empire under Prussian
hegemony. From 1871 to
1890 directed Germany's home
and foreign policy. In 1878
promulgated the Anti-Socialist Law.-167, 168, 191, 258,
261, 262, 264, 270, 271, 407,
531
Bissolati, Leonida (1857-1920)-a
founder of the Italian Socialist Party and leader of its
reformist Right wing. In 1912
was expelled from the party.508, 555
Blanc, Louis (1811-1882)-French
petty-bourgeois socialist, historian. During the 1848 revolution entered tl1e Provisional
Government and headed the
commission for "studying the
labour question"; his compromise tactics helped the
bourgeoisie to divert the workers from the revolutionary
struggle. Elected a member
of the National Assembly in
February 1871, he remained
in the camp of the enemies of
the Paris Commune.-117, 120,
518, 610
Blank, Rufim Markovich (b. 1866)Russian liberal publicist, adliered to the Left \Ying of the
Cadet Party.-667-70, 672-77
Blanqui, Louis Auguste (18051881)-French revolutionary,
utopian Communist, participant in Paris insurrections
and revolutions from 1830 to
1870; headed several secret
revolutionary societies. His
prison terms added up to over
thirty-six years.
In his strivings to seize po\ver with the aid of a small
group of revolutionary conspirators, he failed to understand that the organisation
·Of the masses for revol11tionary
struggle had a decisive role
to play. Althougl1 J\Iarx, Engels and Lenir1 11ighly appre-

Grigoryevich

(1811-1848)-Russian revolut~onary democrat, literary critic and publicist, materialist
pl1ilosopher. -385
Belorussov,

Alexei

Stanislavovich

(1859-1919)-Russian bourgeois
publicist;
after the October Socialist Revol11tion of
1917 participated in the work
of
various counter-revolutionary organisations. -590
Bernstein, Eduard (1850-1932)le.ade~ of _the extreme opportunist\\·1ng in the German SocialDemocratic movement and the
Second International theoretician of revisionism ~nd reforI1_1ism. ~n 1896-98 he publ1sl1ed, in the N eue Zeit, a
series of articles entitled "Probleme des Sozialismus" (Problems of Socialism), issued
later as a separate book, Die
T'ora11ssetzungen

des S ozialismus und die Aufgaben der Sozialdemokratie (Prerequisites of

Socialism and the Tasks of
Soc!al-Democracy), in which he
~ev1sed philosopl1ical, economic and political tenets of
revo utionary Marxism. -302,
380-83, 424, 428, 554, 560-61,
579, 603, 611, 660, 673, 675

ciated his services to the revolutionary cause, tl1ey cri ticised him for his mistakes
and for the futility of his
conspiratorial
tactics.-111,
134, 518, 519
Bloch, Joseph (1871-1936)-student
of Berlin University, later a
journalist, publisher and editor of the magazine Sozialistische M onatshefte. -294
Blas, TVilhelm (1849-1927)-German historian and publicist,
belonged to the Right wing
of the German Social-Democratic Party.-323, 336
Roenigk, Otto, baron van-German
public fig11re; lectured on socialism in Breslau University.-292
Bogdanov, A. (Malinovsky, Alexander A lexandrovich) (1873-

1928)-Russian philosopher,
sociologist and economist; physician by profession. After the
Second
Congress
of the
R.S.D.L.P. (1903) sided with
the Bolsheviks. D11ring the
reaction of 1907-10 following
the defeat of the 1905-07 revolution, departed from Bolshevism. Tried to create his
own
philosopl1ical system,
"empirio-monism", a variety of
subjective-idealist l\{achist philosophy, n1asked by l\1arxist
terminology. Expelled from
the Bolshevik Part'! in June
1909 at a meeting of the enlarged editorial boarcl of the
newspaper Proletary (The Proletarian) .-425, 431-37, 443,
446
Boguslawski, Albert van (18341905)-German ger1eral and
\Vriter on military subjects.269, 270
Bohm-Bawerk,
Eugen
(18511914)-Austrian bo11rgeois econoinist, representative elf the
so-called .l\ustrian school in
political ecor1om~·; its followers hampered the dissemination of Marxist ideas bv interpreting economic la\v's from
a s11bjective, idealist stand. t .- 4?_;:i,
- 4?po1n
~1
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Bolingbro/,e, Henry (1678-1751)English deisL philosopher and
politician, one of the Tory
leaders.-247
Bonaparte, Louis-see Napoleon I I I.
Borgius, W.-306-08
Bourbons-royal dynasty in France
(1589-1792, 1814-15 and 181530). -12.5, 129, 231
Bracke, Wilhelm (1842-1880)-German Social-Democrat, close to
1iarx and Engels; one of the
main publishers and distributors of Social-Democratic literature.-563, 564
Branting, Karl Hjalmar (18601925)-an opportunist, leader
of the Social-Democratic Party of Sweden and one of the
leaders of the Second International.-555
Brentano, Lujo (1844-1931)-German vulgar bourgeois economist, one of the chief representatives of Katheder Socialism.-254.
Bright, John (1811-1889)-English
manufacturer, one of the
founders of the Anti-Corn Law
League. From the end of the
1860s a leader of the Liberal
Party; Minister in several Liberal cabinets. -251
Brouckere, Louis de (1870-1951)a leader of the Belgian Workers' Party; prior to the First
World War headed its Left
wing. During the war (19141918) became a social-chauvinist. Subsequently joined the
governn1ent. -429
Brousse, Paul Louis Marie (18541912)-French petty-bourgeois
socialist, participant in the
Paris Commune. After its defeat lived in emigration, adhered to the anarchists. On
his return to France in the
1880s, joined the Workers'
Party and fought against its
Marxist wing; became one of
the ideologists and leaders
of the Possibilists. -429
Brutus, lkl arc us Junius (c. 85-42
B.C. )-Roman politician; headed the conspirators \\'ho assassinated Julius Caesar.-121

•

Buchez,
Philippe (1796-1865)French politician and historian, bourgeois Republican
one of the ideologists of Chris:
tian socialism.-170
B iichner, Friedrich Karl (18241899)-German
philosopher
one of the chief representative~
of vulgar materialism; physician by profession. Gave a
systematic exposition of vulgar materialism in his main
work, Kraft 11nd Stoff (1855).287, 437, 439
B11lkin, Fyodor Afanasyevich (b.
1888)-Russian Social-Democrat. During the First World
War (1914-18) worked on th&
\v·ar industry committees in
Novgorod, Samara and Petersburg. -508
B1irenin, Victor Petrovich (18411926)-Russian publicist and
writer, was on the editorial
board of the reactionary newspaper 1Vovoye Vremya (New
Times).
Lenin often used his surname to denote dishonest
methods in polemics.-331,
333, 354

c
Caesar (Gaius Julius) (c. 100144 B.C.)-Roman general and
statesman.-121, 307
Calvin, Jean (1509-1564)-prominent figure in the Reformation, founder of Calvinism, a
Protestant trend, which expressed the interests of the
bourgeoisie in the epoch of
primitive accumulation of
capital.-236, 244, 245, 304
Carnphausen, Ludolf (1803-1890)Prussian statesman, one of the
leaders of the Rhenish liberal
bourgeoisie. From March 29
to June 20, 1848, headed th&
Prussian bourgeois-liberal government, whose treacherous
policy in relation to the working class made it possible for
the reactionary forces in the
country to gain strength. 664
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Cartu•right, Edmund (1743-1823)English inventor. -249
Carus, Paul (1852-1919)-American pl1ilosopher, subjective
idealist and mystic; tried to reconcile religion and science.445
Caussidiere, 1\Iarc (1808-1861)French petty-bourgeois democrat, participant in the 1834
UJ)rising in Lyons. From Febr11ary to June 1848 police
prefect in Paris; deputy to
' tl1e Constituent Assembly; in
J 11ne 1848 emigrated to Engla11d.-120
Cavaignac, Louis Eugene (18021857)-French general, reactionary politician. In June
1848 headed military dictatorsl1ip and brutally suppressed
the uprising of the Paris workers.-107, 591
Charlemagne (Charles the Great)
(c. 742-814)-King of the
Franks (768-800) and Emperor
of the West (800-814).-68
Charles I (1600-1649)-Ki11g of
Great Britain (1625-49), executed during the English bourgeois revolution. -245
Cherbuliez, Antoine Elisee (17971869)-S\viss economist, follo\ver of Sismondi. -69
Chernov, Viktor Mikhailovich (18761952)-one of the leaders and
tl1eoreticians of the SocialistRevolutionaries. In 1917 Minister of Agriculture in the
bo11rgeois Provisional Government, pursued a policy of
se,·ere repressions against peasants who seized landed estates.-531, 532, 556, 557, 574,
575, 580, 581, 591
Chernyshevsky, N ikolrii Gavrilovich
(1828-1889)-Russian revolutionary democrat, scientist,
\\'riter and literary critic, one
of .the precursors of Russian
Social-Democracy. -385, 596
·Chkheidze, Nilcolai Semyonovich
(1864-192 6)-a Menshevik leader. -508, 509, 515, 518
Chkhenkeli, Akaky lvanovich (b.
1874)-Russian Social-Democrat, Menshevik.-503
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Clausewitz, Karl (1780-1831)-Prussian general, military theoretician. -521, 523
Clemenceau, Georges Benjamin (18411929)-French politician and
statesman, for many years leader of the Radical Party. In
1906-09 headed the French Government. Defended the interests of big capital and pursued a policy of brutal reprisals against the working class.
In November 1917 again headed the government and introduced military dictatorship
in the country. In 1920 he
was defeated in the presidential elections and retired from
politics.-614
Cobden, Richard (1804-1865)-English factory-owner, a leader
of the Whig Party; headed the
Free Traders' struggle against
the Corn La\VS. -251
Comte, Auguste (1798-1857)-French
philosopher and psychologist,
founder of positivism.-439
Constant de Rebecque, Benjamin
(1767-1830)-French
writer,
liberal politician. -121
Constantine I (c. 274-337)-Roman
Emperor (306-337) ..-272
Cornelissen, Christian-Dutch anarchist, follower of P. A. Kropotkin;
opposed Marxism.
Chauvinist during the First
World War of 1914-18.-575
Cornelius, Hans (1863-1947)-German philosopher, subjective
idealist. -445
Cousin, Victor (1792-1867)-French
idealist philosopher, eclectic. -121
Crispien,Arthur(1875-1946)-a leader of the German Social-Democrats, p11blicist. In 1917-22
headed the Right wing of the
Independent Social-Democratic Party of Germany.-677
Cromwell, Oliver (1599-1658)-leader of the bourgeoisie and
the aristocracy turned bourgeois, during the English bourgeois revolution of the 17th
centurv. From 1653 Lord Protector" of England, Scotland
and Ireland.-121, 245, 307
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Cunow, Hei11rich (1862-1936)-Ger-

man Rigl1t-wing Social-Democrat, historian, sociologist and
ethnographer. At first adhered
to Marxists, then a revisionist
and falsifier of Marxism.465, 466
D
Danielson,
Nikolai
Frantsevich
(N.-on) (1844-1918)-Russian

economist; an ideologist of liberal Narodism in the 1880s
and 1890s. His political
activity is expressive of the
Narodniks'
evolution from
revolutionary actions against
tsarism to a policy of conciliation with it.-378
Danton, Georges Jacques (17591794)-prominent leader of the
French bourgeois revolution
of the end of the 18th century, headed the Right \Ving of
the Jacobins.-119, 120
Darwin, Charles Robert (18091882)-English
naturalist,
founder of materialist biology,
the theory of the origin and
evolution of new species of
animals and plants. The main
principles and facts in proof
of this theory are expounded
in his book On the Origin of
Species (1859).-187, 226, 239,
287, 313, 320, 325, 436
David, Eduard (1863-1930)-a leader of the German Right-wing
Social-Democrats, revisionist;
economist by profession.-503,
555
· Descartes, Rene (1596-1650)-French
dualist philosopher, mathematician and naturalist.-290
Desmoulins, Camille (1760-1794)French publicist, prominent
in the bourgeois revolution of
the end of the 18th century,
Right-\ving J acobin.-120
Dietzgen, Joseph (1828-1888)-German worl,er, Social-Democrat,
pl1ilosopher; arrived independently at the basic propositions of dialectical materialism.-441-43, 445
/J iocletian (c. 245-313)- Roman
Emperor (284-305). -271
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Disraeli, Benjamin, Earl of Beaconsfield (1804-1881)-British

statesman and
leader; leader
vative Party
half of the
Prime Minister
1880).-252

suppressing the first Russian
revolution; inspired BlackHundred organisations for pogroms.-672
D utov, Alexander Jlyich (18641921 )-colonel of the tsarist
army. After the October Socialist Revolution one of the
organisers of the counter-revolutionary operatio11s in the
Urals.-593

writer, a Tory
of the Conserin the latter
19th century
(1868 and 1874:
•

Dittman.n, Wilhelm (1874-1954)-

a leader of the German SocialDemocrats, publicist. In 19171922 one of the leaders of th&
Right wing of the Independent Social-Democratic Party
of Germany.-677

Engels,

138, 139, 323, 324, 325, 327,
332, 335, 336, 338, 339, 342,
343, 344, 346, 350, 351, 352,
353, 374-77, 381-83, 385, 387,
388, 401, 420, 421, 423, 426,
437-41, 445, 447, 453, 459,
460, 462, 481-84, 492, 500,
503-07' 510, 514, 518, 519,
525, 526, 528-30, 532-39, 543,
545, 548, 549, 564, 568, 573,
577, 595, 604, 605, 608-13,
629, 631, 641, 647, 652

Dobrolyubov, Nikolai Alexandrovich (1836-1861)-Russian rev-

olutionary democrat, literary critic and materialist philosopher. -596
·Dubasov, Fyodor Vasilyevich (18451912)-admiral, one of th&
inspirers of tsarist reaction,
responsible for the suppression of the December 1905
armed uprising in Moscow.422, 665, 672, 674, 676
Duhem, Pierre Maurice Marie (18611.916)-French theoretical physicist, author of a number of
works on the history of physics; held Machist views.-443
Diihring, Eugen (1833-1921)-German philosopher and economist, whose views were an eclectic mixture of positivism,
metaphysical materialism and
idealism. His confused and
pernicious views on philosophy, political economy and
socialism were supported by
some of the German SocialDemocrats, which constituted
a great danger for the as yet
weak party. Engels subjected
them to annihilating criticism
in his work Anti-Diihring.202-04, 208, 210, 216, 218,
219, 222-24, 338, 339, 342-46,
350, 351, 354, 381, 424, 426,
437, 439, 440, 453, 536, 674
Durnovo, Pyotr Nikolayevich (18441915)-one of the most reactionary statesmen of tsarist
Russia. Appointed Minister of
the Interior in October 1905;
displayed great brutality in

E
Friedrich (1820-1895). -

Erler, Karl-see Laufe1iberg, Heinrich.
F

(18011887)-German naturalist and
idealist philosopher. His v.'orks
\Vere important for experimental psychology. In philosophy he was influenced by
Schelling, tried to reconcile
idealism and religion \vith
the spontaneously materialist
nature of the discoveries he
made in science.-439
Ferri, Enrico (1856-1929)-a leader
of tl1e I tali an Social-Democratic Party.-435
Feuerbach, Ludwig Andreas (18041872)-German
materialist
pl1ilosopher and atheist, a predecessor of Marxism.-11-17,
25-27, 41-43, 61, 302, 437,
439,·441, 445, 453
Fichte, Johann Gottlieb (17621814)-representative of classical German philosophy, subjective idealist.-304
Foch,
Ferdinand
(1851-1929)French marsl1al; co1nmander
of a number of Frencl1 armies
Fechner,

I

•

Gustav

Theodor
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during the First \Vorld War
(1914-18), then chief of General Staff of France, Supreme
Commander-in-Chief of the
Allied armies. In 1918-20 one
of the organisers of the armed
intervention against Soviet
Russia.-625
Forster, William Edward (18181886)-English factory-owner
and politician, Liberal M.P.,
Chief Secretary for Ireland
(1880-82); pursued a policy
of brutal suppression of the
national
liberation
movement. -251
Fourier, Charles (1772-1837)French utopian socialist.-187,
189, 190, 214, 273, 282, 386
Friedrich Wilhelm I I I
( 17701840)-King of Prussia (17971840).-191
Friedrich Wilhelm IV (1759-1861)King of Prussia (1840-61).223
G
Galvani, Luigi (1737-1798)-Itali-

an physiologist and physicist,
the founder of galvanism, who
proved the existence of the
electric current in the animal
organism. Galvani's experiments greatly influenced the
development of natural science
and marked the beginning of
electro physiology. -337
Garibaldi, Giuseppe (1807-1882)a leader of the I tali an revolutionary democrats and outstanding general. In 18481867 headed the Italian people's
struggle against foreign domination, and fought for Italy's
unification. -477
Gegechkori, Yevgeni Petrovich (b.
1879)-Menshevik; chairman
of the counter-revolutionary
government in Transcaucasia
from November 1917; later,
Minister of Foreign Affairs
and Deputy Chairman of the
Georgian Menshevik government; white emigre from
1921.--592, 593
Ghe, A. Y. (d. 1919)--Russian
anarchist. After the October
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Socialist Revolution supported Soviet power.-575
Giffen, Robert (1837-1910)-British bourgeois economist and
statistician, expert in finances,
11ead
of
the
statistical
department in the Board of
Trade (1876-97).-196
Gladstone, Robert (1811-1872)-British businessman, bourgeois
philanthropist,
cousin
of
William Gladstone.-173
Gladstone, William Ewart (18091898)-British Tory statesman.
Leader of the Liberal Party
in the latter half of the 19th
century, Prime Minister (1868187 4, 1880-85, 1886, 189294). -173
Goethe, Johann Wolfgang (17491832)-German writer · and
thinker.-168
Gatz, Abram Raf ailoviqh (18821940)-a Socialist-Revolutionary leader. After the October
Socialist Revolution waged
struggle against Soviet power. -589, 592, 593
Gould, Jay (1836-1892)-American
millionaire, railway dealer and
financier.-298
Gracchus, Gaius Sempronius (153121 B.C.) and Tiberius Sempronius (163-133 B.C.), brothers
(The
Gracchi)-Roman
tribunes; fought to implement
agrarian laws in the interests
of the peasants.-121, 270
Grave, Jean (1854-1939)-French
petty-bourgeois socialist, a
theoretician of anarchism. At
tl1e beginning of the 20th
century took an anarchosyndicalist stand. During the
First World War (1914-18)
adhered to social-chauvinism. -575
Griin, Karl (1817-1887)-German
petty-bourgeois publicist; in
the mid-40s one of the chief
representatives of "true socialism". His "true socialism"
was a utopian teaching, according to which the essence of
"true" man would be realised
in future society. He combined
abstract idealist features of
•

•
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Feuerbach's philosophy with
Proudhon's anarchist ideas.439
Guchkov, Alexander Ivanovich (18621936)-big Russian capitalist,
organiser and leader of the
Octobrist Party. Follo\ving the
February
1917
bourgeoisdemocratic revolution was
Minister of the Army and Navy
in the first bourgeois Provisional Government.-516, 518
Guesde, Jules (1845-1922)-one of
the organisers and leaders of
the French socialist movement
and the Second International;
did much to disseminate Marxism and develop socialist
movement in France. However, while opposing the policy of the Right-wing socialists, he made mistakes of a
sectarian nature both in theory
and tactics. At the beginning of the First World War
of 1914-18 took a social-chauvinist stand and entered the
French
bourgeois
government.
-429, 658
•
Guizot,

Fran~ois

Pierre Guillaume

(1787-1874)-French historian
and statesman; from 1840 to
the February 1848 revolution
directed the home and foreign·
policy of France, expressing
the interests of the big financial bourgeoisie. -107, 121,
127, 137, 231, 307, 462
Gillich, Gustav (1791-1847)-German
bourgeois economist and historian, author of a number of
works on the history of national economy.-308
Gvozdyov, Kuzma Antonovich (b.
1883)-Menshevik; social-chauvinist during the First World
War of 1914-18, chairman of
the workers' group in the
Central War Industry Committee. -508, · 509
H

(b. 1839)-English
trade unionist, chairman of
the garrnent workers' trade
union. From 1872 on,vards

Hales,

John

~

,

(1485-1509).-246
Ifenry VIII (1491-1547)-King of
England (1509-47).-53, 246
Herzen, Alexander Ivanovich (18121870)-Russian revolutionary
democrat, materialist philosopher, publicist and writer. 385
Hilferding, Rudolf (1877-1941)one of the opportunist leaders
of the German Social-Democratic Party and the Second
International. Author of Das
Finanzkapital (Finance Capital), published in 1910. Although the book contains serious theoretical mistakes and
opportunist propositions, it
11as contributed to the analysis of monopoly capitalism.489, 677
Hillquit, Morris (1869-1933)-American socialist, lawyer. At first
adhered to Marxism, tl1en degraded to reformism and opportunism .--661
Hi1idenburg, Paul von (1847-1934)German field marshal arid
Hegel, Georg Wilhelm Friedrich
statesman. During the First
(1770-1831)-German philosoWorld War of 1914-18 Compher, objective idealist. ,.llj,,.\;
mander-in-Chief of the Gerhistoric service to philos~
. ·ii.._.· man army· on the Eastern
was his thorough elaboration
front, then Chief of General
of idealist dialectics, which .. ·
Staff. One of the organisers
became one of the theoretical
of the military intervention
sources of dialectical"1a\erialagainst Soviet Russia. Took
ism.-14-16, 27, 41, 44, 46,
part in the suppression of the
120, 139, 141, 143, 179, 209,
November 1918 revolution in
228, 230, 232, 234, 275, 291,
Germany. In 1925-34 Presi301, 302, 304, 317, 337-39, •
der1t of the vVeimar Repub341-47, 351, 352, 381, 386, 425,
lic. In 1933 entrusted Hitler
439, 440, 453, 459, 526, 534
with forming the government,
Jieinzen, Karl (1809-1880)-Gertl1us officially handing over
man publicist, petty-bourgeois
po,vcr to the riazis.-625
democrat; opposed Marx and
Ifobbes, Thomas (1588-1679)-EngEngels. In the autumn of
lish philosopl1er, representa1850 went to live in the
tive of mechanistic materialU.S.A.-284
ism; had a11ti-democratic social
Henderson, Arthur (1863-1935)and political views.-247, 288,
a leader of the Labour Party
301
and the British trade union
Hoglund, Carl Zeth Konstantin
moveme'nt. In 1908-10 and
(1884-1956)-leaderof tl1e Left1914-17 chairman of tl1e La\Vir1g Social-Democratic and
bol1r group in Parliament. A
the youth movement in S\vesocial-cha11vinist during the
den. In 1917-24 one of the
First World War of 1914-18.leaders of the Communist Party
509, 555, 614
of Sweden. In 1924 was exHenry VII (1457-1509)-King of

headed the reformist wing of
the British Federal Council of
the International and fought
against the General Council
of the International and its
leaders, l\1arx and Engels;
strove to capture leadership
of the International's organisations in England; took a
cl1auvi11ist stand in respect
to the Irish worl,ing-class movement, opposing tl1e formation of tl1e International's
sections in Ireland. In May
1873 the· General Council expelled him from the International.-504
Jiarcourt, William (1827-1904)BFitish Liberal statesman. In
1894-98 leader of tl1e Liberal
Party.-407
JI axthausen, August (1792-1866)Prussian official and writer,
author of a book on the survivals of the communal system in Russian agrarian re.
lations.-84
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pelled from the Party for
opportunism and opposition
to the decisions of the Fifth
Congress of the Comint!li'n;
returned to the ranks of the
Social-Democratic Party in
1926.-656
•
Ilorner, K.-see Pannekoek, Anto1i.
Jliime, David (1711-1776)-English

economist and philosopl1er,
subjective idealist, agnostic.439, 440
J[uxley,
Thomas J{enry (18251895)-English
nat11ralist,
Darwin's closest associate and
populariser of his theory. His
researches in zoology, palaeonthology, anthropology and
comparative anatomy were of
great importance for substantiating
Darwin's
theory.
Though a spontaneous materialist, he rejected materialism
and proclaimed himself an
agnostic.-439, 441
Jlyndman, Henry Mayers (18421921)-a leader of the British
Socialist Party, reformist. Left
the party in 1916, after the
party conference in Salford
condemr1ed 11is social-chauvinist stand in relation to the
imperialist \var.-509, 658

J
Ja.coby, Johann (1805-1877)-German
publicist,
politician,
bourgeois democrat; physician
by profession. In 1872 joined
the Social-Democratic Party,
from which he was elected
to the Reichstag in 1874.
He was not a Marxist, but
Marx and Engels held him
in high esteem as a democrat
'vho sided with the proletarian movement, though they
disagreed with him on many
points.-625
J aures, Jean (1859-1914)-prominent figure in the French and
international socialist movement, historian. One of the
leaders of the reformist United
Socialist Party of France,
founder and editor-in-chief of

l' Ilumanite, the party's cen.,-

tral organ. Actively fought
against militarism and tl1e
immine11t imperialist war.
Assassinated by a hireling of
the militarists in June 1914.402, 429
• Junius-see Luxemburg, Rosa.
K
Kamyshansky, P. K.-procurator

of the Petersburg Judicial
Chamber, acted as prosecutor
at the trial of the SocialDemocratic group of the Second
Duma.-422
Kant, Immanuel (1724-1804)-German philosopher, father of
classical German idealism. 301, 304, 425, 439, 440
Kautsky, J(arl (1854-1938)-one of·
the leaders and theoreticians
of the German Social-Democrats and the Second International. A11thor of a number
of works on .Marxist theory:
Karl Marx's Okonomische Lehren "(Economic Teaching of
Karl Marx), Die Agrarfrage

(The Agrariar1 Question), etc.
·Betrayed socialism at the outbreak of the imperialist world
war (1914) by supporting the
\Var and justifying the policy
of German imperialism. Author
of the reactionary theory of
ultra-imperialism. After the
October 1917 Socialist Revolution in Russia opposed Soviet power and the dictatorship of the proletariat.-314,
332, 336, 365, 380-83, 389,
390, 415, 416, 465-67' 476,
478, 483, 484, 486, 488, 489,.
500, 502-06, 509-11, 527' 530,
538, 539, 542-43, 547' 549,
554, 555, 560, 603-18, 623,
649, 657' 658, 661-63, 666,
677, 689
Kerensky,

Alexander

Fyodorovich

(1881-1970) - Social ist-Revolutionary. After the February
1917 bourgeois-democratic revolution Minister of Justice,
Minister of the Army and
Navy and then Prime Minister in the bourgeois Provisional Government and Su-
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preme Commander-in-Chief. In
1918 fled abroad.-531, 580,
589, 593
Kiesewetter, Alexander Alexandrovich (1866-1933)-Russian lib-

eral bourgeois historian and
publicist.-422, 668-70, 672
Kievsky, P.-see Pyatakov, Georgi
Leonidovich.
Klopstock, Friedrich Gottlieb (1724- ·

1803)-German poet.-314
Koller, Ernst Matthias (1841-1928)German reactionary statesman, deputy to the Reichstag
(1881-88), Prussian Minister
of the Interior (1894-95); conducted a policy of persecution
of the Social-Democratic Party.-271
Kornilov, Lavr Georgievich (18701918)-tsarist general. In August 1917 headed a counterrevolutionary revolt. After its
suppression was imprisoned;
escaped from prison and fled
to the Don, where he became
one of the organisers and
then commander of the whiteguard Volunteer Army.-580,
581, 589' 591-93
Kropotkin, Pyotr A lexeyevich (18421921)-a prominent leader and
theoretician of anarchism.-575
Krupps-dynasty of German industrialists, owners of steel
v•orks, the biggest armaments
manufacturers in Germany. 614
Kugelmann, Ludwig (1830-1902)~

German physician, participant
in the 1848-49 revolution,
member of the First International and delegate to several
of its congresses; friend of the
Marx family. Between 1862
and 1874 corresponded with
Marx, keeping him informed
about the state of affairs in
Germany.-285, 421, 436, 439,
549
Kuskova,.

Yekaterina

Dmitrievna

(1869-1958)-Russian public
figure and publicist. In. 1906,
with S. N. Prokopovich, published Bez Zaglaviya (Without
a Title), a semi-Cadet, semiMenshevik journal.-673

L
Labriola, Arturo (1873-1959)-Ita-

lian politician, law)'er and
economist, one of the leaders
of the Italian syndicalist
movement. Author of a number
of books on the theory of
syndicalism, in which he
tried to adapt the programme
of "revolutionary syndicalism''
to Marxism.-429
Lagardelle, Hubert (b. 1874)~r~nch petty-bourgeois. polit1c1an,
anarcho-synd1calist.
\Vrote a number of books on
the
history
of anarchosyndicalism • in France.-429
Lange, Friedrich Albert (18281875)-German philosopher,
subjective idealist, one of the
first neo-Kantians. In his works
distorted the essence of the
working-class movement, su1Jported Malthus's reactionarv
theory of population and regarded capitalism as the "natural and eternal" system of
human society.-168, 435, 436
439
'
Lassalle, Ferdinand (1825-1864)German petty-bourgeois socialist, father of Lassalleanisrn,
a variety of opportunism in
the
German working-class
movement. One of the founders.
of tl1e General Association of
German Workers (1863). The
setting up of the Association
was of great significance for
the working-class movement,
but Lassalle, elected president, led it along an opportunist path.
The Lassalleans aimed at
building a "free people's state"
by means of legal agitation
for universal suffrage and by
setting up producers' co-operative societies subsidised by
the Prussian state. Lassalle
supported the" policy of Germany's
unification
"from
above"
under
reactionary
Prussia's hegemony.-161-63,
1. 66-70, 264, 383, 391, 564
'
570, 571
47*
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Laufenberg, Heinrich (Erler, Karl)

(1872-1932)- German
Left\Ving Social-Democrat, publicist. Following the November
1918 revolution in Germany
joined the German Communist
Party; headed its "Left" opposition. After the expulsion
of the "Left" opposition from
the Communist Party, he took
part in founding the Communist Workers' Partv of Germany.-653
•
Lavrov, Pyotr
Lavrovich (l'vlirtov) (1823-1900)-ideologist of

Narodism; representative of
the ·subjective school in sociology. Father of the reactionary N arodnik theory of
"heroes" and "mob", which
denied the objective laws governing the development of
society and attributed the progress of manl,ind to the activity of "critically thinking
individuals" .-287-89, 377
Leclair, Anton van (b. 1848)Austrian reactionary philosopher, subjective idealist of the
immanent school. -445
Ledr1L-Rollin,

Alexandre

Auguste

(1807-1874)-French publicist,
a leader of petty-bourgeois
democrats; in 1848 member
of the Provisional Government, deputy to the Constituent and Legislative assemblies, where he headed the Montagne party; subsequently an
emigre.-117
Legien, Carl van (1861-1920)German Right-wing SocialDemocrat, a leader of German trade unions, revisionist. -503, 509, 555, 557
Lensch, Paul (1873-1926)-German
Social-Democrat. At the outlirealc of the First World War
(1914-18) took a social-chauvinist stand. In 1922 expelled
from tlte Social-Democrat- Party of' Germany.-465,
1c
478, 481, 505
Leo

XIII
Count

Pope
407

(Gioaccliino Vincenzo,
Pecci)
(1810-1903)--

(elected

in

1878). -

Lessing, Gotthold Ephraim (1729-

1781 l-. German writer, critic
and philosopher, prominent in
the Enlightenment.-143

Licinius (Gaius

Licinius

Stolo)-

Roman statesman of the first
half of the 4th century B.C.;
as a people's tribune, together
with Sextus passed laws in
the interests of the plebeians. -20
Liebig, Justus (1803-1873)-German scientist, one of the
founders of agricultural chemistry.-158, 287
Liebknecht, Karl (1871-1919)-outstanding figure in the German
and international workingclass movement; one of the
leaders of the
Left-wing
Social-Democrats in Germany·
son of Wilhelm Liebknecht'.
An organiser and lP-ader of the
Spartacus League. Together
with Rosa Luxemburg headed
the revolutionary vanguard of
the German workers during
the November 1918 revolu. tion. Was one of the founders
of the Communist Party of
Germany and leader of the
Berlin workers' uprising in
J ariu'.lry 1919. After its suppression \Vas brutally murdered by counter-revolutionaries. -656
Liebknech'., Wil~elm (1826-1900)prominent in the German and ·
international
working-class
movement, a founder and leader of the German SocialDemocratic Party.-362
IJloyd George, David (1863-1945)British statesman and diplomat, leader of the Liberal
Party. From 1890 onwards
Member of Parliament. In
1905-08 President of the Board
of Trade; in 1908-15 Chancell~r of the Exchequer. Played
an important role ir1 framing the British Government's
policy of preparing ar1 imperialist world war. Through
flattery, lies and promises to
\Yorkers tried to hinder and
prevent the formation of a

working-class
revolutionary
party in Britain. In 1916-22
Prime Minister.-508, 509
Locke, John (1632-1704)-English
dualist philosopher, elaborated a sensualist theory of
knowledge, which was materialist at its foundation; bourgeois economist.-121, 301
Longuet, Jean (1876-1938)-a lead.
er of the French Socialist
Party and the Second International, publicist. During the
First World War (1914-18)
headed the Centrist pacifist
minority in the F .S.P. Opposed
affiliation of the
F.S.P.
with the Comml1nist International and the formation of the
Communist Party of France.
-614,
661,
662,
666,
677
Lopatin, Lev Mikhailovich (18551920)-R11ssian idealist philosopher, preached spiritualism, and believed that orte of
the "vital problems" of 11l1ilosophy was to prove the "immortality of the soul".-4!14
Louis XIV (1638-1715)-King of
France (1643-1715).-130, 237
Louis XVIII (1755-1824)-King of
France (1814-15 and 181524).-121
Louis Napoleon-see Napoleon I I I.
Louis Philippe (1773-1850)-D11lce

of Orleans, King of France
(1830-48).-129, 170, 172, 2115,
250
.
Lunacharsky,

A natoly

Vasilyevich

(1875-1933)-Russian .SocialDemocrat, Bolshevik. During
the years of reaction (1907-10)
departed from Bolshevism, \vas
a member of the anti-Party
Vperyod group, came up \vith
preaching god-building. Lenin
exposed the erroneousness of
Lunacharsky's vie,vs and criticised them. After the October Socialist Revolution, prominent Soviet statesman and
public figure.-444, 446
Luther, Martin (1483-1546)-leader
of the German Reformation,
founder of Protestantism (Lutheranism) in Germany; ide-

ologist of German bl1rghers. 120, 236, 244, 304
Luxemburg, Rosa (Junius) (18711919)-prominent figure in the
international
working-class
movement, one of the organisers of the Spartacus League.
After tl1e November 1918 revolution in Germany took
part in the Inaugl1ral Congress
of the Communist Party of
Germany. In January 1919
was arrested and murdered
on the order of the Scheidemann government.-496, 499,
611, 661
Luau, Georgi Yevgenyevich (18611925)-big Russian landovvner, Constitutional-Democrat.
After the February 1917 bo11rgeois-democratic
revolution
-from March to July-Chairman of the Council of Ministers and Minister of the
Interior in the bourgeois Provisional
Governmer1t. -516,
518
M
MacDonald, James Ramsay (1866-

1937)-Britisll politician, one
of the founders a11d leaders
of the Independent Labour
Party and of the Labour Party; pursl1ed a11 opportunist
policy and preached the theory
of class collaboration and the
gradual growing of capitalism
over into socialism. In 1924
and 1929-31 was Prime ~{i
nister. -677
1'Vl ach, Ernst (1838-1916)-Austrian
physicist and
pl1ilosopl1er,
subjective idealist. one of the
founders of empirio-criticism;
in the tl1eory of l<novvledge revived views of Berkeley a11cl
lllime.-433, 434, 437-39, 441,
443-46

l'vfacMahon, ]i,farie Edme Patrice
Maurice (1808-1893)- French

reactionary politician, marshal, Bonapartist; one of the
l1angmen of tl1e Paris Comn1une; President of the Third
Re1iublic (1873-79). -262
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(17661834)-English
clergyman,
economist; exponent of a misanthropic theory of population. -168, 288, 436
Mann, Tom (1856-1941)-prominent figure of the British
working-class
movement.504
Manners, John James Robert (18181906)-British
statesman,
Tory, subsequently a Conservative; Member of Parliament,
Minister in several Conservative governments.-252
Marrast, Armand (1801-1852)French publicist; one of the
leaders of n1oderate bourgeois
republicans, editor of the newspaper National; in 1848 member of the Provisional Government and mayor of Paris,
President of the Constituent
Assembly
(1848-49).-117
121
'
Malthus,

...

Thomas

Robert

Martov, Lev . (Tsederbaum, Yuli
Osipovich) (1873-1923)-a Men-

shevik leader. After the October Socialist Revolution opposed Soviet power; in 1920 ·
emigrated to Germany. -589591, 596, 623
Marx, Karl (1818-1883).-141, 142,
174, 176, 178, 180-82, 188,
206, 208, 216, 224, 239, 240,
248, 255-57' 260, 261, 263,
290, 291, 294, 295, 302, 303,
307, 308, 313-16, 319-28, 33133, 335-47, 349, 350, 352-60,
364-66, 368-70, 372, 374-76,
380-84, 388, 389, 406, 408,
419, 420, 421, 423-26, 478,
481, 488, 489, 502-05, 509,
510, 514, 518, 519, 525-27,
532, 534, 536-41, 543-51, 552
553-56, 557' 560-67' . 570-73:
575, 576, 579, 582, 591, 592,
603-05, 607-13, 629, 652, 663,
664, 686, 688
Maurer, Georg
Ludwig
(17901872)-German historian, researcher into the social system
of ancient an.d medieval Germany. -84, 291
Mayer, Sigmund-author of the
book Die sociale Frage in Wien
(1871), entreprerieur.-336

Mehring, Franz (1846-1919)-out-

standing figure in the German
working-class movement, historian and publicist; in the
1880s became a Marxist; wrote
a number of books on the
history of Germany and German Social-Democracy, biographer of Karl Marx; one
of the leaders and theoreticians of the German Leftwing Social-Democrats; played
a prominent role in the
foundation of the Communist
Party of Germany.-303, 546,
663, 664
Mendelssohn, Moses (1729-1786)German reactionary philosopher, deist.-143
Metternich, Clemens, Prince (17731859)-Austrian reactionary
statesman; Foreign Minister
(1809-21) and Chancellor (18211848).-191
Mignet,

Fran9ois Auguste

•

cialism and entered the bourgeois government. In 190910, 1912-13 and 1914-15 was
in. charge of various ministries.
In 1920-24 President
of
the French Republic.-428
Milyukov, Pavel Nikolayevich(1859-

1943)-one of the founders
and leader of the Cadet Party,
ideologist of the Russian imperialist bourgeoisie, historian and publicist.-422, 523
Min, Georgi A lexandrovich (18551906)-colonel, commander of
the Semyonovsky Guards Regiment. Distinguished himself
by extreme brutality when
suppressing
the
Moscow
armed uprising in December
1905, and was promoted by
the tsar to the rank of major
general. Killed by a SocialistRevolutionary. -672

(1796-1884)-French bourgeois
historian of a liberal leaning.
Like other liberal historians
. of the Restoration, recognised
the role of class struggle in
history, but merely as a struggle between the landowning
aristocracy and bourgeoisie.
In his works attempted to
substantiate the right of the
bot1rgeoisie to political power,
opposed the revolutionary
struggle of
the
popular
masses. -231, 307, 462
Mikhailovsky, Nikolai Konstantinovich (1842-1904)-theoreti•

Dutch scientist, one of the
chief champions of vulgar
materialism, revived mechanistic views on nature and
society. -287, 437
111 ontesquieu, Charles Louis (16891755)-French
sociologist,
economist and writer of the
Enlightenment, theoretician
of constitutional moriarchy.304, 562
Moody, Dwight Lyman (1837-1899)
-American evangelist.~250
Morgan, Lewis Henry (1818-1881)American scientist, ethnograpl1er, archaeologist and historian of primitive society, spontaneous materialist.-84, 307,
325, 327
Miilberger, Arthur (1847-1907)German petty-bourgeois publicist, follower of Proudhon,
author of a number of books
on the history of social thought
in France and Germany; came
\1 p with criticism of Marxism.-157, 424, 674
Munzer, Thomas (c. 1490-1525)leader and ideologist of poor
peasants in the time of the
Reformation and the Peasant
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War of 1525, preached the
ideas of equalitarian utopian
communism.-115
N
Napoleon I
(Bonaparte) (17691821)-Emperor of France
(1804-14 and 1815).-36, 120122, 128, 129, 132, 133, 191,
307, 341, 542, 688
Napoleon I I I (Bonaparte, Louis;
Louis Napoleon) (1808-1873)-

Emperor of France from 1852
to 1870; nephew of Napoleon I.
After the defeat of the revolution in 1848 was elected
President of the French Republic; on the night of December 1, 1851, staged a coup
d'etat.-120, 121, 127, 129133, 172, 250, 257' 261, 262'
541
Newton, Isaac (1642-1727)-English physicist, astronomer and
mathematician, founder of classical mechanics. -57
Nicholas " I I
(Romanov) (18681918)-the last Russian Emperor (1894-1917).-269, 514,
619

Mirtov-see Lavrov, Pyotr Lavrovich.
Moleschott, Jakob (1822-1893)-

Marie

cian of liberal Narodism, publicist, literary critic, one of
the representatives of the subjective school in sociology.
From 1892 onwards-editor of
the magazine Russkoye Bogatstvo (Russian Wealth) in the
columns of \vhich he fought
against
Marxists. -313-16,
320-39' 341, 342' 344, 346.
347, 349-60, 367, 369-72; 374,
377' 381, 435, 528
Millerand, Alexandre Etienne (1859·
1943)-French politician. In
tl1e 1890s sided \Vith the socialism. In 1899 betrayed so-

~NDEX

N.-on-see Danielson, Nikolai
Frantsevich.
(1868-1946)Noske,
Gustav

'

one of the opportunist leaders
of the German Social-Democratic Party. In 1918, during
the November revolution in
Germany, organised the suppression of the sailors' reyo1utionary movement at Kiel.
In 1919-20 'Var Minister; organiser of reprisals against
the workers of Berlin, and also
of the murder of Karl Liebknecht and Rosa Luxemburg.657
0
Orleans-royal dynasty in France
(1830-48).-125, 129 .
Orthodox-see Axelrod, Lyubov Isaakovna.
Ostwald, Wilhelm Friedrich (1853-

1932)-Germari naturalist and
idealist philosopher. -443, 444
Owen, Robert (1771-1858)-British
utopian socialist.-12, 214,
386, 683
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Palchinsl•y,

Pyotr

I oakimovich

(d. 1930)-Russian engineer.
After the February 1917 bourrevolution
geois-democratic
Deputy Minister of Trade and
Industry in the bourgeois Provisional
Government;
inspired
industrialists
to
sabotage.-531, 532
Pannekoek,

Anton

(Horner,

K.)

(1873-1960)-Dutch
SocialDemocrat. In 1918-21 member
of the Communist Party of
Holland, took an ultra-Left,
sectarian stand. In 1921 withdrew from the Communist
Party and soon after retired
from politics. -653
Pearson, Karl (1857-1936)-Engliah mathematician, biologist
and idealist pl1ilosopher. Tried
to lend popular form to
positivism and fought materialist world outlook.-443
Pecqu.eur, Constantin (1801-1887)French economist, utopian socialist. -149
Petzoldt, Joseph (1862-1929)-German philosopl1er, subjective
idealist, pupil of Ernst Mach
and Ricl1ard Avenarius, rejected materialism as a phitrend,
opposed
losophical
scientific socialism. -445
Philippe II, Auguste (1165-'1223)King of France (1180-1223).304
Plekhanov,

Georgi

Valentinovich

(1856-1918)-outstanding
figure in the R11ssian and interr1ational working-class movernent, was first to disseminate
.Marxism in Russia.
Between 1883 and 1903
Plekhanov wrote a number of
worlcs which greatly contributed to the defence and dissemination of materialist views.
Among
these works \Vere
Socialism and the Political
Struggle, Our Differences, The
Development of the Monist View
of History, Essays on the History of 111 aterialism, On the
Role of Personality in lfistory.
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But already then he made
some serious mistakes which
were the embryo of his future Menshevik views. After
the Second Congress of tl1e
R.S.D.L.P.
Plekha11ov facollaboration with
voured
opportunists and then joined
the Mensheviks.
Lenin had a high opinion of
Plekhanov's
philosophical
works and valued his role
in disseminating Marxism in
Russia; but he sharply criticised Plekhanov for his deviations from Marxism and
the blunders in his political
activity.-352, 358, 359, 425,
465-67, 503, 509, 519, 548,
550, 555, 557, 560, 575, 658,
660, 673
Poincare,
Henri
(1854-1912)French mathematician and
physicist; in philosophy was
close to Machism.-443, 444
Pomyalovsky Nikolai Gerasimovich

(1835-1863)-Russian
democratic writer; in his worJ,s he
came out against the autocratic. and bureaucratic order in
Russia, against violence and
arbitrary rule.-574
Potresov,

Alexander

Nikolayevich

(1869-1934)-one of tl1e Menshevik leaders.-503, 508, 509
Prokopovich,

Sergei

1Vikol(tyevich

(1871-1955)-Russian bourgeois economist and publicist,
prominent Economist, ono of
the first champions of Bernsteinism in Russia.-391, 673
Proudhon, Pierre Joseph (18091865)-Frencli publicist, economist and sociologist, ono of
the founders of anarcl1ism. In
1840 he sharply criticised capitalism, but he saw tl1e way
out not in tl1e destruction of
the capitalist mode of production which inevitably breeds
poverty, ineq11ality and exploitation of the working people, hut in the "rectification''
of capitalism, in the eliminatio11 of its sl1ortcomings and
abuses through reforms. According to Proudhon, commo-

•

dity production was to be
preserved and society was to
consist of small owners extheir
products
changing
through the so-called exchange
bank \vl1icl1 he suggested to
set up. Karl Marx criticised
the theory and practice of
Proudhonism and showed its
anti-scientific and reactionary
character in the book The
Poverty of Philosophy. Answer
to the "Philosophy of Poverty''
by M. Proudhon published in

1847, and other works.-77,
81, 139, 155, 157, 158, 273283, 321, 374, 386, 390, 477,
560, 561
Publicola

(Publius

Valerius)

(d. 503 B.C.)-semi-legendary
statesman of the Roman Republic. -121
Pyatakov, Georgi Leonidovich (Kievsky, P.) (1890-1937)-mem-

ber of the Bolshevik Party
from 1910. During the First
World War (1914-18) maintained an anti-Leni11ist position in regard to the right of
r1ations to self-determination
and other important questions
of Party policy. After the
October Socialist Revolution
was in the Soviet Government
of the Ukraine and held some
otl1er responsible posts. Headed the anti-Party group of
"Left Communists" in the Ukraine. In 1927 the Fifteenth
Congress of the R.C.P.(B.) expelled him from th.e Party
for being an active figure in
the Trotskyite opposition. In
1928 he \Vas reinstated, and
i11 1936 expelled again for
his anti-Party activity.-487489, 491-98
R
Radek, Karl Berngardovich (18851939)-took
part
in the
SocialDcmocratic-movement in
Galicia, Poland and Germany
from the early 1900s. Joined
the Bolshevik Party in 1917,
in 1927 was expelled from it
for factional activity, rein-

stated in 1929, and expelled
again in 1936.-682
Raspail, Franr;ois (1794-1878)French naturalist, socialist,
close to revolutionary proletariat; participant in the 1830
and 1848 revolutions; deputy
to tl1e Constitµent Assembly. 134
Renaudel, Pierre (1871-1935)-a reformist leader of the French
Socialist Party.-509, 555, 614
Renner, Karl (1870-1950)-Austrian politician, leader and theoretician of the Austrian Rightwing Social-Democrats. An ideologist of "Austro-Marxism"
and one of the authors of the
bourgeois nationalist tl1eory
of "cultural-national autonomy". -475
Ricardo, David (1772-1823)-English economist, representative
of classical political economy. - 79, 80, 285, 454
Richard I (Coeur-de-Lion) (11571199)-King of England (11891199).-304
Robespierre,
Maximilien
(17581794)-prominent
in
the
French bourgeois revolution
of the end of the 18th century,
leader of the J acobins, head
of the revolutionary government (1793-94).-120
Rodbertus-J agetzow,

Johann

Karl

(1805-1875)-German vulgar
economist, big Prussian landowner, one of the theoreticians of "state socialism", who
held that the contradictions
between labour and capital
could be settled through reforms carried out by the Prussian Junker state. -383
Romanov, Nicholas-see
Nicholas I I.
Rossler, Konstantin (1820-1896)-

German publicist, as head
of the semi-official literary
bureau in Berlin (1877-92)
supported Bismarck's policy.-270
Rousseau, Jean
Jacques (17121778)-French
philosopher,
\vriter and social theorist,
played an important role ia
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ideologically preparing the
French bourgeois revolution
of the eighteenth century. 304, 346
Royer-Collard, Pierre Paul (17631845)-French
philosopher
and politician, monarchist. 121
Ruge, Arnold (1802-1880)-German
publicist, Young Hegelian,
bourgeois radical. In 1844, together with Marx, published
the journal Deutsch-Franzosische J ahrbiicher in Paris. Soon
afterwards, Marx dissented
with Ruge on points of principle. -336
tRusanov,

Nikolai

Sergeyevich

(b. 1859)-Russian publicist,
Socialist-Revolutionary. -557

s
.Saint-Just,

Louis Antoine (1767-

1794)-prominent figure in the
French bourgeois revolution
of the end of the 18th century, a Jacobin leader.-120
Saint-Simon,
Rouvroy

Claude

Henri

de

(1760-1825)-French
utopian socialist.-214, 386
Sankey, Ira David (1840-1908)American evangelist.-250
Savinkov, Boris Viktorovich (18791925 )-prominent
SocialistRevolutionary. After the October Socialist Revolution
(1917) organiser of a number
of counter-revolutionary plots,
helped to organise military
intervention against the Sovietrepublic,
white
emigre.592
Say, Jean Baptiste (1767-1832)French bourgeois economist,
r·epresentative of vulgar political economy.-121
Schaper, van-representative of the
Prussian reactionary bureaucracy; Oberprasident of the
Rhine Province (1842-45).136
.Scheidemann, Philipp (1865-1939)a leader of the extreme Right,
opportunist wing of the German Social-Democrats, took
an active part in the bloody
suppression of the German

workers' movement in 19181921.-509, 555, 557, 596, 614
657
,
Schelling, Friedrich Wilhelm (17751854)-representative of classical German philosophy, objective idealist, champion of
religion. -439
Schmidt, Conrad (1863-1932)-German economist and philosopher, in his early activity
shared the economic doctrine
of Karl Marx, subsequently
joined the bourgeois opponents
of Marxism. Author of works
which served as an ideological
source of revisionism. -290,
297
Schroder, Karl (1884-1950)-German Social-Democrat, writer
and publicist. After the November 1918 revolution in
Germany joined the Communist Party, where he sided
with the Left opposition.
When. the Left opposition
was expelled from the C.P.G.,
took part in the formation of
the Communist Workers' Par. ty of Germany. Soon after
withdrew from the latter and
returned to the German
Social-Democratic Party. -653
Schubert-Soldern, Richard (18521935)-professor of philosophy
at Leipzig, representative of
the immanent school.-432,
433, 434, 445
Schulze-Delitzsch, Hermann (18081883)-German vulgar economist, advocated harmony of
the class interests of capitalists a11d workers. -391
Schuppe, Wilhelm (1836-1913)German philosopher, subjective idealist, head of the immanent school.-432, 445
Sebastiani, Horace (1772-1851)Frencli marshal, diplomat.107
Sembat, Marcel (1862-1922)-a reformist leader of tl1e French
Socialist Party, journalist.
During the First World War
(1914-18)
social-cl)-auvinist.
From August 1914 to September 1917 Minister of Public
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Works in the imperialist "Government of National Defence'' of France.-555, 557
Semkovsky, S. (Bronstein, Sergei
Yulyevich) (b. 1882)-Russian
Social-Democrat, Menshevik;
contributed to the press organs of the Menshevik liquidators and foreign SocialDemocrats; was against the
right of nations to self-determination. In 1920 broke up
with the Mensheviks.-497
Shaftesbury, Anthony, Earl of (16711713)-English moralist philosopher, prominent deist, politician, Whig.-246
Sickingen, Franz von (1481-1523)German knight, sided with the
Reformation; led the knights'
rebellion in 1522-23.-244
Simmel, Georg (1858-1918)-German idealist philosopher and
sociologist, follower of Kant.370
Sismondi, Jean Charles Leonard
Simon.de de (1773-1842)-Swiss

economist, father of economic
romanticism which expressed
the views of small 'producers.69, 502
Skobelev, M atvei lvanovich (18851939)-from 1903 took part
in the Social-Democratic movement in the ranks of the
~fensheviks. In 1906 emigrated, contributed to Menshevik
publications. During the First
World War (1914-18) Centrist.-508, 531, 556
Smith, Adam (1723-1790)-English economist, representative
of classical bourgeois political economy.-56, 79, 80, 145,
276, 303, 454
Snowden, Philip (1864-1937)-British politician. In 1903-06
and 1917-20 Chairman of the
Independent Labour Party,
represented its Right wing.
From 1906 onwards Member
of Parliament.-677
Sombart, Werner (1863-1941)-German vulgar economist. At the
beginning of his career, one
of the typical ideologists of
"'social-liberalism . . . slightly
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touched up to look like Marxism" (V. I. Lenin, Collected
Works,
Moscow, Vol. 18,
p. 68). Later became an open
Marxism.-377,
enemy of
421
Sorge, Friedrich Adolf (1828-1906)German socialist, prominent
in the international workingclass and socialist movement,
associate and friend of Marx
and Engels.-504
Spencer, Herbert (1820-1903)-English philosopher, psychologist
and sociologist, prominent positivist. In an endeavour to
justify social inequality, Spencer likened human society to
an animal organism and applied the biological theory of
the struggle for existence to
the history of people.-316,
435, 528
Spinoza, Baruch (Benedictus) (16321677)-Dutch materialist philosopher, atheist.-143
S piridonova, Maria A lexandrovna
(1884-1941)-a Socialist-Revolutionary leader; in 1906 was
convicted and sentenced to
penal servitude for an attempt on the life of Luzhenovsky, ringleader of the BlackI-Iundred pogromists in Tambov Gubernia. After the February 1917 bourgeois-democratic revolution an organiser of
the Left wing of the S. R .s,
and after the formation of
the Party of Left SocialistRevolutionaries in November
1917 was a member of its
C.C.-670-72
Stauning, Thorvald August Marinus (1873-1942)-Danish states-

man, a Right-wing leader
of the Danish Social-Democratic Party and the Second International, publicist. During
the First World War (191418) held social-chauvinist position. In 1916-20 minister
\vithout portfolio in the bourgeois government of Denmark.
Later headed the Social-Democratic government and coalition governments of bourge-
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ois radicals and Right-wing
Social-Democrats.-555
Stein, Lorenz (1815-1890)-German
vulgar economist, expert on
the state. He based himself
on Hegel's conservative idealist teaching of st1 praclass
monarchy and eclectically combined idealism and materialism. -459
Steklov, Yuri Mikhailovich (187319111)-Russian Social-Democrat; after the Second Congress
of tl1e R.S.D.L.P. (1903) sided
with the Bolsheviks. Author
of a number of works on the
history of the revolutionary
movement.-515, 518
Stirner, Max (pen-name of Caspar
Schmidt) (1806-1856)-German
philosopher, Young Hegelian,
an ideologist of bourgeois
individualism and anarchism.
-16, 17, 40-43, 46, 60, 65
Stolypin, Pyotr Arkadyevich (18621911 )-statesman in tsarist
Russia, big landowner. In
1906-11 Chairman of the Council of Ministers and Minister of the Interior. His name
is associated with a period
of extreme political reaction
when capital punisl1ment was
widely used to put down the
revolutionary movement (the
Stolypin reaction of 19071910). -422
Strauss, David Friedrich (18081874)-German philosopher, a
prominent Young Hegelian.14, 16
Struve, Pyotr Berngardovich (18701944)- Russian bourgeois economist and publicist, a Cadet
leader. In the 1890s, prominent "Legal Marxist", came
up with "additil)ns" to and
"criticism" of the economic
and philosopl1ical teaching of
Karl Marx, tried to adapt
l\i!arxism and the working-class
rnovement to the interests of
the bourgeoisie.-367-71, 373377, 391, 402, 407, 421, 422,
446, 550, 667, 676
Stuarts-royal dynasty, ruled in
Scotland from 1371 and in

England (1603-49, 1660-1714).
-247
Sudekum, Albert (1871-1944)-one
of the opportunist leaders of
the German Social-Democrats,
revisionist. -465
Sukhanov, N. (Gimmer, Nikolai
Nikolayevich) (b. 1882)-Russian economist and pettybourgeois publicist, Menshevik.
After the October Socialist
Revolution (1917) worked in
Soviet ecor1omic bodies and
institutions. In 1931 was convicted as the leader of the underground Menshevik organisation. -686-88
T
Thierry, Augustin (1795-1856)French bourgeois historian of
a liberal leaning. While admitting the class division of
society and the class struggle
of the bourgeoisie against the
nobility, he tried to prove
that the classes in feudal
Europe appeared as a result
of conquests of one nation
by another. Though he thoroughly studied the history
of the •"third estate", he regarded it as a single class.
Disapproved of revolutionary
actions on the part of tl1e popular
masses. -231,
307,
462
Thiers,
Adolphe
(1797-1877)French statesman and historian. After the fall of the
Second Empire (September 4,
1870) one of the actual leaders of the reactionary government; headed it from February 17, 1871. One of the
main organisers of the civil
war and the suppression of the
Paris Commune.-146, 231,
262, 407, 408, 462
Torricelli, Evangelista (1608-1647)
-Italian physicist and mathematician. -306
Treitschke, Heinrich (1834-1896)German historian, publicist,
ideologist and exponent of
reactionary Prussianism, chauvinism and racialism. From
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1886 official historiographer
of the Prussian state.-419
Tsereteli Irakly Georgievich (18821959)-a Menshevik leader,
Minister of Posts and Telegraphs, later Minister _of the
Interior in the bourgeois Provisional Government (1917),
one of the instigators of the
pogromist persecution of Bolsheviks. -515, 518, 531, 532,
556, 557, 574, 575, 580, 591
Tugan-Baranovsky, Mikliail Iyanovich
(1865-1919)-Russian
economist. In 1890s prominent "legal Marxist". -571.
Turati, Filippo (1857-1932)-active
in the Italian working-class
movement, one of the orga. nisers of the Italian Socialist
Party, leader of its Right,
reformist wing. After the split
in the Italian Socialist Party
(1922), headed the reformist
Unitary Socialist Party.-663,
677
Turgenev, Ivan Sergeyevich (18181883)-Russian writer, whose
novels reflected the contradictions typical of social life in
Russia.-596

v
Vanderbilts-dynasty of An1erican
financial and industrial tycoons. -298
Vandervelde, Emile (1866-1938)opportunist leader of the Belgian Workers' Party, Chairman of the International Socialist Bureau of the ·Second
International. A social-chauvinist during the First World
War (1914-18); entered the
bourgeois government of Belgium, holding various ministerial posts.-429, 555, 557
Venedey, Jakob (1805-1871)-liberal German publicist and politician. -42
Vogt,· Karl (1817-1895)-German
naturalist. Adherent of vulgar materialism; he asserted
that "thought relates to brain
as bile to liver and urine to
kidneys" (Physiological Letters,
Petersburg, 1867); opponent

of scientific communism.287, 437
Voltaire, Frani;ois Marie
(real
name Arouet) (1694-1778)-outstanding personality of the
Englightenment in France,
deist ph.ilosoplier, satirist and
historian. -237
Vorontsov, Vasily Pavlovich (V. V.)
(1847-1918)-Russian economist and publicist, an ideologist of liberal Narodism.-334,
378, 379
V. V.-see Vorontsov, Vasily Pavlovich.

w

Wachsmuth, Ernst · Wilhelm Gott(1784-1866)-German
lieb
bourgeois historian, Leipzig
professor, author of a number of
works on ancient and European
history. - 305
Wagner, Richard (1813-1883)-German composer.-211
Ward, James (1843-1925)-English
psychologist, idealist philosopher ai1d mystic. In his
works he used the discoveries
made in physics to disprove
materialism and defend religion. -443-45
Watt James (1736-1819)-Scottisli
'
.
inventor
,vho built a universal steam engine. -249
Webb, Beatrice (1858-1943) and
,Sidney
(1859-1947)-British
public figures, founders of the
Fabian Society; co-authors of
several worl;:s on the history
and theory of the English
working-class
movement.421, 506, 614
Weitling, Wilhelm (1808-1871)prominent figure in the German working-class movement
at its inception, one of the
theoreticians of utopian equalitarian communism; tailor by
trade.-390, 612
Wendel, Friedrich (1886-1960)German Social-Democrat, satirist and publicist. After the
November 1918 revolution in
Germany joined the German
Communist Party, adhered to
its "Left'' opposition. After
the expulsion of the "Left"
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opposition from the party,
participated in founding the
Communist Workers' Party of
Germany. At the end of 1920
expelled from the C.W.P.G.653
Weydemeyer, Joseph (1818-1866)prominent figure in the German and American workingclass movement, member of
the Communist League; took
part in the 1848-49 revolution
in Germany .and in the American Civil War on the side
of the Northerners. First propagandist of Marxism in the
U.S.A.; associate and friend
of Marx and Engels.-284, 546
Wilhelm I (1797-1888)-King of
Prussia (1861-88) and German
Emperor (1871-88).-262
Wilhelm II (Hohenzollern) (18591941)-German Emperor and
King of Prussia (1888-1918).480
lVilson, Woodrow
(1856-1924)American statesman. Elected
President of the United States
from the Democratic Party
(1913-21). Pursued a policy
of brutal suppression of the
American working-class movement. His foreign policy was
characterised by expansionism,
especially as regards the Latin American countries. -619
Wirth, Moritz (b. 1849, d. after
1916)-German
publicist.290
JVolf, Julius (b. 1862)-German
bourgeois economist. -381
Wolffheim, Fritz-German SocialDemocrat, publicist. After the
November 1918 revolution in
Germany joined the German
Communist Party; together
with La11fenberg headed its
"I,eft" opposition. After the
expulsion of the "Left" opposition from the C.P.G. took
part in founding the Communist Workers' Party of Germany. At the end of 1920
expelled from the C.W.P.G.653
.
Woltmann, Ludwig (1871-1907)German sociologist and anthro-

pologist. Applied Darwin's
teaching to social development
maintaining that the clas;
structure of society was conditioned not only by historical
causes, but by natural inequality of human individuals.
Defended the theory of racialism and regarded racial features as an important factor
of political and economic development.-435
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Yushkevich,

Pavel

Solomonovick

(1873-1945)-Russian SocialDemocrat, Menshevik; advocated positivism and pragmatism, came up with a revision
of Marxist philosophy, attempting to substitute empiriosymbolism, one of the varieties ·
of Machism, for it.-446
Yuzhakov,

Sergei

Nikolayevich

(1849-1910)-an ideologist of
liberal N arodism, sociologist
and publicist. One of the managers of the magazine Russkoye Bogatstvo.-356, 378

.
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I

Wrangel, Pyotr Nikolayevich, baron

(1878-1928)-tsarist general,
extreme monarchist. From April to November 1920 Commander-in-Chief of the whiteguard armed forces of the
South of Russia; fled abroad
after their rout by the Red
Army.-678, 679
y

Judged by Mr. Y. Zhukovsky",
which \Vas published in the
Otechestvenniye Zapiski (Fatherland Notes) No. 10, October 1877. Marx wrote his wellknown letter to the editorial
board of the Otechestvenniye
Zapiski in reply to this article
(see Marx and Engels, Selected
Correspondence, l\1oscow, 1965,
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Zenzinov, Vladimir Mikhailovich (b.

1881)-a Socialist-Revolutionary leader.-557
Zhukovsky,

Yuli

Galaktionovich

(1822-1907)- Russian bourgeois economist and publicist.
Being hostile to Marxist political economy, Zhukovsky published in the Vestnik Yevropy
(Herald of Europe) No. 9,
1877, an article "Karl Marx
and His Book on Capital'',
full of malicious attackg on
Marxism. The article gave rise
to lively polemics on Capital
in Russia. N. Mikhailovisky
wrote an article "Karl Marx
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751,

pp. 311-13).-314, 343, 347,
381
Zubatov, Sergei Vasilyevich (18641917)-colonel of the Moscow
gendarmerie. In 1901-03 set
up workers' unions under police supervision with a vie\V
to diverting the workers from.
the revolutionary struggle.391

